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PREFACE

THE
natural history of the daily newspaper has the dra-

matic properties but none of the comparative simplicity
of a biography or a novel. While it involves struggles,

compromises, idealizations, and deft maneuverings, it also

embraces a vast tangle of interrelated strands.

The daily newspaper is what it is today because of what it

was on many yesterdays. It adjusts continuously to technological

changes, raw material conditions, labor difficulties, financial

relationships, circulation arrangements, advertising practices,

newsgathering methods, legal considerations, and editorial pol-
icies. To understand the operation of these factors, one must

gain a perspective on their adaptation to changing conditions

and to each other over a reasonably long period of time.

In writing the present account of the daily newspaper in the

United States, I have sought to reflect something of the drama
but above all to trace out the strands and their interrelationships.
In so doing, considerable spade work in the comparatively little

worked parts of the field has been necessary.
For the guidance of those who think in terms of "ism" labels

and who will wish to pin one such on me, I can only say that I

do not recall having adopted one of the more novel social philos-

ophies. On the contrary, I have tried to free myself of as many
preconceptions gained from early training as possible and to

protect myself from new ones. This book, so far as I am aware,

therefore, does not represent an effort to interpret the daily

newspaper industry in terms of some philosophical frame of

reference. I was curious, rather, about the American daily

newspaper. I wanted to go behind ordinary business office and

city room experiences and gain some perspective upon the

nature and role of this significant social instrument. The present
book is a report on the extent to which my curiosity has been

satisfied. On many points, as the text indicates, I am still quite
curious.

Thousands of newspapermen have labored to fit the American

daily newspaper to the needs of American communities. Many
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of them, together with others interested, have described phases of

that work in articles and books. In the text and in the select

bibliography, I acknowledge my debt to many of these actors in

and writers about the newspaper's dramatic life history. This

sirm.Tna.ry and analysis of their work, it is hoped, contributes

useful perspective on the daily paper to the general reader, the

student of social science, and the newspaperman.
Of published works which I have used, I owe most to Isaiah

Thomas's History of Printing in America, Frederic Hudson's

Journalism in the "United States, From 1690 to 1872, S. N. D.

North's History and Present Condition of the Newspaper and

Periodical Press, C. S. Brigham's very valuable "Bibliography
of American Newspapers, 1690-1820," and particularly the

files of The Journalist, Newspaperdom, The Fourth Estate, Editor &
Publisher, and Journalism Quarterly and the issues of G. P. Rowell

& Co.'s and N. W. Ayer & Son's directories. My debt to Editor &
Publisher is apparent from the references to its files in the text

and at the end of most chapters. I found many useful suggestions

in J. M. Lee's History of American Journalism, G. H. Payne's

History of Journalism in the United States, W. G. Bleyer's Main
Currents in the History of American Journalism, L. H. Week's

A History of Paper-Manufacturing in the United States, 1690-

1916, S. Kjaer's Productivity of Labor in Newspaper Printing,

Frank Presbrey's The History and Development of Advertising,

Victor Rosewater's History of Cooperative News-Gathering in the

United States, G. A. Isaacs' The Story of the Newspaper Printing

Press, and E. S. Watson's A History of Newspaper Syndicates,

1865-1935. To anyone interested in further reading in the news-

paper field, these books furnish valuable material with which to

supplement the present volume.

Helpful suggestions and information have come from

Dean C. W. Ackerman, Pulitzer School of Journalism, Columbia

University; Samuel Burns, former Circulation Manager, Browns-

mile (Pennsylvania) Telegraph; Prof. C. D. Clark, Chairman,

Department of Sociology, University of Kansas; Prof. L. N. Flint,

Chairman, Department of Journalism, University of Kansas;
C. P. Ives, II, Editor, New Haven Journal-Courier; R. S. Kellogg,

Secretary, News Print Service Bureau; Dr. E. L. Lloyd, Chief,

Market Data Section, U. S. Bureau' of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce; W. S. Maulsby, Editorial Director, American In-
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stitute of Public Opinion; L. B. Palmer, General Manager,
American Newspaper Publishers' Association; Prof. R. E. Park,

Department of Sociology, University of Chicago; E. M. Powell,

Manager, Publicity Department, N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.; and
S. P. Weston, newspaper engineer and consultant. The following

furnished useful data: Louis Allwell, Superintendent of Bureaus,
International News Service, Inc.; C. J. Babb, International

Typographical Union; LeVerne Beales, Chief Statistician for

Manufactures, U. S. Bureau of the Census; Clyde Beals, Edi-

tor, The Guild Reporter; W. G. Bell, Bureau of Advertising,

A. N. P. A.; W. F. Brooks, Executive Assistant, The Associated

Press; R. L. Frey, Promotion Department, United Press Associa-

tions; Frank Morrison, Secretary-Treasurer, American Federa-

tion of Labor; Harcourt Parrish, Ivy Lee Associates; M, E. Pew,
late Editor, Editor &* Publisher; Woodruff Randolph, Secretary-

Treasurer, L T. U.
;
W. A. Scott, former General Manager,

Southern Newspaper Syndicate; Edward Stanley, Executive

Assistant, The Associated Press; F. P. Stockbridge, Editorial

Consultant, The American Press; H. V. Strawn, Audit Bureau of

Circulations; W. A. White, Editor, Emporia (Kansas) Gazette;

and W. E. Wines, Manager, Mechanical Department, A. N. P. A.

Thanks are due to the following for permission to use published
materials: J. W. Brown, Jr., Business Manager, Editor &* Pub-

lisher; W. W. Fry, late President, N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.;

Prof. F. L. Mott, former Editor, Journalism Quarterly; and

A. T. Robb, Executive Editor, Editor & Publisher.

J. T. Ruby of the Library of Congress and Gordon Kenefick

of Sterling Memorial Library, Yale University, greatly facilitated

my library research. My thanks are also due to the staffs of

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, Historical Society of Pennsyl-

vania at Philadelphia, Maryland Historical Society at Baltimore,

New York Public Library, Philadelphia Public Library, Pulitzer

School of Journalism Library at Columbia University, Watson

Library at the University of Kansas, and Western Pennsylvania
Historical Society at Pittsburgh, to Sally Moot of the Oakmont

(Pennsylvania) Public Library, and to C. S. Brigham of the

American Antiquarian Society at Worcester, Massachusetts.

Professors A. G. Keller, G. P. Murdock, and Milton Conover

of Yale University and Dr. W. A. Hamor of Mellon Institute of

Industrial Research have aided me in this work in many ways.
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Marco Morrow, Assistant Publisher, Capper Publications, and
Mr. Robb of Editor & Publisher have kindly read the manu-

script and made many valuable comments and suggestions.
To Prof. Maurice Rea Davie of Yale and to my wife, Eliza-

beth Briant Lee, however, I am most grateful. Professor Davie
has unstintingly given his aid throughout the course of prepara-
tion. Both Professor Davie and my wife have read and re-read

the manuscript, criticized it, and improved it in ways too nu-

merous to detail. Errors in fact and judgment remaining are

my own.
The trustees of the Kennedy T. Friend Foundation of Pitts-

burgh granted financial assistance in 1931-33 during the prepara-
tion of a part of this study for submission as a dissertation for the

degree of doctor of philosophy to the Yale Graduate School; and
Yale University aided materially in the completion of the book

through the award of a Sterling Fellowship for 1933-34. I want
to express my sincere thanks for their confidence and assistance;
I hope the product fulfils their expectations.

ALFRED MCCLUNG LEE
LAWRENCE, KANSAS

February 23, 1937
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THE DAILY NEWSPAPER
IN AMERICA

A SOCIAL INSTRUMENT

FROM
the most primitive times to the present, man has

sought to explain happenings in terms of human or an-

thropomorphic agents. Literature and even history have
stressed the lives and achievements of great men rather than the

accumulating and adjusting experience of society. The student

of society, however, regards the great man theory of history as

scarcely less naive than the savage's recourse to magical explana-
tions. He recognizes that great men are largely the product of

their times, that inventions arise primarily out of the social en-

vironment, as W. F. Ogburn points out in his Social Change.

Changes in human institutions in religion, government, and
economic life, in the family, education, and communication
are due, as A. G. Keller * has demonstrated, "to the operation of

impersonal, automatically acting forces which transcend alto-

gether the range of individual powers and control and produce
effects characteristic of themselves alone. . . . The individual

cannot be left utterly out of account any more than can the mo-
lecular composition of an ivory ball used in a physics experiment;
but if the object of study is the ball, or the society, it is just and

proper to deal with it as an entity, not as a sum of its constituent

elements."

This approach to society and its problems is far from popular.

Man, the great adjuster to nature, prefers to dramatize himself as

the great adjuster of nature. Although the astronomer has suc-

ceeded in removing the earth from the center of our mental pic-

ture of the universe, the social scientist has far to go before men
will listen patiently to descriptions of the "ivory ball's

"
of

society's activities without shouting, "Yes, but what about

me?"
1
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The practical newspaperman and the business leader have

commonly acquired through experience a viewpoint similar to

that of the sociologist and the social historian. Trie present study
addresses itself, therefore, to them as well as to the social scien-

tist.

Significant developments in the manufacture of newspapers,
in their advertising and publishing departments, and in society

at large are here related to trends in editorial policy. The latter

is not an equivalent to editorial
"
ethics," to the codes in which

editors like other professional men rationalize and frequently
idealize their practices. Editorial policy is taken to be the work-

ing principles which editorial workers use in practice, the criteria

of the selective process which they exert on news sources and

news, and of the treatment to which they subject material prior
to publication. To the extent to which available sources reveal an

estimate of editorial policy, its trends are described. It consti-

tutes, as will be seen, the essential qualifying feature of the news-

paper as a social instrument as well as a specialized phase of

current social practices, of the folkways and mores of a time and

place.

The present analysis makes no assessment of the industry's
"absolute" social merit as a communication agency. The press
as it is, with certain evident maladjustments eliminated with

the application of what impatient social reformers call "patch-
work" operates well enough for society as it is. As society

changes, the press adjusts to the new conditions; if it remained

stationary, it would soon be superseded.
These assertions emphasize what several newspapermen have

stressed, namely, that the blind forces of society and not ap-

preciably the creative urge of a few Greeleys, Danas, and Hearsts

mold the future of the industry. Augustus Maverick,
2 for ex-

ample, a New York Times veteran who wrote during a less scien-

tifically minded period, noted that the "rapid growth of knowl-

edge, and the continual increase of the facilities of travel and

intercommunication, are followed in regular order by the ex-

pansion of the Press and by the enlargement of its legitimate

power. . . . The American newspapers which failed to interpret
obvious signs died, as they should have died, when they became

unrepresentative, useless, dull, and bankrupt."
Those for whom a tree obscures the forest, and who fail thereby
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to achieve an adequate perspective, object to this
"
mechanistic"

approach; they scorn it as impractical The utility of a social

viewpoint in studying social problems, however, goes beyond a

mere antiquarian or
"
cultural" interest. It leads to a factual

basis on which to consider questions of modification. As Keller 3

points out, the "way to get at the nature of an institution, as of

anything else that is alive, is to see how it has grown. . . . When
we know how institutions have come to be what they are, we
shall have valuable information as to the expediency of discard-

ing, retaining, or modifying them." 0. G. Villard,
4
taking issue

with this attitude, maintains that the "facile historians of jour-

nalism, notably two recent ones, James Melvin Lee and George

Henry Payne, have preferred not to use the ethical measuring
stick. Yet any definite worthwhile survey of the rise and fall

of American journalism must apply that test above all others.

It must ask last of all what were the returns of the counting room

but must first inquire what ideals a given journal upheld, what

moral aims it pursued, what national and international policies

it championed, what was the spirit of fair play and justice which

actuated it, and above all on whose side and under whose banner

it fought." G. H. Payne
6
summarily disposes of this position:

"There is great danger that, in writing history and in making
historical judgments, we may use the phraseology and assume

the moral tone of those who would arrogate to themselves the

exclusive control of moral standards."

This study avoids the technical verbiage of pseudo-science. It

leaves the coining and careful polishing of terminological cate-

gories to the social philosopher, and contents itself with words

no more precise in meaning than the social phenomena they

designate. A few terms, though well established in current usage,

should perhaps be defined for the sake of clarity.
"
Folkways

"

are common modes of behavior, ways of doing and explaining

things which have gained currency in a group. "The operation

by which folkways are produced consists in the frequent repeti-

tion of petty acts, often by great numbers acting in concert or,

at least, acting in the same way when face to face with the same

need. The immediate motive is interest. It produces habit in

the individual and custom in the group. ... By habit and cus-

tom it exerts a strain on every individual within its range; there-

fore it rises to a societal force to which great classes of societal
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phenomena are due." 6 The " mores" constitute a special class of

folkways, those held more tenaciously by the group.
" After

practising certain folkways for an extended time, people acquire
the conviction that they are indispensable to the welfare of so-

ciety. They come to believe that their own ways are the only

right ones, and that departure from them will involve calamity.
It is with the addition of this welfare-element that folkways be-

come mores." 7
Folkways and mores, adjustments as they are to

man's needs, cluster about the primary human urges as the units

of the great social institutions, the family, religion, government,
and the economic organization. These elements do not, however,
remain fixed; nor, to face the facts, do they approximate some
ideal pattern toward which we strive. They adjust continuously

as do our ideal patterns to the changing conditions of life, to

environmental phenomena and to invention. This process of

adjustment or adaptation, rather than "social progress," con-

stitutes social evolution.

This evolutionary process operates through the factors of in-

vention or social variation, selective elimination, and transmis-

sion. Variations, new folkways, arise to meet new social situa-

tions; then, through repeated trial and error and comparison,

society automatically selects the methods which seem to work
best. By transmission, folkways pass from individual to individ-

ual, group to group, generation to generation. Social instruments

like the daily newspaper grow as institutionalized forms in the

evolutionary process. The newspaper supplements and partially

supplants more primitive means of transmission in response to

the peculiar needs of urban civilization.

Sociological interest in the newspaper centers about two par-
ticular phases of its function: its relation to public opinion and its

character as a social instrument. While these two phases inter-

mingle, the latter may be more readily subjected to scientific

scrutiny through the collection and comparison of available facts.

The former, closely identified with the mores of modern society
as a whole, presents an infinitely more complex problem. Walter

Lippmann's
8
widely accepted views on public opinion, for ex-

ample, add little but a popular exposition to scientists
7

tentative

conclusions. He infers "that, in the present state of education,
a public opinion is primarily a moralized and codified version of

the facts" and that "the pattern of stereotypes at the center of
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our codes largely determines what group of facts we shall see,

and In what light we shall see them." "Stereotypes" and "atti-

tudes" are merely more subjective, and to that extent less satis-

factory, substitutes for "folkways" and "mores."

Although public opinion in modern societies has resisted ade-

quate description, a study of factors which mold editorial policy

must certainly allow for its operation. This is accomplished in

this study to the extent that statistical estimates and other in-

dications of general behavior are available.

Perhaps this book partially satisfies a request by the editor of

the Richmond Commercial Compiler in a letter "To Mr. Niles,

editor of the Weekly Register" published November 29, 1817 :
9

"In the first place, we want, what we may call, cannons [sic]

for the management of the press, a sort of 'codification,
3

as Jeremy
Bentham calls it, of those rules, which ought to guide the con-

ductor of the press to regulate its liberty, and restrain its licentious-

ness: Not rules enacted by the laws of the land; but rules, drawn

from the sound principles of discussion, and forming a sort of moral

legislation for the press; rules which every editor ought to observe,

and which none should violate without an offence to decency and

good taste. . . .

"We hold, that the number of well regulated papers is a species

of test of the state of the public mind; their multiplication, is an

indirect proof of the growth of a liberalizing spirit among the people;

then- declension, of a depreciation of that spirit. Hence we should

like to see a Register of the numbers of newspapers; which should

notice every newspaper that is set up, or tie discontinuance of

every old one with the change of editors, &c. &c. Thus you would

take notice of every typographical star that rose above or set below

the horizon.
" In the same manner, you might state the causes of the declension

of any paper, whether from mismanagement of the editor, the want

of punctuality in subscribers, or from any other cause as you could

ascertain it"

An ambitious but scientific program. Hezekiah Niles attempted

to supply a continuous statistical record, but cooperative notions

met with scant enthusiasm in 1817. Accumulated facts, how-

ever, now make possible this attempt at "codification ... of

moral legislation for the press" editorial policy in relation to

statistics over a long stretch of time. Light is shed, too, on the

connection between "well regulated papers" and the "liberaliz-

ing spirit among the people."
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CHAPTER I

THE NEWSPAPER IN SOCIETY

MAN
became man when he discovered that the experi-

ences of his fellows were worth adding to his own, when
folkways or habitual behavior patterns common to a

group appeared. Man learns ways of doing things and of ex-

plaining things from his fellow beings. To any known extent,
the animal does not. With these folkways, rather than physi-
cally, man adjusts to the changing conditions of his life on this

planet.
1

With the multiplication of men on the face of the earth, with
the rise of complex societies, the means by which the experiences
of one man or of a group have reached others have become in-

creasingly varied and intricate. Language, as its grunts became
more expressive, was supplemented by pictures, pictographs,
and such symbols as those of which this book is composed. Men
then found they needed means for reaching several groups at

once. They reproduced their pictures, hieroglyphs, and letter-

sequences manually and later by various duplicating machines.
And now these implements have been improved by the invention

of typesetting machines, photo-engraved illustrations, cheaper
and cheaper paper, and more and more rapid means of operation.
The outline of that significant story is well known to all who

have dabbled in human history or have walked through modern

museums, but few relate the artifacts of communication to the

changes in civilization to which they potently contributed. While
social scientists have shown that civilization appears as a function

of numbers in contact or communication, histories of the United
States as of other civilized countries still dwell on the personal
and public lives of our presidents, acts of Congress, Supreme
Court decisions, and the like, with little reference to the influence

exerted by rates of contact between people upon basic economic,

political, marital, and religious culture patterns. As R. E. Park 2

asserts, in speaking of the newspaper aspect of this situation,

"Evidently the newspaper is an institution that is not yet fully

understood. What it is, or seems to be, for any one of us at any
7
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time is determined by our differing points of view. . . . One
reason we know so little about the newspaper is that as it exists

today it is a very recent manifestation. Besides, in the course of

its relatively brief history, it has gone through a remarkable

series of transfigurations." The newspaper is novel, in evidence

now for some three centuries, but people have been building up
civilizations under the stimulating influence of contact for ages.

Three hundred years mean little in social evolution, but they

occupy an amazingly long section of history in its traditional

form. The spectacular in the affairs of men has too long over-

shadowed this homely essential in the story of mankind.

Communication as a social device has characteristics other

than the mere presentation of ideas by one man to others. For

his ideas to be acceptable, for the listener or reader to be con-

vinced, something must indicate his authority. The means by
which this magical element imparts itself to spoken and written

dicta include chest beating, mumbo-jumbo, artistic typographical

layouts, and footnotes. The mere printed page, too, "especially
if it exhibits a certain pretentiousness of form, seems to exert a

benumbing influence over common sense, and the attitude evoked

has a family-likeness to that assumed worshipfully, aforetime,
before 'authority.' It is an echo of the stock imputation of wiz-

ardry to which ignorance takes recourse in the presence of that

which is vaguely, if at all, understood." 3 The newspaper's

repute or authority with its readers links up closely with factors

which guide editorial policy. Within certain limits, the news-

paper's repute reflects the comparative adaptation of editorial

practices to society's needs. One notes that the average reader

now qualifies in various ways that popular proof of another day,
"It must be true; I saw it in the Gazette," a change attributable

to other things as well as to education. New ways of attaching

authority to the printed page, however, and its "benumbing in-

fluence over common sense" operate perennially.

If we knew more about the whole evolutionary course of com-

munication devices, the nature and relative significance of the

newspaper would appear more clearly, but further light on this

instrument offers advantages. The daily newspaper, both through
its advertising and its news columns, intimately associates itself

with trends in America's other national and sectional institu-

tions. Future discussions of business, politics, marriage and the
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family, and the church. wiR of necessity recognize dailies as trans-

mitters of variations in the folkways and mores of which these

institutions consist. The present inquiry suggests many such

points of contact.

Before sketching the adaptations which the newspaper in-

dustry and its essential "filtering" device, editorial policy, have

made to changing mechanical, economic, political, and social

conditions, two major problems of specific approach must be

"ironed out." No two newspapers, in the first place, are the same.

And, secondly, this intricate mechanism must be whacked into

sections for convenient treatment.

Despite considerable standardization, more or less wide varia-

tions in newspaper format, news treatment, and general content

still exist. These differences continue between newspapers in the

same city even more noticeably than between those in different

cities. Bostonians will recognize the reference to the stodgy

Transcript and florid American as well as to the placid Christian

Science Monitor. Cincinnatians will recall differences between

their "respectable" Enquirer and the robust Scripps-Howard
Post. Albeit consolidations have eliminated many, certain other

urbanites still have local examples to illustrate the point.

Such investigators as S. P. Weston, a newspaper consultant,

have subjected to analysis the variable factors in the newspaper
situation between different cities. Weston 4 summed up the re-

sults of his statistical surveys in a statement of the potency of a

newspaper's field:

"ThejfaH . . . made the paper all through the history of Amer-

ican journalism, and it colored and directed the presentation of the

news and governed the reporting. . . .

"The law of the field is veritably the Constitution of the news-

paper whose Articles are:

The topography of the field

Its location

Its natural resources

Its buying power
Its transportation facilities

Its government
Its climate

The character of its population
Their economic engagements
Their literacy and their reading habits

Plus internal and external com0etition
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"Field is the market to be supplied as well as the source of the
raw material news. It provides the opportunity which the pub-
lisher capitalizes. Its character determines the fixation and method
of presentation of its news."

Weston's explanation of the variety to be found in the policies

of contemporary newspapers, all of which may be successful,

bears resemblance to the often-quoted remark by the late Arthur

Brisbane that a newspaper can have as many readers as it is made

for, be it a thousand or a million. The disquisitive E. W. Scripps,
5

founder of a newspaper chain and of the United Press Associa-

tions, suggested a similar position in this pungent language:
"Our one business is to get an audience. Whatever else it is, our

newspaper must be excessively interesting, not to the good, wise

men and the pure in spirit, but to the great mass of sordid, squalid

humanity. Humanity is vulgar; so we must be vulgar. It is

coarse; so we must not be refined. It is passionate; therefore the

blood that runs in our veins and in our newspapers must be

warm." Those who differed with Brisbane and Scripps had
different newspapers and different subscribers. Lacking the

latter, they failed.

These viewpoints bring forward not only a difficulty to be con-

fronted but a solution. Even though each newspaper cannot be

treated with reference to all of the characteristics of its individual

field any more than mountainous files of newspaper copies may
be analyzed to give a basis for such a comparison, differences in

editorial treatment find an essential place in this survey. The

New York Times and its ilk, the New York Evening Journal and
other Hearst papers, the World-Telegram and other Scripps-
Howard sheets, the Daily News and other tabloids, and many
minor varieties, constitute significant variations in the main
stream of daily newspaper evolution. The Times and News

today have more in common than either has with the Journal of

Commerce or Sun of a century ago. When these variations are

viewed in relation to the broad perspective, certain tendencies

appear. These common tendencies are the chief concern of this

study.

Certain determinative factors mentioned by Weston relate

only to individual localities, but others have aspects which may
be generalized. Of these latter, the following are cited: (1) loca-

tion; (2) available natural resources; (3) buying power; (4) trans-
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portation facilities; (5) government; (6) character of population;
and (7) literacy and reading habits. To these may be added:

(8) certain folkways and mores; (9) raw materials and plant

equipment; (10) facilities for the transmission of news; and

(11) newspaper practices. These factors, each evolutionary in

nature, tend to formulate the policy of all editorial departments.
The variations ever present in editorial policy, induced by pecul-

iar local conditions, by new problems, and by the invention of

new answers to old problems, furnish starting points for signifi-

cant adaptations at crucial points in the whole industry's develop-
ment.

Common tendencies among daily papers readily reveal them-

selves in organization movements. Associations and commercial

agencies transmit local, national, and international information

to large groups of papers. Trade associations, societies, dubs,

unions, and guilds deal with common problems of method,

ethics, commodity prices, and relations with other industries

and with the governmental structure. These agencies and organ-

izations play a dominant role in the diffusion of common stand-

ards and usages for editorial practice as well as for other as-

pects of publication.

The second problem preliminary to the main business of this

book is: Into what sections can one slice this intricate mechanism

in order to deal with it conveniently? One method in common
use is the traditional historian's selection of definitely dated

periods. The other, commonly employed by social historian and

sociologist, treats phenomena over their whole temporal course

from separable aspects. The latter offers better recommendations.

For the convenience of the reader who thinks in terms of time

periods, however, several sequences which have been used are

submitted.

After periods of "The Colonial Press 1704-1755" and of

"The Revolutionary Press 1755-1783," Frederic Hudson made

three subsequent divisions in his Journalism in the United States,

From 1690 to 1872:

"The Political Party Press, the Religious Press, the Agricultural

Press, the Sporting Press, the Commercial Press 1783-1833. . . .

"The Transition Press, the Cheap Press 1833-1835. . . .

"The Independent Press, the Telegraph Press 1835-1872."

Writing fifty years later, J. M. Lee disagreed with Hudson on the
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groupings and the labels as the following list from his History of

American Journalism reveals:

"Colonial Period, 1704-1765.

"Revolutionary Period, 1765-1783.

"Period of Early Republic, 1783-1812. , . .

'Party Press Period, 1812-1832. . . .

'Transition Period, 1832-1841. . . .

'Mexican War to Civil War Period, 1846-1860.

'Civil War Period, 1860-1865.

'Reconstruction Period, 1855-1880.

'Period of Financial Readjustment, 1880-1900.

'Period of Social Readjustment, 1900-

Another writer, W. G. Bleyer, in Main Currents in the History of

American Journalism, thus divided the general history of the

press until 1840:

"
Early Colonial Newspapers, 1690-1 750.

(

"The Press During the Struggle Between the Colonies and Eng-
land, 1750-1783.

"Beginnings of the Political Press, 1783-1800.

"The Political Party Press, 1800-1833.

"Beginnings of the Penny Papers, 1833-1840."

After nine chapters on leading figures in American journalism,

Bleyer concludes his book with a discussion of "The Develop-
ment of the Present-Day Newspaper/' 1890-1925.

Readers should not take these periods too seriously; their

makers do not. Inventions and developments gain prominence
at times, but to say that these changes began in any given year
will appear as questionable in view of the facts as to say that

certain individuals created them. S. N. D. North,
6 author of the

special 1880 Census monograph on newspapers and periodicals,

would not assign the beginning of one "era," 1835-80, "to any

particular year or event, its coming being due to a variety of

causes, which may be enumerated in the following order: First,

the establishment of the penny press; second, the development of

railroads as a means for the distribution of newspapers, the trans-

mission of news reports, and the reduction of heavy postage rates;

third, the discovery of telegraphy, and its immediate application
to the purposes of journalism; and fourth, but not less important
than other causes, the improvements of the printing press, which

have rendered it possible to print large edition&gf newspapers in

a short time."
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The topical treatment offers divisions less difficult to differenti-

ate; the subject falls into them naturally. To give background,

chapters treat with pre-daily newspapers, with transitions to

daily publication, and with the general perspective of daily news-

paper development in this country. The daily newspaper, then,

must take salable form in a printing plant through the use of raw

materials, machines, and labor, other separable aspects. The
business side splits into ownership, the distribution of copies to

purchasers, advertising, and the inter-media struggle for appro-

priations from the advertiser's dollar. Side lines, closely related

to the whole, are subsidiary publications such as weeklies for the

country and Sunday sheets, potent elements in many adjust-

ments. The editorial side separates into
"
extramural" news-

gathering in state, nation, and world, local newsgathering,

features, the problem of press-agentry, press freedom, and commu-

nity service projects. Editorial policy, in view of the manner in

which the various sections depict factors qualifying it, becomes

largely a summary of the book. Each of these sections, far from

air-tight, intertwines with every other. Other possible divisions,

too, are submerged. But this method, with its imperfections,

permits greater clarity and more flexibility in exposition than the

other.

This book discusses daily newspaper development, but other

kinds of periodicals existed throughout the period treated. To

darify the differentiation made between these groups, brief defi-

nitions will be useful here and elsewhere. A "periodical" is

generally described as a magazine or other publication issued at

regular intervals of more than one day. A "newspaper," on the

other hand, is thought of as a publication which is printed and

distributed at stated intervals, usually weekly or more frequently,

and which contains news, opinions, and other matter. While

these definitions approximate the situation, the Biennial Censuses

of Manufactures from 1921 separate daily newspapers and daily

periodicals. This exception points to the fact that such words,

a,s so many other labels used in social science, must needs be

evolutionary in character. Definitions may hedge in a category

fairly well in one decade but not over any long stretch of time.

"Periodicals" specify here, therefore, all magazines, newspapers,

and other publications issued at more or less fixed subscription

rates and at allegedly regular intervals. Theater programs, bulle-
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tins, and their like, in the nature of house organs, fall outside of

this group. "Newspapers" are periodicals which contain the

Census prescription of "news, politics, and family reading," and
which popular usage at the time published labels "newspapers"
and not magazines or something else. These vague, but fairly
workable connotations, will take on whatever further qualifica-

tions facts suggest, as conditions in the industry change.
Some may ask why sociologists do not wait until historians

have accumulated more facts on the press before they start. But

why should either wait? Their relation is reciprocal. The his-

torian continually uncovers new examples of method; the tech-

nical student often plugs gaps in chronology. The present survey
uncovers numerous historical points and asks many, many ques-
tions of the future historian. Phases covered adequately by his-

torians are merely summarized here as fully as the general con-

text demands. No pretense is made that this book represents a

definitive sociological treatise on the daily newspaper; it is an

effort to summarize certain existing data.
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CHAPTER II

BEFORE DAILIES

r*T^WENTIETH century Americans can scarcely visualize an

I America without newspapers or even one without daily
JL newspapers. But until 1704 no newspaper, and until 1783

no daily newspaper was regularly published in the territory the

United States now embraces. What preceded this means of com-

munication, so essential in our present-day civilization? Out of

what did contemporary editorial practices grow? What was their

nature among pre-daily papers? What influences shaped them?

In writing A Brief Retrospect of the Eighteenth Century shortly

after 1800, Samuel Miller 1
proclaimed "that the eighteenth

century may be emphatically called the age of periodical publica-

tions" The facts support Miller's contrast of the eighteenth with

preceding centuries, but the perspective of another century di-

minishes its repute as such. Benjamin Harris, an English news-

paper publisher in exile, issued the first American newspaper hi

Boston on September 25, 1690. The one issue of Publick Occur-

rences Both Forreign and Domestick was promptly suppressed by
the Governor and Council because it "contained Reflections of a

very high nature" and "sundry doubtful and uncertain Re-

ports." The first paper continuously published in the colonies

appeared "by Authority" on April 24, 1704, as the venture of

John Campbell, postmaster of Boston. After a precarious life of

eighteen years under Campbell's direction, The Boston News-

Letter continued until the Revolution caused its end.

Against these beginnings, Miller 2 contrasted the mass of con-

temporary papers: seventeen dailies, seven triweeklies, thirty

semiweeklies, and 146 weeklies in the United States and its

territories. If he had had as complete files as are now available,

his totals would have risen to: twenty-four dailies, three inde-

pendent and four dependent triweeklies, twenty-nine independ-

ent and one dependent semiweeklies, 178 independent and two

dependent weeklies, and one other, a total of 235 establishments

and of 242 newspapers in 1800 (see Tables V, VI, and VIH,

Appendix) instead of his 200 newspapers in 1801 or 1802. The
15
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dependent papers, issued "for the country/
7

originated in the

offices of papers of greater frequency.

Circulation figures emphasize the multiplication of newspapers
more sharply. Campbell distributed about 300 copies of his

printed newsletter each week. By 1789, the weekly circulation of

all types of newspapers totaled some 76,438 copies, 3,974,776 an-

nually. Estimates of any accuracy are not available for 1800, but

a conservative guess places the weekly average of the 242 news-

papers or approximately 60S weekly issues at 200,000, much more
than twice that of eleven years earlier.

Before Newspapers

Newspapers appeared in this country as new devices to satisfy

old needs. They partially replaced services rendered by coffee-

houses and taverns, by preachers and postmasters, and by town

gossips. Their immediate forerunners included personal letters,

the handwritten newsletters produced commercially in this coun-

try and abroad, notices posted in public places, broadsides and

pamphlets, and newspapers sent to America. Printing equipment,

supplies of paper, printers, readers who could afford to subscribe,

and freedom or permission to print, as the immediate prerequi-

sites, effected the change.
From early taverns emanated all sorts of information. Town

meetings, town councils, and courts frequently met there. On
their doors or walls, townsmen found official notices for jury

service, sales, and meetings. To taverns came travelers full of

rumors and gossip from former stopping places. Innkeepers, too,

kept recent newspapers and pamphlets on hand to supplement
the advantages of their establishments. The popularity of this

service as an incentive to education forced one taproom keeper
to paint over Ms mantel-shelf: "Gentlemen learning to spell are

requested to use last week's newsletter."

For many years after the establishment of newspapers in

Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, coffee-houses and taverns

continued to go to "considerable Pains and Expence in procuring
the London and Boston Newspapers for the Entertainment of the

Publick," to quote The Boston Gazette, June 13, 1726. In spite

of the growth of the printed news device, coffee-houses later

offered systematic information services in the form of manu-

script newsbooks for which they had correspondents and local
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reporters. In urban districts, the prominence of these convivial

centers as merchant exchanges made them serious competitors
to early news sheets and deterrents to the establishment of dailies.

The relation of preachers and postmasters to public opinion
and to the first news sheets indicates the manner in which they
had filled the newspaper's place. In New England, sermons fre-

quently dealt with political and economic developments instead

of moral and theological problems. Rev. Gabriel Richard, who
became the resident pastor of the Roman Catholic Church of

St. Anne in Detroit in 1798, appointed a crier to make news and

advertising announcements before the church door each Sunday
morning. A written newspaper, posted at a place conveniently
near the church, later supplemented the spoken one. These
efforts finally culminated in Detroit's first printed newspaper,
the Michigan Essay; or, the Impartial Observer, which appeared on

August 31, 1809, as an English and French weekly. The minister,

one of the few educated men in an early community, relayed news
and predigested views to his flock. The postmaster's relation to

news, on the other hand, arose from Ms function as a clearing

house for information from the outside world and from his pref-

erential use of the mails.

Pre-newspaper broadsides and pamphlets printed in this coun-

try differed from actual newspapers chiefly in form and in the

absence of periodicity of issue. Certain writers have assumed, for

example, that The Present State of New-English Affairs, a broad-

side published at Boston in 1689, was as much a newspaper as

Harris's Publick Occurrences Both Forreign and Domestick of 1690,

mentioned above. Pamphlets containing ministerial and lay opin-

ions characterized the literature of the early colonies, a frag-

mentary and transient form natural for a frontier society.

When the eighteenth century dawned, then, these predecessors

had cultivated the field. It awaited the immediate prerequisites

to give birth to newspapers similar to those which had developed

in England and elsewhere for upwards of a century.

Newspapers

Requests for their newsletter taxed the copying speed of John

Campbell and his brother, Duncan. On April 24, 1704, therefore,

the pen yielded to the printing press; John issued The Boston

News-Letter in a new garb. Although early printers
" Published
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by Author!ty" and frequently with the aid of it and faced many
other difficulties, newspapers spread widely over the colonies and

the United States between 1720 and 1820, a phenomenon closely

related to the growth of population and of trade and communica-

tion (see Tables I and II, Appendix). When the News-Letter was

established, Massachusetts had about 75,000 inhabitants. As

the century passed, the example of other colonies and states and

more available means brought weeklies to states with less and less

people. Pennsylvania had 48,000 inhabitants in 1720, for exam-

ple, and New York, 49,000 in 1730. Virginia with 200,000 in

1740, Connecticut with 142,000 in 1760, and North Carolina with

230,000 in 1770 were exceptions. Official Virginia and North

Carolina, as we shall see, resisted what an early printer called

the
"
growth of a liberalizing spirit among the people." Connecti-

cut citizens readily secured their papers from Boston and New
York.

Tabulations of the total number of newspapers in the colonies

and United States between 1710 and 1820 (see Table VIII,

Appendix) illustrate roughly the close manner in which this means

of communication ties up with social movements. Sheets in-

creased from one to eighteen, located in nine colonies, between

1710 and 1760, a period in which the population increased about

four and one-half times. During the next decade, with the Stamp
Act and other pre-Revolutionary events to agitate the citizenry,

papers rose to thirty with population but thirty-seven per cent,

higher, and then to forty-eight in 1775, aligned for and against
the patriots, with only seventeen per cent, more people. After

the hardships of war had cut the total to thirty-nine papers in

1780, peace and independence brought the roll to ninety-two in

1790, 235 in 1800, and 512 in 1820. Following the Revolution,
the bitter disputes of political partisans and the peopling of the

west placed a premium on the multiplication of establishments.

After weeklies gained a foothold in America, papers more fre-

quently issued displaced them in the larger centers. This change
did not take the form of a definite movement until the Revolu-

tion created widespread need for up-to-date information. In the

larger cities, the independent semiweekly and triweekly papers
formed but transitions to the daily. Triweeklies in particular
continued for any length of time only in cities where the establish-

ment of dailies took place tardily.
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Foreign-Language Newspapers

Shortly after the outset of newspaper publication in the English

language in America, papers appeared in German and in German
and English. Supplemented by French from 1780 and by other

languages as new immigrations reached American shores, foreign-

language newspapers continued to increase in number and kind
until the World War reversed the trend. Although but twenty of

the 371 newspapers of 1810 and but seventeen of the 512 of 1820

were printed wholly or in part in German or French, the social

significance of these publications particularly of the dailies

in relation to immigration and the assimilation of immigrants
warrants some separate treatment.

Until shortly before the Revolution, German newspapers at-

tracted little attention. Chiefly denominational organs or printed
in communities dominated by a sect, religious material took pre-
cedence over worldly news and views in their pages. The align-

ment of these papers during the war with pro-American, pro-

British, and pacifist groups gave them more of a news nature.

German printers then took part in the general expansion of news-

papers between 1780 and 182Q (see Table XIX, Appendix),

especially in the smaller towns. The growing numbers of small

town and rural immigrants retained their tongue, a language that

evolved into "Pennsylvania Dutch," but assimilation decreased

German reading in their chief early urban center, the Philadel-

phia district. German dailies came in the 1840
?

s to serve the new
droves of immigrants to America's metropolitan areas.

While the first French papers in the United States came from

eastern presses, beginning in 1780, none lived long elsewhere than

in Louisiana until after 1820. French refugees, chiefly from San

Domingo, driven from their homes during the West Indian coun-

terpart of the French Revolution, occasioned the rapid establish-

ment of newspapers in their language in the leading seaports of

the United States. Philadelphia, which sheltered the largest

group of refugees, had two triweeklies in 1793 and the first

French-language daily the first foreign-language daily in the

United States in 1794, the Counier Franqais, established on

April 15 with Peter Parent as its printer. This daily and its

triweekly subedition maintained fairly regular daily issuance

until its last number, July 3, 1798. The public sentiment which
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made possible the Alien and Sedition Laws forced it to cease.

With the exception of a 1780-81 Newport paper, none of the

early French sheets appears in a tabulation by decade years.

Starting with a weekly in 1794, French papers in Louisiana num-
bered one in 1800, five in 1810, and four in 1820 (see Table XX,
Appendix). The early development of French newspapers in

New Orleans and Louisiana briefly telescopes trends which ex-

tended over many more years in English-reading communities in

the preceding century.

The Physical Basis

In the life story of the newspaper as in the evolutionary course

of any other social instrument or institution, the raw materials

and tools used at eiich stage of development strongly influence

the character of the superstructure. As basic materials and
methods change, the economics of the instrument change, and

adaptations in economic behavior patterns lead sooner or later

to adjustments in other folkways and mores. The extent to

which this broad generalization applies to the newspaper, in this

phase and later, the facts demonstrate.

In the
"
physical basis" of early newspapers, changes in the

character of printing machinery and materials signified less than

changes in their availability. As late as the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, for example, three and a half centuries after

Johann Gutenberg's invention of movable types, the mechanical

process involved in printing remained much the same. Guten-

berg would have shortly felt quite at home in an American print-

ing office in 1800. Type and composition methods had changed
little. Paper, produced in much the same way, did not equal in

quality that on which Gutenberg printed his famous Bibles.

Presses had gained by modifications, but he would still have had
to apply ink to the type forms by means of leather daubers.

Printers of Mainz, Germany, in 1475 made 600 impressions on
one press in a day; they printed both sides of 300 sheets through
the outlay of much human energy. When the nineteenth century

opened, 200 impressions an hour on a handpress represented
man's greatest achievement in the mechanization of printing.
The press of the fifteenth century resembled the ordinary wine

press. It had two upright timbers with cross stays at the top and
near the middle. The latter supported the "bed" of the press;
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the former, the compression screw with a plate or "platen" at

its lower end. By means of a lever attached to the upright wooden

screw, the platen was raised and lowered on the type form on the

bed of the press. Improvements until after 1800 merely modified

its parts. In 1550, Banner, of Nuremberg, replaced the wooden
screw with a metal one. About 1620, Blaew, of Amsterdam, in-

vented guides to keep the platen from turning with the screw In

its trips up and down above the printing form. He also put the

bed of the press on rollers to ease the job of hauling out the type
"coffin" to replace its wet printed sheet of paper. But even this

press required nine separate operations to produce one impression.

The "tympan/' a frame covered with fabric on which to place

the paper, and then the "frisket," another frame hinged to the

tympan to protect the paper from ink or undesired impression,

improved the quality of the product. The substitution of iron

for wood in parts of the press culminated in the production of a

complete cast-iron machine before 1798, patented by Charles

Mahon, third Earl of Stanhope. This contraption printed better

but took more man power. Although the Stanhope press de-

pended on a screw for moving the platen, a combination of levers

facilitated operation. In later handpresses, levers finally elim-

inated the screw.

American printers obtained these early presses with difficulty.

Although the first press reached Cambridge in 1638, the various

colonies had only fifty by 1775, used to print forty-eight news-

papers as well as other material. Until 1750, all presses came by

import. In that year, Christopher Sower, Jr., began to manu-

facture inferior copies of English presses at Germantown. At

the outbreak of the Revolution, Hartford and Philadelphia

makers in particular were spurring the flood of democratic litera-

ture by turning out workable presses. During the struggle, do-

mestic factories could not keep pace with colonists' needs, and

many a newspaper file reveals poor printing from worn type on

inferior paper. Following the Revolution, the rapid growth of

manufactures greatly diminished press importations.

As presses improved, American newspapers became larger as

weU as better printed. The Boston News-Letter consisted at

first of a single sheet, 6J- by 10| inches, printed on both sides in

the manner of its English contemporaries. A week's entire issue

contained less printed area than a single New York Times Sunday
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paper today. Four-page papers shortly became the rule and so

continued until after the Civil War. Before the Revolution, a

few papers had type-pages about ten by seventeen inches, and

before the end of the century, roughly 12^ by eighteen. Excep-
tions to the four-page rule include The Pennsylvania Chronicle,

and Universal Advertiser. In 1769 and later, William Goddard

printed this sheet with eight pages, each type-page eight by
10f inches instead of the previous 10J by 17| for a four-page
number. These greater expanses of type-surface permitted more
editorial and paid advertising material, particularly the latter.

Scarcity of paper gave printers more trouble than any other

factor. A papermill, built shortly after 1690 on Paper-Mill Run,
a tiny stream in Germantown, started the industry, but even the

English mills produced less than 25,000 worth of paper in 1690.

The absence of sufficient rags, paper's chief raw material, long
rendered domestic manufacture precarious and importations

costly. The financial insufficiency of the colonists and persistent

British opposition contributed heavily to the lag of paper making
behind paper using. To secure materials out of which to fabricate

paper, two processes went on apace : popular education in the pres-

ervation of rags to be gathered by papermill "bell carts,'
1

and

experimentation with all manner of fibers as possible substi-

tutes. The latter did not effect its radical changes in both paper

making and newspaper manufacture until after the Civil War.

Despite these hindrances, paper making reached some pro-

portions prior to the Revolution. Other small factories supple-
mented the three of 1725. The forty mills of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, and Delaware in 1770 produced some 100,000 worth

annually. By 1776 six were turning out paper in New England,
and forty in Pennsylvania. Paper of miscellaneous sizes, colors,

and qualities, even patched sheets, and restricted typographical

layouts in the newspaper files of the 1760's and 1770's, however,
witness the trials and ingenuities of publishers.

Paper fabrication for all purposes received an impetus during
the Revolution from state subsidies and state and national legis-

lation. Military records, legislative reports, pamphlets, broad-

sides, and newspapers, all necessities of war, required paper. To
meet the situation, the Massachusetts Legislature in 1776 or-

dered the Committees on Public Safety to appoint in each town
receivers of rags for the mills. The Provincial Convention of
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Maryland, May 25, 1776, provided an advance of 400 for the

erection of a private mill. The Continental Congress had Nathan

Sellers, one of the few makers of molds for papermills, dis-

charged from the army by a resolution of August 20, 1776. The
same year, Congress and the New York, Pennsylvania, and other

provincial conventions granted exemptions to paper makers.
When even these measures failed to yield enough paper, stock

from various sources "was drawn upon and a great deal of hot
shot was poured into the ranks of the enemy wrapped in equally
hot sermons, tracts and political addresses." 3 Unbound editions

of Fox's Book of Martyrs and of a German Bible went into battle.

The struggle, nevertheless, increased the number of papermills
to between eighty and ninety by its dose, but Americans heavily

imported supplies until the close of the century.
With newsprint prices today in the neighborhood of two cents

a pound, "press papers" ranging from ten to eleven pence per

pound in 1729 lowered but little before 1800 seem incredible.

The following quotations per pound on linen or cotton and linen

rags in central Massachusetts reflect paper costs during the

Revolution: three pence in 1777; eight pence in 1778; twelve

pence, eighteen pence, and two shillings in 1779; three and six

shillings in 1780; and ten shillings in 1781. But with peace, prices

fell. The Troy, New York, mill in 1792 offered three pence per

pound for clean white rags, two pence for blue, checked, or brown
cloths. The price for printing papers remained roughly fifteen

cents a pound during the last decade of the century. Certain

successful newspaper proprietors, for example those of the Hart-

ford Connecticut Courant and of The Maryland Journal^ and

Baltimore Advertiser, solved the problem in a way used many
times since: they built their own papermills.

The struggles of John Scull to get paper for his Pittsburgh

Gazette between its birth on July 29, 1786, and its use of paper
made locally on June 24, 1797, indicate a prime difficulty with

this material its transportation which also encumbered news-

paper distribution. Transportation between cities and towns

broke down so readily that, on several occasions, Scull had to

borrow cartridge paper from the commandant at Fort Pitt in

order to continue. Following the war, however, papermills

rapidly followed papers throughout the country. The mill at

Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, in 1778, surrendered its western
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business to one at Georgetown, Kentucky, In 1793, and to one at

Redstone (Brownsville), Pennsylvania, in 1796. These mills

greatly facilitated the generation of newspapers in the west. By
1810, the 195 papermills in the United States produced annually

50,000 reams of newsprint, worth $3 a ream, in addition to book,

writing, wrapping, and other paper. The development of rail-

roads following 1830 made the large modern paper factories

possible.

Three other physical elements, type, ink, and illustrations,

enter into the manufacture of papers. In 1772, Christopher

Sower, Jr., started the first successful type foundry in this coun-

try, a plant which turned out Gothic type for German printing.

Benjamin Franklin's plant, the third successful venture, started

in 1775 with all materials needed to produce Roman, Greek, and

Hebrew type, and contributed many fonts to Revolutionary

print shops. Type making was difficult and costly; a font brought

upwards of 300 and did not last more than seven or eight years.

Binney & Ronaldson of Philadelphia established the first modern

type foundry in 1798, aided by a state subsidy of $5,000, but

American manufacture of this essential in printing did not meet
domestic needs for many years.

Ink making, because of the comparative ease with which print-

ers could mix their own, developed into a separate pursuit rather

late. While an ink factory operated on this side of the Atlantic

in 1742, and several more during the Revolution, the industry
was not put on a substantial basis until shortly after 1800. Im-

ported and printer-made ink continued in use well into the

nineteenth century.
A woodcut of a new flag for the United Kingdom of England

and Scotland, first picture in an American newspaper, adorned
The Boston News-Letter of January 26, 1707/8. The New-York

Weekly Journal, December 24, 1733, carried a map of "Louis-

burgh." The Pennsylvania Gazette, May 9, 1754, exhibited the

famous "Join, or Die" snake cartoon. These and little "thumb-
nail" illustrations for advertisements, engraved by hand on wood
or metal, and devices to illustrate the objects of the paper typify
the pictorial content of newspapers until well into the nineteenth

century. Scarcity of artisans and the time required for manu-
facture strictly limited their use.

The human element, as it enters print shops in the form of
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hired labor, did not bulk large in budgets before the rise of dailies.

The average publisher gathered his own news, set his own type,

and, with the aid of an apprentice or two, did his own press work,

folding, and delivering. Skilled printers sought partnerships or

started shops in the many new communities. The first labor or-

ganization, hence, arose well toward the end of the eighteenth

century, in 1794. A clash between temporary associations of

journeymen printers and their employers, a successful strike of

1776, supplies the first instance of labor trouble, an isolated pre-

daily case.

The "
physical basis" of the early newspaper, then, except

during the restrictions of the Revolution, gradually permitted

the production of more and bigger newspapers, due chiefly to

improved availability.

From Press to People

Getting newspapers to readers has three chief aspects: local

distribution, distribution beyond town and city limits, and fre-

quency and time of issue. The increasing efficiency with which

early sheets reached an enlarging mass of readers prepared the

way for daily publication. The influence of distribution develop-

ment upon editorial policy, too, becomes evident even among

pre-daily newspapers.

During the earliest days of publication in this country, papers

went through the primitive postal system, were delivered by

carriers, or awaited subscribers at post office, tavern, or printing

plant. Most printers sold their sheets as did Campbell of Tfie

Boston News-Letter, "when sent out to any house in Town. . . .

Twelve Shillings per Annum" and "the same rates for the coun-

try." Campbell and others also had a unit price of two pence a

copy. Subscriptions for weeklies, except during the 1770
J

s and

1780's, remained around two pence or four cents a copy for many

years.

One writer cites an advertisement in Hugh Gaine's The New-

York Mercury, September 14, 1761, for a "nice boy" to deliver

papers to city patrons, as the first example of newsboy employ-

ment in this country. Campbell and many of his successors, how-

ever, arranged in this obvious manner for local distribution. The

significant change in local distribution from the business and

social standpoints came later with the passing of annual or quar-
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terly subscriptions and mere delivery or casual purchase, and

with the rise of the active hawking of individual copies in the

streets and elsewhere. This sales method, after sporadic examples,

finally implanted itself after the appearance of popular dailies

in the 1830's. Newsboys, for instance, sold The Constitutional

Courant, issued on September 21, 1765, an anonymous propa-

ganda sheet, on the streets of New York, and patriotic post riders

distributed it along the post roads. With the stirring news and

views of the Revolution, too, venders offered their papers in

New York in places where the people mostly congregated. For

similar reasons, the excitement also aided in producing semi-

weeklies, triweeklies, and dailies.

Local delivery methods gave rise, just before the Revolution,

to the beginnings of public interest in news-carriers. This move-

ment, later crystallized into popular welfare programs and into

child-labor legislation, started with the distribution of
"
Carriers'

Addresses
37
each New Year's Day to elicit donations from sub-

scribers.

The lag of postal service behind colonists
7

needs long handi-

capped newspaper development. During more than fifty years,

individual colonies had set up only limited arrangements. William

and Mary of England then granted a monopoly in 1692 for start-

ing an American inter-colonial postal system. Inter-colonial serv-

ice slowly improved and even more slowly extended. In 1711,

when roads permitted, weekly mail went between Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, and Philadelphia. Slower service reached Vir-

ginia about 1730, North Carolina in the next decade, and South

Carolina before 1749. But as late as 1730, posts remained irregu-

lar; storms and delays at ferries frequently altered schedules

during the winter months.

Until Benjamin Franklin and William Hunter of Virginia re-

ceived appointments as joint Postmasters General in 1753, such

officials as Alexander Spotswood effected but slight improvement.
The close relation between newspaper printers and the post prior
to that year, nevertheless, throws light on newspaper distribu-

tion. According to FrankhVs Pennsylvania Gazette, January 28,

1735, for example, "By indulgence of the Honorable Colonel

Spotswood, Post-Master-General, the printer hereof is allowed to

send the Gazettes by the post, postage free, to all parts of the post-

road, from Virginia to New England.
77 He accepted this plum
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"
readily and found it of great advantage; ... it facilitated the

correspondence that improved my newspaper, increased the num-
ber demanded, as well as the advertisements to be inserted, so

that it came to afford me a considerable income." Many other

publishers secured similar privileges either through acting as local

postmasters, as did Franklin, or by plain "indulgence.
53

Prior

to 1758, no official provision admitted papers to the mails; print-

ers bribed or tried to persuade the post riders when other means
failed. Since this partiality impaired the postal surplus out of

which Franklin drew his pay as a Postmaster General, he took a

stand against it. In 1758, deputy postmasters received instruc-

tions that the burden of newspapers in the mails necessitated

fixed rates. Franklin aimed "to remedy these inconveniences and

yet not discourage the spreading of newspapers which are on

many occasions useful to Government and advantageous to

Publick." This newspaper postage came to nine pence sterling

per annum for fifty miles, eighteen pence for 100 miles, etc.

Following the passage of the Stamp Act and a post office re-

organization measure in 1765, American posts entered a new

phase. In 1766, the Sons of Liberty were inducing ship captains

to take letters to coffee-houses instead of to post offices despite

laws to the contrary. From such beginnings, a patriotic mail serv-

ice took shape throughout the colonies, in part independent, in

part using British employees. A British investigator in 1773

found the postal laws in general disregard; post riders were mak-

ing a lucrative private business out of sidelines and through com-

peting with their employer. The British, therefore, discharged

Franklin. And although the patriotic system spread from New

Hampshire to Georgia largely through the labors of William God-

dard between 1773 and 1775, the Continental Congress appointed

Franklin their Postmaster General on July 26, 1775. Goddard

became merely Surveyor to the Post Office. Even when Franklin

went to France in 1776, the provident printer had his son-in-law,

Richard Bache, named his successor, a deal which prompted
Goddard to retire. The competition of Goddard's "Constitu-

tional Post" eliminated the British system; the Postmaster

General of the Crown discharged his riders on May 4
T 1775, for

lack of funds. Patriotic newspapers could now circulate through-

out the colonies, impeded only by the system's inadequacies

during the struggle.
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While the relation of post-Revolutionary posts to daily news-

paper development will be detailed elsewhere, the rapid spread

of the federal postal system indicates its contribution to the

multiplication of weeklies between 1790 and 1820. Seventy-five

offices in 1790 grew to 453 in 1795 and 4,500 in 1820, increases

which far outstripped paper establishment (see Tables VIII and

XXVII, Appendix). The network of post roads spread with the

offices from 1,875 miles in 1790 and 13,207 in 1795 to 73,492 in

1820. The field was then in readiness for railroads, cheap postage,

and cheap newspapers.

George Washington, when he recommended to Congress in

1793 "a repeal of the tax on the transportation of public prints,"

typified early governmental opinion. He assured Congress that

no resource is "so firm for the Government of the United States

as the affections of the people, guided by an enlightened policy;

and to this primary good nothing can conduce more than a faith-

ful representation of public proceedings, diffused without re-

straint throughout the United States." In spite of this general

policy, soon after 1792 horseback service to the west ceased to be

adequate on the principal mountain routes; riders often had to

leave behind the newspapers, even ones exchanged by editors for

news purposes. This precipitated complaints by western print-

ers. They demanded stage carriages to accommodate all papers
and then improved highways to accommodate the stages. The

principal post roads through Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee

had stages in 1806 and 1807. Mail and newspapers, sent over

them, then started to bind the west more firmly into the union.

The extension of posts aided the establishment and operation of

newspapers, and papers reciprocated by agitating the further

extension and improvement of posts.

The third aspect of newspaper distribution, frequency and time

of issue, had little significance until just before the Revolution.

Prior to that, papers offered their news and views weekly, regu-

larly during the summer and sometimes irregularly during the

winter. Absence of mails or their delay brought changes in the

day of publication or the printing of essays and letters from read-

ers instead of news. More regular mail, however, suggested titles

for the Evening Posts established in Boston in 1735, in New York
in 1744, and in Philadelphia in 1775.

Individual circulations mounted slowly during the eighteenth
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century. Paid circulations in excess of 1,500 before 1800 claim

slight credence. Even that number took from fifteen to thirty

hours of hand presswork. The use of two presses cut the time in

half, but the cost of type and of hand composition precluded much
use of other presses through duplication of type forms. When

population, literacy, and distribution permitted circulations of

even less than 1,000, most papers became semiweeklies, triweek-

lies, or dailies.

Ownership

Men published pre-daily newspapers either as sidelines to such

other businesses as job printing or bookselling, or as organs for

political, economic, or religious interests. The character of those

mostly drawn into the business and the reasons for the continual

multiplication of newspapers did not tend to broaden the side-

line's financial basis. For the most part, a "printer" merely

"conducted" his paper.

Examples of early ownership arrangements include significant

variations. The relation between the primitive post office and

the newspaper proprietor, just sketched, persists; perhaps it has

contributed something to the American journalist's conviction

that he is entitled to favors and rewards from our governments.

Politicians used public printing and such public advertising as

that of lists of letters unclaimed at the post office as means of

press subsidy for many generations. Benjamin Franklin's brother

James, on the other hand, began the New-England Coumnt at

Boston on August 7, 1721, evidently at the suggestion of "some

ingenious men among his friends, who amus'd themselves by

writing little pieces for this paper," to quote from B. Franklin's

Autobiography. Similar groups sponsored or contributed heavily

to the Boston Weekly Rehearsal of 1731 to 1735, to Rogers &

Fowle's Boston Independent Advertiser of 1748 to 1749, to Edes &

Gill's Boston Gazette, or Country Journal, continued from 1755

until after the Revolution, and to papers in other colonies. The

New-England Courant and many similar papers openly avowed

opposition to religious or political authority. William Bradford's

official New-York Gazette, started November 8, 1725, and J. P.

Zenger's New-York Weekly Journal, a colonial party paper,

started November 5, 1733, typify newspapers' political affilia-

tions before the Revolution. Of thirty-seven published in April,
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1775, seven or eight upheld the crown; twenty-three, the Whig
cause.

The instability of early newspapers marked many for failure.

G. P. Winship's
4
partial tabulation of newspapers issued be-

tween 1690 and 1820 reveals the following facts: 544 "died at, or

in most cases before, the end of the first year"; 542 survived the

first year to cease before the fifth; 375 "had a respectable career

of from five to ten years"; and 341 lasted for a decade or more.

Nine doubtful cases bring the sum of these groups to 1
;
802.

Totals for three leading cities attributed 127 to New York, ninety-

eight to Philadelphia, and seventy-one to Boston. Of these,

seventy-two in New York, sixty-three in Philadelphia, and fifty-

five in Boston continued for more than one year; thirty-seven in

Philadelphia, forty-four in New York, and thirty-one in Boston,
for more than five years; and twenty-two in Philadelphia, twenty-
three in New York, and eighteen in Boston, for more than ten

years. If British occupation had not crippled New York's com-
mercial life throughout the Revolution, these figures suggest that

that city might have had a daily as soon as Philadelphia; at any
rate, the former gained some precedence with a British "near

daily."

During the Revolution many patriotic newspapers had to

move to other towns; many Tory sheets had to "fold up." The
British occupation of Philadelphia late in 1777 drove The Pennsyl-
vania Packet to Lancaster, The Pennsylvania Gazette to York,
and forced suspension of The Pennsylvania Journal and Der
WocJientliche Philadelphische Staatsbote (The Weekly Philadelphia
Official Intelligence). Benjamin Towne, whose paper became the
first American daily, switched the loyalty of The Pennsylvania
Evening Post and stayed. The Philadelphia case more or less

typifies that of other cities in which Revolutionary disturbances
took place. No wonder that the total number of papers dropped
from forty-eight in 1775 to thirty-nine in 1780. The latter figure

kept at that level only through direct subsidy by states and in-

dividuals. British subsidies not only effected the establishment of

papers in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and elsewhere during
occupations, but bought the loyalties of patriotic and "neutral"

printers, notably of Hugh Gaine, a Rivington satellite after his

transformation.

Despite newspaper instability during the eighteenth century,
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several publishers found advantages in building up
u
near chains."

Benjamin Franklin
"
spread himself over the colonies with his

type and presses."
5 He had partners in the newspaper business

at Charleston in 1731/2, at Newport in 1732, at New York in

1743, at St. John, Antigua, in 1748, at Lancaster, Pennsylvania,
in 1751, at Freeport, Dominica, in 1765, and variously in Phila-

delphia and vicinity. Isaiah Thomas started printing offices,

newspapers, and book stores in "half a dozen places." He had

connections at times during and after the Revolution in New-

buryport and Brookfield, Massachusetts; Walpole, New Hamp-
shire; Albany, and Baltimore. Among others thus spread about,

John Dunlap of The Pennsylvania Packet at Philadelphia pub-
lished Die Pennsyhanische Gazette in 1779, and through a partner-

ship, Dunlap
3

$ Maryland Gazette; or the Baltimore General Ad-

vertiser in 1775-78. Even in these
"
chains," however, newspapers

remained sidelines.

Ownership's significance among early newspapers, hence, ex-

tended beyond mere interest in a commercial venture. Owner-

ship, in the days of small investment, readily became the means

by which various social groups adjusted to the communication

powers of newspapers, accomplished through permission to print,

favors, patronage, subsidy, and actual financial control. While

some printers could operate newspapers commercially as side-

lines to job and book printing work, financially independent

papers appeared when advertising reached a firmer basis and cir-

culations could spread beyond small cliques.

Advertising

The twelvelnsertions in The Boston News-Letter of December

10, 1730, suggest early American advertising content. Filling

one column, they told of a removal by a store, a smallpox procla-

mation, a debtor's denial he had absconded, theft of a 40-foot

sloop, London callimancoes and butter, books, black velvet,

chinaware, tea, European-made clothes, corks and empty bottles,

four-pound rewards for two runaway servants, and "Satisfaction

to content" for a third runaway. Patent-medicine advertising,

not included in this list, developed rapidly in England and then

in America. Beginning in 1704, many American newspapers and

periodicals drew from proprietary medicines revenue vital to

continued publication. Advertisements appeared inconspicuously
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but regularly In early colonial sheets. They usually filled the last

column on the last page of each issue, set in ordinary type and

illustrated with small, crude cuts.

J. P. Zenger built up his New-York Weekly Journal into one of

the first substantial advertising sheets in the colonies. The first

to run display advertising in this country, Zenger's paper carried

over a page of insertions on August 8, 1743. With the rise of

larger cities and with the development of American commerce,

particularly after 1760, papers with as much as fifty per cent,

advertising rapidly spread. Hugh Game's New-York Mercury,
October 20, 1766, for example, carried seventy per cent, advertis-

ing. TJie New-York Gazette: or, the Weekly Post-Boy, May 22,

I769j contained one of the first department store advertisements,
a full column 10|- Inches in length. More than 200 items appear
in this insertion of Samuel Broome & Co.; they range from hard-

ware and buttons to chinaware and books. During the war,

Eivington's official New York Royal Gazette ran fifty-five per
cent, paid copy; John Holt's Poughkeepsie New-York Journal,
about forty per cent.

The present New York Times had predecessors that also pub-
lished statements similar to: "The TIMES regrets that owing to

pressure of news It has been compelled to omit eight columns of

advertising today." The Pennsylvania Chronicle, and Universal

Advertiser, Philadelphia, February 26, 1770, for one, stated that
"
ADVERTISEMENTS omitted will be inserted in our next." The

semiweekly New York Gazette of the United States, seeking "an
extensive circulation," did not admit any advertisements in the
first issues following its establishment April 15, 1789. Later,

nevertheless, Its "extensive circulation" rendered it a "proper
vehicle for Advertisements of a general, commercial and govern-
mental import" with the proviso that any filling "more than a

page In the Gazette . . . will be given in a Supplement."
Two situations hampered early advertising growth. Political

affiliation and favoritism, arising out of the organ nature of the
small sheets, discriminated in favor of certain papers. Rate
scales, too, remained as nebulous for many years as the nature
and extent of a given medium's advertising service. These ob-
stacles yielded but slowly even during daily newspaper history;
the Audit Bureau of Circulations did not come until 1914.
A colonial paper rarely published its advertising rates. Print-
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ers mostly offered to "take in" insertions at ''reasonable rates/'

a "moderate price/' or "under the usual conditions." The ex-

ceptions emphasize the general practice. The Virginia Gazette

inserted "advertisements of moderate length ... for 3 shillings

the first week and two shillings each week after." The Maryland
Gazette took "advertisements of moderate length for 5 shillings

the first week and 1 shilling each time after, and long ones in

proportion." With such conditions in vogue, suggesting con-

tinual bartering, only Philadelphia and New York publishers
found much revenue in paid insertions prior to the Revolution.

Many a printer traded space for groceries, dry-goods, and patent
medicines. Some, like the printer of the New-Jersey Gazette, had

to advertise traded merchandise in their columns to stay in

business. The "Printers hereof" advertised in The Pennsylvania

Chronicle, February 19, 1770, that they sold "Dr. HAMILTON'S

Tinctures for the Cure of the Tooth-Ach, Scurvy in the Blood,

&c."

The general character of pre-daily advertising had other sig-

nificant features. Many insertions, composed by printers in be-

half of illiterate clients, brought the proprietors into the pro-

posal. Printers offered to furnish the name and address of an

advertisement's
"
subscriber

" and even recommended the product
or service promoted. Evidently printers exercised little or no

control over content. The New-York Weekly Post-Boy in 1756

told of a snake twenty-one feet long then exhibited which, on its

death, contained "in its belly a child, supposed to be four years

old, together with a live dog!
" Even Boston papers carried notices

of runaway slaves with manacled wrists, iron collars, and scarred

backs. Lotteries became a highly profitable element in paid space

in the later days of the Revolution and after. These schemes

effected village and city improvements, and built churches, col-

leges, libraries, bridges, and roads.

Only after newspapers grew to far more vast proportions than

the early "conductors" ever knew, did more modern definitions

of advertising service and advertising standards evolve. Only

then could publishers attempt to divorce their newspapers from

partial dependence on job printing, political subsidy, or other

revenue sources except copy sales. Only then did they qualify

the newspaper's earlier nature as a "common carrier" for adver-

tisements.
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Press Control

The adjustments of the community to the emerging newspaper
were not limited to the influences exerted on revenue through dis-

tribution, ownership, and advertising. More direct adaptations,

now to be considered, involved recourse to law and to the methods

of the press agent.

Vested authority has from time immemorial turned to sup-

pression and censorship as means of stifling change. With the

emergence of newspapers, an essential phase of their development
became the struggle against authority's right to license and con-

trol editorial and advertising emanations. Early editorial ex-

pression in America remained feeble until a series of events,

notably Zenger's trial, the Stamp Act agitation, and then the

Revolution, gave editors courage.

Although Boston had the first colonial newspaper, Pennsyl-
vania first had press freedom. In William Penn's ship, the

"
Wel-

come/' a printer sailed with the colonists; Penn had assured him
freedom to print what he would, especially the laws, for popular
distribution. But in Boston, Benjamin Harris's attempt to es-

tablish a paper a few years later ceased with a governmental
rebuke. Harris returned to England, and his successor, John
Campbell of the docile Boston News-Letter, satisfied himself with
the "Published by Authority" label. Beginning with Penn's

action, public opinion gradually regimented behind the notion
of a "free press in a free land," and thus began the ceaseless

struggle which still engages the attention of such disparate or-

ganizations as the American Newspaper Publishers' Association
and the American Civil Liberties Union.

The status of press freedom in the various colonies continued to

differ until the Revolution. In Pennsylvania, until Quaker in-

fluence weakened toward 1750, both Quarterly Meeting and the

proprietary claimed rights of censorship. To the south, editors

never obtained any noteworthy liberty because of the continued
care of the government to repress attempts at freedom of dis-

cussion or criticism. While Massachusetts early showed signs of
desire for greater press liberality, restraints did not relax much
until about 1755. The celebrated trial of J. P. Zenger of the
New-York Weekly Journal, 1734-35, decided for the colonial press
two problems then to the fore in England: the right to recprd and
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discuss governmental acts, and the right of juries to judge the

intent of publication rather than merely the fact. Charged with

libel, he had displeased the government with references to its

members in his paper, the organ of the colonial party. In the

decision elicited from the grand jury by Andrew Hamilton, a

Philadelphia attorney, public opinion played a decisive part.
To Whig printers throughout the land, the trial's story became
a symbol; when authorities threatened their liberties, they

promptly retold it. Even in 1933, with N. R. A. restrictions to

face, American publishers rallied to commemorate incidents in

the Zenger saga for similar purposes.

Stamp taxes on newspapers instigated broad moves by print-

ers to combat all limitations enacted by governments. During
the French and Indian War, both Massachusetts and New York

imposed a halfpenny tax on each sheet printed. Continuing in

Massachusetts from 1755 to 1757 and in New York from 1757

to 1760, printers raged against the "tax on knowledge." But the

British Stamp Act of 1765, providing a newspaper stamp tax

similar to that in England of 1712, brought the most widespread

agitation. Taxing papers a halfpenny to a penny, according to

size, and advertisements two shillings each, it also required pub-
lication on each paper of the publisher's name. The act doubled

these assessments on foreign-language papers. In retaliation,

printers led mobs to seize stamped paper, suspended their

newspapers, issued them without titles, or disregarded the act

altogether. William Bradford dramatized this attack upon the

liberties of freedom-seeking frontiersmen in his Pennsylvania

Journal, October 31, 1765, with an array of coffins, skulls and

crossbones, and black lines. Printers and their contributors filled

columns with discussions on "the rights of the people" and ad-

monitions to legislators to "take good care of the freedom of the

press." Speedily repealed, the Stamp Act, among its other serv-

ices, made such little known politicians as Samuel Adams of

Boston conspicuous radical leaders.

The extent to which press freedom crystallized as an issue of

the struggle with England appears in the address of the Con-

tinental Congress to the inhabitants of Quebec, dated October

26, 1774. Congress cited five rights which English colonists had:

representative government, trial by jury, personal liberty, easy

tenure of land, and freedom of the press. It said that the im-
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portance of the last "consists, besides the advancement of truth,

science, morality and arts in general, in its diffusion of liberal

sentiment on the administration of government, its ready com-

munication of thoughts between subjects, and its consequential

promotion of union among them, whereby oppressive officials

are shamed or intimidated into more honorable and just modes of

conducting affairs." In line with this attitude, the various state

constitutions as they were drafted guaranteed freedom of the

press.

Press freedom entered the federal organic law only after ardent

democrats like Samuel Adams persisted in answering such prot-

estations as those of Alexander Hamilton in one of the
"
Federal-

ist Papers." Hamilton asked,
"What signifies a declaration, that

*the liberty of the press shall be inviolably preserved'? What is

the liberty of the press? . . I hold it to be impracticable; and
from this I infer, that its security, whatever fine declarations may
be inserted in any constitution respecting it, must altogether de-

pend on public opinion, and on the general spirit of the People
and the Government." Later history suggests the soundness of

Hamilton's opinions, but the first amendment to the Constitu-

tion, in force December IS, 1791, states: "Congress shall make
no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech or of the press."
Printers and publishers have since struggled to maintain this

unusual guarantee of their business rights.

Press Agents, Reporters, and Editorial Policy

Press-agentry, furnishing a publisher or editor with views or
facts favorable to an interested party, has an ancient lineage.

Press-agentry, in fact, forms a natural adjustment upon the

part of those to whom other means are not desirable or accessible
to the potentialities of the press. The press agent appeared

shortly after or with the periodical press and before the reporter.
In this country, as in Europe, early printers obtained their

editorial material chiefly from other papers, official sources, and
correspondents. Bartholomew Green typified in his Boston News-
Letter of March 7, 1723, the manner in which early correspondents
were found. He announced that "he Desires of all Ingenious
Gentlemen, in every part of the Country, to communicate the
Remarkable Things they observe; and he Desires them to send
their Accounts Post-Free, and nothing but what they assuredly
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know; and they shall be very gratefully Receiv'd and Published."

The correspondence received by Green and his contemporaries
consisted of little now called news; its modern counterpart,
" Letters from Readers/' has points in common. Earliest con-

tributors combined functions of reporters, editorial writers, and

press agents; printers wrote but little. Green requested their

services as an adaptation to the irregularity of inter-colonial and
transoceanic communication. During the winter months in par-

ticular, such copy made continued publication less boring to

readers than reprints from old foreign papers, pamphlets, and
books.

In early press contributions, the sensitivity of authority held

political discussions in abeyance. On the other hand, printers

could scarcely hold subscribers unless their papers became more

than mere auxiliaries to the pulpit. Then as now, readers bought
the new and entertaining. These factors resulted in the produc-
tion of two significant varieties of sheets. For the type dominant

until about 1740 to 1750, interested persons wrote literary com-

positions in poetry and prose. For the other group, exemplified

by James Franklin's New-England Courant, budding propagan-
dists of the

"
Hell-Fire Club" and others waxed controversial

over religious and political issues. The latter schooled the press

agents of the Revolution.

Jeremy Gridley developed the
"
Hell-Fire Club" as a group

of regular writers for Franklin's Boston Courant. Not always

prompted by a knowledge of the facts, the club crusaded ve-

hemently against efforts to promote "Inoculating or Transplant-

ing the Small-Pox." Such activities gained for the "staff on the

Courant" the repute of being free thinkers, free writers, and free

talkers. They gave sufficient cause for those titles before the

paper ceased. The Courant had liberal successors; Thomas

Fleet's Boston Evening-Post, started in 1735, made the preachers

denounce it as "a dangerous engine, a sink of sedition, error and

heresy," a tribute to its impartiality. Such attacks prompted
Fleet on May 29, 1738, to reprint an account of the Zenger trial.

Shifts in the relative status of clerics, politicians, and newspaper-

men, dating from such instances, form a significant phase in the

adjustment process precipitated by the rise of the new spokesmen

for the people, the new popular source of intellectual authority.

In the early stages of this process, the formulating influence of
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volunteer writers played the leading role. These volunteers

gradually evolved into paid staff organizations on the one hand
and press agents on the other.

Printers made but routine efforts to get timely news reports
until Revolutionary times, but improvements in inter-colonial

communication gradually brought exchanges and letters more

promptly. Until after Green took over Campbell's old Boston

News-Letter on January 7, 1723, "the method of carrying on a

Thread of occurrences of an Old Date" continued, usually long
in arrears. When the paper became The Weekly News-Letter on

January 5, 1727, however, Green stopped the practice and an-

nounced his intention to print only the latest intelligence. This

purpose met many obstacles. Zenger's Journal admitted on

February 20, 1737/8, "As the Time affords but little News, and
the City Laws seem to be in but few Hands, I thought it might
not be amiss to publish them in the Journal" News of a million-

dollar fire in Charleston, South Carolina, in the winter of 1740-41
reached Boston two months later.

Lacking many of their subsequent fields for exciting views and
news, early newspaper printers fell to attacking one another.

John Campbell, shortly after his successor as postmaster es-

tablished The Boston Gazette, hurled this invective at William
Brooker: "I pity the readers of the new paper; its sheets smell

stronger of beer than of midnight oil. It is not reading fit for

people!" The "war of the editors/' thus begun, continued with

fury until so-called "personal journalism" went into a decline
after the Civil War.

Scarcity of editorial material gave rise to the rudiments of a

practice since developed to amazing proportions: the publication
of short and serial fiction and of "feature" material, forerunners
of modern syndicate copy. Samuel Keimer of The Universal
Instructor in all Arts and Sciences; and Pennsylvania Gazette,
established December 24, 1728, when faced with "the Scarcity
of Foreign News," tried to attract "our Female Readers" with a
yarn about "two Vertuous Women." In 1775, Thomas's Wor-
cester Massachusetts Spy started the two-year job of printing
part of Robertson's "History of America" in each issue. Thomas
also serialized a history of the Revolution. Others printed these
and "Capt. Cook's Voyages."

Following 1750, news became more accessible and newspaper
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"
conductors

"
took more obvious interest in public affairs. Then,

too, the writer of polemics to the printer became bolder. "The

Virginia-Centinel" papers in The Virginia Gazette in 1756, copied

in many northern papers, stirred colonial patriotism against the

French and Indians. Papers in the Watch-Tower
', widely reprinted

in 1754 and 1755, written for the same purpose, show the keen

edge so apparent in Revolutionary diatribes fifteen and twenty

years later. News of the war and of municipal and state participa-

tion in it as well as the war's improvement of mail and trade

channels focused editorial attention on colonial and local news

as a variant from European occurrences, readers' views, and lit-

erary material.

Editorial neutrality, rare in many periods, found some tolera-

tion prior to the Revolution. The Boston Evening-Post main-

tained its character as an independent journal, open to political

communications from both Whigs and Tories. But the people

did not care for neutrality. In the New-York Journal of October

30, 1766, for example, Holt published a letter which pointed to

the
"
impartiality whereby you have distinguished yourself

3 '

but

which noted that it "oblig'd you to give a place in your paper of

August the 15th, 1765, to a detestable piece signed Americanus,

in favour of the stamp-act." Holt, however, had prefaced the

objectionable piece with a comment that "it cannot be supposed,

that he is an American, or a friend to liberty; however, he shall

not have it to say, that he could not obtain a fair hearing."

Press-agentry took on more of its modern form in the years

leading up to and during the first war with England. John

Dickinson's "Letters from a Fanner in Pennsylvania to the In-

habitants of the British Colonies," published serially in the

Pennsylvania Chronicle in 1766-67, found space about as fast as

they appeared in twenty-one of the other twenty-five colonial

sheets and went through numerous pamphlet editions. Charles

Carroll, a clever writer for the Maryland Gazeite in 1765, the

Stamp Act year, got Patrick Henry's famous resolutions in the

Virginia House of Burgesses for first publication in his sheet.

The republication of those inflammatory statements caused the

suppression of the Newport Mercury, but Tfie Pennsylvania

Gazette together with three Charleston papers, The Boston Ga-

zette, and many others soon copied them. Rev. John Eliot,
6 a con-

temporary writer, tells that "a more violent class of politicians"
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filled Isaiah Thomas's Boston Massachusetts Spy "with their

speculations than the whigs who wrote in the Boston Gazette,

who were experienced statesmen, and had a particular object in

view."

Samuel Adams and his associates between 1748 and the Revolu-

tion centered a propaganda exchange about Rogers & Fowle's

The (Boston) Independent Advertiser until 1750 and Edes &
Gill's The Boston Gazette from 1755; that bureau had all the funda-

mentals of George Creel's organization of World War fame.

With little attention to foreign or domestic news, these organs
offered a medium for political discussion. Adams supplemented
this work by building up committees of correspondence in more

than eighty towns; moreover, no town went without a copy of the

Gazette. The manner in which Adams, the press agent, publicized

the Boston Massacre of March 5, 1770, and the Boston Tea

Party of December 16, 1773, characterizes his potent work. In

both cases, Adams hustled his eye-witness account carefully

biased throughout the colonies. Paul Revere himself carried

the Tea Party story as far as Philadelphia before Christmas. In

reporting this event, Adams asserted that "Our Enemies must

acknowledge that these people have acted upon pure and upright

Principle."
7

While Adams wrote artful reports cf events and energetically

arranged their dissemination, Thomas Paine brought lucid ex-

hortation and invective to the colonial cause. Following his

arrival in the colonies November 20, 1774, Paine edited for eight-

een months the Pennsylvania Magazine or American Museum and

then joined the army as an itinerant writer to prop up drooping
colonial spirits. In his first newspaper account, published in The

Pennsylvania Journal January 4, 1775, Paine imagined a
"
Dia-

logue between General Wolfe and General Gage in a Wood near

Boston "; Wolfe rebuked Gage for leading British soldiers against
Americans. Many essays followed, notably his

" Common
Sense" pamphlet which attained 120,000 circulation in addition

to its newspaper reprintings. Such pamphlets, widely used during
the Revolution, supplemented newspapers in the dissemination

of a specific message. Through such methods, Adams, Paine, and

their associates filled a place in the Revolution similar to that of

editors, reporters, and newsgathering organizations as well as

special propagandists during subsequent conflicts.
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James Rivmgton, called by Philip Freneau "The INVENTOR
as well as the PRINTER, of Lies," furnishes a rare example of lead-
ership upon the part of an actual staff member during the Revolu-
tion, paralleled by Isaiah Thomas on the patriotic side. Pub-
lisher of The (New York) Royal Gazette and promoter of a "near
daily

33
for the British military authorities, Rivington frequently

falsified battle reports, told of Washington's various deaths and
otherwise served his subsidizers. Oddly enough, fair evidence
exists that he also acted as Washington's New York spy, a service
for which he gained permission to stay in America after the
British left.

Two German-language papers, Sower's Die Germaniowner Zei-

tung (The Germantown Newspaper) and Miller's Der Wochent-
liche Philadelphische Staatsbote (The Weekly Philadelphia Official

Courier), exemplify reporting during early Revolutionary years.
Sower's paper, first pacifist and then pro-British, reported on
July 3, 1776, in German, that "yesterday the Continental
Congress declared the United Colonies free, independent States,"
news that Benjamin Towne's Pennsylvania Evening Post had
carried on July 2. Heinrich Miller's Staatsbote, strongly pro-
American, beat all English-language contemporaries with this

story in its July 5 issue:

"Philadelphia, the fifth of July. Yesterday the respected Con-
gress of this western land declared the United Colonies free and
independent States. This declaration in English is in the press; it

is dated, the 4th of July, 1776, and will appear in print today or
tomorrow."

The same day, John Dunlap of The Pennsylvania Packet printed
the Declaration in broadside foim for Congress, and the next day,

July 6, Towne's Evening Post gave the full text on its first and
second pages. The Post of July 4 contained no reference to the

event. The following Tuesday, July 9, Towne reported that

"Yesterday, at twelve o'clock,, INDEPENDAXCY was declared at

the State-House in this city, in the presence of many thousand

spectators, who testified their appreciation of it by repeated
acclamations of joy.'

3

Under such stimuli, the restoration of peace found a press far

more vitalized than before the struggle. With the development
of regular mail service and with the substitution of commercial
interests and political wrangles for military vehemence, the

u new
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factor in democracy" attracted better talent and considerably
more financial backing.

Before Dailies

During the first eight decades of the eighteenth century, primi-
tive newsletters, handwritten for a select group, gave way to

printed resumes of foreign periodicals and finally to the rudiments

of what we now call newspapers. As Miller 8 asserted in his Brief

Retrospect, this means of communication "
gradually assumed an

office more extensive, . . , a more important station in society."

Newspapers had become "the vehicles of discussion in which the

principles of government, the interests of nations, the spirit and

tendency of public measures, and the public and private char-

acters of individuals are all arraigned, tried, and decided. In-

stead, therefore, of being considered now, as they once were, of

small moment in society, they have become immense moral and

political engines, closely connected with the welfare of the state,

and deeply involving both its peace and prosperity." The worthy
divine tended to exaggerate recent changes. Largely the work of

the war and of post-war expansion, the developments created a

need for staff specialization and led to daily publication and its

spread.
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CHAPTER III

THE RISE OF DAILIES

TWENTY-FIVE

two- and four-page newspapers in the files

of the Library of Congress bear the title, The Pennsylvania
Evening Post, and Daily Advertiser, and date from June 17,

1783, to October 26, 1784. These sheets carry the imprint of

Benjamin Towne, Revolutionary turncoat and "conductor" of

Philadelphia's first successful triweekly and first evening news-

paper, The Pennsylvania Evening Post, started January 24, 1775.

Towne edited, published, helped print, and sometimes hawked
on the streets the first known daily newspaper to be issued from
one plant in the United States. The twenty-five copies represent
the only known remnants of the venture.

From this start, thirteen other daily newspapers sprang into

existence before the end of 1790 in Philadelphia, Charleston,
New York City, and Baltimore. Of these, seven still lived Decem-
ber 31, 1790. What caused this sudden and prolific rise of daily

journals in the newly-born United States? Only fourteen years
had elapsed between Benjamin Mecom's effort to make his

Philadelphia Penny Post flicker for nine issues as a triweekly and
Towne's daily experiment. Was the rapid birth of dailies due to

a rising "Yankee curiosity" for news? Was it due to an excess of

advertisements in spite of the post-war depression? Or did com-
mercial necessities bring forward this new device to supplement
services rendered by other institutions and not satisfied by
weeklies?

The transition from weeklies to dailies did not come as ab-

ruptly as bare statistics suggest. Taverns, coffee-houses, inns,

ordinaries, and "merchants' exchanges," the public houses of the

various colonies, developed newsgathering services well before

the Revolution. They supplied the rudiments of early daily

newspapers as well as of produce, merchandise, real estate, in-

surance, and stock exchanges and of city clubs and hotels. Semi-

weeklies, triweeklies, and combinations of papers gradually took

the place of weeklies and augmented tavern service in the transi-

tion to dailies.

43
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Coffee-Rouses

The connection between coffee-houses and newspapers con-

tinued in London for many years. There Edward Lloyd's Coffee-

House attached its keeper's name to Lloyd's News and other news

sheets as well as to the underwriting corporation. The (London)

Daily Advertiser, when established on February 3, 1730, was
"
given gratis to all Coffee Houses four days successively" to

attract public attention and coffee-house subscriptions. Similar

relations with "pubs" developed in this country. William

Bradford's London Coffee-House in Philadelphia, the Merchants'

Coffee-House in New York, and Gilbert's Exchange Coffee-

House in Boston each had newsgathering and commercial an-

nouncement systems. Their manuscript newsbooks, commercial

notices, and newspaper files offered merchants much which they
later found in morning and evening papers. Their subscriptions

to newspapers, incidentally, gave pre-daily sheets prestige as

well as revenue.

William Bradford established the first known "
merchants'

exchange" coffee-house in the colonies in 1754 at Philadelphia.
A subscription of 348 from leading merchants made this London
Coffee-House possible. Regular visitors "had their known stalls"

and that "to this, as the most public place, they brought all ven-

dues of horses, carriages, and groceries, &c. and above all, here

Philadelphians once sold negro men, women and children as

slaves!" Even "the Governor and other persons of note ordi-

narily went at set hours to sip their coffee from the hissing urn." *

Other coffee-houses existed in Philadelphia, but they did not

satisfy the need for a central place at which merchants could find

the latest news and at which leading citizens might regularly
meet and transact business. Bradford grasped the enterprise as

a means to extend the circulation and influence of his weekly

Pennsylvania Journal, to augment the demand for books and

pamphlets issued from his print shop, to increase his bookstore

trade, to enlarge his job-printing business, and to improve his

connections generally. Bradford carried on all of these pursuits

together with his new one in the vicinity of the corner of High
and Front Streets, then the city's commercial center. At the

London Coffee-House "was received the earliest and most au-

thentic intelligence from every quarter. Here the newspapers of
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London and of other great cities were first to be seen, and the few

journals of our country which we had before the Revolution. To

this place rather than the Post-office were addressed letters for

strangers of note. . . . With an appeal to arms the Coffee-house

became the centre of the military enthusiasm of the day. . . .

As respects political information the place seems to have been in

the peculiar confidence of Congress. . . . Expresses first came

here and delivered their communications." 2

The fate of the London Coffee-House with the rise of Philadel-

phia dailies after the Revolution emphasizes the relationship be-

tween the two newsgathering agencies. Bradford kept his con-

nection until 1780. Then it fell into the hands of one Dally, an

Irishman, for whom the hard times made it necessary to cheapen

the tavern's appeal. In February, 1783, however, Col. Eleazer

Oswald proprietor of the semiweekly Independent Gazetteer and

a man of influence attempted to restore the establishment to

"its Original Plan and Regulations" as a
u
Change for Commercial

Transactions, &c.," an effort made in vain. The Merchants'

Coffee-House, on Second Street near Wall, took over many of

its features, and The Pennsylvania Packet, and Daily Advertiser

the first successful daily soon decreased the necessity for mer-

chants to congregate to learn late news, quotations, and com-

mercial opportunities. Col. Oswald gave up the tavern and made

his paper a daily October 7, 1786, another means to the same end.

To a marked extent, the first daily newspapers made up for^the

inadequacies of taverns in news distribution. With larger cities

and a better postal system, with money to support them, dailies

became not only possible but necessary.

The Merchants
7

Coffee-House at New York, carried on by

Mrs. Ferrari until 1772 and then by Mrs. Wragg, firmly estab-

lished itself as a regular meeting place for "merchants and other

gentlemen of this city her usual customers" and as the head-

quarters of "the gentlemen of the two Insurance Offices." Lo-

cated before 1772 at the northwest comer of Wall and Water

Streets and from thence at the opposite corner in "the spacious

elegant new" building, Cornelius Bradford took it over in 1776.

He developed its services further. In addition to "all the public

papers, as weU as supplies of all kinds of liquors, &c.," Bradford

collected "interesting intelligence" and the arrivals of vessels in

newsbooks for his customers
7

reference. The precedence of Brad-
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ford's reportorial work over that of his newspaper contemporaries

appears in newspaper accounts headed: "From Mr. BRADFORD'S

MARINE LIST, opened at the COFFEE-HOUSE. ARRIVALS THIS

WEEK."

Replaced by a Loyalist during the war, Bradford returned with

the patriot army, reopened the Merchants' Coffee-House Octo-

ber 27, 1783, and thus announced the resumption of his news-

gathering: "All Masters of vessels arriving in this Port are hereby

informed, that the subscriber who keeps the New-York Coffee-

House, has prepared a book in which he will insert the names of

such as may please to call on him, the names of their vessels, the

port from whence they came, and any other particular occur-

rences of their voyages, in order that the Gentlemen of this city,

or travellers may obtain the earliest intelligence thereof." Brad-

ford shortly supplemented this newsbook with another which

smacks of modern newspaper practice during an emergency. He
announced in the March 11, 1784, Journal: "To prevent the

many disappointments that daily happen to returned citizens, or

others, enquiring for friends, connections, or those they may have

business with; the subscriber has opened a book, as A City

Register, alphabetically arranged, at the bar of the Coffee-House,

where any gentleman now resident in the City, either as a house-

keeper or lodger, or those who may hereafter arrive may insert

their names and place of residence." Bradford and later his wife

kept this tavern until 1793. Though this and other taverns con-

tinued their newsgathering functions, dailies followed shortly,

The New-York Morning Post became a Daily Advertiser on Febru-

ary 23, 1785, and The New-York Daily Advertiser issued from the

press of F. Childs and Co. on March 1, six days later.

Coffee-houses and such places as Hudson's News Rooms, which

specialized in current newspapers and magazines to be read on the

premises, continued in New York and elsewhere as popular sub-

stitutes for daily newspapers for many years. They represent,

between the rise of dailies and the rise of cheap dailies, an adjust-

ment between human curiosity or need for news and the expen-
siveness of early daily sheets. Six cents and more per copy loomed

large in the average man's daily budget before the 1830's. News
notes credited to coffee-houses appeared in dailies until well into

the nineteenth century, but independent newsgathering by news-

papers dates from early daily publication, in some instances even
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earlier, as we have seen. During the first half-century of daily

publication, the increasing efficiency of dailies gradually elim-

inated this duplication of service by taverns.

One chief factor made attempts at daily newspaper publication
in Boston unsuccessful until 1813. While Major Russell's semi-

weekly Boston Massachusetts Centinel contained the results of

sporadic harbor newsgathering and other independent reporting
from 1784, the various proprietors of the Exchange Coffee-House
in that city competed too successfully for Boston's first two daily

experiments, one in 1796 and one in 1798. Even though Boston
had a larger population than Baltimore, a field for a daily as

early as 1787, merchants would not buy enough copies nor insert

enough advertising to make a daily "go" until 1813. They did

not need a daily; they had Gilbert's Exchange Coffee-House

Books and numerous semiweeklies. Transferred in 1811 to Samue*

Topliff, Jr., "a young gentleman of respectability, industry and

information," the "Marine and General News Book" successor

to Gilbert's continued for many years. After Topliff became the

actual proprietor in 1814, he changed the name to
"
Topliff's

Private Marine Journal." By 1830, subscribers at $10 a year

perused extensive newspaper files and seven manuscript news-

books. The latter contained up-to-date records, in order, of:

general news; vessels arrived from foreign
"
ports or places, with

the cargoes particularly specified to each consignee"; vessels

arrived from other ports in the United States; vessels cleared for

foreign ports, with details; vessels cleared for American ports,

with details; arrivals and clearances at American ports other

than Boston; and "the record of names of all gentlemen intro-

duced by the subscribers, the places whence they came and the

name of the subscriber introducing them." This mass of informa-

tion came to Topliff
7

s through the services of "a boat with two

men ready at all times for the superintendent, who generally

boards all vessels arriving in port," and of numerous correspond-

ents in this country and abroad. 3 Stories "from Mr. Topliff
J

s

Correspondent" appeared in many American newspapers, copied

from those in Boston, during the 1820
J

s and 1830
?

s.

According to M. E. Stone,
4 former general manager of The

Associated Press, Topliff
J

s activities led directly to the press news-

gathering associations organized during the 1840's. One readily

discovers the precedence in time of tavern newsgathering to the
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first A. P., but the factors which gave rise to modern newsgather-

ing organizations include more pertinent precursors and condi-

tioning circumstances, detailed in Chapter XIII. The greatest

significance of taverns in this study lies in their satisfaction of

needs later met by dailies and in their competition with early

daily sheets.

A "Near Daily
3 '

Competition between weeklies, semiweeklies, and triweeklies

published in one city brought with it a compromise, the issuing

of papers on different weekdays. As early as 1645 in London, for

instance, "Mercuries" appeared on each of the seven weekdays;
Mercurius Aulicus of London and Oxford, an anti-puritan Sunday
"Mercury," filled out the first complete but unintegrated rotation

of papers issued in one city. To show the manner in which a

similar development took place in America, the New York news-

paper situation during the Revolution furnishes a case study
which contains each step from weekly to daily publication.

James Eivington, a London bookseller who came to this coun-

try to recuperate his dissipated fortunes, "Printer to the King's
Most Excellent Majesty/

3

acted as British agent in developing
New York's very "near daily." After a dozen years of importing
and printing books and pamphlets, he added a new sideline, news-

paper publication. Following a preliminary issue March 18,

Rivington began a weekly newspaper in New York April 22, 1773.

It bore the comprehensive title, Rivington's New-York Gazetteer;

or The Connecticut, Hudson's River, and Quebec Weekly Advertiser.

This Thursday paper, a year later, began to brag: "Printed at

his EVER OPEN and uninfluenced press, fronting Hanover-Square,"

probably the fact until Rivington dropped the "EVER OPEN and
uninfluenced" part in August, 1775. Rivington's impartial pub-
lication of both sides of the story of growing political unrest did

not satisfy the "Rebels." A "number of armed men from Con-
necticut" visited him on November 27, 1775; they "entered the

city, on horseback, and beset his habitation, broke into his print-

ing house, destroyed his press, threw his types into heaps, and
carried away a large quantity of them, which they melted and
formed into bullets." 5 The Gazetteer thus suspended after its

November 23, 1775, issue.

Following this misfortune, Rivington spent about two years
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in England, returned to New York in September, 1777, and re-

established himself. Shortly afterward, he revived Riwngton's
New-York Gazette: or The Connecticut, Hudson's River, New-Jersey,
and Quebec Weekly Advertiser; note the addition of New-Jersey
to the sphere he intended to conquer.

Until the middle of May, 1778, the three New York weeklies

appeared on Mondays, Thursdays, and Saturdays; then, within

a few days, Rivington engineered their increase to five weekly
numbers, supplemented about fifteen months later by a sixth.

Rivington's The Royal Gazette, the Saturday paper, began semi-

weekly publication on Wednesday, May 13. Alexander Robert-

son's The Royal American Gazette, the Thursday sheet, added
another regular issue the following Tuesday, May 19. Hugh
Game's The New-York Gazette: and the Weekly Mercury merely
continued on Mondays. The Friday issue of the "near daily"
entered the field September 3, 1779, with the establishment of

The New-York Mercury; or, General Advertiser by William Lewis.

Isaiah Thomas 6 attested the "nearness" of this "near daily"

by stating that during "the war, a newspaper was published daily

in the city of New York. . . . These papers were all published
under the sanction of the British commander in chief."

Subsidy made the arrangement possible; the day of newspapers

commercially profitable on their own merits dawned slowly and

late. General Gage had, while commanding the British troops in

Boston, purchased 400 copies of Rivington's paper each week

in 1775 and distributed them among the army, navy, and Loyal-

ists. The New-Jersey Gazette, a patriotic sheet, estimated on

July 4, 1781, that "last year the British government expended

upwards of Fifty Thousand Guineas on hirelings employed to tell

lies hi pamphlets and in the news-papers in Europe and America,"

and that the probable cost for 1781 would reach twice that

sum.

The "near daily" began to strike snags in the winter of 1782-

83. Samuel Homer, who became a partner of William Lewis in

The New-York Mercury; or, General Advertiser sometime be-

tween February 15 and May 24, 1782, retired from that firm in

July or August of that year. In September, Horner joined with

Christopher Sower, Jr., and William Morton in New York's

first triweekly, The New-York Evening Post. Although this paper

became a semiweekly the following April as The New-York
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Morning Post, its competition for advertising as well as the weak-

ening of British influence in America contributed to the downfall

of the "near daily" Gazettes. Lewis found another partner in the

spring of 1783, but his New-York Mercury evidently ceased with

the issue of August 15 or shortly thereafter. The Robertson

paper, The Royal American Gazette, despite the enlistment of new

partners beginning January 1, 1782, did not pass the crucial

summer of 1783; it probably stopped with its number for July 31.

Two of the three papers which remained in New York after

August, 1783, those of Rivington and the Sower firm, continued

until after the British evacuation November 25. Gaine's New-
York Gazette, the third, breathed its last on November 10. The

New-York Morning Post, published by William Morton and

Samuel Horner from April, 1783, lived through the evacuation

to become on February 23, 1785, New York's first daily news-

paper, The New-York Morning Post, and Daily Advertiser. How
Morton and Horner effected this change of sides and still kept
their journal sufficiently healthy to make it a daily which lived

seven years is beyond the scope of this book.

Game's fate, with Americans in control of New York, readily

reveals itself. He had sold out to the British soon after the royal

troops captured the city. When the Americans drove the red

coats out, Gaine merely petitioned the state legislature for per-

mission to remain, a privilege readily granted, and turned his

press to printing books exclusively. But the case of Rivington
is murky. In spite of the fact that he had been "

Printer to the

King's Most Excellent Majesty/
7

the patriots allowed him to re-

main practically unmolested in New York until his dying day.

Evidence from several sources shows that the Revolutionists

spared Rivington because of his having executed a masterpiece
of straddling. For one side, he headed the Gazettes combine
and acted as king's printer; for the other, he spied on his British

employers. G. W. P. Custis,
7
Washington's adopted son, states

that Rivington
"wrote secret billets upon thin paper, and bound

them in the cover of a book, which he always managed to sell to

those spies of Washington, who were constantly visiting New
York." Custis estimates that Rivington probably cleared be-

tween 1,000 and 1,500 guineas
"
a cheap, a dog cheap bargain

"

for his contributions to "the safety and success of the army of

independence." One gets a similar notion from an item in the
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Salem (Massachusetts) Gazette of December 25
3 1783, which hints

at "reasons best known to the great men at helm." "The Lying
Gazette" had ceased, but "Mr. Jarnes Rivington, printer at New
York, was, as soon as our troops entered the city, protected in

person, and property, by a guard, and . . . will be allowed to

reside in the country." But the "near daily" which Bivington
headed for four years had sprouted the Post, and the Post became

a real daily a year and a half after the Gazettes ceased.8

A tabulation of newspapers published in New York Cit}~ at

decade years, from 1770 to 1820, Lheds further light upon the

transition to daily publication. Weeklies totaled three in 1770,

two in 1780, one in 1790, four in 1SOO, five in 1810, and two in

1820. Semiweeklies started with one in 1770 and rose to two in

1780, two in 1790, four in 1800, three in 1810, and five in 1820.

A triweekly appeared in but one decade year, 1790. Dailies, on

the other hand, numbered three in 1790, five in 1800
?
seven in

1810, and eight in 1820. Weeklies decreased in 1780 and 1790,

but, through specializing, rose to five in 1810. In 1820, one weekly

and five semiweekly dependent editions, issued by dailies for

country subscribers, cut the number of independent weeklies

to two again. While triweeklies never lasted long, semiweekJies

proved sufficiently profitable ventures to compete with the semi-

weeklies issued by dailies until after 1820.9 To recount similar

facts about other American cities would necessitate changes in

little other than dates and unessential details.

Towne's Experiment

All save the bibliographers have overlooked TJie Pennsylvania,

Evening Post, and Daily Advertiser, rightful claimant so far as

is now known to the title of First American Daily Newspaper.

A search reveals references to it in but two bibliographies: J. Van

N. Ingram's A Check List of American Eighteenth Century News-

papers in the Library of Congress and C. S. Brigham's "Bibliog-

raphy of American Newspapers, 1690-1820."

Historians give some information about The Pennsylvania Eve-

ning Post during its triweekly, semiweekly, and occasional stages.

Of the paper as a daily, however, its history must come exclusively

from an examination of the twenty-five existing issues. The char-

acter of Benjamin Towne, a publisher as colorful and as "prac-

tical" as "Jemmy" Rivington of the New York Gazettes, adds
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fullness to the impression one can gain of Ms pioneer experi-

ment.

Towne, "brought up to printing in England/' got his first

American experience in William Goddard's shop at Philadelphia

sometime before or during 1769. Goddard, a Whig, had Joseph

Galloway and Thomas Wharton, Sr., both Tories, as silent part-

ners in the publication of The Pennsylvania Chronicle and in job

printing gotten through the political connections of the silent

partners. Upon this arrangement, Towne capitalized at his em-

ployer's expense and obtained a share in Goddard's business.

When trouble came, the firm of "WILLIAM GODDARD and BEN-

JAMIN TOWNE, at the NEW PRINTING-OFFICE in Market-Street,

near the Post-Office, and opposite Mr. John Wister's" dissolved

between July 16 and 23, 1770. The paper's motto, selected from

Tacitus, "RARA TEMPORUM FELICITAS, UBI SENTIRE QUAE VELIS,

ET QUAE SENTIAS DICERS LICET!" (Rare happiness of the times,

when one may feel what one wishes, and say what one feels!),

held little meaning for its publishers. They fought over politics,

and their separation ushered in a "state of hostility" in which

"newspapers, handbills, and pamphlets were filled with the

ebullitions of their animosity."
10

With this background, Towne started The Pennsylvania Eve-

ning Post, the first successful triweekly in Philadelphia, on Janu-

ary 24, 1775, on "Front-Street, near the London Coffee-House."

Its pages were about eight by 12^ inches, and it appeared on

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, "upon the Forenoon of

which Days the Eastern Post arrives (if not prevented by the

Weather)." Towne wanted to "give particular Satisfaction to all

Persons anxious for early Intelligence at this important Crisis."

He professed, too, a "determined Resolution to preserve inviolate

the Liberties of the Press, and cautiously avoid all illiberal Re-

flections upon Individuals," and to "endeavour to make this

Paper a complete History of the COMMERCE, POLITICS, and LITERA-

TURE, of the Times, in which he hopes he will receive the Assist-

ance of the Connoisseurs on all useful and entertaining Subjects/
7

He priced the sheet at ten shillings a year or two pennies a num-

ber, unusually low in a period of scarce and costly printing paper.
While Towne may have financed the venture himself, the pro-
vincial tax lists of the City of Philadelphia for 1774 do not credit

him with a personal estate; no assessment appears for any of the
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items designated: acres, horses, cattle, and servants. Perhaps
Towne knew the assessors. More likely, he had one or more silent

partners, probably Wharton and Galloway.
Towne's trick on James Humphreys, Jr., "conductor" of

The Pennsylvania Ledger: or the Virginia, Maryland, Pennsyl-

vania, & New-Jersey Weekly Advertiser, established four days
after the Evening Post as a weekly, characterizes our first daily

newspaper publisher and his editorial policy. The Pennsylvania

Ledger "was professedly to be conducted upon principles of strict

impartiality; but it was not able to fulfil that undertaking.
" u

Humphreys had taken an oath of allegiance to the king as a

qualification for an office and, with the outbreak of hostilities,

refused to change his loyalty. Towne, on the other hand, played

for popularity among the patriots. In spite of his known royalist

connection with Galloway and Wharton, he did printing for the

Continental Congress in the latter part of 1776. To further fortify

his position, Towne attacked Humphreys, forced him to suspend

his paper and to leave the state. "At the very time Towne pub-

lished these pieces," Isaiah Thomas 12 informs us, "Humphreys
had loaned him the paper on which The Evening Post was pub-

lished, without any prospect of payment.
"

After its first year, Towne's paper entered a period of seven

years in which publication became more and more irregular.

Even in the famous July 6, 1776, issue, Towne dunned "persons

indebted to the printer ... to settle immediately, also to ad-

vance one half of the subscription towards the second year. If

proper regard be not paid to this advertisement, he will soon be

under the disagreeable necessity of DROPPING the Pennsylvania

Evening Post, the price of paper and other articles being so

greatly advanced." The fact that from December, 1776, to

September, 1777, the sheet did not appear regularly reflects the

threat of British occupation as well as the rising cost of paper.

Towne continued to adhere nominally to the patriotic side, but

he undoubtedly prepared for the change of loyalties he achieved

in the fall of 1777. When other publishers then left the city,

Towne remained. After British occupation, a short suspension

ended with the October 11 number which presented a full account

of the success of British arms. One writer says that there
" seemed

to be no difficulty or intention to interfere with Towne's business,

and he went on with the publication in the usual way."
13 Towne,
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therefore,
"
continned the Evening Post under the auspices of the

British general, until the city was evacuated." 14
Galloway's

part in the British occupation of Philadelphia may have aided

Towne's return or
"
return

7 '

to the Loyalists.

The British troops evacuated Philadelphia June 18, 1778, but

Towne stayed. On June 20, the Evening Post came out as usual

with a full account of the evacuation the preceding Thursday!
General Benedict Arnold, American military governor of the

city, not possessed of an unblemished career himself, perhaps
found a satisfactory excuse for Towne's changes of cockade. The

Evening Post, although exciting hostility in the returning Whigs,
continued to be published without actual molestation.

During the six years between the British evacuation of Phila-

delphia and the end of The Pennsylvania Evening Post., and Daily
Advertiser October 26, 1784, Towne struggled continuously to

right himself with the winning side of the Revolution, to remove

the indictment of treason brought against him, and to make a

living out of his newspaper and printing shop. His efforts came
to little. One day in Aitken's book store, he approached Dr. John

Witherspoon of the College of New Jersey, a former contributor

to his newspaper, to ask him to write articles again for his sheet.

Witherspoon, a member of Congress, agreed to do so if Towne
would publish "a piece acknowledging your fault, professing re-

pentance, and asking forgiveness." At Towne's request, Wither-

spoon wrote such a document, "The humble Confession, Re-

cantation and Apology of Benjamin Towne." The virulence of

the finished product made Towne refuse to sign or print it. No
wonder. One of its closing sentences read: "Finally, I do hereby

recant, draw back, eat in, and swallow down, every word that I

have ever spoken, written or printed to the prejudice of the

United States of America, hoping it will not only satisfy the good

people in general, but also all those scatter-brained fellows, who
call one another out to shoot pistols in the air, while they tremble

so much they cannot hit the mark." 15 The wide publication of

"The humble Confession" did not benefit Towne's reputation.

During the years following 1778, Towne's sheet sickened more
and more. Irregularity in "triweekly" publication in 1778

prompted the publisher to call it a semiweekly from January 7,

1779. He could not maintain even that rate, and, with the Post

for October 26, 1779, Towne eliminated reference to frequency.
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With the number of August 3, 1781, Towne tried the first of two

last efforts to stabilize the Post. He lengthened the title to The

Pennsylvania Evening Post, and Public Advertiser, but advertising
did not come. Its issue for May 24, 1782, for example, consists of

but one sheet eight by 12f inches with a type-page 6A by nine.

The pitiful little two-page two-column sheet contains but two

advertisements together with about two columns of London news

to March 21, approximately one column of official Philadelphia

news for May 21, and a late paragraph concerning an encounter

at sea in which the Count de Grasse figured and the British lost

the
"
Glorieux." Moreover, Towne's shop had a new location.

He could no longer describe his address, as he had in 1776, as

"nearly opposite to the London Coffee-house," center of Phila-

delphia's pre-war commercial activity. His paper was now
"Printed by B. Towne, in Pewter Platter alley." Thus Towne

approached the time at which he made a last and startling

attempt to resuscitate his anemic sheet. In the spring of 1783,

probably on Monday, May 5 or 12, he changed the title once

more; the Public Advertiser became a Daily Advertiser.

The first known issue of The Pennsylvania Evening Post, and

Daily Advertiser, June 17, 1783, a two-column two-page sheet,

preceded by fifteen months Dunlap and Claypoole's Pennsyl-

vania Packet, and Daily Advertiser, a morning paper widely

acclaimed as the first American daily. Only two issues of the

newspaper have come to light for 1783, both in the Library

of Congress. The June 17 issue is number 922; the other, dated

August 22, is number 973. During this period of nine weeks and

four days, therefore, the numbers suggest an average of five papers

per week plus three others. These fifty-two issues, to judge from

elapsed pagination, contained but 100 pages; possibly four con-

sisted of one-page broadsides. The twenty-three issues of the

Post available for 1784 indicate a gradual slowing down in the

rate of issuance with more and more four-page papers. Posts

came out regularly for the six days of but one week, so far as

the files show, Monday to Saturday, March 22 to 27. The last

twenty-one numbers contain seventy-six pages, almost four pages

each. The page size remained constant throughout the period in

which the paper bore the "Daily Advertiser" label, two columns

in a type-page 6| by 8|- inches, apparently from the same press

and set in the same type Towne used in 1775.
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In addition to its significance as a predecessor of The Pennsyl-
vania Packet^ and Daily Advertiser in the daily newspaper busi-

ness, the Post upsets another extant theory on early publication

practice, a theory weakened in the last chapter. Some credit

The (New York) Sun, established September 3, 1833, with being
the first paper hawked upon the streets by newsboys. In addition

to earlier examples cited, Towne's advertisement on August 22,

1783, that "A news hawker wiU meet with good encouragement

by applying to the printer/
7
furnishes a strong exception. Towne's

subscription price, "only two shillings the month, at the rate of

twelve coppers to the shilling; or two coppers the single paper,"
further illustrates his bid for mass rather than class circulation.

In the last issues, the price went down to "eighteen pence per

month/
3 but the "two coppers the single paper" remained. When

The Pennsylvania Packet, and Daily Advertiser appeared on Sep-

tember 21, 1784, it cost four pence a copy and later six cents, in

line with other successful dailies. Publishers commonly quoted

subscription prices by the month, quarter, or year rather than by
the issue or week.

Towne's experiment in daily journalism, so long forgotten,

elicited contempt from his contemporaries. William McCulloch,
16

a Philadelphia printer, told Isaiah Thomas that Towne himself,

toward the close of his newspaper days presumably in 1783 and

1784 walked about the streets and hawked papers entitled "All

the News for Two Coppers."
The front-page story in the first available number of the daily

Post illustrates Towne's attempts to wheedle himself into patri-

otic favor, to bury his unsavory record. In a lengthy report of the

"PROCEEDINGS of the FREEMEN of the city and liberties of Phila-

delphia, assembled agreeable to public notice, at the statehouse,

on Saturday the fourteenth of June, 1783," Towne printed a

series of resolves, the first of which he must have set in type with

misgivings. It demanded that no traitor "be suffered to return

to, or reside within the state of Pennsylvania." His misgivings
were premonitions. Indicted on a charge of "High Treason"

November 28, 1783, he was proclaimed attainted "BY THE SU-

PREME EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OE the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania" on June 15, 1788.

What else weakened and snuffed out the daily Post a little more
than a month after the birth of Dunlap and Claypoole's daily
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Packet? A comparison of an issue of each suffices to tell. The
Post, stiU called a daily but published irregularly, has but three
columns of advertisements thirteen insertions in its last known
issue, dated October 26, 1784, four-paged with the small two-
column page size. The first number of the Packet as a daily, on
the other hand, with four columns on each of four pages, devotes
ten of its sixteen columns to approximately 100 advertisements.
The Packet's superior news coverage, succeeding the news serv-
ices of the London Coffee-House, overshadowed the more con-
densed accounts and popular appeal of the Post. Shippers, whole-
sale merchants, and other leading business men more readily

supported the Washingtonian Packet than the Whig Post with its

uncertain sponsorship and more uncertain periods of publication.
The Post became a daily to develop a field Towne saw untouched,
his last chance to restore his paper to regularity and to some
patronage. The competition of such vigorous and respectable
business men as Claypoole and Dunlap veterans of the patriot

army eliminated once and for all Towne's chance at commercial
success. Towne's daily, however, explains the long-standing mys-
tery of the absence of any announcement in Dunlap and Clay-
poole's first daily sheet that it had "made history."
The following complete news stories in the 1784 issues of the

Post typify Towne's primitive efforts at
u
sensational

"
journalism :

"On Monday evening the 15th inst. Richard Marpole was found
murdered in his house near Abington."

"The order for prohibiting American vessels from carrying the

produce of the British West Indies has been again renewed."

"Last Thursday afternoon, some children playing upon the
New Ferry slip, one of them fell into the river, and was drowned."

"Thursday last, at a court of oyer and terminer, held at Chester
for the county of Chester, Joseph Chalk, John M'Daniel, and

John Benson, alias Varnum, were tried for burglary committed in

Chester borough on the seventeenth of May last, in the house of

Ann Davis, and stealing a large quantity of shop goods. They were
all found guilty, and received a penalty of death."

He gave shipping news, drawn from coffee-house records, rather

coirfoletely in tabular form. The little advertising Towne got
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included Insertions for such current
" GENUINE PATENT MEDI-

CINES" as:

"Dr. Anderson's Scots Pills, universally known and approved by
the most eminent physicians. Hooper's Female Pills. Dr. James's
Fever Powders. Turlington's Balsam of Life. Dr. Lord's Corn
Salve. The True Essential Salts of Lemon. . . . Hemet's Es-

sence of Pearl for the teeth or gums. . . . And many other patent
medicines."

What happened to Towne during the balance of his life, with

the exception of his proclamation as a traitor in 1788, remains

obscure. At any rate, he died in his own house on Sixth Street

near Arch Street, Philadelphia, on July 8, 1793. His six-year

fight to gain the confidence of the winning faction in the Revolu-

tion yielded him but one claim to remembrance: He gave the

United States its first daily newspaper.
17

Dunlap and Claypoole

Towne experimented with daily publication. John Dunlap and

D. C. Claypoole converted a newspaper, successful since 1771,

into the kind of daily that
" worked" during the first decades of

daily publication. The Pennsylvania Packet, and Daily Advertiser

did not from its establishment on September 21, 1784, attract

any great number of buyers; its owners did not have mass circula-

tion in mind. It continued to reflect the policies that had worked

so well for its owners during weekly, semiweekly, and triweekly

publication. The triweekly sold for six pence; the daily cost four

pence a copy, a price later changed to six cents. Citizens who
could not pay these sums, then quite large, went to their favorite

tavern or coffee-house to read the news or to hear it read. City
dwellers who could pay were "served with it at their houses

every morning, and those at a distance by the quickest con-

veyances."
The partnership of Dunlap and Claypoole continued until

the last day of 1790. On the first day of the following year, Dun-

lap's American Daily Advertiser, published by Dunlap alone, suc-

ceeded the Packet. On June 1, 1791, The Mail; or, Claypoole's

Daily Advertiser a competing sheet appeared under the sole

sponsorship of Claypoole. But the yellow fever epidemic of 1793

forced both papers to suspend, Dunlap's on September 14 and

Claypoole's on September 30, Dunlap revived his on December 2
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but joined with Claypoole again on December 9 in Dunlap and

ClaypooU's American Daily Advertiser. At the end of 1795, Dun-

lap finally retired from the newspaper and printing business and

left the paper to Claypoole. On October 1, 1800, the old paper
became Paulson

7

s American Daily Advertiser, published by Zach-

ariah Poulson, Jr.

The Packet, as the leading commercial newspaper in the United

States between 1784 and the end of Washington's administration,

enjoyed the confidence of Washington and the wealthier classes

generally. It was the first to print, in its September 19, 1796,

issue, Washington's Farewell Address. Under Claypoole's editor-

ship, it contained Joseph Gales
?

s stenographic reports of Congres-

sional proceedings, a marked advance in fact presentation. But

the paper's content did not go beyond the needs of its readers.

As a successor to coffee-house news services, as a means of getting

a digest of news to business men at breakfast time, the Packet

and most early dailies remained primitive Wall Street Journals

until the late 1820's and early lS3Q's. ls

Dailies Multiply

The Revolution, like all important conflicts since the rise of

newspapers, created a
"
subscribers

3 market." Live, needed news

lightens the burden of higher subscription rates upon readers.

With a rising subscription list, publishers focus their attention

on readers rather than advertisers. Repeated extras and news

broadsides and the rise of semiweeklies and triweeklies during the

Revolution evidence publishers' reactions to the situation. With

peace, however, daily newspaper publication had to find a differ-

ent basis. Newspapers representing the special commercial and

political interests of business men proved to be the first answer.

The titles of newspapers in existence at decade years from 1790

to 1820 illustrate their predominantly commercial nature until

after 1800 and then their turn toward politics. Those with

Advertiser in their names totaled five of the eight published in

1790, twenty of the twenty-four in 1800, thirteen of the twenty-

six in 1810, and twenty-one of the forty-two in 1820. Statistics

on the number of dailies which lasted throughout each decade

year point to Advertisers' greater vitality. They amounted to

five out of six in 1790, sixteen of sixteen in 1800, twelve of twenty-

four in 1810, and twenty of thirty-seven in 1820. The exception
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in 1790, The New-York Daily Gazette, had a definitely commercial

cast. One of the five Advertisers of 1790, The Federal Gazette and

Philadelphia Daily Advertiser, changed from The Federal Gazette,

and Philadelphia Evening Post on April 1, 1790, a further indica-

tion of the promotional utility of the word. All successful dailies,

hence, untU after 1800, boasted that they carried advertising.

The agitation leading to the War of 1812-15, together with im-

provements in production and financial backing, ushered in a

trend toward political domination which reached a climax in the

heyday of "personal" journalism, the 1840's and 1850
7

s. Whereas

the inclusion of three successful Commercial papers would aug-
ment the 1820 Advertisers, the following political labels blossomed

forth: Republican in two titles, Patriot in four, Democratic in

one, and Political in another. 19
Chapter VII develops subsequent

relations between newspapers and political parties.

Dailies spread throughout the country, as we shall see in the

next chapter, in response to the development of other means of

communication and as populations warranted their establish-

ment. The "case studies
3 '

of the transitions to daily publication
in New York and Philadelphia have parallels, adapted to local

conditions, in every other American city large enough to support
a daily.
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CHAPTER IV

THE BROAD PERSPECTIVE

rTHHE United States and Great Britain signed preliminary

I articles of peace at Paris November 30, 1782, and formally
JL ended the Revolution September 3, 1783. During the hag-

gling over the Treaty of Paris, Benjamin Towne made his tri-

weekly into The Pennsylvania Evening Post, and Daily Advertiser.

Of these events, the former established the status of the United

States as an independent nation; the. latter gave the country its

first experiment in what grew to be a gigantic industry, a powerful

communication instrument. The extent to which the course of

the United States intertwines with that of the daily press would

amaze those who witnessed their respective births.

After reviewing the transition to daily publication, one thinks

of contemporary sheets and of current interpretations of the

newspaper's social significance. Holding a Towne Evening Post

and a New York Times side by side, one dazedly asks, "How in

the world could this have grown to this?" Towne announced

in his first triweekly Post that he intended to provide
a
a complete

History of the COMMERCE, POLITICS, and LITERATURE, of the

Times.
" But ideas of completeness change. The New York Times

records as "All the News That's Fit to Print" a far greater vol-

ume of material in a few issues than Towne printed in ten years.

R. R. McConnick, publisher of The Chicago Tribune, asserts that

the newspaper "is an institution developed by modern civiliza-

tion to present the news of the day, to foster commerce and in-

dustry through widely disseminated advertisements, and to fur-

nish that check upon government which no constitution has ever

been able to provide." Editorially, the Tribune adds that the

newspaper "must, like the parish priest, be guide, counsellor and

friend
"

to attain "its real mission." Arthur Brisbane, relating

publisher and editor to newspaper, once declaimed that a "man's

newspaper, like his god, is apt to reflect his own peculiarities,"

One infers, hence, that the publisher of the Tribune yearns for

omnipotence and that his editorialist exhibits a suppressed desire

for the ministry.

62
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The social scientist aids in the contemporary glorification of the

press. He calls the newspaper a "conditioning force," an instru-

ment which orients readers to their environment, a means for

vicarious experience. J. L. Woodward l daims that "most soci-

ologists are agreed
53

an unheard of situation "that the press

does produce changes in opinion but rather through distortions,

omissions, condensations, and colorations of facts in the news

columns than by direct editorial exhortation." These viewpoints

summarize groups of facts, more or less selected. Above all, they

emphasize the distance traveled in a century and a half of daily

newspaper production. They point to changes in many more

respects than mere size and typographical layout.

Let us try to catch a broad perspective of the course which

daily newspapers followed from the Evening Post to the present.

Let us relate their major developments to time and space, to

population trends, to the larger social movements, and to the

growth of cities. Let us look at the framework of the newspaper's

life history.

Through Time

"Counting noses," both those of newspapers and of subscrib-

ers, furnishes the most obvious statistical indication of trends in

the newspaper industry through time. Figure I relates the courses

taken by the number of dailies, of morning, evening, and Sunday

papers, and of incorporated towns and villages of 8,000 or more

population, called urban places in the graph. Figures II to V in-

dicate tendencies of morning, evening, total daily, and Sunday

circulation.

Lines similar to that for the number of daily newspapers in

Figure I prompt statisticians to talk of "fairly normal growth

curves" or to speak loftily in more erudite and less understand-

able terms. This figure and the next four, however, present a

compact summary of daily newspaper history, a record not

nearly so dry as the black lines may suggest. The balance of this

book'fflls in the details and relates the industry's growth more

clearly to the social history of the United States.

Until the 1820's, as outlined in the third chapter, dailies in-

creased at a steady rate. Subscription prices remained high; the

fields served, limited. Cheap newspapers, made possible by ma-

chine-made paper, faster presses, growing literacy, and industrial
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expansion, came into being in the late 1820
J

s and the 1830's. From
1833 on, Benjamin H. Day and others gave newspaper publication

a powerful impetus with their one-cent papers for the masses.

Although the rate of increase tended to decline in each decade

from 1830 to 1870, the number of dailies soared from 65 to 574.
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FIGURE I. NUMBER OF DAILY NEWSPAPERS AND OF URBAN PLACES: 1783-

1933. The Census differentiated daily "periodicals" from daily "newspapers" from

1921; morning and evening dailies are "newspapers"; see Tables VIII and IX,

Appendix.

Improved means of communication, particularly the introduction

of the telegraph, facilitated their multiplication. In spite of this

rapid establishment of dailies, their number did not keep pace
with the lengthening list of urban places, cities and towns with

8,000 or more inhabitants. Cheap newspapers carried the ratio

from 1.9 dailies to each urban place in 1830 to 3.1 in 1840 and

3.0 in 1850, but the proportion dropped to 2.7 in 1860 and to 2.5

in 1870.
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Following the Civil War, the rapid rise of the evening news-

paper brought a new surge of newspaper establishment. The
addition of 397 dailies during the 1870's, of 639 between 1880 and

1889, and of 616 in the next decade made the total 2,226 in 1899
3

almost four times the figure of 1870. Seven-eighths of the rise

between 1880 and 1899 was attributable to the establishment of

518 additional evening sheets between 1880 and 1889 and of 580

during the next ten years. The evening newspaper, the largest
factor at present in the industry, arrived in the first three decades

after the Civil War. Under its stimulus, two and one-half dailies

to each urban place in 1870 grew to 3.1 in 1880, 3.8 in 1890, and

4.1 in 1900, the most recent peak.
The use of urban place figures for comparison furnishes only a

rough indication of the relation of newspapers to the number of

towns large enough to support dailies. In 1880, for example, one

of the few years for which adequate figures were gathered, 971

dailies were published in 389 cities and towns as contrasted with

the 285 urban places listed by the Census.

The peak in total daily and in evening newspapers came in

1909. Since that time, in spite of increases in the number of

daily newspaper cities, consolidations and the spread of the

larger urban areas over fields which had supported dailies in

earlier decades caused a continual decline in the number of papers.

The total slipped from 2,600 in 1909 and 2,580 in 1914, particu-

larly during the stringent publication conditions of World War

days, to 2,441 in 1919. Census data paralleled by Editor &
Publisher and other statistics indicate a further drop to 2,080

in 1933. Reference is made to the upper daily line in the graph

after 1919; the lower one, for daily "newspapers" only, as we

shall see below, Is not comparable with preceding years. The

latter is included because the morning-evening differentiation

holds only for daily "newspapers" and not for daily "period-

icals."

Editor & Publisher totals for English-language dailies of gen-

eral circulation (see Table XII, Appendix) diminished from

2,078 in 1919 to 2,028 in 1921, rose again to 2,036 in 1923 to fall

to 2,005 in 1924. The next serious reduction came from 2,001 in

1926 to 1,949 in 1927; then the total eased downward during the

next six years to 1,911 in 1933 to recover again to 1,950 in 1935.

The ratio between newspapers and urban places emphasizes
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the results of the consolidation movement and of the multiplica-

tion of one-newspaper cities. From 4.1 in 1900, it lowered to 3.4

in 1910, 2.6 in 1920, and 1.7 in 1930. In the latter year, approx-

imately 2,271 dailies were published in 1,390 cities and towns

an average of 1.6 as compared with the 1,208 urban places then

recorded.

The yearly tabulations in the newspaper directories of G. P.

Rowell & Co. and N. W. Ayer & Son (see Tables X and XI, Ap-

pendix) supply totals which give more sharpness to the curve.

These sources, fairly comparable throughout and to the Census

reports (see Statistical Note, Appendix), emphasize the influence

of depressions and social and technologic changes. They indicate

marked drops, in 1872 and 1877, due to unfavorable financial con-

ditions. They place the tremendous growth of the 1880
J

s and

1890's more definitely between 1878 and 1896, a movement re-

tarded in 1885 and 1889. After little expansion between 1896 and

1899, the boom of Hearst and Pulitzer sensationalism carried

dailies to a peak of 2,433 in 1910. War conditions then took the

total to its high point, 2,461 in 1916, and through a rapid reaction

to 2,324 in 1920 due to our entrance into the conflict and the

problems involved. The Ayer total for 1935, 2,199, succeeded

tendencies similar to those described by Editor &" Publisher

figures. It includes 106 trade, sixty-six miscellaneous, and 130

foreign-language (twenty of which were trade, and five, other)

dailies in addition to 1,927 English-language papers of general
circulation.

The morning and evening curves in Figure I illustrate dis-

parate tendencies. Relatively few evening dailies existed prior
to the Civil War. One writer 2

comments, for example, that "Up
to 1847 there had been no afternoon paper in Philadelphia that

gave fresh news to its readers, and, in the judgment of many per-

sons, it was impossible to establish such a journal successfully."

But these "many persons" reckoned without the telegraph.
Alexander Cummings, "a gentleman of large experience/' issued

a specimen number of Cummings' Evening Telegraphic Bulletin

the present Bulletin on Saturday, April 10, 1847. "The word
'

telegraphic/ awkwardly introduced into the title, was important
as indicating to the public that the new paper would avail itself

of the facilities afforded by the magnetic telegraph, then in its

infancy, to obtain the latest news." With the development of the
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telegraph and the demand for late information during the war
between the states, the evening newspaper found a place for it-

self. From 16,735 miles of line in 1852, the network of telegraph
wires became 110,727 in 1880 and 237,990 in 1902. By 1880, the

first year for which statistics are available, the number of evening
establishments had already passed that of morning papers; only
45.1 per cent, were in the latter field. After the invention of the

linotype in 1886, rapid typesetting gave the evening newspaper
another advantage in its struggle for advertising and circulation.

Evening sheets appealed successfully to groups with little in-

terest in or tune for the contemporary morning dailies. The
New York Daily News (1857), Detroit Evening News (1873),

Chicago Daily News (1875), and various papers in which E. W.

Scripps had an interest typify the crop of one- and two-cent eve-

ning newspapers which found a new stratum of subscribers. Cheap
and easily read, they competed with the four-cent morning jour-

nals for advertising and amassed a far greater aggregate circula-

tion. The entrance of the evening newspaper heralded America's

second wave of "penny" sensationalism, its second big "sub-

scribers
7 market" in editorial policy.

While evening newspapers followed a curve somewhat like

that for all dailies, morning sheets gained in numbers slowly be-

tween 1880 and 1899. The morning percentage dropped from

45.1 in 1880 to 34.7 in 1889 and 26.7 in 1899. Hearst and Pulitzer

sensationalism in the morning field toward the end of the cen-

tury, the rise of Ochs' New York Times after 1896, and the ex-

pansion of the country's commercial life encouraged the establish-

ment of morning journals after 1900. Their number rose from

595 in 1899 to 637 in 1904, 760 in 1909, and a peak of 794 in 1914.

While the morning percentage dropped to 26.0 in 1904, it climbed

again to 29.2 in 1909 and 30.8 in 1914. The proportion held at

about thirty per cent, from 1909 to 1921, but the ease with which

large-city morning papers could reach extensive areas increased

after 1914; the rapid development of transportation facilities

brought consolidations and eliminations in its wake. The total

tumbled to 720 in 1919, 691 in 1921, and 432 in 1933. Only 22.0

per cent, of the dailies were in the morning field in 1929, an "all

time low" which changed to 22.7 in 1933 because of a greater

drop in the number of evening papers.

The Sunday newspaper curve in Figure I has more spectacular
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implications. In 1880, only 11.6 per cent, of the dailies 113 in

number published Sunday editions (see Table IX, Appendix).
The other 139 Sunday newspapers issued in this country included

such healthy weeklies as the New York Sunday Mercury, es-

tablished in 1839. Sunday newspapers had met with widespread

opposition in all parts of the country from the inception of the

Baltimore Weekly Museum in 1797 and the New York Observer

in 1809, the first continued Sunday papers in this country, until

well after the Civil War. The sensationalism and sports coverage

of early Sunday sheets obscured their utility in the eyes of many
zealous civic leaders. The influx of new types of immigrants into

metropolitan districts, however, brought potential readers with

a different conception of Sunday observance. The pressing news

of the Civil War, too, caused Sunday extras and regular editions

to come from many daily plants. Sunday editions subsided in

number during the first ten or fifteen years after the war, but the

rapid industrial, social, and journalistic expansion of the 1880
7

s

quickly focused attention upon this fertile field. Under the stimu-

lation of the newly-born feature syndicates and of the showman-

ship of Joseph Pulitzer, W. R. Hearst, and others, Sunday edi-

tions more than doubled between 1880 and 1889, and doubled

again between 1889 and 1899; they totaled 257 of the 400 Sunday

papers in 1889, and 567 of the 639 in 1899. During the 1890's

Sunday weeklies gave way before the inroads of the more power-
ful daily organizations. They dropped from 143 in 1889 to

seventy-two in 1899 and then to thirty-eight in 1904. N. W.

Ayer & Son listed fifty-eight for 1935 in their 1936 Directory

as contrasted with 573 Sunday editions of daily sheets. Although

figures on Sunday editions are far from satisfactory, the trend

apparently resembles that for morning newspapers since the

World War.
The relation between the morning, evening, Sunday, and

urban-place curves suggests future possibilities. It is likely that

evening newspapers will eventually number just a few more than

the urban places of 8,000 and more population. The morning
curve may drop further and temporarily flatten out at a level

somewhere near the present number of cities of publication, with

slightly more than one to each field. Although the future of the

Sunday weekly is not predictable, further consolidations and

eliminations in the Sunday edition field are likely. Even now, as
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we shall see, a few Sunday papers spread their circulations far

and wide as great weekly magazines-and-newspapers for the

nation. Many possible developments, touched upon in various

chapters of this book, may send one or more of the lines in

Figure I upward once more.

The trend in the number of weekly newspapers, to continue

developments upon which Chapters II and III touched, exhibited

FIGURE n. CIRCULATION OF DAILY AND SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS: 1850-1933.

The Census differentiated daily "periodicals" from daily "newspapers" from

1921; morning and evening daily "newspaper" circulation is given; see Table XIII,

Appendix.

rates of increase almost identical with those in the daily curve

until 1896. Weeklies continued to act as forerunners of dailies,

to specialize, and to be published in connection with dailies. The

latter practice, as a later chapter points out, rapidly disap-

peared after 1900. After 1896, weeklies held at about the

same number until the decline began from 16,115 in 1916 to

13,964 in 1919 and then to 11,931 in 1935 (for additional statis-

tics on the number of weeklies, see Tables VIII, X, and XI,

Appendix).
The circulation story differs greatly from that for the number

of newspapers. In Figure II, curves for the circulation of evening,
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morning, total daily, and Sunday newspapers give another di-

mension to the situation portrayed in Figure I. Figure III, based

upon Editor & Publisher figures for English-language newspapers
of general circulation, amplifies the more recent part of Figure II.

Figure IV relates the growing number of subscribers and of liter-

ates in each 100 population ten years of age and older to a curve

for the proportion of the total population living in cities and towns

of 8,000 and more people.
In eighty years, between 1850 and 1930, the number of people

in the United States for each daily paper issued dropped from

1919 1922 1925 1928 1931 1934

FIGURE III. CIRCULATION OF ENGLISH-LANGUAGE DAILY AND SUNDAY
NEWSPAPERS: 1919-1935. See Table XIV, Appendix.

31.0 to 2.9. In the same period, daily newspaper subscribers

soared from 4.6 to 43.1 per cent, of the population ten years of

age and older. In sixty years, between 1870 and 1930, subscribers

mounted from 11.5 to 45.0 per cent, of the literate population.

From 1850 to 1880, newspaper circulation increased at about the

same rate as urban population (see Table XIII, Appendix).

After 1880, however, the rapid industrialization of the country,

the growth of literacy and of interest in reading, and the mechan-

ical improvement of the newspaper industry brought a dispro-

portionate and almost continuous surge upward. Total daily

circulation disregarding the daily "periodical" differentiation

after 1919, discussed below climbed from 3,566,395 in 1880 to

the peak of 42,947,824 in 1929. The first recession, from 33,028,-
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630 in 1919 to 32,341,678 in 1921, largely attributable to a de-

cline in evening circulations from 20,445,789 to 19,675,640 in the

face of a slight rise in morning circulations, carne with depressed
economic conditions and the winding up of that momentous run-

ning story, the World War. The second recession, from 42,947,824
in 1929 to 38,424,281 in 1933, chiefly borne by the evening news-

papers, reflected the influence of the more recent depression. The
more marked duplication of evening as compared with morning
circulations in 1929 explains in part the great decline in the eve-

ning field. The last peak in the percentage of subscribers came in
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FIGURE IV. SUBSCRIBERS TO DAILY NEWSPAPERS, LITERYTES
T
AND URBAN

DWELLERS IN EACH 100 POPULATION: 1850-1933 See Table XVI, Appendix.

1927, rather than 1929, at 45. 1. Contrasted with magazine cir-

culations, indexes of wages and employment, and the like, the

slight decline in newspaper buyers to 44.2 in 1929, 42.0 in 1931,

and 37.1 in 1933 indicates the hold which newspaper reading has

won and maintained over the American public.

Figure III iEustrates Editor & Publisher circulation figures, the

averages for six-month periods from April 1 to September 30 in

each year from 1919 to 1935. It shows the extent to which the

latter parts of the Census curves in Figure II correlate with those

for general English-language newspapers. Here the peak in

total daily circulation came in 1930 at 39,589,172. The decline to

35,175,238 in 1933, followed by totals of 36,709,010 in 1934 and

38,155,540 in 1935, did not carry the total down to that for 1925,

33,739,369.
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Morning circulation increased from 7,843,565 in 1904 to

15,741,769 in 1929, but it dropped from 39.9 to 37.5 per cent, of

the country's total daily issuance. Despite a drop to 14,760,911

by 1933, this figure represented 39.2 per cent, of the total circula-

tion, the highest since 1914. The peak in the morning portion of

all daily circulation, 40.6 per cent., came in the same year as the

peak in the morning proportion of the number of dailies, 1914,

under the impetus of factors mentioned above. Among other in-

fluences which have reacted to the morning field's disadvantage,

the rise of the private motor car as a means of commuting from

suburbs cityward has taken its toll; automobile riders cannot

conveniently read in transit.

The spread of urban characteristics in this country more than

any other factor correlates closely with the marked increases in

daily circulation. Unfortunately, any artificial evaluation of this

trend, such as that furnished by figures for the population of

cities and towns with 8,000 or even 2,500 and more population,

does not reflect the tendency accurately. Daily circulation fig-

ures, multiplied at each year by a gradually changing estimate of

the number of readers, would probably furnish the most accurate

index of the country's urbanization history.

The relations between the curves for Sunday and evening cir-

culation in Figures II and III bear out interpretations given

above in connection with Figure I. After the great spurt in Sun-

day circulation during the 1890's, evening subscriptions and sales

again passed it shortly after 1904. During the next fifteen years,

in spite of the growing effusion of comic and magazine supple-

ments, the higher price of the Sunday paper and religious an-

tagonism kept its circulation under that of the evening journal.

Improved transportation and the disappearance of this prejudice

during and after the World War paved the way for more massive

Sunday circulations after 1919. Sunday sales reached a peak of

29,011,648 in 1929, an average of approximately one copy for

each family in the United States, 29.9 subscribers to each 100

people ten years of age and older. Both morning and evening

circulations, however, reached their recent peaks in 1927 with

16.7 and 27.3 subscribers. The Sunday newspaper did not drop
as far in 1931-33 as did its evening contemporary. The figures

for 1933 were 22.1 subscribers for evening papers and 25.6 for

Sunday; morning purchasers held at 14.3.
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Figure V, which portrays tendencies in average morning, eve-

ning, total daily, and Sunday circulation from 1810 to 1933, brings
trends in the number and circulation of newspapers into relation-

ship. Under the impetus of improved printing presses and ma-
chine-made paper and with the growth of cities
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FIGURE V. AVERAGE DAILY AND SUNDAY CIRCULATION: 1810-1933. The broken

line, branching from the average daily circulation curve from 1921, portrays the

"newspaper" average; from 1921, the Census differentiated daily "newspapers"
and "periodicals"; the other curves represent "newspaper" averages from 1921;

see Table XV, Appendix.

circulations rose from about 550 in 1810 to 1,200 in 1830. The

advent of the first wave of "penny" journalism then sent the

average to approximately 2,200 in 1840, 2,986 in 1850. Pre-war

and war conditions carried the average to 3,820 in 1860 and

4,532, the first peak, in 1870. The number of newspapers outran

improvements in machinery and the falling cost of newsprint

in 1880 and brought a low of 3,673. Continued expansion in

numbers kept the average in check until after 1899. Since then,

circulation gains and the consolidation movement raised the

average steadily from 6,784 in 1899 to 18,828 in 1931; 1933 condi-

tions caused the one recession, to 18,473.

A contrast of the relative sizes of 1880 dailies with those of

1933 gives further light upon the changes which have taken
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place. In 1880, three sheets had more than 100,000 circulation;

seven, more than 50,000; eighteen, between 25,000 and 50,000;

fifty-nine, between 10,000 and 25,000; 774, less than 10,000; 590,

less than 3,000; 318, less than 1,000; and eighty-six, less than

500. 3 Of 858 dailies reporting, only 0.8 per cent, had more than

50,000 circulation, and 37.1, less than 1,000. Of 1,893 morning
and evening newspapers in 1933 which had general circulation

and were published in English, 145 or 7.7 per cent, exceeded

50,000 in circulation, and only fifty-three or 2.8 per cent, had less

than 1,000. The 1933 frequency in other circulation ranges was:

131 between 25,000 and 50,000; 283 between 10,000 and 25,000;

and 1,334 less than 10,000.
4 Of the latter, 540 had less than 3,000

circulation, and seven, less than 500. 5 The small daily, although
still in existence, is disappearing.

Average morning circulation ran well ahead of evening be-

tween 1904 and 1933 even though the evening sheets registered

some disproportionate gains in 1909 to 1919 due to expansion in

numbers in the morning field and to the war time demand for

evening papers. The morning average climbed from 12,313 in

1904 to 21,502 in 1923, spurted to 28,342 In 1925, reached a peak
of 34,296 in 1929, a figure approximately maintained in 1931 and

1933. The evening average w
rent from 6,495 in 1904 to 7,938 in

1909 and then mounted to 11,880 in 1919. After but slight im-

provement in the next two years, the upward movement carried

the average to a peak, 16,301, in 1927, a figure practically equalled
in 1929 and 1931, but 1933 conditions resulted in an average of

15,547. The Sunday average more than doubled between 1904

and 1927, a rise from 24,337 to 54,199.

The contrast between the size of the present units in the news-

paper industry and those before 1900 emphasizes a significant

change: Daily newspapers are no longer small structures with

meager capital and few employees. They are now large and com-

plicated segments in a vast communication system, closely inter-

woven and with many social, political, and economic ramifica-

tions. The meaning of this change becomes more and more

apparent in the succeeding chapters.

Through Space

In 1820, seven states along the eastern shoreline, the District

of Columbia, and Louisiana possessed in their twelve larger
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cities forty-two daily newspapers, thirty-seven of which existed

throughout the year. Dailies had been published in New York,

Philadelphia, and Charleston in 1790, in Georgetown, Washing-
ton, Baltimore, and Alexandria in 1800, in New Orleans in 1810,
and in Savannah, Boston, Albany, Norfolk, and Richmond in

1820. The Georgetown papers disappeared or transferred else-

where shortly after 1800. Beginning with the figures for 1830

(see Table VII, Appendix), dailies began to dot the maps of

other states as immigrants, means of communication, and indus-

tries went into the west. In terms of decade years, for example,
Ohio and Kentucky joined the list in 1830; Michigan, Illinois, and

Missouri, in 1840; California had dailies in 1850; Oregon and

Texas, in 1860; and Washington, in 1870. In 1889, the last of the

present states Oklahoma and Idaho completed the roster.

The decade years in which the number of dailies in the various

states reached a peak correlate with the approximate time at

which their numbers of major urban areas ceased to increase.

Most of the New England states, Maryland, Virginia, Illinois,

Missouri, and Louisiana reached this peak in 1899. New York,

Pennsylvania, and New Jersey reached it in 1909 as did the

northern middle-western group with the exception of Illinois.

More recently developed states, such as North Carolina, Florida,

Tennessee, Arkansas, Texas, and California, reached high points

in 1929.

The consideration of the number of dailies by states gives an

opportunity to compare the extent of the consolidation and

elimination movement in the more industrialized states with the

rest of the country. New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey

dailies reached a peak in the same year as the country as a whole,

1909. By 1929, dailies in these three states had declined from

508 to 351, a fall of 30.9 per cent. During the same twenty years,

the roll of dailies in the whole country dropped from 2,600 to

2,086, only 19.8 per cent. If the trend continues toward larger

newspaper properties and fewer of them, these percentages sug-

gest the extent to which the tendency may proceed in a few

decades.

The prospectus for the Daily Chicago American, dated Janu-

ary 1, 1839, mentions conditions under which new dailies came

into being in the west. Said William Stuart, editor and proprietor:

"The constant repetition of the question by our Citizens and
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Strangers, 'Why is not a Daily Paper published in Chicago?'
the establishment now on a permanent foundation of a Daily
Eastern Mail, and the subscriber's conviction of the practicability

and importance of such a paper, are among some of the reasons

that have induced him to present this Prospectus to the Public.

. . . The Daily will be devoted principally to the Commercial

interests of Chicago, and be identified with her growth and pros-

perity : but it will also consult as far as possible, in its varying com-

bination of general and local intelligence, the diversified tastes

of the reading community.'
3 Thus Chicago, with a population of

6,000, saw the first daily in Illinois on April 9, 1839. F. W. Scott,

in his Newspapers and Periodicals of Illinois: 1814-1879f shows

the relationship between the establishment of dailies and the

spread of the telegraph throughout the state. "The telegraph

preceded the railroad in Illinois. ... By 1850 every important
town in Illinois was in telegraphic connection with Chicago and

the eastern cities, and Chicago newspapers regularly contained in

brief form the news of the previous day from all over the east."

In the cases of thirty Illinois dailies founded between September

13, 1845, and January, 1856, Scott demonstrates how the tele-

graph made them spring into being. The Peoria Daily Register

began June 16, 1848, for example, "the same day the telegraph
line was opened between Peoria and St. Louis, and the first dis-

patch between the two towns was sent by the editor of the

Register to the editor of the St. Louis Republican." Little wonder

that the Illinois total jumped from three in 1840 to eight in 1850

and twenty in 1854.

The story of the rise of dailies in other states resembles that of

Illinois, with substitutions or adjustments made in each case.

Dailies appeared in response to changes in the means of com-

munication, of printing, and of securing printing supplies, to

improvements in advertising support, and to increases in the

number of potential subscribers available. In the east, as we saw
in the preceding chapter, and in such cities as Chicago, the arrival

of daily posts made daily sheets possible. Elsewhere, daily train

arrivals, the opening of telegraph lines, and more recently the

transmission of news by radio accomplished the same result.

In the period of rapid growth of daily establishments, one or

even two newspapers to a town did not suffice. As Horace Greeley
told an investigating committee of the British Parliament in
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1851, "when a town grows to have as many as 15,000 inhabi-

tants, or thereabout, then it has a daily paper; sometimes that is

the case when it has as few as 10,000; it depends more on the
business of the place, but 15,000 may be stated as the average at
which a daily paper commences; at 20,000 they have two, and so

on; in central towns . . . they have from three to five daily
journals, each of which prints a semi-weekly or a weekly." He
emphasized the fact that the circulation of these dailies was
then limited to a town or county,

"
though some pervade a judicial

district including five or six counties." Political animosities,
fanned by "personal" journalism and by industrial and social

change, and the rise of evening papers after the Civil War stimu-
lated this multiplication of dailies in single trading areas. As we
have seen, however, the consolidation movement during the first

three decades of the twentieth century brought a reaction. Cities

with a single daily newspaper numbered 353 in 1900, 504 in 1910,
686 in 1920, and 913 in 1930.7 In 1931, 998 cities had but one

English-language daily, and ninety-nine others, only associated

newspapers; approximately 750 other dailies many parts of

chains were located in 283 cities. 8 The day of competing news-

papers, each representing a political or economic viewpoint,
draws to a close. In 1933, an average of 1.4 English-language
dailies of general circulation to each of 1,402 cities and towns
included 378 morning papers with some duplication, but the

evening average stood at 1.1. Despite an increase in newspaper
cities to 1,457 by 1936, the evening average remained at about
1.1.

Figures VI and VII, depicting the location of counties in which
dailies were published in 1930 and the tonnage of newsprint con-

sumed by the country's dailies in 1931, throw into sharp per-

spective the present relation of big-city to other dailies. A broad
belt of dailies extended from Massachusetts to Illinois, southern

Wisconsin, and Iowa and then southward through Kansas and
Oklahoma to Texas. Dailies similarly covered the Pacific slope
and spattered the balance of the country. To illustrate, the

1,896 English-language dailies and 503 Sunday papers of 1933

spread through 1,402 cities and towns thus: 671 dailies and 100

Sunday sheets in 630 places with less than 10,000 population;
533 dailies and 111 Sunday papers in 427 places of 10,000 to

24,999; 232 dailies and eighty-two Sunday newspapers in 160
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cities of 25,000 to 49,999; and 460 dailies and 210 Sunday papers
in 185 cities of 50,000 and more population. Thirty-eight cities

with 250,000 or more inhabitants contained but 155 dailies and

eighty-one Sunday papers,
9 but these larger cities dominated the

whole circulation situation.

The newsprint map, Figure VII, contrasts the circulation and

bulk of newspapers distributed from the larger cities with the

number and location of daily papers shown on the other map.
Five cities New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, and

Boston with slightly more than two per cent, of the dailies and

four per cent, of the Sunday papers, consumed more than half of

the newsprint used in the country. Three states New York,

Illinois, and Pennsylvania consumed 46.7 per cent, of the news-

print although they had only one-fifth of the dailies and fifteen

per cent, of the Sunday papers. The American daily is, as it has

been from its inception, an urban product. Let us examine, there-

fore, the relation of large-city circulations to those of the whole

country. Particular attention will be paid to the newspapers of

New York because of their dominating position and the greater

completeness of the data available.

Large-City Dailies

Although the daily newspaper becomes more and more a large-

city product, the dominance of certain large cities in newspaper
circulation declines. The expansion of the country and of com-

munication and transportation facilities stimulated (1) the spread

of daily establishments among a greater number of cities and

towns, twelve times as many in 1880 as in 1830, three times as

many in 1930 as in 1880; (2) the steady concentration of circula-

tions within urban and suburban limits; and (3) the extension of

urban and suburban areas.

Tabulations of the newspaper circulations of New York City,,

fairly complete and accurate from 1790 to 1929 (see Table XVII,

Appendix), reflect the city's enlarging area of commercial and

social influence. In terms of population within the city's present

area, New York newspapers published one sheet for each forty

inhabitants in 1790, one for each thirty in 1800 and 1810, one for

each fourteen or fifteen in 1820 and 1830. Then the ratio began
to drop more speedily; it fell to 6.5 in 1840 after the rise of "penny

papers"; 4.5 in 1850; 3.9 in 1860; 2.5 in 1870; 2.3 in 1880; 1.4 in
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1889; 1.2 in 1899; 1.1 in 1909; 1.2 in 1919; and 0.95- in 1929.

These figures reflect a rise from 1,200 circulation by three dailies

in 1790 to 6,384,516 by fifty-five dailies in 1929. They also reflect

the social history of New York and, in a general way, of other

large cities during the period covered.

This urban and journalistic expansion resulted particularly

from the growth of the city's transportation system. New York-

ers each took less than fifty rides a year on the sixty-two miles of

city passenger railroads available in 1860. Then came the first ele-

vated railroad, the Ninth Avenue line, in 1870, and fares jumped
to more than 100 per capita a year. Before 1890, the figure

passed 200. By the time the first Interborough Rapid Transit

subway the Broadway line opened in 1904, rides per capita

approached 300 and passed that figure in 1906. In spite of recent

declines from the peak of the 1920's, the 1933 figure approximated

350, about one ride each day for each man, woman, and child in

the metropolis. These figures tell of the rising usage of the rail-

ways which were spreading networks over all large cities and sub-

urban areas. Four hundred and three miles of city passenger

railroads in the country in 1860 extended and were electrified.

Electric railway mileage (see Table XXVIII, Appendix) rose to

8,123 in 1890, to 22,577 in 1902, and reached a peak of 44,835 in

1917. Following 1900, private automobiles and motor buses be-

came added facilities. Expressed in thousands, passenger car

registration leaped forward from eight in 1900 to seventy-seven in

1905, then to 458 in 1910 and 2,310 in 1915; it totaled 23,059 in

1930 and 20,886 in 1932. With these means, urban dwellers no

longer needed to walk to and from their work; their homes could

be an increasing distance from their place of employment; far

greater populations could be concentrated about an urban center,

And with improvements in the newspaper manufacturing process,

dailies supplied these greater masses of readers over larger areas

with a product fresh from the presses.

Other factors impelled the trend toward urbanization. New

York City's first apartment house, erected at 142 East Eighteenth

Street in 1870, made the Evening Post rejoice in it "as the har-

binger of a new housing era/' 10
Multi-family dwellings, long re-

stricted to the tenements, now became respectable and a means

for further population concentration. Tax-supported schools,

accepted in the north by mid-century largely in theory, soon
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"took hold" and aided in decreasing the number of illiterates

and in furnishing new droves of newspaper readers. To this edu-

cation movement, cheap newspapers, cheap magazines, and

public libraries contributed heavily. In the last twenty-five

years of the nineteenth century, the volumes in public libraries

quadrupled in number.

With the growth of cities,
" urban anonymity" placed a heavier

and heavier load of responsibility upon the printed word. The

gossip of the small-town became the gossip column, the feature

story, and the sensational news story of the large city. Through

newspapers, magazines, and, more recently, the radio, the ur-

banite learns of the things in his city's political, economic, and

social life which influence his daily routine. Newspapers tended to

adjust to the new needs of this evolving urban scene. As the cir-

culation figures indicate, New Yorkers apparently like the news

and entertainment offered.

The morning-evening situation among New York City news-

papers differs somewhat from that for all the country's dailies.

Throughout the country, evening dailies began to outnumber the

morning total between 1870 and 1880, and evening circulation

probably passed that of morning papers in 1885 to 1890. In

New York, however, morning circulation led until after 1899.

Then, particularly because of the Hearst-Pulitzer conflict over the

evening field, evening circulation outran morning in 1909 and

1919. By 1929, the situation had once again reversed. From

2,352,944 morning and 2,453,547 evening papers in 1919, the

totals became 3,661,136 morning and 2,723,380 evening in 1929.

The tabloids had come. The "Chicago crowd," under the leader-

ship of J. M. Patterson, had built a circulation from scratch in

1919 to 1,319,654 in 1929 for the tabloid New York Daily News;
Hearst's tabloid Mirror also in the morning field drew 434,116

in a shorter period. In 1935, the two distributed 2,147,703 copies

each morning. The number of morning papers tied the evening
total in but one decade year, 1899; in others, the morning list led.

The circulation ratio in New York City, prior to the introduc-

tion of the linotype in 1886, resembled that for the country's other

dailies. In spite of the opportunity the linotype gave evening

newspapers to offer much later news coverage than their morning

contemporaries, however, New York commuters had time to read

papers on their way to work and did. Morning papers, too,
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operated far-flung organizations for distributing their sheets, had

adequate capital, and controlled newsgathering facilities to a

greater extent than in the country as a whole. It took the im-

petus of the Hearst-Pulitzer battles, the rise of the United Press

as an evening news service, and other factors to bring a swing to

the evening field. But the evening newspaper in New York, in

comparison with the area covered by the morning journal there,

is more local in distribution than elsewhere. Within the morning

newspaper area of New York City, far more small centers sup-

port their own evening than morning papers. After the evening

newspaper boom in the first decades of this century, the morning

sheets readily took advantage of improved transportation facil-

ities and scant suburban competition to take the lead again.

In 1870, New York had 3.4 people for each morning paper

distributed, 9.2 for each evening sheet. The ratio of people to

morning newspapers dropped to 2.5 in 1889 and 2.0 in 1899, rose

to 2.5 in 1909 and 2.4 in 1919, and fell to 1.7 in 1929. The pro-

portion for the evening field dropped to 3.0 in 18S9 but climbed

to 3.2 in 1899, reached a low of 1.9 in 1909, and held at 2.3 in 1919

and 2.2 in 1929.

New York's Sunday newspapers typify those of other Ameri-

can cities, advanced a few years in time because of the greater

speed with which this city took up the innovation. Its Sunday

weeklies and Sunday editions of dailies gained acceptance with

the changing concept of Sunday observance. Where one in each

6.5 inhabitants of New York's present area bought a daily paper

in 1840, only one in twenty-six in 1842 felt moved to purchase

one of the four Sunday weeklies or Bennett's Sunday Herald. In

1850, after the area had almost doubled in population, largely

through immigration, one in 8.8 New Yorkers bought a Sunday

paper. By 1889, Sunday sheets had a greater circulation than

either morning or evening papers; they distributed 1,097,000

sheets at the rate of one for every 2.2 people in the city's present

area. Since then the ratio dropped slowly to 1.6 in 1899 and 1909,

1.5 in 1919, and 1.1 in 1929. In the latter case, the influence of the

tabloids again appears. In that year, the Daily New circulated

1,546,505 copies each Sunday, almost one-fourth of the city's

total.

The manner in which Sunday circulation outdistanced
^

that

of the morning newspapers appears in the distribution statistics
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gathered by the Audit Bureau of Circulations. In 1934, 72.3 per
cent, of the circulation of five leading morning newspapers in

New York City fell in the "city zone," the city itself plus adjacent
urban area; 16.2 in the "retail zone/' the suburban district; and

11.6 in "all other.
7 ' The Sunday editions of these newspapers, on

the other hand, distributed only 43.2 per cent, of their copies

within the "city zone," but sent 19.1 per cent, into the "retail

zone" and 37.7 elsewhere. In spite of these differences in distribu-

tion, the Sunday papers sold 2,402,191 copies in the "city zone"

as compared with the 2,306,905 of the six-day morning issues. 11

The metropolitan Sunday newspaper, as we shall see, took the

place of the weekly newspapers once published by dailies "for

the country" and, in addition, filled and held a new field of reader

interest.

Although these statistics gathered by the Audit Bureau of

Circulations are useful for such comparisons, they have decided

limitations. At a meeting of the A. B. C. board of directors on

January 27, 1933, at Pinehurst, North Carolina, for example, the

board took up the problem of establishing city zones and trading
territories but "threw up its hands at the task of hearing detailed

testimony in case after case." It ruled that, "pending the

determination of a general formula upon which city zones and

trading territories for newspapers can be established, no changes
be made in present city zones or trading territories except in cases

where there is unanimous agreement upon the part of the news-

papers involved and said agreement is approved by the Bu-

reau." 12

In 1880, daily newspapers in six cities New York, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Cleveland, Boston, and San Francisco printed
51.1 per cent, of the country's daily sheets (see Table XVIII,

Appendix). New York alone published 22.8 per cent, of the

country's dailies. The domination of the national field by these

six cities dropped to 49.1 per cent, in 1889, 41.0 in 1899, 39.5 in

1909, 34.7 in 1919, and 33.7 in 1929. The New York portion

slipped to 16.9 per cent, in 1909 and 14.5 in 1919 but recovered to

15.2 in 1929 due to the disproportionate increase in its morning
circulation. While evening and Sunday figures follow similar

trends, morning circulation for these cities declined from 55.0

per cent, in 1909 to 44.3 in 1919 and then mounted to 47.4 in

1929. The rise of 3.1 per cent, resulted from an increase in the
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New York share of the morning field from 18.7 in 1919 to 23.3

per cent, in 1929. The six-city percentage of the national evening
field dropped from 36.0 in 1909 to 28.8 in 1919 and 25.5 in 1929.

In the Sunday sector, it fell from 51.0 in 1909 to 44.4 in 1919 and

41.8 in 1929. This general decline in circulation dominance came

in spite of increases in the population of the six cities from 8.0

per cent, of the national total in 1880 to 11.9 in 1930.

The fact that six cities printed 47.4 per cent, of the country's

morning newspapers and 41.8 per cent, of its Sunday sheets in

1929 suggests future possibilities. While evening dailies will

probably remain fairly local in nature for some time, huge morn-

ing circulations may shortly radiate from a small group of Amer-

ican cities much as do copies of the Daily Mail, Daily Express,

and Daily Herald from London and their secondary cities of

publication. Transportation becomes quicker, and the duplica-

tion of metropolitan newspapers in a group of plants is still in its

infancy in this country.

The figures on the circulation distribution of English-language

newspapers, compiled from members by the Audit Bureau of

Circulations from 1919 to 1935, further evidence the trend toward

urban and suburban concentration. Expressed in percentages,

they represent the general-circulation newspaper field sufficiently

well to typify the relative distribution of morning, evening, and

Sunday newspapers. Among morning sheets, "city" circulation

mounted from 49.3 per cent, of the total in 1919 to 54.5 in 1921,

reached a peak of 56.6 in 1926, and stood at 55.4 in 1930, 56.3 in

1934, and 55.6 in 1935. After declining from 20.9 per cent, in

1919 to 19.4 in 1921, their "retail zone" percentage rose to 23.0

in 1932-34 and 23.5~ in 1935. Meanwhile, their "country" or

"all other" proportion gradually slipped from 29.8 per cent, in

1919 to 23.6 in 1923 and then more slowly to 20.5~ in 1934 and

20.8 in 1935. The Sunday percentages resemble those for the

morning field. Here the "city" portion held at approximately

forty-nine per cent, from 1919 to 1933, 49.2 in 1919 and 49.9 in

1920, 49.1 in 1932 and 48.8 in 1933, but it dropped to 46.9 in

1934'and 46.2 in 1935, due to a sharp recovery in country distri-

bution. The Sunday suburban percentage registered some

growth; it rose from 16.8 in 1919 to 18.3 in 1923, and reached

22.1 in 1932 and 1933 to fall to 21.8 in 1934-35. Although the

Sunday "all other" proportion gradually fell off from 34.0 in
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1919 to 28.9 in 1933, it mounted again to 31.9 in 1935, its 1926

level. While the morning newspaper gained in urban and sub-

urban concentration, the Sunday paper gained suburban sub-

scribers and maintained a fair margin in the "all other
"

field.

The evening daily gained some within city limits but particularly

in the country's expanding "retail zones.'
7

In the period of ad-

justment immediately following the World War, the evening

"city" percentage rose from 65.7 in 1919 to 67.4 in 1921; after

wavering between 67.1 and 68.2 in 1923-34, this figure stood at

67.0 in 1935. The evening suburban proportion increased gradu-

ally from 17.5 per cent, in 1919 to 22.6 in 1935
;
and the "all other

"

category fell from 16.6 in 1919 to 14.8 in 1921 and then gradually

to about ten in 1931-35, 10.2 in 1935. 13
Compared with the morn-

ing distribution ratios, the evening newspaper again appears to

be more distinctly a local product with only one-half of the pro-

portion in the "all other
"

classification recorded for morning

papers. Rapid transit and, more recently, the automobile ex-

panded the sphere of urban influence; the daily papers have

followed their markets.

Types of Dailies

Dailies in general and one type, the English-language daily of

general circulation, have taken the bulk of attention. Other

types include trade, financial, professional, and collegiate dailies.

A few have been published under religious direction and for

Negroes. General circulation dailies, too, fall into various major
and minor political classifications, and some appear in foreign

languages. Chapter VII contains a discussion of the political

aspect in connection with ownership; other chapters deal with it

in other relationships. Various types of circulation appeal and

experiments in ownership are treated in connection with owner-

ship and distribution problems.
With the exception of foreign-language dailies, adequate data

on trends in types of papers are lacking. The 1860 Census, for

example, divides 387 dailies thus: 372 "political/
7 two "literary,"

and thirteen "miscellaneous." The 1870 Census separated 574

dailies into 553 "political," eight "commercial and financial,
7 '

eight "illustrated, literary, and miscellaneous," two "devoted to

nationality," and three "technical and professional." The 553

"political" sheets circulated 2,531,813 copies; the other twenty-
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one, 69,734. When S. N. D. North wrote the report on the 1880

Census of The Newspaper and Periodical Press,
14 he stated that the

"news, politics, and family reading" group included "the entire

daily press, all of which was devoted primarily to the dissem-

ination of the news, political, commercial, and general, with vary-

ing specialties in a number of cases." He did, however, report

statistics on the number and^circulation of foreign-language dailies.

The Bureau of the Census and N. W. Ayer & Son recently

began to separate various types of daily periodicals from general

circulation newspapers. Census reports gave the total of "daily

periodicals" as nine in 1921, forty-three in 1923, 164 in 1925,

207 in 1929, 204 in 1931, and 177 in 1933 (see Figure I). These

figures resemble those given by N. W. Ayer & Son in their Direc-

tories of 1933-36, representative of 1932-35, namely, 189, 193,

171, and 172 respectively. The Ayer Directories divide these

totals into 121 trade and sixty-eight other dailies for 1932, 115

trade and seventy-eight other for 1933, 122 trade and forty-nine

other for 1934, and 106 trade and sixty-six other for 1935 (see

Table XI, Appendix). One gathers from Census reports that its

daily "periodical" category has grown. While daily periodicals

did multiply rapidly during the 1920's, they existed long before

1921 as the 1860 and 1870 Census reports indicate. In 1919, too,

Editor & Publisher 15
reported forty-nine morning, forty-one

evening, and three Sunday "business dailies," and in 1921, fifty

morning, thirty-eight evening, and four Sunday papers of that

type, considerably more than the nine daily "periodicals" the

Census tabulated in the latter year. The Census classification

probably did not become reasonably stable until about 1925.

The circulation of "daily periodicals" (see Figure II) fluctu-

ated more noticeably than did the copies distributed by daily

newspapers. It climbed from 262,037 in 1923 to 633,067 in 1925

and 974,890 in 1927. Its fall from 932,363 in 1929 to 793,936 in

1933, a drop of 14.8 per cent., contrasts with a decline of 10.5-

per cent, in the circulation of daily newspapers.

These figures have been introduced merely to indicate the size

and relative prominence of special interest dailies, sheets which

do not fulfil the Census prescription of "news, politics, and family

reading." This book deals chiefly, of course, with the latter,

otherwise defined as daily newspapers of general circulation pub-

lished commercially.
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Foreign-Language Dailies

From the establishment of the Philadelphia Courrier Franqais

on April 15, 1794, the first foreign-language daily in this country,

the number and circulation of dailies for non-English-speaking

immigrants followed the rises and declines in migrations from

various foreign countries and the rates with which the English-

speaking communities absorbed the newcomers. With few quali-

fications, the foreign-language daily is strictly an immigrant

paper in this country.

The total number of publications and of dailies in foreign-

languages followed approximately the same type of curve (see

Tables XXI, XXII, and XXIV, Appendix). Publications num-

bered twenty in 1810 and seventeen in 1820, but new tides of

immigrants soon arrived. After 128,502 immigrants in 1820-29,

538,381 in 1830-39, and 1,427,337 in 1840-49, foreign-language

publications increased to forty-five in 1839 and 158 in 1850.

The foreign-born population rose from 2,244,602 in 1850 to

4,138,697 in 1860, 6,679,943 in 1880, and 9,249,560 in 1890.

Under this impetus, the publications totaled 298 in 1860, 315

in 1870, 799 in 1880, and 1,028 in 1890. The slightness of the

rise in the 1860's may be attributed to the suspicion with which

foreign-language periodicals of all kinds were viewed during the

Civil War, to the assimilating influence of that conflict, and to

the decline in immigration during the decade. Although the

foreign-born population totaled 13,515,686 in 1910 and 14,204,149

in 1930, only 1,231 publications were published in 1913, and at

the peak in 1916, only 1,323, just 295 more than the 1890 figure.

Since then, the total declined to 1,109 in 1918, under the anti-

foreign-language agitation of the World War, and then to 931

in 1925. While the total climbed to another peak of 974 in

1928, it fell to 800 in 1935. With only 461,909 immigrants in

1930-35, almost balanced by the departure of 374,524, further

declines may be expected. The percentage of these publications

printed in German held well above sixty until after 1900; it

mounted from 75.0 in 1810 to 84.4 in 1839 and 84.9 in 1860 and

declined to 80.3 in 1880 and 64.5 in 1900. Because of the World

War, German periodicals slipped from 52.4 per cent, of the total

in 1910 to 24.8 per cent, in 1920, a decline continued to 22.1 in

1930 and 17.8 in 1933; a recovery to 18.6 per cent, in 1934 prob-
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ably resulted from the repeal of prohibition, but the percentage
stood at 17.9 in 1935. 16

From one in 1810 and two in 1820, foreign-language dailies

multiplied to thirty in 1856 and sixty-four in 1870, 11.1 per cent.

of all dailies published, the peak in this respect. Among dailies

as among periodicals, the foreign-language press enjoyed its

greatest period of expansion numerically prior to 1890. With

116 dailies in 1890, peaks of 160 in 1914 and 1920 represented

proportionately about the same increase as for all daily papers
and for the foreign-born population. Since 1919, according to

Census reports, the total dropped from 154 to 122 in 1931 and

94 in 1933; these latter figures include "newspapers" only and

not the fairly numerous group of foreign-language "trade"

dailies. Since 1920, according to Ayer Directories, dailies de-

clined from 160 to 120 in 1934 and then recovered to 130 in 1935.

The fall of 25.0 per cent, in 1920-34 contrasts with a drop of 5.2

per cent, in the Ayer figures for all dailies. Of the 136 foreign-

language dailies listed by Ayer for 1933, 104 were general-circula-

tion newspapers while twenty were trade, and twelve, other types.

Of the 130 listed by Ayer for 1935, 105 were general-circulation

sheets while twenty were trade, and five, other types. Special

interests aid in keeping the foreign-language press alive. German-

language dailies occupied until 1900 a portion of the field similar

to that held by German publications: 86.7 per cent, in 1856,

89.1 in 1870, 88.9 in 1880, and 73.2 in 1900. With the tides of

immigrants speaking languages other than German or English

after 1900, the German percentage dropped to 59.1 in 1904, 34.4

in 1914, 18.8 in 1919, and 14.8 in 1931, but rose to 17.0 in 1933

in the face of a greater decrease in the number of other foreign-

language dailies.

Trends in the number of foreign-language Sunday weeklies

and Sunday editions of dailies typify the less rigid concepts of

Sunday observance which the non-English-speaking immigrants

brought to America. Of the sixty-four dailies in 1870, fifteen had

Sunday editions while but two Sunday weeklies were published.

In 1880, 18.6 per cent, of all Sunday editions as compared with

9.3 per cent, of all dailies were printed in foreign languages.

Sunday weeklies reached a peak in this field as among English-

language papers in 1890 with thirty-nine, a total which held at

about fifteen from 1900 on. The development of Sunday weeklies
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during the 1870's delayed the increase of Sunday editions, but

the latter rose from twenty-one in 1880 to forty-two in 1890 and

to a high point of seventy-two in 1920. Declines in the number
of dailies brought this total down to sixty-one in 1930.

The tendencies of the number of foreign-language publications
and of daily and Sunday newspapers resemble somewhat those

in the whole weekly and daily newspaper field. Daily circulation,

however, differed markedly. Figure VIII portrays curves for the

circulation of all foreign-language, German, Yiddish, Italian, and
Polish daily newspapers. Figure EX relates tendencies in the

percentage of daily newspaper subscribers, literates, those un-

able to speak English, and urban dwellers among the foreign-
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born white population ten years of age and older. In this case,

the urbanization figures are based upon the present Census

criterion, the population of places with 2,500 or more inhab-

itants.

The peak oj all daily newspaper circulation came in 1929 (see

Figure II), but the high point for the number of foreign-language
dailies appeared in 1919. In 1880, German-language dailies con-

tributed 447,954 t^atotal daily circulation of 473,654. Their

nearest rivals with 21,900 and the Bohemian

with 1,800. in Yiddish, Hungarian, Italian, and

Polish daily together with the continued rise of the

German took the total from 1,215,892 in 1904 to 2,598,827 in

1914, more than doubling it in one decade, ten years in which

total daily circulation increased about fifty per cent. The new

droves of immigrants, 8,202,388 in 1900-09, speedily secured

dailies in their own languages. After the highest point, 2,710,265

in 1919, circulation dropped more than ten per cent, in two

years, held in the vicinity of 2,300,000 in 1923 to 1929, and then

dropped to 2,036,426 in 1931 and 1,659,624 in 1933. The 1929

boom year gave it a last short rise before the depression, and

then economic conditions, adult education, and falling immigra-
tion again brougnt a decline.

As in the case of the number of dailies, German-language daily

circulation rapidly lost its dominance of the field after 1900.

It fell to 55.9 per cent, in 1904, 35.5 in 1914, and 14.2 in 1919,

recovered to 17.9 in 1921, and slipped to 14.1 in 1929 and 11.8

in 1933. Yiddish replaced German in 1919 as the foreign-language

leader, and German, Italian, and Polish closely contested third

place in 1923-33, with German fifth in 1931-33.

Since the Bureau of the Census reported foreign-language

Sunday circulation separately only for 1904-19 and 1931-33 (see

Table XXIV, Appendix), little can be learned about this aspect

of the field. Sunday circulation stood at 915,492 in 1904. In

spite of the addition of almost one-half to immigrant daily cir-

culation between then and 1909, the Sunday total increased only

to 927,008. The tremendous pre-war impetus, however, carried

the total to 1,574,180 the peak in 1914. While daily circula-

tion climbed more than 200,000 to its peak of 2,710,265 in 1919,

Sunday subscribers dropped to 1,530,819. The decrease in Ger-

man newspaper circulation of all kinds between 1914 and 1919,
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a field in which the Sunday newspaper thrived particularly,

caused the early decline in Sunday circulation. In 1931-33, the

Sunday paper lost one-third of its sales, a fall from 1,506,663 to

1,001,622. These partial figures suggest that the foreign-lan-

guage Sunday sheet reached a high point in circulation about

1927-29.

The relative distribution of the foreign-language daily and

Sunday newspapers affiliated with the Audit Bureau of Circula-

tions further illustrates peculiarities of Between 1919

and 1935, "city zone" daily 63.3 to 66.2

per cent, of the total. Meanwhile, or suburban

circulation mounted from 6.9 to 9.3 per cent., and "all other"

or country subscribers fell from 29.8 to 24.6 per cent. These city

and country percentages resemble those for English-language

dailies, but the "retail zone" proportion continues to be less

than one-half as large. The non-English-speaking immigrant is

a creature of the large foreign-born colonies found in our urban

communities. Colonies of immigrants in cities with no local

daily maintained much of the "all other" percentage. When
the immigrant leaves the immigrant colony, usually the place
of first settlement, assimilation proceeds rapidly. The distribu-

tion of Sunday newspapers follows that of dailies more closely

than among English-language newspapers. Their "city zone"

percentage also held near sixty per cent., 60.8 in 1919 and 60.1

in 1935; "retail zone" rose from 5.4 to 10.1; "all other" fell

from 33.8 to 29.8. Here the "all other" proportion almost

equals that for English-language Sunday papers (34.0 in 1919

and 31.9 in 1935), but urban circulation again at the expense
of suburban continued at about eleven per cent, more of the

total than for English-language papers throughout the period.
17

Figures for morning and evening foreign-language dailies, first

reported by the Bureau of the Census in 1931-33, reveal the

relative influence of economic reverses upon the two factors in

this field. While morning dailies only dropped from sixty to

fifty-one, the evening papers yielded from sixty-two to forty-

three. Morning circulation only diminished from 1,144,277 to

1,034,063, but evening subscribers dropped from 892,149 to

625,561. The morning paper, with a longer period for distribu-

tion, meets the needs of a widespread foreign-language public
more efficiently than does its evening contemporary.
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Figure IX throws these trends into clearer relationship to their

social background. The percentage of foreign-born whites buying

non-English dailies followed a curve similar to that for foreign-

language daily circulation, but it did not advance in proportion
to the newspaper buyers in the country as a whole (compare

Figures IX and IV). The country's newspaper purchasers in-

creased from 9.7 in 1880 to 37.8 per cent, in 1914 of the inhab-

itants ten years and older; 7.4 subscribers among foreign-born

whites in 1880 increased merely to 19.3 the highest point in

FIGURE IX. PERCENTAGE OF FOREIGN-BORN WHITES TEN YEARS OF AGE AND

OLDER WHO ARE DAILY NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIBERS, LITERATES, URBAN DWELLERS,
AND UNABLE TO SPEAK ENGLISH: 1880-1933. See Table XXV, Appendix.

the latter year. As newspaper circulation accelerated generally,

the newly arrived foreign-born, many of peasant stock, learned

urban customs, among others the reading of daily papers. Since

the foreign-language groups of this country have long been more

prone to live in cities than the natives, with their urban per-

centage rising from 71.3 in 1910 to 80.2 in 1930, their concentra-

tion in cities necessitated the rapid learning of American ways,

aided by the Americanization movement. Those unable to speak

English, for this reason, declined from 22.8 per cent, in 1910 to

6.6 in 1930. At the same time, even at the low point of 86.9 per

cent, in 1920, the general literacy of immigrants remained fairly

high. Literate foreign-born, able to speak and frequently to read

English, shortly turn from dailies in their old language to the

vivid, illustrated products of the English-language press. Only a
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change in the immigration policy of the United States now can

save the foreign-language daily from an early demise.

The Vista

We have been looking at a skeleton. Not a skeleton from

which flesh and blood have fallen away, but the sort of thing one

sees in an X-ray picture.

In a little more than a century and one-half, the daily news-

paper has entered the daily field of experience of almost every
man and woman and of many children in the United States.

Once a luxury, read by the poorer classes only in taverns and

reading rooms, its bundle of well-printed pages now reaches the

majority of American homes once or twice each day.
As we examine the flesh and blood which energizes the skeleton

of the daily newspaper's social history, we shall see the industry

holding a natural and continuous course toward integration

throughout its development. The individual papers became units

in a business structure with many intricate interlacings and with

intimate relationships to the social, political, and economic fabric

of the nation. The figures given suggest the extent to which the

ever present dailies tend to become monopolies in their individ-

ual fields. In other chapters, in connection with discussions of

consolidations, chains, and the various kinds of publishers' asso-

ciations, the extent of the monopolistic and integrative move-
ment becomes more evident. What are the social implications

of dailies printed in a relatively few, closely held plants?

During this lengthy period, the public speaker ceased to count

as his audience only those he addressed. He began to measure

the number of column-inches of publicity he received in the

press. Where he once "felt the pulse of public opinion" by talk-

ing to a random sample of the people he wished to influence, he

came to depend more upon editorial pages and news stories

about his special interests. How has this change been reflected

in the adjusting daily newspaper? Has the rise of the radio

thrown into a new light this aspect of the daily's place in social

control?

As the industry evolved, hand-fed printing presses gave way
to tremendous printing factories. The clipping of news from
other newspapers gave way to international newsgathering

agencies with, large staffs and high toll charges. Literary con-
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tributions and "
miscellany" gave way to complete feature serv-

ices stories, pictures, comics, cartoons, and the like furnished

by modern feature syndicates. Stodgy editorial commentators

gave way to staffs of editorial workers for which executives care-

fully worked out the division of labor. Special interests, too, no

longer started a newspaper for each new shade of opinion; they
resorted to the press agent or "public relations counsel" or

grumbled without the benefit of the press.

Does a single newspaper continue to serve the various minor-

ities of a community sufficiently well to stave off demands for

governmental tampering? Can a single newspaper continue to

adjust to the changing needs of a majority of the people in its

field? Does a more and more closely integrated industry meet
the demands of changing economic, political, and social conditions

as well as the more loosely bound together, competing dailies of a

century or even fifty years ago? In the succeeding chapters, as

the various phases of the daily's history mechanical, economic,

political, social, and journalistic enter the perspective, tentative

answers to these questions will take form.
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CHAPTER V

THE PHYSICAL BASIS

PRIOR

to the rise of the daily newspaper in the United States,

changes in printing materials and machinery influenced

newspaper publication less than changes in their availability.

Johann Gutenberg could have made himself at home in a printing

plant of 1800, but revolutionary inventions since that time would
daze the fifteenth century printer. In a modern newspaper plant,
he would find no sheets of handmade paper, no leather ink

daubers, no homemade ink. The only handpress would be one
for pulling proofs, in most cases a far better press than Guten-

berg used. Rolls of machine-made paper, gigantic presses driven

by electricity, cutting and folding devices, linotypes, and stereo-

typing and photo-engraving equipment entered newspaper plants
since 1800. With their introduction, the economics of newspaper
production changed, and as the economic aspect adjusted, the

general practices of the industry its folkways and mores

rapidly evolved.

Inventors also devised machines which revolutionized other

parts of the newspaper business. Typewriter, telegraph, tele-

phone, teletype, camera, and many another mechanism found

applications in newspaper offices and brought change in their

wake. These are treated in other chapters.

The present chapter relates developments in printing materials

and equipment, the manner of their invention, and their time-

liness to their influence upon practices in the industry. It traces

tendencies in the following aspects of the printing plant as an

operating mechanism: materials, especially newsprint; the num-
ber and size of newspapers produced with individual presses and
in individual plants; and means of type composition and illus-

tration. The next chapter deals with labor, another aspect of

plant operation which is closely related to the newspaper's physi-
cal basis. In following major trends in the development of

the newspaper plant, one must bear in mind that "the adoption
of even the most important inventions was gradual, depending
on the individual requirements of each establishment and on the

97
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existing competition. In consequence, all sorts of conditions

existed at the same time throughout the country, and even at

the present time some of the older methods are still being used." 1

Especially after 1800, a rising tide of invention began to sweep
the United States and the rest of the civilized world. Prior to

1840, the federal government granted 11,421 patents. From
decade to decade during the balance of the nineteenth century,

the number mounted steadily. From 5,516 in 1840-49, patents
totaled 19,661 in 1850-59, 71,818 in 1860-69, 124,751 in 1870-79,

195,454 in 1880-89, and 221,502 in 1890-99. The designs pat-

ented numbered 257 in the 1840's and 12,502 in the 1890's. This

record of inventive activity renders more understandable the

advances in communication devices during the nineteenth cen-

tury. Invention stimulated industrial expansion, and the speedy
industrialization of the United States and other civilized countries

demanded and brought forth an ever broadening stream of new
ideas.

Newsprint

Two radical changes in paper making occasioned sweeping ad-

justments in that industry, in printing equipment, and in news-

paper publication. N. L. Robert patented in 1799 the paper-

making machine, since known as the Fourdrinier, which put into

practice principles still utilized. F. G. Keller and Henry Voelter

invented about 1844 a process which made ground woodpulp
available for paper manufacture. The Pagenstecher brothers

introduced this innovation into this country in 1866 and 1867.

Of these steps, the first took paper fabrication out of the handi-

craft stage, and the second supplied the raw material for large
scale production.

In the handicraft stage, workers reduced rags to a pulp by
beating them in vats with heavy hammers or by grinding them
in primitive stone mortars. This pulp, with sizing added, they
then ladled into wire-cloth strainers. To utilize a strainer or

mold for several sheets at a time, they placed a sheet of felt over

each layer of pulp. This resulted in alternate layers of paper
and felt. After applying pressure to squeeze out water and flatten

the sheets, workmen hung the paper on racks in a drying shed.

This process required several days for completion. By this means,
three men produced a daily average of four and one-half reams
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of newsprint, twenty by thirty inches in size, weighing about

ninety pounds.
The development of a machine for reducing rags to pulp be-

came the first step in the mechanization of paper factories. Such

an engine, invented in Holland about 1750 and later modified,

gradually found its way into American papermills after 1760.

A central Massachusetts mill of 1775 had two power-driven beat-

ing machines of this type. With them, five men and ten or twelve

girls manufactured 230 to 250 pounds of paper in a 15-hour day.

This machine forced a speeding up of the means of paper fabrica-

tion. As L. H. Weeks,
2 historian of paper making, said, "For

half a century the Hollander had been gradually coming into

extended use and with this, pulp could now be produced in larger

quantity than it could be utilized in ordinarily equipped mills,

with vat-men working only by hand. A faster method of trans-

forming the pulp into paper was an economic necessity."

The improved means of fabrication, the Fourdrinier process,

substituted an endless-belt pulp strainer for the individual molds

previously used. Robert, manager of St. Leger Didot's large

papermill at Essones, France, invented it. Patented in 1799,

the machine carried the endless belt between two squeezing rolls

and produced a continuous sheet or "web" of paper. But why
is this process now known as the Fourdrinier? Weeks 3

explains:

"Robert . . . had been assisted by Ms employer, Didot, to

whom the patent for the new machine was now transferred.

John Gamble, a brother-in-law of Didot, became interested and,

going to England, took out patents there. Didot and Gamble

entered into arrangements with Henry and Sealey Fourdrinier,

wholesale stationers, who financed the invention in England.

With them, Bryan Donkin, a practical mechanic and machinist,

was associated and he made improvements on the original, a

new machine being patented in 1807 by the Fourdriniers and

John Gamble and first made in 1808. In principle it was the

Robert machine, but already it was far in advance of that."

In the case of the paper-making machine as with many other

inventions, men working independently came upon similar an-

swers to similar problems. John Dickinson patented a paper-

making machine with a revolving wire-cloth cylinder in England

in 1809. Thomas Langstroth, Bucks County, Pennsylvania, and

Charles Kinsey, Essex, New Jersey, patented machines in 1804
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and 1807 respectively. Joshua Gilpin's in 1816, John Ames's in

1822, and other mechanisms followed. Of these, at least the first

four mentioned all similar are regarded as independent in-

ventions.

Gilpin supplied Paulson
7

s American Daily Advertiser of Phila-

delphia and other newspapers with machine-made paper as early

as 1817. The superior Fourdrinier machines, imported from 1827,

rapidly replaced those developed in America. Smith & Win-

chester Manufacturing Company and the A. H. Hubbard mill

of Connecticut began the manufacture of Fourdrinier machines

in the United States and made three in 1829-33.

Phelps & Spafford, another Connecticut firm, took the next

step. In 1830, they built a complete paper-making unit "with

making-cylinder, press-rolls, steam-drying cylinder, reels and

cutter, connected, so that at last it was possible for the paper-
maker to take in the pulp at one end of his machine, make the

paper, dry it, cut it into sheets of the desired size and turn it

out ready for finishing or packing at the other end of the ma-
chine." 4

Improvements since that time have been in detail and

in the application of electric power. Newspapers used the paper
from early Fourdriniers in sheets. Not until 1863 did the Phila-

delphia Inquirer use the first reel-fed printing press.

Previous to 1867, a 100-inch machine could produce not more
than 100 feet of newsprint a minute. In 1872, output reached

175 feet a minute, twenty-five tons a week. By 1880, a Four-

drinier spouted newsprint at 200 feet a minute. Before 1897,

160-inch machines in four mills sent forth 500 feet a minute. In

1916, the rate reached 630 to 650 feet a minute for 186-inch

machines. And by the 1930
?

s, newsprint makers claimed produc-
tion at 1,200 feet a minute from machines as wide as 304 inches.

What would Robert think of his "Fourdrinier" today?
Manufacturers long realized the need for raw materials more

available than dean white rags. Many experimenters observed

the ways of the wasp and wondered why they could not use

wood fibers for paper as the wasp did for its nest. During the

American Revolution and afterward, paper makers added arti-

ficial coloring to pulp to mask inferior or dirty rag fibers. This

darkened or colored the product but temporarily eased the raw
material situation, especially for newspapers. Between 1810 and

1850, scarcity of domestic rags and the rising percentage of cotton
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rather than linen fibers in clothing forced paper manufacturers
to turn more and more to Europe for raw material. Worn cotton

rags made a flimsy product. By 1850, however, cotton in im-

ported rags was rising five to ten per cent, a year and drove the

industry to speed its search for new materials. At least 104

materials were tried by 1857; some 500, by 1886. Between 1830
and 1840, chlorine gas, chloride of lime, and various alkalies were
introduced which bleached calicoes, worn sail cloth, rope, hemp,
bagging, and cotton waste white enough to use for newsprint.

Finally, in 1854, a 2^cent rise in newsprint price forced two new
and cheaper raw materials into the market, straw and wood.

In the invention of a successful straw-pulping and then of a

woodpulping process, as in the development of a paper-making
machine, similar ideas occurred to independent investigators.
After many other less noteworthy efforts, William Magaw of

Meadville, Pennsylvania, patented in 1828 a chemical method of

making pulp from straw. He used it to make paper for wrapping,
for a cheap edition of the New Testament, an'd for several editions

of Niks' Weekly Register. Lewis Wooster and J. E. Holmes,

Magaw's fellow townsmen, patented a woodpulp process of a

type similar to Magaw's straw process in 1830. An edition of

Crawford's (Meadville) Messenger was printed on their paper
before Magaw contested their patent. In 1853, Feinour & Nixon

of Philadelphia supplied the Philadelphia Public Ledger with

newsprint made from straw, but the publishers tired of the ex-

periment. After 1854, however, some use of straw and of chem-

ically prepared woodpulp as ingredients in newsprint helped to

decrease the cost of the product. Hugh Burgess, who had pat-

ented a chemical woodpulping process in England in 1852, came

to this country and patented it here in 1854. In partnership with

M. L. Keen, a West Philadelphia inventor, Burgess laid the

foundation for the American Wood Paper Company, which was

incorporated in 1863 with a capital of $2,000,000. This soda

process afterward lost precedence to the mechanical and sulphite

methods, but it aided in depressing the newsprint price prior to

the Civil War.

The Pagenstecher brothers finally, in 1866, imported two of

the machines for grinding wood into pulp which Keller and Voel-

ter had developed in Germany. In these, paper makers found

the process for which they had searched, and the publishers of
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newspapers in turn discovered a material out of which they could

manufacture millions of news sheets for the masses. The Pagen-
stechers built a woodpulp mill at Curtisville, Massachusetts, and

placed it in operation in March, 1867. During 1868 and 1869,

similar mills started at Lawrence, Fitchburg, and Lee, Massachu-

setts, at Norway, Maine, at Lanesville, Connecticut, and at

Luzerne, New York, the latter furnished with American-made

equipment. According to surveys of newspapers in the files of

the New York Public Library and elsewhere,
5 the New-Yorker

Staats-Zeitung pioneered in the use of the new woodpulp news-

print on January 7, 1868. The Providence Journal followed on

April 6, 1869; the New York World, on June 22, 1870, and the

Brooklyn Daily Eagle, on July 22, 1871. The change in these and

other papers did not come immediately, nor was the paper made

wholly of wood fibers. The issue of the Providence Journal men-
tioned was printed on paper manufactured eighty per cent, from

rags, ten per cent, from straw, and only ten per cent, from ground
wood. The paper of the World issue contains sixty per cent, rag
and forty per cent, ground wood fibers. Wide experimentation
in formulas continued for several decades. The Eagle of January

27, 1869, for example, was printed on paper made wholly from

straw pulp. Ten per cent, rag and ninety per cent, chemical

woodpulp paper was being used in 1880 by the Cincinnati Daily
Gazette. More and more paper with ground woodpulp content

came into use, however, in the 1870's. The percentage of ground

woodpulp in newsprint varied at first from ten to sixty, reached

forty to fifty in 1880, and then gradually increased to about

seventy-five in 1895.

Until about 1890 in the east and 1895 in the far west, strength
was given to newsprint through the continued use of portions
of rag pulp. A sulphite process for

"
digesting" wood chemically.,

developed shortly after the Civil War and gradually perfected,

eventually furnished a woodpulp with sufficiently long fibers to

displace the more costly rags. Paper for the Albany Argus of

March 19, 1872, for instance, contained fifteen per cent, chemi-

cal woodpulp in addition to fifteen rag and seventy straw. While

superior to ground pulp, the cost of sulphite pulp limited its

use. The cost may be estimated from the fact that a cord of

wood may be ground into some 2,200 pounds of pulp or
"
di-

gested
"
into 1,100 to 1,300 pounds of sulphite pulp. The presence
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of large quantities of ground woodpulp, too, provides a more

highly absorbent surface for speedy printing. Between 1884 and

1891, sulphite pulp rapidly supplanted rags as the secondary

ingredient in newsprint paper. Straw ceased to be used to any
extent about 1885. About 1895, a mixture of some twenty-five

25
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FIGURE X. NEWSPRINT PRICE IN CENTS A Porao: 1860-1935. .Yew York Tribune

and U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data; see Table XXVI, Appendix.

per cent, unbleached chemical wood fiber and seventy-five per

cent, ground woodpulp became established. Newsprint now

contains twenty to thirty per cent, sulphite pulp.

Eight woodpulp plants in 1870 grew to fifty in 1880, eighty-

two in 1890
;
and 168 in 1900. The price of ground woodpulp,

reflected in newsprint prices, fell from eight cents a pound in

1868-70 to about one cent in 1899.

The United States produced 3,000 tons of paper in 1810, 12,500

in 1819, 38,000 in 1839, 78,000 in 1849, and 126,889 in 1859 (see

Table XXVI, Appendix). During the same period, newsprint

production mounted from 500 to 65,754 tons a year, a statistical

indication of the influence exerted by changes in paper manufac-

ture, the size of the industry, and the growth of newspapers as

a paper market. Until after 1854, however, newsprint held above

or at ten cents a pound. It fell from sixteen cents in 1828 to

twelve in 1831 with the introduction of Fourdrinier machines,

and dropped from about 12.5 cents in 1854 to 8.3 in 1860 with

the introduction of straw and soda woodpulp. Figures X and XI
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relate trends in the production of paper and newsprint and in

the consumption of newsprint from 1859 to 1935 to tendencies in

newsprint prices from 1860 to 1935. Although other factors

played parts, a comparison of the graphs quickly reveals the

1859
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NEWSPRINT PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION: 1859-1935. See

Table XXVI, Appendix.

general inverse ratio between newsprint price and newsprint

consumption.
From the 1880's, gathering momentum during the 1890's,

newsprint consumption reflected the sharp increase in newspaper
circulation (see Figure II), the use of more pages in newspapers,
and the steady decline in newsprint price from 6.9 cents a pound
in 1880 to 3.4-3.8 in 1890 and 1.8-2.8 in 1900. The prices paid
for newsprint by the New York Tribune between 1860 and 1916,
of course, averaged lower than those for the country as a whole,
revealed by a comparison with those reported by the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics from 1890. The buying power
of the Tribune counted, but its newsprint prices are useful to

indicate tendencies prior to 1890.
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Newsprint consumption steadily rose from approximately
569,000 tons in 1899, to 1,159,000 in 1909, and 1,567,000 in 1914.

After a slight recession in 1915, war time conditions brought an

expansion of the newspaper market for paper. Consumption of

about 1,824,000 tons in 1917 prompted individual publishers,
the American Newspaper Publishers' Association, and govern-
mental agencies to stave off a shortage by curtailing newspaper
size and newsprint waste. From 1918 to 1929

3
with a slight de-

cline in 1921 which reflected the fall in circulation (see Figure II)

and advertising revenues that year, consumption again expanded.
It mounted from about 1,759,000 tons in 1918 to 3,775,810 in

1929. While the decline in circulation and advertising carried

the tonnage to 2,680,619 in 1933, industrial recovery spurred

consumption to 3,311,227 in 1935.

During the eighteen years prior to 1916, supply kept about

abreast of the demand and held the price at slightly more than

two cents a pound. The reduction of the tariff on newsprint

imports in 1909 and its elimination in 1911-13 abetted this con-

dition. The unusual demands of the World War occasioned emer-

gency price-fixing by the federal government which limited the

price in spite of increased consumption. Released from restric-

tion, the price reached its most recent peak, 5.6 to 6.0 cents a

pound, in 1920. Since then, the rapid expansion of the news-

print industry in Canada, Newfoundland, and other foreign

countries and the recent reduction in demand caused a gradual

price decline from 3.7-3.8 in 1922 and 3.9-4.1 in 1923 to 2.0 in

1934-35, the lowest general price on record and equaled only by
the Tribune's figures for 1904 to 1907. The increased consump-
tion in 1934-35 was not sufficient to change the price trend.

The relatively even level of newsprint production in the

United States from 1914 to 1931 in contrast with the rapid rise

of consumption to the 1929 peak reflects particularly the growth
of Canadian production from 350,000 tons in 1913 to 876,000 in

1920, with a slight recession in 1921, and then to 2,728,827 in

1929. After a disproportionate fall to 1,237,408 tons in the 1921

reaction, domestic production increased only one-third between

then and its 1925-27 peak, declined in 1928-33 more than in

proportion to the consumption drop, and reached a new low in

1935.

Since 1910, under the auspices of paper makers and news-
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paper publishers, scientific research in paper problems has stand-

ardized and improved the product in many ways. In 1912, the

United States government established a forest products labora-

tory at the University of Wisconsin which experimented with

and tested fibers and other raw materials of paper fabrication.

In 1928, due to problems arising from high-speed newspaper

production, the United States Government Printing Office and

the Mechanical Department of the American Newspaper Pub-

lishers' Association began cooperative research in paper and ink

problems. After annual progress reports, these organizations

issued their results in 1933 with the statement that further

development "depends on the cooperative efforts of the paper

maker, ink maker, and publisher in applying the results of this

research work in actual practice.
3 ' 6 Publishers need carefully

standardized ink and newsprint with specific qualities for presses

which print 50,000 to 60,000 copies an hour.

Research entered a new field of investigation in the paper
field after the war. With manufacturers tapping the forests of

the world to supply American newspapers, how long will suitable

trees remain available? The daily papers of New York and

Chicago alone consume the product of 480 acres each day. An
issue of The New York Times requires thirty-eight acres of timber.

One tentative solution is a sapling forest, harvested by huge
machines. The Southern Newspaper Publishers' Association, too,

has interested itself in the utilization of southern slash pine, a

tree which matures in seven and one-half to ten years in contrast

with the 35- to 50-year period required for spruce. Promoters

of this project promise prices which will compete with foreign

quotations.

Newsprint Makers

Aspects other than availability and price impinge the record

of paper making upon that of the daily newspaper in the lat-

ter's function as a social instrument. Monopolistic tendencies,
directorates interlocked with those of power and newspaper

companies, and outright ownership of newsprint plants by news-

papers and of newspapers by newsprint companies haunt news-

print's ownership structure. Investigating committees of the

United States Senate and House of Representatives and Federal

Trade Commission hearings have aired these features from time
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to time. In the lobbies of Washington, too, representatives of

newsprint and newspaper have sought support for favorable

tariff programs, fought or urged governmental investigation, and

concerned themselves with such other issues as power control,

corporation legislation, and interstate commerce rulings. And
in the deals between tycoons of the two fields, small independent

newspapers saw their competitive position weaken or found

refuge in buying combines.

The steam railroad supplemented processing improvements

during the three decades prior to the Civil War as a stimulant

to the growth of large newsprint factories and to the integration

of the industry. In 1810, 200 small and scattered papermills

furnished newsprint to nearby points of consumption. During
the 1830's, however, railroad cars began to carry the output from

better machinery to distant points. By I860, the Chelsea Man-

ufacturing Company, Norwich, Connecticut, partly owned by

J. C. Rives of the Washington Congressional Globe, employed

seventy-five men and 105 women to fabricate an annual product

worth $475,000. Then the trade association arrived. On Feb-

ruary 13, 1861, the Writing Paper Manufacturers
3

Association

organized "to meet and deliberate on all subjects pertaining to

its business"; it was the first modern trade association in the

United States. Between April and July, 1864, a combination of

paper makers in eastern states forced newsprint from fifteen to

twenty-seven cents a pound.

During the 1870
J

s, tie paper industry as a whole entered the

national trade association phase. Rising out of smaller associa-

tions which dated from 1871, the American Paper Manufacturers'

Association later the American Paper and Pulp Association

came into being in 1878. Trade papers, The Paper Reporter, then

in 1872 Howard Lockwood's more successful Paper Trade Journal,

and in 1878 Paper Mill and Wood Pulp News, aided this move-

ment toward integration. The American Paper Manufacturers'

Association at first proposed to develop
"
co-operation to control

the market and stabilize prices"; the organization then "in-

cluded practically aE the leading men in the industry." Shortly

afterward, it modified its program and "exercised influence by

the interchange of views among its members, on conditions and

problems of the industry."
7

Modern big business discovered newsprint in 1898. The In-
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ternational Paper Company, then established,
"
absorbed most

of the mills east of the Mississippi River, with the control of

from two-thirds to three-quarters of the domestic output."
8 In

1900, some twenty-five newsprint companies organized the Gen-

eral Paper Company as their exclusive sales agent.

As the newsprint industry flourished and integrated, news-

paper publishers learned how to look after their own interests.

While the crises of 1854 and the Civil War worried them, new
mills and new processes in each case eased the price situation,

and they made slight complaint about the tumbling prices of

1866 to 1899. Although the federal government levied duties on

the importation of newsprint from 1789 to 1913, the publishers

did not make a concerted attack upon this practice until after

1900. A rise from 2.1 cents a pound in 1899 to 2.8 in 1900, how-

ever, and then a gradual increase from 2.3 in 1901 to 2.7 in 1904

agitated publishers. In 1904, D. C. Seitz of the New York World

called the attention of the American Newspaper Publishers'

Association "to the advances in prices which newsprint paper-
makers had forced/' and subscribed $10,000 in behalf of Joseph
Pulitzer "toward a fund to combat the restrictive methods of the

papermakers." From thence, the A. N. P. A. Committee on

Paper entered its long struggle with the "paper trust." It in-

stigated the action of the Department of Justice which brought
the dissolution of the General Paper Company in June, 1906,

"the first substantial victory for the Anti-Trust Law." 9 And
the newsprint price, incidentally, broke to 2.2 cents that year.

With a rise of paper prices from 2.2 cents a pound in 1906

to 2.5 in 1907 and 1908, the A. N. P. A. committee sallied forth

to meet the "trust" on a new front. It promoted the appoint-
ment of a committee of the House of Representatives to investi-

gate "the scarcity of newsprint in the United States and the

need for its conservation" in the spring of 1908. The report of

this committee revealed, among other things, that International

Paper Company supplied 300 tons of newsprint annually at

about 1.9 cents a pound under a 1904-14 contract to Hearst

papers in New York, Boston, and Chicago, illustrating one ad-

vantage of a chain. But the report also noted that a duty of $2
a ton on imports would offset high cost of production in the

United States, the standard protectionist argument. The 1909

tariff law, hence, reduced the duty from $6 a ton on newsprint
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which sold for 2.25 cents or less to $3.75 a ton. Not satisfied,

the publishers mostly advocates of tariff protection in other

fields continued their lobbying and publicizing. Even with

newsprint at 2.1 cents in 1909-11, they secured the enactment

of the Canadian reciprocity tariff law in 1911 and of another

tariff law in 1913 which placed newsprint valued at 2.5 cents or

less upon the free list from all countries. The rise of Canadian

newsprint above 2.5 cents in 1916 speedily changed the tariff min-

imum to five cents, and the Tariff Act of 1922 placed "Standard

Newsprint Paper" on the free list. With the power of the press

stacked against a mere industry, the latter's chances were slight.

To combat the successes of the publishers, newsprint makers

formed a new combine on April 1, 1915, The News-Print Manu-

facturers Association, from a former division of the American

Paper and Pulp Association. The Federal Trade Commission 10

found that five members of this organization's executive com-

mittee represented fifty-one per cent, of the total output of its

members, that the association controlled eighty-two per cent, of

North American production in 1915 and eighty-six per cent, in

1916, and that evidence tended "to show violations of the Federal

anti-trust laws by certain manufacturers of news-print paper who

are members of the voluntary association." Selling agencies and

jobbers tightened this control of a few over newsprint. The

trade commission report resulted in a suit under the federal anti-

trust laws, ended in November, 1917, with the offenders per-

petually enjoined from entering into such combinations.

After price-fixing by the Federal Trade Commission during the

war, inflated prices in 1920 and 1921 renewed the bickerings and

wire-pullings. At the April, 1920, convention of the A, N. P. A.,

about 100 publishers formed the Publishers
5

Buying Corporation.

This company, which later embraced some 250 sheets, "was very

active through 1920, 1921 and 1922 when it imported foreign

newsprint and broke the market in this country."
u Since that

time, despite efforts by newsprint makers to secure a tariff on

imports and to strengthen their industry in other ways,

A. N. P. A. and other publishers' organizations kept the price

of newsprint on a downward path. Under N. R. A., the news-

print code developed by the Association of Newsprint Manufac-

turers in the United States, organized to represent the industry

in 1933, did not succeed in reversing the tendency.
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President Roosevelt's proposal to create a newsprint planning
and adjustment board in 1934 with which to stabilize domestic

production elicited typical objections from A. N. P. A. repre-

sentatives. They charged the government with
"
handing over

to greedy manufacturers a monopoly upon the basic product of

the publishing business/' screamed about "freedom of the press/'

ethics, and morality, and cited the 1917 federal court decree.

Former Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby, speaking in behalf

of the publishers, claimed that freedom of the press "means the

freedom of production, the freedom of publishing, and that free-

dom could not be more menaced. . . . The great newspaper

publishing business will loyally cooperate with every require-

ment to effectuate the purposes of N. I. R. A., but it will not

submit to a violation of its constitutional rights or be guilty of

disregard of its duty as the custodian of the great American

principle of liberty."
12 And these very publishers maintain

competitive and monopolistic rights which render freedom of

the press economically difficult.

The A. N. P. A. Committee on Paper influenced publishers as

well as others in its price campaign. Since 1908, it crusaded for

increased efficiency in the use of newsprint and for a standardiza-

tion of roll sizes throughout the country. In 1909, 285 members
of the A. N. P. A. used 165 different widths of paper, and only

fifty-five, the 67-inch width then adopted as standard. By 1934,

71.3 per cent, of the 517 newspapers reporting data to the Me-
chanical Department of the A. N. P. A. used standard eight-

column pages, and 84.7 per cent., practically standard pages.

Cases of newspaper ownership or part ownership of newsprint

plants, another type of newspaper adjustment to uncertainties

of price and supply, occurred from colonial times. M. Y. Beach,
afterward owner of the New York Sun^ was senior member of

the firm of Beach, Hommerkin & Kearney, Saugerties, New York,
the owners of the first Fourdrinier machine in this country, set

up in 1827. The relation between The Congressional Globe and a

papermill at Norwich, Connecticut, in 1860-65 has been men-
tioned. In 1886, G. W. Childs of the Philadelphia Public Ledger
owned a four-ton plant at Elkton, Maryland, and W. M. Singerly
of The Philadelphia Record controlled the ten-ton Providence

Paper Mills at Fairhill, Maryland. In 1890, too, Singerly fonned
the Singerly Pulp and Paper Company at Elkton. Since that
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time, the larger publishers entered more and more into this form
of vertical expansion. From World War days, The Chicago
Tribune and later the New York Daily Xews secured newsprint
from a subsidiary, Ontario Paper Company, Ltd., of Thorold,
Ontario. The expansion of these dailies necessitated a series of

enlargements in their subsidiary's facilities as well as the con-

tinued purchasing of some newsprint from independent concerns.

The New York Times acquired the Tidewater Paper Company
on January 1, 1918, to be assured of an output of 30,000 tons a

year. Since January 1, 1929, the Times has secured its entire

newsprint supply of approximately 100,000 tons a year from the

Spruce Falls Power & Paper Co., of the stock of which the Times

owns about forty-nine per cent. The Minneapolis Tribune uses

about two-thirds of the product of its subsidiary, the Manistique

Pulp & Paper Co., and sells the balance. Possibly the day ap-

proaches when a few publishers will produce all the newsprint
for all American dailies in their own plants.

The newspaper industry and, hence, the public have not ac-

cepted ownership of newspapers by newsprint companies so

casually as the opposite. In the booming 1920's, for example,
several newsprint manufacturers decided to invest in newspaper

preferred stock and thus to secure as premiums long term con-

tracts for newsprint, in certain cases for fifteen years. On Feb-

ruary 26, 1929, Senator G. W. Norris charged on the Senate floor

that power interests had created the Mobile (Alabama) Press,

newly organized. In April, the Boston Post and the Boston Amer-

ican gleefully announced that the Boston Herald and Traveler had

sold stock to the International Paper and Power Company.
Called before the Federal Trade Commission on April 30, A. R.

Graustein, president of the International Paper Company and

of the International Paper and Power Company, asserted that

his company and its subsidiaries had invested money in the

Boston papers and twelve others during the preceding four years

merely to "sew up" a market for newsprint. These investments

had started with the purchase of $250,000 in preferred stock and

5,000 shares of common in the Chicago Daily News in 1926. They
later included aid to J. S. Bryan and S. E. Thomason in the

organization of the Bryan-Thomason Newspapers, holders of

stock in the Tampa (Florida) Tribune, the Greensboro (North

Carolina) Record, and the Chicago Jotirnal; to F. E. Gannett in
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financing the purchase of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Albany
Knickerbocker Press, and Albany Evening News, and in refinancing

the Ithaca Journal-News; and to Harold Hall and William La-

varre in the acquisition of the Augusta (Georgia) Chronicle, the

Columbia (South Carolina) Record, and the Spartanburg (South

Carolina) Herald-Journal. These investments in preferred and

common stock and in notes secured by stock totaled $10,849,700

in 1926-29. In return, except for the Chicago Daily News trans-

action, Graustein's companies received contracts for newsprint
which ran for five to fifteen years.

Despite Graustein's protestations as to the purpose of these

deals, Senator Norris would not be convinced; such purchases
illustrated "the campaign going on all over the country by the

power trust to get control of the generation and distribution of

electrical energy." The A. N. P. A. agreed. The public agreed.

And the power "trust" agreed to disgorge its holdings. As soon

as the story was out that a given newspaper belonged to a paper
and power company, the latter gladly agreed. The public would

buy newspapers from a local monopoly, a chain, or a politician,

but it would not support a sheet contaminated by "power."
What influences have these developments had upon the com-

petitive position of the smaller newspapers? The Federal Trade

Commission report of June 13, 1917, pointed out that in "the

latter part of 1916 these smaller papers in many cases had ex-

treme difficulty in obtaining a supply of paper except at prices

which, if maintained, would have driven them out of business."

In the commission's report on the Newsprint Paper Industry to

the Senate on July 8, 1930, it recommended that the publishers
of small newspapers "set up machinery" for the cooperative

purchasing of newsprint. The relation of these small papers to

total newsprint consumption is indicated by the fact that in

1929 1,437 papers in the United States with dailies totaling

2,293 received 3,208,079 tons by shipment direct from the mills,

equivalent to approximately eighty-five per cent, of the country's

consumption. The competitive position of large dailies in pur-

chasing newsprint is emphasized by the fact that in 1929 the

100 large dailies and sixty-seven Sunday editions in thirty-eight
United States cities consumed about 2,350,000 tons, 62.2 per
cent, of the national consumption, more than the national con-

sumption prior to 1922. Beginning with cooperative purchasing
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of various supplies by the Inland Daily Press Association in the

late 1880
;

s, a number of efforts have been made by small papers
to "set up machinery" for this purpose. With the exception oi

the Publishers' Buying Corporation formed in 1920, these ad-

justments to the competitive advantages of chains and large

dailies have had little far-reaching influence as yet in the news-

paper industry. They are treated, therefore, in the chapter on

newspaper chains and associations as further instances of the

trend toward integration,

Ink

From a social viewpoint, ink for newspaper making has little

significance. In 1880, a pound of ink costing six to ten cents

sufficed for 600 to 700 impressions, 100 to 350 copies, of an ordi-

nary newspaper. The standardization and specialization of inks

facilitated the development of faster presses, color presses, and

rotogravure, but changes in the manner of using ink in printing

presses influenced the daily newspaper more decisively than cost

problems of manufacture, and availability. At the present time

manufacturers produce uniform inks which meet the demands

of press speeds from 4,000 to 60,000 impressions an hour, oJ

colored magazine and comic sections and regular advertising

and of rotogravure printing. From a few hundred pounds

year for a leading daily in 1800, consumption grew to more thar

2,000,000 pounds annually for such sheets as Tlie Xew Yorl

Times and The Chicago Tribune.

Printing Equipment

When Towne, Claypoole, and Dunlap printed the first Amer

ican dailies with handset type, handpress, and ink daubers, the]

"worked off" only a few hundred four-page sheets daily. L

the succeeding years, improvements in raw materials and ma

chinery, limitations in the time available, and demands fo

volume changed the mechanical production of newspapers intx

a factory operation in a dass with the manufacture of canne<

goods or textiles. These changes, to be outlined briefly, con

fronted publishers with typical factory problems: process^
im

provements, materials to meet more and more rigid specifications

waste reduction, factory design, and labor.

The story of the newspaper printing press, in its essentials
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reduces to the substitution of cylinders for each of the flat com-

pression surfaces of the ancient handpress and of mechanical

for handpower. The eighteenth century handpress, described in

Chapter II, consisted of a flat type-bed and a platen or flat sur-

face to press paper against type. In 1811-13, a press maker sub-

stituted a cylinder for the platen and rolled the type-bed back

and forth under it. In 1845-47, another placed the type on a cyl-

inder and rotated the compression and type cylinders against one

another with sheets of paper inserted between. With this, the

basic principles of modern newspaper presses arrived. Mechan-

ical energy, meanwhile, supplanted handpower. Since then,

curved stereotype plates replaced type forms; rolls or webs of

paper superseded sheets. Cutting, folding, and collecting devices

plus more page-plates multiplied the pages printed. After 1886,

linotypes increased the speed of type composition. Each of these

inventions reflected man's general technological advances and

the needs of the industry; each produced and continues to produce

adjustments in newspaper practices and in the newspaper's social

relationships.

Seventy-four years before the first successful type-revolving

press went into operation in the plant of the Philadelphia Public

Ledger, Joseph Adkin, his son, and Thomas Walker, three English-

men, patented in 1772 "a new machine or engine for stamping
or printing on paper, silk, woollen, cotton, and linen cloths."

In this device, three cylinders were arranged vertically, the top
one for impression, the middle for type, and the bottom for ink.

Designed to apply the methods of calico printing to paper, no
record indicates that such a press was built. Had the need

existed or had this invention been further developed and ex-

ploited, the story of the newspaper printing press might have

jumped half a century. But inventive ideas not only evolve in

the minds of independent investigators as answers to similar

problems; they must also await the needs of society to find

acceptance.
Frederick Koenig, a Saxon journeyman printer, made the first

effective break with the classical "wine press" construction in

1811-13. He had raised handpress output from 200 to 400 im-

pressions, from 100 to 200 copies, an hour in 1810 by applying
steam power. The next year, Koenig patented a press with an

impression cylinder; he finished his first machine in December,
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1812, and placed it in operation in 1813. In this
ik
flat bed press/'

the inventor applied four principles still utilized in this type of

press: impression by cylinder; reciprocating movement of the

type carriage; arrangements for sheet feeding; and automatic

inking. Printers fed sheets into it by
fc

pointing" them on pins;
later the pins gave way to grippers. The automatic inking ar-

rangement consisted of a tube from which ink was gradually
forced onto leather-covered rollers, a revolutionary step, similar

to modern devices.

Before Koenig improved his press further, F. B. Foster, another

English printer, discovered in 1813 that pottery workers in

Staffordshire used a compound of glue and treacle as a base on
which to transfer designs to ware. Observing the superiority of

this compound to cloth or leather, Foster made hand-inking balls

out of it. Koenig learned of the compound, devised molds for

making it into rollers, and installed the rollers in a press he made
for the London Times in 1814. This 1814 press, Koenig's first to

be used in newspaper making, a two-cylinder machine, required
two paper feeders and two C

takers off." The Times, with two of

these machines, was the first to use them; each produced about

1,100 impressions or 550 copies an hour as compared with the

200 to 300 impressions previously secured with a Stanhope press.

John Walter, owner of The Times, handled a delicate personnel

problem adroitly when he adopted the new press. Tlie British

and Colonial Printer and Stationer, in reporting the event, cited

the "opposition of the printing trade, both employers and em-

ployed particularly the latter to any new mechanical appliance

which bids fair to displace labor, or put the majority of the print-

ers in a disadvantageous position.
53

Walter's men demolished his

first steam press, so he installed one in a cellar in another part of

London. Walter then, "after the great feat had been successfully

carried through, entered his handpress room at 6 o'clock in the

morning with a copy of the Times for November 29, 1814, and

announced the doom of the old method by telling the astonished

pressmen that the paper had been produced by steam-driven

machinery, and that it would be useless for them to try and kick

against the pricks, but if they faced the new state of things in a

reasonable manner he would see they did not suffer by it."
1S

Such presses, used by The Times until 1827, attained by 1824 a

speed of 2,000 impressions an hour.
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Daniel Treadwell of Boston invented in 1822 the first power

press used in this country, one of the "bed and platen" variety.

Never as fast as Koenig cylinder presses but continually im-

proved, machines of this type were widely used by newspapers in

the United States during the 1820's and 1830's. Their maximum

output reached about 1,000 impressions or 500 copies an hour.

David Napier, an English press manufacturer, about 1824 in-

vented the first cylinder press imported into this country. His

press had automatic grippers rather than points for conveying

paper about the impression cylinder. One of these reached Boston

in 1826, but the Courier and Neiv York Enquirer, a leading jour-

nal, was printed on a single handpress without automatic inking

as late as 1829. The Napier press printed 2,000 impressions or

1,000 copies an hour, six to eight times the capacity of current

handpresses. In 1830, the famous firm of R. Hoe & Company of

New York, established in 1803 on Gold Street, produced their

first flat bed and cylinder press, one similar to Napier's. Two
years later, they placed a two-cylinder press on the market with

an alleged speed of 4,000 impressions an hour.

These presses arrived at a critical period in American journal-

ism. The Fourdrinier paper-making process was slashing paper

prices. With this stimulus and the growth of a mass of potential

readers, cheap journalism had begun. By 1835, the two-year-old
New York Sun was selling 8,000 one-cent papers daily. As a

result, B. H. Day, the publisher, increased the speed of a 400-

impression, two-cylinder press to 4,000 impressions by applying
steam power, and his circulation journeyed upward once more.

During these improvements, the maximum circulation of a

New York daily mounted from 900 in 1810 to 2,000 in 1816-20,

4,000 in 1830, and 21,000 in 1840. In 1840, even 4,000-impression

presses proved inadequate for a 42,000-impression run. In 1845,
the New York Herald utilized two two-cylinder flat-bed presses
for its daily production of 12,000 papers and two others for its

12,000 weekly sheets. The Times of London and R. Hoe & Com-

pany of New York were both experimenting to increase speeds
further. Both knew that various type-revolving schemes had
attracted the attention of inventors for many years; both knew
that that principle worked in calico printing factories. J. A.

Wilkinson had built a type-revolving press for the New York
Sun in 1839, but he could not make the type stay on the cylinder.
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Hoe won the race, Invented a type-revolving machine In 1845,

and built one for the Philadelphia Public Ledger in 1846. This

press printed its first edition of the Ledger on April 9, 1847.

Wedge-shaped column rules, driven into cast-iron cylinders, held

the type in place. Four impression cylinders permitted four paper
feeders and four "takers off" to print as many as 8,000 impres-

sions or 4,000 copies of a four-page newspaper on this press in an

hour, a tremendous advancement. During the next eight years,

R. Hoe & Company gradually increased the size of the type-

cylinder and multiplied the number of impression cylinders to

ten. With such a press, twenty operatives and their ^carry-

away boys" could "work off" 20,000 impressions an hour as a

maximum.
With these presses, leading circulations reached about 35,000

copies daily in 1850 and 55,000 in 1856. Limited in circulation

before by inability to produce enough papers, after 1847 news-

papers rapidly swelled their sales. But falling paper prices after

1854 and the excitement before and during the Civil War soon

made demand outrun production once more.

Stereotyping, the casting from molds of plates for printing,

became the next aid to the printer. It had been used as early as

1727 by William Ged, a goldsmith of Edinburgh, Scotland. In

1816, Edward Cowper, later of the London Times, succeeded in

making curved stereotype plates and in using them for book

printing. New York compositors by 1831 were worried by the

inroads stereotyping made on the volume of work available. In

1850, more than fifty American firms engaged in duplicating

printing forms for job printers by this method. Composition costs

and the expense incurred from type wear suggested to many the

utility of applying this process to newspaper printing. The New
York Sun in 1846, for instance, needed a new outfit of type every

three months to make clean impressions on its daily run of 20,000

four-page papers. La Presse of Paris in 1852, the New York

Herald in 1854, and the London Times about 1854 or 1855 pio-

neered in the stereotyping of curved plates of full pages in the

daily field. Each used a papier-mache method to displace type

forms on type-revolving presses. A contemporary marveled that

it required "the work of seventy men seven hours to effect the

same purpose as this little piece of work which is done in thirty

minutes." 14
Although a secret in each case and not wholly sue-
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cessful until about 1858, the process "leaked out/' The New-
York Tribune, Herald, and Times in 1861 and the Sun and

Philadelphia Inquirer in 1862 partook of its advantages. At
first the plates merely replaced type on the old type-revolving

presses, but R. Hoe & Company facilitated the change by pro-

ducing in 1861 a press adapted to the new device. Despite the

expense of early stereotyping, in 1880 the fifty-two dailies with

more than 15,000 circulation and a few smaller ones owned

forty-five sets of stereotyping equipment. Stereotyping also

revolutionized advertising. Column rules, necessary during the

days of type-revolving presses to hold forms on cylinders, gave

way. Whole pages rather than single columns now became pos-

sible units in advertising treatment.

A chain of events, started about 1750, resulted in one of the

two next improvements in press design. The Holland beating

machine of 1750 produced paper pulp so efficiently that mechan-

ical paper fabrication became practical. As a result, the Four-

drinier process was developed in 1799 to 1807. The endless sheet

of paper thus fabricated was divided into sheets for newspaper
use until 1863. In April of that year, William Bullock installed

in the Philadelphia Inquirer plant the first successful press not

only to utilize a continuous sheet of paper, called a "web," but

to "perfect" or print both sides of a four-page newspaper in the

course of its operation. This press, which cut paper into sheets

before printing, did not stand up very well in operation until

further developed. By 1870, however, it delivered 8,000 to 10,000

"perfected" newspapers an hour. The English Walter press,

which cut paper into sheets after printing, gained greater accept-
ance here and abroad from its appearance in 1868. It produced
12,000 perfected copies an hour.

R. Hoe & Company had worked along similar lines since before

the Civil War. In 1859, they patented "an improvement, the

combination of the feeding mechanism, cutting apparatus, and

printing machine, for the purpose of feeding the paper from a roll

to the press, and cutting or partially cutting it into sheets as it

passes along to be printed." Not immediately successful, they
continued to experiment. They worked out rapidly drying inks

with the ink manufacturers. They secured the cooperation of

paper makers in the production of large rolls of uniform paper.
The result was R. Hoe & Company's "first roll-fed continuous-
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printing rotary press with gathering and delivering cylinder/
1

brought out in 1871. With this machine's gathering mechanism,

eight or twelve pages two or three sheets could be collated

and delivered together unfolded. First installed in the plant of

Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper at London in 1874 and later in the

New York Tribune office, this press had a maximum capacity

of 18,000 four-page papers an hour, an average production
of 12,000 to 14,000.

These presses contained no folding device. Until about 1870,

carrier boys folded newspapers themselves. The Livesey folder,

developed by James Livesey of the Preston (England? Guardian

in 1851, was handfed. Walter Scott, plant foreman of the Chicago

Inter-Ocean, successfully attached folders to presses about 1870,

as did Andrew Campbell on presses he built for the Jersey City

Evening Journal and the Clevelajid Leader. R. Hoe & Company
brought out a press with a folder attachment for the Philadelphia

Times in 1876. This latter folder temporarily solved the problem

by raising production to approximately 15,000 folded newspapers

an hour, but folders lagged behind and lowered press output for

many years.

Maximum daily circulations jumped only from 77,000 in 1860

to 85,000 in 1870, but they reached 147,000 in 18SO under the

stimulation of these inventions and of the falling price of paper.

By 1880, too, 849 of the 971 dailies had abandoned handpresses

for more advanced models to meet their high average circulations.

In 1890, further improvements in press design made circulations

of 300,000 possible, and by 1900, 1,000,000. Since 1880, press

efficiency has risen through modifications in detail rather than in

principle and through the application of electrical energy. In

making improvements, plant design became a strong determinant.

With rising circulations, new presses became necessary, but new

and larger plants to house equipment frequently had to wait.

Newspaper moving and plant construction were costly and only

entered publishers' plans when forced upon them. G. A. Isaacs,
15

English press historian, described the result: "Press manufactur-

ers were faced with applications for quart-sized machines to fit

into pint-sized rooms, and the period of press monstrosity began

to dawn and led to the 'deck
3

type of press being placed upon the

market. Newspapers were unable to get the additional space re-

quired to meet their rapid growth, so press development was ham-
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pered,
'

monstrosities' were constructed, men were compelled
to work under ridiculous conditions, and the list of injured and

maimed operatives took on alarming proportions. This period

came to an end in America about 1912." About that time, the

unit press in scientifically planned pressrooms started to come

into use in the United States.

Early plate-revolving presses provided two plate cylinders,

each two plates wide. Since stereotype plates were semicylin-

drical, each cylinder accommodated four page-plates. These,

presses, through the duplication of page-plates, printed two

complete four-page newspapers or without duplication one

eight-page sheet at each revolution. Since the production of an

eight-page newspaper halved output, and the rising volume of ad-

vertising made eight pages common by 1870, a machine became

necessary which would produce eight pages at the rate of two or

more to each revolution. The collecting and folding devices

mentioned shortly facilitated eight- and 12-page production by
linking two or three two-page-wide presses together. This practice

reduced the output of the individual press in terms of complete

copies and required considerable space. In 1874, therefore, R. Hoe
& Company made the first "double perfecting" or

"
four-page-

wide "^ press, the equivalent of two old presses in one. One of

these presses, supplied to the Philadelphia Times in 1876, delivered

15,000 eight-page newspapers an hour. Not counting stops for

roll changes and re-plating, a "double perfecting" press could

reach maximums of 10,000 16-page or 20,000 eight-page news-

papers an hour.

The evening dailies, coming into prominence after the Civil

War, found stereotyping slow and costly. R. Hoe & Company,
hence, turned to the further development of type-revolving

presses similar to their first but equipped with collecting and

folding mechanisms to handle webs of paper. They placed one
in the New York Commercial Advertiser plant in 1880; it de-

livered from 10,000 to 20,000 eight-page newspapers an hour.

Its capacity depended upon whether two or four impression

cylinders operated against the large type-revolving cylinder.
Presses of this type continued in vogue for afternoon dailies until

the linotype and cheaper and faster stereotyping came into use

after 1886.

Another aid to the evening field, the late news device, appeared
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about the same time. One, patented in England in 1879 and

further developed by Hoe in 1899, consisted of a small auxiliary

cylinder with slots for the insertion of type; it printed late news

in red ink in a space left blank on the paper. Later, various other
"
fudging" arrangements came into use. Type was inserted in

boxes in stereotype plates, or plates were punched with letters or

numbers for late baseball, racing, and election returns. These

Latter "fudges," familiar today,
a came out" with white symbols

on black backgrounds.
Hoe's "double perfecting web press/

5

with cylinders four pages

wide, started a trend toward bigger presses. In 1882, with the aid

of a new folding mechanism, Hoe built a "double-supplement"

press for the New York Herald. In 1881, they had introduced the

"triangular former" which made this and subsequent high-speed

presses possible. The "triangular former," a triangular-sliaped

steel plate over which paper passed before entering the folding

rollers, facilitated collecting and folding. Hoe also introduced

"turning bars" as a part of their new press. These polished steel

bars turned webs from their original path and directed them into

a single folder. With these inventions available, the "double-

supplement" press one four-page-wide and one two-page-wide

units placed at a right angle and linked with one folding and cut-

ting mechanism operated at an average speed of 20
?
OGO 10- to

12-page or 10,000 16- to 24-page newspapers an hour. The

"quart-sized machines to fit pint-sized rooms," mentioned by

Isaacs, were beginning to appear.

This "double-supplement" press, as usual, soon fell short of

production needs. The volume of advertising shortly demanded

double runs for daily papers of more than twelve pages and Sun-

day issues of more than twenty-four. Pulitzer's rising Xew York

World in 1887, therefore, secured Hoe's next production, the

"quadruple" press, so-called because its equipment equaled

four two-page-wide presses. This machine combined two four-

page-wide presses and printed 48,000 eight-page papers, 24,000

16-page papers, or 12,000 20- to 32-page papers an hour. In order

to save plant space, Hoe also constructed the "quadruple" in

four decks of two two-plate cylinders each or two decks of two

four-plate cylinders each.

Inventors experimented for many years in another department

of newspaper production, type composition. The government
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granted until 1880 more than forty patents for type composing
and distributing machines. By that time, typesetting mechanisms

successfully operated in several book printshops, but they had not

been adaptable to daily newspaper needs. The only method of

increasing the speed of getting news into type was to increase the

force of compositors. The average compositor then set from 800

to 1,000 ems of type or from sixty-four to eighty lines of type an

hour; an unusual man at times composed 1,200 or even 1,500 ems.

On July 3, 1886, however, J. T. Miller in the New York Tribune

plant cast on the Linotype, newly invented by Ottmar Mergen-
thaler of Baltimore, that line-casting machine's first line of type
for newspaper use. While other machines were on the market or

came on the market shortly, the Mergenthaler Linotype revo-

lutionized composition. Financed by the Tribune., Louisville

Courier-Journal, and Chicago Daily News, the linotype came into

general use in their plants in 1887-90 with an output three times

that of a hand compositor. This mechanism employed the prin-

ciples of setting type matrices in a line, adjusting spaces to fill out

the line to the required length, casting a line of type from the

mold thus made, and then redistributing the matrices for further

use. Fifty-five linotypes were manufactured in 1887; 304, by
the end of 1891, chiefly for newspaper offices; 3,126, by 1895; and

8,618, by 1905. The Lanston Monotype, patented in 1887, and
such other composition machines as the Ludlow Typograph
eventually supplemented the linotype for headlines, advertise-

ments, and other special work.

The "quadruple'
5

press remained the limit of printing effi-

ciency for two years. In 1889, R. Hoe & Company developed a

"sextuple" press, the equivalent of three "double perfecting"

presses, with six four-page-wide cylinders. This press, with cyl-

inders arranged in two or three decks, delivered 48,000 12-page

papers or 12,000 48-page papers an hour. The New York Herald

acclaimed one of these installed in its plant in 1891 as "nothing
less than a miracle of mechanism." But Hoe's "octuple" press
of 1895, with eight four-page-wide cylinders, produced 24,000

32-page papers or 12,000 64-page papers an hour. And Hoe's

"decuple," "double sextuple," and "double octuple" presses
raised maximum newspaper sizes progressively to eighty, ninety-

six, and 128 pages and output to 144,000 16-page or 72,000 32-

page newspapers an hour by 1902.
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During the 1890's, two other factors entered the printing press
situation color and electric power. Two of the first attempts to

use electric power in newspaper printing were in the plants of

The Ilion (New York) Citizen, a weekly published by G. \V.

Weaver, on March 14, 1884, and of the Sonierset County (England)
Gazette in June of that year. But the generators and motors of

that day proved too small and uncertain for continuous service.

The Birmingham (England) Daily Gazette adapted electricity to a
small rotary press in September, 1891, but electric propulsion for

larger presses presented greater problems. W. R. Hearst, always
agitating mechanical improvements, encouraged George Pan-
coast to smash three presses in an effort to produce a motor-driven

printing machine. Said Hearst, "Smash as many as you have

to, George; only give us what we need." In 1896, Hearst had
what he wanted. Between 1894 and 1921 many difficulties at-

tendant to the application of this fast drive were eliminated.

Various types of brakes and, in 1916, an automatic cylinder
brake aided the process. In 1921, Jones Automatic Tension

maintained the desired tension on the web, regardless of speed,

throughout the press.

The booming Sunday newspapers of the 1890's demanded color

as a means of stimulating circulation. Walter Scott & Company
installed the first four-color rotary press for an American news-

paper in April, 1892, in the plant of the Chicago Inter-Ocean and

a five-color press in the New York World office the next year.

R. Hoe & Company followed with a multi-color rotary for the

New York Recorder in 1893, a press in operation in 1935 in the

Boston Post plant. With these machines successful. Hoe then built

others in 1894 for the New York Herald and the New York World.

The New York Journal, acquired by Hearst in 1895, secured a

five-color press from Scott in 1895 and another from Hoe in 1896.

With these presses in operation, "yellow" journalism so-called

from the use of yellow ink in comic illustrations got well under

way in the Sunday field. In speaking of Hearst's first color press,

Pancoast 16 recalled that the "printing of the first comic section

was even funnier than the subjects furnished by Outcault and

other famous humorists. For some time the register of the colors

was weird. This problem called for new methods of color-plate

making and electrotyping." With its presses, the Journal of

April 27, 1897, appeared as the first daily newspaper printed in
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two colors on the occasion of the dedication of Grant's Tomb.
Scott and others also built two-color presses for similar purposes.

Scott installed the first of these in November, 1892, for the

Kansas City (Missouri) Journal. These early color presses were

ordinarily used to print comic and magazine sections for Sunday

papers. They operated at speeds of 12,000 to 14,000 copies an

hour. To give them greater adaptability and speed, Hoe in 1907

finally made the first full-fledged color newspaper press, one of

the
" double octuple

73

design. This 1907 machine printed black

and one color on the outside pages of 32-page newspapers.
H. A. W. Wood produced an innovation for the New York

Herald in 1900, placed on the market in 1901, which eliminated

many drawbacks from the stereotyping process. His Autoplate
made five plates while a husky stereotyper manipulated one

through a hand casting-box. Wood 17 overcame these obstacles

in developing this mechanism: "A matrix capable of withstand-

ing the strains of machine casting had to be developed; stereo-

typers, all of whom were unfamiliar with the use of automatic

machinery, had to be taught to work it; and a standardization

of metal composition, temperatures, and working practices there-

tofore unknown had to be created. . . . Greater obstacles were

to be found in the natural human prejudice which exists against
the adoption of a new thing, as well as in the tendency of some
of the mechanical departments of the Herald to load their troubles

upon the new stereotyping machine/ 3 Wood overcame union

opposition by selling the merits of the Autoplate to members and

agreeing to teach its operation only to union men. He improved
the process by devising the Autoshaver in 1906 for automatically

finishing plates, the Pony Autoplate in 1919 for use on smaller

newspapers, and the Automatic Autoplate in 1929 for
"
super-

productive automatic stereotyping."
Meanwhile other inventors worked to speed up stereotyping

through improving the matrices or "mats." Early mats, manu-
factured in each plant by more or less secret processes, consisted

of
awet flong" or a matrix paste spread between two or more

layers of paper; these took considerable time to manufacture and
use. From 1887 in England and 1894 in Germany, various "dry
mats" appeared in prepared form. Despite the manufacture of

several types of dry mat in the United States from 1900, American

newspapers largely depended on the German product for limited
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use until the World War. Automatic flong-maMng machines^

Invented about 1910, speeded the making of wet mats, but the

dry mat soon reached a more practical stage. With imports

stopped, Benjamin Wood perfected the Wood Dry Mat in 1916,

Others shortly followed. By 1934 the Mechanical Department
of the American Newspaper Publishers

3

Association reported that

95.6 per cent, of 517 reporting newspapers used dry mats to 1.7

per cent, which molded wet mats.

Press design, after the introduction of Hoe :

s "double octuple
?3

of 1902, turned into a new path. New types of folders, introduced

by Goss Printing Press Company in 1907 and by R. Hoe & Com-

pany in 1908, doubled press deliveries. Goss ink ducts in 1907

and Goss quick-plate-locking devices in 1908 aided in preparing

for greater output from smaller units. About 1910, too, the

mounting of one or two rolls of paper on a revolving rack in

addition to the one in use reduced the time for roll changing, and

automatic conveyors carried the finished product from pressroom

to shipping department. Press manufacturers, hence, turned to

the perfection of units which might be linked into series for large

newspapers or used individually for small ones. This trend of

press design resulted in more scientifically planned pressrooms

in which operatives could work more efficiently and with a greatly

lowered accident risk.

Between 1908 and 1912, the modern unit-type of printing

press arrived, shortly adopted by many press makers and news-

papers. With each unit equivalent in plate capacity to a "double

perfecting" press, with sixteen page-plates, a four-unit or octuple

press could operate as a one-, two-, three-, or four-unit machine

and print from four to sixty-four pages. Reference is made to

presses utilizing semicylindrical page-plates; a unit outfitted

with tubular or cylindrical plates includes eight page-plates.

With steady advancements in the construction of units, in ink

and ink handling, and in paper and paper manipulation, the

operating speed of four-unit presses increased from some 11,000

32-page papers an hour in 1911 and 1912 to about 52,000 in

1936; the maximum speed, from 15,000 to 60,000. Wood claims

that in his shop trials he has reached speeds as high as 81,000

an hour without the slightest danger to the web of newsprint

and that 100,000 an hour may be possible shortly. Hoe's Flying

Paster of 1924 and their Full-Speed Paster, Wood's Autopaster,
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and others of 1931-33 made average operation approach maxi-

mum speeds. These pasters automatically attach the beginning
of a new web of paper to the end of a used roll without a press

stop. They raised by approximately one-third the efficiency of

a press delivering a maximum of 55,000 copies an hour from

three rolls of paper. To indicate the size of modern presses, one

installed in The New York Times plant by Wood in 1928 weighs
541 tons, 372 tons of steel and 169 tons of other metals. This is

a 16-unit press, the equivalent of four octuples.

As general press construction thus developed, color rotaries

made similar advances. The Duplex Printing Press Company
introduced in 1912 the unit type of color press for comic supple-

ment work and made its first installation for the Richmond

(Virginia) Times Dispatch. In 1914, a Hoe product, the "Pan-

coast universal-unit multi-color press with reversible cylinders,
3 '

utilized many other features of modern color press design. This

press "gave great impetus to the use of Sunday magazine sections

and opened up new avenues of monetary return to newspapers

through the opportunity to print advertisements in four colors." 18

Hoe succeeded this eight-cylinder press with 12-cylinder ones in

1915 and 24-cylinder machines in 1923 both for comic supplement
and magazine section work. Scott installed a press for the New
York Daily News in February, 1925, which produced a maximum
of 24,000 16-page comic tabloids an hour, a speed later raised to

28,000 on the same press. In the field of three-color run-of-the-

paper printing (two colors and black), a Goss "ultra high-speed
news press" installed in The Chicago Tribune plant in 1934

reached a maximum speed of 52,000 papers an hour. Two Goss

four-color newspaper presses for run-of-the-paper color, built for

the Minneapolis Star in 1930, delivered a maximum of 48,000

copies an hour, a press used for daily or Sunday supplement edi-

tions. Twelve newspapers had four-color sections in 1929. Since

1929, the use of one or more colors for purposes other than comic

or magazine section or "fudge" and headline work increased,

stimulated by demands from advertisers for color in their daily
and Sunday layouts. In 1931, 140 newspapers and, in 1933, 251

were equipped to print pages in one or more colors in addition to

black. A survey by Editor & Publisher in 1935 revealed that 120

morning, 251 evening, and 170 Sunday newspapers were so

equipped. The daily issues included sixty-two morning and
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evening combinations. Of the total, eight morning, twenty-one
evening, and twenty Sunday papers could accommodate four-

color advertising. Ninety-seven morning, 207 evening, and 133

Sunday newspapers could print advertisements in one color and
black. These tabulations exclude comics, rotogravure sections,
and magazine or special sections, frequently not printed in the

newspaper's own plant.

Readers of the Minneapolis Journal saw run-of-paper color

carried another step on the first page of their paper for Feb-

ruary 27, 1936, The page exhibited a four-column 9^-inch cut

in natural colors of the winners of a six-day bicyde race, made
from a photograph which had been taken the same day.
What further perfections can man devise for the miraculous

printing process of today? Have we reached the limit? Possibly.

But ideas for the improvement of presses and other mechanisms,

particularly typecasting, continually appear. On August 7, 1929,

the first Teletypesetter used commercially went into action in

the composing room of the Evanston (Illinois) Se&s-Index.

Through the Teletypesetter, a linotype machine guided by a

strip of paper with holes punched in it sets type automatically.

In 1930, Westchester County Publishers, Inc., began experi-

menting with a Teletypesetter circuit in seven of its eight daily

offices. Operated by wire from its White Plains (New York)

Daily Press office, tape punched in each office went directly to

composing machines. In giving up the use of Teletypesetters in

1932, J. N. Macy,
19
president of the Westchester chain, said that

the devices were "thoroughly practical" but that operation

"had reached the state where we would have to have available

a pool of trained operators for the perforating machines and it

was a question of who would pay for training these operators. . . ,

We weren't going to run the risk of training them and the Western

Electric Company wouldn't assume the obligation." Compare the

production of the Teletypesetter, at least 335 lines of type an

hour, with that of hand composition, sixty-four to eighty lines,

or with that of manual linotype operation, about 295 lines.

F. H. Keefe, publisher of the Newburgh-Beacon (New York)

News, claimed in 1933 that four Teletypesetter units in his two

plants stepped up typecasting production some sixty per cent.

The Semagraph, developed by B. L, Green in the plant of the

Charlotte (North Carolina) Observer, was first demonstrated in
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1932 and offered on the market in 1935. It utilizes the photo-
electric "eye" for casting type directly from typewritten copy.

Special typewriters and teletypewriters make symbols under

each line of copy which through the "eye" guide a linotype

machine to convert into lines of type. Blotting out undesired

groups of symbols makes corrections on such copy. If these

machines come into general use, one proofreading will suffice for

each piece of copy. But, as the International Typographical
Union now asks, what will become of the linotype operators?

The textile industry developed another kind of printing, a sort

of intaglio printing known as rotogravure, which newspapers
borrowed and adapted to their needs in 1910 to 1912. In the

intaglio process, indentations rather than raised relief on the

printing surface carry ink for the impression, the manner in

which engraved calling cards are printed. Rotogravure adapted

photo-engraving to this process. The Illustrated London News,
New York Sun, and Cleveland Leader in 1912 applied rotogravure
to the printing of special picture pages and section covers. The

New York Times on Christmas, 1912, contained a complete

rotogravure section, the first of its kind. In 1914, such sections

became regular features once a week of The New York Times,

Boston Herald, Detroit News, New York Herald, Philadelphia
Public Ledger, and St. Louis Post-Dispatch. Forty-seven Amer-

ican newspapers had such sections in their Sunday issues in

1918; forty-five, in 1921; and seventy-two, in 1925. In addition

to an eight-page Sunday Graphic, the New York Evening Post

started a four-page daily rotogravure section on April 1, 1925, a

short-lived venture. In 1930 and 1932, eighty newspapers and,
in 1935, sixty issued such sections weekly. Of the latter, fifty-

seven appeared on Sunday; three, on Saturday. The fifty-seven

Sunday sections, published in forty-four "key" cities, circulated

12,831,544 copies; they accompanied 48.3 per cent, of the coun-

try's Sunday sheets. Only twelve of the fifty-seven newspapers,

however, printed their own sections.

The Chicago Tribune, which had its own rotogravure plant in

April, 1915, experimented with the first four-color rotogravure
or "coloroto" in 1920-22 and started using it in 1922 in Sunday
issues. As a result, it installed twenty-one Goss units which

printed four-color rotogravure at approximately 12,000 papers
an hour. By 1934, the speed of such four-color presses had reached
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30,000. Speeds of 36,000 to 42,000 copies an hour in the printing
of This Week, a Sunday magazine distributed by a group of

dailies, were claimed in 1935 by the Goss Printing"Company for

machines it installed. If this marvel of speed can be accom-

plished in the printing of high-grade four-color rotogravure,
where is the limit?

Pictures

A modem newspaper page contains, in addition to type, many
well-printed pictures. While other printing processes advanced,
methods of engraving long remained in the handicraft stage.
The first illustration in the New York Sun, on September 14,

1833, a two-column cut of "Herschel's Forty-Feet Telescope/
3

was a wood-engraving, made by hand. Even during the Civil

War, the New York Herald's half-page war maps had to be en-

graved in twenty pieces by twenty engravers to meet edition

time. Then came the process of sketching on a thin layer of

chalk coated over metal, the "chalk plate"; this relief molded a

cast for printing, long used because of its cheapness.
In the early 1870

J

s, primitive photo-engraving became a

reality. The New York Daily Graphic, established March 4
?

1873, carried photo-engraved line illustrations from its inception,

and it celebrated its seventh anniversary in 1880 by using one

of the first halftones, a 72-line cut of a Shantytown on upper
Fifth Avenue, the first halftone printed in a newspaper. The

Daily Graphic thus noted editorially the achievement of its in:

ventor, S. H. Horgan: "This process has not yet been fully de-

veloped. We are still experimenting with it. We feel confident

that our experiments will, in the long run, result in success and

that pictures will eventually be regularly printed . . . without

the intervention of drawing." Through the rapid improvement of

the process, Horgan could produce a full-page cut for the De-

cember 25, 1880, issue of the Graphic seventeen by twenty-six

inches in size. Photo-engraved line illustrations are such as the

figures in this book. Photo-engraved halftones reproduce photo-

graphs and the like. The halftone met with characteristic ob-

jections from those who had a vested interest in the earlier

methods. The "Sketch Artist" and "Our Artist on the Spot"
resisted the gradual inroads of the photographer. The vigorous

stimulation which the halftone gave to the art departments of
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newspapers and periodicals, however, gradually eliminated these

objections.

Horgan later became art director of the New York Herald and

in 1893 conceived the idea of including halftones in the daily

issues of that paper, on pages printed from stereotype plates.

J. G. Bennett, the publisher,
"
sent his letter to the superintendent

of the pressroom for an opinion. The pressman reported that

any man who thought a halftone could be printed on a fast daily

newspaper press was crazy. Horgan was dismissed. Later he

took his idea to Whitelaw Reid, and personally made for the

New York Tribune of January 21, 1897, the first halftone printed

on a stereotyping web perfecting newspaper press."
20 By 1900,

most large dailies contained arrays of photo-engravings, both

line cuts and halftones.

Stereotyping and later electrotyping reduced the cost of illus-

tration from about 1850 on. Particularly the use of stereotyping
created our first syndicates for distributing picture and type

plates to newspapers. The invention by B. B. Blackwell of New
York in 1871 of a thin stereotype plate aided the rapid growth
of such distributing services in the 1870

J

s. This plate, cheaply

shipped, could be attached to a patented block to make it "type

high." Type plates, more commonly used today in the news

columns of small than of large newspapers, earned for them-

selves the familiar label, "boiler plate." Electrotyping, the ap-

plication of electroplating to the reproduction of printing plates,

gained favor in the 1880's and later with advertisers and ad-

vertising agents as a means for duplicating insertions to be sent

to newspapers. Its greater accuracy of reproduction, too, made
it useful in the development of four-color rotary newspaper
presses in the late 1890

y

s, a point mentioned above. In the

electrotyping process, a mold of wax or of some other substance

is made, dusted with graphite to render its surface a conductor

of electricity, and then immersed in an electrolytic solution.

The copper shell thus deposited inside the mold is backed with

metal and trimmed to the desired size. Experimented with in

England from 1837 and in the United States from 1839, electro-

typing became a commercial pursuit in this country at Boston
in 1846.

The cheap reproduction of engravings made general-interest
illustrations available to all dailies through syndicates, but
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larger sheets found a strong competitive advantage in local half-

tones, sometimes made in their own photoengraving plants.

Telephoto, wirephoto, and photophone, described elsewhere,

turned even syndicated pictures to the advantage of metropolitan
sheets by making "spot news" photos available much earlier to

those who could afford these expensive services. Comparatively

inexpensive "one man" engraving plants loomed in 1935-36 as

an aid to small town dailies in this competitive situation. Such

papers as the Iowa City (Iowa) Press-Citizen installed their own
outfits. Others, illustrated by the Seminole Producer, Holdenvifle

Daily News, Okemah Daily Leader, and We&oka Times-Democrat

of Oklahoma, operated "one man" plants cooperatively. These

plants may aid in checking the encroachments of the larger

sheets upon small town territories.

Mechanical Investment

As mechanical facilities improved, the price of the chips in

the game of publication rapidly rose. The cost of newspaper

buildings reflects the rise. At one end of the series are small

handpress plants of the eighteenth century; at the other
,
the

$10,000,000 building of the New York Daily News and the many
other newspaper plants scattered about the country's larger

cities which represent investments of $1,000,000 or more. The

mechanical investment factor in newspaper making alone, not

to take into account wire news franchises, feature rights, the

cost of organizing and maintaining a staff, and the like, necessi-

tates huge outlays for equipment before a new daily's doors may

open. The chapter on ownership correlates this story of produc-

tion and investment costs with changes in publication practices.

A view of the relation of mechanical workers to the story of

mechanical changes and to publication practices rounds out a

conception of the newspaper's factory processes essential to an

understanding of the instrument's social significance.
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CHAPTER VI

LABOR

TO
the mass of readers, the relation of labor to newspaper

printing means little until a strike deprives them of their

paper for hours, days, or weeks. Changes in the status of

labor, nevertheless, have potently influenced economically and

otherwise the trend of daily newspaper practices. The alliances

of newspaper workers with other workers and of publishers with

other manufacturers give the story broader aspects than the mere

efforts of one industry's tradesmen to look after their own in-

terests. The leadership of printers and especially of newspaper

printers in the American trade union movement and the tend-

ency of publishers to associate their newspapers with strike-

breaking programs further emphasize this aspect of newspaper

production.
The trade unionism of printers during the daily "era" dates

from an effort by employers in Philadelphia to reduce the wages
of their journeymen in 1786 from $6.00 to $5.83^ a week. Twenty-
six journeymen printers banded together, called a strike, and

provided financial aid to "such of our brethren as shall be thrown

out of employment on account of their refusing to work for less

than $6 per week." 1 With its object accomplished, this rudi-

mentary union followed the general practice of the time by dis-

solving. The Typographical Society of New York City, organ-

ized in the spring of 1794, the first fairly permanent body of the

kind, existed at least until 1797 and secured wages of $1 a day
for the working printers of the city. The Franklin Typographical

Association succeeded the second New York union in 1799 and

continued until 1804. It boosted wages to $7 a week in book and

job ofiices and $8 in newspaper plants. On September 19, 1803,

the New-York Evening Post reported that the Philadelphia Typo-

graphical Society had voted $83.50 for the aid of their fellow

printers in New York, members of the Franklin Association,

during the current yellow fever epidemic, the first instance of

the extension of printing trade cooperation beyond a single city.

133
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The Philadelphia Typographical Society, organized in 1802 as

a benevolent and trade association, continued after 1810 as a

purely benevolent body. The "
societies formed from 1802 to

1815 were of a uniform type. All, as far as our information

extends, were organized primarily to 'raise and establish

prices/ . . . All of the societies had in addition well defined

beneficiary functions. At that time, societies maintaining price

lists were in operation in Washington, Baltimore, Boston, Al-

bany, New York, and, perhaps, in New Orleans.
" 2

Stimulated by industrial expansion, increasing literacy, and

cheaper printing, printers gradually developed mores of indus-

trial conflict. The New York Typographical Society, organized
in June, 1809, ran against opposition even in the state legisla-

ture. On October 7, 1815, after long discussion, this union adopted

apprenticeship regulations and a scale of $9 a week in book and

evening newspaper offices and $10 in morning newspaper plants.

In reply to a claim from master printers that this scale would

induce the booksellers to send their work elsewhere, the society

secured assurances from Albany and Boston unions of coopera-
tion in the establishment of such rates. To legalize its organiza-

tion, the New York society then attempted to secure its incor-

poration by legislative act. The Assembly passed the bill in

1816 in the form desired, but the Senate objected to the provi-
sion which permitted the association to regulate trade matters.

To secure the legislation sought, the society finally had to re-

strict itself to purely benevolent activities and to accept an act

of February 27, 1818, which prohibited it to "at any time pass

any law or regulation respecting the* price of wages of labor or

workmen or any other articles, or relating to the business which

the members thereof practice or follow for a livelihood." Em-
ployers quickly took advantage of this act.

During 1815 to 1830, societies with trade regulating functions

disbanded or transformed themselves into benefit organizations.
A society formed in Boston in 1815 dissolved after a short exist-

ence, and the Franklyn Society of Boston came into being in

1822 as a purely beneficiary association. The Columbia Society
of Washington alone continued until after 1830 without entirely

relinquishing the regulation of wages, but until 1834 it functioned

chiefly in a benevolent capacity. This situation may be attrib-

uted chiefly to the hard times, especially following 1819, and ta
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the lack of continued support by journeymen for trade regulating
bodies as well as to the stronger political and legal position of

the employers. Journeymen banded together to meet a pressing
trade problem with concerted action, but with

u
the immediate

aim of the society having been accomplished, members gradually
lost interest and many ceased to pay dues or withdrew alto-

gether. . . . Those who remained in affiliation and such new
members as came in were, for the most part, attracted by the

beneficiary activities, which, in ordinary times, constituted most

of the work of the societies. The whole attention of the societies

thus gradually came to be centered on their beneficiary func-

tions." 3 The drain of dissatisfied printers into the new settle-

ments of the rapidly expanding country also contributed to this

temporary recession in efforts at trade regulation.

Trade unionism as a whole revived about 1830 and gained

a firmer foothold in the United States during the succeeding

decade. Printers in particular aided in this reanimation. News-

paper printers of New York City, for instance, discontented with

the purely benevolent nature of the New York Typographical

Society, agitated the formation of a trade body in 1830 and 1831.

Without attempting to displace the old organization, the Typo-

graphical Association of New York took definite form as a trade

union on June 17, 1831. It objected particularly to child labor,

unsanitary working conditions, the introduction of improved

machinery and especially of stereotyping, and the advertising in

foreign countries by employers for additional workmen with

whom to depress wages. During the succeeding century, printers'

unions accomplished the practical elimination of the first two

grievances within unionized shops; they found means of adjust-

ing to the introduction of new equipment, an ever-recurring

problem; but the fourth grievance efforts to increase the labor

supply took new and more difficult forms. In 1830-36, printers

organized in New York, New Orleans, Baltimore, Cincinnati,

Philadelphia, Richmond, Natchez, Charleston, Harrisburg, Nash-

ville, Mobile, Augusta, Georgia, and Columbia, South Carolina;

in 1836-40, in Boston, Lexington, Kentucky, St. Louis, Louis-

ville, Vicksburg, Columbus, Ohio, Detroit, Rochester, FraDMort,

Kentucky, Tallahassee, and Jackson, Mississippi. Mostly short-

lived, this resurgence subsided by 1840, a decline "due primarily

to much the same cause as that of the early societies/
3 but the
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"
collapse was even more complete because the beneficiary func-

tions were less developed and did not perpetuate the life of the

organizations when the spirit of the combination died out.
77 4

But Baltimore and Richmond unions date from this decade,

and the earlier New York, Boston, and Philadelphia societies of

the beneficiary type continued and brought printers together for

at least one mutual interest.

Unionized labor could find some substantial support in the

1830
7

s among the editors and publishers of general circulation

newspapers. John Lang
7

s New-York Gazette and General Adver-

tiser, for example, on September IS, 1832, commended the Typo-

graphical Association for fighting the efforts of employers to en-

courage the immigration of printers. The New York Sun of

October 21, 1833, typifies the attitude of the rising "penny"

papers for the masses in pointing out that its competitor, the

Journal of Commerce, paid its journeymen only $10 a week. It

observed that the "proprietors of other morning papers cheer-

fully pay twelve dollars. Therefore, the office of the Journal of

Commerce is what printers term a rat office and the term
'

rat
7 ... is a most odious term." The workers in newspaper

mechanical departments found such support occasionally during
"subscribers

7

markets," during periods when sensational methods

and lower copy prices attracted new droves of readers, but they

rarely found such aid among newspapers of general circulation

after 1900. The New York Journal of Commerce of 1833, too,

has had counterparts throughout the succeeding century in the

majority of American cities.

During the first three decades of the nineteenth century, the

journeymen's societies exchanged price lists and other informa-

tion, advised each other of the expulsion of members or of the

censuring of non-members, and extended courtesies sometimes

full membership to the members of other societies. The benefit

organizations in particular developed and gave some worth to

the traveling card idea. The Franklyn Typographical Society
of Boston in 1824 even suggested to the New York society the

formation of a union among individual societies in order to

assure relief to members of other societies, such expenditures to

be repaid by the beneficiaries
5 own associations. The numerous

associations of printers of the 1830's revived and extended these

three forms of inter-society relations. A controversy between
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Duff Green of the United States Telegraph and the Columbia

Typographical Society of Washington in 1334-35 finally crystal-

lized these cooperative moves into the first National Typograph-
ical Convention in 1836. Green attempted to establish an ap-

prenticeship school in connection with his extensive printing

activities and attracted some 150 boys in this manner to his

employment. The Columbia society protested that this program
would impair the system of legal apprenticeship; this system

required that apprentices should be not more than fifteen when

employed and should be bound to their employers to serve until

the age of twenty-one. As a result, in March, 1334, the Columbia

society appointed a committee to study means by which a na-

tional society might be formed to strengthen its position. The

Franklin Typographical Society of Cincinnati in turn in No-

vember, 1835, issued a circular to other societies which suggested

the establishment of a national society. The formation of the

National Trades-Union in 1834 probably stimulated this

movement.
The first national convention of journeymen printers, formally

called by the Columbia society, convened in Washington on

November 7-11, 1836, and organized the National Typographical

Society. The constitution then adopted established the repre-

sentation of local unions at from one to three delegates, provided

for annual sessions, constituted the officers a Board of Control

for the adjustment of difficulties that might arise between ses-

sions, and empowered conventions to enact general laws for the

government of local societies.
"
Strikes for advances of wages

had to be sanctioned by the National Board of Control before

being ordered by a local union, and all other societies were re-

quired to contribute such sums as were necessary to conduct

each dispute."
5 The society set the minimujn apprenticeship

age at fifteen years with the stipulation that apprentices should

serve until at least the age of twenty-one, the standard adopted

by the New York society in 1811 and the Columbia in 1834.

The organization also authorized the issuance of ''traveling

cards" and the exchange of "rat" lists. Similarities between

this union's proposed program and that of the successful national

union later will be evident. Delegates attended this convention

from societies at Baltimore, New York, Harrisbure, PhiladelDhia,

Washington, and New Orleans.
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The National Typographical Society held one other national

convention before the concurrent depression extinguished it and

a number of its local units. Convened at New York on Septem-
ber 4-9, 1837, the second gathering drew delegates from soci-

eties in Baltimore, Cincinnati, Harrisburg, Mobile, New Orleans,

New York, Philadelphia, and Washington. This conclave, which

changed the name to the National Typographical Association,

planned to call its next sessions in September, 1838, at Pitts-

burgh, a meeting later postponed to the first Monday in Sep-

tember, 1839. But no record of a convention at that time has

been found. The panic of 1837 strained the labor movement

severely. As mentioned above, but few trade bodies survived it.

The Typographical Association of New York, for instance, after

several efforts to maintain wages in the face of employer com-

bines and of the employment of child labor, crumbled in the

summer of 1840.

With the recovery of industrial conditions in 1843, printers

once again attempted to reestablish their local unions, but they
encountered stiff opposition. While associations were formed

in New York in 1844, Cincinnati in 1846, and Albany in 1847,

the local union movement did not get well under way until 1848,

but it finally gained enough strength to establish a national

union which has endured until the present time. Paid weekly

wages of only $9 on the morning and evening newspapers of

Boston, the printers of that city had organized on December 14,

1848, the Boston Printers' Union. In its efforts to better workers'

conditions, this union finally called a strike in the fall of 1849.

Their appeal to their New York fellows for aid resulted in a

gathering of printers on November 24, 1849, which paved the

way for the formation of the New York Printers' Union of Jan-

uary 1, 1850. Horace Greeley, founder and editor of the New-York

Daily Tribune, was president of the latter. The publishers of

other "penny" papers also approved of this new union move-
ment for the same reasons that they had the one of the 1830's.

James Gordon Bennett's New York Herald, for instance, editorial-

ized on April 8, 1850, that the "strikes which commenced among
the mechanics and workingmen of this city a short time since

are still going on, and we must again express our satisfaction at

the manner in which these strikes and meetings continue to be

conducted." Imagine such a statement today in an editorial of
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the Herald Tribune, successor to Greeley's and Bennett's

"tabloids/
7

Other unions were organized at Indianapolis in 1848 and at

Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Trenton, and San Francisco in 1849.

As a result of this new surge of unionism which permeated many
trades, the National Convention of Journeymen Printers of the

United States met in New York in December, 1850, the gathering

to which the International Typographical Union of today may
trace its inception. This meeting made practical proposals for

immediate action which resembled closely those of the National

Typographical Society of 1836. It made decisive moves toward

an affiliation of local unions by appointing a national executive

committee to lay its proposals before locals, to compile informa-

tion on trade matters, and to plan for the next assembly. It

also recommended the standardization of local laws and the

granting of the right to borrow one dollar a member from sister

unions in case of strike, and arranged for keeping
a
rat" lists

and extending reciprocal membership agreements. The con-

stitution for the National Typographical Union, predecessor

to the International, was then drawn up at the next National

Convention at Baltimore on September 12, 1851, and the N. T. U.

held its first convention at Cincinnati on May 3
?
1852.

During its early years, the National Typographical Union

moved but slowly. Some of its members had learned from the

National Typographical Society experiment that efforts to build

up a strong national organization should proceed without haste.

Many printers jealously guarded the
u
rights" of their local

unions. The constitution of 1852 granted the national body

supreme authority over the local unions, but from 1852 to 1884

"the National Union was merely an organ for defining and

elaborating the terms of the agreement already tacitly existing

among the local unions. By the establishment of definite rules

and by the adjudication of disputes, the National Union made

cooperation of the local unions more effective along all three of

the lines described . . . but it added no new form of coopera-

tion." During this period, "the one purpose of the National

Union was thus to build up among the local unions such a com-

munity of feeling as to make it as difficult as possible for em-

ployers to secure workmen in time of strike.''
6

Poverty and the

lack of widely accepted craft mores ranked as serious obstacles
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to this program. At the second annual convention at Pittsburgh,

the treasurer reported receipts during the year of $70 and ex-

penditures of $25. Another difficulty arose from the long-standing

dispute as to whether or not subordinate unions should have a

"beneficiary system." The 1853 N. T. U. convention com-

promised by allowing local membership to those who desired

only trade protection as well as to those who wished both features.

At the same time, the union adopted the principle that it would

regard as "injudicious a frequent resort to strikes on the part

of journeymen on any misunderstanding occurring between them

and their employers, believing that in most cases all such differ-

ences can be settled satisfactorily by other and more amicable

means; and that a strike should be resorted to only when all

such means fail." 7 With such policies, the fourteen unions which

originally formed the N. T. U. provided a strong nucleus for the

struggles which carried the national body and certain of its

locals through the panic of 1857 and the Civil War, crises which

engulfed most of the other national unions. With twelve locals

and 2,112 members in 1853, the N. T. U. touched a low of nine

locals and only 666 members in 1856, but it reached an enroll-

ment of thirty-four subordinate unions and 3,492 members in

1860.

The panic of 1857 left but three "national" unions, those of

the hat finishers, the stone cutters, and the printers. Unions

of the molders and the machinists, both started in 1859, disap-

peared during the Civil War. The war cut the membership of

the N. T. U. to twenty locals and 1,585 members in 1862 and
almost disrupted it, but peace and a new constitution strength-

ened the body for the tasks created by new plant conditions and
the rapid expansion of the industry. When the new constitution

was adopted in 1869, changing the name to International Typo-
graphical Union, the I. T. U. included seventy-nine subordinate

unions with 7,563 members.

With the introduction of new machinery in increasing volume
and the enlargement of newspaper and other printing plants after

the Rebellion, the I. T. U. began to adjust to the specialization

of printers' tasks and to the problems presented by labor-saving
devices. American printers mostly faced technological changes

then, after their experiences during the preceding half century,
"with equanimity and calculating minds, eventually succeeding
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in turning each new invention into a medium for increasing

wages and reducing the hours of labor." s The transferring of

used type from one office to another to reduce composition costs,

however, worried the printers in 1869 and resulted in opposition

by the I. T. U. from 1873 on. Papier-machZ molds for stereo-

typing, more easily transported, loomed as another and more

serious threat to compositors in the same year, 1869. Such molds

reproduced news stories, advertisements, drawings, and whole

pages quite cheaply, with the original composition and engraving

charges borne by a number of printing plants. B. B. Blackweil

of New York invented in 1871 a thin stereotype plate which

could be made "type high" by attaching it to a block; this facili-

tated the distribution of plate material to the many plants which

lacked stereotyping equipment. Blackweil and later others during

the 1870
7

s built up extensive businesses of supplying pictures,

features, and news to the smaller dailies and weeklies in this

form. To meet the objections of the I. T. U. ?
the American

Press Association, a syndicate formed in 1882 particularly for

the distribution of news plates, paid an advanced rate for com-

position and "if it has enabled some papers to get along with less

type-setting, it has encouraged other publications to increase

their size, and caused many new offices to be established."
9

It

claimed that it did business with about 1,100 of the 1,394 dailies

of 1887. The introduction of the linotype in 1887-90 diminished

the interest of printers in large daily plants in these problems;

the low cost of typecasting and its other advantages drove much

of the "boiler plate" from the news columns. The exchange|of

plates of advertisements and the distribution of page plates or

of printed sections for Sunday issues figured largely as local

problems just before and after 1900. In return for higher rates

or shorter hours, however, compromises for the use of these

devices were worked out. The American Press Association,

through an arrangement with the Associated Press, continued

to supply news plates to many small dailies until after 1900

"with the proviso that the news thus sold is not to be printed

for twelve hours after it has been sent over the wires to news-

papers receiving the regular service of the Associated Press." 10

With the rise of more rapid means of newspaper distribution,

which brought the majority of small dailies more or less into

competition with metropolitan sheets, this proviso and the im-
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proved equipment of the small papers finally reduced the utility

of such plate matter in the "country" field.

As new divisions in printing shop labor developed, the N. T. U.

and then the I. T. U. embraced them. Stereotypers entered

local unions in 1864. The I. T. U. recognized the operatives of

power presses in 1871 by a resolution that "subordinate unions

should take the most effective means within their power to bring

both branches of the business under the jurisdiction of the Inter-

national by admitting to membership, on equal terms, all press-

men." u With regard to linotypes, the 1888 I. T. U. convention

recommended "
that subordinate unions . . . take speedy action

looking to their recognition and regulation, endeavoring every-

where to secure their operation by union men upon a scale of

wages which shall secure compensation equal to that paid hand

compositors."
12 As a result, of 4,975 machines tabulated by

TJie Typographical Journal in 1901, 4,098 were operated in

strictly union offices, and the I. T. U. claimed that nearly half

of the balance were manned by its members. The printers were

fortunate in not having their trade rendered too technical by
the introduction of new machines. In other trades, machines

made possible the substitution of professional engineers and un-

skilled or semiskilled workers employees less adaptable to

unionization for skilled tradesmen. Definite suggestions of

such a trend in the newspaper industry, however, appeared
after the World War.

The N. T. U. and I. T. U. grew steadily from twenty locals

with 1,585 members in 1862 to 106 subordinate unions with

9,819 members in 1874, but the current depression brought a

sharp decline in the next few years to sixty-nine locals and 4,260
members in 1878. Until this time, the locals fought efforts to

vest greater authority in the central organization. Now they

began to regard the system of local autonomy as largely re-

sponsible for the union's ills. With the rapid recovery of the

I. T. U. in better times and the spirit injected into the trade

union movement by the Knights of Labor and other national

bodies, the notion of making the international more effective

gained ground. As a by-product of this change in emphasis, the

I. T. U. can claim credit for conceiving the idea of a federation

of labor unions at its 1879 convention in Washington and pro-

moting its establishment. It affiliated with the Federation of
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Organized Trades and Labor Unions of the United States at

its formation on November 15, 1881. This federation fused with

the newly organized American Federation of Labor on Decem-
ber 8, 1886. By 1884, the enrollment of the L T. U. reached 161

locals and 16,030 members, and it final}- made its first assump-
tion of greater administrative power by appointing a chief or-

ganizer. The next year it worked out a tentative plan for the

establishment of a national strike fund and secured its accept-

ance. With these measures, the autonomy of subordinate unions

began to decline. Since then, this trend has taken five chief

forms: "(1) The support of strikes, and as a consequence, the

supervision and control of the bargaining of local unions with

employers have been entrusted in increasing degree to the In-

ternational. (2) To some extent the International bargains

directly with national associations of employers. (3) The diverse

trade regulations of the local unions have been superseded to a

considerable extent by International rules. (4) The International

Union organizes new local unions and, to some extent, aids the

local unions in bringing non-unionists into membership. (5) The

International has gradually developed important beneficiary

functions." 13 The activities of the I. T. U. and affiliated bodies

have included, in addition to agitation for higher rates of pay,

shorter hours of work, and safer and more sanitary working con-

ditions, the standardization of apprenticeship requirements and

the provision of technical education, death benefits, old-age

pensions, and a national Union Printers
7 Home for the disabled

and aged. As an aid in enforcing their status, the German-

American Typographia in 1885 and the L T. U. in 1886 joined

the union label movement. From 1893. labels issued by local

Allied Printing Trades Councils supplanted I. T. U. symbols

where the former were established.

The specialization of the tasks of printers and the increasing

size of the L T. U. resulted in a series of experiments to adapt

the international organization to trade and local needs. The

right to form separate local unions was granted to women in

1869 to 1873 and to printers in foreign languages from 1869. In

addition, the international has had under its jurisdiction at one

time or another local unions of pressmen, stereotypes and eleo

trotypers, bookbinders, mailers, type-founders, photo-engravers,

proofreaders, and newspaper reporters. Women's locals ceased
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to exist in 1878 when the acceptance from 1870 of women into

"men's" locals had become general. The international has also

generally resisted the formation of any more specialized locals

than necessary in any given "jurisdiction/
5

usually a city area.

This latter policy, which Involved an effort to make the I. T. U.

an inclusive industrial union rather than a more specialized craft

union, finally caused a secession movement upon the part of

certain specialized trades. Local unions of allied trades only
numbered two to three with sixty-three to 118 members in 1874-

79, but they grew consistently in 1880-87 to a total of twenty-
seven with 1,608 members. The formation of the International

Printing Pressmen's Union in 1886 and later of other specialized

unions then called for new adjustments of I. T. U. policies to

ward off withdrawals. Thirty allied locals with but 1,108 mem-
bers in 1888 dropped to twenty-five subordinate unions and

757 members in 1889 and eighteen locals and 545 members in

1890, the price of I. P. P. U. expansion.
The report of a committee, appointed at the 1887 I. T. U.

convention, resulted in the establishment in 1888 of seven

geographical district unions, each under the supervision of an

organizer of the I. T. U. who was also a member of the interna-

tional's executive council as a vice-president of the larger union.

Thus, "much of the conflicting matters constantly arising can

be harmonized," and the district organizers were to be "enabled

to greatly add to our numerical strength by zealous application
to that work." 14 Since this device did not achieve the desired

result, the I. T. TJ. constitution was again amended in 1891 to

provide for the organization of two "trade district unions,"

actually formed in 1893, one each for pressmen and stereotypers.
Under similar conditions, the German-American Typographia, a

national union of German-language printers, amalgamated with

the I. T. U. in 1893. From these starts, natural outgrowths of

the idea of geographical district unions, developments induced

the I. T. U. to grant greater powers to its trade district unions

and to increase their number. To effect a compromise with the

growing I. P. P. U., later known as the International Printing
Pressmen and Assistants' Union, the I. T. U. eliminated the

Pressmen's Trade District Union in 1895 and permitted its

former members to withdraw to join the pressmen's interna-

tional. The same year, it also allowed its bookbinders' locals to
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secede and affiliate with the International Brotherhood of Book-

binders. To ally the pressmen's, bookbinders', and typographers*

locals, the arrangements formally provided for the establishment

of local Allied Printing Trades Councils where locals of more

than one international existed. This type of federation had been

taking shape in certain localities for several years. An agreement

signed March 7, 1911, brought these local councils under the

general jurisdiction of the International Allied Printing Trades

Association, a body which affiliated the five chief international

printers' unions.

As a result of these withdrawals, the I. T. U. enlarged the

Stereotypers' Trade District Union to include the electrotypers

in 1896, a trade enlarged by the rise of cheap magazines and of

colored supplements for Sunday newspapers. The I. T. U. gave
this district union in 1898 greater powers over its own members

and provided that any of the other trades with local unions under

I. T. U. jurisdiction might form trade district unions with powers
similar to those granted the Electrotypers and Stereotypers'

Trade District Union. This action and the formation of other

international unions led to the institution of such bodies for the

type-founders in 1900 and the photo-engravers and the mailers in

1902. The L T. U. amended its constitution in 1891 to authorize

charters for local unions of "editors (other than managing editors)

and reporters/' In addition, it exempted newswriters in 1893

from the four-year apprentice rule and gave them in 1896 a vice-

presidency. Twenty-sLx Newswriters' Unions were granted char-

ters by the I. T. U., however, in 1891-1902, and Newswriters'

Unions Nos. 3 and 9, at Scranton and Milwaukee, were affiliated

with the I. T. U. in 1936. Newswriters, however, never became

very successful under L T. U. auspices (see Chapter XVII and

Tables XXXI and XXXII, Appendix). In spite of these adapta-

tions, referendums became necessary which granted the priv-

ilege of withdrawal to I. T. U. members to join in 1901 the

International Stereotypers and Electrotypers' Union, chartered

by the A. F. of L. January 1, 1902, and in 1904 the International

Photo-Engravers' Union, formed October 22, 1900, the two other

unions which joined the International Allied Printing Trades

Association. Thus, the trade district union idea became largely a

means for facilitating the peaceful formation of international

unions for certain allied trades. Finding the geographical unions
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awkward, chiefly because of the manner in which each controlled

the election of its I. T. U. vice-president or organizer, the con-

stitution was amended in 1901 to abolish these districts and to

provide for the appointment of organizers by the president with

the approval of the executive council. An appointed organizer,

with a longer tenure of office, could be trained to do more effective

promotion work. A similar effort to abolish trade district unions

met with an injunction which prevented the action. The trade

districts of the German-American printers and the mailers, hence,

continue to exist. In 1936, the German-Americans still had fifteen

locals and 360 members, and the mailers, forty-seven and 3,230

dues-payers.

Only one union has disputed the jurisdiction of the I. T. U.

on a broad scale. This organization, the International Printers'

Protective Fraternity, was started in 1886 at Kansas City, Mis-

souri, by local organizations established at Kansas City in 1884

and at Topeka, Kansas, in 1885. Immediately dubbed by I. T. U.

officials a "so-called organization of rats," it apparently reached

its greatest strength in 1891. The fact that Fraternity officers

got together bands of
"
scabs" to aid newspaper publishers in

altercations with I. T. U. locals supported the "rat" designation
for the body. The constitution of the Fraternity, too, denounced

strikes, lockouts, and boycotts, declared arbitration to be its

policy, and announced that it would not fix arbitrary scales of

wages or regulations for hours of work. The I. T. U. printers em-

ployed by the Los Angeles Times, for instance, struck in 1890, and
the Times replaced these workers with Fraternity members. The
Times also supplied such printers to publishers of other west
coast papers in order to strengthen its own open shop position.
After the local union had made several unsuccessful efforts with

boycotts to alter the Times' attitude, the I. T. U. took command
of the campaign in 1901. The international brought pressure to

bear on subscribers and advertisers, published a weekly news-

paper, and found means for diverting public printing from the

Times to other printing plants. W. R. Hearst, at the instance of

I. T. U. officials, started his Los Angeles Examiner in December,
1903, as a competitor of the Times. But, despite all efforts, the

Times remains an open shop newspaper and an avowed and
active enemy of union labor. The bombing of the Times building

early on October 1, 1910, dramatized for Harrison Gray ("Old
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Walrus") Otis his determined struggle as publisher of that paper.
Even though the A. F. of L., Eugene V. Debs, the Socialist Party,
and others advanced the idea that

a
O!d Walrus" had destroyed

his own plant, the brothers McXamara Iron Workers Union
dynamiters were kidnapped from Indianapolis, tried, and fi-

nally brought to confess. The Fraternity, an aid in opening
this shop to non-union men, gained little for Its members by
the move. And with the continued growth of the I. T. U~,
the ineffective threat of an organization which did not function

along the lines worked out by successful American trade unions
waned.

Hours

Since few printers worked on early dailies on a time basis, their

hours of work may only be estimated. From about twelve to

fifteen hours of labor in early daily plants, however, the average
reached twelve in morning paper plants and ten to eleven in

evening in the 1830's. New York Typographical Union Xo. 6 in

its first scale, put into force in 1851, set the hours for make-up
men, proofreaders, and others on morning papers at twelve and

typesetters at nine, and for printers on evening and other sheets

at ten. The morning papers, the largest individual employers
of printers in newspaper work until well after the Civil War,
were asked by No. 6 to reduce the hours of their employees
one hour further in 1864. In 1366, the N. T. U. recommended
that from May 1, 1866, an eight-hour working day should be

established for its membership, part of a nation-wide move

instigated by workers and politicians. It also praised in 1867

the introduction of the eight-hour day in governmental work,
and the L T. U. recommended in 1869 and 1872 that locals

study the adoption of the eight-hour day in their individual

localities as early as possible. But such resolutions gained little

for the printers. The eight-hour day had not become a part
of our economic mores; it was achieved by the printers and other

trades only after a long series of strikes, through consistent ed-

ucational work, and with changed technological and economic

conditions.

During the general agitation for the eight-hour day in 1880-86,

the I. T. U. at first urged participation by its locals in 1881, but

it refused to join in a concerted drive with other trades in 1885
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to make the change immediately effective. It regarded such a

move as impractical from a public relations standpoint. In

1886-87, the I. T. U. proceeded alone and demanded a nine-hour

day in the larger offices. While the international did not provide
for financing them, a wave of strikes followed. The United Typo-
thetae of America, an employers' body formed in 1887, rejected

the proposal. Acting with the advice of a number of representa-

tive members, therefore, the I. T. U. executive council speedily

assessed members $1 each through their local unions, an action

which the next convention did not sanction by the necessary
three-fourths majority. From then on, points which would in-

volve strikes for enforcement were also made subject to a three-

fourths majority. The large number of unemployed printers in

1892-96, created by the displacement of hand compositors with

linotype operators in newspaper offices and by the general de-

pression, stimulated the nine-hour campaign, especially by mak-

ing it more desirable to newspaper workers. The nine-hour day
finally came through an agreement between the I. T. U., Printing
Pressmen and Assistants' Union, and Brotherhood of Bookbind-

ers and the United Typothetae in 1898. This set a 9|~hour day
from November 21, 1898, and a nine-hour day from November 21,

1899, an improvement quite generally effective by the latter

part of 1900.

Printers secured an eight-hour day less easily but with more

efficiently organized effort. Newspaper printers had managed to

keep the hours of labor for linotype operators at approximately

eight hours a day as early as 1891. The wage scales in force

March 17, 1904, according to a report by the secretary of the

I. T. U., revealed that operators on 340 of 409 morning papers and
358 of 529 evening sheets worked forty-eight hours or less a week,
but on fifty morning and 126 evening papers, fifty-four hours or

more. The time for make-up men, advertising compositors, and

proofreaders averaged somewhat longer. This report covered

about two-thirds of the morning and thirty per cent, of the eve-

ning newspapers in the country, the majority of the large shops.
This situation both interested and encouraged newspaper print-
ers to participate in a drive to make the 48-hour week more

general. After conferences with employers' associations and
several preliminary efforts by its locals in 1902-03, therefore, the

I. T. U. finally resolved at its 1904 convention to make the eight-
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hour day and 48-hour week effective on January 1, 1906, or as

soon thereafter as local contracts expired. The trade associations,

the American Newspaper Publishers' Association and the

U. T. A., tried to fight the battle their own way. During the

summer of 1905, efforts to create open shops brought a wave of

lockouts and strikes. On January 1 and 2, 1906, the nation-wide

strike broke. Each side spent millions in the controversy, but the

eight-hour day became more general after 1908 as a result. The

printers' unions raised funds and secured the aid of the A. F. of L.

Expenditures from the I. T. U. national defense fund totaled

$39,603 in 1905, $815,292 in 1906, $1,531,496 In 1907, 661,793

in 1908, and $161,544 in 1909. During the two years that Typo-

graphical Union No. 6 of New York City actively carried on the

fight, it alone expended $762,485 of Its own and international

funds in strike benefits. The United Typothetae opened a press

bureau, announced that 98,531 union men had deprived 92,800

non-union printers of work, and started to build an organization

to supply "scabs" for opening closed shops. As a result, I. T. U.

membership toppled a little from its 1905 peak of 46,734 to 42,357

in 1907, but It passed its former peak in 1910 with 47.848 and

grew steadily until it reached another high point at 74,355 in

1921. Injunction and contempt proceedings aided the em-

ployers at the expense of the unions in this as in other Industrial

struggles in this country.

After the World War, efforts of printers" unions to secure a

44-hour week became a football of the current anti-union drive

sponsored by such employers' groups as the National Association

of Manufacturers and the Associated Employers of Indianapolis.

This campaign again made fashionable the labeling of all labor

movements "un-American," "red/' or "bolshevistic." The

Associated Employers,
15 for instance, denounced "the typo-

graphical unions for their domination of the newspapers of the

country, and for an oath of allegiance which Is said to place

loyalty to the union above church, government or any other

organization." The International Joint Conference Board,

formed in 1919 by the International Allied Printing Trades

Association and such employers
7

bodies as the Closed Shop

Branch of the United Typothetae of America, had agreed that a

44-hour week would be In effect May 1, 1921. It was not, and

strikes 506 in the printing and publishing Industries in 1921,
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fifty-six in 1922, and nineteen in 1923 swept the country and

cost the unions $17,000,000 in three years. The I. T. U. spent for

defensive purposes $145,997 in 1920, $541,551 in 1921, $8,708,321

in 1922, $5,134,616 in 1923, $1,669,583 in 1924, and $818,917 in

1925. I. T. U. membership toppled from 74,355 in 1921 to 68,746

in 1922 and slightly lower the next year, but the struggle con-

tinued in the face of a parallel campaign by employers to dispense

with closed shop arrangements entirely, a fairly successful plan
in certain quarters until N. R. A. days. The union's membership,

however, recovered and passed its 1921 peak with 74,829 mem-
bers in 1927. It reached a new high in 1931 with 77,757, but de-

pressed financial conditions took its roll of dues-payers down to

73,050 in 1934 and 73,586 in 1935. Of the latter, 65,832 worked

in the United States, and 31,724, on American daily newspapers.
Members of the American Newspaper Publishers' Association

employed 23,868.

Effective January 1, 1933, the I. T. U. made the 40-hour,

five-day week the basis for further employment contracts. The
A. N. P. A. opposed this move, but the I. T. U. extended its

application by arranging for the substitution of unemployed ty-

pographers one day a week for those employed. Under N. R. A.,

the unions attempted to secure a 32-hour week as a means of

eliminating unemployment, but the Daily Newspaper Code in

effect from March 12, 1934, to June 16, 1935, prescribed for

mechanical employees a 40-hour or as much as a 48-hour week
in localities with a shortage of competent workers. The effectiveness

of the 44-hour and the 40-hour week drives may be estimated

from the following figures for weekly hours of day labor in the

larger cities, respectively as of January 1, 1929, 1935, and 1936:

46.2, 43.6, and 41.0 for typographical employees; 46.5, 44.8, and
44.4 for stereotypers; 44.2, 41.7, and 40.9 for photo-engravers;

47.0, 45.5, and 44.4 for pressmen-in-charge; 47.1, 45.3, and 44.2

for journeymen pressmen; and 47.1, 44.7, and 43.5 for mailers.

Of the 31,724 United States I. T. U. members working on dailies

in 1935, 25,727 or 81.1 per cent, were employed under agreements
which stipulated forty hours or less work a week. These figures
also suggest the rough similarity which exists between the pro-

grams of the various printers' unions. Because of this resem-

blance, this chapter traces in some detail chiefly trends in the

I. T. U. and its relationships.
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Wages ^
Eours

y
and Costs

The rates paid newspaper workers between 1830 and 1936

reflect the general efficiency of unions in raising wages as well as

the trend of the general standard of living and the increasing

prosperity of the industry. Pay to compositors for daywork, for

example, went from about $1 for a 12-hour day in the 1830's to

$1.50 for ten hours sixty hours a week in 1S42, $2 in 1857, and

$3 in 1865-72. Commodity prices fell from the Civil War to the

end of the century, generally speaking, and after the panic of

1873 compositors' wages eased down to about $2.55 in 1SSO but

rose again by 1890 to $3.93 for a nine-hour day on newspapers,

$.437 an hour for 53.1 hours a week, in six large cities as reported

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In 1900, wages in the six

cities averaged $.521 an hour for 49.8 hours a week. From that

point, average wages reached $.539 in twelve cities in 1910,

$.905 in eleven in 1920, and $1.201 in eleven in 1930. Editor &
Publisher reported average daywork wages for compositors in

thirty-six cities as of January 1 each year as follows: $1.135 in

1930, $1.144 in 1932, $1.053 in 1934, and $1.158 in 1936. Mean-

while, average weekly hours of day work for compositors declined

to 45.4 in 1910 as a result of the eight-hour drive, held at 45.4 in

1920, and eased to 45.0 in 1930. For the thirty-six cities, as noted

above, the average dropped from 46.0 to 41.0 between January 1,

1930, and January 1, 1936. To relate this trend to that for all

labor, the Bureau of Labor Statistics expresses newspaper com-

positors' wages per hour in index figures of 92.7 in 1910, 160.7

in 1920, and 212.5 in 1930; the wages of all newspaper labor,

94.0 in 1910 and 213.1 in 1930. Index figures of 94.4, 199.0, and

272.1 reflect the wages of all unionized trades in these years. The

fact that newspaper workers lose less time in seasonal unemploy-

ment and that the Special Standing Committee and Open Shop

Department of the A. N. P. A. grow more efficient accounts in

part for the smaEer rise in printers' wages.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that in 1896 it cost

$33.64 to set four newspaper pages by machine and $72.16 by

hand. The total cost of producing four type-pages advanced from

$82.74 in 1896 to $126.75 in 1916 and $182.71 in 1926. With

10,000 copies of a standardized four-page newspaper as a unit,

the Bureau concluded that a handset, type-printed newspaper of
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1896 took 635 man-hours for the first unit and about 250 for each

additional 10,000 papers, $116.07 for the first unit and $33.33

for each additional. In 1916, the first unit of a similar paper set by
machine and printed from stereotype plates involved 215.1 man-
hours at a cost of $135.77, and additional units, only 1.8 man-

hours or $1.19. In 1926
;
the first unit came to 157.5 man-hours

or $200.00, and additional units, to 1.7 man-hours or $2.06. In

view of increased circulation and pages printed, actual labor cost

rose from an average of $4.81 a unit in 1916 to $7.27 in 1926, an

increase of 51.1 per cent. As a result of increased mechanical

efficiency, the number of wage earners in the combined newspaper
and periodical industry increased but 33.0 per cent, between

1889 and 1914 even though aggregate circulation mounted 201.7

per cent.; while aggregate wages, too, increased 72.4 per cent., the

value of products climbed 175.7 per cent. The influence of tech-

nological change became even more marked in 1914-29. The
number of wage earners in the combined industry increased but

13.4 per cent, while aggregate circulation rose 42.9; wages
mounted 186.1 per cent, in contrast with an increase of 350.5

per cent, in the value of products. During 1929-33, however,
unionism aided in checking the decline in wages. While employ-
ment fell off 15.6 per cent., and the value of products, 42.2 per

cent., total wages declined 35.5 per cent. The comparison of

employment and aggregate circulation figures, of course, leaves

out of account the steady increase in the number of pages per

copy printed between 1889 and 1929; allowance for this factor

would further emphasize the extent to which employment has not

kept pace with increased production. Figures on the situation

described for the newspaper industry alone, too, are unfortu-

nately lacking.

Publishers' Associations and Labor

Newspaper labor problems, differing somewhat from those of

other printing shops, attracted the attention of publishers' or-

ganizations from time to time from the 1830's on. A lack of

records clouds our knowledge of this early situation. A union

printer of Albany, New York, however, declared in May,
1864, that "a powerful organisation exists among the newspaper
publishers of this and Western States, having for one of its ob-

jects the extinction of Typographical Unions. The simultaneous
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introduction of female compositors at various points, shows the

line of policy adopted.
7 '

While scarcely conclusive proof in time

of war, other evidence of such a combine exists. In connection

with the discussion of a lockout of union printers by the Chicago
Times

)
the International Industrial Assembly at its meeting in

Louisville in September, 1864, decided: "There is good reason to

believe that this effort is the result of a combination of capitalists

known as the Northwestern Publishers' Association, to break up
the Typographical Unions of the country, and control their

employes to such an extent as to dictate to them the prices and

conditions of labor." 16 Resolutions adopted at a meeting of the

Western Associated Press in Cincinnati in May, 1864, substanti-

ate such allegations, but publishers did not adopt a continuous

program of their own for labor relations until after the formation

in 1887 of the American Newspaper Publishers
7

Association, pri-

marily an organization of the publishers of large daily newspapers.

The extensive use of the linotype in newspaper offices after 1890,

relatively stable employment conditions, and the need for con-

tinuous publication at a given place made newspaper labor

problems differ more and more from those of other printing

shops. For these reasons in addition to the fact that they had the!*

own trade association, daily newspaper publishers did not de-

pend to any great extent upon the work of the United Typo-

thetae but developed their own labor relations program through

the A. N. P. A.

Labor relations frequently entered the discussions of the

A. N. P. A. from its first convention in 1887, but details of early

labor policies and projects are lacking due to the closed door at

its meetings, a practice still in effect. Newspaper publishers had

a series of difficulties with the I. T. U. in 1898-1900, however,

which caused local publishers' associations to strengthen their

relationships and finally brought A. N. P. A. labor policies into

the open. Chicago dailies suspended for four days in 1898 to fight

the demands of the stereotypes and formally agreed not to deal

separately with a striking union. The Pittsburgh publishers
7

association precipitated a strike in 1899 by its refusal to give the

local typographical union jurisdiction over machine tenders and

proofreaders. At the suggestion of a committee appointed in 1899,

therefore, the A. N. P. A. organized a labor bureau in 1900 di-

rected by a Special Standing Committee and financed by volun-
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tary contributions. This committee made an arbitration agree-

ment with the I. T. U. for one year, effective May 1, 1901. The
usefulness of this contract, under which fifty-six disputes were

arbitrated, led the A. N. P. A. to make similar arrangements with

both the I, T. U. and the I. P. P. and A. U. for five years in 1902

and again in 1907, and for ten years in 1912. In 1922, "the

A. N. P. A., in convention, rejected the renewal of any Interna-

tional Arbitration Agreement with any international union which

exempts from the scrutiny of an impartial arbitrator those laws

of the union which affect wages, hours, working conditions and

administration of the department. This action was necessitated

by an international policy of progressive encroachment, through
ex parte union legislation, upon the jurisdiction of arbitration

over the four fundamental points of industrial relations." 17

Only the I. P. P. and A. U., the second largest in the printing

trades, agreed to make a new International Arbitration Agree-
ment under the new terms. This contract began its third five-

year term on January 1, 1933.

Significantly enough, the A. N. P. A. Open Shop Department
came into existence the year the first type of agreements expired,
1922. This department aids "those members which conduct

open shops" and "those which experience difficulty in endeavor-

ing to get out their newspapers."
18 It is "in no sense of the word

a strike-breaking organization," but "the widespread knowledge
of its operations has frequently had such psychological effect that

many labor union difficulties have resulted in amicable settle-

ment." 19 H. W. Flagg,
20
manager of the Open Shop Department,

reported in 1933 that "Crews have been taken into Wichita,

Kan.; Paterson, N. J. ; Springfield, HI.; Holyoke, Mass.; Bayonne,
N. J.; Minneapolis, Minn.; New Haven, Conn.; Gloversville,
N. Y.; New Bedford, Mass., and San Francisco, Cal. These crews

ranged from ten to three hundred men, the latter for use in San
Francisco." The Open Shop Department calls this "aid ... to

get out their newspapers"; workers insist that it is strike-break-

ing, regardless of the "sense of the word." Mr. Flagg cited "many
causes" for the increased activity of his division in 1933, "one of

the main causes undoubtedly being the necessity of reducing ex-

penses in every department of the newspaper, and the objection of

the Typographical Union to a reduction of wage scales, as a result

of which many strikes have taken place." In 1934, Mr. Flagg
21
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admitted the
"
growing unrest" throughout the country but

pointed out, "It has been found that employes of an excellent

type have been readily available, and it is probable that this

condition will continue for some time. Sufficient help can be
furnished to any newspaper finding it desirable to make use of

such help.'
5

The 1935 report of the Open Shop Department,
22 less than

200 words in length, is even more vague than its brief predeces-

sors, but it does include these statements: "During the past year
the unemployment of non-union printers has shown a decided

decrease, and many who had been unemployed for several years
are now working. . . . The Open Shop Department has re-

ceived an increasing number of requests for assistance from pub-
lishers from all parts of the country, and in each case prompt
attention has been given to such inquiries and all possible in-

formation and help supplied." In addition, Mr. Flagg's activities

apparently entered a broader field: "EDITOR & PUBLISHER was
told unofficially that Mr. Flagg offered the services of his com-

mittee to aU publishers, members and non-members, for strike-

breaking purposes."
23 The equally illuminating 1936 report

utilized 136 words. The members of the mighty A. X. P. A. aid

their brethren in presenting a united front against organized
labor in this as in other fashions.

Figures for 435 A. N. P. A. shops in 1935 reveal the extent to

which that body has succeeded in eliminating union "interfer-

ence" with operation. Of the 435, 321 had union operation under

contract; fifty-one, union operation without contract; forty-two

maintained non-union arrangements; and twenty-one are "not in

union jurisdiction." The 372 union shops employed 23,868 or

75.2 per cent, of the L T. U. members working for American

newspapers.
After concluding that trade associations "are negotiatory

wherever the unions hold the strategic position or are of strategic

advantage to the employer," C. E. Bonnett,
24 student of em-

ployers' associations, pointed out In 1922 that the newspaper is

negotiatory largely because it "must appear regularly and in a

very short time, and this appearance depends upon workmen

who are skilled and accordingly well organized." Since 1922,

nevertheless, the growth of the Open Shop Department has

given the A. N. P. A. a more belligerent tendency. Even the
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Special Standing Committee, its negotiatory agency, has taken

on a more contentious viewpoint. The increasing number of

local monopolies, the speed with which a crew of strike-breakers

may be installed, the ability of newspapers to create public

opinion unfavorable to a printers' strike, and the press's alliances

with businessmen and politicians have contributed heavily to

this significant change.
The International Arbitration Agreements with unions other

than the I. P. P. and A. U. lapsed in 1922, but "if local publishers

and local unions agree mutually to arbitrate in accordance with

the last International Arbitration Agreement between the

A. N. P. A. and the International union concerned, the Inter-

national Board functions and its decisions have the same force

and effect as to the parties concerned as if the International

Arbitration Agreement had been formally renewed." 25 To pre-

pare publishers for such bi-partisan hearings, the Special Stand-

ing Committee has built up in its Chicago office cross-indexed

files of arbitration decisions from 1901 and of the ex parte deci-

sions of the I. T. U. executive council from 1913. Due to such

equipment and the other aid which the Special Standing Com-
mittee representatives can furnish in arbitration proceedings,
the A. N. P. A. 26 could boast that "between the demands of

the unions and the contracts as finally signed, there was a saving
to A. N. P. A. members, during the year ending April 1, 1931,
of 860,000. In addition, the retention of hours of work, above

decreased hours demanded by the union, amounted to 400,000

man-hours, an item in itself amounting to approximately
$500,000." When the Newspaper Industrial Board was set up
under the N. R. A. Daily Newspaper Code in 1934, the Special

Standing Committee speedily made its reference sources and
the experience of its specialists available to all assentors to the

daily code, both members and non-members of A. N. P. A.

These information files and the influence of A. N. P. A. have
also been useful in lobbying against the enactment of federal

and state laws favorable to organized labor.

The Teletypesetter entered the labor relations arena of the

daily newspaper industry in 1935 in a lockout of I. T. U. mem-
bers on March 15 by the Champaign-Urbana (Illinois) Evening
Courier. The compositors declined to handle tape cut by non-
union typists. If they could gain control of the tape-punching
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operation, they realized that they would not be subject to techno-

logical unemployment or that at least they could minimize it.

The Courier, of course, preferred to use girl typists, Mred at

much lower wages, who could be trained to manipulate the

machines. The Courier finally contracted on August 24, 1936,

to use union perforators on the condition that the tape also be

used through a wire hook-up in the company's Decatur Herald &
Review plant. H. J. Kelly,

27 chairman of the Special Standing

Committee, in his 1935 report to A. X. P. A., asserted that this
"
effort of the I. T. U. to force its jurisdiction outside of the

composing room and to compel the employment of high-priced,

skilled labor upon tasks wrhich can better be performed by a

typist is a bold attempt by the union to extend its jurisdic-

tion ... by intimidation and coercion.
33 He stated that the

Teletypesetter and the Sernagraph "will, in all probabiiit}',

constitute the issue on what may be an epochal struggle between

newspaper publishers and the public, on the one hand, and the

International Typographical Union on the other." If the

A. N. P. A. succeeds in this contest, it may make these inven-

tions the means of weakening or even destroying printing union-

ism. Typists and a few mechanical experts would supplant

skilled tradesmen. The typists could easily be replaced, and the

mechanical experts would be "professional men,
73

possibly col-

lege graduates, "above" unionization.

Another union-breaking possibility, the Tjpe-0-Writer, came

out into the open during the Springfield, Massachusetts, strike

of 1935. This device, fastened over the ordinary Linotype or

Intertype keyboard, operates much like an ordinary typewriter.

Operated by typists, both the striking and the strike-breaking

printers of Springfield opposed this innovation. As the Typo-

graphical Forum reported on July 27, 1935, "Four Type-O
Writers were recently installed in the composing room of the

Springfield Republican. And four ordinary typists, with little

special training, are now setting type on that paper, helping

to defeat the union printers who have been on strike for the

past two months." Andrew Good had patented the idea in 1932,

and the American Type-0-Writer Co., Ltd., began manufac-

turing the attachments in 1933. By 1935, the company had

sold 100, chiefly to open-shop California papers. Hervey Lees,

president of the organization, says that he will not sell Type-O-
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Writers to plants until thirty days after a strike is called, some

slight consolation to I. T. U. members. Editor & Publisher re-

ported on September 14, 1935, "that in several isolated points

union operators, either at their own expense or, in at least one

case, at the expense of the publisher, are taking courses in type-

writer keyboard operation, virtually the only requisite for handling
of the line-casting machine equipped with the Type-0-Writer/

7

Such technological changes interest I. T. U. members more

and more in industrial unionism rather than organization along

craft lines. Typographers recall the numerous instances, too

in the Springfield strike, for example in which pressmen, stereo-

typers, and others failed to make common cause with them.

The A. N. P. A. has undertaken two other chief lines of en-

deavor to meet labor relations problems: The Committee on

Printing Trade Schools directs the subsidization of a group of

technical schools which assure the industry of a supply of trained

workmen, a supply not produced under the I. T. U. apprentice-

ship system. And the Mechanical Department attempts to

increase plant efficiency and to stimulate the professionaliza-

tion of mechanical workers.

The desire to find workmen without union affiliations with

whom to open closed shops resulted in the establishment of

trade schools by the United Typothetae in 1905 in New York
and Chicago. While the curriculum was later broadened, students

of the New York school at first "were taught only a small part
of the entire trade, and a large number of them were turned out

in a short time, capable of only a limited number of operations
and not possessing average speed in these. The schools were

established to furnish strike-breakers, and in this they were

successful. The National Association of Manufacturers gave
moral and financial support to the New York school by having
American Industries printed by the students." 2S

To determine means for strengthening its own position in

this field, the I. T. U. appointed in 1907 a Commission on Sup-

plemental Trade Education from which grew its Bureau of Edu-
cation. Realizing the need to have an adequate supply of union-

minded tradesmen available, the I. T. U. shortly established a

printing school and a system of correspondence lessons for

apprentices.

The A. N. P. A. and regional publishers' associations followed
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the U. T. A. in this movement. The Empire State School of

Printing at Ithaca, New York, was started in the same year that

the Open Shop Department of the A. X. P. A. came into exist-

ence, 1922, by the New York State Publishers' Association and

"is enthusiastically supported by that body in collaboration with

the New York City Publishers' Association, the A. X. P. A.,

and the Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers** Association.

Students are taught typography in all forms, including machine

operation, the science of management, advertisement writing and

salesmanship, headline writing, proofreading, the fundamentals

of presswork, plant engineering and so forth." Its graduates

step "into the world with a firm knowledge of what newspaper

production is all about, and, incidentally, each with an assured

job."
29 In addition to the Empire school, the A. N. P. A. aids

the Pacific Northwest School of Printing at Spokane, the South-

ern School of Printing at Nashville, and the Southwest School

of Printing at Dallas.

W. W. Barrett,
30 a field agent for the Board of Governors of

the International Allied Printing Trades Association, told the

I. T. U. convention in 1928 the other side of the story: "These

schools are attempting to make printers and printing tradesmen,

with the outcome that they are turning out half-baked craftsmen,

and these men will be compelled ... to seek employment in

printing offices, . . . even displacing members who have served

their apprenticeships in accordance with the regulations of these

unions." He also referred to the increasing number of printing

courses in high schools and public trade schools throughout the

country. With the more adequate functioning of the I. T. U.

apprenticeship system, publisher-sponsored schools declined in

number and size and became more professional. The union

adjusted to the public school situation through a "policy of

establishing friendly relations with schools teaching printing."

The I. T. U. Bureau of Education reported in 1928 that "Numer-

ous schools in every state in the Union . . . have pledged their

active support and encouragement to our educational program.

National and state school officials have likewise been extremely

helpful in urging school officials and teachers to adopt our

modern methods and instructional material. ... As a result

many educators have assured us of their sympathetic accord

with our educational and industrial problems."
31
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Since 1927, the A. N. P. A. Mechanical Department has held

annual conventions of mechanical men to make labor-saving

devices known and to develop
"
experts'

3

; experts, it believes,

"and not merely good journeymen, are needed to man the

printing equipment in which American newspaper publishers

have invested millions of dollars. Experts are needed to insure

publishers against a performance let-down, against a devastating

potential waste, and against indifferent or poor printing." These

conventions and the dissemination of data and instructions are

said to promote among printers "an awareness of their new

position, and an alertness for figures and details that is resulting

in great printing improvements."
32

Beginning in 1930, the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers has also arranged
annual conferences for its Printing Industries Division. Efforts

to professionalize skilled workers has become a major means of

reducing labor difficulties. Technological changes aid this

process.

Societal Significance

During the century and a half of daily newspaper history,

hence, employees gradually formulated methods for protecting
and advancing their trade interests- This tendency accelerated

and was accelerated by similar efforts upon the part of em-

ployers. It proceeded with the growth of the industry, of indus-

trial America, and of the trade union and trade association

movement generally. As the industry became more and more
extensive and integrated, the I. T. U. and other international

printers' unions interested themselves in the general trade and
class objectives of other organized workers as well as in such

printers' problems as the consolidation movement among news-

papers, the belligerent and negotiatory branches of their em-

ployers' associations, and technological changes. Child labor,

collective bargaining, old-age pensions, unemployment insur-

ance, and other legislation tended to ally the I. T. U. more

definitely with other unions and the AffN. P. A. with other

manufacturers' associations During the whole period, techno-

logical changes despite efforts of unions to accommodate
themselves to their possibilities through gaming a share in

the advantages offered have largely aided the cause of the

employers. (The next two chapters, in connection with dis-
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cussions of ownership and trade associations, treat other phases
of these adjustments of employees and employers not covered

here.^)
The adjustments of labor and of the physical basis of the daily

newspaper demonstrate the operation of a number of tentative

principles, observed elsewhere by social scientists. Printing
and paper making illustrate the phenomenon of multiple inven-
tion and the relation of the accepted variation in methods to
current societal needs.(ln these fields and in labor, the squirming
of man to find an answer to his most pressing problem at anv
given time and place usually resulted in the selection of one of

the several variations offered, the one which by trial and error
and comparison appeared to fit immediate needs) Here as else-

where in society, th^^great^man,
55

^1Tgrea!er
perception than life^-fellows, recognized the probable solution

to a given problem, developed it, and gave it successful applica-
tion. The factor of numbers in contact spurred the development
as well as the adoption of modifications in practices most readily
in the larger urban communities. From these places, the^E^ges'
spread with less resistance into the smaller cities and towns by
emulation by the imitation of successful applications as

similar problems presented themselves.
t
The tendency to resist

the acceptance of a new variation, called cultural lag, is less

observable in the physical or economic basis of newspaper pub-
lication than in editorial policy or in social institutions less

closely related to the self-maintenance processes of society.

Among other examples of this may be recalled the more rapid

adoption of improved machinery than of methods of plant con-

struction which would provide safer and more healthful working
conditions and even increase individual efficiency. As improved
means of communication facilitated the transmission of tech-

nical variations, vested interests gradually worked for the insti-

tutionalization of the process. The workers through their appren-

ticeship systems and the employers through their subsidization

of trade schools and their efforts to professionalize employees

attempted to control the act of transmission for their own class

interests. Larger aspects of this process appear in the economic

and political struggles for the control of the press, for "freedom

of the press." {.The vast increases in the volume of technological

variations and in the rate of communication have somewhat
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counteracted the
"
hardening" effects of these tendencies on

the "arteries" of communication,
j

\What influences have these many developments brought to

bear upon the status and function of the daily newspaper as a

social instrument? Do newspapers printed in large factories,

produced through the investment of huge sums in raw materials,

equipment, and labor, still represent the mass of readers? What

may result from the growing stratification of class interests,

typified by the employer-employee relationships in daily news-

paper plants?

The natural processes of social evolution kept the tiny dailies

of the early nineteenth century in close adjustment to reader

interests. If one sheet did not satisfy with its news and views

the desires of a sizable group of subscribers, it failed, and those

of another daily did. With larger dailies, colorful "personal"
editors became symbols of political and economic interests.

Sensationalism and other forms of popular entertainment

fiction, human interest articles, and humor adjusted the con-

tents of dailies to mass-circulation needs on the long rising market
of newspaper sales. The "power" of the editorial page declined,

an aid to newspaper bigness and monopoly?J

The industry thus maintained a fair accord with reader inter-

ests until the twentieth century brought its years of acute social

adjustments. The huge newspaper units, once subject to popular

whims, reared higher and higher above the tides of mass fancies

and needs. Readers began to learn that newspaper publishers

mostly alignesd themselves with other large employers of labor

and capital. /They found that mounting costs led publishers to

adopt the methods of "big business" to maintain profits: monop-
olies, horizontal expansions of holdings into chains, vertical

expansions to include papermills and power plants, lockouts,

shipments of "scabs" to open closed shops, strike injunctions,

high-pressure deals with labor unions, lobbying for special priv-

ileges, and many more. Labor leaders discovered that editors,

with few exceptions, would not side with them because of news-

paper shop conditions and commercial relationships. As Editor &
Publisher S3 asserted editorially in 1934, "To read some news-

papers one would believe, were he unsophisticated, that 'Reds^
were behind every strike, instigating every labor move, heroically

defending every poor man's cause, from the Atlantic to the
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Pacific." Certain newspapers, notably those following the pre-
cepts of E. W. Scripps, furnish the few exceptions.
As the long-time series of mechanical developments raised

newspaper printing from the handicraft stage, the public also
underwent changes. It became more literate. It grew to suspect
time-worn catchwords and theories when they ran counter to
economic and political experiences. After 1900, the newspaper
as well as other industries fell under repeated waves of "muck-
raking." And in 1933-35, the "valiant fight" of the A. X. P. A.,
led by R. R. McCormick, for "freedom of the press" under the
N. R. A. did not

^ousa the popular outcry those crusaders

fondly anticipated^ Such sophistries as the following, uttered

by W. R. Hearst,
34 stimulated popular doubt: "I believe that

newspapers should be let alone to do their duty to the public in

their own way as they have always faithfully done. ... If

this meddling government of ours would only mind its own
legitimate affairs and keep its interfering and infected finger
out of the eye of industry, we would all be able to enjoy not

only prosperity, but life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness
the forgotten ideals of American independence and individ-

ualism." The "public" has greater concern in keeping the

"interfering and infected finger" of certain powerful publishers
out of its own eye.
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CHAPTER VII

OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

PECULIARITIES

In newspaper publication place the owner
or his representative in a relation to Ms product somewhat
different from that of a canned goods manufacturer. But

the ownership relation in the daily newspaper industry exhibits

parallelisms to other industries in general policies as well as in

factory processes. An evolutionary perspective of adjustments in

ownership reveals Intimate connections between the status of the

entrepreneur and the newspaper's "physical basis/' distribution

system, advertising, and editorial practices. It points to the ex-

tent to which the industry's physical aspect underlies its eco-

nomic adaptations and to which its economic arrangements
facilitate and hamper adjustments to changing social conditions.

As factory processes and the employment conditions of me-
chanical workers passed from small-shop to mass-production

levels, the "printer" of a dally divided Ms tasks among pub-
lisher, business manager., editor, and other specialists and assist-

ants. As the newspaper became a more stable industrial unit,

certain entrepreneurs extended their investments and control

over more than one unit In the Industry and into related fields,

newsprint manufacturing, newsgatherlng, and others. To detail

this story, the economics and practices of publication are divided

into these phases: the size and relative stability of general

English-language, foreign-language, and Xegro dailies; politics

and newspaper management; experiments In control; budgets and

newspaper management; chains and combinations; "synthetic

chains"; and publishers' associations. The next chapter treats

the last three of these points, influential factors in the integra-

tion of control in the industry.

Size mid Relative Stability

Prior to the appearance of the cheap press after 1830, political

parties and politicians, subscribers^ advertisers, and personal

journalists subjected the small dailies to their whims. Some print-

ers issued dallies as mere side-lines to their job-printing businesses.

165
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In 1810, the 108 printing plants of Pennsylvania grossed but

$353,517, a figure that included the operations of nine dailies.

By 1860, one establishment in New York City issued 31,805,000

daily and other newspapers a year which carried advertisements

worth some $800,000 and consumed newsprint costing $400,000,

a larger turnover than that of all American printing plants in

1810.

The original capital required and the sales price of dailies in-

creased with their size and relative stability. D. C. Claypoole
sold Claypoolers American Daily Advertiser and his printing es-

tablishment to Zachariah Poulson in 1800 for $10,000, a fair

price for one of the oldest and best established journals in the

United States. Groups of Federalists, for comparison, had to

spend about $8,000 at that time to establish the Baltimore Anti-

Democrat and $10,000 to start the New-York Evening Post. B. H.

Day set his New York Sun going in 1833 as an adjunct to his

job-printing business, but he sold it in 1838 to M. Y. Beach for

$40,000. J. G. Bennett & Company's New York Morning Herald

of 1835 began with a $500 capital. But the potency of the new
idea in journalism, mass production, offset financial deficiencies.

C. A. Dana, writing in the New-York Tribune in 1850, estimated

that with similar personal equipment a publisher could have

started a daily in New York City in 1840 with $5,000 or $10,000,

figures similar to 1800, and in 1850 with no less than $100,000.

The telegraph in particular made the difference; it took cash to

compete with the news coverage of the Associated Press or to

secure a membership in that combine. H. J. Raymond and his

backers spent $69,000 in 1851 to start the New-York Daily Times,
a venture largely inspired by the Tribune's brag that it dis-

tributed $90,000 to stockholders in 1850. In 1853, Boston tax

assessors valued the Atlas and Post properties at $40,000 each.

Prices spurted again after the Civil War. The sale of the Cin-

cinnati Times at auction in 1870, on the death of its owner,

brought $138,550 from its competitor, the Chronicle, for consoli-

dation purposes. Frederic Hudson of the New York Herald

claimed that eleven men unsuccessfully attempted to buy the

Herald from the Bennetts in 1869 for $2,200,000. He also esti-

mated the value of the New York Times in 1872 at $1,100,000.

The public sale of the St. Louis Democrat the same year netted

$456,000.
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Goodwill, personal factors, the field, and similar intangibles
make estimates of values and of the cash needed for establishing
a new venture quite difficult. The current selling price of a six-

day paper's name and goodwill alone amounts to S6 to $10 for

each unit of circulation, adjusted to accommodate for copy price,

advertising volume, competitive conditions, the sheet's age, and
its earnings record. In purchasing an entire establishment, good-
will, real estate, equipment, newsprint contracts, labor condi-

tions and contracts, news and feature franchises, accounts re-

ceivable and payable, and personnel all enter into the bid-and-ask

dickerings. Any financier may assemble a newspaper's tangibles,
but he usually finds the intangibles especially goodwill, per-

sonnel, and news and feature franchises more costly to syn-
thesize than to purchase. Bernarr Macfadden, successful with

magazines, started the daily Graphic in Xew York City in 1924.

In addition to original investments in the Evening Mail plant and
in other necessaries, Macfadden's company reported deficits of

$519,018 in 1924, $1,579,470 in 1925, $1,459,645 in 1926, $1,074,-

888 in 1927, and $563,796 in 1928. Libel suits of some 87.000,000

cost him only $5,290 in judgments and settlements, a tribute to

his attorneys. To save his investment, Macfadden attempted to

modify the sheet's policies in 1929 and 1932, but the Graphic
ended its pornographic career on July 7. 1932. Before the Phila-

delphia Daily News climbed out of the red in 1928, its backers

met deficits of $445,558 in 1926 and $212,194 in 1927.

Twentieth century evidences of daily newspaper stability are

found, in addition to the Census figures on product values, In

the rapid spread of chain holdings, the erection of many large

buildings, and the consolidation movement.

A. S. Ochs' purchase of the Philadelphia Times and Public

Ledger in 1901 and 1902 and his consolidation of them as the

Public Ledger and Times illustrates one form taken by the "clean-

ing up" of newspaper fields in recent years and certain factors

in newspaper stability which made
"
cleaning up

' J

profitable. One

shortly "began to hear" after the merger, according to G. P.

Rowell,
1 noted advertising agent, "that other Philadelphia dailies

had paid $50,000 apiece to Mr. Ochs . . . and that the explana-

tion was, that by chipping in $350,000, more or less, they had

extinguished one Associated Press franchise" and thus reduced

competition. The five other Pittsburgh dailies for similar reasons
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purchased the morning and Sunday Dispatch and the evening and

Sunday Leader for more than $2,000,000 and suspended them on

February 14, 1923. E. R. Stoll, secretary of the Pittsburgh News-

paper Publishers
7

Association, assumed control of the mechanical

equipment, supplied lists of subscribers simultaneously to the

remaining sheets, and wound up the defunct papers
7

business.

A. T. Robb,
2 a leading writer on newspaper problems, listed in

1926 the following reasons for post-war mergers:

"(1) A desire to 'clean up the field' in behalf of sound economics.

"(2) Despite flush advertising and excellent public response,

many publishers find 1926 increased expense has cut into increased

revenue.

"(3) Noticeable disposition by national advertisers of limited

appropriations to concentrate in a single community medium.

"(4) Destructive competition of rivals, unreasoning and uncon-

trollable.

"(5) Purchase of a morning or evening rival, giving 24-hour

operation of a single plant, is considered by some a practical method
of fully occupying a field.

"(6) Six-day publishers may buy a seven-day rival essentially
to gain entrance to an established Sunday field.

"(7) Economic pressure, usually exerted by local advertisers,
has been the leading cause of post-war consolidations.

"
(8) Politics has rarely dictated a merger."

Other chapters describe the relation of local and national adver-

tisers and wire franchises to the "cleaning up
73

process. Politics,

production costs, and morning-evening combinations enter the

present discussion later.

Of a possible total of 16,000 dailies which hopeful publishers

launched in the general English-language field since 1783, only

1,929 existed in 1934. Ten of 971 dailies of 1880 traced their

origins to weeklies started before 1783, and one, to The Pennsyl-
vania Packet, and Daily Advertiser of 1784. While 108 of the 1880

dailies descended from sheets begun in 1830 or earlier, only

thirty-two had ancestors among the sixty-five dailies of 1830.

Of these thirty-two, thirteen were still published in 1934. Al-

though 739 of the English-language dailies of 1934 claimed begin-

nings in 1884 or earlier, and 640, in 1880 or earlier, only 340 con-

tinued the names or volume numberings of 1880 dailies.
B New

York City's starts emphasize the transient nature of many daily

ventures. Between 1833 and 1880, 146 dailies appeared on the

city's streets in many languages and for many purposes. Twenty-
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nine of these lived until 1880, and eight, until 1936. Only four

1880 and two 1936 New York dailies dated from before 1S33.

In the English-language field in 1924-34, Editor cr Publisher 4

reported 373 new daily or Sunday sheets, 271 mergers, and 234

suspensions, a net decline of 136 units. Of the 136, resulting from

132 operations, 103 were dailies and thirty-three, Sunday sheets.

The trade journal commented that the "mortality among young,
or newly started, newspapers is heavy. Xew plants take root

with difficulty. Some old ones, having outlived usefulness, pass

out. The solidly established press marches on, yielding products

so satisfactory that competition is perilously dificult. . . . The

newspaper has developed into the primary medium of advertising

in this country somewhat by reason of the determined effort of

publishers during the past 20 years to reduce the number of

units, while multiplying the effectiveness of each."

In stressing the mortality of dailies, their growing longevity

must not be overlooked. With 340 dailies in 1934 claiming

records of fifty-four years or more, and thirteen, of 104 or more,

one wonders at the vitality of the living. Few other industries

can point to as many long-lived units. The age of many, however,

must be qualified. Many sheets changed ownership frequently,

were absorbed in mergers, or lost their original name. The line

of direct descent from The Pennsylvania Packet, and Daily Ad-

vertiser of Philadelphia illustrates the point:

Owned by John Dunlap and D. C. Claypoole from Septem-

ber 21, 1784', to December 31, 1790, the Packet became Dunlap's

American Daily Advertiser in 1791-93; Dunlap and Claypoolers

American Daily Advertiser in 1793-95 through a merger with The

Mail; or, Claypoolers Daily Advertiser; Claypoolers American Daily

Advertiser in 1796-1800; and Paulson's American Daily Advertiser

in 1800-39. It merged with The North American as The North

American and Daily Advertiser on January 1, 1840, became TJm

North American on October 21, 1845, merged with a competitor

as the North American afid United States Gazette on July 1, 1847,

and became The North American again on April 16, 1876. The

Philadelphia Public Ledger absorbed this "oldest American daily"

on May 18, 1925, as the Public Ledger and North American, and

reverted to Public Ledger as a title after October 30, 1927. 5 And

then the morning Public Ledger ceased publication Sunday,

April 15, 1934, to merge the next day with the Philadelphia
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Inquirer. With such a genealogy, one recognizes the tenuity of

the question: Did the Inquirer become America's first sesquicen-

tenarian daily on September 21, 1934?

The Packet to Inquirer story resembles many others. The com-

mercial value of large volume numberings, advertising contracts,

circulation lists, wire franchises, and the like has bulked the

1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929

FIGURE XH. THE VALUE OF PRODUCTS or NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS AND
OF NEWSPAPERS (in thousands): 1879-1933. See Table XXJX.

} Appendix.

list of oldsters. As the business shook off its early "class period-
ical" nature and found a substitute for political patronage in

commercial advertising, however, its units became more stable

investments, a tendency illustrated by figures for gross revenues.

The total value of products in 1879-1933 of newspapers and

periodicals combined (see Figure XII) followed tendencies which
differed somewhat from those of daily newspaper circulation

(see Figure II, Chapter IV). Falling commodity prices in 1866-

97, depressions, the World War inflation, and other influences

upon the value of the dollar as well as changes peculiar to the

industry altered the dollar-volumes represented in Figure XII.
To a great extent, these changes in financial conditions account
for the more rapid rise in circulation than in the value of products
between 1879 and 1899 and the reverse of this relationship in

1914-21.
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The Census reports upon which the curves in Figure XII are

based (see Statistical Note and Table XXIX, Appendix) did not
become very complete until 1879. The 1869 Census, for instance,
listed products worth $28,995,214 in the printing and publishing
field as "not specified." In 1849-1904, the Census did not dif-

ferentiate between newspaper and other periodical revenues. In

the earlier reports for
"
newspapers and periodicals printed and

published or published only/
5

too, Census investigators fre-

quently found that publishers did not keep separate accounts for

their newspapers and their job printing shops, THs distinction

became clearer from 1889. Despite these qualifications, the Cen-

sus reports depict fairly representative tendencies. Only one

report, for 1879, segregates daily from other newspaper income.

In that year, dailies drew 49.1 per cent, or 543,702,113 of the

gross of $89,009,074. Dailies then obtained a slightly higher per-

centage from advertising, 49.2, than did aE newspapers and peri-

odicals, 44.0. The figures for advertising revenues in the news-

paper industry alone in 1909-33 suggest that this item of daily

newspaper income probably accounted for eighty to eighty-five

per cent, of the total in the peak year, 1929.

The tendencies in the curve for the value of products of the

newspaper and periodical industry in Figure XII point to certain

industrial developments. Expressed in thousands, total revenues

mounted from $9,301 in 1849 to $20,653 in 1859 and to $25,393

in 1869, figures not represented in the graph. In the post-Civil-

War boom of advertising and of newspaper and periodical es-

tablishment, the total soared to $89,009 in 1879 and $256,816 in

1904. Depressed financial conditions together with the cutting

of copy prices slowed down the rate of increase in 1904-14, but the

total reached $418,849 in 1914. It doubled between 1914 and

1919 and then climbed steadily with the rapid inflation of ad-

vertising during the 1920's to a' peak of $1,580,565 in 1929. The

drop in 1929-33 to $937,114 resulted largely from the halving of

advertising income.

The relation of the total income of newspapers and periodicals

to that of all American industries (see Table XXEK ? Appendix)

emphasizes the comparative growth of this field. The former's

percentage of the latter went from 0.9 in 1849 to 1.1 in 1859 and

then dropped to 0.6 in 1869, a decline due more to inadequate

figures than to actual conditions. It reached a high point in
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1879 at 1.7 and then drifted down with a sharp decline in news-

print prices (see Figure XI, Chapter V) to 1.5+ in 1889 and 1.7

in 1899. The boom in the Sunday newspaper as an advertising

medium in 1899-1904 aided particularly in bringing another high

point at 1.7 per cent, in 1904, a proportion approximately held in

1909 and 1914. Newsprint price-fixing during the World War

together with a shortage of paper combined to bring the latest

low, 1.3 per cent, in 1919. Since then, the percentage tended

higher, particularly in depression periods. It reached 2.3 in 1921,

fell to 1.9 in 1923, and then rose to 2.3 in 1927 and 2.2 in 1929,

but it stood at 3.1 in 1931 and 3.0 in 1933, a striking revelation of

the relative stability of newspapers and periodicals in the face of

adverse financial conditions. The rapid establishment of local

monopolies and the growth of individual enterprises in the field

since 1900 have contributed to this unusual situation. The figures

for the total income of newspapers alone and of their percentage
of the value of products of American industries followed similar

tendencies.

The proportion of advertising revenues to income from sub-

scriptions and sales in the combined newspaper and periodical

industry (see Table XXIX, Appendix) increased constantly
between 1879 and 1929. Advertising mounted from 44.0 per
cent, of total income in 1879 to 56.7 in 1904 and reached a peak
of 70.9 in 1929. The depression took this percentage in 1929-33

back to 60.8, approximately the figure for 1914, the first reverse

indicated by the Census figures. In the newspaper industry

alone, 63.8 per cent, of the total income in 1909 rather than the

60.0 per cent, reported for newspapers and periodicals came from

advertisers. This percentage reached a peak of 74.3 in the news-

paper field in 1929 and also dropped about ten per cent, of the

total in 1929-33, to 64.2. Little wonder that the industry heard

more and more accusations of advertiser dominance after 1900.

The economic factor plays an even more potent role in the

formulation of industrial practices than of social practices less

closely related to society's self-maintenance functions. That
this generalization applies to newspaper publication as well as

to textile fabrication or to intensive farming, the facts indicate.

The less spectacular tendencies of revenues from subscriptions
and sales, shown in Figure XII, illustrate the value of this "back

log" to publishers in such reverses as the 1929 depression. Ex-
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pressed in thousands, this part of newspaper income dropped
only from $275,781 in 1929 to $239,147 in 1933. If legislation
and industrial purification measures trim advertising expendi-
tures, as publishers seem to fear, it is likely that a more equable
relation between the two sources of revenue may result. E. W.
Scripps, a successful innovator in the newspaper field, believed

that a profitable newspaper could be published without advertis-

ing and demonstrated his theories. Perhaps others will establish

this type of daily journalism.
As a result of this increased stability and income together with

the growth of monopolistic features, tremendous selling prices
have been reported since the World War, and investments in

plants indicate that much larger capital outlays are tied up in

other ventures. The purchase of The Pittsburgh Press on July 27,

1923, by the Scripps-Howard Newspapers from the Hershman
interests involved some 6,000,000, a record transaction at that

time. M. A. McRae had had an option on the Press in 1392 to

buy it for $51,000 for the Scripps League of Newspapers, prede-
cessor of Scripps-McRae and Scripps-Howard. The Kansas City
Star and Times, sold in 1926 by the trustees of the Xelson estate

to a group of employees, brought 811,000,000. The company
that reorganized the Chicago Daily News the same year had

assets of $19,000,000 and carried the paper's goodwill, circula-

tion, A. P. membership, and reference library at $12,000.000.

The Curtis-Martin Newspapers acquired the Philadelphia In-

quirer in 1930 at a reported price of $18,000,000. To cite but a

few recent plant investments, the following illustrate major

developments: The New York Daily News moved into its new

$10,000,000 plant in 1930; the new machinery for this establish-

ment cost $1,250,000; additional facilities in 1934 cost $1,650,000.

The Cincinnati Times-Star opened a $4,500,000 building on

January 21, 1933. And the Los Angeles Times on July 1, 1935
?

occupied a structure worth $1,650,000, valued with equipment
and land included at $4,000,000. These figures emphasize once

more the fact that the major units in the industry have become

huge, relatively stable, monopolistic ventures. Their publishers

believe in such old-fashioned catchwords of democracy as "free-

dom of the press" largely because the price of the chips defines

the character and the number of those who can now play the

journalistic game.
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Foreign-Language Dailies

The financial stability of foreign-language dailies differs in but

one marked fashion from that of their English-language contem-

poraries. The processes of assimilation and the fluctuations in

immigration, both emphasized during the 1920
3

s by American-

ization programs and the drastic reduction of quotas, may even-

tually bring minority-language sheets to an end. Foreign-lan-

guage dailies have been started as adjuncts to steamship agencies,

immigrant banks, political parties, fraternal organizations, and

nationalistic movements, and occasionally as independent busi-

ness ventures. In the struggle for existence, however, successful

immigrant dailies tended to conform to the workable commercial

standards evolved by other American journals.

The earliest French dailies in this country the first foreign-

language dailies came into being as organs of French immi-

grants driven from San Domingo. Most of these ceased, however,

by the end of the eighteenth century. After several short-lived

ventures in New Orleans, VAbeille de la Nouvelle-Orleans (The

Bee) started its long run in 1827 as a triweekly and shortly be-

came a French and English daily. Competition made it drop its

English section in 1872, but it continued daily issuance until

shortly before the Times-Picayune bought it in 1921. Of three

dailies started in the 1850
7

s in New York City, the first, Courrier

des Etats-Unis (Courier of the United States), begun in 1851,

continued for more than three-quarters of a century. VAbeille

and the Courrier were outstanding exceptions to the generally
brief existences of foreign-language dailies. In New Orleans it-

self, for instance (see Table XX, Appendix), French dailies

fluctuated in number between one in 1810, 1840, 1880, 1900, and

1910, and two in 1820 and 1830, four in 1850, and two in 1890.

Assimilation also numbered the days of the German-language
dailies, but in number, circulation, and stability they reached

firmer ground than others. German daily publication started

with the Cincinnati Volksblatt (People's Paper) in 1838, the New-
Yorker Zeitung (New York Newspaper) and Staats-Zeitung (Pub-
lic Newspaper) in 1845, and three other New York dailies by
1850. In 1880, the Staats-Zeitung claimed the largest circulation

of any German-language daily in the world. In that year, German
dailies controlled twenty-eight per cent, of the aggregate circula-
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tion in Cincinnati, twenty-one in St. Louis, and ten in Xew York,

German-language dailies received two great stimuli, the politi-

cal immigrants of 1848 and the exciting news of the Franco-

Prussian War, and two great set-backs, the Civil and the World

Wars. During the Rebellion, a Westchester County grand jury

indicted the New-Yorker Staats-Zeitimg and Xational-Zeiiung as

disseminators of treason. During the World War, German sheets

were continually under surveillance and, as Chapter IV shows,

slumped in number and circulation. The immigrants of 1848, on

the other hand, supplied much of the talent and financial support

for twenty-six dailies by 1856. The Franco-Prussian War aided

in carrying the total from fifty-seven in 1870 to eighty in 1880.

During this period. Benjamin Wood of the Xe& York Daily Xews

and other publishers of English-language sheets found German

editions profitable. Wood's New-Yorker Tages-Xachrkhten (Xew
York Daily News), a one-cent sheet started in 1870, and Ms

Sonntags-Nachrichten (Sunday News), started in 1872, competed

strongly with the immigrant-owned press and tended to Amer-

icanize German-language offerings generally, to speed the assim-

ilation process. This type of foreign-language sheet died out

shortly after 1900.

The activities of the three Bidder brothers since the World

War indicate the fate of even the most firmly established German-

language sheets. Owners of the New-Yorker Staats-Zeitung and

Herold, they turned from the foreign-language field and acquired

the New York Journal of Commerce, the St. Paul Pioneer Press

and Dispatch, and four other English-language dailies together

with a minority interest in the Seattle Times. The Staats-Zeitung

and Herold circulated but 54,784 in 1936 in contrast with high

levels of 250,000 and more before the World War. The Ridders

evidently prepared for the probable demise of their chain's

foreign-language nucleus.

Yiddish daily journals began in Xew York City with the

Judisckes Tagellatt (Jewish Daily Xews) in 1885, an outgrowth

of the Judische Gazetten (Jewish Gazette), established
in^l8/4.

In addition to commercial papers of the usual sort, the Yiddish

field included a number with strong labor leanings. The Abend

Blatt vun die Arbeiter Zeitung (Evening Paper of the Workmen's

Newspaper), an outgrowth in 1894 of the New York Arbiter

Zeitung, a weekly, had the sponsorship of the United Hebrew
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Trades and was an organ of the Socialist Labor Party. The New
York Vortuarts (Forward), an organ of the Socialist Party, was
established in 1897 by the Jewish Socialist Press Federation. A
sizable share of its profits have been donated to union labor

and to other causes in which it is interested. In 1923, the Vorwarts

had offices in both New York and Chicago and issued local edi-

tions daily for eleven cities. Published in 1936 by the Jewish

Daily Forward Association, Vorwdrts circulated 135,975 copies

from New York and 35,753 from Chicago, two-thirds of its

peak. Abraham Cahan, editor, attempted at various times to

introduce English pages and sections into his sheet, but the

experiment facilitated assimilation rather than spurred circula-

tion, the usual experience of foreign-language editors. English-

language weeklies for Jews have competed since the World War
with Yiddish journals for advertising and circulation. As Chap-
ter IV pointed out (or see Table XXIII, Appendix), however,
Yiddish daily circulation has held at more than 500,000 since

1921 in spite of its drop in 1914-21. Those who are members of

Jewish communities, trained in the language and other folkways
and mores of Jewish religionists, resist assimilation more success-

fully than any of our other foreign-language groups.

Dailies in other foreign languages had financial backgrounds
and existences which resembled those of the French and German.
Carlo Barsotti started // Progresso Italo-Americano in 1880 be-

cause the other New York Italian daily would not print his com-
munications. A business man, he shortly placed the sheet on a

commercial basis. In 1920, with 127,000 subscribers, it was
second only to the Yiddish Vorwarts in foreign-language circula-

tion, a rank since lost. Frank Zotti, a successful New York

steamship agent and banker, made his Croatian Narodni List

(National Gazette) a daily in 1902, eventually one of a chain of

eight papers in several languages. Zotti's prime interest in the

sheets was the promotion of his other activities. Michael Kruszka,
on the other hand, built his Milwaukee Polish weekly into the

daily Kuryer Polski (Polish Courier) in 1888 as a commercial

venture. He organized the Polish Newspaper Association of

America in 1906 and added another daily, the Chicago Dziennick

Narodowy (National Daily), to his holdings in 1909. The Pitts-

burgh American Srbobran (Serbian), on the other hand, func-

tioned as the organ of the Union Society Srbobran-Sloga.
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In many cities, peculiarities of political advertising aid in

keeping foreign-language dailies alive. The Pittsburgh Yolks-

blatt und Freiheits Freund, for instance, with a circulation of but

10,582 in 1936, carried official advertisements of the City of Pitts-

burgh, its chief source of revenue.

Negro Dailies

The financial more than any other factor has defeated those

who would establish Negro dailies. Dr. L. C. Roudanez. a Negro,
established La Tribune de la Nouvelle-QrUans, a Radical Negro
Republican triweekly on July 21, 1364, and made it a daily (ex-

cept Mondays) on October 14, 1864. The Journal existed chiefly
as the official organ of the Republican Party in Louisiana, the

promoter of Negro and "carpetbagger" privileges. With native

whites again in control, La Tribune fell to weekly issuance and
then ceased in 1870. Of another Negro sheet of reconstruction

days, the Baltimore Daily Evening Chronotype, just one issue

remains, Number 34, dated February 18, 1867. A one-cent and

six-day sheet, it featured Negro news and church notices, carried

Associated Press dispatches.

W. S. Scott made the first independent attempt to establish a

Negro daily with his Cairo (Illinois) Gazette on April 23, 1882,

but fire destroyed his shop and ended his sheet at the end of sis

months. The Columbus (Georgia) Daily Messenger of 1889

"would not have suspended publication, but the editor . . .

accepted a position in the Railway Mail Service." 6 Since then,

only four have approached the five-year mark. The Muskogee

(Oklahoma) Searchlight, later the Republican, was published from

1905 to 1910, but its circulation never exceeded 800, and its size,

four pages fifteen by eighteen inches. The Benton (Louisiana)

Watchman, daily in 1909-13, averaged 300 purchasers for its tiny

four-page editions with type-pages 6f by ten inches. The Waco

(Texas) Observer, 1915-20, had only 500 subscribers. A half-dozen

or more Negro dailies since the World War stopped after short

runs. As Time 7
pointed out on the occasion of the appearance

of the Atlanta Daily World in 1932 as an outgrowth of a triweekly,

these specific reasons militate chiefly against daily Negro jour-

nalism: "1) In large cities big department stores do not want

Negro trade, would not advertise in a Negro daily. 2) White

dailies widely cover the Negro field. 3) Most neighborhood
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stores are slow to advertise anywhere, would choose a Negro

paper last." The Daily World, however, struggled on.

The scant local advertising and the available national adver-

tising with a Negro appeal made Negro journalists find in

weeklies, semiweeklies, and triweeklies more profitable returns

than in the more competitive daily field. Here, too, higher copy

prices and subscription rates could be charged than Negroes

would pay for dailies. Negro publications grew from a total of

130 in 1884, of which few had more than 1,000 circulation, to 228

in 1931. Editor & Publisher's
"
International Year Book Num-

ber" listed 115 for 1936. Of the latter, the Pittsburgh Courier

claimed 103,283 subscribers, and the Baltimore Afro-American

had an A. B. C. circulation of 58,978; both distributed their

issues widely. Not competing with "white" dailies or weeklies,

weeklies may be started with small capital and gradually built

into rather large enterprises. The cost of newsgathering fran-

chises, feature rights, and the like from "white" agencies, too,

have not been offset in the daily field by such Negro services as

the Associated Negro Press and the Kelly Feature News Service.

Daily bulletins, printed on one side of large sheets and posted in

barber shops, poolrooms, and elsewhere, such as the Washington
Colored American and the Richmond Colored American of 1922

and later, represent a fairly practical daily medium for Negroes.

Politics and Newspaper Management

Political domination or affiliation, so apparent among the

little sheets before and during the Revolution, colored newspaper

budgets and policies until well after the Civil War. Hezekiah

Niles, in his Baltimore Weekly Register for September 7, 1811,

summarized the general situation until 1830. He asserted that

the "newspapers of the day, devoted to party and partizans,

seldom dare to 'tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth* Every city, town and village has its little-great men,
whose interests and views must be subserved, and the dignity

of the press is prostrated to the will of aspiring individuals.

There are some honorable exceptions to this general remark,
which has not been made without a due investigation of its

import." But that famous journalist did not state the reasons:

Politicians held the purse-strings on official printing and ad-

vertising. Each clique of readers, in most towns, too, had its
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own organ, carefully biased to fit its prejudices. The business

men of each clique advertised only in their own organ.

Early dailies tended to depart from the general newspaper
rule. As pointed out in Chapter III, practically all of the dailies

of 1790 and 1800 proclaimed themselves Advertisers. They
paralleled modern Journals of Commerce,

^
trade" dailies for

financiers, business men, and industrialists, as successors to

coffee-houses in newsgathering. The majority claimed some

political affiliation, of course, and reflected the politico-economic
views of readers and advertisers. In Isaiah Thomas's list of

twenty-seven dailies for 1810, for instance, the sheets lined up:
sixteen Federalist; nine Democratic-Republican; and two neu-

tral. As early as Towne's Whig Pennsylvania Evening Post, and

Daily Advertiser, certain publishers made their product attractive

to such popular outlets as taverns and other reading rooms for

the masses. Animosities bred by pro-French and pro-British

activities, which culminated in the Alien and Sedition Laws of

1798 and the War of 1812, propagated dailies with political biases

and tended to spread their practices among others. As a result,

by 1820, eight of the thirty-seven dailies had assumed sufficiently

pronounced political characteristics to include Republican,

Patriot, Democrat, or Political in their titles.

Early political organs issued daily included Thomas Green-

leaf's The New-York Journal and Daily Patriotic Register, started

November 15, 1787. Greenleaf voiced the distrust of many at

the results of the Constitutional Convention at Philadelphia

earlier that year. He published the "Brutus" series in reply to

the pro-Constitution
"
Federalist" papers. When Greenleaf

ridiculed the ratification of the Constitution by Xew York, a mob

destroyed his plant. Another Anti-Federalist sheet, B. F. Bache's

General Advertiser, established in Philadelphia October L 1890,

later the Aurora, led a bitter fight against the "monarchic and

aristocratic junto" of Hamilton and Ms associates. It branded

such Federalist sheets as the Gazette of the United States, a "sink

of prostitution, the British hireling of Grab-Street gazette."

These sheets typify the tavern-type of early political organ

Issued daily.

The Federalists, with much of the financial power of the

country on their side, subsidized many weeklies and a group

of dailies. They started the first "organ of the Federal Govern-
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ment," the weekly Gazette of the United States, in New York,

April 15, 1789, moved it to Philadelphia with the government,
and made it a daily in 1793. Frequently refinanced by Hamilton,

Rufus King, and others, by the "hand of benevolence & patriot-

ism" it fought against the "French and American Jacobins/'

the Democratic-Republicans. The expenditures of the Federalists

to start the Baltimore Anti-Democrat and the New-York Evening
Post have been mentioned. By 1800, the year in which they lost

the Presidency to Thomas Jefferson, the Federalists controlled

approximately three-fourths of the country's 235 newspapers, an

indication of the power of the press when it does not represent

mass interests. The Federalist dailies, especially the Gazette of the

United States, secured wide and mostly free distribution among
the printers of weeklies for republication purposes. They also

Issued weekly editions "for the country" which were more widely

read than their $8 and $10 a year daily editions.

The Boston Courier
',

established March 2, 1824, exemplifies

the "neutral" type of daily prior to the lS30's. With "assur-

ances of support from friends among the merchants and manu-

facturers," it "was intended to be the especial and avowed ad-

vocate of the
c American System,' in other words, the exponent

of the views and purposes of those who were struggling to obtain

from Congress the enactment of a protective tariff. In politics,

it was proposed to be entirely independent of any attachment to

either of the great parties of the time." Its editor admitted,

however, that "associations had attached me to the Federal-

ists." 8 As this same editor, J. T. Buckingham,
9 wrote about

1830, "The fact is, too many of our presses are the exclusive

property of sects and parties, and their editors but the twilight

shadows of bodies without souls." From his own testimony, he

must have known whereof he spoke.

With such small units, purchase became the ordinary means
of changing a daily's political or economic views. In 1830, for

example, the Courier and New York Enquirer printed a series

of attacks against the United States Bank, written by J. G.

Bennett from Washington and by M. M. Noah at New York.

As a result, S. E. Burroughs bought into the sheet in 1831 for

the bank, and Bennett 10 "now discovered that Mr. Noah, who
had been laboring so hard the year before to blow up the Bank,
was now laboring as hard to heal its sores." The change involved
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some $52,000. Nicholas Biddle. prime mover of the bank, iater

admitted that he spent 829,600 in 1831-34 "without vouchers"

in such activities. Several years later, Bennett learned the extent

of another means of press control through finances. In the crusade

of his Herald against federal subsidization of Washington organs,

he discovered that during the 1S3S session of Congress the Globe,

National Intelligencer, and Madisonian received from 890,000 to

$330,000 each for printing, advertising, and reporting Con-

gressional debates.

The influence of commercial emphasis with the rise of larger

units in the late 1820's and particularly in the 1830's decreased

newspapers' dependence upon political alignments, various

types of subsidy, and individual subscribers and advertisers. In

1810, to illustrate, Isaiah Thomas listed but seventeen neutral

sheets among a total of 362. Most of the exceptions were agri-

cultural or literary periodicals; two, Xew York k '

trade
:?

dailies.

Among 2,302 papers reported in the 1850 Census, however.

only 1,597 855 Whig and 742 Democratic sheets claimed

political labels. The telegraph, improved literacy, and the

gradual assumption of public printing by various governmental

agencies after 1846 stimulated this change.

The Philadelphia Public Ledger, established in 1836, typified

the new press commercialism in announcing that
4i
"Our adver-

tising columns are open to the
*

public, the whole public, and

nothing but the public.' We admit any advertisements of any

thing or any opinion, from any persons who wiH pay the price,

excepting what is forbidden by the laws of the land, or what,

in the opinion of all, is offensive to decency and morals. . . .

Our advertising is our revenue, and in a paper involving so many

expenses as a penny paper, and especially our own, the only

source of revenue." When a paper Eke the New York Sun could

derive about $200 a day from advertising and a net income of

$12,981.88 in six months in 1836, the whims of political and

economic clique patronage became secondary. As late as 1880,

however, the "struggle for the official advertising is constant

and intense in many cities and counties, and the partisan con-

siderations which frequently determine its award are one of the

chief reasons of the close connection that has always existed

between parties and the press in this country, as well as an

obstacle to the development of an independent and self-reliant
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journalism."
u

Approximately two-thirds of all sheets then

boasted political connections.

The professed political independence of dailies increased

rapidly between 1899 and 1929, according to a study made by
W. C. Masche. 12 In 1899, 2,024 English-language journals

aligned themselves thus: 397
"
independent," 94 Independent

Republican and Democrat, 801 Republican, and 732 Democrat.

In 1929, 2,187 dailies divided into: 792
"
independent," 456 In-

dependent Republican and Democrat, 505 Republican, and

434 Democrat. With a slight gain in the number of sheets,
"
independents'

7

doubled, and "
independents" plus Independ-

ents more than doubled. Editor 6* Publisher in 1936 classified

1,801 English-language dailies of general circulation (counting

morning-evening combinations as units) thus: 792 "independ-

ent," 364 Independent Republican and Democrat, 316 Repub-

lican, 328 Democrat, and one Socialist Labor. These totals sug-

gest a continuation of the trend toward "independence." In

contrast to these figures, however, in the politico-economic con-

test for the Presidency in 1936, well over 1,200 of the 1,950

dailies supported A. M. Landon, the Republican candidate.

With the overwhelming majority of the press on one side and

of the votes on the other, W. A. White 13 of the Emporia Gazette

declared, "I am not sure the press ever had any political influ-

ence; but I am sure that it has none now."

The trend toward "independence" does not necessarily mean

greater freedom from political or politico-economic affiliation

or even control. It reflects a change in political beliefs. Elmer

Davis, in his History of The New York Times (1921), referred

to this adjustment in answering his question, "Why was not

The Times so cordially disliked fifty years ago?" He asserted

that the difference "is largely due, perhaps, to a change of em-

phasis in the issues; the violence of political opinion has been

steadily dying away in the United States ever since the end

of the great political upheaval of the Civil War. It is not all

gone, but it has been growing less. . . . People who hate vio-

lently today are apt to do so for economic reasons, or for reasons

which, though partly political, racial, or temperamental in

origin, they have been taught to regard as economic." Con-

siderations which still keep party labels on mastheads include:

traces of distrust in the mores for newspapers not openly aligned
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with the political party of the subscriber; legislation which allots

official advertising to one or more papers of each major party;
and the continuance of a few "old time political journals"
which still glean party patronage of the more direct sorts, legal

and political advertising, job printing, and other favors.

The general strike, called in San Francisco on Monday, July 16,

1934, demonstrates the sort of politico-economic alignment to

which daily newspaper publishers are now prone. The Xewspaper
Publishers' Council, consisting of representatives of the Exam-

iner, Chronicle, and Call-Bulletin of San Francisco and Tribune

and Post-Enquirer of Oakland, "came to the rescue of the be-

sieged general public and broke a 'revolution' without blood-

shed by backing constituted authority and awakening public

opinion." General Hugh Johnson, the federal mediator, "re-

marked this was the first time he had "ever been up against a

newspaper oligarchy.
3 " 14 As Editor &* Publisher stated edito-

rially in this connection, to repeat a sentence quoted in

Chapter VI, "To read some newspapers one would believe, were

he unsophisticated, that
'

Reds' were behind every strike, insti-

gating every labor move, heroically defending every poor man's

cause." The San Francisco newspaper publishers to the contrary

notwithstanding, readers become more sophisticated, and pub-

lishers, possibly less so.

Daily publishers teamed together in 1935 to thwart similar

efforts at "armed revolution" in New York City and Toledo,

efforts which were not allowed 10 reach the general strike stage.

Max Annenberg, circulation director of the Sew York Daily

News, acted as a representative of the Publishers
7
Association

of New York City in strike parleys early in 1935 with the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Teamsters and the International Long-

shoremen's Association. Annenberg got an announcement

from Mayor F. H. LaGuardia that "food, fuel and newspapers"

would continue "to roll" in the event of another strike, and

the "police department was then instructed to cooperate with

Mr. Annenberg and others who were trying to end the contro-

versy, to see that the 'food, fuel and newspaper' edict was carried

out." Annenberg and the police negotiated directly with the

strike leaders and finally secured a truce, shortly reinforced by

an injunction order. "Intercession of the publishers is con-

sidered a major factor in the settlement of the dispute."
15
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To note but one other example of the affiliation of publishers

with employers and the
"
public" in opposition to projects

of trade unions, the strike of the Toledo Electrical Workers'

Union may be cited. "Largely through the untiring efforts of

the editors and publishers of the three Toledo daily newspapers,
this city of 350,000 and nearly 100 communities in its metro-

politan area have been saved from the paralysis of a prolonged
shutdown of electrical power." On June 5, 1935, the day the

strike was called, the local newspapers "used large page one space
for editorial demanding arbitration." The News-Bee headed a six-

column editorial, "The Electrical Workers Are in the Wrong."
This strike lasted only eighteen hours, but it was resumed on

June 13 after the collapse of negotiations. The resumption

"brought forth next day probably the most vehement page one

editorials ever used In a Toledo labor dispute." The Blade

asserted that the "public demands arbitration and arbitration

at once." On Sunday, June 16, newspaper representatives met
with labor leaders and federal labor conciliators "for several

hours, morning, afternoon and evening." The strike ended the

next day.
16

Perhaps the labor union was wrong. Perhaps, too,

labor leaders rather inadequate in arbitration proceedings
can best oppose clever logic, economic pressure, and the power
of antagonistic newspapers with the workers' one recourse,

physical force. "This editorial feat is an eloquent answer to

cynical, morbid and disgruntled whiners who scoff at 'free press'

pretensions, and would make the public believe that modern

editorship is prostrate and that newspapers are mere profit-

making businesses." 17 To the extent that other interests coincide

with their own, newspapers can afford to assume larger r61es

than one might expect of "mere profit-making businesses."

Experiments in Control

Despite the increasing size of daily newspaper organizations,

religious bodies, minority political parties, foreign governments,
and public utilities have attempted from time to time to publish
or to gain control of sheets for their own purposes. One inde-

pendent publisher, too, E. W. Scripps, tried to eliminate adver-

tiser influence in two "adless" dailies; another, F. E. Gannett,
turned his extensive chain over to a charity foundation.

The Philadelphia North American, established March 26,
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1839, became the first pretentious effort of the religiously minded

to "break into" the daily field. A "number of wealthy gentle-

men, of high moral and religious principles, determined to estab-

lish a daily commercial paper that should be high-toned, inde-

pendent, and semi-religious in character." They excluded
"
theatrical or assembly advertisements or notices" and those of

"
oyster-cellars (now saloons)/' Not too successful, the "'wealthy

gentlemen" consolidated the sheet with Zachariah Poulson's

failing American Daily Advertiser on January 1, 1840, but after
"
sustaining heavy pecuniar}' loss, the original owners of THE

NORTH AMERICAN sold the establishment ... for about the value

of the type and press."
ls

The Salt Lake City Deseret News, a weekly from 1850 and a

daily from 1867, owned by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter

Day Saints (the "Mormons 77

), became the first successful reli-

gious daily published in English. The conditions which brought
success to this paper, chiefly the use of general methods which

worked for commercial dailies and an assured following among
a denomination, also aided in the continuation of The Christian

Science Monitor of Boston and the Catholic Daily Tribune of

Dubuque, Iowa, the two other religious dailies in the English

language in existence in 1937. The Monitor, started November 25,

1908, follows policies laid down by Mrs. M. D. B. Eddy/
9 who

stated, "It will be the mission of the Monitor to publish the real

news of the world in a clean, wholesome manner, devoid of the

sensational methods employed by so many newspapers. There

will be no exploitation or illustration of vice or crime, but the

aim of the editors will be to issue a paper which will be welcomed

in every home where purity and refinement are cherished ideals."

With a circulation in 1936 of 126,832 six days a week, this

sheet as well as The Deseret News attained a general-circulation

status, but the News more local in character more closely

resembles its commercial contemporaries. As a newspaper "pur-
ist" 20

comments, "Even with the disadvantages of its church

ownership, the Monitor stands far above the usual American

daily in both manners and morals." This journal has been

particularly useful in presenting objective accounts of inter-

national events. During the continuance of the Monitor for

more than twenty-five years, however, it has always had the

funds of the church at its elbow.
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Foreign-language dailies published in the interests of the

Roman Catholic Church, or with a strong pro-Catholic flavor,

long antedated the establishment of the Catholic Daily Tribune.

Published commercially, they included the Buffalo Volksfreund

(Friend of the People), started in 1868, and the St. Louis Amerika,

begun in 1872. The remaining German-language Catholic daily,

the Volksfrefund, collapsed in 1935 from an attack of Naziism and

was then reorganized and became a semiweekly. One French-

Catholic daily also remained until 1935, La Tribune of Woon-

socket, Rhode Island. In 1909, The Catholic Encyclopaedia

pointed to seven such in its article on French Catholics in the

United States and to say that they
a
are not surpassed, from the

Catholic point of view, by those of any other group of immigrants
in the United States." The seven foreign-language Catholic

dailies of 1936 included four in Polish, one in Slovenian, one in

Lithuanian, and one in Bohemian. The Catholic Daily Tribune of

Dubuque, "The First and Only English Catholic Daily in Amer-

ica/
5

dates from a weekly, established in 1899. It became a semi-

weekly in 1915, a triweekly in 1919, and then a daily on July 1,

1920. As C. N. Nennig, its editor, points out by letter, "Being

largely a national publication of less than 30,000 circulation, and

considered a class publication, although it prints all the news fit to

print, its advertising revenue is limited. Due to this fact the daily

for the past 15 years has had financial hardships, besides being

under-capitalized. It has never been able to pay a dividend to

its stockholders." In general, the Tribune "a distinctly private

and independent corporation" "defends and promotes the

legitimate interests of the Church." It "opposes as evils to

the common good: divorce, mechanical birth control, steriliza-

tion, radicalism in every form; and upholds Christian principles,

sound laws, individual rights, disciplined freedom (contrary to

license), a living wage for all workers, freedom of wage contract;

government supervision, but not control of industry and busi-

ness, a free and dean press, clean public entertainment, and
law enforcement." In addition to Hearst's International News
Service and the Catholic News Service, the sheet regularly

carries "a sports page, book column, radio column, forum

column, an endorsed movie column, markets, departments for

children, young people, and the older folk, comics, news pic-

tures, a serial story, a monthly art page, etc."
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Efforts to publish an English-language dally for Jewish reli-

gionists never gained extensive backing. The Jewish Daily

Bulletin, begun on October IS, 1924, was a miniature tabloid,

about the size of the average pamphlet. Its week-end edition,

started in April, 1933, appeared as a standard-sized tabloid, and

the daily went to this size in January, 1934, and was issued

five days a week. Labor difficulties, particularly with editorial

workers, haunted the Bulletin in 1933-35, and it subsided to

weekly issuance after its number for July 21, 1935. Its circula-

tion never reached the volume attained by such sturdy Yiddish

sheets as the New York Vor&arts, discussed in connection with

foreign-language dailies. Jews, who have departed sufficiently

from their group's mores not to have learned Hebrew or Yiddish,

keep in touch with Jewish news through weeklies.

Numerous other experiments in religious daily Journalism in

English ended in failure. The New York Sun had a religious in-

terlude in 1860-61 which cost a young enthusiast some 8100,000.

The New York World made its bow as a one-cent sheet on

June 14, I860, as a pious effort with the motto, "We seek public

estimation: We do not seek popular favor." It did not find

popular favor; it cost its backers $200,000 before it joined the

Morning Courier and Xew York Enquirer on July 1, 1861, and

it shortly turned worldly in fact as well as in name. Similar

fates awaited The New-York Daily Witness of 1871, "A CHRIS-

TIAN, ONE CENT, AFTERNOON NEWSPAPER," and others. The

Witness, an offshoot of the Montreal Witness, straggled along

until 1880 as a daily, and then, as a weekly, until the paper

famine of 1921. The Topeka (Kansas) Daily Capital of March 13-

17, 1900, represented an experiment with daily journalism along

the lines of "What would Jesus do?" Rev. C. M. Sheldon of

Topeka, author of the immensely popular In His Steps, took

over the editing of this established daily with but one plank to

his editorial policy: "Follow the Golden Rule." In resuming

the editorial direction of the sheet, J. K. Hudson asserted edi-

torially,

"The editor of The Capital has heretofore said in these columns

that there is no field for the Christian Daily' and that there is no

demand for such a publication. . . . The Capital will, in the future,

go forward on the lines it has worked in the past, as a Republican

newspaper."
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The weekly paper, with the notable exceptions mentioned, has

adjusted better to the needs of religious interests than the daily.

C. A. Dana, idealistic editor of the Xew York Sun from 1868,

had a dream, never realized, of a newspaper without advertise-

ments, a dream which many a working newspaperman still

envisions. He long limited the size of the Sun to four pages and

gave news content preference over advertising. As he said edi-

torially on March 13, 1875,

a With a daily circulation of fifty or a hundred thousand more,
there is little doubt that THE SUN would find it necessary to limit

the advertisers as the reporters and other writers for its columns
are limited, each to a space to be determined solely by the public
interest in his subject. It will be a long stride in the progress of

intellectual as distinguished from commercial journalism, and
THE SUN will probably be the first to make it.

7 '

But the exigencies of competition in the New York field defeated

Mm. It remained for E. W. Scripps to issue the country's first

"adless" daily.

Scripps tried out some of his "adless" ideas when he began
the San Francisco News in 1903. This sheet employed no adver-

tising solicitors and only accepted insertions brought to the

office and paid for in advance. As Scripps
21

said, "So long as

that paper had little money to spend, and so long as its managers
devoted themselves to the one essential about a newspaper, and

hadn't the money to follow and imitate newspaper contem-

poraries, the News won its way with remarkable rapidity/'

On September 28, 1911, Scripps took the final step and started

the Chicago Day Book as an entirely "adless" sheet; "what the

idea amounted to was selling newsprint paper at a profit."
22 As

Scripps
2S wrote to Lincoln Steffens in 1914, "I shall be satisfied

that, notwithstanding all of my shortcomings that you have so

fully recognized, I shall have done a big man's big life work,
when, if ever, I shall demonstrate that the people can have a

free press, not only without having it subsidized or endowed,
but a free press that will not only support but magnificently
reward those who conduct its various units."

A book in size, the Day Book consisted of thirty-two pages

6i by 8 indies. Scripps estimated that his basic monthly
(twenty-six days) publication expense on 30,000 Day Books

would be $1,300 for newsprint and $2,500 for other items and
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that Ms income, at one-half cent each wholesale, would be

$3,900. The sheet secured telegraphic and cable reports from
the United Press Associations and features from the Newspaper
Enterprise Association, two Scripps-controlled agencies. Boiling
down routine news and playing up events which other Chicago
sheets did not cover or to which they gave a bias, the daily

attracted an average of 22,130 daily purchasers by October,

1915, and 22,839 by October, 1916. but not its goaf of 30,000.

War conditions, sending the price of newsprint sharply upward
in 1916, forced the Day Book to raise its wholesale price from

fifty cents to 81.20 a hundred and its retail price to two cents

in November, but its days were numbered. The price increase

sliced circulation to 15,689 in December, and the average sale

then slid on down month by month to 11,957 in June, 1917.

The war had distracted Scripps's attention, and he allowed the

sheet to "fold up
7 '

in July, 1917. But Scripps thought that this

experiment and a similar one with the Philadelphia Xews-Post 24

in 1912-14 proved the practicality of starting cheap "adiess"

sheets on little capital. The fact that the Day Book's average

monthly deficit steadily decreased from 32,690 in 1912 to $1,270

in 1916 and even changed to a profit of $320 in January, 1917,

supports Scripps's contention.
a
E. W." feared "the influence

of advertisers on newspaper policy; and while the advertising

that the Cleveland Press carried in its early days had no influ-

ence upon his policy as an editor, Ms experience later with

attempts to influence some of Ms papers made him fearful of the

effect on editors more timid . . . than he was." 25

J. M. Lee,
26 a Mstorian of journalism, in discussing the Day

Book, stated that the "adless newspaper may possibly be a part

of the journalism of to-morrow, if fifty thousand people will be

willing to pay ten cents per copy for their daily paper and will

agree not to cancel their subscription orders even though dis-

pleased with the presentation of the news or offended at the

editorial policy adopted by the editors." People would be more

likely to be pleased with the contents of newspapers paid for by
themselves than ones that derived the major portion of their

revenue from advertisers, representatives of interests not always

similar to those of the masses of potential or actual subscribers.

Scripps proved that far less than ten cents might be charged

to cover the cost of a satisfactory "adless" daily. If Ms Day
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Book had gotten out of the "red" before the war, It might have

become the nucleus for a chain of such sheets.

Other means of bringing about the popular control of a news-

paper have been suggested by reformers, notably municipal

ownership and an endowment arrangement. The weekly Munici-

pal Xews of Los Angeles, started in 1912, was labeled "that

damned socialist thing" and killed by the general-circulation

dailies. A municipal or endowed daily has not been tried. With

regard to municipal ownership, even Upton Sinclair 27
admits,

"I advocate public ownership of the instruments and means of

production; but I do not rely entirely upon that method where in-

tellectual matters are concerned. . . . In a free society the solution

will be simple; there will be many groups and associations, publish-

ing their own papers, and if you do not like the papers which

these groups give you, you can form a group of your own."

The re-birth of the labor movement in Jackson's first adminis-

tration instigated the establishment of the country's first "labor"

dailies. Two of the first of these grew out of the New York

Working Man's Advocate of 1829-36, a weekly and later a semi-

weekly: the New York Daily Sentinel of 1830-33 and The Man
of 1834-35. Leading Jeffersonian dailies such as the Philadelphia

Aurora had made the fights of workers their own prior to the

War of 1812, but these dailies of the Jacksonian era became the

first issued directly under the sponsorship of trade unions. The
board of editors and publishers of the Sentiml included men
active in typographical and other unions and B. H. Day, who
started the pro-worker Sun several months after the Sentinel's

collapse. The Man, edited by Fanny Wright, championed both

labor unions and women's rights. The Man, the New York

Mechanic of 1834, and the Mechanic of 1835, all one-cent labor

"tabloids," could not compete with the sensationalism and
labor policies of such general circulation penny papers as the

Sun and Herald, started in 1833 and 1835. The New York Union,
issued daily in 1836 by the National Trades-Union as a coopera-
tive venture of societies affiliated with the Union, was directed

by the board of the Union itself, but it only lasted from April 21

to July 6.

As production costs advanced and as the daily press became

more firmly established among the urban masses, labor unions

usually had to satisfy themselves with monthly or weekly period-
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icals. Labor dailies only appeared at times when general circu-

lation dailies had notoriously failed to adjust to changing mass

interests and when unionism underwent rapid expansion. In

another such period, at the time of the formation of the Xational

Typographical and other national unions, the unions of Balti-

more in 1853 launched the Daily Press, published by an indi-

-vidual but backed financially by the unions. With the discovery

that their editor had accepted a Democratic nomination, the

union leaders promptly stopped the sheet. The trying years of

the Civil War and post-war adjustment produced a number of

English- and foreign-language dailies of this type. The Boston

Daily Evening Voice of 1864-67 and the St. Louis Daily Press

of 1864-66 both functioned as organs of workingmen's assem-

blies. The Boston sheet, like many others, was launched by

printers during a lockout. It carried telegraphic and consid-

erable local news and reflected the current eight-hour day agita-

tion. It gained a fair volume of advertising and wide circulation

throughout New England. The German trades assembly of

New York City also had a daily in 1869-70, Die Arbeiier Union

(The Workers' Union). A Bohemian daily, the New York

Delnicke Listy (Workers' Paper), started in 1877, and three

German dailies, the Chicagoer Arbeiter-Zeititng (Workers" News-

paper) of 1877-1917, the Philadelphia Tageblatt (Daily Paper S of

1877 to date, and the Xew-Yorker Volkszeitung (People's News-

paper) of 1878-1932 came as by-products of immigration and

the politico-economic unrest of the time. The new wave of sensa-

tional journalism, the journalism of Scripps, Pulitzer, and others,

kept the masses of workers more satisfied with the dailies in the

English-language field.

The Yiddish Vor&ftrts, organized in 1897, the New York Daily

People of 1900-14, the Chicago Daily Socialist of 1906-13, the

New York Evening Call of 1908-23, and the Milwaukee Leader,

started in 1911, gave the radical daily press more of its modern

form. The Call, published by the Workingmen's Co-operative

Publishing Association and affiliated with the Socialist Party,

had an editorial board of fifteen members, tailors, butchers,

and mechanics. As The Editor and PublisJter -*
reported in

1908, "They differ strenuously, bitterly, about details of news-

paper policy, business and editorial. Yet the paper has 28,000

circulation and is a powerful influence."
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Under the war-time espionage legislation, the postmaster

general revoked the second-class privileges of the Call in Novem-

ber, 1917. After the signing of the Armistice, the Call petitioned

the federal courts for a writ of mandamus to require the restora-

tion of these privileges. The Postmaster General had refused

and had cited the powers granted him by the federal act of

March 4, 1911, which changed the definition of "obscenity" to

include
"
matters of a character tending to incite arson, murder,

or assassination." The Call, he said, was still "indecent." This

use of that power aroused the "capitalist" press. The Baltimore

Evening Sun in an editorial of June 29, 1921, offered to contribute

$500 to a fund to aid in taking the case of the Call before the

U. S. Supreme Court and stated:

"The people have a clear remedy against these preposterous

agitators; they may turn their backs on them and laugh them
down. But when censorship is set up over them, they have no
such clear remedy. It begins by declaring certain ideas subversive;
it ends by calling anything subversive that questions its own
tyranny."

The Sun referred to the decision of the Court of Appeals of the

District of Columbia on June 6, 1921 (274 Fed. 749). The Su-

preme Court dismissed the case of United States ex rel. Work-

ingmen's Co-operative Publishing Association v. Hubert Work,
Postmaster General (260 U. S. 757), on January 3, 1923, an

appeal of the petition for reinstatement. The Call survived the

war with 21,851 daily circulation in 1920 and 18,442 in 1921,

and its mounting debt weighted it down. A group of labor unions,

headed by the powerful Amalgamated Clothing Workers and

the International Ladies Garment Workers, took it over for a

few weeks in 1923, installed Norman Thomas as its editor, and

changed the name to Leader. The pressmen's strike that Sep-

tember, which minimized "capitalistic" competition, gave the

Leader a temporary boom, but it collapsed shortly afterward, the

victim of inherited debts.

The English-language daily press owned by labor unions and

radical political groups expanded rapidly in 1918-20, adopted
methods which worked for the "capitalistic" papers, and then

subsided in 1923. The lack of intelligent business management
and of sufficient skilled journalists in sympathy with their
"
causes" ranked as the chief obstacles to their success. The
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general strike in Seattle early in 1919 occasioned the establish-

ment of the Union Record^ the outgrowth of a weekly started in

1900. The Seattle Star and Post-Intelligencer had "opened the

eyes of the public to the fact that the strike was but an excuse

in the minds of the radicals for a full-fledged revolution/" They
had aided materially in suppressing

" k

the futile attempt to over-

throw the Government and establish a soviet rule in the North-

west city under the guise of a general strike."
^ The Union

Record, with a page on fc

Love, Life, Laughter," a column of

"Beauty Chats,
v

coverage of the Stillman divorce trial, and

comics, attempted to replace all of the interests of the "capital-

ist" papers as well as to indoctrinate its readers. It had 46,273

subscribers in 1920 but fell to 40,446 in 1921, struggled with a

deficit for several years, and folded up. The Minnesota Daily

Star of Minneapolis was financed in 1920 by the sale of $750,000

worth of stock to fanners, union men, and unions. It claimed

that its 6,000 stockholders represented a total participation in

ownership of 11,000. But it had too expensive a plant, had to

raise S300,QOO more, and then went on the auction block in 1924

bankrupt. The Federated Press, a news-disseminating service

sponsored by the American Federation of Labor, was started on

January 2, 1920, and a year later served twenty-two dailies with

a total circulation of 339,980. Of these, twelve were published

in English. On September 12, 1923, however, The Nation re-

ported that the "only English-language labor paper in the

United States with a clear balance-sheet is Victor Berger's

Milwaukee Leader" Denied the use of the mails in September,

1917, Berger's Leader, a Socialist-Democratic sheet, had 48,221

subscribers in 1921, 50,618 in 1936.

Despite these difficulties in the early 1920"s, several other
" labor" dailies were launched, and one, continued. The latter,

the New York Daily Worker, started in 1924
y
is Communist in

ownership and management, an organ of the Communist Party

of the United States. A Communist weekly, the San Francisco

Western Worker, a short-lived sheet, experienced on July 14,

1934, one of the hardships to which radical sheets are heir, a raid

by
"
Vigilantes

" and police. In suing the police department

afterward for $3,052.50 damages, the secretary of the publica-

tion complained of a "police guard permanently stationed there

with orders to arrest anyone seeking admission." * The 1936
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edition of Ayer's Directory designated eleven as dailies in its list

of labor publications. Of these, only the Daily Worker and the

Milwaukee Leader were published in English. The others ap-

peared in Yiddish, Finnish, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, and Hun-

garian, 6.9 per cent, of all foreign-language dailies.

The future of the labor-controlled press depends upon four

variables: the extent to which "freedom of the press
"

is inter-

preted as freedom for minorities as well as majorities to publish

their news and views; the extent to which members or potential

members of such groups detest or distrust "capitalist" dailies;

the extent to which such minorities are able to finance these

expensive ventures; and the extent to which their leaders can

learn principles of business management and of workable jour-

nalism or enlist the aid of men so skilled. A further modification

of our conception of press freedom is likely. The A. N. P. A.

did not fight the suspension of the Western Worker's freedom to

publish. The American Bar Association and the American Civil

Liberties Union, however, pointed to the significance of the case.

The United States Postal Act of August 24, 1912, did much
to throw into the open surreptitious efforts to control newspapers

through ownership arrangements. It obligated
a
the editor,

publisher, business manager, or owner of every publication

entered as second-class matter, except religious, fraternal, tem-

perance and scientific or other similar publications, to file, not

later than April 1 and October 1 of each year, and publish a

statement of ownership, [and] management." In spite of this

act, cases of secret ownership are revealed from time to time.

At the death in 1918 of C. W. Fairbanks, Vice-President of the

United States in 1905-09, his ownership of the Indianapolis

News became known. Since that time, the control of newspapers

by unpopular interests has met with less success. During the

World War, the Imperial German Government's purchase of

The New York Evening Mail through E. A. Rumely became a

boomerang useful in agitating anti-German feeling. When Arthur

Brisbane bought The Washington Times in 1917 with the aid

of C. W. Feigenspan ?
a banker and brewer, he had difficulty in

freeing himself from a connection with the "German Brewers'

Trust," popularly as well as officially. The efforts of newsprint

manufacturers, closely allied with the "power trust," to finance

newspapers are outlined in Chapter V. In a similar class was the
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purchase in 1931 of less than controlling interest in the Kansas

City Journal-Post by H. L. Doherty, a public utility owner and

operator. The use of the Journal-Post by Doherty in Ms per-

sonal fight with The Kansas City Star and Times and his known
connection with the paper have not benefited the sheet's circula-

tion. Little is known specifically about the control of nine or

more dailies in Montana by the Anaconda Copper Mining

Company.
W. R. Hearst,

31 an authority on the subject, suggested the

extent of the control of the daily press by
a
selfish interests" in

1924 in answering the question: "Is the poEtical influence of

the American press, in general, declining or increasing, and

why?" Reasserted,

"I rather think that the influence of the American press is on
the whole declining. This, I believe, is because so many newspapers
are owned or influenced by reactionary interests and predatory

corporations, and are used selfishly, to promote the welfare of these

reactionary interests, rather than the welfare of the public. This

tends to weaken the confidence of the public in all newspapers
more or less."

He added, "Newspapers do not form the opinion of the public;

but if they are to be successful, the}' must express the opinion of

the public." The circulation record of his own dailies substan-

tiates his theories. What would a careful and thoroughgoing

analysis of the ownership structure of American dailies reveal?

The Federal Trade Commission may one day find out.

In the adjustments of special interests to the power of daily

newspapers, various forms of press-agentry with or without

the aid of advertising appropriations gradually supplanted

ownership deals as dailies became larger and more complicated

properties. As this tendency continued, due to the increasing

size of the owning corporations and to their financial relation-

ships, dailies became more satisfactory on the whole to those

who might afford to buy them. Only in extreme cases and then

rather inadvisably, as in the Doherty instance, do special inter-

ests now purchase a paper to change its policies.

F. E. Gannett, publisher 'of a group of nineteen papers in

fourteen cities, announced on September 24, 1935, the organiza-

tion of a novel experiment in newspaper control. Wishing to

perpetuate the structure he had built and being well aware of
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the usual fate of such efforts, Gannett formed the Frank E. Gan-

nett Newspaper Foundation, Inc., chartered under the New York

membership corporations law. This foundation, controlled by a

self-perpetuating board of eleven directors, is to inherit the

common stock of Gannett Company, Inc., all of which is now
owned by Gannett. The charter provides that, to be eligible for

election, each director must own at least 100 shares of Gannett

Company preferred stock, at least eight must be experienced

newspapermen, and at least one must be an experienced attorney.

"CHARITY, not in its limited sense but rather in its broad

application to human needs/' an advertisement of Gannett

Newspapers in Editor & Publisher of January 25, 1936, pointed

out, "is the inspiration of the Frank E. Gannett Newspaper
Foundation. Not newspapers for profit to ownership, but for

profit to the communities in which they are published. Not news-

papers produced with a minimum of expense and dollar income,
but rather newspapers that reflect an extravagant hand, yet

designed to be commercially successful, but with whatever re-

maining profits ploughed back into the ground from which they

sprung." More specifically, after the payment of dividends on

the preferred stock, mostly held by employees and executives of

the group, the portion of the profits ordinarily available for com-

mon stock dividends is to go to the foundation. These funds,

under the charter, may be expended for any "public charitable,

educational and general philanthropic uses and purposes." After

the establishment of emergency cash reserves of not more than

$100,000, at least seventy-five per cent, of the net annual income

must be so disbursed. If the venture survives the legal and
economic hazards to which all human creations are heir, it may
furnish an attractive model to other capitalists, one which may
ease appreciably maladjustments frequently occasioned by the

inheritance of enterprises.

Publishers have ordinarily sought to project the span of their

earthly fame through setting up foundations separate from their

newspaper enterprises. Joseph Pulitzer started a school of

journalism at Columbia University through an arrangement made
in 1903. This together with a group of prizes and other awards he

subsidized with $800,000 in 1904 and with a legacy for the balance

of $2,250,000 upon his death in 1911. F. G. Bonfils, late publisher
of the Denver Post, let the world know on December 17, 1927,
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that he would bequeath his $20,000,000 to the Frederick G. Bon-

fils Foundation "for the betterment of mankind/ 7

especially

through stimulating the search for cancer and tuberculosis cures.

After his death in 1933, his estate of S10.000.000 was left largely

to this foundation, but it dwindled further through litigation,

G. G. Booth, then chairman of the board of Booth Newspapers
and president of the Detroit Xews, gave $6,500,000 to the Cran-

brook Foundation, organized In 1927 by himself and his wife,

Ellen Scripps Booth, for the completion and maintenance of an

educational and cultural project they had launched at
k

Cran-

brook," their country estate. Where the moneyed once con-

tributed almost solely to religious organizations in order to assure

themselves of immortality, some of them now attempt to purchase

it from the
"
public."

Budgets and Xe&spaper Management

As dailies reached more solid commercial bases in the !S30's

and 1840's, publishers necessarily expanded all phases of opera-

tion. By 1845, the New York Herald had a staff of thirteen editors

and reporters in addition to twenty compositors and sixteen

press hands, and a total weekly expense of $1,400 to $1,600 as

compared with an alleged income of $2,000 to $3,000. The New

York Times spent in 1851-52, its first year, $40,000 for news-

print, $25,000 for mechanical and business employees, and

$13,000 for correspondents, editors, and reporters. The Xew-

York Tribune about 1850 employed 130 persons in addition to

correspondents.
The complexities of larger units brought corporate ownership

as one early adjustment. Horace Greeley seized upon the joint-

stock idea for the reorganization of the Tribune in 1846 as a means

of "socializing" its control through bringing more of the sheet's

employees into its ownership. By 1899, corporations owned

17.0 p"er cent, of all newspapers and periodicals. In 1909, cor-

porations controlled 71.4 per cent, of the newspaper industry's

revenues; in 1914, 78.3 per cent.; and in 1919, 83.2 per cent.

These percentages have little direct significance.
^ ^Corporate

ownership saves shareholders from individual liability, makes

refinancing less difficult, and facilitates absentee, employee, and

customer ownership. Statistics on the latter, not now available,

would reveal more pertinent developments.
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A comparison of the New York Tribune's expenditures in 1859

and 1874 for three items and in 1865-66 for one of these shows

the effect of telegraphic development and the Civil War on pro-

duction costs. These amounted to: $11,679 for telegraph tolls in

1859, $51,729 in 1874; $42,256 for composition in 1859, $125,883

in 1874; and $43,125 for editorial work in 1859, $51,884 in 1865,

$81,775 in 1866, and $188,829 in 1874. The sheet spent $130,198

for news, editing, typesetting, telegraph tolls, printing, and pub-

lishing in 1859 and $377,510 in 1879, with no total available in

1874. As a two-cent paper, the Tribune did a gross business of

approximately $500,000 in 1859 and showed a net profit of

$86,000. In 1878, on a gross of nearly $750,000 as a four-cent

paper, it produced a net profit of $85,588 in a depression year.

With the cost of telegraph tolls and editorial work rising from

some eleven to twenty-five per cent, of the year's gross, these

items reached a peak in the 1870
J

s from which they have gradu-

ally receded. The introduction of stereotyping checked the pro-

portionate gain of composition costs, but larger papers and edi-

tions called for more newsprint and more expensive machinery.
Such early distributions of costs are unsatisfactory, but they

give some basis for comparison with later data; that comparison
reveals how mechanical costs, salaries of business employees, and
dividends gradually squeezed editorial outlays.

Census reports on salaries, wages, the cost of materials, and
the cost of contract work in the combined newspaper and period-
ical industries from 1899 to 1933 plus partial figures for 1869-89

reveal the major trends in publication costs. Only one report,

that for 1879, includes separate figures for daily newspapers (see

Table XXX, Appendix). In that year, dailies spent 40.8 per
cent, of their gross for wages and salaries as compared with 32.1

for all newspapers and periodicals. Materials, however, cost

dailies but 3.5+ per cent, as contrasted with 17.3 per cent, for

the larger field. Figures for larger dailies only and for later years
would allot materials a more equal share of the gross with wages
and salaries, as detailed statements reveal. For reasons given in

connection with the discussion above of sources of revenue, the

figures for 1869 are regarded as approximate at best. In 1869 and

1879, too, figures for wages evidently include a rather indefinite

share of salaries. For these reasons. Figure XIII covers the 1889-
1933 period. The Census did not report contract work separately
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until 1899. This item includes photo-engraving, composition,
features secured from syndicates, and the like, but it does not

embrace expenditures for wire services. The Census places in this

category all items secured by newspapers and periodicals from
other units within the printing, publishing, and allied industries

in order that, by subtracting it, duplication may be avoided in

totals for the group as a whole.

As suggested by the Tribune figures and by the general ex-

pansion of the industry, wages and salaries together more than
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FIGURE XIII. WAGES, SALARIES, COST OP MATERIALS, AXD "OTHER" EX-

PENDITURES OF NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS (in thousands): 1SS9-1933. See

Table XXX, Appendix.

tripled in 1869-79 and then increased almost two and one-half

times in 1879-89, slightly higher rates of increase than for the

total value of products. The cost of materials, meanwhile, almost

doubled in 1869-79 and more than doubled in 1S79-89.

The comparative increases in salaries and wages in 1889-1929

reflect the influence of large units upon production costs. Wages

hung at slightly more than $50,000,000 in 1889-99 and at $59,-

821,488 in 1904 while salaries rose from $17,777,173 in 1SS9 to

$27,015,791 in 1899 and $47,127,711 in 1904. Contrasted with an

increase in wage earners from 85,975 to 96,857 in 1889-1904, sala-

ried employees mounted from 20,120 in 1889 to 27,579 in 1899

and 48,781 in 1904. This disproportionate increase in salaries

and salaried workers suggests changes in bookkeeping arrange-
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ments, the placing of officials, reporters, and advertising men on a

salaried basis, but it is also due to the demand for more and more

skilled executives and other specialists by the larger newspaper
and periodical units of the country. The decrease in wages in

1889-99 in the face of a ten per cent, increase in wage earners

emphasizes the influence of technological changes upon wages,

detailed in Chapters V and VI; in 1899-1904, the establishment

of the nine-hour and eight-hour day in many plants together with

higher wage scales brought a sizable rise in total wages despite

only a slight increase in the wage earners employed.
The curve for wages and salaries from 1919 to 1933 reflects the

more speculative nature of salary scales. In 1919-29, salaries

soared from $143,850,528 to $318,201,762 while wages rose only
from $144,348,173 to $253,399,075. But in 1929-33, salaries

dropped 46.9 per cent, while wages only fell 35.5 per cent. This

relative stability of wages is emphasized by employment figures.

Salaried employees totaled 93,679 in 1919, 142,738 in 1929, and

101,279 in 1933; wage earners numbered 120,381 in 1919, 129,660

in 1929, and 109,087 in 1933. Such figures, although partly due to

the consolidation and elimination of establishments in 1929-33,

point to the chief reason why editorial workers in 1933 formed

the American Newspaper Guild to secure for themselves some of

the advantages which mechanical workers had long found in

their trade unions. These "white collar" workers, in fair num-

bers, came to the conclusion that greater stability in salaries and

employment might yield more satisfactory returns in the long
run than the speculative

"
advantage" they had enjoyed.

The curve in Figure XIII for the cost of materials approx-

imately brings together the tendencies shown in Figures X and
XI (Chapter V) which give curves for newsprint consumption
and price. The cost of materials, in which newsprint for news-

paper production is the largest item, was held in check by the

falling prices for newsprint and other paper until 1914. After

the wartime rise, caused by the highest paper prices since the

early 1890's, the falling prices from 1922 kept the cost of ma-
terials from reaching such a peak in 1929 as did wages, salaries,

and newsprint consumption. The drop in the cost of materials

from $391,737,705 in 1929 to $184,700,084 in 1933, far greater
than the drop in newsprint consumption, came from the further

settling of paper prices as well as marked declines in the periodi-
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cal industry. The cost of contract work, not Included in Fig-

ure XIII, involves indefinite expenditures, greater by periodicals

than by newspapers and has, hence, less significance here than

the other items reported.
As Census reports point out, manufacturers' profits cannot

be learned from these figures because for most years no data

have been collected on "'"depreciation, interest, insurance, rent,

taxes, and other miscellaneous expense items." This leaves a sig-

nificant field, one frequently discussed, open to speculation based

on relatively little data. Perhaps industry will one day realize

the advisability of allowing these of its cards to be placed on the

table.

Something is learned, nevertheless, about the extent of profits

by owners of newspapers and periodicals by comparing the

"other" item with wages, salaries, and the cost of materials.

This "other" item here comprises the difference between the

value of products and the sum of wages, salaries, cost of materials,

and amounts paid for contract work. In addition to profits, it

includes taxes, rent, interest on indebtedness, depreciation, etc.

The percentage of this "other" item fell from 37.8 in 1899 to

37.4 in 1904, 35.1 in 1909, and 33.5+ in 1914 under the influence

of gradually rising costs, particularly of materials and salaries.

Wartime conditions, especially the inflated cost of materials,

brought this percentage to a low of 30.8 in 1919. Since that time,

however, it has risen again to 35.1 in 1929 and 42.3 in 1933.

The Census reported figures for "miscellaneous expenses" in

1889-1909 which comprised "all items of expense incident to the

year's business, except interest, whether on bonds or other forms

of indebtedness, . . . allowances for depreciation," and outlays

separately tabulated. When this item in addition to figures for

wages, salaries, and cost of materials is subtracted from the

value of products for those years, a nearer approximation of

trends in profits may be learned. This residue (see Table XXX,

Appendix) increased from 20.3 per cent, of the total in 1889 to

25.5+ in 1899 and then declined more than did the "other" item

in 1904 and 1909 to 20.3 and 17.2 respectively. Figures for "rent

and taxes," reported for 1914 and 1919, leave a residue which

follows a tendency in that five-year period roughly similar to that

of the "other "item.

The "other" curve in Figure XIII suggests, then, that any
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squalling by publishers about
"
tough times" in the depression

following 1929 may best be justified in terms of fixed interest

charges, taxes, and the high depreciation reserves necessary for

the replacement and renovation of modern printing machinery
rather than in talk of exorbitant wages, salaries, and paper costs.

In the discussion earlier, it was also noted that in 1931-33 news-

papers and periodicals reached the highest proportionate level

they had ever attained in their share of the nation's gross busi-

ness. After observing that
"
consolidations have been at a low

ebb during 1934 and 1935" and that
"
Sales have been few,"

Editor & Publisher on January 25, 1936, gave as the chief reason

for this situation the fact that the "majority of newspapers made
small profits both in 1934 and 1935 small in comparison with

past standards, but more than could be realized by investment in

conservative securities." This modest statement of the case sug-

gests the unusual commercial value of an established daily

newspaper.
Studies of daily newspaper expenses by trade associations,

trade journals, and others since the war furnish more detailed

budgets. A committee of the Inland Daily Press Association,

after analyzing three-year figures submitted by association mem-
bers, recommended in 1923 the following budget: income from

advertising, seventy per cent.; from circulation, twenty-nine;
and from other sources, one; expenditures for editorial services,

fifteen per cent.; circulation, eleven; advertising, seven; paper and

ink, 12.5; other mechanical, 23.5; administration, 18.5; and prof-

its, 12.5. Dailies of 1920-22 could depend more upon wire and
feature services than dailies of 1859 or 1876. The telephone de-

creased the number of reporters needed to cover local events. But
editorial salaries bore more than their share of cutting in "econ-

omy" drives.

The chief differences between large and small newspaper budg-
ets appear in greater expenditures for paper and ink. The

operating costs of the Chicago Daily News in 1928 were divided,
for example, thus: editorial, 12.2 per cent.; advertising, 5.5;

paper and ink, 43.4; mechanical, 10.1; circulation, 15.3; and ad-

ministration, 13.6. No allowance is made here for profits; the

figures cover only costs. A summary of the budget practices of

twenty-seven small and medium-sized dailies submitted to the

New Jersey Press Association in 1928 made this apportionment:
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13.3 per cent, editorial; 9.2 advertising; 13.1 circulation; 35.5

mechanical, including paper and ink; 15.5 office and administra-

tion; and 13.4 profit. The following percentages reported by
"an Eastern metropolitan daily" in 1929 suggest publishers'

allotments of editorial budgets: features, fifteen; telegraph news,

fifteen; state correspondence, five; local salaries, including depart-

ments, fifty-five; copy desk, five; and art and incidentals, five.

Editor &* Publisher 32 in 1929 asked several editors,
fckHow

much should an editor of a daily newspaper in a city of 100,000

population spend to produce a product worthy of his city?"

One replied in a manner typified by the statistics given. "As
little as possible to produce a newspaper that will obtain and hold

as much circulation as Ms newspaper should have/' Lacking local

competition, this may be trimmed considerably. In 1931, a six-

day evening and Sunday paper distributed 9.49 per cent, of its

$183,462 income to editorial expenses and 8.36 to net profits;

a six-day evening paper allotted 13.28 per cent, of 8133,931 to

its editorial department and 8.27 to net profit. Despite the man-

ner in which daily papers held their incomes up during the de-

pression, seventy-five large sheets reported to Editor d* Publisher

early in January, 1935, that their '"support" of the Xew Deal

program had cost them 814,196,391 in the first eleven months of

1934 and had brought them only 813,462,849 in increased revenue

over 1933 figures. This situation also recalls figures reported by
C. C. Coen,

33 an auditor, on the adjustment of one newspaper's

budget to a fall of thirty-four per cent, in its income in 1929-32.

In April, 1929, the operating expenses of the paper comprised

67.0 per cent, of its gross income, thus: editorial, 8.0 per cent.;

advertising, 6.4; circulation, 12.2; mechanical, 35.0; and ad-

ministrative, 5.4. In April, 1932, despite the decline in revenue,

operating expenses only amounted to 73.0 per cent, of the gross,

thus: editorial, 9.0; advertising, 7.4; circulation, 16.8; mechan-

ical, 36.4; and administrative, 3.4. As Coen said, "It tends to

prove that publishing operations may be made sufficiently flex-

ible to meet varying conditions. In an editorial department you
would naturally anticipate a wide latitude. Unfortunately, this

is too often the case." In the latter, he referred especially to

"unnecessary" features but also to other items.

With the tremendous staffs of the larger modern dallies, pa-

ternalistic programs displaced the face-to-face relationships of
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smaller shops and then became quite systematized and compre-
hensive. Paternalistic activities for adult employees began with

spectacular programs somewhat similar to those for newsboys.

They first took the form of annual banquets. Growing trade

unionism, however, particularly during the Civil War period,

instigated modern types of employee welfare work. G. W. Childs,

publisher of the Philadelphia Public Ledger, established a Printers'

Cemetery, contributed funds for the establishment of the I. T. U.

Union Printers' Home, provided funds for widows and orphans
of printers, and insured the lives of leading employees for their

families' benefit. The Pension and Annuity Fund Association of

New York Herald workers, established in 1869 with the aid of

$10,000 from J. G. Bennett, offered sickness and death benefits

in return for small weekly payments.
TJie Chicago Tribune situation illustrates this transition in one

establishment. Tribune executives, realizing the "bond of com-

radeship among the men who made The Tribune," on January 1,

1890,
"
sought to strengthen this sentiment by inviting all em-

ployes to a c

family dinner.' These dinners were held each year
until 1908 when the force had grown so large that they became

impractical. The following year The Tribune presented each

employe with a gold piece in lieu of the dinner, and from this has

developed the present generous system of annual bonuses." 34

The Tribune began its first pension system in 1911.

The tendency to establish such paternalistic programs became
more marked during and after the World War. The New York

Times, to show the reason, had 1,800 employees in 1920 but 3,453
in 1930. The Chicago Tribune hired 2,700 in 1930, and the

Chicago Daily News, 2,000. The Times, Tribune, Daily News,
and other sheets offered life insurance arrangements, sickness,

disability, and pension plans, and recreational and educational

activities. In 1930, its welfare and other paternalistic projects
cost the Times $496,500. Dances, athletic contests, employee
restaurants, house organs such as The Little Times and the

Scripps-Howard News, building and loan associations, American

Legion Posts, and the like furnish employees with a center of

social interest in their urban environment and "sell" them the

value of their employer's good will.

A number of newspapers and particularly newspaper chains

have encouraged employees to buy stock, another means of as-
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surlng sympathy with the employer's viewpoint. The Scripps-
McRae Newspapers organized in 1905 their first Newspaper In-

vestment Company for small holdings, followed in 1921 by a

Second Investment Company and later by others. By 1929,

1,514 of Scripps-Howard's 7.979 employees and 1.070 former

employees and others had thus invested 87,130,000. Scrlpps-

McRae and later Scripps-Howard, in addition, made common
stock available for outright purchase. E. W. Scripps, in Ms will,

probated in 1926, set aside funds which might be used to make
stock available to employees. F. E. Gannett offered preferred

stock in 1929 to the employees of the seventeen Gannett news-

papers. Two years later, he organized an employee campaign to

sell stock to others and encouraged his workers with commissions,

prizes, and bonuses. More than 700 employees bought in excess

of $1,000,000 worth and sold $1,000,000 worth more. The Hearst

string worked out arrangements similar to Gannett's. W. A.

White developed a plan for the control of Hs Emporia (Kansas)

Gazette through which his employees have a share in both owner-

ship and control. At the death of publishers, several dailies passed

into the hands of employees. Employees of The Kansas City Siar

in 1926 entered into a purchasing contract which Involved some

$11,000,000. Similar arrangements were involved in the purchase

of the Chicago Daily News from the Lawson estate.

Newspaper Management

As the general employee relations of dailies thus adjusted to

expansion, staff specialization went on apace. A modern metro-

politan daily now groups the following executives under its

ownership representative, caEed the editor-in-chief, publisher, or

editor and publisher: the business manager, who may be called

publisher but who directs only business affairs; the chief editorial

writer; the managing editor; and sometimes certain others here

given as assistants to these. The business manager divides his

work among an advertising manager, circulation manager, me-

chanical superintendent, and promotion manager. The managing
editor directs the work of a city editor, telegraph editor, art di-

rector, Sunday editor, copy editor, and others. Each of these has

other assistants in turn, each with a title, and as newspapermen

say the longer the title, the shorter the pay check. Foregoing

chapters describe the evolution of the field of the mechanical
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superintendent. The other specialists come into the discussion in

the following chapters. Particularly significant is the manner in

which the editorial director evolved from the old-time
"
printer

7 '

as a more or less independent functionary, the
"
personal" editor,

and then yielded ground to his business manager, later more

generally known as the publisher.

The relation of newspaper ownership and management to

publication has changed considerably in the long and fairly con-

sistent course it has followed. Early dailies began as adjuncts to

printing plants, political parties, and powerful individuals. They
were strengthened by increased circulation and by larger adver-

tising revenues. From small units with a handful of employees,

they grew to employ thousands of workers and specialists in their

largest units. As this change gradually took place, facilitated by
the industrial and commercial growth of the country and by
mechanical and other internal changes, the managemental struc-

ture of dailies came to resemble more and more that of other

large manufacturing establishments. The increased stability

thus afforded, stimulated by the general development of modern

managemental and accounting methods, finally made possible

the organization of the large chains of newspaper holdings which

extend from coast to coast. This expansion of control involved

vertical as well as horizontal extensions. From paper mills to

newsgathering and feature agencies, certain large publishing

organizations now control many phases of the process which

turns trees, human events, and advertising messages into millions

of daily bundles of pages. As this process developed, the individ-

ualism of early editors gave way to cooperative ventures through
which many organizations jointly bore the expense of such activ-

ities as newsgathering, the purchasing of supplies, lobbying, the

larger aspects of employee relations, and the standardization of

the product. The next chapter describes the growth of chains

and combinations, "synthetic" chains, and publishers' associa-

tions, the chief devices employed and the major evidences of this

trend toward the general integration of the daily newspaper
industry.
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CHAPTER VIII

CHAINS AND ASSOCIATIONS

THE
first instances of associated endeavor in which daily

newspaper owners had a part resembled those of their own

journeymen printers in character as well as in purposes.
These combines lasted for the duration of some common problem
and usually dealt with labor relations or subscription prices.

Three years after the start of daily publication in Philadelphia,

an attempt by such a combination of employers in 1786 to cut

journeymen's wages from $6.00 to $5.83|- or thirty-five shillings

a week met with a concerted demand for the old minimum. The

Company of Printers of Philadelphia, fonned in 1794, became the

first fairly permanent association of employers in the general

printing field. It proposed to "regulate the prices at which its

members shall execute printing work, determine the terms of

employing journeymen, fix penalties for the violation of their

regulations," and the like. They were "impressed with the neces-

sity of associating for the purpose of securing those advantages
which are at present attached to the printing business, as well as

for the purpose of extending them; and persuaded that such

association will conduce to insure the harmony and good fellow-

ship of those by whom it is composed.
37 1 Due to the relatively

small number of dailies and their auxiliary nature in the first

decades of the nineteenth century, the most permanent early
associations in which publishers had a part continued to be such

"companies" of printers. The Faustus Association of Printers

of Boston, 1805-15, and others formed from time to time in the

larger cities resembled the Philadelphia Company in general
structure and purposes.

Subscription prices became the first known basis for a mutual

agreement among daily newspaper publishers as such rather than

merely as factors in a combine of employing printers. On Novem-
ber 5, 1803, according to an account in the Trenton True Amer-
ican of December 5,

"The publishers of the daily newspapers published in New
York . . . unanimously agreed, at a meeting at Lovett's Hotel,

208
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that $8.00 per annum, now paid as the price of subscription for a

daily paper, is inadequate to meet the expenses of paper, printing,
and publication, and that it shall be increased to $10,00 after Jan. 1,

1804."

Irving's Morning Chronicle, youngest and weakest daily in the

city, did not join this combine. While four publishers kept their

word, the Gazette and Mercantile Advertiser immediately reverted

to the $8.00 rate. Such "chiseling" on a trade agreement has

dogged the trade associations of newspaper publishers as wel as

of other manufacturers from that time onward. Certain pub-
lishers, usually the weaker and the more "individualistic/* do
not enter a given agreement. Others join and u

interpret" the

agreement to "fit the needs of their own establishments." The

Philadelphia Company talked of "penalties for the violation of

their regulations/
7 but it did not tell how such penalties might

successfully be levied to assure compliance. Until a more con-

tinuous problem appeared, agreements exclusively between pub-
lishers of dailies in New York and elsewhere resembled that of

1803-04.

A new reason for cooperative endeavor appeared in the 1820
T

s

in New York, Boston, Charleston, and some other cities which

finally developed the first continuous associations among pub-
lishers of dailies. Competition had changed the means of getting

that important raw material, news, and rapidly increased the

commodity value of it. Editors and publishers found that they
could secure more buyers for their papers and more prestige with

advertisers when they printed the "Latest Intelligence from

Europe" or a copy of a Presidential address ahead of rivals. This

led to increasingly expensive coverage by boat of incoming ships

and to relays of overland express riders. As the financial burden

of such ventures became too heavy for individual publishers or

small groups of them, various harbor and other newsgathering

associations took shape. The Association of Morning Papers.,

formed sometime before 1827 to procure foreign news from in-

coining ships, became the first of these. After the appearance of

the telegraph in 1844, this type of association expanded in scope

through the organization of the Associated Press of New York

State in 1846
?
the New York City associations, various affiliates,

competitors, and successors.

Temporary affiliations for other purposes appeared now and
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then prior to the establishment of more modern trade associations.

In 1829, for instance, the New York operators agreed to exchange
lists of delinquent subscribers and advertisers so that credit might
be refused. These publishers also formed aggressive combines to

stamp out intruders. Particularly the Herald, 1835, the Tribune,

1841, and the Times, 1851, each in turn, had to fight the bribing

of carriers, efforts to antagonize advertisers, and direct appeals

to subscribers.

The various Associated Presses, with newsgathering as their

primary purpose, enter this part of the discussion only to the

extent that they engaged in activities later embraced by trade

associations and that they facilitated the formation of the trade

bodies. Trade associations, to accept the definition used by the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
2 are

"
Voluntary

organizations of business competitors, usually in one branch of

the industrial, trade, or service fields, whose aim is to promote
that branch through cooperative activities in two or more of the

following phases: Accounting practices, arbitration, business

standards, commercial research, industrial research, public rela-

tions, statistics, and trade promotion." While this statement

covers contemporary bodies better than their predecessors, it

roughly approximates the character of both early and recent trade

associations in which daily newspaper publishers had a part.

The other chief type of integration noticeable in the daily

newspaper industry from an ownership standpoint, viz., group

ownership, dates from examples cited for the pre-daily field, the

"chains" of Benjamin Franklin, Isaiah Thomas, and others. The
first instances of multiple control among dailies resemble the

earlier
"
chains." W. M. Swain, A. H. Simmons, and A. S. Abell,

three New York printers, for example, started the Philadelphia
Public Ledger in 1836 and the Baltimore Sun in 1837, two penny
dailies. Simmons died shortly, but Abell at Baltimore and Swain

at Philadelphia continued the partnership until the Public Ledger
went to G. W. Childs by sale in 1864. Not a chain in the modern
sense of the word, the sheets did cooperate in newsgathering with

pigeon and pony expresses and otherwise. J. G. Bennett con-

templated the establishment of a Boston daily in connection with

his New York Herald in 1840 to aid in his utilization of news
carried by the newly commenced Cunard steamer service, but,

finding no satisfactory partner, he solved his problem otherwise.
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Business methods had not reached a point where chains could
be set up other than through some form of partnership. The rise

of joint-stock companies, beginning in the newspaper business

with Gredey's Tribune in 1846, and the development of capable

managers and of more stable operating conditions made the rudi-

ments of modern group ownership and control possible during
and after the Civil War. Some might refer to party newspaper
groups as early "chains," but politicians ordinarily

fc

*lent
??

money and otherwise subsidized likely editors and then left

nominal control and responsibility in the operators* hands.

The chains and trade associations of the twentieth century

gradually evolved from these early experiments. Chains, papers
in two or more cities owned by one organization, played a part
in stimulating certain trade association activities as weU as in

effecting marked adjustments in newsgathering agencies. They
also strongly promoted the general standardization of newspaper

policies, especially through their influence upon the growth of

feature syndication. Trade associations waxed in strength and
usefulness at about the same rate as did chains. To a marked

extent, although they included the owners of chains, they made

adjustments for individual publishers to common problems which

the larger chains could handle themselves. Because of this inter-

relation and the less extensive nature of chains, the discussion

turns first to trends in group ownership.

Chains

J. W. Forney, in starting the Philadelphia Press in 1857 and

the Washington Daily Morning Chronicle in 1861, organized a

more modern chain, but his ambitions ran to the political rather

than the commercial. When he sold the Chronicle in 1870, to

illustrate
,
Ms successor hastened to explain: "No person in any

way connected with the Executive Department of the Govern-

ment; no advocate of San Domingo; no aspirant for the Presi-

dency, or for any office in the gift of the President; no person
connected with any railroad project, or with any other special

project, has furnished one dollar to purchase the Chronicle, or

now owns an interest of one dollar in it. The present owner of

this journal is absolutely untrammelled.
7 ' 3

Forney, on the other

hand, had been a leading Pennsylvania Democrat, secretary of

the U. S. Senate, and later collector of customs at Philadelphia.
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He continued Ms Forney's Sunday Morning Chronicle in Washing-
ton as well as Ms Press for a number of years.

Early commercial groups included those of J. R. Young and

Benjamin Wood. Young, editor of the PMladelphia Press in

1862-65 and of the New York Tribune in 1866-69, owned interests

in the Philadelphia Abend Post and Evening Star, started in 1865

and 1866, and began the New York Standard in 1870. Wood,

publisher of the New York Daily News, had a partnership with

three others in the inception of The Charleston Daily News in

1865, but lost Ms interest in a reorganization in 1867. He also

launched the New-Yorker Tages-Nachrichten (Daily News) as a

counterpart to his English-language sheet in 1870.

A form of "near-chain" operation wMch spread rapidly among
newspapers other than dailies after the Civil War, "patent in-

sideSj" never gained much of a foothold among dailies. TMs
method, by wMch a central plant supplied sheets printed on one

side to a group of papers, had been used in the daily field as

early as 1841 by M. Y. Beach of the New York Sun. He had

received a copy of President Tyler's message to Congress by
special messenger, set it in type, and printed it as a one-sheet

extra for each of twenty newspapers. The Albany Advertiser and

Boston Times, among others, thus Issued the complete text with-

out the delay and whole cost of composing it. The Siaten Islander

became the Siaten Island Sun in 1851 so that it could buy paper

printed on one side for the New York Sun and print on the out-

side its own material and advertisements. With the shortage of

compositors during the Rebellion, companies to furnish such

"patent insides" were organized. By 1880, twenty-one central

plants supplied sheets printed on one side to 3,089 weeklies, 117

other papers, and but thirty-two dailies. Chapter XV relates this

innovation to the appearance of feature syndicates. Dailies

found cooperative printing applicable cMefly to special feature

and comic sections for Sunday editions. It is regarded as an

instance of "near-chain" operation for the reason that it gave
one organization control over part of the contents of a group of

papers.
The first of the great modern newspaper chains originated in a

partnersMp between J. E., G. H., and E. W. Scripps and J. S.

Sweeney. It rose on the wave of penny evening sheets which

swept the country after the Civil War. J. E. Scripps, assisted
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by the others, built the Detroit Evening Xews in 1873-78 into a
substantial venture. As a joint project, they then started the
Cleveland Penny Press in 1878 with the great"

<fc

E. W.'
1

as editor

on a salary of $12.00 a week. By 1880
?
the Scripps Publishing

Company of Detroit controlled these and three other one-cent
sheets started that year, the St. Louis Chronicle, Cincinnati Post,
and a short-lived effort in Buffalo. The company then operated
two services later adopted by other chains: a system of duplicat-

ing much of its sheets' special news and feature material, and the

distribution of a weekly paper, the Echo, with all Scripps dailies.

Out of these beginnings, E. W. fashioned a personally controlled

chain. He gained the principal interest in the Cincinnati Post

in 1883, started the Covington Kentucky Post as a daily sub-

edition in 1885. He formed a partnership with M. A. McRae in

1889 through which they pooled profits and salaries and gave
two-thirds to Scripps and one-third to McRae. This permitted
E. W. "absolute freedom from aU details of business, to go where
he pleased, live where he pleased, and do as he pleased. McRae
was to manage the papers."

4 At this time, the Scripps League
of Newspapers operated the Cleveland Press, Cincinnati Post,

Kentucky Post, and St. Louis Chronicle. The addition of the share

of G. H. Scripps to the combine in 189-t assured it of control of

these four papers and gave it large minority interests in the

Detroit Evening News and Detroit Tribune. The Scripps-McRae

League was formed in 1895 to publish the four Scripps League

papers and in 1897 the Kansas City (Missouri) World and in

1899 the Akron Press. E. W. also began two other chains, the

Pacific coast and J. C. Harper groups. He launched the coast

group by buying the San Diego Sun in 1893 and the Los Angeles
Record in 1895, and starting the Seattle Star in 1898. He also

began and discontinued unsuccessful papers at Fresno, Berkeley,

and Oakland, California. The Harper group came into existence

with five papers started in 1906, the Press, Tcrre

Haute Post, Denver Express., Dallas Dispatch^ and Memphis Press.

His two "adless
73

dailies in Chicago and Philadelphia in 1911-17,

described elsewhere, did not become part of any group.
From the chain's inception, E. W. placed practices in operation

which colored his papers' policies until Ms death. He started a

new sheet through lending a small amount of money to a young
and enthusiastic publisher. If the man succeeded, E. W. took
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fifty-one per cent, of the stock for his speculation and gave the

balance to the publisher. If the sheet failed, Scripps took the loss.

He did not like to buy or sell newspapers, illustrated by the fact

that until 1920 he began twenty-six of the thirty-two papers he

had owned. After
a
killing" nine and selling one, he still owned

twenty-two. He organized each newspaper and service agency
as a separate corporation and made each self-sustaining. He
tried to produce small, cheap, evening papers for the masses,

as free from control by advertisers and other special interests

as possible. His general policy has been stated:
"
Believe in the

people; "vox populi' may not always be vox Dei, but it is the

nearest thing we've got, and if we follow that, we shall not be

far wrong thus shall we develop a true and enlightened democ-

racy/*
1 5 Since Scripps actually tried to adhere to this dictum,

many an advertiser looked askance at his sympathy toward

trade unionism and other worker movements.

Scripps owned nine dailies in 1900, six through Scripps-McRae
and three on the coast; twenty-two in 1910, eight through

Scripps-McRae, five through Harper, and nine on the coast;

twenty-two in 1920, under the control of his son, J. G. At the

death of J. G. Scripps in 1921, his widow withdrew five coast

papers and the Dallas Dispatch and formed Scripps-Canfield,

later the Scripps League; this chain owned eleven sheets in

1936. Due to a fight between E. W. and J. G. before the latter's

death, E. W. introduced R. W. Howard and his other son, R. P.,

into the control of his dailies in 1920. In 1922, therefore, Scripps-
Howard succeeded Scripp-McRae as the chain's name. Scripps-
Howard owned twenty-five dailies in 1930, twenty-four in 1937.

The latter included sixteen evening, six evening and Sunday, and
two morning and Sunday papers, a reflection of E. W.'s belief in

the evening field.

Eight other groups entered the field and existed until after

1900. J. E. Scripps and G. G. Booth (1) controlled in 1900 the

Detroit Evening News, Tribune, Sunday News-Tribune, Weekly
Tribune

,
and a commercial weekly, Herald of Commerce, all

printed in one plant, Chicago Journal, and Grand Rapids Press.

Joseph Pulitzer (2) added the New York World in 1883 and the

Evening World in 1887 to his St. Louis Post-Dispatch. He bought
the World from Jay Gould, who also operated the Boston Evening
Post as a sideline to his railroad and other financial operations.
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W. R. Hearst (3), attracted to the newspaper field In IS87 by
Pulitzer's successful use of sensationalism in Xew York, added
the New York Morning Journal and a German-language Morgen
Journal to his San Francisco Examiner in 1895 and started the

New York Evening Journal in 1896 and the Chicago American
and Examiner, morning, evening, and Sunday, in 1900. A. S.

Ochs (4), publisher of the Chattanooga Times from 1878, acquired
The New York Tunes in 1896. S. A. Perkins ;5 bought the

Tacoma (Washington) Evening Xevs in 1897. the Tacoma Ledger,
a morning sheet, in 1900, and three others during the next four

years. In 1900, J. G. Bennett, Jr., (6,1 owned the Xev York

Herald, Evening Telegram, and the Paris edition of the Herald.

F. W. Kellogg (7) established the Omaha Xevs in 1899 and the

St. Paul News in 1900. He started or purchased a number of other

papers earlier and later, but, since most of them passed to W. R.

Hearst, he was probably one of several such creatures of Hearst's

expansion program. In addition, the Gakesfon Xexs and Dallas

News (8), under one ownership, appeared as practically the same

daily in each city. In 1900, therefore, two E. \Y. Scripps chains

and eight others controlled thirty-two American dailies, little

more than one per cent, of the country's total, which circulated

about 2,000,000 copies, from twelve to fifteen per cent, of the

total.

With the increasing stability of newspapers after 1900, group

ownership spread rapidly before the war and then entered a

greater boom period during the 1920"s. In 1910, thirteen known
chains operated sixty-two sheets. The total mounted to thirty-

one chains with 153 journals in 1923, and fifty-five with 172

evening and fifty-six morning or 228 daily and eighty-nine Sunday

newspapers in 1926. Figures for 1928-35 follow:

1928: fifty-four chains with 280 dailies

1929: fifty-nine chains with 325 dailies

1930: fifty-five chains with 311 dailies

1931: fifty-six chains with 314 dailies

1932: sixty-five chains with 342 dailies

1933: sixty-three chains with 361 dailies

1934: sixty-three chains with 347 dailies

1935: fifty-nine chains with 329 dailies

The 153 sheets in 1923 circulated 3,964,808 or 36.7 per cent, of

the country's morning papers, 5,629,745 or 29,8 per cent, of the
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evening, 9,494,553 or 32.4 per cent, of the total daily, and

8,806,951 or 44.7 per cent, of the Sunday. The 361 dailies of 1933

controlled 13,244,574 or 37.4 per cent, of the total daily issuance

and 11,044,646 or 45.9 per cent, of the Sunday. The Hearst,

Patterson-McCormick, Scripps-Howard, Paul Block, Bidder,

and Gannett chains, the six largest in circulation, controlled in

1933 eighty-one dailies with 9,236,625 circulation and thirty-

eight Sunday sheets with 8,375,066. These chains thus distributed

69.7 per cent, of the daily chain circulation and 26.1 per cent, of

the country's total, 75.8 per cent, of chain Sunday issuance and

34.8 per cent, of the national total. As these figures suggest, cer-

tain chains tend to concentrate their holdings in large properties,

located in large cities. The fact that the number of chain news-

papers more than doubled in 1923-33 while their control of daily

circulation only rose from 32.4 to 37.4 per cent.6
points to two

conclusions: Chains as a whole tended after 1923 to accumulate

smaller units, and many older units no more than held their

relative position in the country's total circulation. No little part
of the 5.0 per cent, increase in the chain portion of the country's
total daily circulation came from a rise from 2.1 to 4.1 in the per-

centage of the country's total controlled by the New York Daily

News, one of the two units in the Patterson-McConnick chain.

According to W. E. Bowman,7
editor, Newark Star-Eagle, eighty-

four of the 106 cities with 100,000 and more population in 1929

had chain newspapers, and twelve, no independently owned
sheets. Four chains, the Scripps-Howard, Hearst, Block, and

Gannett, then operated sixty of their seventy-four properties in

forty-nine of the cities, but competed only in eight. Three com-

peted and owned all the English-language journals in one city,

Pittsburgh. In 1934, these four chains operated fifty-eight of

their sixty-nine newspapers in forty cities with 100,000 and more

population, and still competed in eight.

Hearst managed in 1923-35 to "keep up with the procession"
in circulation by purchasing new papers for operation or merger
and by establishing in 1925 the New York Mirror, a tabloid.

Since Hearst's name was officially connected with the ownership
of the Mirror only at times and it is not listed as one of his chain,
that sheet is not included in the following statistics. Certain

other sheets, known to be controlled by Hearst but not listed as

parts of his chain, are also omitted. His twenty-two dailies of
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1923 circulated 3,350,411 copies, and Ms fourteen Sunday sheets,

4,084,394. In 1935, his twenty-four dallies distributed 4,223,452,
and his sixteen Sunday papers, 5,350,390. While the country's

daily circulation increased 21.3 per cent., Hearst's rose 26.1,
from 10.7 to 11.1 per cent, of the country's total. While total

Sunday copy sales mounted 31.1 per cent., Hearst's increased

31.0 and held at 19.0 per cent, of the nation's consumption. His
American Weekly, delivered with all his Sunday papers, thus

achieved the largest circulation of any American periodical.

During these twelve years, Hearst dropped the morning Boston

Advertiser, the morning Baltimore American, the morning and

Sunday Fort Worth Record, and the Sunday Milwaukee Telegram.
He added the evening and Sunday Albany Times-Union and the

evening and Sunday San Antonio Light in 1924, the evening and

Sunday Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph in 1927, and the morning, eve-

ning, and Sunday Omaha Bee-Xews in 1928. In addition, he pur-
chased such sheets for merging with Ms older properties as the

Los Angeles Evening Express, which he combined in 1931 with his

Evening Herald, and the Scripps-Howard Baltimore Psf>
7
which

he added in 1934 to his Evening Xe&s.

After accounting for his acquisitions and dispositions, the 0.4

per cent, gain in Hearst's hold on the country's total daily cir-

culation cannot be attributed to the health of individual proper-

ties, some of which exhibited actual declines. The subtraction

of the circulation of the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph alone from the

daily and Sunday totals for 1935 would bring the chain's hold on

the country's daily circulation to its 1923 percentage and on the

total Sunday to somewhat below that level.

During the slump of 1929-33, Hearst*s sophistries and high-

powered features sold better than during the more critical 1933-35

recovery years. His percentage of the total daily circulation

mounted from 10.8 in 1929 to 11.2 in 1933 and then declined to

11.1 in 1935
?
a drop held in check by the Baltimore Post and News

merger. His percentage of total Sunday copy sales increased from

19.3 to 19.5- in 1929-33 and then slumped to 19.0 in 1935.

American subscribers evidently do not wholly appreciate

Hearst's formula for journalism: "Get the news. Get it first.

Spare no expense. Make a great and continuous noise to attract

readers; denounce crooked wealth and promise better condi-

tions for the poor to keep readers. INCREASE CIRCULATION.
7 ' s
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Not so strikingly unusual, but above all this formula implies the

sensational promotion of all views and news which interest him,

the control of as many especially popular features as can be pur-

chased, and the extensive use of pictures, particularly of appealing
"
shots" of pretty women, babies, and "

heart-rending" inci-

dents. Sex, crime, and features do not sugar-coat well enough the

pill of predigested views in his papers in periods of societal re-

adjustment.
American advertisers, on the other hand, evidently Hke the

various services Hearst renders them. "The advertiser who links

his program with the immense power and influence of Hearst

newspapers/' Hearst advertised in Editor & Publisher on April 4,

1936, "is enlisting America's mightiest advertising force." Despite
the apparent circulation weakness of Hearst chain management,
the advertising "take" is said to remain adequate to cover the

purchase of additional blocks of subscriptions. Fortune maga-

zine, in an extensive report on Hearst's "empire" in its issue for

October, 1935, estimated that his twenty-eight newspapers "do

over $100,000,000 worth of business a year, and they are worth

about $90,000,000 as they stand." It called the chain "the big-

gest pile of newspapers in the world, three of which are nominally
held by others," and put its total circulation at 5,500,000 daily

and 7,000,000 Sunday. It totaled his interests in newspapers,

magazines, radio stations, motion picture companies, real estate,

and gold and other mining operations at $220,000,000 and his

"net worth" at about $140,000,000.

The number of chains with five or more newspapers rose in

1929-35 from twenty of a total of fifty-nine to twenty-four of

fifty-nine. The number of newspapers they controlled also in-

creased more rapidly than did all chain holdings and in the face

of a decline in the general total of dailies. They controlled 218 of

the 325 chain dailies in 1929 and 233 of the 329 in 1935. Many of

the fairly large chains were concentrated in 1935 in single states:

eight newspapers of Booth in Michigan, six of Brush-Moore in

Ohio, ten of Southern California Associated Newspapers in

California, six of G. B. Dolliver in Michigan, thirteen of Fen-

tress-Marsh in Texas, fourteen of the Gannett string of seven-

teen in New York, fourteen of the fifteen of H. C. Ogden in

West Virginia, eight of C. E. Palmer in Arkansas, and seven

of Westchester County Publishers in but one county of New
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York. Others were fairly sectional. Only such large chains as

those of Hearst and Scripps-Howard spread throughout the

larger cities of the country with little regard for state or sectional

lines.

Rationalizations of the existence of chains and of chain activ-

ities and methods, more or less suggested by the facts, grew with

chains. Frank Knox, then a Hearst executive, to illustrate, told

the American Society of Newspaper Editors in 1929, "Probably,

one of the greatest merits of the chain is that it gives greater

independence, additional liberty of action, to each newspaper

belonging to it. ... Many an individual newspaper has gone
into a local fight perhaps against crooked politics, against graft,

against crime . . . and, from lack of resources, has been driven

from the field, perhaps annihilated/* E. A. Howe, 9
vice-president

of the Lindsay-Xunn group and president of his own chain, as-

serted in 1930,
U
I think it is becoming more and more evident

that it doesn't matter who owns a newspaper as long as it is

operated vigorously and honestly. The average reader doesn't

bother about the paper's masthead/' Good theories, perhaps.

But definitions of
"
honesty

*
?

vary. Many a newspaper reader

more interested in representation than in
u
honesty

"
has wished

that someone else controlled the editorial policies of at least one

of the few dailies available to him.

Two chains, Scripps-Howard and Hearst, typify operating

policies. They have centralized accounting systems, national

advertising sales agencies, and central purchasing offices. Scripps-

McRae, for example, incorporated the Newspaper Supply Com-

pany in 1908 to take over this work. Hearst concentrated paper

purchasing for his many newspapers and other periodicals in the

Newspaper & Magazine Paper Company of New York City

and the American Paper Company of San Francisco. The larger

chains have more or less complete feature and newsgathering

arrangements either for members alone or for members and other

sheets. Scripps-Howard has its exclusive !eased~wire service,

Scripps-Howard Newspaper Alliance, formed in 1918, in addition

to close connections with United Press Associations, a commercial

newsgathering agency, and with feature services such as News-

paper Enterprise Association. Hearst operates, among others,

King Features Syndicate and International News Service. These

chains differ chiefly in the extent to which each unit functions in-
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dependency. While all chains allege local independence, Hearst

sheets from coast to coast carry quantities of the same features.

Brisbane's "Today" column, Hearst's occasional signed editori-

als, and much other editorial and feature copy may be found in

any Hearst sheet. Local autonomy amounts to freedom to collect

necessary local news and to fight the crusades with which Hearst

sensationalizes his sheets and probably amuses himself. Scripps-

Howard, on the other hand, encourages local crusading, local

editorial views on community and national problems, locally de-

veloped features. It brings its editors together once a year to

discuss national problems in order to take a more concerted stand

on them. While a Hearst sheet by and large is a Hearst sheet

anywhere, the Scripps-Howard papers attempt to adjust to the

conditions of each field. W. R. Hearst, moreover, inherited and

developed the widespread mining, ranching, real estate, and other

interests of his father and mother, but individual Scripps-Howard

newspapers may not borrow money from local banks or otherwise

depend unnecessarily upon local interests, and its executives are

encouraged to follow E. W. Scripps's policy of investing only in

newspaper and closely allied holdings.

Several other types of chain appeared in 1928-29. E. C. Pul-

liam and C. E. Marsh began to assemble General Newspapers,

Inc., in 1928, and by 1935 owned eighteen small sheets, controlled

another, and had a stock interest in the Fentress-Marsh chain of

Texas. This organization differed from older chains "in that it

was not a gradual expansion . . . under the direction of one

dominant personality, but a conscious acquisition for investment

purposes. . . . It has no central editorial policy, no affiliated news

or feature services, but it does operate a central accounting and

purchasing bureau." 10 By February, 1936, Pulliam controlled

two dailies in Oklahoma and three in Indiana; General News-

papers had disappeared. W. A. Clark, Jr., took over the Montana
Free Press at Butte and started dailies at Billings and Missoula,

Montana, in 1928-29 to break the alleged control of the state

government by the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, said to

operate nine of the state's sixteen dailies and "influence" the

rest. All three sheets collapsed in 1929 despite an asserted outlay
of $3,000,000. The history of the Anaconda chain n is shrouded

in mystery; it is one of the kind which Editor &* Publisher does

not list in its annual compilation. Through the merging of the
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holdings of J. N. Macy with the Forbes-Hunter string in 1929,

Westchester County Publishers, Inc.. came into being in control

of six dailies in one New York county. Expanded through affilia-

tion to eight dailies by 1934, the chain engages in cooperative

newsgathering and sells space on a market unit basis.

Among unsuccessful chain developments, those of ilunsey,

Vanderbilt, Macfadden, and Greenhut illustrate potentialities.

After a brief effort to rehabilitate the New York Star as the

tabloid Daily Continent- in 1S9Q, F. A. Munsey returned to the

newspaper field in 1901 to buy the New York Daily News and the

Washington Times. During the next twenty-two years, he bought
eleven other sheets. After a total investment of about 816,000,-

000, he finally scrapped or merged six and sold seven. Before his

death in 1926, he abandoned his dream of a great chain, built

through the application of principles which had worked so well

for his magazines and grocery stores. Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.,

energized by an ambition to start "nonsaladous" journals in

tabloid form throughout the United States, began the Los

Angeles Illustrated News and San Francisco Illustrated Herald in

1923 and the Illustrated Daily Tab at Miami, Florida, in 1925.

But he lost them all in 1926-27 after expensive runs. Bemarr

Macfadden, successful with his Physical Culture and True Story

magazines, launched the first unit of a chain of tabloids in 1924,

the ultra-sensational New York Graphic. He even accumulated

two "class" dailies, the Automotive Daily News and the Invest-

ment Daily News of New York, but none remained by 1932 except

two small, independently operated sheets in Michigan. Eugene

Greenhut, Inc., after organizing the Hafan Department Stores,

Inc., in 1928, announced its intention of purchasing forty dailies

in 1929 through stock exchange arrangements, stock sales,, and

some cash transactions. Greenhut visualized both newspapers

and department stores as "personality businesses" and thought

the same methods would work for both, but the market crash

that fall discouraged Mm and his associates. The operations of

these chains, to the extent that they accomplished anything,

resulted in the elimination of a number of newspapers and wire

franchises in some of the larger dties and demonstrated once

more that newspaper publication remains a tremendously in-

tricate business, even in this day of fairly stable ventures.

Chains represent only one aspect of the integrative movement
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in ownership which continually gathered momentum in the in-

dustry after the Civil War, particularly after 1900. The move-

ment also took the form of local combinations of papers, "chains-

within-a-city" of central and neighborhood editions, trade

associations, professional and trade societies and unions, wire and

feature services, cooperative purchasing arrangements, the cen-

tralization of national advertising sales in the hands of special

agents and of its purchase in the hands of agencies, and the

standardization of journalistic and other publication practices

through educational programs and emulation.

Combinations

Combinations, a type of local "chain," speeded the trend

toward monopoly in local fields after the more definite differentia-

tion of morning and evening dailies following the Civil War.

They consist of one morning and one evening daily, sometimes

more, published from the same plant. Occasionally, combina-

tions consist of two or more dailies in one town printed in two

plants under one ownership. They usually sell advertising space,

especially in the national field, on a combined basis.

The 1880 Census reported twenty establishments which issued

morning and evening papers, distinct in name and contents,

mostly located in small towns. Editor & Publisher's
"
Interna-

tional Year Book" for 1924 revealed that 105 companies by 1923

controlled 212 dailies in this manner. In 1927, 136 organizations
owned 274 papers, 135 morning and 139 evening. Of these com-

binations, all but eighteen nationally and fifty-eight locally sold

advertising in both papers as a unit, to run all day. By 1931,
152 cities had associated newspapers, and ninety-nine, no other

kind. Beginning in 1926, Springfield, Massachusetts, witnessed

single control of its two morning and two evening newspapers.
The Bowles interests, owners of the morning Republican for more
than eighty years, completed their control of the Evening Union,

morning Union, and evening Daily News, "four papers of radi-

cally differing faiths, policies and traditions under a single owner-

ship."
12 Their immediate competition became the Springfield

Shopping News, started by protesting merchants. While striking

compositors on the four Bowles dailies published the tabloid

Journal in 1935, local merchants gave it liberal advertising pat-

ronage. Although the Bowles kept all four alive to stave off the
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entrance of new competition, readers tired of a four-part puppet
show of this kind.

Arguments advanced in favor of combinations include the

cheapness of publishing two papers from one plant without a

change in advertising, the smaller staff and mechanical invest-

ment needed. While not a combination, for instance, the Scripps-

Howard State Tribune and the independent Journal of Albuquer-

que, New Mexico, evening and morning, are manned by separate

editorial staffs, but since 1933 they have had a joint business

management and printing plant. A similar arrangement involved

in 1936 the Scripps-Howard Herald-Post and the independently

owned Times of El Paso, Texas. Objections of readers and ad-

vertisers, however, have kept such owners as J. D. Jackson from

applying the principle of combination wholly to his New Haven

Register and Journal-Courier, evening and morning, the only two

dailies in New Haven. Each has a separate plant, staff, editorial

policy within certain limits, and advertising rate.

Publishers' Associations

The spread of journeymen printers' societies and their develop-

ment into unions, the formation of the National Typographical

Union in 1852, the high cost and scarcity of newsprint, the polit-

ical agitations preceding the Civil War, the movement to take

governmental printing out of the hands of private contractors,

and the rise of national advertising and advertising agencies led

to the rapid establishment of state
"
editorial

35

groups in the

1850's and 1860's. Since the positions of editor and publisher did

not differentiate on most papers until well after the Civil War,

publishers' associations so called did not appear until the two

"sides" became more distinct. Three of the earliest state edi-

torial societies began in 1853: the Wisconsin Editorial Association

at a meeting in Madison on January 13, with annual gatherings

from 1857; the Connecticut Newspaper Association at a conven-

tion in New Haven on June 8; and the Western New York

Typographical Association on September 8 at Elmira. The

Connecticut group had only three known annual meetings, but

the New York society became the New York State Editorial and

Typographical Association in 1858, the Editors and Publishers'

Association of the State of New York in 1871, and the New York

Press Association its present name in 1874. Only the Civil
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War interrupted the procession of this group's annual meetings,
in 1861-64. Its changes in name are significant of modifications

undergone by such bodies. Other associations started in New

Jersey in 1857, Indiana in 1859, Nebraska in 1860, Maine in 1864,

Illinois in 1865, Missouri, Vermont, and Minnesota in 1867,

New Hampshire in 1868, Massachusetts in 1869, Alabama and
Northern Wisconsin in 1871, Arkansas in 1873, Colorado in 1878,

and Rhode Island in 1879.

"Deadheading" materially aided the formation of these early

editorial societies. A. 0. Bunnell,
13

long secretary of the New
York Press Association, frankly described the part played by this

practice thus:

"It should be said that the association would have been less a
success if the various railroad and steamboat companies had been
less liberal in providing free transportation for the members and
their ladies, and in inviting them to excursions, and if the land-

lords had been less accommodating in reducing their prices; for but
few country editors are so rich as not to be financially burdened

by an annual outing of from four to six days, with long-distance
full fares and full rates at expensive hotels to pay from their hard-
earned savings. It is hoped that the companies and hostelries

which have favored them have been fairly well repaid by the men-
tions they have received in the association's resolutions and the

reports of conventions published in the newspapers represented.'
7

Such "
deadheading" by editors continued until the Interstate

Commerce Commission from 1887 and changed views on adver-

tising solicitation upon the part of business managers began to

combat the usage.

The proceedings of the first annual meeting in 1853 and the

constitution of the Western New York Typographical Associa-

tion pointed to the same general field which the American News-

paper Publishers
3

Association filled for large dailies after 1887.

It declared its objects to be
"
the mutual protection of its members

from fraud or imposition, and the adoption of such regulations as
shall be deemed for the general interest of the fraternity." It

agreed to admit editors, publishers, and the proprietors of print-

ing establishments. It adopted "rules and rates for advertising,

and, curiously enough, fixed the same rates for all of the papers
represented, without regard to location or circulation." The
resolutions of the convention included one to indenture or bind

apprentices for a minimum of four years; "one to form a nucleus
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for a monument over the grave of Benjamin Franklin; one recom-

mending that the craft hold annual festivals on the birthday of

Franklin; one approving of the National Typographical Union;
and one declaring it to be inexpedient for publishers to select any
one advertising agency exclusive of others." 14 Current editorial

problems did not find a place in the records of the discussions

until 1855. Resolutions then recommended that in controversies

one editor "ought never to name the personnel of another editor"

and condemned the excessive publication of reports of crime as

well as the acceptance of immoral and fraudulent advertisements.

The Civil War intensified the association movement and made
it more businesslike. Combines of paper makers and the scarcity

and costliness of both newsprint and labor during the war forced

a greater degree of economic cooperation. The oldest existing

society of master printers, the New York Typothetae, was es-

tablished at a meeting in Tammany Hall, December 26, 1862,

largely to look after labor relations. Such citywide affiliations of

master printers, which included newspaper publishers, then in-

terested the publishers of large dailies more than did any other

kind of association with the exception of the Associated Press.

Through A. P., publishers achieved locally and nationally an

unknown degree of unanimity of action on labor problems and

other issues. The Western Associated Press, to illustrate, at its

meeting of thirteen leading publishers in Cincinnati in May, 1864,

decided to cooperate in fighting against the demands of the typo-

graphical unions. In August, 1864, the Associated Press of New
York and its affiliates issued to all newspapers in the country cir-

culars which requested them to send non-union printers to New
York to combat an impending strike of New York Typographical

Union No. 6. One publishers' association as such, one about

which little is known, the Northwestern Publishers' Association,

was regarded by printers in September, 1864, as "a combination

of capitalists ... to break up the Typographical Unions of the

country."
15 It included, among others, the publisher of the

Chicago Times, who had just locked out his union printers.

After the Civil War, the organization and strengthening of

these bodies proceeded apace. Out of the editorial associations,

finally grew the National Editorial Association in 1885-86. From

the local Typothetae arose the United Typothetae of America in

1887. As a by-product of these movements, of the Associated
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Press, and of their own peculiar problems, the daily newspaper

publishers formed the American Newspaper Publishers' Associa-

tion in 1887. These national bodies followed somewhat distinct

courses after their establishment, but their common predecessors

may be found among the earlier bodies of editors, publishers, and

master printers or "typothetae."

The New York State Editorial and Typographical Association's

convention program in 1868 characterizes early post-war policies.

This body divided its work among committees on finances, ad-

vertising agencies, resolutions, advertising rates, systems and

principles of the publishing business, editorial ethics, presses and

printing material, plans for printing offices, collection of local

news, and arrangement of newspaper matter. A reorganization

in 1871, changing the name to the Editors and Publishers' Asso-

ciation of the State of New York, restricted membership to edi-

tors and publishers of dailies and weeklies regularly published in

the state. Efforts to repeal laws permitting free carriage through
the mails for newspaper exchanges by publishers and for papers
sent by weeklies directly to subscribers within their county of

publication, brought the New York body and others into national

politics in their own behalf. They protested in 1873 and gained
their point.

Trade journals focused the attention of publishers and editors

on national aspects of their industry and aided the development
of more inclusive trade associations geographically. The first

trade journals in the field addressed themselves to printers. The
Ink Fountain, a quarterly newspaper

"
devoted to the interests

of printers/' started its short run in 1852 at Philadelphia. A more
successful periodical, begun at Philadelphia in April, 1855, and

long published by Thomas MacKellar, The Typographic Adver-

tiser, survived until 1892. The Printer: A Monthly Newspaper,
established at New York by Henry & Huntington in May, 1858,
had the patronage of the National Typographical Union until

1866 and continued until 1875. Other early journals of this sort

were: Printers' Circular and Stationers' and Publishers' Gazette,

Philadelphia, 1866-90, the official organ of N. T. U. and I. T. U.
in 1866-82; Printing Gazette, Cleveland, 1866-75; Deutch-Ame-
rikanische Buchdrucker-Zeitung (German-American Printers'

Newspaper), started July 1, 1873, as the official journal of the

German-American Typographia and still issued as such, the
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oldest printers' journal in America; American Model Printer,

1879-84, organ of I. T. U. in 1882-83; The Monthly Union,
New York, 1880-1910; Printing Trade News, New York, 1882-

1915; Our Organette, Indianapolis, subsidized by I. T. U. in

1883-84; Inland Printer, Chicago, 1883 to date; The Union

Printer, New York, 1884-98; The Craftsman, Washington, re-

garded as official by I. T. U. in 1884-89; and The Typographical

Journal, published by I. T. U. at Indianapolis, from July IS, 1889,

to date. As these titles suggest, these journals tended to specialize

more and more in material which interested employees, on the

one hand, and master printers, on the other. Other journals de-

veloped to meet the needs of editors and publishers. Only one

periodical, The Publishers
7

Auxiliary, now attempts to meet the

varied interests of printers, editors, and publishers, especially of

printer-publishers of small papers. Issued as a weekly newspaper

by the Western Newspaper Union, a printer's supply and ready-

print company, the Auxiliary is said to date from 1865. In 1905,

W. N. U. merged it with The Western Publisher, its former house

organ.
Trade journals published exclusively for editors and publishers

came later than ones for printers because of the limited number

of establishments in which the newspaper outranked job printing

in economic importance. Daily newspapermen, too, could learn

of matters of professional or trade interest through such channels

as Niles' Weekly Register of 1811-49, a compendium of informa-

tion useful to newspapermen, business men, and others. It fre-

quently included notes of innovations in printing machinery or

paper making and on the ethics of newspaperdom. Advertising

agents and printers' supply houses published journals of a more

professional nature as house organs shortly after the Civil War.

Carrying advertising and some editorial material which pro-

moted their owners' businesses, The Proof-Sheet of Philadelphia

and the American Newspaper Reporter of New York achieved dis-

tinction as the forerunners of commercial trade periodicals for

newspapermen.
The Reporter grew from the Advertisers' Gazette, established by

G. P. Rowell & Company in 1867 as a messenger to their cus-

tomers, the advertisers. From this Gazette also outcropped in

1869 RowelTs American Newspaper Directory. On January 2,

1871, the Gazette became the American Newspaper Reporter and
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Advertisers' Gazette: A Weekly Journal of Newspaper Intelligence.

With its title modified on January 5, 1874, to American News-

paper Reporter and Printers Gazette, it continued until it was sold

and its name and purpose again modified in 1878-79. A writer 16

recalling this sheet in 1894 said, "Although its main object was

undoubtedly to boom Mr. RowelPs advertising agency and

printer's supply house, ... it must have been a publication of

great value to the newspaper world.
77

The Proof-Sheet, a fairly regular monthly journal from July,

1867, to April 24, 1882, carried several noteworthy contributions

to the history of American journalism, trade information, and

many pages of advertising for its sponsoring firm of type-founders.
The American Journalist: A Monthly Review of American Jour-

nalism, started at Philadelphia in February, 1872, slowed down
to quarterly issuance for its last two issues in October, 1876, and

January, 1877, as the American Journahst: and Advertisers' Index.

The American Press Association, a news plate distributing organ-
ization and feature syndicate, issued The American Press in 1882

as a house publication, a periodical still continued. The National

Editorial Journalist and Printer and Publisher, later the National

Printer-Journalist, was launched at Chicago in 1883 and be-

came the organ of the National Editorial Association in 1889.

C. A. Byrne and Leander Richardson then began the first

commercial trade journal for newspapermen to attain any marked

success, The Journalist: A Magazine for All Who Read and Write.

It appeared weekly from March 22, 1884, to March 23, 1895,

suspended, then continued from April 17, 1897, to June 16, 1906,
and lapsed to monthly publication from August, 1906, to Janu-
ary, 1907. It merged with The Editor and Publisher: A Journal

for Newspaper Makers, begun June 29, 1901, on January 26,
1907. A contemporary

17 said that the "Journalist's pinnacle of

fame is rooted in the affections of the writers and correspondents,
and it has never paid much attention to the

'

business end 7

of the

newspaperworld/
7

Long edited byAllan Forman, it filled a unique
place in trade journalism. Other periodicals now merged with
Editor & Publisher include: Newspaperdom, started in March,
1892, and called Advertising in January to July, 1925; and The
Fourth Estate, March 1, 1894, to November 26, 1927. The Publish-
ers' Guide, New York, started in 1893, reported and discussed sub-

jects of interest to newspaper publishers, advertising managers.
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and advertising men generally. It continued until 1916, became

Advertising News, and then merged in 1918 with Advertising and

Selling. The Newspaper Maker attempted to fill in 1895-1901 a

place similar to that held since by Editor 6* Publisher: The Fourth

Estate, now the leading general trade publication in the field.

These journals and others all shared in the development of a

community of interest among newspaper editorial and advertis-

ing men. The trade journals and associations both broadened

their scope and usefulness as they both developed.

Advertising agents reached the national association stage

sooner than did newspapermen. A National Convention of Ad-

vertising Brokers was held at the Astor House, New York, on

April 15 and 16, 1873, a product of the confusion in that business

which resulted from the rapid growth of national advertising

during and after the Civil War. This convention did not form

any permanent national association, however, and the next

reference found to an Association of General Advertising Agents
is dated 1888, possibly an outcome of the 1873 convention.

A tri-state meeting of the press associations of New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and New York became one of the "seeds" from

which the National Editorial Association sprang. A few days

after their own annual sessions, these associations "deadheaded"

to Cape May, New Jersey, and on June 24, 1879, held a gathering

"for friendly intercourse and enjoyment, and by common consent

business was dispensed with." But, before departing, the New
Yorkers, meeting by themselves, passed a resolution advocating

*'a national editorial convention, consisting of representatives of

all the states, at no distant day, and this was the New York seed

from which has grown the vigorous National Editorial Associa-

tion." ls B. B. Herbert,
19 then president of the Minnesota associa-

tion, claimed that the "thought of the National Editorial Asso-

ciation came to the writer while on an excursion with the members

of the Minnesota Editors' and Publishers' Association" in July,

1882. The New Yorkers did not appoint delegates to the N. E. A.

until 1889.

Herbert took the initiative in bringing about the formation of

the N. E. A. at the 1884 condave of the Minnesota Editors' and

Publishers' Association. He had that body resolve "That the

recommendations of the President of this Association for the

calling of a convention to organize a National Editors' and Pub-
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. Ushers' Association in and for the United States of America, be

and the same are hereby adopted." On December 26, 1884, a

committee of five headed by Herbert circularized the associations

of the country with the request that they attend on February 12,

1885, such a meeting in connection with the fair at New Orleans.

They proposed "that Editorial Excursions be at once organized

to meet at convenient and central points, and to go in convenient

bodies to New Orleans, returning by way of Washington City,

as far as practicable, to be present at the ceremonies connected

with the dedication of the Washington monument/' To aid in the

deadheading, the
"
General Passenger Agents of the great lines of

railroads had to be informed of what it all meant, but when the

whole plan was fully explained, seemed glad to co-operate toward

that which had in view the obtaining and disseminating of knowl-

edge by the editors." 20 The mores of publication permitted that

practice then. When such mores finally clashed with economic

welfare, they changed quite rapidly.

The first permanent organization of national scope for general
trade purposes among newspapermen, the International Editorial

Association, took shape at the New Orleans convention on

February 19-20, 1885. At its second annual sessions in Cincin-

nati on February 23-25, 1886, delegates from more than twenty-
five states and territories adopted a constitution and changed the

name to National Editorial Association. The document expressed
the objectives of the association as the enlargement of editors'

and publishers' acquaintanceships and the promotion of the mu-
tual interests of "the craft and the profession." Herbert recom-

mended the encouragement of collegiate education for journalism,

promotion of just libel laws, establishment of an official publica-

tion, incorporation "to make the organization permanent," de-

velopment of uniform advertising rates, nurturing of professional
standards and ethics comparable to those of medicine and law,
and adequate financing. "The sooner we put wealth into this

association," he pointed out, "the sooner will we prize it at its

full value and make it in every way useful." 21 As to "wealth,"
the Cincinnati Newspaper Publishers' Association had raised

some $6,000 to entertain these delegates.
This national body did not satisfy such daily newspapermen

as W. H. Brearly, advertising manager of the Detroit Evening
News. Brearly

22 wanted "annual conventions of the business
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managers of the leading papers of the country, not to have a

junketing spree, but to discuss and direct their own business, and

to elect the men who are to execute their wishes." He claimed

that the
" '

editorial' conventions, so called, utterly fail to give

any practical help on this subject; their membership is largely

composed of small country weeklies; their exercises are im-

possible theories or denunciations of the
'

metropolitan press;'

and the end and aim most apparent is the banquet or excursion/
3

Brearly,
23 one of the aggressive new business men of the industry,

believed "that the only truly interesting portion of a newspaper
is the advertising it contains. There, if anywhere, can rest be

found from editorial partisanship and exaggeration. Persons have

been found who questioned the editorial statements of Dana, Reid

and Halstead, but Mrs. Pinkham, never!'
7 The most significant

feature of the Cincinnati convention of the N. E. A. from a daily

newspaper standpoint, therefore, was a paper read by Brearly in

which he first suggested the formation of a national publishers'

association. Fearful of the "metropolitan press" and not caring

to sponsor a competing national body, likely a more powerful one,

the N. E. A. gave his idea little consideration.

While the scanty records fail to indicate any connection, per-

haps Brearly got the notion for his publishers' association from

the Inland Daily Press Association, an affiliation of small middle-

western dailies started in 1885, possibly on May 7. Its original

charter, granted March 21, 1887, by the State of Illinois, defined

its objects as "mutual co-operation to secure news service, tele-

graph plates, miscellany, illustrations, advertising, supplements,

correspondence and the purchase of materials and supplies."
24

To some extent, this body represents in its early stages a transi-

tional phase between cooperation for newsgathering purposes and

cooperation in advertising and other general trade matters. The

I. D. P. A. later modified into a trade association in its section of

the country with policies similar to those of the A. N. P. A.

nationally.

Although labor problems did not figure in Brearly's promo-
tional material, they may have stimulated the interest of pub-

lishers in his idea. The vast industrial unrest in the 1880's, which

occasioned many strikes and lockouts, prompted the establish-

ment of a number of trade associations. The United Typothetae

c f America, to illustrate, was formed to combat the nine-hour and
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other proposals of union labor on October 18-20, 1887. It banded

together members of seventeen local bodies of master printers

which had revived or started in 1883-87. These locals, the

product of labor difficulties, included ones at New York, Chicago,
St. Louis, Cincinnati, and Richmond. Differences between the

manufacturing problems of members of the U. T. A. and of the

A. N. P. A. permitted the former to adopt belligerent labor

tactics much earlier than the latter.

Brearly hastened to launch his brain child. On July 24, 1886,

he sent a prospectus of the proposed association, to be purely

cooperative in nature, to some 1,500 newspapers of the United

States and Canada and asked for an expression of opinion. He

pointed to the need for a New York headquarters, for the trans-

mission to members of "early information concerning advertisers

and advertising agents, their reliability, etc.," for the main-

tenance of files of members 3

newspapers "for the convenience of

advertisers and visiting members/
3

for a collection department,
and for the distribution of

"
a list of the actual sales of advertising

made by all journals that are members, so that each paper can

know what contracts are being made." 25
Brearly also broached

the idea to members of the Western Associated Press at their

meeting in Detroit on November 17, 1886. According to the

Detroit Free Press of November 18, he "was given five minutes to

explain his scheme and a dozen watches were held on him to see

that he did not exceed the time limit. He gave it up in disgust
and last night called another meeting, which was attended by
half a dozen or more publishers of rural newspapers." The edi-

torial heads of newspapers, then more powerful than their "busi-

ness managers," distrusted the purposes of those commercially
minded gentlemen. Seven business managers attended that eve-

ning meeting, and Brearly had proxies from twenty-two others.

They appointed as a committee to promote the idea, J. C. Briggs
of the Columbus Ohio State Journal, J. A. Butler of the Buffalo

News, and Brearly. These men were to secure the signatures of

the publishers of at least thirty of the 211 dailies with circulations

of more than 5,000 and to leave further details to the thirty or
more corporators. With eighty applicants by January 25, 1887,
the committee scheduled the first annual sessions of the American

Newspaper Publishers' Association for February 16-17 at Roches-

ter, New York.
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The A. N. P. A. did not include only
"
rural newspapers" at

the start. While its pre-convention list of ninety-six did not em-

brace any New York City papers other than Frank Leslie's

Weekly, it did comprise many of the leading journals of the coun-

try. Fifty-one publishers signed the register of the convention,

and twenty-nine, the articles of association adopted on Febru-

ary 17. Such an association, nevertheless, had to grow gradually.

It "was in a crude condition and it was difficult to accomplish
much good. It was hard to overcome the feeling of jealousy and

of suspicion that had existed for so many years. While the plans

of the association were thought by all to be admirable, it was not

an easy task to get the members to co-operate. For instance,

'pointers' on advertising were eagerly sought for by each paper,

but few of them were willing to furnish them for fear that a rival

paper would be enabled to get a contract at perhaps a better

price."
26 American "individualism" in this individualistic field

yielded only gradually to exigencies in this move toward indus-

trial integration. The A. N. P. A. met the industry's needs, how-

ever, and grew about as rapidly as the thriving newspaper indus-

try. It had 139 members in 1892, 156 in 1894, and some 200 by
1900.

One difficulty in presenting a summary of trends in newspaper
association activities arises from the fact that these bodies so

insistent upon free access by reporters to the affairs of other

groups with widespread social connections protect themselves

from reporters. From its first meetings, the A. N. P. A. provided

newspapers and trade journals with carefully edited statements

of its proceedings, some hearsay, or nothing at all.

The A. N. P. A. adjusted to a more workable basis during its

first decade. Its national office, established in 1887, dealt chiefly

with newspaper-agency relations (including collections), postal

arrangements, newsprint, and labor, interchanged advertising

information among members, and answered specific queries.

These services resulted in the establishment in 1895 of a Bulletin,

more or less confidential, for the membership. Its annual meetings

discussed these matters and machine composition, stereotyping,

presswork, type measurement, advertising problems, and legis-

lation touching advertising and the post office. Circulation pre-

miums, food and drug legislation, and advertising agency com-

missions were matters of annual concern. These formative years
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ended roughly with the incorporation of the association as a

business corporation in New York in accordance with action

taken at the eleventh annual meeting in February, 1897. At
that time, Article II 27 of the by-laws defined the

"
purposes of

this incorporation
"
thus:

"To provide a common agency for gathering and disseminating
information of value to publishers of reputable newspapers; to

protect them from irresponsible customers; to act as agent or

attorney in fact for corporations and individuals in all transactions

in which corporations or individuals may lawfully engage and em-

ploy an agent or attorney in fact, and to render such other assist-

ance or service to its stockholders as may be within its corporate

powers."

It was reincorporated in 1913 in New York as a membership
corporation, a form of legal existence more adaptable to trade

association activities. This is the same type of charter which the

Associated Press secured in New York in 1900.

Detailed descriptions of A. N. P. A. activities in various aspects
of the field find places in other parts of this book, in connection

with newsprint, labor, circulation management, advertising,

press-agentry, newsgathering, and the editorial staff. These
matters are here merely related to the association's general

development.
The A. N. P. A. gradually broadened its advertising program.

It began the compilation of a list of responsible advertising agents
in 1888, the start of its agency recognition system. It established

this system the next year by deciding to grant a maximum com-
mission of fifteen per cent, on national advertising only to those

agents listed as approved by the A. N. P. A. Executive Com-
mittee. The Federal Trade Commission issued a complaint
December 17, 1924, amended January 15, 1926, to include the

A. N. P. A. among the respondents, which alleged that this prac-
tice of the A. N. P. A. and other associations tended to "deprive
the public of the benefits of free competition." But the F. T. C.

failed to establish jurisdiction. In 1890, the association began
the active promotion of the space sales of its members by pub-
lishing a newspaper for advertisers and agents, the Newspaper
Record. This journal was rendered unnecessary by Printer's Ink,
a weekly trade journal for advertisers established by G. P. Rowell
& Company in 1888, and by such newspaper organs as News-
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paperdom and The Fourth Estate, started in 1892 and 1894. The
A. N. P. A. continued to furnish, information to advertisers and to

answer queries about advertising until the formation in 1913 of

Its specialized Bureau of Advertising.

A number of publishers of the United States and Canada, all

members of the A. N. P. A., had started the Daily Newspaper
Club in 1907 "for the purpose of increasing the amount of ad-

vertising in newspapers and developing new newspaper advertis-

ing accounts, as well as regulating as may from time to time seem

best various conditions of newspaper advertising."
2S

Entirely

independent of the A. N. P. A., the new body was said to supple-

ment its work. This club merged in March, 1913, with two other

similar organizations, National Newspapers, "not incorporated/
7

and United Newspapers, and decided to affiliate with the A. N.

P. A. The Six-Point League was formed in 1907 as an organiza-

tion of the newspaper advertising representatives of dailies in

New York. The A. N. P. A. then inaugurated the Bureau of

Advertising at the April, 1913, convention of the association as

a means of drawing the work of the merged outside bodies within

its realm and of cooperating with such groups as the Six-Point

League. While this bureau did not engage in soliciting advertising

for newspapers individually or as a list as did the Daily News-

paper Club and the others, it did work out a consistent program
of general promotion. It developed standard contract forms for

adoption by advertising agents, issued daily "talks" on adver-

tising for publication by members, conducted an active campaign

among agencies, advertisers, and special representatives of news-

papers to arouse interest in its work, and promoted newspapers

among them as national advertising media. It began its research

program its first year with an investigation, participated in by
members in 102 urban areas, to demonstrate to the directors of

the Panama-Pacific International Exposition their need for news-

paper advertising. Not confined to A. N. P. A. members, the

bureau served 378 newspapers by the end of its first year of which

only 152 were also affiliated with the sponsoring association.

Particular phases of such work are handled by credit, collection,

and information departments. The Committee on Advertising

Agents, which takes care of the A. N. P. A. Recognized List of

some 470 agencies, the service begun in 1888, supervises the news-

paper-agency relations of the association.
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The A. N. P. A. did some worrying about the "puff evil" from

its second convention, 1888. J. E. McManus of the Philadelphia

Record then gave a paper on "Puffs and the Dividing Line Be-

tween News and Advertising."
29 But the association took no

concerted action to eliminate the giving of free product publicity

in news columns until popular interest became aroused in the

"muckrake era." L. B. Palmer, manager of the A. N. P. A., and
D. C. Seitz, business manager of the New York World, then "dis-

covered" in 1908 the manner in which press agents were under-

mining the loyalty of editorial workers or duping them into

accepting as news a dramatized advertising message. In pressing
the import of this discovery upon his brothers in the A. N. P. A.,

Seitz did not mention the time-honored practice of "business

office must," a note seen by many an editor on "puff
"
copy then

and since. The A. N. P. A., nevertheless, accumulated a Free

Publicity Department in 1909 and launched into a noisy crusade,
a drive which modified the practices of press agents somewhat.

While this department diverted dollars from the pockets of cer-

tain press agents to newspaper tills, it has not harmed the general
business volume of the special-interest representatives.

The labor difficulties of the 1880*s and the successful introduc-

tion of typecasting machines about the same time as the forma-

tion of the A. N. P. A. early focused the attention of members
on labor relations, on typecasting as a means of reducing me-
chanical costs, and on the connection between the two. Several

papers were read before the 1889 convention on the linotype and
other composing machines, and manufacturers arranged displays
of typesetting devices and presses. After this departure from ad-

vertising as the sole discussion topic, labor and mechanical dis-

cussions took more prominent roles. The association finally in

1899 appointed a committee to study its needs in the labor re-

lations field and, in line with the committee's report, appointed
in 1900 a Special Standing Committee on union labor and or-

ganized a labor bureau, financed by voluntary contributions.

This bureau started in 1908 to issue Bulletin "B "
Special, shortly

called Bulletin; Labor. The A. NT. P. A. added an Open Shop
Department in 1922. This department admits that the "savings
resulting from its operations are known only to those who have

profited from its help."
30 The Committee on Printing Trades

Schools arranges the subsidization of a group of trade schools.
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This committee believes "that these printing trades schools are

essential to the continued welfare of the newspaper industry,"
31

a view not shared by union members. In connection with labor

legislation, the Special Standing Committee cooperates rather

closely with the Committee on Federal Laws and the appropriate

officials of state and sectional publishers' associations. The

A. N. P. A. entrusts relations with another group of employees,

the carrier and street sales boys, largely to a specialized body
formed in 1898-99, the International Circulation Managers

3

Association.

The A. N. P. A. Committee on Paper was formed in 1904 to

combat the "paper trust." It functioned as a negotiator^ and

lobbying agent for the association in the various newsprint
"
crises

" from then to the present and began the work of standard-

ization of newsprint sizes and quality. The Mechanical Depart-

ment took over the standardization work of the Committee on

Paper in 1926 and in addition from 1927 held annual conferences

of mechanical "experts/
5

started an investigation of newsprint

and news ink standards in cooperation with the Government

Printing Office, and dipped into the problem of reducing compos-

ing room costs. It issues bulletins on mechanical matters at

frequent intervals. The Traffic Department, in some ways
affiliated with the Mechanical Department, deals with problems

surrounding the packaging of newsprint and its shipment, checks

freight rates as billed to members, and studies new rules, regula-

tions, and rates proposed or put in effect by companies and

legislatures.

Libels laws and the Chase Copyright bill drew the A, N. P. A.

into the field of national legislative problems at its 1890 conven-

tion. Members discussed but did not solve the question, "What

is the Best Method of Securing Uniform Libel Laws in the Vari-

ous States?" And the association resolved that it was "in hearty

sympathy with the effort now being made by American authors

to obtain from Congress a fuller security for literary property."
32

In 1894, resolutions were introduced, "some favoring and some

opposing any action on the part of the government maintaining

telegraph systems, but it was voted that it was inexpedient for

the Association to take any action on the matter." 33 Such

matters and bills affecting advertising, the post office, tariff pro-

visions, and the "paper trust" continued as convention topics
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for many years. The Committee on Paper succeeded in its lobby-

ing and negotiating quite well as Chapter V points out. When
copyright statutes were codified in 1909, the association efficiently

promoted the reduction of the maximum penalty for infringement
of photographic copyright from $5,000 to $200 with a minimum
of $50, The Editor and Publisher 34 editorialized that year that

the A. N. P. A. "is directly responsible for the new copyright law

so far as it concerns newspapers," has influenced the establish-

ment of a uniform express rate on the shipment of newspapers,
"has succeeded in having the postal laws changed to the advan-

tage of publishers/
7

and "is steadily and powerfully influencing
State legislatures and the national government toward harmony
and uniformity in enacting and revising libel laws." For these

and other accomplishments, the journal with no apparent irony
called the A. N. P. A. "a splendid organization, with a higher

motive and more progressive methods than any leading business

organization of any other great industry in the world."

The postal act of August 24, 1912, stirred the A. N. P. A. to

enter into one of its first great struggles for freedom of the press.
This law required the filing and publication twice a year of a
sworn statement of ownership and management and of the aver-

age circulation of daily newspapers, and the labeling as "ad-
vertisement" of all editorial and other reading matter for which

payment was made. The Post Office Department "has no alter-

native in performing the duties imposed on it by this legislation.
It is obliged to carry out the law in spite of the belief on the part
of the head of the department that the statute serves no useful

purpose, but, on the contrary, imposes additional burdens on the

department and the press."
35 Public welfare evidently did not de-

mand a knowledge of the financial control and the management of

the sheets which the masses read and believed. The publishers

objected most to the circulation provision and "regulation."
A new postmaster general in 1913 announced that he had

different ideas on the subject; he would enforce the law. Attor-

neys representing the New York Journal of Commerce and Com-
mercial Bulletin in particular and the A. N. P. A. in general rushed
to the U. S. Supreme Court for a restraining order, but that court

upheld on June 10, 1913, the constitutionality of the provisions

despite the objection "raised that the law abridged the freedom
of the press by seeking to regulate the newspaper business. The
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government defended the law as a regulation of the use of second

class mail privilege.'
3 36 At its 1914 convention, therefore, the

A. N. P. A. declared itself unanimously in favor of the rigorous
enforcement of the law, and the International Circulation Man-

agers' Association 37 resolved that its members "owe a duty to

this association, our publishers, and ourselves, to expose any and
all violations of the letter and spirit of this law as they shall come
under our observation."

As Marco Morrow,
38 assistant publisher of Capper Publica-

tions, told members of the Audit Bureau of Circulations in 1934,

"Publishers who had been shall we say a little careless? in

what they told advertisers, became less enthusiastic when the

federal government demanded a sworn statement. The older

men in the audience will remember what a change that act made
in the circulation claims of many publishers. It was a birch-rod

that did much to inculcate a wholesome respect for truth, and in

my opinion was a tremendous factor in making possible this great

organization.
3 '

Advertisers, advertising agents, and publishers

formed the Audit Bureau of Circulations In December, 1913, and

launched its work in 1914. This body, one useful by-product of

the 1912 law, did much to take the mystery out of what ad-

vertisers bought.
The legislative and other governmental relations of the A. N.

P. A. gradually separated and found specialized treatment in

the hands of Committees on Federal Laws, Legislation, National

Forest Resources, Second Class Postage, Traffic, Freedom of the

Press, the Radio, and other more or less temporary subjects such

as Copyright and the N. I. R. A.

A. N. P. A. membership, not including papers subscribing only

to the services of certain bureaus, mounted from about 200 in

1900 to 286 in 1909, 365 in 1916, about 400 in 1917, and 484 in

1925 in the United States and elsewhere. It reached a peak of

503 in 1929, and then fell to 482 in 1932 and 439 in 1935.

The trade association structure of daily newspaper publishers

also includes many local, state, and sectional bodies. City associ-

ations in Cincinnati and New York, to illustrate, antedated the

A. N. P. A. At the 1890 convention, the A. N. P. A. asked its

Executive Committee to assume charge of the formation of such

local organizations. These now exist in practically all cities which

have three or more English-language dailies, a list which grad-
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ualiy diminishes. From the establishment of the Inland Daily
Press Association in 1885, state and sectional associations of daily

publishers began to appear and to cooperate in mutual problems
with the A. N'. P. A. In 1908, the A. N. P. A. inaugurated the

practice of holding its annual meetings at New York City in

April during the same week as the Associated Press sessions. In

this way, the A. N. P. A. brought the larger membership of

A. P. into contact with its own and facilitated cooperation be-

tween the two. Six of the sectional bodies the I. D.P. A.,

Southern Newspaper Publishers' Association, Northwest Daily

Newspaper Association, New England Daily Newspaper Associa-

tion, Pacific Northwest Newspaper Association, and Canadian

Daily Newspaper Association formed the American Inter-

Regional Newspaper Council on April 20, 1925, as a means of

taking the integrating process one step further. A. N. P. A. then

had 484 members, and these affiliated sectional bodies repre-

sented 800 newspapers in the United States and Canada. The
new body decided to hold annual meetings at New York in con-

nection with A. N. P. A. gatherings "for the discussion of prob-
lems common to all newspaper makers, such topics as postal

rates, federal taxes, telephone press tolls, production costs, stand-

ardization of newspaper equipment, and advertising and circu-

lation promotion."
39 Such state associations as those of Pennsyl-

vania and California cooperate with the projects of both the

A. N. P. A. and the sectional bodies.

The National Industrial Recovery Act, effective June 15, 1933,
and other "New Deal" measures strengthened the trade associa-

tion movement and furnished the A. N. P. A. Committees on
Federal Laws, Freedom of the Press, Newsprint, and union labor

with a lot to think and agitate about. The Board of Directors of

A. N, P, A. called together on June 7, 1933, the members of the

Committees on Newsprint, Federal Laws, and Freedom of the

Press to study the relation of newspapers to the act. This was the

first of a long, long series of pow-wows which shortly involved

representatives of I. D. P. A., the New England body, Southern

Newspaper Publishers' Association, Del-Mar-Va Association,
and Pacific Northwest Newspaper Association. As Editor &
Publisher * "thundered" editorially,

"There is a serio-comic element in the vain struggle by leaders
of organized journalism to write a sensible code to govern the
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newspaper
l

industry.
7

. . . When Hugh S. Johnson told news-

paper correspondents at Washington a few weeks ago that in his

opinion the industrial recovery act did apply to newspapers, with-

out explaining what the process would be, he handed the American

Newspaper Publishers' Association a jig-saw puzzle of a thousand

pieces with about half of them missing."

As a first step, A. N. P. A. decided on July 20, 1933, "to make
a survey of wages and hours in the newspaper industry for the

evident purpose of being in a position to supply figures to the

National Industrial Recovery Administration if they are needed/'

and " recommended that publishers refrain from preparing or

subscribing to a code under the recovery act
c

at the present

time.'
" 41

They also created a "Code Committee
3 '

of twenty-

five publishers which began to function July 27 and to which the

whole code problem was entrusted. This committee met some

fifteen times before December 9, and its sub-committee, which

handled direct negotiations with the National Recovery Admin-

istrator, made some seventeen trips to Washington of two to five

days each, according to Howard Davis, president of A. N. P. A.

and chairman of the Code Committee.

The Code Committee finally submitted a temporary N. R. A.

code on August 8, a code of which Howard Davis asserted, "In

our opinion, in the highest possible degree, it supports the Presi-

dent's program." C. P. Howard, president of I. T. U., did not

agree; he charged the publishers with insincerity and evasion,

with an effort to maintain and create open shops, and with an

attempt to maintain or undermine scales of wages and hours.

The fourth paragraph of this code provided that "no employe
shall be required to join any organization to secure or retain em-

ployment or to secure the benefits of this code, and the right of

every individual to refrain from joining any organization, and

the right of employe and employer to bargain together free from

interference by any third party, is hereby recognized."
42 The

code also invited criticism through exempting newsboys from

classification as child laborers, designating editorial workers pro-

fessionals not subject to the provisions for maximum hours and

minimum wages, and repeating the rights guaranteed to the press

in the first amendment to the federal constitution. Even Editor

& Publisher 43
admitted, "On the other hand, we confess that the

code reference to professional workers is too ambiguous for us."
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Elisha Hanson,
44

Washington lobbyist for the A. N. P. A., had

insisted upon the free press provision because the U. S. Supreme

Court, "on many occasions, has held that an individual may
waive provisions of a constitutional nature intended for his pro-

tection either by an instrument in writing upon consideration

signed by him or by a course of conduct which shows an intention

to waive any such provision."

The Scripps-Howard, Hearst, Gannett, and Scripps League

newspapers, The New York Times., and the New York Herald

Tribune inn"mediately approved the temporary code, but others

had their doubts. J. D. Stern's "New-Dealish" Philadelphia
Record yelled,

" '

Better late than never' does not apply to the

temporary newspaper code. It could and should have been

adopted two weeks ago." The Milwaukee Journal, under an

editorial head, "The Newspaper Welch/' told its brethren that

the proposed code "is a disgrace to the newspaper profession. It

is shot through with loopholes for publishers who may want to

dodge the spirit and purpose of the national recovery act; and

It is covered over with weasel words about the
'freedom of the

press.'
" H. S. Johnson, N. R. Administrator, modified the tem-

porary code's child labor and open shop provisions and approved
it August 15. Said he, "I don't want to fight the press of America

but I can't afford to lay down for them." 45 He didn't have to.

The progressive New York Daily News
46 could soon observe that

"Some other papers proudly flying the Blue Eagle are chiseling."

It also asked "whether the press is as free when it is subsidized

by the Government as it is when it pays its own way 100 per cent.

The American Press is subsidized by the Government to the re-

ported extent of $100,000,000 a year, in Post Office transporta-
tion and delivery below cost." By August 31, the N. R. A. was

beginning to issue the right of exception to dailies which could

not obtain sufficient skilled workers to shorten hours or which

pleaded sectional conditions not met with elsewhere.

The long series of public hearings which preceded the sub-

mission of an adjusted "final" Daily Newspaper Code to the

N. R. A. on December 9 began on September 22-3, 1933. These

hearings continued weekly throughout October and November.
Should there be two codes, one for large and one for small dailies?

Looking after their own bailiwicks, the A. N. P. A. and the Code
Committee sponsored one and sought to make it apply to all
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dailies, and the National Editorial Association fought for another

for
"
non-metropolitan" newspapers, the small dailies and the

weeklies. Of the two finally adopted, small dailies could take

their choice. As Howard Davis 47
reported, the Code Committee

took the "position from the outset that the newspaper boy de-

livery system should be maintained/
3

but it did consent to

Article V
;
Section 1, of the "final" code. This forbade publishers

to "employ persons under 16 years of age except those who are

able, without impairment of health or interference with hours of

day school." In the case of street sales, it prohibited the employ-
ment of those under sixteen between 7 P.M. and 7 A.M. in the

winter and 8 P.M. and 7 A.M. in the summer. With regard to
"
the

demand of certain labor leaders for wage scales," Davis's com-

mittee "took the position that it was impossible to accede to such

a demand, insisting that the difference in the cost of living con-

ditions, respective earnings and established trade customs, made
it not only impracticable, but impossible to do more than follow

the maximum hours and minimum wages contained in the Code."

The Daily Newspaper Code went to President F. D. Roosevelt

December 23; he announced his approval of it February 17; and

it became effective March 12, 1934. In signing the code, the

President 48 issued an executive order that incensed many a

publisher. This order held that Article VII, the "free press"

section, "is pure surplusage. While it has no meaning, it is per-

mitted to stand merely because it has been requested and be-

cause it could have no such legal effects as would bar its inclu-

sion." It elaborated this position thus:

"Of course, also, nobody waives any constitutional rights by

assenting to a Code. The recitation of the freedom of the press

clause in a Code has no more place here than would the recitation

of the whole Constitution or of the Ten Commandments. The

freedom guaranteed by the Constitution is freedom of expression

and that will be scrupulously respected but it is not freedom to

work children, or to do business in a fire trap or violate the laws

against obscenity, libel and iewdness."

Johnson
49 later told the American Society of Newspaper Editors

that this statement was "much misconstrued." He asserted, "I

will take full responsibility for that, I drafted it it was very un-

fortunate." The New York Herald Tribune, oracle of Republican-

ism, expressed the hope on February 20 that the President would
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see fit "to apologize to the press of the nation for this gross in-

sult." In an editorial headed,
" Smear America/' the Tribune

solemnly announced, "America has been made familiar with

government by edict. Is it now to be subjected to
'

government

by insult'?" G. B. Parker, editor-in-chief of Scripps-Howard

Newspapers, replied, "The Constitution guarantees freedom of

both speech and the press. The newspapers enjoy free press.

The President enjoys free speech. So, as the saying goes What
the hell?"

The only accomplishments to which editorial workers could

point in the code drafting were a "request" in the President's

order and a new provision in Article III, Section 1. The order

"requested" that they be given a five-day, 40-hour week on

newspapers with more than 75,000 circulation in cities of more
than 750,000 population. Article III authorized the Code Au-

thority "to secure the necessary data and to determine maximum
hours and minimum wages for news department workers, and

subject to the approval of the administrator, to incorporate its

findings in the provisions of this code." Meanwhile, "present
conditions shall be maintained." The American Newspaper Guild

did not regard the modification of the article as much of a vic-

tory. The Guild itself, however, a by-product of the code, proved
more useful. As the first trade organization of editorial workers

to attain any strength on a national scale, it finally procured, after

a year of haggling over alleged surveys, a modest schedule of

minimum wages and maximum hours. With sixty-eight locals

by January, 1935, its collective bargainings and strikes, directly
and indirectly, obtained some improvements in hours, working
conditions, and wages both for its members and other news-

papermen.
The code changed but little the maximum hours of labor and

set lower minimum wages than union contracts already required,
and the unions found doubtful satisfaction in Section 2 of Article

V. This section permitted collective bargaining, but it did not

strengthen the position of the closed shop and did not apply to

shops under contract. Another section limited apprentices to ten

per cent, of the total employees. The Newspaper Industrial
Board of four publisher and four employee members, set up to
have appellate jurisdiction over all labor disputes arising under
the provisions of the code, spent most of its days in deadlocks.
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The board was to have a "permanent panel of five impartial

chairmen, from which panel, in the event of a deadlock on any

question, shall be chosen by lot a ninth member of the board who
shall act as chairman and cast the deciding vote/

3

but this helped
but little. The employers and employees could not agree for

some time on "impartial chairmen/' and the board did not exist

long enough to establish workable criteria for many of the

problems submitted to it, particularly with regard to editorial

workers.

The "A. N. P. A. Code 37
did not contain a fair business prac-

tice provision, a provision contained in most other industrial

codes. On the whole, perhaps, the A. N. P. A. got value received

for its expenditure of $27,000 on code negotiations, "the contribu-

tion of this association to the common welfare of all American

newspapers."
50

Summing up the whole struggle, one body of the

publishers
3

employees the American Society of Newspaper Edi-

tors characterized it "a memorable battle and glorious vic-

tory." The Milwaukee Journal 51
replied by editorial in these

scathing terms:

"The Society has not placed the press of America in an enviable

light by trying to bolster the farcical behavior of a few Tory-minded

publishers. In fact, the whole shameful affair may have done the

press incalculable harm. It is not impossible that as the struggle

against adverse economic conditions develops, America may find

itself forced to pattern its government more closely after the dic-

tatorships into which European nations have been thrust. Then,

indeed, might there be an issue of freedom of the press to carry
to the people. Then, indeed, might the press need the support of

the public. And then would the people, deceived, as they have been,

by the cry of 'Wolf! Wolf!
3

respond?
33

Many citizens are also aware of the lack of interest of publishers

in such other old democratic principles as freedom of speech and

academic freedom. The publishers are enthusiastic for the free-

dom of an economically selected dass, themselves. If that dass

should become too inclusive and if the government should fall

into the hands of a reactionary political party, one could readily

imagine them screaming for the suppression of "indecent"

competitors.
The President, after expressing his dissatisfaction with the

newsboy provisions in the Daily Newspaper Code as signed,

indicated in his executive order that he did not regard them
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settled and requested a special report on newspaper child labor

within sixty days. As a result, government representatives pro-

posed amendments to establish age minimums and provide a

measure of supervision. A. N. P. A. patriotically resolved that

these changes, "if accepted, would not only seriously disturb

the normal delivery of daily newspapers to their subscribers, but,

more important, would injuriously affect many thousands of

newspaper boys who are now using their earnings for the neces-

sities of life or for assistance to other members of their families,

or for savings for future educational requirements." It also

pointed out that "boys who distribute newspapers outside of

school hours without detriment to health or studies are not in

any sense of the word engaged in Child Labor." 52 This same

body, through its legislative committee and in cooperation with

various state and sectional associations and with the International

Circulation Managers
7

Association, has fought upon the same

bases the Child Labor Amendment to the Constitution since its

submission to the states In 1924. The report of the Children's

Bureau, Department of Labor, dated June 16, 1934, told a differ-

ent story. The haggling continued, with votes taken by assentors

to the code on two occasions, but the stalling won the publishers
their point. The second vote overwhelmingly approved modified

amendments, but the Daily Newspaper Code ceased to exist

before the amendments became effective. Public opinion, the

actions of such enlightened publishers as J. M. Patterson of the

New York Daily News, and the Newsboys' Unions, however,
modified the general situation somewhat.

The Code Authority which cooperated with the N. R. Admin-
istrator in the administration of the Daily Newspaper Code was

organized March 9, 1934, three days before the code became

operative. It consisted of ten members, the president of A. N.
P. A. and four designated by its board of directors and one repre-
sentative of each of the five sectional associations. The president
of A. N. P. A. acted as chairman of the authority. While A. N.
P. A. had but 424 members December 31, 1933, nearly 1,100
assented to the daily code in the first six weeks after it became
effective. The total reached 1,223 in March, 1935. A. N. P. A.,

therefore, invited the 700 or more assentors who did not belong to

the association to attend its April, 1935, convention. The Special

Standing Committee had already made its collective bargaining
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machinery available to these "outsiders." The association,

although opposed to N. R. A., tried to make the most of it.

Within twelve hours after the Supreme Court decision which

voided N. R. A., dailies began eliminating the Blue Eagle from

their mastheads. Hearst's Chicago Herald e* Examiner paraded
red-white-and-blue flags in the Eagle's place. By June 16, 1935,

the official death date of the codes, the last Blue Eagles were

"buried." The fate of hours, wages, and working conditions

thereafter depended in each case upon the relative strength of

unions and guilds, of the Open Shop Department and the Special

Standing Committee of the A. N. P. A., and of the National

Labor Relations Board set up in the Wagner-Connery act. The
A. N. P. A, Committee on Federal Laws warned publishers in its

1935 annual report that the Wagner-Connery bill's "alleged pur-

pose is to effect equality of bargaining power between employers
and employees," but that "its effect would be, if enacted, to pre-

cipitate absolute inequality. Employers would have no voice in

the matter of their relationships with employees, but would be

made subservient to a political board of three, whose findings of

fact could not, under the terms of the measure, be reviewed by
the courts." 53 Editor & Publisher declared editorially June 29,

1935, that the "next few months, if the Wagner-Connery bill in

present form is passed, will abundantly justify the free press

guarantee and all efforts that have been made to preserve it." It

believed that the bill would occasion pressures "from within and

without" on newspapers which "will be heavier than any caused

by war, depression, or new deal." The majority rule provision,

which makes gradual inroads by company unions difficult, nettled

the publishers.

The A. N. P. A. Committee on Federal Laws, involved some-

what in N. R. A. wranglings, has interests as broad as those of

American industry. In its 1935 report, it cited particularly in

addition to the Wagner-Connery and the 30-hour bills the

following: pure food, drugs, and cosmetics bills, pending copy-

right legislation, suggested amendments to the Agricultural Ad-

justment Act, proposed social insurance legislation, efforts to

place tariffs on newsprint and woodpulp, and hearings before the

Federal Communications Commission. It stressed the "many
bills pending before the present Congress affecting the newspaper

business which may be enacted if prompt and vigorous protest to
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them is not made" and warned that "publishers must be con-

stantly alert and vigilant if their properties are not to be de-

stroyed or Irreparably injured."
54 Editorial pressure, in other

words, should supplement the lobbying of Elisha Hanson and the

committee. As a result, with interests which differ in no basic

fashion from those of other industries, A. N. P. A. has sometimes

been a powerful adjunct in legislative circles to the lobbies of the

United States Chamber of Commerce, the National Association

of Manufacturers, and the trade associations of specific industries.

The Federal Social Security Act, made a law in 1935, again

precipitated the usual reactions of the daily newspaper industry
to legislative "encroachments." Editor & Publisher on October 5,

1935, officially perceived "no disposition on the part of news-

paper owners, individually or as organized groups, to shirk the

responsibility placed upon them by the Federal Government,

responding to a pressing public need." It then pointed to the

"obvious fact that no industry has surpassed that of newspaper

publication in continuity of employment or maintenance of wage
rates throughout hard times, and that some recognition of this

element should be given in the administration of the new laws."

This "fact" is "obvious" enough in the unionized parts of the

industry but not in editorial rooms. The trade journal then

cheered its readers by revealing that "there is legislation in only
nine states enabling employers and employes to participate fully

in the old age benefits and unemployment compensation funds"

and that probably "ten, maybe 20, years will pass before all basic

questions have been answered." Realizing the complexity of this

situation, Roderic Olzendam,
55 research director of the Metropol-

itan Life Insurance Company, called upon the members of the In-

land Daily Press Association on October 16 to exert their leader-

ship in order to protect their subscribers against hastily devised

state laws. Broad-mindedly enough, he asserted:

"If, as many feel, such legislation is a milestone on the road to

progress, it is right that their claims should be justified in the eyes
of the people. If, as many others feel, it is basically unsound, or

honeycombed with weaknesses, the valid reasons for this belief

should become public knowledge."

The choice which publishers made of sides in this
"
educational"

campaign had as one of its premises the estimate that the probable
cost to the newspaper industry of taxes under the national and
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state security provisions would range up to $30,000,000 a year,

likely an exaggerated figure. The parallelism between newspaper

antagonism to state social security bills and to efforts to complete
the ratification of the Child Labor Amendment to the Federal

Constitution will occur to many. Publishers easily convince

themselves and their legislators that they as the virtuous ex-

ceptions in any given case should not be made to suffer with the

guilty. This situation suggests a convenient manner in which to

stop reform legislation: Make it applicable, at least in part, to the

daily newspaper industry.

The development of trade association activities occasioned

by the National Industrial Recovery Act came as a natural step

in the trend of adjustments toward industrial integration, a trend

similar in most leading American industries. Section 7-a of the

N. I. R. A., the collective bargaining provision, and its modified

counterparts hi various codes also marked a step in the same

process. The publishers as well as other industrialists wanted the

advantages of industrial integration without the responsibilities

imposed by regulation. As R. R. McConnick,
56

publisher of The

Chicago Tribune and chairman of the Freedom of the Press Com-

mittee of A. N. P. A., stated, "It seems to me that one strong

organization is the best defense for newspapers in defending the

freedom of the press against bureaucratic encroachment." The

federal administration believed that societal welfare would not

benefit from a trade-association oligarchy. George Buckley,
57

deputy administrator for the Daily Newspaper Code, summed up
the governmental position thus in answering newspaper critics

oftheN.R-A.:

"Here is what the act was intended to stop and what the adminis-

tration is blocking to the limit:

"The right of industrial giants to wreck each other, the right of

industry to stunt children mentally and physically, by condemning
them to eight, ten and twelve hours a day of man's work in their

childhood, which is not true in your industry; the right of the

master of industry to say that working men are mere chattels; the

right of a handful of our rugged individuals to keep 10,000,000 of

them permanently ragged."

McCormick spoke of the "best defense for newspapers." What

is the "best defense" for the public against an unrepresentative

but powerful press? Political supervision, the expression of mass
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discontent through elected representatives? Political supervi-

sion, the device which usually perpetuates itself as long as a

shadow of popular support remains? If political censorship is not

the public's "best defense/
3

why are the dailies so jittery about

a democratic principle? Is the principle of press freedom no longer,

in effect, democratic?

"
Synthetic Chains"

Chains furnish services to their units which trade associations

cannot or usually do not make available to individual dailies.

These include central purchasing bureaus, special representatives

through whom to sell national advertising space in the chain as a

whole, and means of pooling expenditures for news and features.

Trade associations ordinarily disseminate descriptions of suc-

cessful practices, handle credit investigations, and replace in part
for individual dailies the research and promotional services of

chains. Chains also find these additions to their own efforts and

experiences useful.

Before the appearance of large
"
strings," the harbor news

associations in seacoast cities permitted small dailies to compete
in foreign news coverage with such enterprises as the New York

Herald or merely minimized the cost of this news for all. The
Associated Presses adjusted dailies similarly to the excessive cost

of telegraph bulletins. Various news-plate companies and from
1882 the American Press Association made late telegraphic in-

formation, feature material, and pictures daily parts of smaller

sheets. The first association to become more than a news and
feature syndicate was the Inland Daily Press Association, formed
in 1885 and first incorporated in 1887. Its records reveal co-

operation in the purchase of machinery, equipment, and supplies,

especially of telegraph plates and newsprint. It also hired a
national advertising agent to sell Inland space on a unit basis and

individually, but discord finally eliminated this service. The rise

of special agencies for this purpose in the chief centers in the

1890
J

s, too, made this service otherwise obtainable. The type
plates "went out/

5

quite generally, during the boom of telegraph
news regarding the Spanish-American War and with the introduc-

tion of linotypes into smaller offices. The A. P. and others now
telephoned or wired brief bulletins to even the tiniest sheets. The
I. D. P. A. continued its cooperative buying for a while. The
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association claimed that it aided in smashing
"
trust" prices in

1902 by purchasing $60 ;
000 worth of newsprint from one concern.

Members bought 75,000 pounds of ink in 1903. On July 11, 1905,

they contracted for 143 cars of newsprint. The jobber system
of newsprint distribution, closely related to the paper makers,
cut into this service and finally eliminated it.

Other bodies which more or less synthesized activities of chains

began to appear in 1907. J. H. Vandenberg of the Grand Rapids
Herald, Bruce Haldeman of the Louisville Courier-Journal, and

J. T. Murphy of the Superior (Wisconsin) Telegram, as officers,

incorporated the North American Press Syndicate that year.
With a membership of "over one hundred, representing prac-

tically every state in the union," it proposed to "furnish members
with materials used in newspaper production. By purchasing

supplies in large quantities the association will be able to deliver

them to the members at prices far below those usually charged."
58

The Daily Newspaper Club and others formed between 1907 and

1912, mentioned above and in Chapter X, had as their purpose
the cooperative selling of advertising; the chapter on advertising
mentions later examples of this practice. Associated Newspapers,
as Chapter XV brings out, began in 1911 to purchase features

cooperatively. North American Newspaper Alliance supple-

mented its activities from 1922. The Ohio Select List of Daily

Newspapers appointed a committee in 1909 "to take the neces-

sary steps to contract for all the white paper used by all the

newspapers in the association . . . approximately 400 car loads

of paper a year."
59

During the war, the Federal Trade Commission 60 became con-

cerned about the fact that "many of the 2,000 small dailies and

some 14,000 weeklies depended on the open market or on high-

cost mills for their supplies of news print." Prices in the latter

part of 1916 threatened to drive small sheets out of business. The

manufacturers "through their attorney requested suggestions

from the Commission as to some method of distributing their

available product that would take care of the smaE publishers."

The commission found that the "willingness of the associations

of small publishers to forward some such scheme of distribution

was at once made evident," but that they would need the co-

operation of the F. T. C. In attempting to work this out, the

commission struck a snag in the big publishers. The large pub-
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Ushers did not want to surrender part of their contracted volume

of newsprint for the use of their small competitors, not under

contract. The F. T. C. obtained some cooperation and arranged
to fix maximum prices, some aid to the smaller sheets.

The Publishers' Buying Corporation, first large-scale buying

organization of its kind, was started at the 1920 convention of

A. N. P. A. As Jason Rogers,
61

publisher of the New York Globe

and chairman of the corporation's executive committee, said,

"We are solving the print paper situation for the smaller news-

papers of the country by direct action." The membership, at

first about 100, reached a maximum of approximately 250.

Formed primarily to break the prevailing high prices of news-

print, it imported foreign paper in 1920-22 and thus aided in

readjusting the supply to meet the excessive post-war demand. It

ceased to function by 1929 and dissolved in 1932. The Iowa

Press Co-operative Association, Inc., a similar body, was formed

at the 1921 convention of the Iowa Press Association, and the

Missouri Press Association started such a service in 1922. The
Iowa organization shortly eliminated this function, but by 1928-

29 the Missouri body supplied, fifty small sheets in the vicinity

of Kansas City and St. Louis with twelve carloads or 300 tons of

newsprint a year. The Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers'

Association, by 1928, bought paper cooperatively for fourteen of

its members. In discussing the system, H. C. Hotaling,
62 secre-

tary of the National Editorial Association, told the F. T. C.,

"That method has been discussed and tried at various times, but

it has not been successful." Lack of volume and difficulties in

distributing less-than-carload shipments militated against this

service. In its July 8, 1930, report on the Newsprint Paper
Industry, however, the F. T. C. recommended "that publishers
of small daily and weekly newspapers, wherever possible, 'set up
machinery' for purchasing their requirements of newsprint on a

cooperative basis in order to get the benefit of the manufacturers'

contract prices for paper in shipments of carload lots."

The New York Associated Dailies took the advice of the trade

commission and in 1931 sought to form a more inclusive type of

buying organization than any since the early days of the Inland

Daily Press Association. W. 0. Dapping,
63

publisher of the

Auburn Citizen-Advertiser and chairman of the committee in

charge, invited all of the smaller dailies of the state to join in
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order to insure success "in effecting economies in newspaper

production which are now being enjoyed by chain newspapers in

large scale buying.
73

This committee studied the situation and

began January 17, 1932, to secure newsprint, type metal, ink,

advertising checking services, mat services, features, general

representation in the national advertising field, insurance, type-

casting machinery, dry mats, press rollers and blankets, cooking

schools, calendars, and plant appraisals. At the end of the first

six months, thirty-seven dailies and five weeklies shared in sav-

ings said to range from ten to forty-five per cent. The volume

obtained overcame obstacles which defeated earlier combines.

On January 27, 1933, the president of the Associated Dailies

joined with the heads of the New York State Publishers' Associa-

tion, the New York Press Association, and the New York Society

of Newspaper Editors to form the New York State Publishers'

Conference in order to study common problems and to buy co-

operatively. From thence, the purchasing committee of Associ-

ated Dailies began to function in the name of the Associated

Publishers. In August, 1935, Associated Publishers was serving

thirty-nine
"
independent'

3

dailies in New York, twelve in Penn-

sylvania, two in New Jersey, the fourteen Gannett Newspapers,

and the eight sheets of the Westchester County Publishers, a total

of seventy-five dailies, and five weeklies. The list included such

large journals as the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, New York Journal of

Commerce, and New-Yorker Staats-Zeitung, the two latter mem-

bers of the Bidder string. The Associated Publishers may have

the pattern for the independent daily's adjustment to the superior

buying power of the chain. Dapping, still chairman of the com-

mittee in charge, claimed in a letter in 1935 that the "success of

the experiment during the past three years proved conclusively

that independent newspapers, especially the smaller dailies, can

obtain the benefits of chain-buying and still maintain their own

complete independence." As he pointed out, "Participation is

entirely voluntary, and self-interest alone dictates the decision of

the individual publisher's concern. This always assures, in such

a large aggregation as the Associated Publishers, an aggregate

purchasing power that justifies concessions usually granted to

chains.
3 '

Other regional and state trade associations during the 1920's

and since undertook phases of the work now done by the Associ-
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ated Publishers, but none worked out so complete a program.

Many have cooperative cooking school setups which tour from

newspaper to newspaper. The California Newspaper Publishers'

Association maintains an engraving department which handles

some $10,000 of business a year for its 354 members, a circulation

campaigns department, and a Newspaper Service Bureau as well

as such usual departments as its Association Watch Tower, its

lobby at the state legislature.

If the Federal Trade Commission and other governmental
bodies permit, this type of associational integration may proceed
far during the next few decades. It may result, with the aid of

the trend in ownership, in placing all American dailies in real or

"synthetic" chains.

The Integration of the Industry

"History," W, G. Sumner 64 wrote in 1883, "is only a tiresome

repetition of one story. Persons and classes have sought to win

possession of the power of the State in order to live luxuriously
out of the earnings of others." On this score, the famous social

scientist indicted the "generals, nobles, priests, millionaires, and

scholars" as well as the "artisans and peasants." For the reason,

he pointed to the ever-present "cupidity, lust, vindictiveness,

ambition, and vanity," the factors which reformers have always

fondly thought to control or to eliminate. In the struggles of labor

unions for more satisfactory hours, wages, and working condi-

tions, in the fights of the publishers to maintain their profits

through defending "freedom of the press," and in the efforts of

legislators and governmental administrators to aid one side or

the other, the age old story continues. Publishers, union leaders,

reformers, politicians, and others do not struggle in this case for

control of the "State" primarily, but they each seek for a greater
measure of control over the daily newspaper industry, a powerful
constituent of the modern state.

In the flow of ownership and management practices through
time, new variations continually presented themselves as possible
answers to each of the problems confronting publishers. Some,
like chain ownership and trade associational activities, adapted to

changing conditions largely through the gradual adoption of a
vast number of minor innovations. In order to effect more radical

adjustments in structure here as in other societal institutions,
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changes in name and in stated purposes occasionally became

expedient, as in the formation of the A. N. P. A. to replace and

augment certain functions of the Associated Presses and of the

editorial associations. Such changes, however, had to resist the

"wear and tear" of distrust and criticism before they became

acceptable in industrial mores; they had to prove their expedi-

ency. In other phases of the story, such innovations as coopera-
tive buying underwent repeated trial and failure before fairly

workable methods developed. Special interest dailies, particularly
for religious and radical political purposes, never achieved marked

stability. The "long run" aspects of chain ownership have yet
to be revealed. How healthy wiH chains remain after the death

of their organizers? Certain chains do not wait for death to show

signs of decay. The methods and even the mores of society's

industrial life do not "stick" as tenaciously after adoption as do

those of its religious, family, or political activities. The economic

check, ever present, makes for far more ready adjustment by
economic practices to changing conditions.

The story of the integration of ownership and management, of

their increasing stability, and of their steady trend toward monop-
olistic qualities penetrates every phase of the daily newspaper's
function as a societal instrument. The discussions of circulation

methods, newsgathering, feature syndication, press agents, and

general editorial policy reflect their tendencies and elaborate

their implications.
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CHAPTER IX

FROM PRESS TO PEOPLE

MANY
incipient publishers learn to their sorrow the need

of an efficient circulation system. Many veteran exec-

utives have had it thrust upon them to their embar-
rassment. Newsgathering, advertising salesmanship, editorial

ability, adequate finances, and an efficient plant setup come to

little in daily newspaper publication unless a distribution organ-
ization carries the product to subscribers.

Expensive newsprint and limited mechanical facilities held

daily circulations at 900 or less, an average of about 550, until

after 1810. With few subscribers to serve, the "
circulation

management
5 ' methods of Dunlap and Claypoole for their

Pennsylvania, Packet, and Daily Advertiser prevailed well into

the nineteenth century. Subscribers to the Packet were "served
with it at their houses every morning, and those at a distance

by the quickest conveyance." A few publishers followed the

example of Towne of The Pennsylvania Evening Post, and Daily
Advertiser and earlier printers in the use of "news hawkers/'

News-carriers, news-venders, and the
"
quickest conveyances"

for subscribers at a distance, thus associated with the daily

newspaper from its earliest days, remain the chief concerns of

the circulation manager.
The early distribution of the New-York Evening Post, estab-

lished in 1801, roughly typifies the 1784-1830 situation. With
an annual subscription rate of $8, equal to a worker's pay for

ten days, the paper was in the luxury category. The Post was
not peddled on the streets. The editor would have been shocked
to have heard his sheet hawked. If someone wanted a single

copy, he had to pay 12^ cents for it at the printer's office. The
Post's editor had to have a circulation volume upon which he
could depend from day to day; a subscription cancellation
worried a publisher more then than later. The publisher of the

Philadelphia Daily Chronicle indicated similar distribution plans
in his first issue, April 7, 1828. "Care has been taken/' he as-

serted, "to procure diligent and trust-worthy carriers but, as
258
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mistakes may happen In the commencement, subscribers, who
find themselves neglected, are requested to give notice at the

publication office." No "news hawkers." No contests to entice

readers. No promotion ballyhoo worthy of the name.

The Pennsylvania Packet sold for four pence and from 1793

six cents a copy. In 1803, the publishers of New York dailies

combined to boost annual prices from $8 to $10. Annual rates

of $8 and $10 with six to 12 cents charged for single copies

remained general until Fourdrinier paper-making machines

slashed newsprint costs and Napier-stype presses accelerated

printing between 1828 and 1832. Then came the penny press

and circulation problems which eventually forced the assign-

ment of a staff member to specialize in this field.

A publisher's only advantage in appealing to mass interests

prior to 1830 lay in the stimulation of coffee-house, tavern, and

reading-room circulation. Democratic dailies, more numerous

after the War of 1812-15, tended to cater to the viewpoints of

workers. With its low price, the one-cent press of the 1830's

could seek mass circulation through representing mass interests;

it thus facilitated social adjustments to many current problems.

Growing literacy and class consciousness among workers were

finding an outlet in trade unions. Organizations were promoting

voting privileges for those without property-holding qualifica-

tions, the abolition of slavery, Sunday observance, and many
other objectives. Many of these movements and their counter-

movements became vocal in the cheap papers. To these appeals,

the "new journalism" added sensationalism, human interest,

humor, and the vigor of youth in crusading.

With newspaper production restricted to four-page issues,

the page-size had gradually expanded to meet the demands of

advertisers and to accommodate the increasing volume of news.

In the 1780's, The Pennsylvania Packet, and Daily Advertiser

had a 10f-by-l7f-indi type-page of four columns, printed on

an lli-by-lSi-inch page. In the 1790's, the Gazette of {he United

States, and Philadelphia Daily Advertiser utilized a five-column

type-page llf by 19J inches on a 13J-by-21-inch page, similar

to that of the New-York Evening Post, started in 1801. With the

establishment of the New York Morning Courier in 1827, com-

bined in 1829 with the Enquirer and called the Morning Courier

and New-York Enquirer, that sheet began a race with the Journal
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of Commerce for superiority in many respects, in page-size as

well as others. This contest for size, entered into by many sheets

in that period, earned for these papers the name, "blanket

sheets," which the penny papers made synonymous with stodgi-

ness and "
six-penny respectability." In 1827, the page-size of

the Courier and the Journal of Commerce was 17-J- by twenty-four
inches. The Philadelphia Inquirer was enlarged in 1851 to ten

columns on a page thirty-two by fifty inches. And the Journal

of Commerce reached the summit of vastness for a regularly

issued daily with an 11-column page thirty-five by 58f inches

in size on March 1, 1853. It was surpassed only by The Illumi-

nated Quadruple Constellation, a "century" sheet published on

July 4
3
1859. This paper had thirteen 48-inch columns on each

of eight pages and measured seventy by 100 inches when it was

opened out flat.

The story of the page-sizes of the New-York Herald from 1835

to 1850 furnishes a typical contrast of penny sheets' sizes with

that of the "blankets." The page-size of the Herald measured

10i by 14J inches until March 9, 1836, twelve by 18J until

October 29, 1836, thirteen by twenty until September 19, 1840,

and fifteen by twenty-two from September 21, 1840. To give it

additional space for advertisements and other material, it issued

a "double-sheet" issue eight pages on April 1, 1850, and with

increasing frequency thereafter. More adaptable printing equip-
ment and the scarcity of paper made smaller page-sizes and
occasional six- and eight-page editions more general during the

Civil War. Afterwards, automatic folders precluded another

siege of "blankets."

The New York Daily Sentinel, a labor daily, the long-lived
Boston Daily Evening Transcript, a $4-a-year paper, and the

Philadelphia Cent, a one-cent sheet, initiated the movement
toward smaller and cheaper newspapers in 1830. The Sentinel

had mass appeal, but it lacked the one-cent price and lasted

only until 1833. Little is known of Dr. C. C. Conwell's The Cent,
but the Transcript and others of its kind merely furnished the

dull substance of "blanket sheets" in smaller packages. One
such, Greeley and Story's New York Morning Post, started

January 1, 1833, sold for two cents and then one cent and was
even offered for sale on the streets, but it expired in a few weeks.
In 1833, the real penny press the first wave of "tabloidism"
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in America began. The Boston Daily Penny-Post, sloganed
"Multum in Parvo," on August 26 and the New York Sun,
mottoed "E Pluribus Unum," on September 3 entered the daily

field with typical "tabloid" contents and aggressive circulation

methods.

Newspaper carriers had sold a few of the huge four-page

"blanket sheets" at six cents at the steamboats in New York

"to hungry politicians, who are hurrying away to Albany or

Washington; or, perhaps, to merchants who wish to see the ship

news, or the prices current and the publishers will print, for

the carriers, only a few extra copies."
1 At such a price, libels

against the President or sensational murders raised circulations

only 100 or so copies. But these carriers would not handle

B. H. Day's one-cent Sun; the profit was too low. Day, therefore,

rounded up six or eight boys and gave each 125 sheets and a

district. He paid the boys $2 a week for selling these and allowed

them additional papers at nine cents a dozen. When men learned

that boys earned as much as $5 a week with Day's plan, they

organized routes and hired carriers to deliver sheets. By 1834,

such routes attained a market value of S30 to $60, and, by 1836,

$600 or $700. Dealers bought Suns at sixty-seven cents a hundred

in cash or seventy-five cents on credit; they sold them for six

cents a week or $1 a hundred. Day and J. G. Bennett, publisher

of the penny New-York Herald, started in 1835, insisted on cash

payments. The emphasis they and others gave to cash payments
for copies and advertising, then an innovation, assured the suc-

cess of many cheap papers. Ordinary write-offs of twenty-five per

cent, for bad debts cut swaths through "blanket sheet" profits.

These methods spread with the penny press. The Philadelphia

Public Ledger, shortly after its inception on March 26, 1836,

divided the city into districts and gave them to men to canvass.

It sold no copies to news-venders until an hour after all carriers

were supplied in order to stabilize circulation and to give it

home-delivered status, both desirable to advertisers. Such

papers as the New-York Herald and the Boston Daily Times

extended carrier systems into surrounding towns; in the case of

the Herald, to Newark, Paterson, Albany, Troy, Hudson, Pough-

keepsie, and Philadelphia, "as suburbs of New York"; in the

case of the Times, to Charlestown, Roxbury, Salem, Lynn,

Worcester, New Bedford, and elsewhere.
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These practices illustrate the beginnings of two types of circu-

lation management: newspaper control of carrier and news-

vender activities, and independent ownership of routes by
carriers or dealers. The latter gave many a headache to news-

paper executives. Both systems grew as ready expedients to

the mass-distribution problems created by cheap mass-

production.
The competition of newspapers for readers during the early

days of cheap sheets frequently developed into "wars." Begin-

ning in May, 1840, Park Benjamin of the New York Signal

declared a "Moral War" on Bennett's Herald because of its

alleged indecency, blasphemy, libel, and blackmail. The Signal,

joined by seven other local dailies, the Philadelphia North

American, and the Boston Advertiser, did not mention the annoy-
ance occasioned by the Herald's unusual success in attracting

readers and advertisers. Each urged readers, hotels, clubs,

reading rooms, and carriers to blacklist the sheet. In two years,

they lopped more than 2,500 from Bennett's daily average of

17,000. Independent dealers became a stumbling block in the

next New York "war." When Horace Greeley started the

New-York Tribune in 1841 as a "respectable" cheap paper, no
"Moral War" resulted, but his competitors refused to sell papers
to those handling the Tribune. They even attempted to regain
control of their routes, but the experiment failed. Bennett,
for instance, "tried to force out one of his carriers, but the

others took stand against the paper and Bennett gave in." 2

The Tribune gained the privilege it needed, and remained.

Early carriers and dealers had to visit each newspaper office

in turn to get an assortment. In the late 1830's, however, middle-

men started to gather papers at central distributing points and
to furnish them to carriers and other retailers at a slight advance
in price. These wholesalers, in turn, formed combines and

monopolies with citywide and later nation-wide connections.

Four Philadelphia firms, for example, eliminated damaging
competition in 1869 by forming the Central News Company.
This company shortly substituted wagon-delivery for the old

central station method and, in 1878-87, developed a route of

more than 700 newsstands and stationery and cigar stores to

supplement the carrier system. In New York, by 1854, "the
small news-men in town, country, and railroad-car, are supplied
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with their papers by a wholesale firm, who deliver them at a

slight increase of price."
3 This firm, owned by A. S. Tuttle

in 1856, became the American News Company in 1864, later

the "newsboy giant." This company in 1887, by consolidations

and the establishment of branch agencies, "now either owns or

controls some 20,000 agencies in the United States, scattered

from Maine to California, and from Manitoba to Mexico." 4

While these middlemen waxed in strength, direct relationships

between carriers and newspapers did not disappear entirely.

Of an edition of 70,000 copies in 1870, to illustrate, the Phila-

delphia Public Ledger distributed 55,941 to ninety-nine "'carriers"

in numbers varying from sixty-one to 1,616, 3,708 to newsboys
for street sales, 595 through office sales, and the balance to mail

subscribers and news companies. Many of the "carriers" oper-

ated groups of routes, and many were served by the Central

News Company. About 1874, however, the morning papers of

Philadelphia formed a cooperative delivery system, continued

for more than half a century. Their carriers, in turn, formed the

Morning Newspaper Carriers' Beneficial and Protective Asso-

ciation.

Dailies allowed the wholesaler system to develop as a simple

expedient. After the Civil War, when they visualized advantages

in direct supervision over distribution, they confronted vested

interests difficult to dislodge or modify.

When penny papers appeared, taverns were supplying papers

to their frequenters largely the poorer classes for reading on

the premises, and reading rooms such as Hudson's News Rooms

at New York and Topliff's Reading Room at Boston made late

news dispatches as well as newspapers available to business

and professional men. But by 1851, Horace Greeley
5 asserted

that public houses no longer attracted many patrons with news-

papers; "I think a very small proportion of our reading class

go there." The subscription news rooms, on the other hand,

had evolved into more modem stock and commodity exchanges.

Newsgathering had improved; literate workers could buy one-

and two-cent papers written to interest them; business and pro-

fessional men could learn the "latest advices" on their field

of interest from the many editions of dailies; and even the

"blankets" were adjusting their news and distribution methods

to compete with those of the "tabs." The New York American,
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"a paper which belonged to the strictly aristocratic and financial

circles of the metropolis/' reduced its price in April, 1843, to

two cents a copy or twelve cents a week and stated that
" News-

boys will be supplied at the usual rate." The Journal of Com-
merce alone of New York dailies maintained its old prices, dis-

tribution policy, and small circulation until well after the Civil

War. The telegraph, a stimulant to extras, speeded the assim-

ilating process. And as the "blankets" adopted their methods,
the cheaper sheets grew in bulk, "respectability," and price.

Who was the first "circulation manager"? As W. R. Scott,
6

a student of the subject, concludes, "circulation management
as a profession came into being with the one-cent dailies in the

late Seventies or early Eighties. Prior to that the newspapers
allowed their circulations to grow like weeds, whereas now
[1915] they are carefully cultivated, and sometimes have a hot-

house growth." E. W. Scripps of the Detroit Evening News and
M. A. McRae of the Detroit Evening Sun joined the profession
in 1874-75. Scripps "discovered" evening suburban circulation

and built routes exclusively for the News as a private venture.

The Sun employed McRae as "Circulation Manager." The

post-Civil-War evening sheets needed circulation managers to

cope with limited delivery periods and to meet more aggressive

competition. Leading post-war morning sheets, spurred by a new

crop of one-cent papers, needed careful planners to chart the

courses of 100,000 or more copies from presses to readers.

The power of the independent wholesalers and newsdealers

a further reason for the appointment of newspaper circulation

managers continued to grow in many cities. The New York
Sun, for example, in 1880 sold its daily output thus: 14,443 to

newsdealers out-of-town who bought directly; 5,221 to mail

subscribers; 792 to individuals; 12,237 to newsboys; and 101,165
to New York news companies. Bennett lowered the Herald's

price from four to three cents and the dealer margin from three-

fourths to one-half cent in 1876 despite retailer protests; he had
a product the public wanted. On September 25, 1883, however,
to cope with Pulitzer's encroaching World, Bennett further
trimmed his price to two cents. This time the dealers revolted.

They organized the Newsdealers' Association in New York and
Brooklyn, led by J. S. Richardson, and forced the Herald to
establish its own routes and to employ "boys with red caps"
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for street sales. The Herald also had to fight the Manhattan

News Company, subsidiary of the American News Company,
which controlled sales on the elevated railroads. This company,
which frequently demanded a bonus before it would handle a

sheet, ignored the reduction in price. In March, 1885, Bennett

finally had to yield to this two-fold opposition,, disband his

independent distribution organization, and reduce his price to

dealers from If to 1|- cents. In November, 1887, he went back

to the three-cent price. Thus appeased, opposition gradually

died. The Recorder, Journal, and World, all aggressive sheets,

later benefited from the shrewd Richardson's ability as an or-

ganizer of newsdealers by successively hiring him as circulation

manager.
This "war" inspired several experiments which reached into

the national field. Bennett attempted, for a few months, to

promote a Mutual News Company with which to combat the

American News Company's powerful position. New York news-

dealers, too, assembled representatives from other states for a

convention on October 1, 1884, which laid plans for a News-

dealers' National Association and a Newsdealers and Stationers
7

Co-operative Supply Company. The latter, an independent

company with support from the association, also attempted to

break the national hold of the American News Company. The

union concerned itself particularly with the various state laws

that made newspaper carriers and distributers subject to indict-

ment for libel and with the Manhattan Elevated News Com-

pany's "occupation of the public streets without warrant of

law." Neither organization came to much in the newspaper

picture. Newspapers, through their growing resources and

their trade associations, shortly placed themselves on a firmer

footing in distribution.

The elimination of the privilege of returning unsold copies

became influential in reducing the number of newspapers in a

given city. About 1884, when only The Sun barred the practice

in New York, boys collected discarded papers and sold them

back to newspaper offices. With the reduction of the return

privilege to a percentage of those purchased and then its elimina-

tion by many papers, the dealers "quietly oppose themselves to

any enlargement of the number of journals or to any curtailment

of their profits."
7 The fewer the kinds of newspapers handled,
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the easier for a dealer to gauge his needs. A few sheets had more

stable followings than many. The restriction or elimination of

the return privilege spread. A bulletin of the American News-

paper Publishers' Association on October 21, 1916, reported

that at least 540 dailies no longer permitted returns. Publishers

then and since interpreted this rule more leniently in outlying

districts than downtown.

The professionalization of the circulation manager brought
this specialist to the national association stage at the end of the

nineteenth century. A small group of publishers and adver-

tising and circulation managers gathered at Detroit on Novem-
ber 23, 1898, to plan the organization of the National Associa-

tion of Newspaper Circulation Managers. At the first annual

convention of the N. A. N. C. M. in Chicago on June 13-15,

1899, F. A. Glass, publisher of the Montgomery (Alabama)

Advertiser, pointed out that one man could no longer act as both

advertising and circulation manager and that the new national

organization would aid in developing the new speciality. The
idea "took hold." In 1905, the association had 139 members,

and, in 1915, 305. In 1910, at the Montreal convention, the

N. A. N. C. M. became the International Circulation Managers'
Association. The association early undertook to standardize

circulation methods and accounting forms, to promote newsboy
welfare, and to exchange new ideas. It discussed the use of the

newly organized rural free delivery routes in mail circulation

and the utility of premiums and contests in building subscription
lists. Sectional associations, dating from the formation of the

Southern Association of Newspaper Circulators, and state

groups, led by a Texas association, supplemented the nation-wide

program. Two chief aspects of circulation association work,

newsboy welfare and promotion policies, enter the discussion sep-

arately. After the submission of the Federal Child Labor Amend-
ment to the states for ratification in 1924, the newsboy consumed
more and more time at I. C. M. A. and sectional conventions.

The I. C. M. A., a specialized offshoot of the more general
trade association movement as represented by the A. N. P. A.,

relieved its employers' association of the more detailed aspects
of circulation problems. In major difficulties, especially in the

legislative sphere, the A. N. P. A. has always stood at the col-

lective elbow of the I. C. M. A. Similar trade associations of
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this specialized nature developed later for advertising managers,

editors, mechanical men, and others. These bodies are dis-

tinctly employer-minded. They devote little or no time to their

own wages, hours, and working conditions.

Hearst's entrance into the evening, morning, and Sunday
fields in Chicago in 1900 with his American and Examiner illus-

trates extremes to which circulators have gone to break distri-

bution alignments. Hearst's man, John Eastman, "hired ex-

prizefighters, wrestlers, and other hard-boiled young men to

protect and push street sales. There grew up several gangs of

newspaper sluggers and gunmen in the fight for circulation

between rival newspapers. Fights were frequent. There were

several murders. But none of the regular newspapers published

anything about this newspaper war. During a jurisdictional

war between the plumbers' and steamfitters' unions some of

these newspaper sluggers were hired by each side. After that,

fights between newspaper sluggers and gunmen were reported,

and the thugs who did the fighting were referred to as 'labor

sluggers.'
" 8 The politically controlled newsstands, many valued

at several thousand dollars each, were the crux of this and similar

circulation wars of the twentieth century.

Late in 1933, the Herald Tribune revealed the political uses

of New York City newsstands on public property, particularly

those near subway entrances. S. H. Martin, chief inspector of

the Department of Licenses, alleged that the majority of the

licenses issued during four years for 3,800 city-owned stands

had been granted without the inspection required by law. By
that time, the total number of newsstands in the city had grown
to 31,000. Fees of $5 and $10 a year were collected in 1933 from

only 1,326 retailers. Although the law gave disabled persons

preference, others secured licenses upon
"
investigation" and

the payment of the annual fee. A "shake-down" by Tammany

politicians, the Herald Tribune indicated, had become the cus-

tom.

With consolidations and eliminations, sheets of other cities

began to emulate the cooperative delivery system of Philadelphia

morning papers and such independent setups as that of the

Philadelphia Evening Bulletin. The change came slowly in

New York. The New York Daily News on December 31, 1921,

started an independent organization, the News Distributing
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Company, Inc. It eliminated all service charges to newsboys
and newsdealers, delivered directly to each, and reduced the

Sunday wholesale price from four to three cents. In addition,

it permitted dealers to fluctuate their orders upon short notice

in order to capitalize adequately upon news and feature breaks.

In the same year, the Publishers' Association of New York City

began to lop portions of the city from the American News

Company's domain by turning Staten Island and parts of

Brooklyn over to independent wholesalers.

A decision by Federal Judge K. M. Landis on February 26,

1922, in the case of the Chicago Journal of Commerce v. The

Chicago Tribune (286 Fed. Ill), facilitated newspaper control

of distribution. The Tribune had served notice on its distribu-

tion service that it might not handle both the Journal of Com-

merce and the Tribune. Judge Landis held that a newspaper is

not a public service corporation and may therefore sell its product
to whom it chooses.

New York newspaper distribution took on a new aspect in

December and January, 1923-24. The American and Herald

formed independent organizations, and other newspapers took

over parts of their own distribution and allotted the balance

by zones to the Metropolitan News Company, an independent

organization formed in 1900, and to other smaller agencies.

The American News Company handled only a few sheets in

part of Manhattan. Several newsdealers applied to the Supreme
Court of New York for a permanent injunction against the

Publishers' Association to ban the zone system, but Justice F. L.

Young held on December 30, 1924, that the system was neither

unreasonable nor monopolistic. Since then, New York dailies

have continued to develop the zone system and to increase

their dominance over distribution. They have not been able,

however, to achieve the high percentage of home delivered

circulation found in many other large cities. L. F. Gautier of

the Publishers' Association attributed this in 1935 to the shifting
masses of population, the multiple editions published by each

newspaper, and the weight of the Sunday paper. The 15,000
New York newsdealers, who receive papers some 75,000 times a

day, have established themselves in the folkways of New Yorkers

and of the publishers.

Such problems and the demands of the Audit Bureau of
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Circulations for accurate circulation reports after its formation

in 1914, rapidly developed and standardized distribution man-

agement methods during and after the World War. Jason

Rogers,
9

publisher of the New York Globe, defined the
"
fully

qualified circulation manager" in 1918 as one who will devote

more time to
"
ascertaining what the public in Ms town want

in the paper, and fighting for that sort of paper, than in foolish

fireworks." He believed that the dose contact of circulators

with subscribers through carriers gave them a valuable check

upon reader reactions. As the circulation director met modern

demands for concentrated distribution of a known character,

for prompt deliveries through congested traffic, and for intel-

ligent estimates of reader interests, his industrial and social

significance mounted.

The trend toward the control of circulation by individual

newspapers continues. The management of the Philadelphia

Public Ledger and Inquirer refused its morning papers to boys
who handled the evening "bulldog" editions of the morning

Philadelphia Record, an action sustained by a Pennsylvania

Supreme Court decision in 1931. The Chicago Herald & Examiner

broke the same year with the Chicago Newspaper Carriers
3

Association, formed in 1906, and took over its own home delivery.

The stand system for street sales, however, still prevails in Chi-

cago. When the Chicago Daily Times introduced its Sunday
edition in 1932, it at first had to sell it through its own force of

2,300 men and boys to avoid conflict with the newsstand display

of other papers. Through permitting an unlimited return privi-

lege on unsold papers, the Times placed its Sunday edition on

the stands a few weeks later. Other papers also abolished co-

operative or commercial distributing and sales systems. The

two evening Pittsburgh sheets, Hearst's Sun-Telegraph and

Scripps-Howard's Press, the residue of eliminations and con-

solidations, entirely separated their systems in 1930; each se-

cured its own newsboys, carriers, and dealers and refused to

have them handle the competing sheet. An N. R. A. survey of

1,489 dailies in 1934 revealed that carriers secured papers directly

from plants in 1,240 cases, from newspaper-owned substations

in 360, at street corners in 484, at their own homes in 191, and

from wholesalers in but 141; 592 dailies had their own motor

delivery routes for extra-urban distribution. The rapid develop-
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merit of local monopolies aided materially in giving newspapers
this measure of control over distribution. The morning Register

and evening Tribune of Des Moines, Iowa, owned by the Cowles

family, illustrate successful coverage of an extensive field. These

sheets monopolized their local field and blanketed much of Iowa

in 1935 with an. army of 4,820 carriers under the direction of no

less than fifty-six circulation managers and ninety supervisors

and served by a fleet of motor trucks.

So much for the general control and direction of local distri-

bution. The discussion of tendencies in specific phases of circu-

lation management readily separates into these six parts: the

size and price of dailies; edition time and urban growth; circula-

tion promotion methods; newsboy control, welfare, and legisla-

tion; the use of "quickest conveyances"; and the distribution

of special types of dailies.

Size and Price

Changes in size and price in the 1830's were closely related

to mechanical, economic, and social adjustments. Cheaper

newsprint, faster presses, and the rise of mass literacy and class

consciousness born of the industrial revolution combined to

give the United States its first wave of "tabloidism," small

cheap sheets for the masses. Similar conditions spurred similar

waves of "tabloidism," similar "subscribers' markets
3 '

for news-

papers, after the Civil War and after the World War. In each

case, differences between "tabloids" and other dailies subse-

quently diminished. J. G. B. DeBow estimated in his 1854 com-

pendium of the Seventh Census, for instance, that the copy
price averaged two cents in 1850, an indication of the disappear-
ance of six-cent "blankets." In decades when mechanical,

economic, and social conditions called for a stepping-up of edi-

torial policy to meet the needs of greater mass-production, new

papers became the agents of variations in practices which later

leavened the whole industry. The old sheets did not adjust,
in most cases, until competition forced them to change.
The sheets which continued at one and two cents until 1860

raised their prices during the Civil War. Labor scarcity and

newsprint profiteering made four- and five-cent daily and five-

cent Sunday editions the rule. The Philadelphia Public Ledger
lost some $100,000 by maintaining a one-cent price until Decem-
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ber 10, 1864, and found a new proprietor, G. W. CMlds, who
raised the price to two cents and saved the sheet. With the war

over, the majority of the surviving journals kept their prices

at war levels even after newsprint dipped below pre-war prices

following 1877. Although many carried the names of "tabs" of

the 1830's and 1840's, they constituted a new dass of
" blanket

"

sheets, not so large in page-size as before the war but with more

and more pages. Folding machines had substituted expansion
in the number of pages for expansion in the page-size of four-

page sheets. New sheets, particularly in the evening field, many
of them more independent in politics and more sensational than

those of the 1830's, led a new wave of cheap newspapers, most

of which sold at one cent. The Philadelphia Evening Star (1866)

and Public Record (1870) and the New York Daily News (1857),

which dropped to one cent shortly after the war, all evening

sheets, pioneered in the movement. On August 23, 1873,

J. E. Scripps started his two-cent Detroit Evening News in com-

petition with a group of five-cent "blankets." In 1880, the

Scripps Publishing Company had five one-cent sheets, located

in Detroit, Cleveland, St. Louis, Buffalo, and Cincinnati. On
December 23, 1875, M. E. Stone established his one-cent Chicago

Daily News. Small, four-page sheets, keyed to mass-appeal,

such papers carried the number of evening establishments to

533 in 1880, 1,051 in 1889, and 1,631 in 1899, and the total cir-

culation from 2,601,547 in 1870 to 8,387,188 in 1889, and

15,102,156 in 1899. G. P. Rowell & Company
10

reported in

1876 that "leading morning papers of New York nearly all sell

for four cents, but in the Western States five cents is the general

price. Since, however, the hard times penny papers have come

into fashion again." S. N. D. North in his Census report of

1880 gave four cents as the "ruling price" for single copies in

eastern cities, too high an estimate, but he found that annual

subscription prices ranged from $6 to S10 a year, an average

of $7.27. The new "subscribers' market" was depressing the

average. Unusual charges in 1880 included twenty-five cents a

copy for the Eureka (Nevada) Daily Leader and 12 cents for

the Bodie (California) Daily Free Press.

Although the rapid growth of advertising did not long permit

post-Civil-War "tabloidism" to adhere to compactness in form,

one-cent newspapers remained common until the World War.
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D. F. Wilcox,
11 in a study of 1898-99 newspapers, found that

sixty-six of 147 sheets with more than 7,500 circulation sold

for one cent; forty-seven, for two; fifteen, for three; and nineteen,

for five. But he indicated a change; he called only thirty of the

one-cent dailies
"
yellow'

7

or extremely sensational and twenty-
four

"
uncertain." Seventeen of the two- to five-cent dailies

also fell into his "yellow" class, and thirty-one, into his "uncer-

tain" category. The New York Times, certainly not sensational,

had cut its price from three cents to one on October 10, 1898.

In doing so, it commented editorially:

"The proposition that many thousands of persons in this city

of three and one-half million souls buy and read one-cent news-

papers chiefly on account of their price and not on account of their

character and quality seemed sound. . . . The Times has deter-

mined to extend its appeal beyond those readers with whom quality
is indispensable and price a matter of no consequence to the pre-

sumably much larger number of persons to whom both price and

quality are of consequence."

In a year, the Times tripled its circulation. The extremely low

price of newsprint in the late 1890's, the advances in mechanical

devices, and the success of Pulitzer-Hearst sensationalism after

1895 not only depressed the average price but wiped out in

most cities the price distinction as the differentiation between

mass and class dailies. Higher prices continued in cities with

local monopolies or in which the publishers had a price agree-
ment. Surveying 862 dailies in 1909, the A. N. P. A. Committee
on Paper found these copy prices: 235 at one cent, 343 at two,

seventy-three at three, and 211 at five. In explaining the num-
ber of five-cent dailies, it pointed out that in many cities the

retail price for single copies is misleading, especially for morn-

ing papers which had comparatively few street sales. It stated

that a number of the three- and five-cent sheets, therefore, sold

on a weekly basis for home delivery at two cents each. The
howls of the newsdealers were drowned by steadily mounting
circulations, better service from newspapers, and the growing
power of the publishers economically and politically.

Falling copy prices did not benefit small dailies. Many of

them needed a two- or three-cent copy price to compensate for

their lack of advertising income and to cover the rising cost of

reading matter. When Pulitzer's World met the threat of Hearst's
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Journal in 1896 with a price reduction to one cent, it expected
to wreck the Herald and effectively stop the Journal. Instead,

it killed off the daily Mercury, crippled the Advertiser
,
weak-

ened the Press, and forced the Recorder to retire to the evening
field for a short time before its demise. The Journal and the

World then skyrocketed their circulations in the Hearst-Pulitzer

Spanish-American War, the most spectacular newspaper circu-

lation stunt on record.

World War conditions, advertiser demands for quality rather

than mere quantity circulation, and the approach of a saturation

point called another halt to the one-cent price. Prior to 1915,
"
there were many one-cent newspapers, printed on $40 news-

print, averaging daily issues of 8 to 16 pages, assembled by com-

positors, stereotypers and pressmen at an average wage of less

than $25 a week. And, at one cent, even under those halcyon

conditions, few newspapers paid the cost of their print paper and

ink from circulation revenues." 12 In the 1920
?

s, despite falling

newsprint costs after 1923, high labor charges, increased news

and feature utilization, and the tendency toward one-newspaper-

cities barred another surge of one-cent sheets. Established

dailies would also no longer permit a newcomer to fatten on

advantages offered by a price differential. When other methods

failed, they slashed prices and nipped likely intruders at their

start. Seventy-two per cent, of the newspapers published in

cities of 25,000 to 100,000 in 1928, for example, charged three

cents or more a copy. Of these 338 papers, seventy-six sold at

five cents; one, at four; 165, at three; ninety-four, at two; and

two, at one. The latter, the Canton (Ohio) News and Repository,

were engaged in a cutthroat circulation war which finally elim-

inated the News. Of ninety-four dailies questioned by I. C. M. A.

in 1933 about subscription prices during the preceding two years,

twenty-nine had raised wholesale prices, and the other sixty-

five had maintained their old rates. At the suggestion of

A. N. P. A., U. S. Senator A. H. Vandenberg introduced a bill

in 1934 to have the government mint three-cent pieces, an in-

dication of the prevalent copy price. While the average price

thus doubled in 1914-34, Editor 5s PublisJier u asserted edi-

torially in 1934 that "real progress lies on the road of 5 cent

daily and 10 cent Sunday newspapers, made for well satisfied

readers." Perhaps. It did well to specify "well satisfied readers."
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Many people would not pay half the price of a loaf of bread for

a daily. And five-cent dailies might once more bring forth a

drove of one-cent sheets for the masses.

The most recent wave of "tabloidism," the first thus named,
started in 1919 with similar appeals for reader interest to those

of the 183Q's and the 1870's, but price played no conspicuous

part. The modern tabloid, sometimes called a "half-sheet,"

consisted of pages roughly half that of an eight-column news-

paper. Nor did it confine itself, even at the outset, to four or

eight pages.

Many believe The Daily Graphic of New York, started March 4,

1873, as the first picture daily, pio'neered in the tabloid field.

This sheet alleged that the
"
great crimes, the terrific accidents,

the society shaking scandals must be illustrated." But Towne's

Pennsylvania Evening Post, and Daily Advertiser of 1783-84

contained many tabloid rudiments without the benefit of pictures.

B. H. Day's Sun and J. G. Bennett's Herald dramatized murders

in a fashion which photo-engraving alone "improved." Pulitzer's

World, with greater resources and more aggressiveness, beat the

Graphic at its own game by running single-column photo-engrav-

ings from 1883, and the Graphic folded up in 1889. Even

F. A. Munsey's The Daily Continent of New York, a short-lived

tabloid of 1891 which some single out as a precursor of "tabloid-

ism," merely presented "blanket" contents in condensed form,

no innovation. The Boston Daily Evening Transcript did that

in 1830.

On January 1, 1901, Alfred Harmsworth, publisher of the

tabloid London Mirror, brought out an edition of the New York
World in half-sheet size for Pulitzer with the statement, "I ask

America for an impartial verdict on this 20th Century News-

paper." Pulitzer could not visualize a tabloid's circulation poten-
tialities and returned to full-sheet size on January 2. R. H. H.

Chapman, editor of the Los Angeles Herald, then expressed for

Pulitzer the views of many newspapermen and readers, "People
should be allowed to select from a large body of news and no

one has a right to limit it or cut it down for them." Chapman
was too idealistic. No newspaper prints all the events of a day,
and but few strive to allow a reader an opportunity to select

the events most interesting or important to him. Advertising

managers in particular questioned the benefit of the new format
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to space sales and vetoed its acceptance. The Springfield (Massa-

chusetts) Republican truly stated on January 3
"
that Mr. Harms-

worth has taught us nothing not already amply considered by
American newspapers and publishers." Scripps also tried small-

sized sheets in his two "adless" ventures, the Chicago Day
Book of 1911-17 and the Philadelphia News-Post of 1912-14.

But the tabloids did come.

The Illustrated Daily News, first shown to New Yorkers on

June 26, 1919, by a subsidiary of the Chicago Tribune Company,
seized upon the half-page format as a possible means of digging

for new mass circulation, of starting a variation in publication

practices. With many illustrations, condensed news stories, and

attractive features, the News claimed it would not compete with

established papers but would find its own market, the same boast

Day, Bennett, and many others had made. To a marked extent,

it did. As daily News circulation rose from nothing to 1,319,654

in 1929, other New York morning sales dropped only from

2,352,944 to 2,341,482. Sunday News figures jumped from noth-

ing in 1921 to 1,546,505 in 1929, but other Sunday sales climbed

from 3,752,383 in 1919 to 4,150,729. J. M. Patterson built the

paper, according to his general manager, R. C. Holliss,
14 on the

assumption "that the 14-year-old mind, and even the 8-year-old

mind, is a part of the mental equipment of the average human

being. . . . We try to edit the News to meet the varied require-

ments of the average person's mental equipment."
The modern tabloid did not gain the position between 1919

and 1935 attained by penny papers between 1830 and 1845 or

after the Civil War. The fifteen mass-appeal tabloids started or

made from "blankets" between 1919 and 1924 all appeared in

large cities: New York, Boston, Baltimore, Washington,

Los Angeles, San Francisco, Detroit, St. Louis, Chicago,

Des Moines, and Seattle. Five chain organizations owned the

eight remaining in the first six cities mentioned in September,

1924. Even that early, however, "tabloidism" and "
sensa-

tionalism" had ceased to be synonymous. The Scripps-Howard

Baltimore Post and Washington News and the Vanderbilt Los An-

geles News and San Francisco Herald, pint-sized counterparts

of other dailies, had little but size in common with the New York

Graphic, Mirror, and News. This differentiation continued. The

tabloid reached widest acceptance only in our largest urban area.
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There its size and contents adapted to subway congestion and
"
subway minds.

"
Many recent tabloids merely represent adjust-

ments to small-town economic conditions; these include the

Dalhart Texan and the spritely Augusta (Kansas) Gazette. Some
are such specialized or

"
class" sheets as the New York Invest-

ment News and the New Orleans Journal of Commerce. Tabloids

numbered twelve in 1930, twenty-five in 1934, and thirty-five

dailies and one Sunday paper in 1936; of the thirty-five, four

were "class'
3

sheets. Only four of the 1924 list appear in the

1936 roster, the New York Daily News and Mirror, Washington

News, and Los Angeles Illustrated Daily News. Three others, the

Boston Record, Chicago Times, and Philadelphia News, complete
the large city roster of general-circulation "tabs." The invest-

ment necessary and the nature of modern newsgathering and

feature arrangements flattened out this most recent wave of

"tabloidism" more rapidly than similar developments in earlier

"subscriber markets." Even of those "tabs" remaining, some
no longer use the half-page size. The Los Angeles News, for

example, expanded in 1932 from five to six columns, from about

one-half to three-fourths of the eight-column standard. Perhaps
the next "wave" will have a new and different formula, one

more generally successful.

Edition Time and Urban Growth

Early morning and evening sheets had one edition each, at

6 or sometimes 7 A.M. and at 3 or 4 P.M. Weekly, semiweekly,
and triweekly editions or the daily issues took care of country
circulation. A special news development, not so common then
as now, occasionally called forth an extra. In small cities, too,

publishers could locate plants near advertising and news sources

as well as distribution points. As circulation and urban areas

extended, editions multiplied, and their frequency and size

made distribution facilities more and more a determinant in

plant location. The arrival of mails, composition time, and

press speeds set hours of publication. Noah Webster's New York
American Minerva in 1793 appeared "every day, Sundays ex-

cepted, at four o'clock, or earlier if the arrival of the mail will

permit."

Early experiments in odd edition times and in multiple editions

ended quickly. S. H. Smith attempted a twice-daily, The New
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World: or, the Morning and Evening Gazette, for five weeks in

Philadelphia after September 19, 1796. For several weeks in

1814
;
the New York Mid-day Courier. With the Morning's Mails

made an effort to capitalize upon faster presses and composition,

but the new edition time failed to attract support.

Multiple editions, like many innovations, became established

with the penny press. The New York Morning Herald had an

evening companion, the Evening Herald, for a few issues from

June 22, 1835, but a fire stopped it. Bennett entered the evening

field again on May 22, 1837, with an Evening Chronicle^ but

advertising considerations prompted him to call this sheet the

Evening Herald from July 11, a paper discontinued March 30,

1839. The Herald's morning edition by 1840 frequently "made

over" its news content as many as three times during the print-

ing of its large morning production. To each new edition, it

added a short announcement or as much as six columns of new

type, inserted at two-hour intervals during the press run. Copies

from the early editions went to the mails as departure times

approached; others then went to outlying and nearby carriers

and newsboys as delivery hours drew near. These multiple

editions, mostly of morning dailies and appearing late into the

day, long hampered the growth of distinctly evening sheets.

Commencing December 11, 1841, the Herald made another

successful innovation ;
it came forth seven days a week. New York

had nine morning and five evening sheets in 1850, but the Tribune

and other morning dailies issued 1:30 and 3 P.M. editions in

addition to their morning issue with its "make-overs." On

July 24, 1848, the Herald had divided its daily output into a

"Before breakfast" and two afternoon editions, at 1 and 3 P.M.

These multiple editions offered advertising advantages similar

to those of modern combinations of morning and evening papers,

but the use of different names for the early and late issues did

not work so well then as now. During the 1850's, regular morn-

ing editions reached readers between 5 and 7 : 30 A.M. in order

that workingmen might glance at them at breakfast. The two

afternoon editions aided in capturing outlying circulation, made

available by the developing means of transportation, and com-

peted with evening sheets in the local field.

The growth of the telegraph and of printing facilities, spurred

by the exciting events of the Civil War, created by 1870 a more
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definite place for evening newspapers independent of the morn-

ing field. The growing multiplicity of editions led the New York

Morning Express to concentrate on the evening field in 1858

as the Evening Express. The Providence (Rhode Island) Journal

started the Evening Bulletin, a sheet still continued
?
to replace

the many two-page extras necessitated by war news, a practice

followed by many other morning sheets. With the increasing

appeal of evening sheets, morning dailies learned that evening
editions with a different name, make-up, and policy obtained

more readers than afternoon make-overs. The frequency of

exciting war bulletins sent by telegraph even led such papers
as the New York Daily Transcript to issue a regular Daily Trans-

cript Extra from December 10, 1864, to January 23, 1865. By
1870, New York City's twelve evening sheets circulated 160,000

copies as compared with the 430,000 issued by fourteen morning
establishments. In the country as a whole, 54.9 per cent, of the

sheets of 1880 were published in the evening field. By this year,

the growth of evening papers had reversed the edition situation;

morning papers made up editions to meet various train schedules,

but evening dailies issued as many editions for street sales as

news warranted. Twenty establishments in eleven states then

issued a morning paper and three to four evening editions, the

two papers operated separately under different names. The
"
evening papers and the evening editions of the morning papers

are accustomed to put out a first publication early in the after-

noon, and to follow it at intervals of an hour or oftener, accord-

ing to the importance of the current news, until six o'clock

the later editions being identical with the earlier, except in the

addition of the later telegraphic and other news. These later

editions are generally sold on the streets by newsboys and at

stands, and are rarely distributed to regular subscribers." The
Boston Evening Traveler and several others topped the list with

five editions. Only five noon papers were then published, two

as noon editions of evening sheets, "but as a rule this is not an

hour when the news of the morning journals can be sufficiently

supplemented to create a demand for such issues, or when the

public is in a mood for newspaper reading.
33 15 With certain

modifications, these practices continue in vogue.
Most morning and evening dailies have standardized edition

times since 1900 with reference to routine news developments.
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Editions number from two to five in the morning and two to tei

in the evening according to the size of the city. Each edition "i;

carefully and painstakingly constructed with an eye to the read

er's requirements. News is selected for each edition with a nicet]

of judgment as to values, each newspaper keeping in mind tin

territory that is covered by the edition. Mail editions, intendec

for out-of-town readers, will emphasize the national and stat<

news. . . . City editions . . . will lay emphasis on the loca

news as far as its value justifies this action. Late afternoor

editions concentrate on the sport scores and decisions. Streei

editions, designed for the cafe and theater crowds of the night

herald the latest sensations with their headlines." 16
Newspaper*

label various editions for local consumption and advertise thei]

publication hours in order to stimulate sales.

Prior to 1907, with newsgathering dominated by the Associatec

Press, largely controlled by morning newspapers, morning sheets

received wire news until 5 A.M. for publication between 11 P.M

and 11 A.M., and evening papers were served until 4 P.M. for use

between 11 A.M. and 11 P.M. The sales-period between about

5 and 11 P.M. benefited evening papers little because they could

not secure later wire reports except upon unusual occasions,

Evening sheets, too, were expanding rapidly in numbers and

circulation. The organization in 1907 of the modern United

Press, an evening service, threw this division of operation periods

into confusion, U. P. continued its complete wire service until

all baseball games, races, and other daylight sports events had

ended. In spite of the resistance of the morning papers, A. P,

finally established in 1910 a special afternoon sports service

between 4 and 6 P.M. to run from April 15 to October 15. The

competing evening journals which received U. P. reports, how-

ever, continued to pour from the presses from 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.

The earlier morning hours offered a chance to expand evening

circulation areas into the hinterland. A. P. in 1915 finally set the

morning report period at 9 P.M. to 9 A.M. and the evening at

9 A.M. to 9 P.M. and provided evening bulletin service betweer

4 and 6 P.M. It made an exception, however, for pre-dated morn-

ing papers which were to be distributed in outlying districts nol

later than the following morning so that they might be printed as

early as 5 P.M., and for Sunday morning sheets so that the>

might be circulated as early as 8 P.M. Saturday in the city o
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publication. Upon extraordinary occasions, such as national

elections, both morning and evening journals were permitted in

1922 to receive a bulletin service outside of the allotted hours

with which to get out extras.

A legal dispute between Curtis-Martin Newspapers, Inc.,

publishers of the Philadelphia Public Ledger and Inquirer, and

the Record management in 1931 reveals the manner in which

bitter competition will break down these time compartments.
In its decision, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania stated that

neither the Record nor the Inquirer had complied with the 9 P.M.

deadline for morning papers. On October 9, 1933, The Chicago

Tribune made 6: 15 instead of 7 P.M. its first-edition press time in

order to get its sheets on sale at 7 instead of 7 : 30, a change

prompted by a similar move on the part of Hearst's Herald

&* Examiner. To meet this morning paper competition, the

evening Daily News placed a "Night Extra" on sale at 8 P.M.

The morning-evening situation, in cities where a combined

monopoly does not exist, is far from settled.

As the edition situation modified, new newsgathering devices

such as the telephone permitted publishers after 1880 to locate

their plants nearer distribution points and to erect branch plants

in sections of large cities. Post offices and transportation ter-

minals took precedence over news sources in building plans. In

many cases, small branch offices in central business districts

handled classified advertisements about as well as centrally

located plants, built on massive lines. The promotional value

of the latter, nevertheless, continued and accounts for many of

the expensive modern structures in downtown districts. The
time elapsing between press runs and delivery to readers became

the leading consideration.

Special editions for sections of a city or adjoining districts first

appeared in the 1880's. The Scripps Cincinnati Post established

the Kentucky Post in 1885 as its edition for Kentucky. The same

year, the New York World began to print a special New Jersey

edition from a plant in Jersey City. In 1887, the World also had a

Brooklyn plant, chiefly for part of its Sunday rims. When the

New York Evening Journal took possession of its branch plant on

135th Street near Lenox Avenue in 1908, it adjusted to the need

for faster deliveries in Harlem and the Bronx. It shipped ma-
trices of pages to the new plant by subway, forwarded late news
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by telephone and telegraph, and trimmed an hour from Bronx-

Harlem delivery time. In 1926, the Journal invested $500,000
in a new plant in the Bronx for its eight daily Bronx-Harlem

editions.

During the 1920's and until the depression in the 1930's halted

the program, many large dailies worked out
"
decentralization

plans" and began to build the necessary branch plants. These

"chains within a city" operate under one name; each unit has

several pages or a section devoted to district news and advertis-

ing. The New York Daily News opened a $2,500,000 Brooklyn

plant in 1927 to print and publish 400,000 copies of the daily and

Sunday News, a number since increased. Its publishers then

announced that plans called for similar plants in other districts

of the metropolitan area. By 1929, branches of such evening

sheets as the Sun, Telegram, and Journal in New York and the

Daily News in Chicago had become useful in decreasing delays

occasioned by more and more congested street traffic conditions,

the chief obstacle to distribution that developed during the

1920's. The flourishing condition of independent sectional dailies

such as the Bronx Home News, Long Island Press, Long Island

City Star, and the older Brooklyn sheets also stimulated the

chain-within-a-city movement in New York and elsewhere.

Many American cities which had reached gigantic proportions

had started to develop definite "neighborhoods" which centered

about "satellite" trading areas, in many cases "undigested"
communities secured through annexation. Through neighbor-

hood editions and pages, many not printed in the districts them-

selves, downtown dailies have minimized sectional competition.

To blanket its state-wide field, for example, the morning and

evening Des Moines Register and Tribune, a combination, are re-

plated as often as twenty times in order to supply front-page

news of special interest to given groups of communities. Morning
and Sunday sheets have extended this practice into the wider

territory afforded them by longer delivery periods. This ex-

plains in part the relatively few morning and Sunday sheets as

compared with the number of evening dailies in the areas sur-

rounding large cities. This practice, carried much farther in

England than in the United States, threatens the existence of

many of the small dailies remaining and suggests a continuation

of the trend toward fewer and larger papers.
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Circulation Promotion Methods

Circulation promotion, viewed fully, includes the whole public
relations program of a daily newspaper, the contacts of all news-

paper workers with actual or potential readers. From the cir-

culation manager's standpoint, it has included the exploitation

of news coverage, actual news hoaxes, crusades, fiction, and

articles signed by "big names"; the organization of parades,

pageants, and welfare work; and the development of campaigns,

contests, and enticing "house" advertisements.

The publicizing of news coverage became the first type of

circulation promotion. In 1815, the New-York Gazette & General

Advertiser and the Mercantile Advertiser posted bulletins of late

news on their front doors. In the late 1820's, the Courier and

New-York Enquirer and Journal of Commerce spent large sums

on news boats and pony expresses to whet reader interest. Races

between the papers' schooners created popular excitement sim-

ilar to that at a modern football game. These methods continued

for many years. Bulletins, supplemented by radio "newscasts,"
are common today. But the penny sheets added many new
features.

Barnumesque gags spurred circulations after 1830. Bennett

published mock special messages of President Andrew Jackson
and Governor W. L. Marcy in his Herald. R. A. Locke wrote the

"Moon Hoax" for Day's Sun and made Sir ]. F. W. Herschel's

alleged "Discoveries in the Moon" a sensation. Murders, illicit

sexual relations, and political scandals were carefully exploited.

When Bennett's Herald plant burned in 1835, he bought space in

the Sun to tell his future plans. In starting the New-York Daily
Times in 1851, its publisher placed a prospectus in every other

city daily as an advertisement. Contests, too, became frequent.

The New-York Evening Post in 1856 offered $100 each for the

best campaign songs in English and German for Fremont's

Presidential contest with Buchanan.

Circulation ballyhoo found more definite direction with the

rise of the circulation manager after the Civil War. The Daily

Graphic of New York obtained nation-wide publicity in 1873,

despite its aeronautic failure, by arranging for a balloon to carry

a reporter and an artist across the Atlantic. The World supple-

mented its bulletins in 1886 with a "yachting panorama" across
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the front of its building to picture a race between the "May-
flower" and the "Galatea."

The so-called
"
forcing process" typified the intensity of

competition between newspapers in the 1890's, a decade in which

many a weak sheet was squeezed out. The Lynn (Massachusetts)

Daily Press even offered $100 to the next of kin of any person

meeting death by accident and having a copy of the Press on his

or her body. M. R. Freel 17 of the New York Recorder claimed in

1892 that a "forcing process" had become essential to a news-

paper's vitality. "Having merit," he asserted, "it becomes the

first and highest duty of the publisher to give that fact the

widest possible publicity. It is at this point that the value of a

good forcing process is appreciated." His pet process was a

lottery scheme through which the Recorder gave away "highly
finished" and numbered "tintographs" with each copy. Adver-

tisers exchanged "diamonds, costly dresses, cameras, gold rings,

building lots, insurance, shoes, hats, clothing, cigars, furniture/
7

and the like for "tintographs" with selected numbers. But this

did not save the Recorder from the onslaughts of competitors,

especially after Hearst's Journal began in 1895 to "go to work on"

Pulitzer's World. The Herald, more successful, gave away trips

around the world and elsewhere in 1892 for correct Presidential

predictions. The Journal used 24-, 28-, and 44-sheet outdoor

poster panels in New York, Brooklyn, and Jersey City, three-

sheet and sometimes larger panels in other towns, and elaborate

electrical displays in Madison Square and at other prominent

points. It supplemented its usual news bulletins on the occasion

of national or state political conventions with a dozen or more

stereoptican bulletins throughout Greater New York. Above all,

it outdid its competitors in sensationalism and in the organization

of house-to-house convassing for subscribers. The World at every

point, until Pulitzer decided to become less sensational after the

Spanish-American War, tried to out-Hearst Hearst, and many
small dailies throughout the land imitated them both.

A reaction against "forcing" and sensationalism gradually

developed and gained strength. The Philadelphia Bulletin under

W. L. McLean and the Post, Tribune, and Times of New York

found circulation which attracted advertisers through the use of

little of either. In searching for a motto, the Times obtained

20,000 replies from an offer of $100, a prize which went to the
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writer of "All the World's News, but Not a School for Scandal."

But the Times preferred its own invention, "All the News That's

Fit to Print." The dignified Bulletin only indulged in such stunts

as buying the two first automobiles used in newspaper distribu-

tion, two Daimler electric wagons imported in 1899 from France.

These placed Bulletins on the outskirts of the city within thirty

minutes after leaving the presses. McLean wanted to develop

circulation without premiums, coupons, or prize contests, circula-

tion built on attractive news and features. While Pulitzer's

World capitalized on gift enterprise, pictures, human interest

stories, and repeated crusades, Ochs's Times gave quantities of

live but conservative news. Ochs was a news merchant and

knew how to dramatize the fact. The advertising profession,

reaching some maturity during the 1890's, aided in this reaction

against "forcing." It had begun to scrutinize circulation claims

and qualifications with greater care, a movement which threw

much of the "forcing" into disrepute and resulted in the organi-

zation of the Audit Bureau of Circulations in 1914.

Newspapers had crusaded for various purposes for many
years, but now they assumed leadership in community service.

They promoted milk, ice, and coal funds, flower days, "One
Hundred Neediest Cases" drives, pageants, parades, athletic

events, and spectacular shows. They published pamphlets on a

myriad of subjects for general distribution, established informa-

tion services, furnished auditoriums for public meetings, and in

many other ways made themselves community "institutions"

as well as mass-communication agencies. In the twentieth cen-

tury, the newspaper thus gradually assumed the role prescribed

for it by a Chicago Tribune editorialist,
18 that it should, "like the

parish priest, be guide, counsellor and friend" to its flock to

attain "its real mission." Does the newspaper's benevolence in

this regard bear some resemblance to its benevolent paternalism

to its employees? Do both compensate for the increasing im-

personality of the larger daily units? Is this priestliness a sub-

stitute for adequate representation of the many minorities in

political and economic issues?

With advertisers frowning on forced circulation and with

competition in routine news coverage minimized, dailies worked

out a combination between stunting and news with which to

create an impression of aggressive newsgathering, the sort of
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thing the Graphic did in 1873. F. B. Noyes, publisher of the

Washington Star, aided in financing Walter Wellman's two un-

successful attempts to reach the North Pole, in "America I" in

1906 and in "America II
3 '

in 1908, in return for exclusive stories.

An advance of $4,000 by The New York Times in 1909 secured it

Peary's exclusive story on reaching the Pole which aided in up-

setting Dr. Frederick Cook's monumental hoax. Sponsoring
such trips and especially flights through the air became the order

of the day. The Times, Philadelphia Public Ledger, Chicago

Record-Herald, and London Daily Telegraph received only one

short dispatch in return for their investment of 835,000 in 1910

in WeUman's unsuccessful effort to span the Atlantic in his recon-

structed "America II." The New York Tribune, pointing to the

number of deaths resulting from attempts to win newspapers
5

aviation prizes, asserted that the ""real object of their philan-

thropic generosity is to advertise their newspapers. Is that the

sort of journalism that a self-respecting community wishes to

sustain?" The World replied, "What the difference is in degree

between the philanthropic motives of records for flying and

fresh-air funds under newspaper auspices it may be left to those

skilled in the subtleties of dialectics to determine. If the flying

machine were the ephemeral toy of invention the Tribune seems

to think it is, if its usefulness is to be limited to
i

smuggling or to

spy out an enemy's camp or warship and throw explosive bombs

into it/ the objection to its exploitation by newspapers might
hold." 19 On August 20, 1911, the Times sent itself a cable mes-

sage around the world in sixteen and one-half minutes. The

Christian Science Monitor set up a complete newspaper plant

at the Republican national convention in Chicago and issued

special editions from it on June 17-21, 1912.

Lavish contests and campaigns for subscribers flourished

sporadically since 1900, usually when a new daily attempted to

enter a field, an old one left, or some other event incited a cir-

culation "war." The management of the Boston Globe, for in-

stance, celebrated in 1903 the thirtieth anniversary of its control

of the paper by giving savings bank deposits to the most popular

school children in the city. To counteract this move, the Traveler

speedily bolstered its sales with a voting contest for a $1,400

automobile; the Post offered $100 to the first person to identify a

Post man in an announced section of the city each morning; the
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News printed a continued detective story each night which con-

tained a clue to the location of "scarlet cross" or "diamond
crown" envelopes, each worth $10 to $500. Newspapers, once

such competitive campaigns get under way, often find the

pressure for more and more spectacular and expensive offerings a

boomerang. The Chicago Daily News started such a "war" in

1921 with a $30,000 scenario contest. The Tribune retaliated by

offering $11,650 for prize essays written on Washington by school

children and teachers. Then the Herald & Examiner issued

numbered "smile coupons" which might yield from $1 to $1,000

in daily drawings from a "Christmas Smile Fund" of $25,000.

When the Tribune established a "Christmas Cheer Check"

program with $200,000 in prizes, Hearst's Herald &* Examiner

raised its purse to $100,000. In a contemporary blather between

the Tribune Company's Daily News, Hearst's American., and

others in New York, the News gradually increased its prom-
ised handouts to $600,000. Postmaster General W. H. Hays

gave the Chicago, New York, and other papers a welcome "out"

at last; he reminded them that lotteries violated postal regula-

tions.

Less spectacular and more consistent promotion schemes

yielded more satisfactory results. The American Association of

Advertising Agencies in 1933, to illustrate, traced only 5.25 per
cent, or 1,387,889 of the daily circulation, and 3.60 per cent, or

752,940 of the Sunday subscribers of a group of newspapers to

premiums, contests, or combination offers. The study included

newspapers in 108 of the 111 cities with 100,000 or more people

in their "A. B. C. City Areas." Community service projects,

"sponsored" news reels and radio newscasts, and some other

forms of advertising, notably billboards, have gained in promi-
nence over forced types of circulation promotion and mainte-

nance. Recent promotion projects, summarized in an N. R. A.

survey in 1934, emphasized devices which hold purchasers to

fairly long-term subscription contracts, from several weeks to a

year. Of 1,489 reporting newspapers, 542 encouraged carrier

solicitation for new subscribers; 431 expected it; and 434 re-

quired carriers to devote a stated time to it. Three hundred con-

ducted competitive carrier contests; 137, non-competitive con-

tests; and 445, both types. City solicitors other than carriers

were employed by sixty-three; suburban solicitors, by 299; and
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both, by 401. Seventy-one used premiums on extra-urban cir-

culation; thirty-one, on urban; and 110, on both. The use of

insurance policies to hold subscribers had become prominent;
259 offered subscribers accident insurance; two, life insurance;
and nineteen, both life and accident. Of the total, 228 required

insurance-subscription contracts. Regardless of a reader's opin-
ion of a newspaper and of the extent to which it might change, he

may pause a while before canceling both his insurance policy and
his subscription.

The work of publicizing the daily's "pulling power" to ad-

vertisers and its editorial material to readers gradually developed
a new staff specialist, the promotion manager. This expert
necessitated a Promotion and Research Managers' Group in the

Newspaper Advertising Executives' Association, also called the

Newspaper Promotion and Research Managers
5

Association. In

addition to holding annual gatherings, this body sponsored
Editor & Publisher's annual promotion contests from 1931. From
the circulation standpoint, these contests include awards for

advertisements for circulation and for the best all-round promo-
tion work. Such specialists are needed to organize and ballyhoo
the annual Chicagoland Music Festivals held by The Chicago
Tribune since 1930. More than 100,000 people gather in Soldiers'

Field to see and hear the 5,000 performers in this spectacle.

Newsboy Control, Welfare, and Legislation

Delivery methods even before the Revolution, as Chapter II

describes, enlisted popular interest in news-carriers, chiefly

through annual
"
Carriers' Addresses." Newsboys distributed

these "Addresses," frequently "poetical" in form, on New
Year's Day, "wistfully lingering at the customer's doorstep in

anticipation of exchange gifts, usually nickels, dimes and quar-
ters. It was a pleasant little racket of another day."

^ As public

interest in child welfare became more general from the 1830's
?

agitated by the efforts of trade unions to ban child labor, and as

carrier forces enlarged, newspapers found benefits in taking a

more paternalistic attitude toward their carriers and salesboys.

To a certain extent dailies used child welfare programs to stave

off reforms promoted by uplifters, and to a certain extent, to

secure advantages over competitors through thus attracting

and holding as many efficient child workers as possible. Pub-
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lishers and circulation managers also like to think that they are

helping a future "industrialist" or "banker" to get a start in

life.

Newspapers broadened their newsboy welfare activities in

the 1850's to include spectacular annual banquets or junkets

to nearby pleasure resorts. During the same decade, reformers

interested themselves in the living conditions and chances in

life of the "newsies." The "fighting, gambling set" found a

chance to reform in 1854 in a home opened for them in New York

City. Managed by C. L. Brace, this establishment took care of

10,718 boys in 1854-66 for varying periods, provided them with

273,969 lodgings, fed them 160,570 meals, and allowed them to

profit from Brace's Short Sermons to Newsboys, collected in book

form in 1866. With the appearance of such ventures and because

of the agitation which aided in financing them, journals began to

modify the "Addresses" idea and to amplify their other projects.

Frederic Hudson, managing editor of the Herald, estimated that

the "Carriers' Addresses" drew no less than $5,000 in
"
pour-

boires" on a single New Year's Day of 1860-65 in New York City

alone, but the "Addresses" were being changed. Rather than

mere rhymes, gaudily printed, the Philadelphia Public Ledger

supplied its carriers with free almanacs to give to their customers

in 1870 and left gratuities to the consciences of readers. Pre-

viously, the rhymes had ended somewhat as did the one of the

Kansas City Times for January 1, 1861, "I wish you health and

wealth and joy And a gift besides for the Carrier Boy." When
W. R. Nelson started his Kansas City Star in 1880, "he declined to

follow the old tradition for the very reason that it was a
'

touch-

ing' one and the other newspapers soon followed his lead." 21

A number of small dailies still furnish "Carriers' Greetings,"

usually calendars, for distribution to subscribers, but the em-

phasis has changed from that of aiding the carrier to get a gift to

that of promoting good will for the newspaper. The usual news-

paper events for carriers continued for many years to be such as

these: The Pittsburgh Leader feasted its 300 newsboys annually
in the City Hall in 1859-72 and later. Beginning in 1866, The

New York Times arranged picnics for newsboys and bootblacks

at the expense of the "well-wishers of this noble charity." The

paper took 900 boys in 1872 in a barge for such an outing at

Oriental Grove. On Christmas, 1870, the Philadelphia Star gave
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its 500 boys and girls overcoats, shoes, and other articles of cloth-

ing, a widespread practice in the larger cities.

With such large groups of newsboys and the growth of com-

petition, circulation managers in the 1880's began to work out

methods of training their small employees in more efficient sales

methods and, with the rise of compulsory school laws, to take an

interest in their general education. In 1882-84, M. A. McRae 22

of the Cincinnati Post "worked among the newsboys of the city,

using methods never before attempted in training these lads to

handle the Post. As a result, hundreds of young boys came to

regard themselves as 'little merchants
3 and in this way not only

earned a lot of money but learned also business methods and

ideals of efficiency and system. Within a single year our system

developed not less than 500 newsboys who sold the Post each

week night after school and for a considerable portion of Satur-

days when there was no school/' In 1893, the Grand Rapids

(Michigan) Press started a more advanced program; it gave the

boys a gymnasium, held summer picnics, and established a news-

boys' brass band which played at a Sunday "happy hour" for all

of the carriers. These methods, in fourteen years, increased the

Press's force from seventeen to 1,200. The Press later even

arranged a day school for the boys who handled its noon edition

and extras.

These examples typify the change wrought in newsboy control

by the circulation manager, larger industrial units, and general

social tendencies. As The Editor and Publisher 23 noted editorially

in 1907, "Most newspaper publishers, especially those in the

krger cities, now appreciate the services rendered by the boys

who deliver the papers or sell them on the street and do what

they can to help them. And so they organize newsboys' clubs,

and bands, establish newsboys' lodging houses, gymnasiums, and

schools, and provide them with food and raiment in the winter

and take them on trips to the country or the seashore in summer."

The trade journal admitted that, "while much of this charitable

work is prompted by a sincere desire to help the little fellows

develop their brains and their bodies and make them happy,

a good deal of it is prompted by other motives.
3 '

Circulation

managers, it seems, knew "that the more boys there are on

the street selling papers, other things being equal, the greater

will be the sales." With wholesale prices fixed by usage or agree-
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ment, the competition for boys necessarily took other forms. The
trade journal did not mention one side of the picture: Much of

this early newsboy welfare work by newspapers merely consisted

in the promotion and management of events or programs at

public expense. Drives to raise funds for ragged employees

eventually backfired.

The wave of reforming fervor at the beginning of the twentieth

century, aptly labeled "muckraking" by Theodore Roosevelt,

worked itself out into child welfare movements as well as into

"trust busting." Scott Nearing stated in The Newsboy at Night
in Philadelphia the uplifters' thesis with regard to newsboys thus:

"Whatever the cause, the effect is the same. The professional

newsboy is the embryo criminal.'
3

Investigations of the condi-

tions in city after city were made, published, and ballyhooed.

Circulation managers reacted with assertions that, in the matter

of personal development, they did not know who was handi-

capped, the newsboy or the wealthy boy. At the 1915 convention

of I. C. M. A., however, speakers worried about "newsies'"

unclean homes, bad associates, and the influence of the cigarette

smoking among older employees upon carriers and sellers. L. L.

Ricketts of the Des Moines Capital praised the Des Moines

Boys' Club, affiliated with the Woman's Club, for its educational

classes and other "arrangements for their uplifting." I. C. M. A.

appointed a Welfare Committee "to further the interests of the

newsboy in every way."
The World War only temporarily deflected reformer and

I. C. M. A. zeal from the problem. At its 1919 convention,

I. C. M. A. learned of a growing desire by "well meaning women"
to prevent boys under sixteen years of age from selling news-

papers on the street and of their success in securing state legisla-

tion, "all tending toward a curtailment of circulations." Many
circulation managers "reported menacing activities in their com-

munities and brought evidence of court and legislative activities

that menace their work. It all served to accentuate that welfare

societies mean to pursue their work and that it remains for the

newspaper circulation managers to do their part and throw pro-

tection around their boys moral and physical. ... It was

unanimously agreed that every circulation manager, if for nothing
else than fairness to his newspaper, must enter seriously into

welfare work." 24 The association also recognized the need for
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better cooperation between circulators and editorial men. Propa-

ganda must be met with propaganda.
The new welfare activities many merely wider adoptions of

old programs were myriad in variety, but they had a similar

purpose, to make newsies feel that their newspaper had a paternal

interest in their welfare. At the 1921 convention of the Three-I

Circulation Managers' Association, representing Iowa, Illinois,

and Indiana, Walter Hoots 25 of the Decatur (Illinois) Herald,

gave a discourse on "Welfare Work, Boy Scouts, Banquets, etc.,

to Speed up the Boys to Get New Business." He pointed out that

the circulation manager "should have his desk so located that

carrier boys can conveniently come to him daily with their

troubles.'
3

E. F. Mclntyre
26 of the Syracuse Herald reflected the

prevalent attitude toward uplifters in a talk before the 1921

sessions of the New York State Circulation -Managers' Associa-

tion. He asserted,
"
Personally I have no patience with these

long-haired men and short-haired women who constitute them-

selves as the self-appointed guardians of the poor, little bare-

footed newsboy." These boys, he claimed,
u
are bright, capable

and intelligent fellows, who eventually will become America's

best business men, because of the training they receive on their

newspaper routes." Thirty dailies and two newspaper distribut-

ing companies had "junior papers" by 1922, usually issued

monthly. A questionnaire sent to 200 circulators in 1926 by
Walter Hoots, then of the Quincy (Illinois) Herald-Whig, re-

vealed that thirty per cent, had carrier associations which met

from twice-a-week to monthly; these gatherings combined pep

and entertainment with sales and inspirational talks. About

fifty per cent, gave regular shows and parties for carriers "and

think it a good investment." Others had bands, basket ball

leagues, camping parties, gymnasium classes, savings dubs, car-

rier boy and parent banquets, and sick benefits.

Investigations of conditions among sellers and carriers under

sixteen years of age in four cities in 1922-26 by the Children's

Bureau of the Department of Labor did not substantiate the

claims of circulation managers. Their welfare programs, evi-

dently, had not gone far enough. The bureau found the median

age for sellers under sixteen to be 12.3 years and for carriers,

13.1. The sellers received $2.76 a week for 16.2 hours of work, and

the carriers, $2.39 a week for 8.8 hours. In Atlanta, the bureau
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discovered in 1923 that "Carriers were seldom free from pressure

to solicit, a situation that was deplored by teachers and social

workers. In a recent contest carriers had worked day and night,

neglecting school work, play, and health.
" One morning paper,

however, "had been using men as carriers for a considerable

period of years and was well satisfied with the arrangement be-

cause it meant fewer bad debts, fewer complaints, and no dis-

ciplinary problems."
27 Similar or worse conditions prevailed in

Omaha; Paterson, New Jersey; and Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.

If the use of men offers advantages to a morning paper, why do

evening sheets and other morning journals continue to use boys
tinder sixteen? Does the use of men imply a constant threat of

unionization? That enters into the situation, but the lack of

enough men in good times and the strong sales appeal of boys

figure as determinants. Few men wanted to work for even twice

the median earnings of sellers or carriers in 1922-26.

Organized opposition continued to develop. Congress sub-

mitted the Child Labor Amendment for the Constitution to the

states in 1924. This provided that
"
Congress shall have power to

limit, regulate, and prohibit the labor of persons under eighteen

years of age" and that the "power of the several States is un-

impaired by this article, except that the operation of State laws

shall be suspended to the extent necessary to give effect to legis-

lation enacted by the Congress."
Who wrote this proposed amendment? Those in search of

arguments to defeat it had a ready answer, "The Reds." When
all other defenses for a questionable position fail, such labels

work wonders. "In view of persistent charges by opponents
of the Child Labor Amendment that it was drafted by persons
whom they called 'red/

" The American Child of April, 1936,

stated editorially, "the National Child Labor Committee re-

cently wrote to George Wharton Pepper, Republican, of Pennsyl-

vania, who was a member of the Judiciary Committee of the

United States Senate when the Amendment was passed, asking

him for a statement of the facts." Pepper replied:

"I did take a hand in drafting the proposed Amendment. Sen-

ator McCormick and several of us who were his colleagues were

frequently in conference in regard to the draft. Everybody made

suggestions. I doubt if the final draft could be ascribed to any
one individual. All those who cooperated in producing the result
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were hundred per cent Americans and the suggestion that the

drafting was influenced from abroad seems to me to be altogether
fantastic."

Few would be so naive as to label Pepper and McConnick "reds."

But few of those who labor to defeat the amendment read the

official publication of the National Child Labor Committee, The

American Child.

The proposed amendment brought a storm of protest from the

daily newspaper industry. Harold Hough
2S of the Fort Worth

(Texas) Star-Telegram told the 1925 I. C. M. A. convention,

"One need not be a defender of States rights, the home or the

employment of children in industry, to find grounds for opposing
this amendment. It is the most astonishing grant of power to a

Government that ever has been proposed in a modern civilized

commonwealth. ... It is an alienation of rights and power inher-

ent only in the home."

To make his case complete, he should have demonstrated that

Pepper and McConnick were "subversive radicals." This logic

worked for a while, aided by the power of newspapers with state

legislatures. Shortly the score stood: twenty-six rejections and

six ratifications. But the depression, the policy of the F. D.

Roosevelt administration to eliminate child labor, and the grow-

ing distrust of readers for newspapers' campaigns in behalf of

their own interests, when those interests ran counter to personal

experience, reversed the tendency. The amendment had no

time limitation for ratification, and Congress had ruled that

states might change their position from rejection to ratification

on any amendment. As a result, six ratifications in 1924-31 were

supplemented by fourteen more in 1933, and the total reached

twenty-four in 1935, twenty-eight early in 1937.

One adjustment worked out by circulators to child labor legis-

lation, the "little-merchant" system, was thought to make the

sellers and carriers independent of such legislation and to assure

more efficient results. The Children's Bureau ^ summarized the

operation of this system in seventeen cities as follows:

"With few exceptions newspapers in the cities visited in 1934

used the little-merchant system for delivering papers to homes.

Under this system authorized carriers are selected and supervised

by the newspaper company. The little merchant buys his papers
from the company at a wholesale rate. Occasionally bonuses are
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paid for scattered routes to bring up the carrier's earnings or to

cover losses from bad debts. The carrier is usually bonded to the

extent of a 1 or 2 weeks' paper bill, or he may be required to pay
for his week's papers in advance. In most cases he is required to

settle weekly at the main office or at a branch office, although boys
in outlying sections sometimes make less frequent settlements.

"The carrier is responsible for making collections from cus-

tomers weekly, biweekly, or monthly. . . . When subscribers do

not pay, the carrier loses on each the wholesale cost of the paper

plus his earnings for the time spent in delivering and handling the

account."

The bureau concluded that the "little-merchant system often

entails a task out of all proportion to the pay and to the maturity
of a grade-school boy'

7 and that the "result has been to lengthen

hours, to make earnings irregular, and to impose upon the boy the

risk of bad debts and the difficulties incidental to collections."

In addition, "the newspaper company sometimes claims exemp-
tion from the workmen's compensation law on the ground that

little merchants are independent contractors, and in some cases

this claim has been allowed." A 1932 study of industrial accidents

to minors in California revealed that of 608 accidents reported

seventy occurred to newspaper sellers and carriers, most of them

to carriers.

Surveys, propagandizing, and other fence-building went on at

a furious rate in circulators' meetings and in the newspaper in-

dustry as a whole. I. C. M. A. decided that "newsie" and "news-

boy" were objectionable terms. They did not, among other

reasons, fit in with the "little-merchant" philosophy. Their

Newspaper Boy Welfare Committee, successor to the committee

appointed in 1915 "to further the interests of the newsboy in

every way," adopted "newspaper boy" as the proper label and

urged newspapers to use it, a dodge used by many industries and

professions to raise their own or their employees' popular status.

A 1932 I. C. M. A. survey revealed that in a bale of clippings

collected from "every state" the objectionable terms appeared

3,248 times, and "newspaper boy," only 955 times. Since 1,180

objectionable examples involved "newsboy" as part of an or-

ganization's title, I. C. M. A. set forth to change the names of

seventeen bodies. At the 1932 convention, I. C. M. A. also

learned the extent of the little-merchant system. A survey by
the welfare committee showed that carriers on 768 of 919 news-
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papers collected directly from subscribers and that newspapers
required cash bonds in 214 cases, security bonds in 254, and no
bonds in 143; 669 newspapers held carriers responsible for their

full bills, and only ninety-nine did not have any such regulation.

Only fifty-four of these circulators excused their carriers entirely
from solicitation work. The same survey, however, indicated

broader interest in welfare work. Of 919 circulation managers
reporting, 571 tried to cooperate with school authorities in child

welfare activities, and 329 encouraged, 135 expected, and 152

required definite school attendance records. The committee also

stated that 223,776 city carriers spent from sixty-one to eighty-
five minutes in delivery work after securing papers on average

daily routes of sixty-six copies and Sunday routes of 192 copies.
I. C. M. A., impressed, asked its members to employ only boys
who go to school. With such surveys to support his contentions,
H. W. Stodghill,

30 business manager of the Louisville Courier-

Journal and chairman of the I. C. M. A. Newspaper Boy Welfare

Committee, asserted in 1933, "Without question, the newspaper
industry is the most effective boy welfare organization that has

ever been devised." He warned that to "hinder or jeopardize the

work which it is doing by the passage of legislation which would
remove from the supervision of the newspaper industry the

580,000 boys who are now engaged in the sale and distribution of

newspapers would be a crime against society.
7 '

The circulators found another and more powerful movement
to eliminate child labor in Roosevelt's N. R. A. program in 1933.

As the New York Daily News pointed out during newspaper code

hearings, "Alone among the industries, . . . the newspapers in-

sist on retention of child labor, in the form of newsboys and

carriers working before dawn or after dark." Editor & Publisher 31

explained that the "exemption of newsboys from classification as

child laborers, just forced into the picture with children of the

sweat-shops, mills and factories, alone would justify the delay
and the patient negotiations of the committee at Washington."
The first code approved by the President which affected car-

riers and sellers was one for the newspaper and magazine dis-

tributing industry, signed September 14, 1933. It barred the

employment of children under sixteen with the exception of those

between fourteen and sixteen who could work without impairment
of health. It limited those between fourteen and sixteen to three
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hours work a day between 7 A.M. and 7 P.M. on the condition that

this did not interfere with school. The Daily Newspaper Code,
effective March 12, 1934, contained even more lax provisions.

It lacked the fourteen-year minimum and only prohibited the

employment of those under sixteen in the case of street sellers

between 7 P.M. and 7 A.M. in the venter and 8 P.M. and 7 A.M. in

the summer. It made no reference to a minimum of three hours

for selling or delivering. The dailies had far greater power than

the distributing industry.

The President suggested when signing the daily code that a

study be made of newsboys for the purpose of modifying the

code's provisions. This brought new resistance. The Louisville

Courier-Journal, among others, had its carriers ask subscribers

to write letters to Johnson, National Recovery Administrator,

"in my behalf" because
"
reformers are attempting to prohibit

through NRA . . . boys under 18 years of age from being gain-

fully employed."
32 At the Courier-Journal's expense, newsboys

provided writing paper, picked up the letters, and mailed them.

The National Child Labor Committee, including in its mem-

bership such liberals as W. A. White of the Emporia Gazette,

marshaled its case as a leader of the newspaper industry's op-

position. At a Daily Newspaper Code hearing on June 22,

1934, Courtenay Dinwiddie, general secretary of the commit-

tee, summed up his organization's viewpoint as follows:

"1. The newspapers do not have to employ children under 14

for sales and delivery work.
"2. The selling and delivery of newspapers is far from the uni-

formly desirable occupation pictured by representatives of the

papers. It involves many unwholesome influences, traffic dangers
and a physical strain that is too great to put upon the younger
children.

"3. Many foreign countries classify newspaper selling among
the occupations for which a higher age minimum is prescribed than
for other industries/'

In the comprehensive brief with which he supported these con-

tentions, Dinwiddie included statements such as the following,

part of a telegram sent by Warden Lewis E. Lawes of Sing Sing
Prison :

"It has often been said that some of our finest citizens have
made their start in life through selling newspapers. In my opinion,
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these same men had sufficient character, even in their boyhood, to

withstand the hard knocks, the temptations, and the bad associa-

tions that are a definite part of the life of a newsboy, especially in

the metropolitan districts and the larger cities. These citizens

would have risen to their eminence had they begun their climb up
the ladder from the workshops of any other industry. Recently,
I had a census taken here in Sing Sing to determine the number of

inmates who had sold newspapers in their youth. The examination

showed that of the 2,300 men, over 69% had done so. Most of our

population is drawn from the metropolitan district, and Sing Sing
receives over 70% of all felons sentenced in this state."

To this Dinwiddie added a wired statement by Jonathan Daniels,

editor of the Raleigh (North Carolina) News atid Obserjer, "Feel

very strongly that newspapers which undertake to speak in

public should give example in public interest by elimination of

all child labor in newspaper publishing business. . . . Children

have never been employed in any industry where their employers
could not give reason why they should continue to employ them.

Newspapers are no exception.'
3

A. N. P. A. and I. C. M. A. reiterated their theories. They
wanted to use whatever newsboys they pleased on an "independ-
ent merchant" basis and also to assure themselves that they

would not be legally responsible for the physical well-being of

these children. Editor & Publisher indicated on April 14, 1934,

the interest of such bodies as the Central States Circulation

Managers
7

Association in the latter in its report of a paper pre-

sented before that body by R. C. Furman, an attorney. Furman

said in part:

"Whether the newspaper is liable for injuries to the carrier de-

pends upon whether the carrier is an employe of the newspaper or

whether he is an independent merchant. If the former, then the

newspaper is liable for injuries to the carrier while in the course of

his employment, if the latter, then there is no liability and the

independent merchant pays for his injuries to others through his

own negligence."

Federal authorities opposed this legal sidestepping as weU as

other aspects of newspapers' use of children. Not a little of the

unpopularity of the Roosevelt regime with the daily newspaper

industry arose from its stand on child labor.

From its study of 1,259 sellers and 1,830 carriers under sixteen

years of age in seventeen cities, the Children's Bureau of the
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Department of Labor concluded on June 16, 1934, "that news-

paper selling is an unsuitable and unwholesome occupation for

young children" and that the little-merchant system, generally

prevalent, works definite hardships on carriers, physically and

otherwise. Its survey did, however, reveal that between 1922-26

and 1934 the median age of sellers under sixteen had advanced

from 12.3 to 13.7, and of carriers, from 13.1 to 14.3. To offset this

improvement, the weekly hours spent by carriers had increased

from 8.8 to 10.3 while those for sellers declined only from 16.2

to 15,6. The median weekly earnings had dropped for sellers

from $2.76 to $1.41 and for carriers from $2.39 to $1.87.

A more extensive study, carried out in 1934 under the auspices

of the publisher-dominated N. R. A. code authority, included

carriers and sellers of all ages and was used by A. N. P. A. to

combat the report of the Children's Bureau. Thus bulked, earn-

ings of carrier boys totaled $3.47 a week and those of sellers,

$3.22. This survey covered 1,489 sheets which employed 361,328

carriers and 136,024 sellers. Average working time came to

seventy-two minutes a day for carriers and to three hours and

eighteen minutes for sellers, the latter increased above the

Children's Bureau median by the inclusion of older workers.

The age range of boy carriers was: 2.5 per cent, under twelve;

13.9 between twelve and fourteen; and 24.4 between fourteen

and sixteen. Little wonder that publishers fought to retain their

many newsboys who were under sixteen years. The survey

included 2,530 girl carriers and 9,917 adults. The report, in com-

paring 1934 figures with earlier ones, cited the retention of older

boys because of economic conditions to explain the fewer and

older employees in 1934 than in 1933 and their slightly higher

earnings.

The wranglings over proposals to amend the newsboy pro-

visions of the Daily Newspaper Code continued from June, 1934,

until June, 1935. The Daily Code Authority polled the assentors

to the code in December, 1934, on amendments which restricted

somewhat the employment of children under fourteen and re-

moved the major premise from the little-merchant theory. The

amendments also barred girls and required certificates from

school authorities that the boys employed are qualified and that

the work will not interfere with school hours or work. Because of

these provisions, the code amendments failed. Insisting upon
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them, the government would not accept other proposed changes
alone. The government again asked the publishers on March 7,

1935, to amend the code, and in May, a new set of amendments
went to the assentors for their vote. In voting unfavorably on

these, the St. Louis Star-Times 33
scathingly remarked:

"The shortcomings of the code amendments are only matched

by the arguments used to justify them.
"'The real snarl/ says the special committee for the publishers,

'has been over the insistence of the Department of Labor that

publishers accept full responsibility for the activities of persons
who are not their employes and in no sense of the word under their

control.' . . .

"Legally it is true that the newsboys are not employes. But
when the term '

little merchants
1

is applied to children 12 years

old, that is enough to stamp the phrase with the opprobrium it

merits, as a device for sidestepping the moral responsibility of

dealing with problems created by use of children in industry". . . .

"The newspapers of the United States have done more, by their

organized activities through the American Newspaper Publishers

Association and the NRA Code Authority, to destroy their influ-

ence with the American people than all their enemies combined."

Since these second amendments resembled the first, except that

they shelved the little-merchant problem, 647 publishers voted

for them; 139, against; 395 did not vote; and six ballots were

defective. After the Supreme Court decision had a knocked out 75

N. R. A., the I. C. M. A. convention in 1935 heartily approved of

the provisions and urged compliance with them.

In voting against the first code amendments because they
sanctioned child labor, the Few York Daily News on December 2,

1934, urged the passage of the proposed Child Labor Amend-

ment,
" and for Congress to kick child labor out of the newspaper

business as well as out of every other business." The Child

Labor Amendment, however, remains far from being part of

the Federal Constitution. The future of child labor and other

child welfare legislation bears an inverse ratio to the political

power of the daily newspaper industry and to its insistence upon

blocking such legislation for all industries in order to protect

its own "back yard." The situation recalls the "free trade"

arguments of protectionist publishers and the "economic free-

dom of the press" appeals of economically monopolistic pub-
lishers in newsprint fights. Some child welfare promoters have
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thought that
"
mechanical newsboys/' tended by men, might

one day change the views of their most powerful opponent.
The Seattle Telegraph and the Victoria (British Columbia) News

had such devices as early as 1892. They have since been used

in a number of cities, notably Washington, with varying degrees

of success. But no machine or adult furnishes the
"
sales appeal

"

per dollar allotted which circulators secure from their child

workers.

While N. R. A. resulted in little or no improvement directly

in age-limit.?;, hours, or working conditions for newsboys, it did

strengthen a movement toward their unionization. Carriers'

Unions, affiliated either with the International Printing Press-

men and Assistants' Union or the United Brotherhood of News-

paper Carriers, Sellers, and Handlers of America, called strikes

and procured higher percentages on sales and better return

privileges. One such strike in Cleveland in June, 1934, got the

salesmen $1 a hundred rather than eighty-five cents and guar-

anteed earnings of $15 a week for full time work. Carriers'

Unions consisting of men and boys over sixteen might become

one effective manner in which child labor can be banned from

daily newspapers.

Special Types of Dailies

The distribution of dailies printed in foreign languages, for

Negroes, and for political minorities differs in one marked respect

from that of general-circulation journals. As noted in connec-

tion with foreign-language sheets in Chapter IV, such dailies

find readers mostly in concentrated groups or colonies in the

larger cities. Other than that, they must be circulated through
the mails or, when second-class privileges are withdrawn, by

express. With these adjustments, their distribution follows

methods similar to those of English-language dailies of the

usual sort.

While deficiencies in newsgathering, finances, and otherwise

hastened their demise, lack of subscribers handicapped Negro
dailies seriously. Negroes remember no common fatherland,

have no exclusive language. They like the features, news, and

clearing-house reports in the
"
white" dailies better than their

own and read Negro news in their weeklies. Weekly columns

of Negro news and the tendency in northern newspapers to cover
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the more outstanding Negro events further aid in maintaining

Negro interest in "white" sheets.

Socialist and Communist dailies which are not published for

one locality, such as the New York Daily Worker, usually de-

pend for circulation development upon campaigns among party
units and members. Here again, the news coverage furnished

by the "capitalist" press impedes expansion.

"
Quickest Conveyances"

When Dunlap and Claypoole announced in 1784 that their

daily Pennsylvania Packet would reach "those at a distance by
the quickest conveyance/' publishers had to supplement postal

distribution with various private arrangements. But the post

office and the daily newspaper developed together. The govern-

ment "assumed somewhat of the attitude of a patron of the

newspaper press ,
and avowedly undertook to encourage its

growth as the most important disseminator of intelligence among
the people."

34 At first the volume of newspapers inflicted no

great burden on the mails. The government, therefore, estab-

lished the postage rates for newspapers at a lower level than

those for letters. After newspapers became more self-sustaining,

the government succeeded in making them pay more of the

"freight" only with the greatest difficulty.

An ordinance of October 18, 1782, enacted under the Articles

of Confederation, made it "lawful for the Postmaster General,

or any of his deputies, to license every post-rider to carry any

newspaper at such moderate rates as the Postmaster General

shall establish." The act of February 20, 1792, fixed the rates

on newspapers at one cent "for any distance not more than

100 miles" and at one and one-half cents for more, a fraction

of the letter rate. This law also established the privilege for

every "printer of newspapers" to "send one paper to every

other printer of newspapers within the United States, free of

postage." This facilitated newsgathering and the exchange of

feature material, then largely "filler." Despite the request of

President Washington to repeal "the tax on the transportation

of public prints" in 1793, Congress merely modified the rate in

the act of May 8, 1794, to one cent on "single newspapers sent

from one place to another in the same State." The assessment

was to be paid by subscribers at their post offices; the act of
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March 2, 1799, authorized the Postmaster General to require

those who received newspapers by post "to pay the amount of

one quarter's postage in advance."

Congress modified newspaper postage only slightly until

1845. It advanced the rates fifty per cent, between February 1,

1815, and March 31, 1816, as an emergency tax measure. The

act of July 2, 1836, set the additional charge for carrier delivery

of newspapers at one-half cent in contrast to the two-cent sur-

charge for letter delivery. Fearing the "political error"

especially the trade-unionism in larger cities and the possi-

bility of newspaper control falling into a few hands, Congress

left basic rates alone. The report of the Postmaster General to

the Senate Committee on Post-Offices in 1833 pointed out that

the expense of newspaper "transportation is very great, and

their numbers are constantly multiplying . . . and if the post-

age on them shall be abolished, the number will be multiplied.

... It will probably be the means of superseding many of our

village newspapers by supplying their places with papers from

the cities."

The growth of steam railroads from twenty-three miles in

1830 to 2,818 in 1840 and 9,021 in 1850 brought a new factor

into extra-urban distribution, the express companies. The

postal act of March 3, 1825, had provided that persons with

whom mail transportation contracts were made might "carry

newspapers, magazines, and pamphlets other than those con-

veyed in the mails; provided that no preference shall be given to

the publisher of one newspaper over another in the same place."

The Postmaster General reported in 1840 that "newspapers
were extensively conveyed out of the mails on the railroads,

steamboat lines, and many of the stage-coach routes." Silas Tyler

operated the first of these express lines over a railroad between

Lowell and Boston in 1835 as a joint project with the railroad

company. W. F. Harnden started an express service on March 4,

1839, on boats between New York and Providence and by rail

from Providence to Boston, which later grew into the far-flung

Adams Express Company. Through these companies, news-

papers distributed packages of copies to local agents in other

communities more speedily and cheaply than through the mails.

The pressure of competition from express companies and the

willingness of politicians to "foster the public prints" resulted
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in the act of March 3, 1845. This law provided for the free dis-

tribution of newspapers of not more than 1,900 square inches

the equivalent of a four-page journal slightly larger than the

modern eight-column paper to subscribers within thirty miles

of the place of printing. For greater distances, Congress con-

tinued the rates of 1792. Larger newspapers, however, cost

two and one-half cents for the first ounce and one cent for each

additional for any distance, a blow at the urban "blanket sheets/'

Income from newspaper and pamphlet postage had increased

from $205,099 in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1830, to $562,142

in the 1846 fiscal year, but these figures did not cover the cost.

The 1846 annual report of the Postmaster General recommended

"that the postage on newspapers be so adjusted as to approach
more nearly the cost of transportation and delivery, and be

made more equal and just between the publishers." In the year

ending June 30, 1847, the mails carried some 55,000,000 news-

papers. Congress, therefore, enacted the law of March 3, 1847,

which subjected to postage all newspapers sent by publishers,

"except those sent by way of exchange." It also went one step

further by assessing
"
newspapers not sent from the office of

publication
77

three cents postage each, an aid to circulation

through decreasing the mailing of read copies to friends. This

law raised postal revenues from newspapers to 8919,486 a year

by 1850, but the howls of the weeklies more potent then than

the dailies convinced Congress that it should again reverse

itself in the act of March 3, 1851. It provided that weeklies

of three ounces or less might be sent free in the county where

published. For greater distances and for other newspapers, it

established a sliding scale which began at five cents a quarter

for weeklies and twenty-five cents for dailies for distances up

to fifty miles, much lower than one cent a copy. The expansion

of the country prompted domestic rates for dailies of $1.50 a

quarter for distances exceeding 4,000 miles, slightly more than

the old 14-cent rate a copy for distances of 100 miles or more.

The act of March 2, 1799, and later legislation had "required"

the quarterly prepayment of newspaper postage by subscribers,

but the post offices had not checked closely on compliance with

this assessment. The 1851 law, therefore, not only "required"

the quarterly prepayment but offered a discount of fifty per cent,

to those good enough to make it. It also placed a premium on
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tiny sheets by granting a one-fourth rate for newspapers of

300 square inches, roughly four pages seven and one-half by
ten, or less.

The scale of rates of 1851, rather than aiding matters, largely

complicated postal collections. The act of August 30, 1852,

therefore, levied a charge of one cent for sheets of three ounces

or less and one cent for each additional ounce to any part of the

United States. It continued the free-in-county privilege for

weeklies and also granted a one-half cent rate for papers of one

and one-half ounces or less within the state of publication and a

one-half-cent charge an ounce for packages of small newspapers
which weighed eight or more ounces. The latter was the first

effort to compete with the package delivery of newspapers by

express companies. The fifty per cent, discount for quarterly

prepayment was also continued. The bulk provision in par-

ticular stimulated the growth of the weekly editions of large

dailies, such as Horace Greeley's New-York Weekly Tribune

with its 112,000 subscribers in 1854 and more later. During the

1850's, some forty per cent, of the total weekly circulation of

metropolitan papers went to the hinterland in this form.

During the 1850's and 1860's, as the first part of this chapter

describes, a specialized type of express company developed for

newspaper distribution which entered directly into the business

of buying and selling papers, shortly dominated by the American

News Company. In the case of distant deliveries, these organ-

izations stood
"
between the publisher and the public, doing,

with comparative safety what the publisher formerly did, through
the mails, with risk and loss." 35 Postal delays and lack of a

service to inform publishers of address changes as well as the

delinquency of subscribers contributed to the growth of news

company control over national newspaper distribution. Con-

gress did not authorize notices to publishers of the refusal or

neglect of subscribers to take newspapers until 1872 and did not

establish a rate on newspaper mail which competed with that

of express and news companies until 1874.

Definite efforts had been made as early as 1835 to influence

the Postmaster General to withhold "incendiary documents"

abolishionist newspapers especially from the mails. In reply

to a request for instructions from the postmaster at Charleston,

South Carolina, Postmaster General Amos Kendall 36
wrote,
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"I am satisfied that the Postmaster-General has no legal author-

ity to exclude newspapers from the mails, or to prohibit their

carriage or delivery on account of their character or tendency,

real or supposed." But he was "not prepared to direct you to

forward or deliver the papers of which you speak" because
"We owe an obligation to the laws, but a higher one to the com-

munities in which we live." Kendall gave similar instructions,

the only expedient ones, to the New York postmaster. President

Jackson recommended a law to Congress which would prohibit

the circulation of
"
incendiary matter" through the mails.

J. C. Calhoun, as chairman of a Senatorial committee, reported

that such an act would violate the Constitution and proposed an

alternative measure which would leave such judgments to state

legislatures and bind deputy postmasters to be governed thus.

This law failed to pass, and there the matter officially ended.

In the next century. Congress took a different view of the

extent to which the Constitution guaranteed the free use of the

mails. During the Civil War, too, the Postmaster General sup-

pressed the postal privileges of five New York and Brooklyn

newspapers as well as several others. When the grand jury of

New York City "presented" these sheets on August 16, 1861,

to the U. S. Circuit Court for their treasonable utterances, he

instructed the New York postmaster to ban the Journal of

Commerce, Daily News, Day Book, Freeman's Journal, and

Brooklyn Eagle. His order is dated August 22, and Gerard

Hallock sold his interest in the Journal of Commerce on Septem-
ber 1 because he could not "contend with the government."
This type of censorship became useful in the- economic unrest

of the twentieth century. The device hinders the circulation of

a sheet without the formality of a jury trial.

The postal act of March 3, 1863, overlooked the "political

error" of the large cities and radically lowered rates for extra-

state distribution. It established the class system of postage

and included in the second class only "publications issued at

stated periods." This law made a flat quarterly rate, prepay-

ment again "required" of the subscriber, on newspapers weigh-

ing four ounces or less, of five cents for weeklies, thirty cents for

six-day papers, and thirty-five cents for seven-day sheets. It

also established city free delivery for first-class mail and per-

mitted publishers to contract with postmasters for the carrier
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delivery of their papers. This service, for reasons of expense and

relative efficiency, never supplanted dailies' own local delivery

systems. The act of June 8, 1872, set the postage on carrier-

delivered newspapers payable by the publisher at one cent

for two ounces or less and at two cents for heavier issues. This

act also established free postage for
"
notices to the publishers

of the refusal or neglect of subscribers to take newspapers . . .

from the post office," an aid to the department in competing with

news companies.
The extension of express and news companies and of the

postal service with the growth of means of transportation and

the tendency toward lower distribution costs stimulated news-

paper circulation. Weekly newspapers issued by dailies gained
tremendous power after the Civil War in this way throughout
the country. The lower postal rates of 1874 and 1885 carried

these benefits more definitely into the daily newspaper field

during the rapid expansion of the 1880's and 1890's. Cheap
and efficient means of communication eventually aided in bring-

ing forth the cheap magazines of the late 1890's and twentieth

century which together with the expansion of daily and par-

ticularly of Sunday circulation decreased the potency of dailies'

weeklies after 1890.

In the act of June 23, 1874, Congress finally took steps which

enabled the post office to meet the prices of private agencies.

It reduced postage on newspapers issued weekly or oftener to

two cents a pound and provided that publishers should pay the

assessment in advance. Thereafter, local postmasters no longer

had to keep a check on the quarterly or annual payments of a

multitude of individual subscribers. While the law continued

the 1872 arrangement for carrier-delivered sheets, it granted
free postage on single copies of all newspapers forwarded to

post offices for actual individual subscribers within the county
in which the sheets were published and at least partly printed.

The latter remains in effect. Weeklies, however, were carrier

delivered upon the payment of two cents a pound regardless of

their destination. As a result, by 1880, the post office handled

852,180,792 of the 2,067,848,209 newspapers annually published
in this country; of the total published, 1,100,607,219 were dailies,

and 202,244,024, weeklies issued by dailies. The act of March 3,

1885, further* reduced the basic newspaper rate to one cent a
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pound, another victory for the gradually organizing industry.

With this postage,
"
far-sighted managers then could see much of

the development that has taken place. The new rate enabled the

newspapers to go after mail circulation, and to deliver suburban

circulation at a low cost." 37 With the enlarging power of metro-

politan dailies. Congress had evidently either lost its fear of

newspaper monopoly or found it convenient to cooperate.

Until the enactment of the Interstate Commerce Act, signed

by President Cleveland February 4, 1887, the willingness of

railroads to aid newspapers along their routes furnished an even

cheaper means of transportation. The Pennsylvania Railroad

in 1887, likely for no charitable reason, was transporting Phila-

delphia dailies to all parts of the state free of charge. The I. C. C.

and changing business mores gradually altered this situation.

The American Newspaper Publishers' Association, shortly

after its organization in 1887, interested itself in the transporta-

tion problems of its members. An effort by western express

companies in January, 1896, for instance, to raise their price

from one-half to one cent a pound to postal levels drew the

publishers' ire. An A. N. P. A. committee speedily concluded

an agreement with all of the express companies in the United

States which provided one-half cent a pound as the maximum.

The inauguration of rural free delivery routes in 1897 gradually

supplemented or replaced weeklies with daily sheets in fanners'

homes. It also gave the five- and ten-cent magazines new impetus

on their roads toward gigantic circulations. As The Editor and

Publisher M asserted editorially in 1902, "The daily newspapers

have never had such a boom in circulation as they have since the

free rural delivery was established, and as a result they are driv-

ing the weeklies to the wall in many communities, and in others

have given the country editors such a shock that the latter

have been compelled to redouble their efforts to hold the field

in which their influence has hitherto been undisputed."

Publishers were complaining by 1903 about the congestion of

second-class mail service. Through A. N. P. A., they succeeded

in securing additional mail derks on trains and in steadily ex-

panding rural free delivery routes. R. F. D. mounted from

28,685 miles in 1900 to 721,237 in 1905 and 993,068 in 1910.

As N. W. Ayer & Son's figures on weekly newspapers (see

Table XI, Appendix) indicate, the number of weeklies remained
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practically stationary in 1902-16 and then went into a steady
decline. The R. F. D. system also stimulated the establishment

of morning dailies, the chief beneficiaries (see Figure I, Chap-
ter IV).

A. L. Lawshe,
39 Third Assistant Postmaster General, told the

1908 meeting of the National Association of Newspaper Circu-

lation Managers the financial consequences of such services.

"The statistics of the department show," he asserted, "that

64 per cent, of the total weight of mail carried consists of news-

papers and periodicals admitted to the second-class rate; and

that this 64 per cent, of the total tonnage of mail matter yields

but 4 per cent, of the total revenue." The policy of a paternal

government to encourage the distribution of "'public prints"

in the days of the industry's infancy could not be changed after

the industry had grown powerful enough to make continuance

of the policy advisable to politicians. In comparing the cost of

postal deliveries with transportation and delivery by private

agencies or the newspapers, a number of incomparable elements

obscure conclusions. Newspapers, to illustrate, frequently get

preferential rates in direct relations with transportation agencies,

and they use child labor rather than adult carriers.

The rapid entrance of the motor car after 1900 gave news-

papers another means of reaching suburban and country dis-

tricts shortly after publication time. The growth of passenger
car registrations from 8,000 in 1900 to 458,000 in 1910 and

8,226,000 in 1920 indicates the trend. Publishers boomed the

pavement of roads and developed fast truck services with which

to utilize them.

A special amendment to the federal criminal code by the act

of March 4, 1911, strengthened the censorship power of the

Post Office Department. Federal enactments and Supreme
Court decisions had long sanctioned the right of the Postmaster

General summarily to exclude newspapers from the mails for

"indecency." The act of March 4, 1909, had extended this

regulation to make it an offense to deposit "obscene" matter

with an express company or common carrier for interstate trans-

portation. Postal officials had included such publications as

Le Questione Sociale, an anarchist sheet published at Paterson,
New Jersey, within their definition of "indecency"; it had sup-

pressed in 1908 the latter's mailing privileges. The government
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had "
discovered that the easiest and best way of getting rid of

pernicious newspapers like Le Questione Sociale is to deny them

admission to the mails. If their promoters cannot circulate their

inflammatory sheets broadcast by aid of the very government

they would destroy, they will not print them." 40 In 1911, there-

fore, Congress amended the federal code to make "indecency"
include "matters of a character tending to incite arson, murder,

or assassination." As F. S. Siebert,
41 a careful student of the

subject, asserts, "Congress evidently seized upon the excuse of

obscenity or indecency to suppress newspapers whose political

and economic sentiments were not in harmony with American

institutions. Here too the postmaster-general has authority to

determine what is 'indecent
7 and to deny the use of the mails."

In other words, the "federal authorities ingeniously devised a

system whereby the publication is kept from circulating and

the jury is eliminated." While the Postmaster General's de-

cision is renewable by the courts, the courts will not reverse his

stand unless it appears to be "clearly wrong." Many a Com-

munist and some Socialist papers suffered the consequences of

this act. Times and the interpretation of the Constitution had

changed since J. C. Calhoun spiked such a bill in the Senate in

1835.

A. N. P. A. did not get excited about the 1911 postal censor-

ship law, but it did go into a frenzy over the act of August 24,

1912, the "newspaper publicity law." The latter, described in

the preceding chapter, deflated circulation claims, required the

publication of information on ownership and management, and

banned the publication of paid advertising messages in news

and editorial columns. About this law centered the first great

crusade of the A. N. P. A. for "freedom of the press." If that

body was so sincerely interested in the democratic principle of

press freedom, why did it miss its chance to fight the 1911 act?

War conditions prompted Congress to raise postal rates each

July 1 from 1918 to 1921 through the act of October 3, 1917.

The act rated the advertising and the other contents of second-

class matter separately, raised the charge on "other" contents

to one and one-fourth cents a pound in 1918 and one and one-

half cents in 1919, and zoned the rates on advertising content.

The latter started at one and one-fourth cents in the first and

second zones in 1918 and rose to one and one-half in 1919, one
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and three-fourths in 1920, and two in 1921. For publications

weighing less than one pound, the act fixed a maximum rate of

one cent a copy. It continued the one-cent rate on dailies for

carrier-distribution and the free-in-county privilege for non-

carrier-distribution. Slightly modified in 1925, these rates pre-
vailed until 1928.

Publishers strongly protested the "high" postage rates preva-
lent from 1918 to 1928 and turned to other means of distribu-

tion. J. D. Barnum, publisher of the Syracuse Post-Standard,
for example, told a Congressional committee August 18, 1925,
that forty-two New York newspapers with a circulation of

963,163 circulated only 133,574 through the mails. Of the latter,

newspapers mailed 25,076 as single copies and the balance in

8,470 bundles. In analyzing 130 replies to questionnaires sent

to I. C. M. A. members, G. S. Galloway of the Rockford (Illinois)

Register-Gazette gave the 1927 convention these facts: Forty-
nine evening newspapers maintained 249 motor routes 16,000
miles in length. Thirty-two of these reported an average circu-

lation increase of thirty-five per cent, on these routes during the

preceding year. Thirty-seven morning sheets maintained
238 routes 19,177 miles in length. Thirteen of these reported
an average increase of twenty-two per cent, in circulation on the

routes.

Newspaper publishers estimated that the rates established

in the act of May 29, 1928, would save them some $6,600,000

yearly. In this law, Congress provided that the advertising

portions of publications should be assessed one and one-half

rather than two cents a pound in the first and second zones. The
rates reached a maximum of seven rather than ten cents in the

eighth zone. While publishers' associations announced "back to

the mails" drives, other means of distribution had established

their utility. Although all users of second-class privileges did

save $6,708,896 by the change, the Postmaster General reported
that "the reduced rates have not brought back into the mails

the matter which publishers some years ago took out of the

mails for delivery by some other means." P. S. Hanna,
42 editor

of the Chicago Journal of Commerce, told the Inland Daily Press

Association in 1932 that "Metropolitan papers, aside from news-
stand sales, deliver from 75 to as high as 95 per cent of their

circulation by their own trucks because they found it cheaper
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and more suitable." Between July 1, 1932, and July 1. 1934,

therefore, the rates on the advertising portions were raised again
to two cents a pound for the first and second zones and to ten

for the eighth zone as a revenue-seeking measure. Instead of an

increase of 85,261,000 in 1932-33 in the income from second-class

matter, the poundage dropped more than fourteen per cent.

and the income $3,036,080,
u
because of the continued curtail-

ment of newspaper and magazine advertising due to the abnor-

mal business conditions." The 1928 rate went into effect again

July 1, 1934. While the volume of free-in-county newspapers

dropped from 74,545,164 pounds in 1927-28 to 54,522,708 in

1933-34 and rose again to 57,559,780 in 1934-35, in terms of

fiscal years ending June 30, their number remained approximately
the same, 408,877,444 in 1934-35. In the latter year, free-in-

county distribution cost the government $8,120,767. During
these years the annual second-class deficit declined from

$84,022,703 to $77,623,228 in 1933-34 and then jumped
to $86,448,637 in 1934-35. Meanwhile the number of daily

newspapers handled dropped from an annual total of 2,029,942,-

376 to 1,582,201,572 in 1933-34 and recovered to 1,669,386,334

in 1934-35, a net decline from about thirteen to eleven per cent.

of the total daily circulation.

In defending themselves against recurrent charges of federal

subsidy, the A. N. P. A. postal committee 43
alleged in 1934,

"
If every copy of a newspaper is withdrawn from the rural delivery

service not a cent will be saved by the Post Office Department, but

vast receipts now obtained would be lost. . . . The average news-

paper circulates mainly in the first and second zones, an average
haul of less than 100 miles and the government receives from $1.75

to $2.00 per hundred pounds for service in those zones. Shipped by
motor truck direct from newspaper plants at the hour required,

newspapers are delivered faster and cheaper to all points desired

for rates much lower than the Post Office charges. Where news-

papers have continued to use shipments on the railroads they have

paid for bundles shipped by baggage or express at rates as low as

30< per hundred pounds. Such shipments are frequently carried

in the same car with U. S. mail.
15

In 1933-34, the Post Office Department carried dailies single

copies as well as bundles at an average price of $1.76 a hundred

pounds; in 1934-35, at $1.53. With total revenues from dailies

of $7,944,479 in 1933-34 and of $7,566,600 in 1934-35, the de-
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partment allotted respectively $34,218,224 and $36,814,012 a

year of its expenditures to the cost of handling them. Perhaps
the daily newspaper industry is, as the New York Daily News

suggests,
"
subsidized" to the extent of $26,273,745 to $29,247,412

a year by the federal government. Those, at least, are Post

Office Department figures for the years ending June 30, 1934

and 1935, and they do not include the cost of free-in-county

circulation.

Some newspapers have used airplanes in their distribution

work. Late in 1929, the McCook (Nebraska) Daily Gazette

started "the first attempt anywhere to distribute to all towns

within its trade area with its own airplane traveling each day
over a permanent route on schedule." 44 In the summer of 1930,

newspapers in New York, Chicago, Boston, Cleveland, and

Detroit were rushing copies to vacation areas by airplane. The

afternoon dailies, particularly for their Wall Street editions,

made the largest use of the vehicle. The New York Times, one

of the largest morning newspaper users of the airplane, main-

tained five ships to carry papers to Vermont, New Hampshire,
the Adirondacks, and Canada.

Changes in methods and means of newspaper distribution have

followed changes in transportation and communication devices,

in the cost of newsprint, in the productivity of printing equip-

ment, in the number and character of readers available, and in

the structure of American urban, suburban, and country dis-

tricts. Adjustments in distribution methods in turn influenced

advertising and editorial practices and thus the general social

function of the daily newspaper. Reader demand and the activ-

ities of the circulation manager build up the stock-in-trade of

the advertising manager, an audience for the insertions he sells.

They also build up and, in turn, control the nature of the audience

for which the editorial department produces reading matter.
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CHAPTER X

ADVERTISING

BSNJAMIN

TOWNE'S pioneer daily of 1783-84 failed

largely for want of advertisers. Dunlap and Claypoole's

Packet became a daily in 1784 largely because increases in

paid insertions warranted expansion. Its first daily number
devoted ten of its sixteen columns to advertisements. It sur-

vived. These two cases typify, with few exceptions, the ex-

periences of American publishers.; 'With advertisements common
in weeklies from 1704, this material came to furnish readers with

information which interested them or wMch did not elicit too

serious objections., Since it cheapened subscription prices, it

assumed a u
necessary" r61e in financial arrangements.

This dual capacity of newspapers and particularly of dailies

remained in fair adjustment to the press's social relationships

until the appearance of mass circulation in the 1830's. Mer-

chants, industrialists, gentlemen fanners, and the governmental
officials controlled by them advertised in the early four-page

dailies, and these same groups constituted the subscription lists.

From an advertising viewpoint, the newspaper then acted as a
"common carrier

"
of subsidized insertions. It sold space as

private property to anyone who would buy. Mass circulation,

with the pressures it introduced from other social groups upon
editorial and advertising policies, gradually modified this early

concept. Mass circulation, aided by exigencies of competition,

gradually"gave birth to a public utility notion of newspaper ad-

vertising. This natural adjustment to disparate interests carried

with it the assumption "that newspaper publishing is on a plane
with other activities supplying commodities to the public that

it is primarily a business" and "that the
'

commodity' supplied
to the public must be as nearly as possible what the greatest

iiuniber 0f patr.Qns wants it to be^^TMs assignation ,

"
leads

logically to the right "of public "control through censorship/'
*

a "right
77 not consistent with American icleas, of "fredpnof;t^

press," Logically/or not, when newspapers heed advertisers whose

desires run counter to popular interest or experience, economic or

314
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governmental censorship becomes the public's most obvious re-

course. The former comes first, and sometimes the latter follows.

Throughout.the century of popular journalism, publishers have

sought to obtain a maximum of advertising on the one hand and

txrkeep popular indignation within bounds on the other. To a

feffiarkable degree, they have succeeded.

The fact that popular indignation did not effect many reforms

in advertising until after the Civil War aided materially in

making newspapers independent of political subsidies. Doubtful

"patent medicines, lotteries and fakery in general gave disrepute

to early advertising/
5 but "they also helped establish advertising,

for it was their big successes that revealed the potentialities of

selling through print. They nursed mediums. They developed

copy and mechanics. They tested and determined the value of

position in the newspapers." Until the 1850's, "it was the

patent-medicine trade that was giving the subject the most

thought and developing new devices/'
2

The four-page limitation on newspaper size and the slowness

of printing account for the typography of early advertisements

and their arrangement in the papers. In the late 1780's, and until

the demand for space outran the supply, the Philadelphia Packet

and New York Daily Advertiser carried insertions with "display
75

headings, usually one word in length, and with small illustrations.

The first and fourth pages, the first to be printed, then and later

carried all or most of the advertisements and editorial filler.

Publishers sold the use of space in units of a "
square," at first one

column wide by an equal depth, on an annual basis in combina-

tion with a subscription for $30 or $40. They charged a somewhat

higher rate proportionally for a single or several insertions, fifty

or seventy-five cents for the first appearance and less for each

additional. They expected the copy in annual space to stand

unchanged for long periods of time, from several weeks to a year

or more. The transient insertions usually appeared on the second

or third page, the side of the sheet printed as near to publication

time as practical. This side contained the more timely editorial

material and any overflow of annual and transient advertise-

ments.

Since press sizes and the supply of paper did not keep pace

with demands for advertising space, publishers decreased the

size of "squares/
5

increased rates slightly, and barred large type
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and illustrations. With four sheets competing in the field, a

New York daily of 1795 sometimes printed in one issue as many
as 350 insertions, each several lines in length. In terms of the

"point" system of type measurement, with the over-all depth of

each line of type figured in terms of
"
points" of one-seventy-

second of an inch, this pressure for space gradually decreased the

size of type used in advertising composition from twelve-point

to eight and then to six- and 5^-point. Nonpareil or six-point

type, about one-twelfth of an inch in depth, and later agate or

5^-point type, roughly one-fourteenth of an inch in depth, became

established among publishers as the standard sizes in which to

set advertisements. From the wide use of agate type, the "agate
line" eventually became during the 1890

J

s the standard measure-

ment for advertising space, a unit one column wide and one-

fourteenth of an inch deep. Thus the situation stood, in general,

until the 1830's, and for the "blankets" until somewhat later.

The penny papers, however, introduced a number of advertising

innovations, especially timeliness and news interest.

TtejrelatLve. similarity between the interests of advertisers

anci subscribers in the "early days" did not always extend to

patent medicines. Learning that a small girl had died from taking
a worthless nostrum, the editor of the N,ew York Evening Post

denounced "the quack medicines and quack advertisements

which ... so much distinguish and disgrace the city." The
Post temporarily banned them in 1805 and lotteries in 1818.

Since lotteries were used to finance anything from a bridge to a

church building, banning their advertising cost the Post one-

twentieth to one-fifteenth of its annual advertising income, but

the publisher's "heart was touched by the losses of the poor"
3

and the changing views of his subscribers. By the late 1820's, the

stand against lotteries and lottery advertisements became more

general. The Post and Journal of Commerce in New York City
and the New-England Palladium in Boston aided in bringing
about the enactment of anti-lottery laws in 1833 in New York
and Massachusetts. The Journal of Commerce and others also

refused theatrical notices, but they saw nothing objectionable in

inserting copy for questionable medicines and quack physicians.

Both Journal of Commerce and Post summarized unfavorable

reports by medical societies on nostrums and then shortly ac-

cepted advertisements for the same "remedies." But the tastes
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of the class served and of these journals had become somewhat
more discriminating.
The penny papers of the 1830's effected two radical innovations

in advertising policy. Most of them insisted on cash in advance,
and their large circulations and high rates stimulated the trend

toward frequent changes in advertising copy. Day's Sun began
the cash-in-advance policy in order to avoid the tremendous
write-offs of the "blanket sheets" and started a "Want" classi-

fication, intended for transient ads, in which he inserted two- and
three-line copy for fifty cents. Bennett's Herald announced on

June 13, 1836, that, "in consequence of the trouble, disputes,

&c., growing out of the credit system, the advertisers in the

Herald are informed that no advertisement will hereafter be

inserted, unless paid for invariably in advance yearly advertisers

and auctioneers only excepted." Early in 1847, Bennett ceased

taking insertions for more than a two-week run^ and on Decem-
ber 30, 1847, he announced that "no advertisement will be taken

for more than one day, or for one insertion, payment to be made
at the delivery of it over the counter." Bennett and other pub-
lishers of mass-circulation sheets realized that daily changes in

advertisements would make them more interesting to readers and
more valuable to purchasers.

The first penny papers brightened up the classified style of

advertising by permitting the use of small cuts, two-line initial

letters, a heading line of capital letters, and even some display
heads in large type. With a less discriminating audience, too,

they opened their columns "to "almost any copy offered. When
Bennett's Herald plant burned in 1835, a contract from the mak-
ers of Brandreth's Pills is said to have made resumption possible.

In answer to complaints about its insertion of notices for patent
medicines and quack specialists, the Herald on June 26, 1836,

retorted, "Send us more advertisements than Dr. Brandreth

does give us higher prices we'll cut Dr. Brandreth dead or

at least curtail his space. Business is business money is money
and Dr. Brandreth is no more to us than Mr. c

Money Broker/ "

In March, 1837, however, Bennett quarreled with Brandreth

and threw out Ms copy. He even warned "the public throughout
the country, from being any longer deceived and cheated by the

quackeries of this most impudent charlatan." The Philadelphia
Public Ledger, another penny sheet, bluntly stated its policy on
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September 23, 1836, as: "We do not hold ourselves responsible for

any thing" in "Our advertising columns . . . excepting what is

forbidden by the laws of the land, or what, in the opinion of all,

is offensive to decency and morals/' Both the mores and the

laws of the land changed, and advertising policies did not lag too

far behind them.

The "subscribers' market " for newspapers found its expression

in other fields as well as in some regard for "decency and morals."

The Herald rejected a government advertisement in 1845 and

also failed to secure the insertions of lists of "letters remaining

in the New York Post-office" because "it was not just to the

cooks and chambermaids of New York that they should be com-

pelled to pay more than the United States government for their

advertisements." 4 The rates for federal insertions were set by
law and did not equal the charges set by such mass-circulation

dailies as the Herald.

i

The number of insertions gradually pressed against the space

accommodations of the penny papers as it had against those of

the "blankets." The penny sheets, therefore, eliminated pictorial

and typographical display and ran their columns of short in-

sertions under series of classifications, much like the classified

advertising pages of today. The Herald reached this point in 1847

and its competitors shortly afterward. The column rules, im-

possible to "break" on type-revolving presses, did not give way
until folding machines and stereotyping permitted multi-page

editions and layouts involving several columns. Only then did

typographical display return to the advertising columns of the

larger dailies. This pressure of insertions against space and the

limited newsgathering facilities resulted in percentages of space

devoted to advertisements much higher than in the multi-page

editions of the twentieth century. Paulson's American Daily

Advertiser of Philadelphia in 1800-39 averaged roughly twenty-
two columns of advertisements in a 28-column sheet. The New
York "blankets" of 1827 carried twenty to twenty-four columns

of paid material in their four seven-column pages. With the

combination of the Courier and Enquirer as the Morning Courier

and New-York Enquirer in 1829, the sheet had so many advertise-

ments that it issued four-page supplements on Saturdays and an

occasional two-page insert on other days. In a six-page issue, it

devoted only seven of forty-two columns to editorial matter.
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and in an eight-page edition, only sis. While the first issues of

the New York Sun in 1833 and Herald in 1835 carried advertise-

ments in but four of their twelve columns, the penny sheets

shortly emulated the advertising percentages of their "bed-quilt

contemporaries." By 1835, the Sim found room for but five

columns of reading matter in a 20-coluinn sheet. Some days "the

publishers would apologize for leaving out advertisements/
3 and

"on other days, for having so little room for news/' 5 In a small-

city sheet, The Daily Pittsburgh Gazette, the advertising percent-

age reached 73.6 in 1833-34, 76.7 in 1840, 87.0 in 1850, and 83.4

in 1860. In the latter year, only about four and one-half of its

thirty-two 25f-inch columns were devoted to news. The "hot"

news of Civil War days, mechanical changes, and feature syndi-

cates modified these proportions during the 1860
J

s.

Patent medicine advertisers devised a number of dodges

through which to achieve unique effects in their space without

overstepping publishers' rigid rules, but Robert Bonner became

one of the first radical innovators. He bought the Merchants
9

Ledger in 1851 and gradually changed it into the popular New
York Ledger, a mass-circulation weekly. To ballyhoo his sheet,

he became "the first big advertiser, the first to run a full page,

the first to expend as high as 827,000 a week for advertising, and

the first outside the patent-medicine men to invest $150,000 a

year in newspaper advertising." His outlays "made newspaper

publishers less sure that ban on display and encouragement of

small advertisements was the best policy, especially as retailers

and others everywhere were taking up the Bonner reiteration

style and using larger space."
6 Bonner overcame publishers

7

regulations by running solid columns, set in body type, made up
of such single-line assertions as: "Ledger Out!" "Cobb and

the Ledger!" "Fanny Fern and the Ledger 1" Other statements

were such as, "At Daylight, This (Thursday) Morning, the New
York Ledger will be on sale at all news offices in the United States,

New Jersey and the Sandwich Islands." In the Herald of May 6,

1858, he ran seven pages of copy at a cost of $2,000, an event

which gave the Herald the first 16-page edition. This mode of

promotion at first excited both astonishment and ridicule. To

make it "respectable," therefore, Bonner played a practical joke

on his first serious rival, the product of a highly reputable pub-

lishing house. He filled a half-column in the New York Times,
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Tribune, and Herald with "Buy Harper's Weekly" Oddly enough,
he accepted no paid insertions for his Ledger.

The penny papers, like their predecessors, occasionally exposed
medical quackeries and banned nostrums. In February, 1835, a

quack dentist challenged G. W. Wisner of the New York Sun to

a duel for such exposures. Wisner accepted the challenge and
named syringes charged with the dentist's medicine as the weap-
ons. The highly moral Horace Greeley pointed to the indecency
of insertions in the Sun and Herald from the establishment of his

socialistic New-York Tribune in 1841, but he did little to clean up
his own columns. He mentioned on May 11, 1841, that "we have
never refused to publish advertisements of Theatres, though we
have not sought and do not desire them." The theater was
"rather an injury than a benefit to the community vicious,

licentious, degrading, demoralizing." In commenting upon the

fact that the Journal of Commerce would not accept theatrical

insertions, a penny journalist observed in 1855, "There may
be a question whether or not it has a right to refuse an advertise-

ment; legislative enactment may decide that question hereafter,

should it be deemed important to test the privilege of the Press."

He thought it "rather anomalous, certainly, in a free country,
for any commercial journal to set up its dictum against the ex-

pressed voice of the people and the laws." He and many others

believed that the "advertising columns of a journal should be

free to all men who are willing to pay their money, and he who
is shut out should be empowered to sue for damages or the

possible injury." The same author, however, pointed out that

the "Press is used extensively, in some cases, horrible dictu, edi-

torially, by the proprietors of Patent Medicines, as they are

strangely called in this country, until the evil is about to be
checked by a resort to legislation."

7 The New-York Daily Times
took this view of the matter on May 28, 1852: "Advertisements
of certain classes of Medicines, Doctors, Books &c, &c, will not

be inserted in the DAILY TIMES at any price." It did not want
its contents, "by the insertion of any such notices or any other

of an objectionable character, to be rendered unfit or unsafe

for family perusal." The Herald long continued to publish such

ads and even "Personals" such as "no decent paper publishes."
The exposure of harmful

"
curatives" in England by the Lancet

from 1860 and the .influence of the Civil War upon the dissemina-
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^tion
of more enlightened medical information among the masses

finally brought such popular sheets as the Herald in 1865 to

announce that "All objectionable medical advertisements will be

rigorously excluded from this paper so soon as existing contracts

have expired." G. W. Childs, upon purchasing the Philadelphia

Public Ledger in 1864, ruled out some 815,000 worth of copy of

'the more objectionable sort, but this
"
discrimination exercised

in regard to advertisements has been judicious; it has not been

forgotten that the LEDGER is a secular news paper, and that

the people are entitled to a wide latitude in making known their

business or wants one to another." s These changes reflected only

slight modifications in the mores; the country
7 still had to face its

"
great patent-medicine craze" which reached its peak in the

late 1880's and early 1890's.

One early practice, more or less surreptitious, called "puffer}-,"

caused some public indignation before the Civil War. Such

"reading notices" were given as premiums to advertisers. Many
editors then and now, usually because of a note on the copy,

"Business Office Must'' have yielded space to such "courtesies."

The more successful sheets began to react against this policy in

the late 1840's. The Herald ruled, effective January 1, 1848,

"that no editorial notices of advertisements would be given, thus

placing all advertisers on an equality, and showing no preference

to any class, company, association, corporation, interest, or

individual." 9 A writer in 1875 praised this policy, "which few

other newspapers have been independent enough to follow." 10

Advertisers seized upon the "puff" idea in the late 1860
?

s as

one with which to inject new interest into copy. They hired

literary men, some of them regular reporters on newspapers, to

produce
"
articles of apparent literary merit

" which introduced an

advertising message. Some of these pieces even began with ap-

propriate news "leads," drawn from local events or wire bulletins.

Sometimes papers headed these items "Shopping Notes," but

they more frequently carried them scattered through the news

and editorial columns. The Sew York Times had to admit as late

as 1886 that it had accepted SI,200 from the Bell Telephone

Company for publishing material for them apparently as editorial

paragraphs. The tendency for this practice to encourage the sale

of editorial space and the views of editors brought it into dis-

repute and made it subject to federal legislation in 1912.
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Advertising revenues expanded rapidly during Civil War
years. Judging from the three per cent, federal tax then levied

on it, although not uniformly collected, newspaper income from
this source increased from about $1,354,000 in 1863 to $4,444,000
in 1864, $7,584,000 in 1865, and $9,609,000 in 1867. Advertising

receipts of the New York Herald alone in 1865 amounted to

$662,192, almost ten per cent, of the total; the Tribune, $301,841;
the Times, $284,412; and the Evening Post, $222,715. The four

sheets sold approximately one-fifth of the total dollar volume of

advertising of the whole newspaper industry in 1865. And New
York City then had seventeen other dailies. Advertising revenues

quadrupled again by 1879, with a total of $39,136,306, and ex-

panded continuously until 1929 (see Figure XII, Chapter VII,
or Table XXIX, Appendix). Advertising, after the Civil War,
thus made the daily newspaper a far more substantial venture in

the country as a whole as well as in New York City.

Advertising and Newspaper Make-Up
The Civil War broke the advertisers' monopoly of front-page

space. Publishers learned that battle reports or any exciting

news, displayed under multi-deck heads, spurred street sales and
stimulated general reader interest. Through raising the price of

this space as it assumed greater value or by eliminating it, paid
insertions gradually diminished to a few lines or vanished.

The greater frequency of six-, eight-, then 12-, and 16-page
editions released more space for reading material, and publishers
and advertisers learned that news and features built reader

response to paid insertions on almost any page. This opening up
of editorial space stimulated the rise of feature syndicates in the

1870
J

s. Even Boston had a
"
double sheet

5 '
or eight-page daily in

1872, the Globe. Early in 1887, too, the New York Sun expanded
its condensed four-page layout to eight and later more pages,
and on October 31, the New York Evening Post became the last

outstanding daily in that city to relinquish its "blanket" format
for a greater number of small pages. The Journalist greeted the

Post's change on November 5 with the statement, "We, as a

people, read largely in the horse cars, the elevated railroads and
the omnibuses. We do not want a paper which requires a whole

conveyance in which to turn its pages.
33 The multi-page format

was spreading throughout the country.
"
Within the past year/'
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Newspaperdom claimed in June, 1892,
"
one-half of tie daily

newspapers in the Eastern and Middle States have enlarged from

folios to quartos," from four-page to eight-page papers, "and the

fashion is still in that direction." It pointed out that there "are

now prosperous eight-page six or seven-column dailies printed in

towns of less than fifteen thousand inhabitants." It attributed

the changes to the syndication of stereotype plates, simplification

of stereotyping equipment, better printing presses, and much

cheaper paper. It also cited a further reason, "the fact that the

people of to-day want something more than the mere news in

their daily paper. The women and children are newspaper-read-

ers, and there must be stories, and poems, and fashion articles,

and correspondence, and illustrations, sermons, and biographies,

and holiday specialties, and serials."

During the 1890's, because of both expanding circulation and

increased bulk, the per capita consumption of newsprint in the

United States rose from six to sixteen pounds. It reached twenty-

five pounds in 1910 and a peak of sixty-two in 1929. The daily

issues of one metropolitan paper averaged twelve pages in 1896,

sixteen in 1906, twenty-four in 1916, and thirty-six in 1926.

Dailies with 100,000 and more circulation averaged twenty-

three pages in 1920, thirty in 1927-29, and twenty-two in 1933.

By 1900, the pages of morning sheets approximated their present

size, eight columns in a page eighteen by twenty-two inches.

Evening sheets, with less advertising, had six columns on a

15-by-22-inch page. Since then, an eight-column page, with

columns two inches wide and some 20} to twenty-two inches long,

gradualy reached wide acceptance as a standard. Sunday edi-

tions expanded more rapidly than those for the other six days.

The New York World's Sunday issues, then usually forty-eight

pages, reached 100 on the tenth anniversary of Joseph Pulitzer's

purchase of the paper, May 7, 1893. Metropolitan Sunday sheets

by 1896 usually consisted of forty-eight pages. The Sunday
World broke another record with its twenty-fifth anniversary

number of 200 pages on May 10, 1908. This issue carried 933^-

columns or 116^- pages of advertising. The metropolitan aver-

age, however, reached about fifty-four pages in 1916 and 124 in

1926. In the 100,000-circulation group of Sunday papers, the

average passed seventy-eight in 1920 and 110 in 1926 and then

declined to 104 in 1929 and 68 in 1933. These "gigantic engines
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of publicity" enabled newspapers to become stable business

ventures, and they changed drastically the nature of editorial

content.

The percentage of advertising, about twenty-five in the 1870 J

s,

gradually rose to some thirty or thirty-five as advertising volumes

increased during the last decades of the century. Whitelaw

Reid,
11 editor of the New York Tribune, expressed the viewpoint

of the editor-dominated sheets of the post-war period when he

said, "True policy, it seems to me, would dictate that advertise-

ments should . . . occupy as limited a space as possible." If

they become too numerous,
"
instead of enlarging the paper, and

thus weary the reader with a dreary mass of unattractive printed

matter, the price of advertising should be increased, so that

where an advertisement before took a stickful, it may now be

reduced to half the space and pay the same money." That idea

worked better in England, due to local conditions, than in the

United States. Feature syndicates, too, furnished "filler" that

was far from "dreary." Advertising solicitors in this country
learned that they could bring in more money with a large volume

of fairly cheap space than with an exclusive but expensive

proposition.

Space-measurement studies, made by a number of investi-

gators, reveal the manner in which the advertising percentage

increased. The St. Louis Republican in 1875 carried 28.9 per

cent.
12 Four issues each of the New York Tribune, Chicago Trib-

une, and Boston Evening Transcript in 1878 devoted 21.5 per cent,

to paid insertions; in 1888, 29.8; and in 1898, 28.2. 13 Issues of

147 dailies, published in twenty-one principal news centers, de-

voted 32.1 per cent, of their space in 1898-99 to advertising.
14

F. W. Ayer, of the N. W. Ayer & Son advertising agency, how-

ever, emphasized in 1895 the lack of uniformity in practices.

Ordinary week-day issues of the ten leading dailies then carried

from twenty-five to seventy and an average of forty per cent,

advertising, a variation which has since narrowed. The propor-
tion of their revenues which newspapers and periodicals combined

derived from advertising kept well ahead of that of advertising

space. It stood at 44.0 per cent, in 1879, 49.6 in 1889, 54.5+ in

1899, and 60.0 in 1909. While advertising gradually assumed

a larger and larger place in newspaper revenues, going from 63.8

per cent, in 1909 to 74.3 in 1929, the space percentage reached a
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peak during the World War, declined afterward, rose somewhat

in the 1929 boom, and then dropped in the subsequent depression.

Just before the World War, the fifty-fifty percentage of news

and paid space had become well established, but war conditions

necessitated economies in newsprint in the face of increased de-

mands for space, and the news percentage dropped. In working
out an adjustment between the two, many publishers followed the

practice Jason Rogers
15 used in his New York Globe. He adopted

"a fixed standard of reading matter and then let the advertising

make the paper as large as it would." He had discovered that

some newspapers in average sized cities used from thirty-eight to

forty columns of reading matter; most successful papers in large

cities devoted but fifty-five to sixty-five columns to it. He

adopted a 60-column standard for news and clipped nearly

$50,000 from his paper costs during 1915. The paper famine and

higher costs of 1917 prompted Ms trimming to between forty-five

and fifty-five columns.

After the war, the paid contents of seventeen Xew York City

dailies dropped from about sixty per cent, to 51.3 in 1920, 47.5 in

1921, and 43.3 in 1922, figures based on all the issues of the first

six months of each year.
16 A survey of 144 evening papers for

Friday, March 23, 1923, suggests the extent of week-day varia-

tion in the average and of variation between different dailies.

The sheets averaged sixty-three per cent, advertising, with a

range from eighteen to eighty-eight per cent. Only sixteen of the

144 had less than fifty per cent, advertising, and thirty-eight,

more than seventy per cent. The Indianapolis News and the

Akron Beacon-Journal carried only eighteen per cent, news. 17

Throughout the country, Friday sheets average heaviest in paid

insertions. Figures compiled by Media Records, Inc., for 196

dailies in eighty-seven cities in July, 1929 and 1930, indicate a

peak of 45.4 per cent, in advertising space in 1929 and the begin-

ning of the decline, with 43.1 in 1930. Despite this general tend-

ency since the 1870's to allot a larger proportion of space to paid

insertions, the volume of reading material has roughly doubled

in week-day issues. Sunday papers, with their large feature sec-

tions, contain more reading matter. The 125 Sunday sheets in

the eighty-seven cities covered by Media Records, Inc., devoted

only 34.3 per cent, of their space to ads in July, 1929, and 29.1

in July, 1930. With a shrinkage of 14.4 per cent, in the gross size
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of these papers in that 12-month period, publishers maintained

news volume in order to retain reader interest.

Thus, dailies "in which advertising occupied 65 to 75 per cent

of the space in 1929 showed in 1931 nearer 50 per cent; those

in which the former proportion was 50 to 55 per cent dropped to

30 to 35.'
'

This indicated "a great effort to keep up the size of

the newspaper and to continue its
(

fixed' departments, although,

with advertising rates unchanged, available income was much
reduced." 18 The chapter on ownership and management tells

the manner in which publishers adapt budgets to such reductions.

Once a newspaper sets a given pace in its news columns, because

of the advertising revenues available, however, it finds great

difficulty in adjusting to curtailed revenues without dropping

material necessary to circulation maintenance.

The social factors which incited the formal organization of a

national women's suffrage movement in 1869, factors accentu-

ated by wartime conditions, gave more "female" appeal to

advertising. It became more common to head insertions "To the

Ladies" or "LADIES WILL TELL ONE ANOTHER when they get a

bargain." Dailies now extended their news and advertising ap-

peals to include material which had been restricted to "women

publications" and religious papers. The stereotyping of whole

pages for use on rotary presses, too, finally permitted Macy's

department store in New York to break the column rules in 1867

with a two-column insertion. A full-page department store ad-

vertisement inserted by Wanamaker's did not appear until

1879, and such did not become common until about 1888. The

rapid development of mail-order business after the war, aided by
the establishment of the postal money-order system by the federal

government on November 1, 1864, expanded nationally placed

advertising in dailies generally and accelerated particularly the

"patent medicine craze." Advertisements, "fresh every day,"

came to represent "the hopes, the thoughts, the joys, the plans,

the shames, the losses, the mishaps, the fortunes, the pleasures,

the miseries, the politics, and the religion of the people." The
advertiser became "a reporter a sort of

'

penny-a-liner/ he pay-

ing the penny."
19 In the larger cities, announcements of mar-

riages and deaths had long been inserted as advertisements, an

adjustment to the size of their trading areas and to urban ano-

nymity. The New York Sun, noting a decline in feminine reticence
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with the changing mores, added in 1870 two other categories to

this department, "Born" and "Divorced." Until then, even the

mention of a birth in newspapers was generally taboo. For mar-

riage announcements alone, the New York Herald was receiving

$30,000 annually in 1872.

Display advertising gained in volume but slowly. As Murat

Halstead,
20 editor of the Cincinnati Commercial, told the Ken-

tucky State Press Association on May 20, 1874,

"All should know that an advertisement is not conspicuous in

proportion as it is displayed that there is great prominence of

type without attractiveness to the eye that excessive solicitation

is repulsive that if the classification of advertisements is careful

and complete, and the make-up of the paper according to a system
that is plain, the reader knows where to look for what he wants,
and turns there without regard to the size of the type, the oddity
of arrangement, or the location of the classification head whether

it is inside or outside, first page or last.
77

That viewpoint, fairly common at the time, declined as the

publisher supplanted the editor more and more as the general

policy maker of the newspaper industry, a change signalized by
the formation in 1887 of the A. X. P. A. When Joseph Pulitzer

bought the New York World in 1883, he faced the competition of

the Herald, the most substantial paper in the city and country.

The Herald monopolized large store advertising, carried more

classified and theatrical copy than its competitors, and permitted

no display type or illustrations. It arbitrarily required the use of

agate or 5i-point type in all its advertisements. Pulitzer, with

more of an eye to business than to outmoded traditions, hired

the Herald's advertising manager, cut rates, and scrapped as

many of the current notions of journalistic ethics as seemed de-

sirable. Display ads with huge type, plentiful pictures, and even-

tually artistic layouts thus forced the recognition of the Herald

and others.

Advertising Reform

The post-Civil-War "patent-medicine craze" began with the

work of such aggressive advertisers as Dr. Helmbold of Philadel-

phia. Through the expenditure of $250,000 a year on newspaper

and periodical space and additional thousands on posters, al-

manacs, showcards, and the like, he sold some 3,000,000 bottles of

"Buchu" in the year ending in February, 1869. "Buchu," as if a
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magic word, adorned walls, fences, rocks, and telegraph poles

from the Atlantic to the Pacific. A definite reaction against the

"craze" first appeared in a monthly magazine, the Farm Journal,

started at Philadelphia in 1877. This periodical declined "quack
medical advertisements at any price

33
at its outset, and in Octo-

ber, 1880, announced that it would "make good to subscribers

any loss sustained by trusting advertisers that prove to be de-

liberate swindlers/
3 an unprecedented offer. Dailies and weeklies

were as independent in the acceptance of advertisements as

expedient. The religious weeklies, quite numerous during the

1880's and 1890
3

s, frequently depended upon patent-medicine

insertions for their very existence. The Ladies' Home Journal

banned such matter in 1892, and the Delineator, a number of

other popular magazines, and some dailies followed. The Scripps-

McRae League became one of the first newspaper organizations

to adopt a definite program of exclusion. R. F. Paine, editor

emeritus of their Cleveland Press, was appointed advertising

censor in 1903 and required "to personally inspect every ad-

vertisement scheduled to appear in any Scripps-McRae League

newspaper and from his decision there was no appeal." Paine

rejected, it is said, some $500,000 worth of copy in a single year,

and "many advertisers and agencies felt that we were going too

far in our censorship.'
3 21 This innovation reflected the generally

enlightened viewpoint of E. W. Scripps. It took the muckrakers,

however, to impress the value of this practice upon most dailies.

E. W. Bok began a series of sensational exposures of patent

drugs in his Ladies
7 Home Journal in 1904. Later aided by

Mark Sullivan, a young New York lawyer, Bok publicized chem-

ical analyses of preparations widely advertised which contained

habit-forming drugs. A series of ten articles by S. H. Adams,

published in Cottiers
7

Weekly in 1905-06, exposed fraudulent

claims concerning many other medicines, quack physicians, and

so-called medical institutes. In reply, the manufacturers of

"Postum," a cereal drink, published advertisements which

alleged Colliers
7 methods to be akin to blackmail. Colliers

7

sued

and collected $50,000 in a libel action. The enactment of the

Federal Food and Drugs Act on June 30, 1906, precipitated by
this campaign and pressure from President Theodore Roosevelt,

"was an event of large significance to the sounder development
of advertising.

" 22
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Thus goaded, newspapers and advertisers declared their

righteousness. The Associated Advertising Clubs of America 2S

decided in 1907 that the "value of advertisements depends

largely upon the credence placed in them by the public," pointed
to the "Unscrupulous men" who "prey upon the unsuspecting
members of the community by means of false

3
fraudulent and

misleading advertisements/' and resolved "that this association

is opposed to the pernicious practises herein above recited, and,

to the end that they may be decreased or extinguished, endorses

for enactment as a law in ail legislatures of all states and terri-

tories the accompanying draft of a law 'Regulating Advertise-

ments and Prohibiting and Providing Penalties for Objectionable,

Pernicious, False, Fraudulent, or Misleading Advertisements.'"

A number of other advertising bodies and many newspapers took

up the hue and cry. Popular credulity must be reestablished.

Only that March 7, the New York Herald Company^ through its

counsel, had pleaded guilty before the United States Circuit

Court to eight charges of sending newspapers through the mails

which contained obscene "personal" advertisements. The

Parkhurst Society and other uplifters had precipitated this

attack on the "'red light personal columns." The Detroit Times,

in its issue of October 19, 1908, printed letters from leading

business men, advertisers, ministers, and others which com-

mended it for eliminating "unclean" advertising. A minister

wanted it to "make the housedeaning complete" and "dump the

woe increasing beer ads," but its editor wrote, "The Times has

explained many times that it has pretended to go no further than

the PROTECTION of its readers from that which is nasty and

fraudulent in newspaper advertisements." He pointed out that

"our zealous friend" would not "feel impelled in closing up Ms

church rather than accept the contributions that come from

sources that he does not personally countenance." On January 1,

1911, however, the Times became a "liquorless" newspaper, a

reflection of the movement which finally gave the country its

Prohibition Amendment.
The crusade against fraud grew in strength and broadened to

the promotion of "Truth in Advertising." The Philadelphia

North American inaugurated a campaign in 1909 to educate the

public regarding foods and to publicize misbranded products.

It supplemented this with columns of advertisements for "Hon-
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est Foods" which appeared triweekly, a device carried over into

many other sheets. A. W. McCann, to illustrate, after a series of

articles on injurious foods in 1912-14 in the New York Globe,

began a "Pure Food Directory
55

in April, 1914. The Globe sold

this space only for products he had investigated. The New York

World exposed hi 1911 the use of impure drugs by pharmacists in

filling physicians
7

prescriptions. The next year, Colliers' Weekly

launched another series of exposes of nostrum copy, and The

Chicago Tribune battled quacks who "specialized" in certain

diseases and alleged that all their victims had them. Printers'

Ink, a weekly trade journal for advertising men, took up the

promotion of a statute in 1911 similar to that which the Asso-

ciated Advertising Clubs of America had sponsored in 1907.

This statute, for enactment by state legislatures, placed the

responsibility for deception on the advertiser, dealt with ques-

tions of fact about goods rather than of opinion, and made the

use of untruthful, deceptive, or misleading statements a mis-

demeanor. Twenty-two states by 1916 and thirty-seven by 1921

had adopted this legislation or modifications of it, fifteen the

latter. With the enactment by twenty-four states of most of the

provisions of the Printers' Ink statute by 1933, Senator Arthur

Capper of Kansas attempted once more and unsuccessfully to

write it into the federal laws.

The federal postal act of 1912 attacked advertising mal-

practices on another front. Requiring the labeling of all paid

insertions sent through the mail "Advertisement," this law at

first enraged the A. N. P. A., caused it to crusade for "freedom

of the press," and then brought its acquiescence. The United

States Supreme Court held this provision of the act constitu-

tional in the case of the Lewis Publishing Company v. Morgan
(229 U. S. 288). The Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914,

too, "as interpreted by the Commission, makes false and mis-

leading advertising an unfair method of competition." Elisha

Hanson,
24
Washington attorney for the A. N. P. A., asserts that

since the creation of the commission, "no daily newspaper pub-
lisher has ever contested the Commission's theory in a long line

of such cases, even though there have been sound grounds to

oppose the exercise of any control by a federal agency over

advertising."

The A. A. C. A. began in 1911 to talk about means of soothing
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critics and then adopted in 1913 the
" Truth in Advertising"

slogan and established a National Vigilance Committee to see

that advertisers observed it. The body called its
"
Declaration of

Principles" then set forth, "the Sermon on the Mount as applied

to business." But trade associations did not want to go too far.

The Inland Daily Press Association and others in 1912 fought the

Richardson pure food bill which "would virtually put an end to

food, drug, and similar advertising."
25

Perhaps it would have,

but that has been said about many another proposed law, some

of which were enacted. The Newspaper Division of the Asso-

ciated Advertising Clubs of the World adopted a set of "Stand-

ards of Newspaper Practice" at the June, 1914, convention. The

fact that the industry felt it needed such an ethical code, brief

as it was, suggests the extent to which the public demanded the

practices described. This code announced it as the "Duty of the

Newspaper," among other things, "To protect the honest ad-

vertiser and the general newspaper reader, as far as possible,

from deceptive or offensive advertising" and "To accept no

advertising which is antagonistic to the public welfare." ^ The

three other provisions dealt with circulation guarantees, rates,

and cooperation with advertisers and in the enforcement of the

code. The division supplemented these points at the 1915 con-

vention with a promise "To oppose free publicity."
^

The many court decisions which have held that the newspaper

is not a "public utility" establish the legal principle that a news-

paper does not have to accept matter for publication unless it

meets standards set by the publisher. The daily newspaper, in

other words, gradually dropped its "common carrier" policy as

that became necessary or expedient, and found that in so doing it

assumed the social status of a "public utility" without being

subject to the legal restrictions placed upon a public utility.

The National Vigilance Committee of the Associated Adver-

tising Clubs of the World carried out its purification program

through cooperating with local vigilance committees, Better

Business Bureaus, and Chambers of Commerce. Later called the

National Better Business Commission, it had local commissions

or bureaus in thirty-eight large cities in 1923, in fifty-three in

1936. To enforce its work, it called serious violations of laws to

the attention of the Federal Trade Commission, the Post Office

Department, and the state and federal courts. It also sought the
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concurrence of newspapermen in its general program or special

projects through bulletins. A bulletin in 1928, for example,
asked "That publishers eliminate all home work schemes which

cannot withstand a thorough investigation" and "That before

publishing the advertising of home work concerns, complete

information be demanded." 2S
Relatively few newspapers then

offered readers of classified columns as adequate protection as did

The New York Times. It had an "index expurgatorius
"

of what

it would not accept and offered a reward of $100 to anyone caus-

ing the arrest and conviction of a person or firm using its columns

to defraud. The Association of Newspaper Classified Advertising

Managers, which then represented eighty-six sheets, adopted a

code of practice in 1929 which covered fraudulent and ques-

tionable copy. As a result, T. F. Mulhern of the Brooklyn Daily

Eagle told the association in 1934 that, of 130 dailies questioned,

sixty-three had definite codes of censorship, and sixty-seven

censored classified copy according to individual judgment. He
claimed that $200,000 worth of classified copy had been rejected

by these sheets in 1933. Twenty-one large users of help wanted

classifications, however, protested to the Chicago Better Business

Bureau in 1934 the requirement adopted on March 1 by the

dailies that ads for salesmen tell the form of pay and type of

product to be sold. The Tribune, Herald & Examiner, and

American upheld the regulation, and the Daily News announced

that it "maintains a constant vigilance so that no insincere

offers may be set forth."

Such recent attacks on advertised products and advertising as

Your Money's Worth by Stuart Chase and F. J. Schlink in 1927

and Our Master's Voice: Advertising by James Rorty in 1934

worried advertisers. J. H. Appel,
29

advertising director of John
Wanamaker's in New York, told the Advertising Council of

Chicago on October 29, 1931, and the Ad Craft Club of Detroit

on October 30 that the Federal Trade Commission should be

called upon to sponsor a code which would bar the publication of

advertising attacks on competitors, "false, untrue, or deceptive"

underselling claims, "bait" advertising, and "predatory price

cutting." Such "unfair practices," he asserted, "muddy the

stream and impair the believability of all advertising." He must

not have liked the claim of his competitor, R. H. Macy & Com-

pany, that its policy is "to endeavor to undersell, by at least
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6 per cent, the marked prices of others who do not sell exclu-

sively for cash." A contemporary writer so
concluded,

u
Perhaps

the most encouraging note in the advertising field was the grow-

ing cry among its own leaders that advertising had suffered a

relapse in honesty and effectiveness, and that the time was ripe

for a new clean-up like that of about twenty years ago." The
Committee on Unfair Practices in Advertising and Selling of the

Affiliated Better Business Bureaus, hence, set forth a new code of

ethics in 1932 which dealt with misleading advertising, unfair

competitive claims, disparagement of competitors, underselling

claims, "bait" offers, and deceptive statements accompanying
cut prices. Later the same year, the Association of National

Advertisers and the American Association of Advertising Agen-
cies worked out a list of ethical ideas jointly and established a

Review Committee to enforce them. They covered false state-

ments, misleading exaggerations, indirect misrepresentations,

suggestions offensive to public decency, efforts to undermine

another industry, misleading price claims, pseudo-scientific

advertising, and fake testimonials.

The Review Committee, appointed in 1933, was heralded as

the supreme court for national advertising, "to be composed of

recognized leaders in advertising and publishing, as well as out-

standing men with no advertising or publishing connections." It

was proposed "to act in effect as a court of appeal on cases in

which advertisers refuse to accept decisions of the National Better

Business Bureau." If the judgments "of the committee are

accepted in advance as binding on all parties concerned, the

decisions will be final." Otherwise, "the committee's decisions

are still expected to carry the force of general opinion in the

advertising field a force which it would be difficult for any
advertiser to controvert except by arguing that everybody but

himself was out of step."
31 These changes signalized the broad-

ening of the "Truth in Advertising" program to "Fairness in

Advertising," but self-regulation by trade bodies calls up a num-

ber of difficulties in enforcement, many of them insurmountable.

Associations and newspapers, nevertheless, resent any attempt to

empower the federal government "bureaucracy" to assume

control over these matters.

"New Deal" code-making and the Tugwell Food and Drag
Bill gave publishers many a worry in 1933-35. Sixteen of the first
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twenty-nine codes approved by the President in 1933 contained

prohibitions against destructive price-competition, no aid to
"
bargain sale" advertising. Forty-two of the first 280 codes, too,

included fair practice provisions which governed the use of ad-

vertising contributions or allowances, no aid to manufacturer-

dealer advertising. The Tugwell bill, introduced into Congress as

an administration measure in 1933, declared advertising to be

false "if in any particular it is untrue, or by ambiguity or in-

ference it creates a false or misleading impression" and placed

equal responsibility for an offense on publisher and advertiser.

It placed the full power of determining truth or falsity in the

hands of the Secretary of Agriculture. "Many newspaper pub-

lishers," Editor & Publisher asserted on June 10, 1933, "have

sacrificed millions of dollars in advertising revenue, that com-

petitors accepted, for attainment of the public purposes under-

lying the food and drug act now being considered by Congres-

sional leaders." The "main principle of the bill . . . might well

have been taken from rate card regulations which refuse to ac-

cept copy proclaiming itself as a cure for serious illness/' With

the enactment of the bill, however, "there will undoubtedly be

less medical advertising, for many of the drug and cosmetic

nostrums . . . flourish on misrepresentation." The anti-Tugwell

fight, therefore, centered about "bureaucracy" and the assign-

ment of responsibility equally to publisher and advertiser.

W. S. Groom,
32 of the Thompson-Koch advertising agency, for

example, told the Proprietary Association that, "Under the

Tugwell Bill, an advertisement need not be proved false." He
claimed it merely need be "held false in the opinion of certain

gentlemen connected with the Department of Agriculture." To
characterize those "certain gentlemen," he quoted Tugwell as

having written that "it is doubtful whether nine-tenths of our

sales effort and expense serves any good social purpose."
The Proprietary Association decided to institute a clean-up

of its own. In August, 1934, it established an Advisory Com-
mittee on Advertising, installed a censor, and thus launched

what it termed "the first organized endeavor by an industry to

control the truthfulness of the advertising of its membership."
It sought to "forestall a strict governmental censorship of

medical advertising such as was proposed in the Tugwell-Cope-
land bill."

3S
Perhaps this move, backed by the voluntary
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cooperation of the makers of four-fifths of the country's package
drug products, may accomplish more for a part of the advertising
field than the efforts of various advertising associations, muck-

rakers, uplifters, and politicians. A reform has to become and
remain profitable, however, for industrial self-regulation or

governmental control to make it actually work. Increases in

popular information on products and the hue and cry of reform-

ers, when maintained, aid in bringing about such changes.

Despite the Proprietary Association's "clean-up/
5

the Com-
mittee on Foods and the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry
of the American Medical Association recommended in the

A.M. A. Journal of January 12, 1935, further reforms and their

inclusion in the pending food and drugs bill. They proposed
"
provisions for so regulating all forms of drug advertising that

it shall be truthful in statement and not deceptive by implica-
tion" and that the responsibility rest with the advertiser or with

the guarantor of the advertised claims rather than with the

publisher. They also asked a ban on "
testimonials and opinions

used in advertising of drugs and drug preparations" which are

not accompanied by the name and address of the
a
writers

thereof."

The Federal Trade Commission manages to modify a number
of advertising and product situations through the powers granted
it. The Bayer Company, distributors of "Bayer Aspirin," for

example, formally waived the right to reply to a complaint
served on it June 8

? 1934, by the F. T. C. This complaint charged
that Bayer's is not the onty genuine aspirin and that the com-

pany's products are not always harmless or effective. The com-

mission, therefore, restrained the company from making these

claims in its advertising. The commission secured the signatures

of representatives of the Philadelphia Inquirer y Comfort Maga-

zine, and Gentlewoman Magazine in March, 1935, to stipulations

that they would discontinue the publication of the allegedly false

representations by certain beauty preparation manufacturers.

The jurisdiction of the F. T. C. is strictly limited, of course, to

operations which the U. S. Supreme Court regards as interstate

commerce.

Some advertising reforms by newspapers offer humorous

angles. In February, 1936, W. R. Hearst banned from Hs papers
all advertising for Mae West's motion picture, "Klondike Annie."
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His Los Angeles Examiner stormed editorially that "It is an

IMMORAL and INDECENT film. . . . Decent people will protest

against . . . showing a white woman in the role, even inferred,

of consort to a Chinese vice lord." The same issue carried a full-

page advertisement for a Negro burlesque show, replete with

pictures of two nude Negro women and the following caption:

"It's a hot, sizzling performance of black & brown skin revues!

Daring, intimate, greatest array of beautiful brown-skin models,
with 89 teasing beauties on the stage!"

Time newsmagazine stated on March 9 that this campaign was
"
supposedly inspired by a slighting remark she [West] was re-

ported to have made about Cinemactress Marion Davies." While

Hearst sheets "ballyhooed the picture with angry editorials,"

they "paradoxically refused to carry paid advertising for it."

Recurrent criticisms, like the one by R, G. Tugwell quoted
above, that considerable advertising expense serves no "good
social purpose" irritated advertising men even more titan ac-

cusations of venality. Manufacturers and publishers could erase

the latter, to their satisfaction and to that of much of the "pub-
lic," by setting up self-censoring arrangements and passing nice

codes of ethics. But the former called for a more realistic ra-

tionalization. John Benson, president of the American Associa-

tion of Advertising Agencies, furnished such a viewpoint in a

talk before the Pacific coast branch of his organization in 1935,

quoted in part in Editor 6 Publisher on November 2 as follows:

"You cannot eliminate illusion from advertising because you
cannot eliminate it from life. Without it, advertising would be
dead. Religion is a compact of illusion; so are marriage, mother
love and all idealism. No statesman, preacher, teacher or poli-

tician, no novelist, poet or painter can influence the masses without
illusion. No more can advertising.

"People live a drab existence. Few are rich or wise or comely.
But they can invest things with a significance they feel unable to

create for themselves.

"Soap advertising does not offer a woman the bare means of

washing off dirt. It surrounds the purely physical function with
an imaginative appeal to her love of beauty, of personal charm.
There is no illusion in keeping clean. There is an illusion about

personal charm in a woman. No sane woman is going to believe

seriously that soap can restore youthful charm. Still it is a means
to an end, and its proper use a very desirable practice.
"The American people like advertising. They like to buy from
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it. It suits their temperament. It is cordial and optimistic. It

gives them a value that goes beyond use. It appeals to the instincts

and desires of the human heart in suggesting benefits which arouse
and keep them alive. It helps us all to carry on."

Benson thus establishes the lineal descent of Ms profession from

such as P. T. Barnum. In justifying the Ulusionary appeals of

advertisements by reference to illusions in the mores, Benson
overlooked a significant

"
catch." Mores based upon compara-

tively non-logical inferences are common enough, but they be-

come mores through demonstrating their societal utility in a

given time and place through continuous trial and comparison.

They are sanctioned by tradition. Only when they run counter to

economic experience in a flagrant fashion are they gradually

changed or replaced. The more closely such popular illusions are

associated with the economic experiences of society, the more

rapidly they are shattered or adjusted to fit changed viewpoints.
In the face of the growing consciousness of the cost of certain

advertising illusions, therefore, defenses like Benson's especially

such unmoral ones will probably not stay governmental and

other attacks upon advertising practices. It is easier to make

money out of an illusion when the customers accept the imagery
as reality.

The array of movements and counter-movements, of adjust-

ments and readjustments, in advertising reform is vast and com-

plicated. Only a few phases, several of the more obtrusive

aspects, have been touched upon. "New Deal" legislation, to

illustrate, influenced the character of securities and liquor ad-

vertising, and the A. N. P. A. concerns itself and secures the

cooperation of other bodies in fighting the advertising as well as

the other implications of a wide range of proposed legislation.

The purpose here is merely to suggest the general tendencies and

to point to some of the more difficult problems and more potent

forces involved.

The Definition of the Commodity

As dailies gradually reached some economic stability during

the first decades of the nineteenth century, the business of mer-

chandising advertising followed the course of least resistance.

Publishers sold their own copy or accepted it from free lance

solicitors. The free lance solicitors specialized on out-of-town
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advertisements and developed into agents for advertisers and

special representatives for newspapers. The publishers specialized

on local sales and built up staffs of solicitors and other specialists

which grew into advertising
"
departments/'

J. L. Hooper of New York and V. B. Palmer, with offices at

Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, first placed the handling of

out-of-town advertising on a substantial commercial basis in the

1840's. Palmer began this work in Philadelphia in 1840. Hooper,
a solicitor for the New-York Tribune in 1841, developed an

agency from requests to place copy in other papers as well as in

the Tribune. The newsdealers shared in this early
"
national

advertising" work during the 1840's and 1850's, but the unsatis-

factory nature of such a side-line its many complexities kept
them from becoming an even more potent factor with which

publishers were to cope. As newspapers rapidly increased in

number, each with its own advertising rates and rate discounts,

page and column sizes, and general advertising policies, only

specialists could profitably buy and sell space in any sizable list

of them. To a large extent, these early agents were contractors

rather than commission brokers. They contracted for a fixed

amount of space, usually in units of a column and at drastic

concessions in price, and then peddled it to advertisers. Their

manner of doing business makes it no mere coincidence that the

years of their early establishment and expansion corresponded
with those of stereotyping. Through stereotyping, advertisers

could assure themselves in advance of what their copy would

look like in print. The invention in 1871 of a means of using thin

stereotype plates accounts in part for the rapid development of

advertising agencies as well as of feature syndicates during the

1870's and 1880's.

Although dailies then had rate cards, the "price the paper

eventually got depended upon how badly it waited the business

and how well the advertiser or agent could bluff." In payment,
the sheets received ink, newsprint, type, and other supplies,

and "this gave opportunity for a new crop of agents, who made

bargains at both ends and sold the acquired space for cash."

Manufacturers, too, "usually had space to sell hi the papers

they served, and . . . were advertising agents in a way." If

the newspaper failed to get cash or supplies, "it sometimes

would accept anything it could get clothing, household articles,
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foodstuffs even and sell or give these commodities to Its em-

ployees.
73 34 The development of the advertising agency, of

various types of trade associations, and of newspaper stability

eventually eliminated such practices. At the opening of the

Civil War, there were about thirty agencies, two-thirds of them
in New York City. The number increased to more than fifty

by 1880. These "frequently carry out contracts involving an

expenditure of a million dollars in printers
3

ink." 35

These agencies at first compiled and maintained private lists

of newspapers and periodicals and jealously guarded them. The

expense of this work, however, shortly convinced some that the

cost might well be shared through publication. Lay & Brother

of Philadelphia published the first of these in 1856, TJie News-

paper Record. This book also contained a "Sketch of the Origin
and Progress of Printing, with Some Facts About Newspapers
in Europe and America," by W. T. CoggeshaJl. Watson & Com-

pany of New York issued another in 1861, TJie American News-

paper Directory and Record of the Press, compiled by D. J. Kenny.
T. C. Evans of Boston offered in 1867 the first directory to appear
in later editions, The Evans Advertising Handbook

,
which was

revised in 1871, 1872, and later. Cook, Cobum & Company of

Chicago in 1869 and Coe, Wetherill Company of Philadelphia
in 1870 entered the field with guides, but George P. Rowel &
Company began in 1869 the first consistently issued compilation,
the annual American Newspaper Directory. It was merged after

its 1908 number with N. W. Ayer & Son's American Newspaper

Annual, started at Philadelphia in 1880. As the American News-

paper Annual and Directory from 1910 and the Directory of

Newspapers and Periodicals from 1930, the Ayer firm still issues

the compilation. Editor fe
9

Publisher, the trade journal, also

publishes annual lists of daily newspapers, with pertinent data

regarding each, first issued January 18, 1919. The efforts of these

organizations to secure accurate circulation reports instigated

the gradual establishment of means for obtaining more believ-

able statements. The dissemination of the information compiled
also aided in placing agencies on a commission rather than a

contract basis and in standardizing rates.

The penny evening sheets of the 1870
J

s
?
in attempting to

break down advertiser resistance to paying rates commensurate

with their established morning contemporaries, started tend-
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encies toward the guaranteeing of circulation figures and toward

relating space charges to circulation. Rowell had included circu-

lation claims in his directories from 1869, but at first he did not

make an effort to verify them. The New York Daily News, which

claimed "the largest circulation of any daily paper published in

the United States, and, with the exception of one in England
and one in France, the largest in the world/' worked out about

1873 the device such a large evening sheet needed. It contracted

for advertisements on these terms:

"Three (3) cents per line for every (10) ten thousand of our circu-

lation. Every bill when presented to be accompanied with the

sworn affidavit of the pressman who prints the paper, the clerk who
delivers the paper, and the cashier who receives the money. No
paper to be counted as circulation except those that are actually
sold and paid for. Believing this to be the most fair and equitable

plan ever offered to advertisers, we make the proposition."

This rate referred to lines of type set in 5-^-point or agate type,

not to the space-unit "lines" of the same size now used. The

News rate was about four-fifths that of evening dailies in 1935.

Rowell,
36
however, noted in 1876 that "space is generally charged

for by the 'square
3 a term which may have had meaning once,

but has not any now." It "means a space a large or a small

space, according to the arbitrary rules of offices," from four to

thirty-two lines in length and the width of a column. By then,

nevertheless, at least the size of type was standardized: "Agate
is the type used," Rowell said, "in all the great daily papers for

advertisements." The quotation of rates on a line basis and

definitely related to circulation figures prevailed among large

dailies in the 1880
7

s. Although the type actually used ceased

to be the tiny agate, the "agate line" remained as a space meas-

urement, a fossil left by advertising's darkest and least leg-

ible "ages." Brearly and others, in forming the A. N. P. A. in

1886-87, sponsored the adoption of uniform rates "per inch per
thousand" circulation. To avoid fractions in space measure-

ments, the line-unit grew in popularity, and the A. N. P. A.

resolved in 1893 "That 14 lines to the inch of agate, and 12 lines

to the inch of nonpareil, be made the standard measure of the

A. N. P. A." 37 The nonpareil line, used by weeklies and small

dailies, gradually dropped out of use. Not until the invention

of the "milline rate," the cost of placing one agate line of adver-
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tising in 1,000,000 copies, did an acceptable device appear for

relating space costs to circulation.

Rowell and then Ayer tried a number of ways of securing more

accurate circulation reports. Both identified reports which

were based on detailed figures or on "claims" or
kt

estimates/
3

but they wanted some guarantee of accuracy. "One of the most

unsatisfactory portions of a work of this kind," Ayer's first

Annual noted in 1880, "and one that occasions the greatest

amount of anxiety, is that which treats of circulation." It

warned that, in its desire "to give the honest figures/' it had

"neither friends nor foes." The Rowell company went a step

further in its Directory for 1888 with the statement: "One
Hundred Dollars Reward Offered for the Discovery of A Lying
Circulation Report." This reward only applied to a list of some

800 publications for which Rowell had received detailed circu-

lation statements. The company paid the reward once in 1888,

once in 1889, and then with increasing frequency. It finally

discontinued the system in 1897, "'after between three and four

thousand doRars had been paid out in forfeits, because nine

years of experiment had made it plain that newspaper pub-

lishers were not disposed to countenance the Directory in its

efforts and were positively opposed to them." It noted in its

1900 Directory that "Even those newspaper men who sent in

figures that were guaranteed appeared as a general thing to feel

as though freed from a frightful nightmare after the guaranty

was withdrawn.
53 The 1900 Directory observed, nevertheless,

that "there has since appeared a class of publishers who have

expressed a desire for the resumption of the guaranty system,

and their willingness to assume a share of the burden it entails."

The Directory, therefore, "has renewed the guaranty, and

attached a distinguishing mark and a guaranty clause in the

case of every circulation rating based upon a satisfactory state-

ment, provided the said statement is accompanied by a deposit

of one hundred dollars in actual cash, to be held indefinitely by

the Directory . . . until . . . successfully assailed."

Efforts by newspapers to make their circulation figures believ-

able date from the formation of the American Associated Dailies

at Cincinnati on December 8, 1893. Brearly,
33 in promoting the

organization of the A. N. P. A. in 1886, had asked that member-

ship "be restricted to those papers who adopt a rigid system of
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publishing actual circulation, and the adoption of uniform rates

(per inch per thousand as suggested by the resolution)." The
A. N. P. A. did not establish a circulation certifying system.

The Associated Dailies, however, attempted to set up an auditing

and guaranteeing system, never carried to a successful stage.

Another organization, more successful but not cooperative,

Advertisers' Guarantee Company of Chicago, furnished bonds

up to $50,000 for forfeit as certifications of circulation claims.

But advertisers and advertising agents did not think much of

these devices and the various methods worked out by individual

publishers. They wanted to control a means of directly checking

publishers
7

claims. They formed, therefore, the Association of

American Advertisers in 1899 as the "first national, non-profit

auditing body." They enrolled only advertisers as members

and depended exclusively on advertisers for financial support.

This body took at face value the frequent proclamations of pub-
lishers that their circulation books were open for examination

and audit at any time. The publishers, confronted with investi-

gators, suggested specific times for audits and resented a plan
which subjected them to continuous scrutiny. The A. A. A.,

too, never got wide or substantial support from advertisers.

In its biggest year, 1912, it collected $22,000 from its sixty or

seventy members. The purchasers of advertising space saw

little sense in their paying the whole cost of determining what

they were buying.
The postal act of August 24, 1912, finally convinced publishers

that they should take definite steps to furnish their advertisers

with a believable statement of the commodity offered them.

This law required publishers to file and publish sworn statements

of circulation twice a year. This assurance of circulation honesty
satisfied some advertisers and tended to undermine their willing-

ness to finance the A. A. A. bureau. The vague nature of "post
office statements/' however, soon brought agitation for an audit-

ing bureau of a more substantial and extensive character than

had been tried.

Several movements began in 1913 which finally merged to

form the Audit Bureau of Circulations the next year as a central

auditing organization subsidized by both newspapers and adver-

tisers. At the suggestion of 0. C. Harn, advertising manager of

the National Lead Company, the president of the Association
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of National Advertising Managers invited representatives of

associations with offices in New York City to a meeting on

April 22. These bodies included such associations likely to be

interested in an auditing sendee as the A. N. P. A., Associated

Advertising Clubs of America, Association of American Adver-

tisers, Association of National Advertising Managers, Associa-

tion of New York Advertising Agents, and the Periodical Pub-

lishers
7

Association. The A. A. A., however, did not join in.

"While the other delegates agreed that a new auditing bureau

with a wider scope and surer financial foundation was needed,"

an "informal" A. A. A. representative
a
insisted that the logical

thing was for all advertisers to join the Three A's." S9 The

proposal to form a new body gained momentum. A joint com-

mittee meeting of the Associated Advertising Clubs of America

in June endorsed the plan for a
"
Central Bureau of Verification/'

later called the Bureau of Verified Circulations. Debts and

criticism, meanwhile, made the A. A. A. collapse, and its mem-
bers turned for aid from those supplanting it in New York to

the Western Advertising Agents' Association in Chicago. The

Chicago organization, under the guise of a reorganization of the

A. A. A., formed the Advertising Audit Association on Septem-

ber 23. The promoters of the Bureau of Verified Circulations

in New York formally accepted an organization plan at a meeting

on October 27. And a third verification body, the Gilt Edge
List of Newspapers, was gotten together at Chicago on Novem-

ber 8-9 with Jason Rogers of the New York Globe as president.

This List, purely a publishers' venture, merged with the Adver-

tising Audit Association on December 11 and left two contenders

in the field. The New York and Chicago bureaus then decided

at simultaneous meetings on January 17, 1914, to amalgamate.

The Audit Bureau of Circulations was formally organized at

Chicago on May 20-1 and incorporated on August 21, 1914,

as the successor to the united Advertising Audit Association

and Bureau of Verified Circulations. At the May convention,

595 members were represented by officials or proxies. These

included seventy-four national advertisers, forty-nine adver-

tising agents, twenty-seven magazines, fifty-two farm papers,

fifty-five business papers, and 338 newspapers. Of the total,

499 paid dues and became charter members. By June 15, 1915,

however, the membership reached 978. In working out the
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setup for the control of this new bureau, the "advertisers felt

in giving up their old associations/' they "were giving up a good
deal/' They pondered that through "getting in the publishers

and agents that there might come a time when the old purpose
of the association might be twisted and turned around to an

entirely different purpose than originally intended." The con-

vention determined, therefore, that the advertiser should remain

in control and that the constitution should "only be amended

by the board of control to be effective after confirmation by a

majority of the advertising members ratified by two-thirds of

the membership of the Association as a whole.
1 '

40 The constitu-

tion adopted in 1914 gave the advertisers the majority member-

ship in the board of control. The board's twenty-one members

included eleven advertisers, t\vo advertising agents, and three

newspaper publishers together with five representatives of the

other periodical interests. This type of structure delayed but

did not obviate modifications in practices which propitiated or

"benefited" publishers.

The A. B. C. knew what it wanted from publishers, but the

records of publishers were not adequate to reveal facts covering

premiums, prizes, bonuses, rebates to dealers, and other allow-

ances, all of which altered the volume of a newspaper's alleged

"net paid" circulation. For circulation to be "net paid," adver-

tisers claimed, it should not embrace subscription lists purchased
from mercantile agencies for ten or fifteen cents a name or lists

built up through the distribution of valuable premiums free

or at less than cost. In working out its methods and require-

ments, the bureau fortunately had available the records of the

Association of American Advertisers. The A. A. A. had turned

these over for a "period of one year" at its "fourteenth annual

convention" on February 24-5
,

1914. The bureau installed

record books which contained its requirements and classifica-

tions, but these lacked subsidiary and supporting data. Pub-

lishers objected to the expense of these books and of the addi-

tional bookkeeping work demanded of them. The methods,

nevertheless, sold themselves to publishers by revealing dis-

crepancies, shortages, and waste which could be turned into

profits. Publishers "whose operations were affected by the

rules felt the Bureau was inimical to their interests/
7 and more

enlightened ones "felt that the Bureau's auditing operations
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fell short of their expectations and that outside investigations

to augment book audits were necessary/'
41 The demands of

the latter, backed by advertisers, forced the initiation in 1917

of "outside investigations," financed through an increase in

publishers' dues and a system of special assessments.

Both publishers' dues and outside investigations served as

starting points for agitation at A. B. C. meetings for many years.

Many publishers felt "that the A. B. C. rules and regulations

are difficult to comply with, and, as the advertiser is the benefi-

ciary of the reports and audits, the advertiser should pay all

bills." Others, particularly those with local competitors upon
whom to check, recognized "the potential value of the A. B. C.

to themselves and willingly pay their dues to maintain the

service." Still others, a minority, thought "that the dues are

still too small to give the Bureau sufficient working capital to

audit circulation as they would have it done, and they are willing

to pay whatever amount is necessary for such improvement."
This group believed "that sufficient outside investigation to

cover the entire field is necessary, so each audit is proven by

physical investigation, making it comparable to audits in other

branches of business." 42 By 1931, newspapers numbered 1,045

in a total membership of 1,950, but of the remainder only 137

were national advertisers, twenty-eight, local advertisers, and

176, advertising agencies. The agencies tended to side in many
matters with the advertisers.

At the convention on October 22-3, 1931, the newspaper
division demanded changes. A publisher presented a resolution

"that the Audit Bureau of Circulations shall not maintain con-

fidential relations with the subscribers of a newspaper, with its

carriers, its newsdealers or any employe of the newspaper, except

in such specific cases as in the Judgment of the board are neces-

sary, and in such cases the publishers shall be afforded the usual

opportunity of a hearing before the board." 4S Editor & Publisher

announced editorially on October 31 that "Basic American

political theory supports the newspaper publishers' contention

that they should be informed of the sources of information used

by the Bureau in supplementary audits." A. B. C., through its

advertiser-controlled resolutions committee, temporarily checked

this movement. Without waiting until the next annual conven-

tion, however, the publishers brought enough pressure to bear
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upon the board of directors to have them schedule a special

session on February 4, 1932, at which the board eliminated the

"secrecy clause." As 0. V. Fragstein,
44 director of circulation

for the Milwaukee Journal, pointed out, "With all due respect

to the members who were banded together under the slogan
'

Spreadeagling the Publishers' and felt their honesty was being

impugned by outside investigation do they realize that they
have dissipated the work of 19 years' effort and the heart and

soul of circulation audit value and destroyed the protection for

which they joined the Bureau?"

Encouraged by this
"
victory," publisher-members pressed

their vantage, and publishers' trade associations took up the

growl. The New York State Publishers' Association in 1933

criticized the A. B.C. for being "badly organized/' making

arbitrary rulings, and operating uneconomically. Inspired by
the success of Associated Publishers, its central buying bureau,

it appointed a committee to study a proposal to set up its own

audit organization. The A. B. C. board, to conciliate the dailies,

extended its three-month arrearage rule to six months for the

year 1933. This temporary depression measure permitted pub-
lishers to count as "net paid" subscriptions to that extent un-

paid. At a meeting of the A. B. C. board on April 28, 1933, the

president appointed a committee of advertiser-members to

"give serious and thorough study to a plan of getting advertisers

committed to a definite promise of cooperation with the pub-
lisher members of the Bureau and a wider appreciation of A. B. C.

publications in connection with advertising plans and sched-

ules." 45
They thought that, if advertisers could be sold on

paying more of the "freight," publishers might be better held

within bounds. In October, 1934, however, the total member-

ship of 1,722 included 973 newspapers and only 106 national

advertisers, twenty-five local advertisers, and 125 advertising

agencies. The publisher-members, therefore, forced the appoint-

ment of a committee for the investigation of the bureau's gen-

eral setup and practices. The committee consisted of the

presidents of various publishers' associations and of the Interna-

tional Circulation Managers' Association. The result was the

"Newell Report/' first made public at the convention of the

Southern Newspaper Publishers' Association on May 22, 1935.

It summed up the grievances of publishers
3

bodies, especially
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those of S. N. P. A. and the Pennsylvania N. P. A., which had

agitated them since 1930.

The chief contention of the Xewell Report was that the majority

members of the A. B. C. board paid dues of only 814,865 a year

and set up a budget of $316,773. The newspapers, on the other

hand, contributed $175,1/3. The total budget for 1934 came

to $474,733. Board members, the report asserted, "have un-

usual legal powers; they make the rules, enforce them, and are

the court of last appeal." In addition, they are
"
directly respon-

sible for the supervision of all of the operations of the Bureau staff

and they set the budget which must be raised by the member-

ship.
3 ' The report labeled a "unique feature" the fact that the

board "has on it members representing the conflicting interests

within the association but not in the same proportion as the

membership in those various divisions." 46 It demanded seven

instead of four publisher members of the board, complete steno-

graphic records of the board's meetings, and numerous modifica-

tions of method. One wonders about the influence which com-

plete stenographic reports, available to the membership, would

have upon decisions reached in discussions of cases which in-

volved the veracity of publishers. Every now and then a pub-

lisher is "censured" or suspended or expelled.

The adjustment finally adopted by A. B. C. at its annual con-

vention on October 16-18, 1935, gave newspapers six directors

in a board increased from twenty-five to twenty-seven. With

twelve advertiser and twelve media directors, this threw the

balance of power more definitely into the hands of three adver-

tising agency members. The publishers were to constitute,

however, the majority in the board's budget committee. Realiz-

ing the embarrassing nature of full reports of board meetings,

the compromise merely called for more complete digests of pro-

ceedings. The new equilibrium thus established was not, of

course, wholly satisfactory to magazines and business papers.

The future of A. B. C. depends upon the extent to which

advertisers are able to retain control of the body and to restore

or maintain checks upon the accuracy of circulation reports.

Both A. A. A. and A. B. C. experiences point to the need for

publishers bearing the bulk of the costs. The longevity of the

A. B. C. and its relative repute with advertisers assure the

general utility of its methods. With competing media gaining
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strength in the struggle for the national advertisers' dollar, it is

likely that publishers may come to pay an even greater per-

centage of the cost of circulation audits without securing con-

trol of them.

The worth of A. B. C. to daily newspaper publishers may be

estimated from the increasing proportion of the country's English-

language dailies and daily circulation audited by the bureau.

In the six-month period ending September 30, 1920, 228 morning
and 486 evening or 714 daily sheets, 35.0 per cent, of the total,

were included in the bureau's report. The number reached a

peak in the period ending September 30, 1930, with 266 morning
and 671 evening or 937 daily papers, 48.2 per cent, of the total.

The depression and consolidations only diminished the list to

245 morning and 617 evening or 862 daily journals, 44.7 per cent,

of the total, in the September 30, 1934, period. The modifica-

tions in A. B. C. policy as well as business recovery then brought

a total of 915 dailies (254 morning and 661 evening) in 1935,

46.9 per cent, of the country's total The number of Sunday
sheets mounted from 281 in 1920 to 338 in 1929, slumped to 310

in 1934, and recovered to 324 in 1935, a percentage of the total

of 53.8 in 1920 and 62.5- in 1935. The dailies audited in 1920,

however, circulated 78.0 per cent, of the country's total, and

in 1935, 90.0 per cent. The Sunday papers distributed 91.5-

per cent, of the copies in 1920, 95.6 in 1934, and 92.3 in 1935.

Selling the Commodity

As circulation reports became more believable and were given

many refinements, national advertising expanded, and the

advertising agency modified to meet the changing demands

made upon it. When G. P. Rowell and Horace Dodd opened

an agency in Boston in 1865, they obtained discounts from pub-

lished space rates ranging from twenty-five per cent, plus three

per cent, for cash in thirty days to seventy-five per cent. Twenty-
five plus three was the discount then generally offered by the

established sheets. Some dailies, such as the New York Herald,

refused to give any discount. By 1870, the New York dailies

established a discount of fifteen to twenty per cent., and others,

twenty-five to thirty-three. As long as agencies could dicker

with small sheets and obtain attractive rates, they favored the

wide distribution of advertising patronage. The "advertising
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patronage of the business houses
"

in Xew York City in 1870,

therefore, "is fairly apportioned among all, in great part through
the skilful manipulation of Advertising Agencies; and thus a

respectable support is secured." 47 In the case of smaller dailies,

many "have special contracts with agents, by which a column,
for instance, is bought for a year by the agents at a fixed price,

while he lets them out in small advertisements at double that

rate, taking the contingency of filling them.'
7

Only
'*
the strongest

establishments . . . can do this, as it is necessary to be able to

fill the space with something/"
7 4S The Rowell agency and others

had their own patent medicines or other products for which

they used any excess space in such columns. As rates became

standardized at fifteen per cent, plus two per cent, for cash in

thirty days, agencies tended to place their orders with the larger

sheets. A few large commissions would thus yield, as much or

more than a mass of small ones, secured at far greater expense,

This standardization, gradually effected during and after the

1890's, contributed to the consolidation and eHmination tend-

ency.

During the 1870's, the agencies visualized their chief purpose

as merely that of buying space lor advertisers in newspapers

which had fairly believable circulation statements and good

discounts, and of placing the advertisers
3

copy in that space.

Many of them also had exclusive contracts with groups of news-

papers to sell national advertising space. The appearance of

another kind of agency, that of the special representative for

newspapers alone, limited the advertising agent to a more clearly

defined field.

The Western New York Typographical Association, at its

1857 convention, decided to establish its own advertising agency

in New York City in order that its members might avoid the

excessive charges of commercial agents. Although this was

probably not started, the New York Editorial and Typographical

Association did appoint C. E. Bishop of the Jamestown Journal

in 1867 to supply members with information concerning the

reliability of advertising agencies and "
foreign

n or national

advertisers. This move represents the beginning of efforts by

publishers to assure themselves cooperatively of the financial

stability of agencies. While this association rejected in 1873

offers of contracts for exclusive representation by an agency.
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agencies which represented one or more newspapers had begun
to appear. Of the some 200 "

Advertising Brokers" in the

United States in 1873, "Some represent no more than half a

dozen papers; others control the advertising patronage of only

one, two or three firms; being, in fact, little more than clerks,

using the name of advertising agent to save their employers
the agent's commission." In the confusion attendant on the

rapid expansion of both kinds of agency business, a National

Convention of Advertising Brokers became necessary "to induce

publishers to furnish a list of those who are authorized to repre-

sent them, and to ask that new agents shall not be recognized

until after notice of such intended recognition shall have been

sent to those already authorized to act." The promoters of the

convention wanted to set up means so that "established agencies

will be to some extent protected."
49

Representatives of the

fifty "principal Advertising Agencies in the United States"

assembled at New York City on April 16, 1873, and resolved

"That a newspaper Advertising Agent is a person or firm who is

authorized to act as such in receiving advertisements for a num-
ber of different newspapers (issued by publishers not connected

in that business), having a permanent office, with the files of such

newspapers open to the inspection of advertisers, and who can

show himself to be solvent, keeping books of account, and

other necessary facilities for conducting an Advertising

Agency."
50 This definition, which implied representation of

both newspapers and advertisers, soon broke down. The adver-

tising agency evolved into the service of placing insertions in

any advertising medium for an advertiser. Other brokers be-

came special or "foreign" representatives for one or a list of

papers, sellers of space to advertisers and advertising agencies.

G. P. Rowell 51 did not regard in the 1870's the preparation
of copy as an agency service. "Advertisers should generally
write their own advertisements," he advised. "The man who
cannot do this is not fit to advertise, for if he don't know what
he wants to say to the public, how can he suppose it will pay him
to expend large sums of money for the purpose of communicating
with that public." He claimed that an "advertiser without

experience often writes the best advertisement." Advertisers

employed copy writers in and out of agencies then, but of the

agents C. A. Bates became "One of the first men to divine that
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there might be something more to advertising than the cost of

an agate line." He started in 1892 to sell ''copy as a service,
and from that graduated into placing as a regular agency, having
learned the tricks of the trade and provided himself with a man
experienced in determining the newspaper publishers' melting
point." His copy exhibited his ''gift of plausibility/

7 and the

"copy he wrote selling Ms own services still stands as a bench
mark for advertising advertising advertising."

52 Bates also

first made an art department part of an agency setup.
L. H. Crall, an early special representative, started business

in New York in 1875 as national space salesman for the Cincin-

nati Times, St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Chicago Inter-Ocean,
Milwaukee Sentinel, and Cincinnati Enquirer. His sole posses-
sions were a an idea, and an agreement on the part of Ms pub-
lishers to pay "him 15 per cent on whatever advertising he could

dig up." From "that idea has grown a system by which prac-

tically all the larger newspapers and many of the smaller ones

have their own representatives in the centers where advertising
is placed."

5S The "
special"- idea was taking hold rapidly. Within

a few months, E. B. Mack had desk space in the same office with
Crall as a representative of four dailies, and F. T. MacFadden,
as the sales agent for two others. T. H. Adams about 1S88 be-

came the first foreign representative for an association of dailies,

the Inland Daily Press Association. He sold Inland space on a

joint basis of $25 to $40 for six column inches to run for a year,
312 insertions. While he and his successors secured a fair volume
of advertising for Inland members, the plan met with opposition
and was finally dropped in the 1890's. Special representatives
did not become numerous in Chicago and a few smaller cities

until much later. The first Chicago "special/
5 R, S. Thain,

began to sell space in 1889 in a list of magazines and religious

weeklies. The "specials" congregated in New York as the focal

point of most advertising agencies and national advertisers.

The records of the National Editorial Association for 1888 con-

tain references to The Association of General Advertising Agents
and to The Association of General Newspaper Agencies, but

nothing other is known of these bodies. The existence of two

such organizations in that year suggests at least the substantial

beginnings of differentiation. The same year, however, the

J. Walter Thompson Company and the George Batten Com-
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pany, advertising agencies, still represented lists of newspapers.
As the system of

"
specials" grew, advertising agencies began

to concentrate on service to the advertiser in the preparation of

copy and in the development of sales and advertising strategy

rather than on buying space at bargain rates. The "
specials"

made the latter difficult. The first thing early
"
specials" did

after their appointment was "to induce the publisher to issue

a new rate card, putting up the prices to a point that will admit

of giving the general agent the commission he expects, leave a

satisfactory margin for the special, and eventually bring to the

newspaper a somewhat larger net price than it received formerly,

and it is the hope that the gross amount of business may be

materially increased." 54

A. N. P. A. came into existence in 1887 chiefly to modify

objectionable practices of advertising agencies. Publishers

claimed that agencies divided commissions with customers and

placed advertising in the sheets which granted the largest dis-

counts. Having no "recognized list" of agencies to which to

refer, publishers suffered heavy losses from the irresponsible

ones. Brearly
55 believed that the "advertising agencies could

be watched (not fought, for I think the work of the agencies is

all right, and should be encouraged), but they will drop the high
and dictatorial position which a few now assume, after we or-

ganize for the advancement of our own interests." Before adver-

tisers or advertising agents received credit, they "would be

compelled to satisfy the Association that they were entitled to

credit." And "it would probably lead to the members of the

Association adopting a uniform schedule of low discount to

agents, in lieu of the needlessly high discount now given by some

papers." At the second annual convention of A. N. P. A. at

Indianapolis on February 8-9, 1888, the executive committee

invited a delegation of leading agents to attend an informal

discussion and to address the publishers. The first steps were

also taken to compile a list of responsible advertising agencies.

The next year, the association recommended by resolution that

the maximum commission paid by members to agents be fixed

at fifteen per cent, and that that commission be allowed only
to agents on the association's "recognized list." The discount

rate and the extent to which it was not observed remained the

topic of discussion for many, many years. At the 1894 conven-
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tion, to illustrate, many members thought that they would sell

as much space under a ten per cent, arrangement, but the

majority ruled otherwise. In addition, A. X. P. A. established

and built up "a very efficient collection bureau, making collec-

tions for its members, for a modest fee
?
in any part of the United

States and Canada." 56

The developments of the 189(Ts stimulated the general pro-

fessionaHzation of advertising men, a move first evidenced by
the organization of local clubs. The Chicago Agate Club took

shape in 1894, and the Xew York Sphinx Club in 1896.

M. M. Gillan,
57

first Sphinx president, stated that such clubs

should "acquire and disseminate, through the interchange of

ideas, a clearer understanding of the problems of advertising

and the betterment of advertising." The American Advertising

Agents' Association, possibly formed in 1896, became the first

national trade body of any duration to represent advertisers'

interests. Its president in 1896-98 was C. H. Fuller, and

J. W. Barber was long its secretary, according to G. P. Rowell. 55

Possibly this body dated from the one of 1SS8, The Association

of General Advertising Agents. The Association of American

Advertisers, started in 1899, is described elsewhere. It achieved

greater prominence, but it specialized in circulation audits.

The start of Printers' Ink as a trade journal for advertisers in

1890, the publication of books on advertising methods written

by N. C. Fowler, C. A. Bates, and others, and the beginning of

collegiate and other courses in the subject all aided in laying

the foundation for modern advertising. As advertising left the

famous "jingle period" of the late lS90's and early years of

this century, its organizational structure and practices thus

were taking shape for handling the huge advertising appropria-

tions of the twentieth century.

Newspaper
"
specials" formed the Newspaper Representatives

Association of Chicago on September 13, 1900
?
and the Six-Point

League of New York on June 25, 1907. The Chicago body pro-

posed in its constitution "To create and support a social and

fraternal spirit among the newspaper representatives in western

fields/' to "better serve, by closer relation among ourselves, the

business interests of the various publishers represented by the

members of the association/' to "secure information of the finan-

cial standing of advertisers and advertising agencies/' to "recom-
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mend the recognition and regulation of advertising agencies/'

and to
"
cooperate with all regularly authorized advertising

agencies in furthering the interests of general advertising in daily

newspapers."
59 The Six-Point League had similar objectives.

Both instructed newspapers in means for furnishing advertisers

with accurate and believable data concerning circulations and

trading areas and especially in the work of A. B. C. when it was

formed.

The growth of competing media, particularly magazines,

brought forth cooperative promotional efforts directly by news-

paper publishers. In discussing magazine competition at the

1906 A. N. P. A. convention, a member suggested that a writer

be employed to produce a series of articles on newspaper adver-

tising for publication in members5

papers. Since nothing came of

this idea, forty or fifty members of A. N. P. A. met during the

1907 convention and in September formally organized the Daily

Newspaper Club. This body proposed to engage in an active cam-

paign to advertise newspaper advertising. Early in 1908, it

appointed E. P. Call, formerly publisher of the New York Com-
mercial as its manager and opened headquarters in New York.

As The Fourth Estate commented on November 28, 1908, "the

Daily Club is not placing advertising, but is only developing it

for the papers which belong to that organization." This body
was supplemented by another in December, 1911, Associated

Newspapers, an organization of evening dailies. Jason Rogers,

publisher of the New York Globe, had paved the way for this as-

sociation by conferring with publishers throughout the coun-

try during a six-week tour. The Fourth Estate noted on Janu-

ary 6, 1912, that Associated Newspapers is a "co-operative
association to gather and furnish reading matter of a *

non-sensa-

tional' nature, to exchange business and editorial facilities of

every kind and to carry on a vigorous campaign advocating the

use of evening papers of the 'better class' for national advertis-

ing." This association continued its syndication activities, but it

transferred its advertising work to a new unit, United News-

papers, in March, 1913. A third body, National Newspapers,
"not inc.," then took shape in October, 1912, under the leader-

ship of H. L. Rogers, business manager of the Chicago Daily
News. It had objectives similar to those of the Daily News-

paper Club. The Daily Newspaper Club, however, reorganized
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in December, 1912, as the Daily Newspaper Association in

order to engage in the direct solicitation of advertising
kk
for

all the members or for none."

A. N. P. A. discussed these moves at its 1911 convention and

instructed its manager to begin the preparation and distribution

of promotional copy to its members. It appointed a committee

in 1912 to supervise this work and to investigate a proposal that

A. N. P. A. institute its own department for "creating" adver-

tising. The committee's report urged the amalgamation of the

three existing bodies as an auxiliary bureau of A. N. P. A., and

this was accomplished on April 23, 1913. WMle its financial

arrangements remained separate from those of A. N. P. A., the

Bureau of Advertising was headed by an association committee,

with J. F. Mackay of the Toronto Globe as its first chairman. It

served both A. N. P. A. members and non-members. At the end

of the first year, only 152 or two-fifths of the A. X. P. A. member-

ship were enrolled among the bureau's 378 subscribers. The

bureau gradually interested more A. N. P. A. members in join-

ing, but it never attracted the whole roster. The bureau's list in

1935 included 341 newspapers, equal to a little more than four-

fifths that of A. N. P. A. The organizations of "specials'
3

did

not merge with the bureau but cooperated closely with it. The

Bureau of Advertising Committee in its 1915 report expressed

"its hearty appreciation of the cooperative help given it by the

Six Point League of New York, the Newspaper Representatives

Association of Chicago, and special representatives of newspapers

generally," In order to establish closer relations with these

bodies, the bureau invited them each in 1916 to name an advisory

representative to sit with the controlling committee.

The Bureau of Advertising obtained opinions of national ad-

vertisers, agency executives, and special representatives as to

how it might best serve them. It then started its promotional

campaign, instituted investigations of national advertising ex-

penditures and plans, and began to cooperate with other trade

bodies in the advertising field to bring about the standardization

of practices. Its annual reports pointed particularly to the service

it rendered through the personal contacts of its staff in forwarding

newspapers' interests with individual manufacturers and agencies.

Other publishers' organizations for promoting newspaper ad-

vertising, such as the Ohio Select List of 1909 and later, actually
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sold space in all or part of a list of sheets, usually grouped within

a state or other limited area. In some cases,
"
specials" hit upon

this device for building up a compact and easily publicized list.

Representatives of such special lists in 1936 included Arkansas

Dailies, Inland Newspaper Representatives, Iowa Daily Press

Association, Mid-South Dailies, New Jersey Newspapers, North-

west Daily Press Association, Oklahoma Dailies, and Texas Daily
Press League. Associated Newspaper Color, Inc., represented

eleven Sunday papers on the Pacific coast in the development of

sales for magazine and comic sections. These lists synthesize for

independent sheets one of the advantages of chains. Nine dailies

in Westchester County, New York, seven in a chain, are promoted
on a unit basis nationally. Scripps-Howard, selling through its

own National Advertising Department, plays up the concentra-

tion of 91.5 per cent, of the circulation of its sheets in twenty-four
"
important cities and their trading territories";

"
Concentration

Assures Profits." The 100,000 Group of American Cities, Inc.,

formed in 1924 and changed in 1931 to Major Market News-

papers, Inc., developed a research and promotional program for

newspapers in cities with 100,000 and more population. This

organization, not a sales representative, resembled in purposes the

Bureau of Advertising; it died for lack of support in 1936.

Individual newspapers cooperate with national and local

advertisers by maintaining merchandising services and mer-

chandising papers. The extension of such services, spurred by
unbridled competition, finally placed burdens on individual sheets

which they could not bear. The Association of Newspaper Ad-

vertising Executives adopted in 1920, therefore, a Standard of

Merchandising Practice for Newspapers to keep such services

within reasonable bounds, and the Associated Advertising Clubs

of the World approved this Standard in 1922. The executives

declared in 1924, however, that the abuse of merchandising serv-

ice departments had become a "menace" and that papers
should take a "firm stand." Four hundred and fifty English-

language dailies in 1929, 423 in 1934, and 419 in 1935 offered

merchandising services, nevertheless, which ranged from those

set by the "Standard" to the distribution of samples and the

actual securing of retail outlets for distributors. One of the most

highly developed "ethical" departments, The Chicago Tribune's,

carries on a general investigation of the local market and trade
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territory, determines the sales potentialities of groups of products
or specific brands, promotes advertised brands with retailers in

order to exclude
u
cheap substitutes," and encourages adequate

merchandising by supplying sales guides to advertisers. As a part

of this service, ninety-eight newspapers in 1929, 106 in 1933, and

118 in 1935 issued merchandising papers, of which seventy-four

in 1929 and fifty-six in 1935 appeared monthly; six in 1929 and

thirty-four in 1935, weekly. These sheets advise retailers of the

plans of national advertisers so that they may capitalize upon
them in their own fields, promote local advertising, and fight the

"substitution evil," the chief worry of national advertisers. This

work, in the case of larger dailies, comes within the province of

the promotion or promotion and research manager. The promo-
tion or the national advertising manager works closely with the

newspaper's "special." American dailies were represented in the

national field in 1929 by 191 "specials," in 1931 by 172, in 1933

by 166, and in 1935 by 171, about seventy-five of them in New
York City. Of these, the larger have offices in several cities,

principally in Detroit, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco, LOB

Angeles, Seattle, and St. Louis as well as Chicago and Xew York.

Particularly since the World War, a number of special devices

for the selling of national advertising as well as local gained

acceptance. "Cooking schools," staged by commercial organ-

izations or trade associations, became the most widely used.

Through these, national and local advertisers one only for each

type of product could tie their advertising in with demonstra-

tions before large groups of women. To get an adoption, the

advertiser had to contract for a given amount of space. One

company advertised that it conducted four cooking schools in

1924, 102 in 1925, 170 in 1926, 230 in 1929, and 320 in 1932.

Publishers also adapted the idea to home decoration, building,

and electrification. During the 1920% the "week" movement

Tvith each sponsored by some group of manufacturers also aroused

the enthusiasm of publishers.

Newspapers have cast about, particularly since 1929, for better

means of demonstrating to potential advertisers the "news in-

terest" of advertisements. George Gallup of Northwestern

University and K. E. Olson of the University of Minnesota,

journalism professors, worked out methods for determining the

relative reader interest in various items of a newspaper's con-
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tents. Olson, in a survey of the readers of the Madison Wisconsin

State Journal in 1931, found that the sheet's most popular comic

"Tillie the Toiler''interested 95.0 per cent, of 2,044 readers

at least "sometimes" as compared with 90.7 for the advertise-

ments of department store "A." Amusement advertising inter-

ested 92.4 per cent, of urban readers at least
"
sometimes," and

women's clothing led the rural list with 91.4 per cent. "Depart-
ment store advertising/

7

concluded Gallup
60 from his studies,

"is fully as important as news in attracting women readers.

Among other important things, they often get their ideas on

fashions from the pictures/' The New York Herald Tribune in

1931, to cite but one, established as a job of its Reader Service

Bureau the continuous analysis of the letters received daily from

readers. This bureau handles queries on fashions, beauty, men's

wear, furniture, patterns, food, child care, household matters,

interior decorations, recipes, and schools. The Herald Tribune

prints certain of the letters and uses them all to indicate reader

interest to advertisers. The volume of letters increased from

45,908 in 1931 to 189,891 in 1932 and 230,237 in 1933. The New
York Times undertook, through R. L. Polk & Company, one of

the most extensive pieces of research made in behalf of a single

newspaper. Based on 90,000 interviews, the completed report in

1934 pointed out that eighty-seven per cent, of New York City
homes received weekday papers; eighty-four per cent., Sunday
sheets; seventeen, monthly magazines; sixteen, weekly maga-
zines; and seventy-four per cent, had radios. It added up, in

addition, many another characteristic of the Times' immediate

trading area. These surveys are symptoms of the increasing

struggle newspapers are making for the maintenance of their

"share" in local and national advertisers' appropriations and of

their concomitant fight to maintain their rates.

National Bodies of Advertisers

H. G. Murray opened an office in New York in August, 1904,

and set about organizing the first general association of adver-

tisers and advertising specialists in the United States, the Inter-

national Advertising Association. He proposed to establish a

credit bureau, a department which would furnish statistical in-

formation concerning advertising media, and a means of inter-

changing other information. Through the statistical service.
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Murray thought to unify the rate bases of all classes of media.

"Now comes the objection raised in some quarters," The Editor

and Publisher reported on August 27
,

u
that this new association

is organized for the purpose of putting forward one man, or a

small group of men, and even that one trade organ is to be made
the official mouthpiece of the organization and reap from it

undue advantages." Possibly this situation militated against the

effort. Through the cooperation of the St. Louis Ad Men's

League, nevertheless, this first I. A. A. drew 450 to a convention

on October 4-5, 1904, at the St. Louis World's Fair. It elected a

slate of officers and then dropped into obscurity. Fourteen

middle western clubs brought together less than 100 representa-

tives in Chicago the next year and launched the National Federa-

tion of Advertising Clubs, a feeble body. Two hundred delegates

from most of the middle-western clubs and the New York Ad-

vertising League then met at St. Louis on October 9-1 1, 1906,

and reorganized the federation as the Associated Advertising

Clubs of America. They adopted a constitution and gave the

association a more substantial basis. The members of the new

body declared themselves
a
associated for the development of the

best in advertising; to assist each other, by the exchange of ideas,

to produce better and more profitable work; to correct advertis-

ing abuses; to discourage deception by fair words in advertising

methods and mediums; to bring up to the full measure of useful-

ness the business of advertising in all its forms; and to promote

social fellowship."
61 The Pure Food and Drugs Law of June 30,

1906, and the attendant agitation encouraged the formation of

this more substantial organization. To assure itself of greater

antiquity, the A. A. C. A. finally gave the first I. A. A. credit for

its inception.

"Plenty of snobs, and perhaps some of the real aristocrats of

literature," Arthur Brisbane 62
delighted the New York Sphinx

Club in 1907 by asserting, "may look down on your calling, and

yet it presents a real field for literary art." Advertising men were

then striving for the attainment of all the rights, privileges, and

glories appertaining to a recognized profession. The muckrakers

had made them smart. The A. A. C. A. began to make its con-

tributions to this campaign at its 1907 conclave in Cincinnati

by adopting resolutions condemning fraudulent advertising, es-

tablishing its National Vigilance Committee, and suggesting
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legislation to dissipate abuses, discussed above. It broadened its

program in 1912 through the employment of an "
educational

secretary," the distribution of
"
lantern slide lectures'

7 and other

information, the scheduling of lectures by prominent advertising

men, and similar devices. By 1913, too, the A. A. C. A. had

thirteen coordinated departments which represented the interests

of various advertising groups as well as carried on projects of

more general interest. Holding its 1914 convention in Canada, the

body blossomed forth as the Associated Advertising Clubs of the

World.

Other advertising groups rapidly organized. The Association

of National Advertising Managers, purely an advertisers' body,

supplemented the A. A. C. A. on June 24, 1910, and was in-

corporated in 1911 and then reincorporated in 1915 as the

Association of National Advertisers. Chaotic conditions in the

advertising agency field brought about the formation in 1911 of

the Association of New York Advertising Agents and similar

societies during the next two years in Boston, Philadelphia, and

Chicago. The latter, the Western Advertising Agents
7

Associa-

tion, embraced agencies in the middle and far west as well as in

Chicago. From these took shape in 1914 the Agency Depart-
mental of the A. A. C. W. and in 1916 the Affiliated Associations

of Advertising Agents. The latter merely merged common activ-

ities of the four older groups and in 1917 of the Southern Adver-

tising Agents' Association. This organization became on June 5,

1917, the American Association of Advertising Agencies. An
effort to bring together the newspaper advertising managers as a

separate society in 1914 failed, but this group formed the News-

paper Departmental of the A. A. C. W. in 1915 and then launched

the National Association of Daily Newspaper Advertising Man-

agers on November 22, 1918. By 1924, the A. A. C. W. had

twenty-six such bodies affiliated with it which included : American

Association of Advertising Agencies, Associated Retail Adver-

tisers, Association of National Advertisers, Association of

Newspaper Advertising Executives, Association of Newspaper
Classified Advertising Managers, Financial Advertisers Associ-

ation, Graphic Arts Association, and Public Utilities Advertising
Association. Each of these units had, by this time, adopted
standards of practice which sufficiently glorified their methods to

make them contented with their respective lots.
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Despite the formation of all these organizations and the

adoption of so many high-sounding codes of ethics or standards

of practice, many abuses remained profitable after the World

War. Editor & Publisher summed up some of these on March 27
?

1920, in the following instructions to newspapers:

"1. Eliminate ail free publicity and propaganda, including gen-

eral, local, theatrical, automobile, etc., etc.

"2. Readjust circulation rates. Abolish special rates, returns,

forced sales and complimentaries.
"3. Equalize all advertising rates local and foreign abolish

all special rates and position.
"4. Increase all advertising rates to meet the increased cost of

newspaper publishing especially department store rates.

"5. Put a limit on the size of advertisements especially those

of department stores.

"6. Abolish display on classified pages, set classified in straight

agate. . . .

"In other words Standardize and Cooperate !"

Many an association proclaimed that it and its members

would fight to eliminate "free publicity and propaganda," but

both persist for reasons described in Chapter XII. Of 700 news-

papers questioned in 1920, fifty-two per cent, admitted they were

rate cutters; ten per cent, refused to answer; and thirty-eight per

cent, claimed that they did not depart from their established

rates for foreign advertising. During the succeeding years, the

associations accomplished chiefly the standardization of practices

in connection with advertisement reproduction, contract forms,

rate and data information, and the like. Their research depart-

ments also furnished a mass of data in ready reference form.

The American Association of Advertising Agencies, to illustrate,

established a research department in 1924 which has carried out

a number of
a
qualitative" as compared with the audit bureau's

"quantitative" analyses of newspaper and magazine circulations

which involved studies of duplication as well as buying power.

It also investigated trade areas and more specific problems.

"Marketing research in its scientific and modern proportions/'

James O'Shaughnessy,
63 its executive secretary, told the A. A.

A. A. in 1924, "has been developed by the members of the

A. A. A. A. working with an interchange of experience and associ-

ational guidance." He claimed that the
i

present volume of

advertising is accredited in a large measure to that scientific de-
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velopment of research" and that "the association is undertaking
to carry on marketing research in national scope." The word,
"
scientific," has its commercial as well as its scholarly adapta-

tions. While much of the investigatory work of the A. A. A. A.

reveals an objective viewpoint, much "scientific research" in

advertising has merely furnished pretentious allegations with

which to beat down the "sales resistance" of advertisers and

consumers.

In their efforts to standardize practices and to remove the

element of chance from transactions, the A. A. A. A., Southern

Newspaper Publishers' Association, and American Press Associa-

tion found themselves confronted with a complaint issued by the

Federal Trade Commission on December 17, 1924. The com-

mission claimed that the "recognition" system for advertising

agencies had come to "hamper, hinder and obstruct national

advertising throughout the United States." The complaint was

followed by many hearings and by an amended complaint on

January 20, 1926, which also included the A. N. P. A. and the

Six-Point League in its scope. Faced by the combined publicity

forces of the country, the F. T. C. finally dismissed the case on

January 21, 1930, because it had failed to establish jurisdiction.

"Not every association," observes Editor & Publisher?* "can

furnish proof attested by the government to show it has been on

the job, but the Six-Point League can."

Because of its accumulation of affiliated national bodies,

the A. A. C. W. changed its name in 1926 to the International

Advertising Association. This body included the Advertising
Association of Great Britain and the Continental Advertising

Association, at first District Seventeen of the I. A. A. Because

of these ramifications, the domestic contingent set up the Ad-

vertising Federation of America or A. F. A. in 1929 to take over

the American dubs, national groups, and sustaining members of

the I. A. A. The L A. A. then reorganized itself to include the

A. F. A., Advertising Association of Great Britain, and the Con-

tinental Advertising Association. It is "governed" by the

International Advertising Council of fifteen members, five from

each association. "However," writes Earle Pearson, general

manager of the A. F. A., "because of the world wide depression

beginning in the fall of 1929 shortly after the Berlin convention,
no effort has been made to develop a program for the Interna-
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tional Advertising Association." For its general direction, the

A. F. A. instituted three Councils, on Advertising Clubs, on

Women's Advertising Clubs, and on Departmental Activities.

The latter includes in its membership such national bodies as the

A. A. A. A., Association of Newspaper Advertising Executives,

Promotional and Research Managers' Association, and the like

but no longer the Association of National Advertisers, now a

powerful and independent federation.

Big advertisers, through the Association of National Ad-

vertisers, started in 1931-32 a determined campaign to break

down the advertising agency commission system, so dear to the

hearts of newspaper publishers. The advertisers wanted to

develop a method of agency compensation which would place a

premium upon advertising efficiency rather than advertising

volume. The national advertisers joined with tie A. A. A. A. in

retaining J. W. Young, a professor at the University of Chicago,

to study the situation. His report, Advertising Agency Compensa-
tion in Relation to tJie Cost of Advertising^ published in book form

in 1933, was called "a complete and sweeping vindication of the

present system." Although admitting "the presence of inequi-

ties," Young concluded "That the method of advertising-agency

compensation now in force is the most practicable one for main-

taining the true and long-run interests of all advertisers and all

publishers." Not pleased, the A. N. A. disclaimed any official

connection with the study and decided that it needed additional

data. It secured a more satisfactory report from A. E. Haase in

1934, published as Advertising Agency Compensation, and then

went to work to make new terms with agencies. The problem

of the rate differential existing between local and national ad-

vertising in newspapers entered strongly into this agitation of

the A. N. A. This pressure, instigated by the depression, in-

fluenced the Inland Daily Press Association, Arkansas Dailies,

and Northwest Daily Press Association to take steps in 1935

which looked to the establishment of a single advertising rate.

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, upon announcing a one-price rate

effective June 1, 1936, created quite a furore, even though The

Kansas City Star reminded the industry that its rate card had

long approximated a single national and local rate.

The differential set up to cover both special representatives'

and advertising agencies' commissions averaged 37.9 per cent.
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for 20,000-line contracts in 272 of the largest dailies in 1934 and

54.1 per cent, in 142 similar Sunday sheets. Advertisers got

around this costly differential by placing advertising at local

rates through their local dealers on a rebate basis. In order to

preserve the differential, the
"
specials" formed a new body in

1935, the Newspaper Representatives' Association of New York,

and sought the cooperation of A. N. P. A. in a campaign to fight

the manufacturer-dealer placing of insertions.

The activities of the national advertisers and the sharp com-

petition occasioned by the vast number of agencies did not make
life easy for the smaller units. Of the 622

"
recognized" agencies

among the 1,836 in existence in 1926, forty-five per cent, van-

ished by 1931. Of 207 handpicked New York agencies among
some 700 in 1926, fifty-three disappeared during the succeeding

five years. By 1933, the total number had dipped to 1,103, of

which A. N. P. A. "
recognized" 477; it had recovered to 1,356

in 1936, but A. N. P. A. "
recognized" only 473'. Many of the

agencies set up "free publicity" departments, as Chapter XII

describes, in an effort to broaden their appeal to advertisers.

Smaller agencies formed the Allied Service Agencies in 1932 to

provide nation-wide service and research facilities for each other's

clients, an adjustment to one of the advantages of the larger

units. The A. A. A. A: also extended its scope in 1935 by taking

over the Pacific Association of Advertising Agencies as its West-

ern Council, divided into four chapters, the Washington State,

Southern California, San Francisco, and Portland. The agencies

as well as the
"
specials" are preparing to contest the fight of

national advertisers on their commissions and the local-national

differential. If "one price only" becomes the practice, it will

likely speed the consolidation of newspapers into actual and

synthetic chains and further consolidations and eliminations.

Large units might merchandise their space more economically
than at a 15-per-cent. sales cost, but small dailies would have to

absorb at least this percentage. The agencies, too, tend even more

under a fixed-charge system to eliminate small sheets with their

higher milline rates in order to lower the average xniUine rate of a

campaign.

Through these associations, advertisers, publishers, and the

various kinds of specialists gradually worked out means for

coping with the major national and even international relation-
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sMps of their pursuits. Li most cases, these bodies grew out of

one or more unsuccessful or otherwise unsatisfactory predeces-

sors. Their practices took shape by the usual trial and error and

comparison method. To effect more drastic modifications in the

functions of these organizations, one or more competing or

auxiliary groups had first to take up an innovation, test it, and

then accept an offer from a "main trunk line
?J

outfit to merge.
The inception of A. B. C. and the Bureau of Advertising par-

ticularly illustrate this point. From a self-government stand-

point, the only association to achieve any startling degree of

success was the Audit Bureau of Circulations, governed by a

minority. Self-government projects worked best in other cases

when the government or the muckrakers threw ''the fear of the

Lord 7 '

into an association. The associations succeeded prin-

cipally in bringing pressure to bear upon other groups to further

their own ends.

Competition between Media -*; ,

Outdoor advertising became the first substantial competition

to the newspaper both in the local and national fields. P. T.

Barnum made the first extensive use of it for his New York freak

show or "museum" in the early 1840
?

s. The country had, by

I860, no less than 275 commercial billposters who employed from

two to twenty men each. A painted sign on the rocks at Niagara

Falls in 1860 for "St. Jacob's Oil" occasioned the New York

legislature to enact the first law restricting outdoor advertising,

the first of many. The United States government stimulated the

medium during the Civil War by posting bids for volunteers.

The establishment of Bannim's circus after the war also en-

couraged its extension. Bradbury & Hotaling in 1870 became the

first company to engage in paint service on a national scale. It

spattered the names of patent medicines on many a rock and

barn side throughout the land. Thomas Cusack of Chicago in

1875 and 0. G. Gude of New York in 1878 started their "respec-

tive careers which continued for upward of half a century and

became the two dominant names in the outdoor advertising

business."
65 The industry remained rather nebulous in structure

and practices, despite these leaders, until the formation in 1891

of the Poster Advertising Association and the Bill Posters'

Association of United States and Canada, The activities of these
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bodies led outdoor advertising men to claim that their industry

pioneered in censoring the copy of its own members. Perhaps it

did. Embattled public opinion made the labors of billposters

none too comfortable on many an occasion. Reorganized in

1912, the trade body of the medium became in 1925 the Outdoor

Advertising Association of America. This federation finally

established a Traffic Audit Bureau in 1933, more or less modeled

after the A. B. C. Outdoor advertising mounted from $2,000,000

a year in 1900 to $4,000,000 in 1912, $15,000,000 in 1917, $35,-

000,000 in 1921, and $100,000,000 in 1929. National outdoor ad-

vertising then slumped from $60,000,000 in 1929 to $24,000,000

in 1933 and recovered to $29,000,000 in 1935, according to

Outdoor A. A. A. estimates.

Car card advertising, another competitor, "got its start" in

horse-drawn days and prospered with the introduction of electric

street cars. One company in 1895 offered car card space in 9,000

cars in fifty-four cities. Barron Collier, a Memphis youth, worked

out a standard size and means of handling this copy during the

late 1890's and gradually became the dominant operator in the

field. Car card advertising volume nationally placed was es-

timated at $10,000,000 in 1929. It slumped to $3,141,000 in 1934,

$2,220,000 in 1935, according to the A. N. P. A. Bureau of Ad-

vertising.

Magazines became a sizable factor in national advertising

in the 1890's. E. W. Bok's Ladies' Home Journal from 1889,

S. S. McClure's McClure's from 1893, and others rolled up huge
circulations and fairly numerous pages of advertising. These

periodicals, aided and abetted by faster presses, color printing,

and cheap means of illustration, furnished fiction to a mass of

readers which dailies' weekly and other editions had nursed

along and which could not or would not buy the expensive current

magazines. The whirl of ten-cent magazines in the 1890's ex-

panded 250,000 regular readers to 2,000,000. It led to the burst

of muckrake magazines of the late 1890's and early 1900's

and then to the stodgy mass-production periodicals of post-

war years, Saturday Evening Post and Colliers' and Liberty.

Newspapers continually observed and attempted to emulate

innovations in appeal devised by these magazines. The muck-
rake periodicals inspired newspaper exposes. Movie, confes-

sion, how-to-be-something, and newsmagazines quickly in-
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spired the establishment of competing departments in dailies.

Such liberals as Tfie Nation and The Xew Republic alone found

but few imitators among dailies, but their advertising did not

invite envy. Fifty-two "general literature" weeklies in 1909

circulated 5,799,136 copies an issue, and seventy-seven in 1919,

12,853,816. The 154 periodicals devoted to "news summaries,

general literature, and family reading" in 1919 expanded to

300 in 1929 and contracted again to 249 in 1933. These sold

62,880,435 copies in 1929 and 59,897,221 in 1933. Periodical ad-

vertising, according to the Bureau of the Census, climbed from

$53,978,853 in 1909 to $154,797,488 in 1919 and 3322,900,164 in

1929 and then toppled to $141,001,525 in 1933. National maga-
zine advertising, as reported by the Bureau of Advertising, also

declined from $204,000,000 in 1929 and 8202,000,000 in 1930 to

$94,000,000 in 1933 and then rose to $119,000,000 in 1935.

Magazines suffered more from the inroads of another amusement

medium, the radio, than did newspapers.
Other

"menaces" to daily newspaper supremacy appeared
more recently. The members of the A. N. P. A. sweat over the

"coupon evil" in 1915. The Shopping News "threat," the free

distribution of advertising news-sheets, gained some prominence
after the World War. Handbills periodically unsettled pub-
lishers' rest and aroused them to agitate restrictive legislation.

And station WEAF of New York broadcast for a real estate

organization on September 7, 1922, the first commercially spon-

sored radio program.
The daily newspaper at first fondled the radio as a plaything

which yielded good copy, then fought it as a competitor for

advertising appropriations, and then began to absorb it. The

stations formed the National Association of Broadcasters in 1923,

and the newspaper-owned units became numerous enough by
1935 to establish their own section of this body. According to

Editor &* Publisher's "International Year Book Number," news-

papers owned fifty-one stations at the beginning of 1932, leased

two, and were affiliated with fifty others. Of 1,103 Associated

Press newspapers replying to a questionnaire dated March 18,

1933, 223 reported that they broadcast news events over their

own or other stations. The list of newspaper-owned stations

increased to sixty-eight by July, 1935, controlled by fifty-one

newspapers or newspaper organizations; other newspaper-affili-
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ated units totaled forty-six. This collection of 114 stations had

mounted to 140 by the spring of and 168 by the end of 1936. Of

these, Hearst Radio, Inc., owned six; McClatchy Newspapers of

California, five; Des Moines Register and Tribune, three; and

Gannett Newspapers, three. The newspapers, in other words,

had come to control or be affiliated with twenty-six per cent, of

the commercial broadcasting stations in the United States. While

the total number of these "general circulation" stations tends to

decrease, that of newspaper-controlled units grows.

Since 1922, the number of receiving sets rose from about 60,000

to 1,500,000 in 1923, 6,500,000 in 1927, and 12,078,345 in 1930.

Although 40.3 per cent, of the country's 29,980,146 families in

1930 owned radio sets, those families bought 25,154,915 evening
and 26,413,047 Sunday newspapers, but this inequality of ap-

parent coverage not neglecting newspaper duplication is dis-

appearing.
Sales of radio time showed almost consistent gains from 1927 to

1935. National Broadcasting Company in 1927, according to

National Advertising Records, sold $3,760,010 worth of time.

Sales of both N. B. C. and Columbia Broadcasting System then

increased from $10,252,497 in 1928 to $26,815,746 in 1930 and

$39,106,776 in 1932, dropped to $31,516,298 in 1933, and re-

covered in 1934 and 1935 to $48,786,735 in the latter year. The
total broadcast advertising volume reached $72,887,169 in 1934

and $87,523,848 in 1935. In addition to the two national net-

works, these figures include the business of regional networks,
national "spot business," and local broadcasting. Radio received

about one-seventh as much advertising in 1934 as daily news-

papers and one-sixth as much in 1935.

The newspapers and periodicals of the country sold $95,861,000

worth of advertising space in 1899 as compared with the $2,000,-

000 spent for outdoor advertising in 1900. The A. N. P. A. Bu-

reau of Advertising estimates that from about $55,000,000 in

1915 or twenty per cent, of their gross sales, national advertising

in daily newspapers rose steadily to $150,000,000 in 1919 or

thirty per cent, of their gross. National newspaper advertising

then reached a peak of $260,000,000 in 1929, dropped to $145,-

000,000 in 1933, and recovered to $167,000,000 in 1935, with the

percentage of their gross still approximating thirty per cent.

Despite the appearance of new competition, therefore, the news-
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paper showed a fair Increase In revenue over the pre-war years.

The Bureau of Advertising's comparisons for 1929-35 also reveal

that newspapers held approximately the same percentage of

national business throughout, 47.0 in 1929
T
45.0 in 1930, 46.4 in

1931, 46.4 in 1932, 48.6 in 1933, 46.7 in 1934, and 45.6 in 1935.

Magazines, in the same general advertising category in many
respects as the radio, fell from 37.0 per cent, in 1929 and 39.6 in

1930 to 31.5 in 1933 and 32.5 in 1934 and 1935. Outdoor, too,

declined from 10.8 in 1929 to 7.9 in 1935. Broadcasting, on the

other hand, increased its share from 3.4 per cent, in 1929 to 11.3

in 1932 and 13.4 in 1935. While newspaper advertising does not

represent as stable a source of revenue as does its circulation, it

evidently maintains its position against increasingly varied com-

petition. Possibly the daily's power and tendencies as a propa-

ganda medium, wedded to the general class interests of other

manufacturing organizations and of advertisers, aids it in this

struggle. The percentages cited only take into account the

national sales of the media mentioned and of car cards. The

inclusion of other media and of local data would illustrate roughly

similar tendencies.

The depression and the growth of radio time sales spurred

publishers to develop new kinds of newspaper advertising. Four-

color Sunday comic section insertions became a vogue which com-

pensated in part for declines in advertising in rotogravure sec-

tions and magazine supplements from the peaks of 1928-29.

Some comic section advertising in color had appeared since 1906,

but the introduction of
"
Egbert Energy," the first continuity

type of four-color full-page
"
comic

"
advertisement, on May 17,

1931, gave this type of insertion new life. Revenue from such

insertions mounted from $361,461 in 1931 to $3,005,115 in 1932,

$4 ;881,764 in 1933, $9,020,203 in 1934, and more than $11 3
OOG

T
000

in 1935. Seventy-five sheets in five groups offered this space in

1935 in 14,210,297 Sunday papers; 113 others, in 9,732,752. The

317 Sunday units not soliciting such advertising distributed only

about one-tenth of the total copies. The number of papers which

accepted comic section advertising of any sort increased from 28

in 1929 to 238 in 1936.

Even though "Run-of-paper" or "r. o. p.
57
colored advertising

had also appeared since 1906, it became another "depression

baby." From some $35,000 worth of r. o. p. color in 1930, the
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total exceeded 1,600,000 in 1934 and $2,000,000 In 1935. R. o. p.

color includes no comic, magazine, or roto section advertisements,

only insertions using one or more colors in addition to black in

the ordinary sections of daily and Sunday papers. Newspapers

offering this novelty totaled only 21 in 1929, but the number
stood at 120 morning, 251 evening, and 170 Sunday in 1935, at

328 establishments in 243 towns in 1936. As mechanical difficul-

ties are ironed out, the volume will probably mount more rapidly.

If the day arrives when large plants circulate daily colored papers

throughout extensive trading areas, many another small daily

will fold up or come merely to supplement metropolitan issues in

a modest fashion.

In the struggle between media for the national and local ad-

vertisers' dollars, the terms of competition continuously change
and involve a vast array of factors. Predictions that one or

another advertising medium was "on its way out" frequently

have left out of consideration the wide variability of business

practices, their broad adaptability to modified conditions of

operation.

Advertisers and Editorial Policy

What relations have advertisers to the editorial practices of

the sheets they patronize? Do facts substantiate the notion that

advertisers bludgeon editorial workers with space contracts? Do
facts bear out the contention of publishers that large newspapers,
faced with the necessity of serving a multitude of advertisers and

subscribers, have greater
"
independence

" and "impartiality"
than did their politically-patronized predecessors? Here, as else-

where in society, the lines are not so clearly drawn that an air-

tight case may be constructed to defend any precise answer.

Facts point to definite relationships in specific cases. Specific

examples and the general nature of the daily newspaper as a

communication instrument indicate general tendencies.

Materials bearing on these questions appear in this and other

chapters. The discussion of newspaper trade associations and
of advertising reform movements, for instance, revealed similar-

ities of interest between publishers and advertisers in proposed

legislation touching such matters as foods, drugs, and securities.

On the whole, principles agreeable to advertising interests or to

certain advertisers dominate editorial policy largely because
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publishers and their editorial employees accept the dominant

mores of their communities and of the class to which they and

the advertisers belong. As J. A. Logan, Washington representa-

tive of the Food and Grocery Chain Stores Association, asked a

House sub-committee in 1935, "But can you blame any publisher

who derives 70 to 90 per cent of his revenue from advertising for

wanting to protect that revenue?" Or, as E. J. Smith, manager
of the Smith Package Stores of Sacramento, California, told the

same sub-committee:

"Chain stores because of their very considerable contribution

to local newspapers in the way of advertising should be able to

obtain very generous support in the way of news items from such

papers, not only in a general news manner, but in definite opposi-
tion to discriminatory legislation as such. In some states news-

papers have co-operated very effectively in this manner.
31

Representative Wright Patman replied, "You state it there

better than I could state it," 66

As they left the small shopkeeper stage, newspaper publishers

gradually saw utility or expediency in ceasing to sell editorial

space outright or to give free "puffs" too open-handediy to their

advertisers. Publishers in many cities still regard free write-ups,

nevertheless, as a legitimate part of theatrical and motion picture

pages as well as of departments devoted to foods, building mate-

rials, automobiles, and the like. "Puffery," advertising deals for

the purpose of assuring editorial cooperation, and instances of

actual bribery, closely related to trends in press-agentry and to

other societal adjustments to the power of the press, are treated

in Chapter XII.

Advertiser coercion to accomplish given ends most openly

reveals itself in coordinated efforts to break local or national

advertising rates. The tugging and pulling over such matters as

local-national advertising rate differentials, described above, illus-

trate the nature of such pressure on a national scale.

At its 1896 convention, A. N. P. A. first openly looked with

alarm at efforts by a combination of advertisers to dictate local

rates. This New York City fight "ended in a compromise that

recognized a group of merchants as a business body and per-

petuated for years a combination of interests that forced down

rates, and was extremely difficult to deal with." 67 W. S. Rossiter

asserted in reporting on the 1899 Census of printing and publish-
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ing that by then "it had become customary for large advertisers

to form combinations; it is said that the patronage of fewer than

twenty advertisers forms more than half the total quantity of

advertising appearing in the daily newspapers of New York

City."
Faced with such a combine, New Haven dailies permitted

themselves to be broken one by one. The department stores

there played the sheets one against another and reaped a harvest

from mass-production "economies" in lower milline rates. The

Register and Times-Leader revolted in 1921 and threw out the

stores' copy, but the Times-Leader and Union finally succumbed

and left the field to a morning-evening combination, the Journal-

Courier and Register.

A similar fight raged in Pittsburgh and facilitated the elimina-

tion of four of the city's seven dailies in 1923-27. Early in 1930,

the Retail Merchants' Association of Pittsburgh pitted its eleven

members' advertising contracts against the Post-Gazette and

Press and tried to use the Hearst Sun-Telegraph as a lever. The

latter, an afternoon sheet which did not ordinarily lead in cir-

culation, had an abnormal increase at the expense of its afternoon

competitor, the Press. People frequently asked, before buying
the Sun-Telegraph, whether or not the Scripps-Howard Press had

again secured the combine's copy. Failing to get the higher rates

demanded by the publishers to compensate them for increased

circulation, the two sheets finally accepted a slight advance over

the rates suggested by the stores.

But merchants do not want a newspaper monopoly. Two
hundred advertisers started the Springfield (Missouri) Press on

March 4, 1929, by contracting with its publisher to give him one-

half their newspaper advertising; they did not like the fact that

one company controlled both the morning Daily News and eve-

ning Leader. The Press lasted for more than four years. Ordi-

narily, as the next chapter points out, advertisers start free-

distribution papers in such cases and continue them as long as

necessary for rate-making purposes.

"One of the most mysterious newspaper advertiser
*
strikes'

on record," stated Editor & Publisher on April 23, 1932, "occurred

this week in New York when 12 stores concertedly withdrew ad-

vertising from New York World-Telegram. Neither the manage-
ment of the newspaper nor any of the stores would discuss the
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matter, but an Editor & Publisher reporter learned on good

authority that a group of retailers had a secret conference two

weeks ago at a mid-town club and decided to act in unison." The

strike, due to the paper's effort to raise its rates after the World

and Telegram consolidation, lasted three months and saved the

stores one-half of the raise at first proposed. The Baltimore Post,

another Scripps-Howard paper, established in 1922, finally se-

cured contracts with the dozen leading local advertisers in 1932

through making a 25-per-cent. concession in its rates. The

contracts did not save the sheet; Hearst bought it two years later

and merged it with his News. Possibly Baltimore merchants like

Hearst's peculiar brand of "Americanism" better than Scripps-

Howard's liberality.

Through such combines^ advertisers quite naturally seek to pay
less for the services they desire. Asked to explain their actions,

they could make a case for their efforts on the basis that they

thus protect themselves against high rates dictated by newspaper
combines or monopolies. But the selective influence of a small

group of advertisers even though they be "'representative civic

leaders" upon the newspapers a community is permitted to buy
and read gives their coercive activities broad societal significance.

Their influence in the matter of rates also suggests, as other facts

substantiate, the sort of pressure they may exert upon an ob-

stinate publisher in connection with a critical issue.

Advertising has grown with the daily newspaper as an integral

part of its structure. Income from this source, with the exception

of Scripps's adless dailies, has always been an appreciable item in

publishers' budgets. If the practices of advertisers adjust satis-

factorily to the demands of popular leaders critical of their

methods and power, dailies may continue to draw most of their

revenue from that source. If not, adless or labor-sponsored dailies

may furnish the next wave of "new journalism" in this country.
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CHAPTER XI

WEEKLY AND SUNDAY ISSUES

"W 7ITH tiie motto
>

"H w sweet the toil, when Philan-

\X / thropy's the Cause/
7

Philip Edwards brought out in

VV Baltimore on Sunday, December 18, 1796, a "
SPECI-

MEN of what he humbly hopes will entitle him to future favour."

This specimen number of the Sunday Monitor is the first known

Sunday paper in this country to have been issued with the intent

of regular publication. It "breathed" but once.

Broadsides and newspaper extras, printed now and then during

the Revolution, preceded the Monitor in the Sunday field by
almost twenty years, but these earlier papers made no claim to

continued publication on that day. On January 12, 1777, for

example, Powers and Willis of Boston issued a broadside which

consisted of extracts from six letters, mostly from Trenton, dated

December, 1776, and January, 1777. These "Letters, whereof

the following are Extracts, being wrote by several Field Officers

in the American Army, arrived in Town last Evening, and are

made Public for the Perusal of the Several Gentlemen who sub-

scribed to defray the Expences of obtaining Intelligence from the

Army." The official account of the preliminary peace articles

between Great Britain and the United States occasioned a Sunday
extra of The South-Carolina Gazette on April 20, 1783. John

Miller, proprietor of this Charleston weekly, evidently received

no complaints. He commented the following Saturday on the

"pleasing countenances of its citizens on Monday . . . truly ex-

pressive of the pleasure they derived from receiving the official

account (published in the Gazette on Sunday) of the conclusion

of a war, begun on one side in injustice, carried on in wickedness

and folly; and opposed on the other from the strictest principle

of self-defence, the maintenance of their freedom and property."
A less cordial reception greeted later Sunday offerings.

Perhaps the Monitor was not the first American Sunday paper,
for it contained "From a Correspondent A FRAGMENT" that offers

this information:

376
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"During the last Century, several great men undertook to furnish
a SUNDAY OLIO, and in the most variegated garb dressed up their
'

TERMS;' but rapidly descending from the sublime into the ridicu-

lous, they with a single dash of the goose-quill, thus 'laughable

ANECDOTES, and entertaining STORIES' hushed the BRAT forever."

To date, no other trace of the Olio has come to light.

The sole issue of the Sunday Monitor contained an array of

news, essays, poetry, and communications. The fact that a few
of the items in the four-column four-page sheet filled extensive

space irked the professional pride of Edwards, formerly editor of

The Maryland Journal &* Baltimore Daily Advertiser. The pro-

ceedings of the "Congress of the United States
,
HOUSE OF REPRE-

SENTATIVES,
55

for instance, took more than five columns. Four
of those five columns were devoted to George Washington's
address of December 7. Edwards apologized. He also feared the

reaction of the more pious to his invasion of the Sabbath. He
defended his action on the grounds that "a vast number" of

readers, "from domestic and other engagements, are deprived of

a great share of information and instruction, for the want of that

medium of communication which must be adapted to their several

situations.
35 He hoped, therefore, that "the most rigid mind

will yield to the accommodation of his fellow-beings, and rather

co-operate than impede a work entirely calculated to promote
the good of society.

57 He took care to mix spiritual messages with

his earthly news and light reading. He featured a communica-

tion "On DEITY
55

signed "EUGENIUS" which had this prologue:

"A friend lately suggested to me that you intended to open a

Sunday Paper, peculiarly for the benefit and instruction of the

general class of our fellow-citizens. This useful design, I hope will

meet with deserved success. There are no less than five papers of

this kind published in the city of London. As the nature of this

paper will always furnish a moral or religious essay, allow me,
without further comment, to recommend the following sketch, in

your first number."

Edwards's Journal & Baltijnore Daily Advertiser had suspended

publication after its issue of December 3 because of a fire in his

printing office the next day. He dropped the Sunday Monitor

after its first issue and resumed the daily Journal on December 27.

Only two Sundays, Christmas and New Year's Day, passed

before Baltimore had another Sunday paper, TJie Weekly Mu-
seum. John Smith and Christopher Jackson began this more
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successful sheet on January 8, 1797. Smith dropped out of the

partnership after the issue of April 9, but Jackson continued the

Museum until May 28, its twenty-first number. This small

eight-page paper had the appearance of a magazine, but it car-

ried current news as well as editorial comments, essays, com-

munications, and light reading. Other early Sunday sheets

lasted for similarly short periods. The New York Observer of

1809-11; Charleston Sunday Visitant, or, Weekly Repository of

Christian Knowledge of 1818-19; Philadelphia Sunday Chronicle

of 1823; New York Courier of 1825; New York Telegraph of 1825

or 1826; Philadelphia Sunday Gazette of 1830; New York Sunday
Courier of 1834; and New York Citizen of the World of 1834-35

all attempted with scant success to win against Sabbath taboos.

It took the immigrants, technological changes, and cheap dailies

of the 1830
7

s to give Sunday weeklies and Sunday issues of dailies

their first substantial foothold in this country.

The arguments of William Elliot of the New York Observer

typify those with which editors attempted to break down opposi-

tion to Sunday sheets. "I have no doubt," he told the readers of

his first number, February 19, 1809, "but the idea of publishing
a paper on Sunday will appear, to a great many, as a profanation

of the Sabbath; but I hope when they know the object to which

my paper is devoted, they will not only alter their opinion, but

do all in their power to increase its circulation." He sought to

interest particularly "the segar-smoking, brandy-and-water-

drinking young fellows, who instead of going to church on Sun-

day, or reading, and improving their minds and hearts, ... go
down stairs half dressed begin their morning prayer with

cHa!
G d me, how-are-ye/ to any acquaintance they hap-

pen to meet . . . look wise and ask what news." In line with

this program, the "young fellows" were enticed by four pages of

"News of the Week; Extracted chiefly from 'The Mercantile

Advertiser/" and material labeled "Original Poetry," "Mar-

ried," and "Bill of Mortality," into reading four other pages of

discourses by "Moralist," "The Observer," or "The Eye." The

editor, it is strongly suspected, furnished spicy reading for the

respectable church-goers while claiming to deliver sugar-coated
correctives to the "segar-smoking young fellows." The small

eight-page paper approximated the size of contemporary hymn
and prayer books, an aid to those who wished to while away the
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time during long prayers and longer sermons. Questioned "more
than a hundred times since the commencement of the publica-

tion" on "Why is this paper published on Sunday?" Elliot again
tried to reason with the

"
bigots'

5

in his March 19 issue. ""Some

of those over-pious people, who find so much fault with us/' he

asserted, "read, with the greatest eagerness, the papers published
on Monday; though it is well known that almost the whole of the

labour attending the printing is performed on Sunday." The

Observer, he insisted, "is printed late on Saturday night; and we

no more break the Sabbath by the delivery of it on that day,

than the minister who delivers his sermon." Alexander Turn-

bull, Jr., editor of the Philadelphia Sunday Chronicle, used similar

methods and rationalizations in introducing his sheet on July 27,

1823. He went to press at 10 P.M. each Saturday night and

featured "Sunday Readings."
1

The promotion of Sunday observance reached in 1830 the pro-

portions of a religious craze. Memorials streamed into the

twenty-first Congress to stop the mails on Sunday. Counter

pleas also came in, and Jews asked that Saturday be given

similar consideration. The House committee on post offices

and post roads finally concluded on March 5, 1830, that the

Constitution did not authorize Congress "to inquire and de-

termine what part of time or whether any has been set apart

by the Almighty for religious exercise." The Constitution, the

committee pointed out, prohibits a religious test and declares

that "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of

religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." The next year,

Deacon Eliphalet Huntington of Lebanon, Connecticut, seized

and incarcerated Mrs. J. C. Foster for traveling on Sunday.

"Mrs. Foster was harshly treated; and the newspapers made the

whole transaction a subject for many articles on toleration and

Christian charity, the result of which has been beneficial to the

community at large."
2 The publication of such cases began to

dull the edge of puritanism, but most newspapermen, especially

those connected with the "blanket sheets," fought the innova-

tion. W. C. Bryant, for example, in his Evening Post of March 29,

1832, thus admonished New Yorkers:

"One of the evils of which the sober and religious part of London

have had much cause to complain the violation of the Sabbath

by the regular publication of newspapers on that day has not
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hitherto been adopted in New York. ... An evening paper, we
are sorry to perceive, announces an intention to issuing regularly

hereafter, beginning on the 31st inst. a Sunday newspaper. . . .

We should be well pleased if the experiment were to end in showing
the persons who have undertaken the matter that there is too much
moral sense in our community to allow such a speculation proving

profitable."

The "moral sense" of New York prevented this
"
speculation/'

but the mores change. Three years later, the Sunday Morning
News inaugurated a continuous flow of Sunday sheets.

The vicissitudes of Sunday weeklies and later of Sunday issues

of dailies illustrates a striking phase of the struggle by various

societal groups to cope with or control the broadening power of

the press. The more enthusiastic constituents of the church

waged a losing war against the Sunday paper's encroachments

upon the privileges and powers traditionally vested in the clergy.

The struggle bears some resemblances to that of political and

business interests over more general aspects of press control, in

the name of
"freedom of the press." The newspaper arose as a

new source of popular intellectual authority in American com-

munities during the eighteenth century. During the nineteenth,

this lay exhorter and informer not only attained greater influence

through greater circulation but also entered the confines of the

day so long reserved to the clergy. The Sunday press, aided by

immigration, wars, and popular education, won popular support
bit by bit. It followed the gradual and largely undirected course

common to such societal innovations.

The Sunday issue of the daily newspaper had other ancestors

in addition to Sunday weeklies. These forbears included Saturday

weeklies, the Saturday editions of triweeklies and dailies, and,

more immediately, the weekly editions which dailies published
"for the country." In some cases, dailies continued for their out-

lying subscribers the weeklies from which they had sprung.

Thus, the daily and indirectly its Sunday issue had common

paternity. Before the development of widespread and rapid
means for distributing dailies, these weeklies attained tremendous

circulations, some nation-wide in scope. The rapid expansion of

the daily press after the Civil War and later of Sunday issues

and popular magazines gradually eliminated these "country"
weeklies or modified them into competitors of farm magazines.
Before tracing trends in Sunday newspaper development, there-
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fore, the other predecessors of this powerful modern medium

engage attention.

Dailies' Country Editions

Isaiah Thomas's Worcester Massachusetts Spy illustrates the

manner in which Saturday issues supplied week-end reading.

His Tuesday and Thursday issues each week, during the period in

1770 in which the Spy appeared triweekly, were printed on

"quarter sheets/' and the Saturday edition, on a "half sheet.
71

Thomas 3
explained that thus "news were conveyed fresh to sub-

scribers, and the contents of a Spy might with convenience be

read at a leisure moment." There were more leisure moments
over week-ends for the farmers and artisans who read Ms paper.

The realization of the need filled by this and other Saturday edi-

tions of triweeklies and dailies led to the urban Saturday and

Sunday papers of the nineteenth century.

Some claim that Noah Webster, of dictionary fame, as editor

of the New York American Minena, first concocted the idea of a

paper for country circulation made up without additional com-

position from type set for a daily. He established the semlweekly

Herald; a Gazette for tlie Country on June 4, 1794. In view of the

high cost of hand composition, the claim is discounted. It was a

most obvious manner of filling such a sheet's columns. Possibly

Webster first used it exclusively, Thomas Greenleaf used the

device in his weekly. He bought the New-York Journal, or the

Weekly Register in January, 1787, and added to it on November 19

a daily paper, TJie New-York Journal, and Daily Patriotic Regis-

ter. The daily was suspended for a few years, but Greenleaf and

his wife continued the weekly and a revival of the daily until 1799

under varying names. As postal facilities and the demand im-

proved, too, Greenleaf increased Ms weekly to a semiweekly

New-York Journal and Patriotic Register. Said to have been the

first Democratic organs in the country, Greenleafs sheets

acMeved fame by their virulent attacks on Washington's ad-

ministration. All weeklies issued by dailies did not seek a country

audience. The Baltimore American and Daily Advertiser, to com-

pensate subscribers for a deficiency in size, issued a small literary

weekly, the Honey Comb, from August 20 until November 14,

1799, when the daily was enlarged. The Honey Comb would have

appeared first on August 19
7
but the American reported that
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"the Editor's indisposition prevented him from arranging the

materials." The more successful weeklies of dailies carried new
as well as used composition. The New-York Herald, a Saturday

weekly of the Evening Post, carried this typical explanation of

policy in its first number, January 2, 1802:

"While we shall be duly studious of Originality, we shall avail

ourselves of the various News-papers, Pamphlets, Magazines and
Reviews printed in our own Country, or elsewhere; since it can be

of little moment, as it respects the Public, whether an interesting

piece of Information, or a well-written Essay, which they have

probably never seen, has appeared in any other paper or not."

At the end of 1802, the weekly had 1,632 subscribers, and the

daily, only 1,104. Shortly made a semiweekly, the Herald in 1817

became the New-York Evening Post, for the Country.

The number of sub-editions expanded rapidly. In terms of

those existing at decade years, the twenty-four dailies of 1800 had

seven, two weeklies, one semiweekly, and four triweeklies; the

twenty-six of 1810 had twenty-three, four weeklies, nine semi-

weeklies, and ten triweeklies; and the forty-two of 1820 had

thirty-five, five weeklies, thirteen semiweeklies, and seventeen tri-

weeklies. The frequency of issue of these sub-editions depended
upon the demand and local competition. New York City, with

many independent weeklies, semiweeklies, and triweeklies, had
no triweekly sub-editions, but it had one semiweekly sub-edition

in 1800, five in 1810, and six and one weekly one in 1820. Phila-

delphia, on the other hand, had one triweekly in 1800, three

semiweeklies and three triweeklies in 1810, and one weekly, five

semiweeklies, and three triweeklies in 1820. To take care of

differences in demand, some dailies issued two sub-editions. The
Charleston Courier in 1810 and 1820, to illustrate, issued both a

weekly and a triweekly. The New York National Advocate in

1820 published both a weekly and a semiweekly.
4

Even before the appearance of cheap dailies, these sub-editions

did not monopolize country circulation. David Hale of New
York, for instance, from 1827 "went on 'Change every day to

gather what he could there for his evening editions, which were
a feature of the Journal of Commerce at that time, and added

many names to its subscription-list in the neighboring towns and
cities before the telegraphic wires were stretched over the coun-
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try."
5 The Journal of Commerce, nevertheless, also issued a

semiweekly.
Live Saturday weeklies began to appear in urban centers in

the 1820's. J. T. Buckingham began the Sew England Galaxy
in 1817, at first as a Friday, later a Saturday and in 1834 a Sun-

day weekly. "No one could live in Boston" in the 1820
9

s, a

contemporary
6

recalled, "and not know that the Galaxy and

Saturday were of equal importance. That paper was desired

more eagerly than the sermon on the Sabbath, and no paper ever

opposed with more zeal religious fanaticism." Children were

"taught to think that Mr. Buckingham was a great sinner; but
he lived through all calumny and reproach, and no man com-
mands more respect as a man, or as a Senator." J. G. Bennett, as

a recent immigrant, learned from the Galaxy for the first time in

the 1820's that the American reader consumes most avidly that

which he detests most blatantly. Impressed, Bennett adapted the

notion to daily journalism in New York City in 1835 in his Herald.

The New York Hawk and Buzzard\ edited by a "nanni-pudgeon,"

appeared weekly from February 18, 1826, until 1833. It carried

this couplet as a motto on its front page:

"Our gossip birds shall keep a bright look out

And show the world what folly is about."

It may have suspended for a while. The files are incomplete. Its

last issues carry the title, Ely's Hawk and Buzzard, or New York,

and Brooklyn Courier and Enquirer. J. W. Webb, editor of the

ultra-respectable Morning Courier and New York Enquirer,

probably fumed at the take-off on his title, but Webb loved

nothing so much as a good fume. The Philadelphia Saturday

Courier, started in 1831, typified the more successful early

Saturday weeklies. It offered a wide range of domestic and

foreign news, market reports, and features for week-end cogita-

tion. It combined the rudiments of a modern newsmagazine and

a conservative Sunday newspaper.
The rising penny papers entered the weekly sub-edition field

with vigor. The New York Sun published a Saturday Sun for

the country from February, 1836, and the New York Herald

began a Weekly Herald on Saturday, December 3, 1836, a Weekly

Herald Extra on Wednesday, October 11, 1837, and a Semi-

Weekly Herald on January 10, 1838. Of these, only the Saturday
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sub-editions were continued. The Herald for Europe from 1846

and the American Sun from 1848 were issued on "
every steam

packet day" for circulation abroad. In the Weekly Herald,

Bennett
"
inaugurated the summaries of news which the editor

afterwards introduced in his daily issue, to the great advantage
of the active business public, who desire to have all the news,

every morning, comprehensively epitomized, to read at a glance,

leaving the details to be read at more leisure moments." 7 This

idea had a vogue among dailies and then disappeared. When

newsmagazines waxed powerful after the World War, the dailies

again seized upon the device as a means by which to compete.
Horace Greeley, erratic editor of the New-York Tribune,

started a Weekly Tribune on September 29, 1841, which proved a

more profitable investment prior to the Civil War than Ms daily.

Its circulation climbed to 15,000 copies in 1847, as compared with

11,000 of the daily, to 51,000 in 1853, and to 100,000 in the

Presidential year of 1854. Through the extensive use of premiums
and club rates, the Weekly Tribune passed 200,000 in 1860. The
New York Herald boasted 14,000 for its weekly and 13,000 for its

daily in 1843, but the Sun only had 3,000 weekly to 19,000 daily,

and the Courier and Enquirer, 3,000 weekly to 5,000 daily. The
sixteen New York dailies in 1842 circulated 92,700 copies to the

21,000 of six Saturday weeklies and 17,500 of four Sunday week-

lies and the Sunday Herald, but with the exception of the Sunday
Herald the weekly figures did not include the dailies' sub-editions.

The eastern dailies, during the gold rush to California, issued

California editions. The New York Herald issued California

Heralds for shipment with each boat load to the Isthmus from

December 26, 1848, usually 10,000 copies in a batch. The New-
York Tribune, New York Times, Boston Journal, New Orleans

Delta, and others similarly capitalized upon the lack of news
sheets in the west. The New York Evening Post called its special,

the Evening Postfor California, Oregon, and the Sandwich Islands.

Local competition eliminated this source of circulation revenue.

During political campaigns, too, the Campaign Times and the

Presidential Herald of the late 1840's and 1850's enjoyed tem-

porary booms, largely at the expense of sponsoring politicians.

Weekly sub-editions reached a peak during and just after the

Civil War. Greeley's Weekly Tribune claimed 287,750 subscribers

in 1861, only 101,631 of which were in New York State, but news-
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dealers bulked out the latter figure by buying papers In the city

to send out of the state. The dally Tribune circulated only

55,000 copies. The Weekly Age, edition of the Philadelphia morn-

ing Age, typified sub-editions of the peak years. Its inside pages
were made up of material from the daily, but the outside pages
contained original and selected stories, sketches, poetry, and

miscellany. The high advertising rates limited paid insertions to

a few columns.
"When news was conveyed from one point to

another by steam," Frederic Hudson,5 the press historian, pointed
out in 1872,

"
thousands of newspaper readers In the interior

towns willingly waited for the arrival of their weekly paper, but

In this telegraphic age the daily newspaper has taken the place

of the weekly, and the more political, agricultural, religious,

literary, and illustrated hebdomadaries have taken the place of

the news weeklies.
3 ' He admitted that "Nearly every daily

paper" then had a weekly, made up with little new composition,

but insisted that "the telegraph is beginning to drive them out of

existence." The relative position of the weekly in the daily in-

dustry declined only slowly until the 1890's. Of the 971 daffies

of 1880, 725 published weeklies; forty-one, semlweeklles; and

forty-one, triweeklies. In most cases, dailies which published

a semiweekly, or a triweekly also issued a weekly. While the

dailies reached 3,566,395 subscribers, the weekly sub-editions

reached 3,961,057.

"Cooperatives" or "patent insldes" helped the small country

weeklies to compete with this avalanche from the cities. Despite

several earlier experiments with cooperatives in this country and

their success abroad, patent insides did not gain wide acceptance

until during the Civil War and after. The shortage of skilled

printers aided and abetted "ready-prints." A. N. Kellogg, pub-

lisher of the Baraboo (Wisconsin) Republican, faced the problem
in 1861 of getting out his weekly without the aid of Ms journey-

man printer who had just enlisted. In order to maintain the size

of his sheet, therefore, Kellogg ordered a supply of half-sheet

supplements filled with war news for his July 10 Issue from the

Madison Wisconsin State Journal, a nearby daily. As he folded

these half-sheets with half-sheets of his own manufacture, it

occurred to him that It would be simpler to have the Journal

print the inside pages of a four-page paper and for him to print

the first and fourth pages. Securing similar orders from other
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weeklies, David Atwood and H. E. Rublee of the Journal built

this business into a profitable sideline. While other ready-print
services appeared, Kellogg formed the first highly successful

newspaper "syndicate/
3

the A. N. Kellogg Newspaper Company
of Chicago, which began issuing patent insides to weeklies on

August 19, 1865. Kellogg's list of customers increased from eight
to fifty-seven by the end of 1865, 106 in 1868, 193 in 1870, and
240 in 1871. He had in 1870 his first powerful competitor, the

Chicago Newspaper Union. Through this service, weeklies could

not only print issues more cheaply, but they could also secure a

type of features in the
"
patent" space which would compete in

quality with those of the "city sheets." Ready-print companies
by 1880 served 3,089 of the country's 8,633 weeklies. At the death

of Kellogg in 1886, his company alone supplied patent insides to

1,398 sheets. It reached a peak of 1,957 in 1900, a year in which
the country had 14,717 weeklies. As the daily newspaper indus-

try approached the circulation saturation point, the declining
number of weeklies since 1900 depended more upon local news
to hold readers, news urban dailies would not print. The Western

Newspaper Union, which developed in 1880 from the State Print-

ing Company of 1872 at Des Moines, gradually took over its

competitors, the Kellogg company in 1906, and the ready-print,

plate, and mat service of the American Press Association in 1917.

Through its four types of service, ready-print, plate, mat, and

copy, W. N. U. now serves the majority of American weeklies,

semiweeklies, and triweeklies.

The Weekly Kansas City Star, started in 1890 by W. R. Nelson,

typifies more recent weeklies issued by dailies. As Nelson 9
said:

"I took pencil and paper and figured that we could afford to

print a four-page farm weekly for twenty-five cents a year. Nobody
else had ever done it. But I felt that it was possible, that we were
in a position to do it, and that we ought to do it. For we had a lot

to say to the fanners and we weren't reaching them through the

daily."

This farm sheet circulated 45,000 copies in 1890, more than

100,000 in 1893, and 150,000 in 1900. Despite the tremendous
Kansas-Missouri circulation of the daily Star and Times, the

weekly Star continues to blanket the two states in direct com-

petition with farm papers and magazines but not in competition
with dailies. L. B. Grist,

10 editor of the Yorkmlle (South Carolina)
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Enquirer, thus characterized In 1892 the manner In which city

weeklies were changing the local weekly sheets:

"In these days of cheap weekly editions of the metropolitan

dailies, the country newspaper business is not what it formerly was.

It used to be that the country editor could clip audaciously from
his daily exchanges, write a few editorial squibs and short accounts

of local occurrences, and his paper was made up for the week.

"But those days are over now. The daily papers furnish their

weekly editions at a price so low as to put the general news within

reach of everybody. The result is that the country editor must
either cater to the patronage of those few who especial!}' want local

news, or he must put forth greater effort, and furnish the general
news in a more palatable form than his metropolitan competitors."

The New York Weekly World became a semiweekly on Septem-
ber 5, 1894, and a Thrice-a-Week World on August 12, 1895. The

1896 election gave it a peak of 130,000 circulation, a figure main-

tained until 1902. Despite its low price of $1.00 a year, it then

began to decline. Even clubbing arrangements with periodicals

did not return it to prosperity, and it finally collapsed in 1923.

The weekly Herald folded up in 1895; the Weekly Few York

Tribune, in 1901; and the weekly of the Los Angeles Times, in

1911. The Editor and Publisher summarized the reasons for the

passing of such weeklies on November 23
?
1901 :

"It must be remembered there were then no women's papers
like the Ladies Home Journal and periodicals of that character.

The dailies were too expensive for the back country folk. They
couldn't afford to pay $8 a year for a newspaper, and really they

didn't feel the need of it.

"A great change has come over the population since then. Daily

newspapers are now as cheap as the old time weeklies. For two or

three dollars a year a news journal is delivered to you at your home

in city or country every day in the year. An education is now a

common thing among people of all classes. Everybody can read

and everybody does read because periodicals are so plentiful and

cheap."

Rural free delivery, cheap paper, and improved printing machin-

ery spread cheap dailies, periodicals, and Sunday papers and

eliminated weekly sub-editions. Approximately 1,000 of the

2,580 dailies of 1914 still had weekly and semiweekly sub-editions,

but some 550 of the larger dailies then circulated Sunday editions

which had a combined circulation greater than that of the mom-

ing papers of the country and almost as great as that of the eve-
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ning sheets. The 1920's eliminated practically all the remaining

general-interest sub-editions. The publishers of even the small

dailies dropped their weeklies because of their tendency to com-

pete with the dailies for advertising. In place of such weeklies,

however, many small dailies felt impelled in the 1920's and 1930's

to establish free-circulation weeklies or semiweeklies with which

to complete their coverage of their local field and with which to

fight the spread of "Shopping News" sheets.

The Boston Auction Advertiser, a daily issued for a short time

in 1816, was probably the first "throw-away," the first paper
to depend wholly upon advertising for revenue. Shopping news

sheets, mostly privately owned but encouraged by advertisers or

advertiser combines, had their first vogue after the World War.

In 1921-33, according to a survey made by the A. N. P. A. Bu-

reau of Advertising, 187 sprang into existence in 154 cities, pat-

terned more or less after the successful Cleveland Shopping News,
started in 1921. Of these, only sixty-six continued until 1933,

fifty-four privately owned, six operated by newspapers, and six

published by merchants. Of the 121 which failed, 103 were pri-

vately owned; fifteen, merchant projects; and three, newspaper
ventures. Newspapers in 116 cities then reported that they had

never had shopping news competition. More than three-fourths

of the total, 141, were begun in 1930-33, but the depression killed

more in 1933 than in any other year in the period. Practically all

of these sheets carried some features, local news, and sometimes

comic strips and editorials. With regard to some of the twenty-
one merchant shopping news projects, "it is asserted that the

move was undertaken in an effort to force down newspaper
rates." u The newspaper members of the Audit Bureau of Cir-

culations, cognizant of this fact, defeated in 1922 a move to admit

free-circulation sheets by a vote of 772J to 107-f .

Examples of the use of the shopping news idea to beat down

newspaper rates appeared in a number of cities. Twenty-two
stores backed the long-lived Cleveland Shopping News. This sheet

expanded its "complete coverage" in 1925 to include the fourteen

counties of northern Ohio as well as Cleveland itself. Faced with

the ownership by one company of the four dailies in Springfield,

Massachusetts, the merchants cried "exorbitant rates" and is-

sued the Springfield Shopping News. To meet competition for

reader interest, this sheet gradually broadened its contents to an
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abbreviated approximation of that of the dailies. Four California

dailies by 1928, the Huntington Park Signal Compton Xews-

Tribune, Hollywood Citizen, and San Jose Mercury-Herald, issued

shopping newspapers in order to secure complete coverage of

nearby small towns not covered by their daily issues. The Des
Moines Register developed such a paper in the name of the Des
Moines Hospitality Club and issued it occasionally to tie in with
such promotion schemes as Automobile Shows, Radio Congresses,
and the like. The Newark (New Jersey) Ledger, faced with strong

competition within its own territory from the New York dailies,

circulated a Shoppers Guide from 1929 to 216,500 families not

reached by the Ledger and at advertising rates approximately

sixty per cent, that of the daily.

The "
shoppers

"
thrived during the depression. The American

Shopping News Publishers' Association claimed to represent
sheets in seventeen cities in 1933 when it presented an N. R. A.

code for approval. These sheets circulated a "minimum" of

4,361,165 copies a week and represented an invested capital of

$2,143,360. Merchants owned all but four of these large ven-

tures. In addition, the rising "industry
5 *

included 255 smaller

units, somewhat more than the Bureau of Advertising survey
that year admitted. Elisha Hanson, Washington attorney for

A. N. P. A., as usual sprang forth to fight the acceptance of the

shoppers' code, particularly the labeling of the throw-aways,

"advertising newspapers." Hanson alleged that the "printed
matter distributed by the sponsors of this code cannot, by any
stretch of the imagination, be regarded as newspapers." Hanson
also wanted "advertising newspapers" to insert in their code

"fair practice" provisions which would eliminate their use of

"news, pictures, comics, or other features similar to those printed
in newspapers which newspapers have bona fide circulation and

subscription prices," and other statements which would define

the business out of existence. Oddly enough, the Daily News-

paper Code did not contain any fair practice provision, but the

one submitted for "advertising newspapers" did. The news-

papers then turned to the promotion of municipal anti-handbill

legislation to fight their growing competitor. The San Francisco

Shopping News, a semiweekly with 285,000 circulation, contended

that a city ordinance of February 1, 1932, was discriminatory in

favor of general newspapers and sought an injunction to restrain
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the city from enforcing it. The ordinance prohibited the distribu-

tion of any "handbill or any printed or written advertising matter

by placing or causing the same to be placed in any automobile,

or in any yards, or on any porch, or in any mail box not in pos-

session or under the control of the person so distributing the

same." 12 The U. S. Supreme Court in 1934 upheld this ordi-

nance by denying a petition for review, a powerful blow to the

throw-aways. Newspapers of other cities speedily brought pres-

sure to bear upon their city councils to help crush the upstarts in

a similar manner. The Postmaster General on January 2, 1934,

later assisted by an act of May 7, 1934, helped the cause along

by banning circulars from all mail receptacles unless carried in

the posts.

One ponders the relative utility, from a societal viewpoint,

of shoppers as compared with daily newspapers. The more suc-

cessful shoppers in 1936, probably fortunately, carried no reading
matter of any kind. These were mostly operated cooperatively

by groups of merchants "who watch each other like hawks."

These merchants believed "that advertising is a tub that can

stand on its own .bottom." Their success, quoting a competent
but confidential observer, "is in part perhaps a major part

due to their rigid censorship over advertising claims and state-

ments. . . . The same merchant will make statements in his

Friday's newspaper ad that he would not dare make in his Shop-

ping News copy." Such shoppers, hence, may demonstrate to

merchants the practicality of accuracy in their advertising. An-

other "bright spot" appears in the probable demise of shoppers

containing reading matter. A shopper, directly dominated by
merchants, seldom represents mass interests in its news columns.

A daily paper, at least partially dependent upon subscribers for

revenue, carries among its greater number of articles some un-

colored news as well as biased views, features, and news. Occa-

sionally someone like E. W. Scripps will issue a paper like the

Chicago Day Book which tells tales the advertiser dailies will not

or do not wish to print. Such dailies as The New York Times

unfold a fairly complete record of each day's events. Untram-

meled, the shoppers might train Americans to expect their daily

reading matter for nothing. Radio broadcasting, eliminating the

"burden" of reading, appears more likely to succeed along this

line.
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Sunday Papers

Before the appearance of cheap papers, few dailies risked

public ire by issuing even a Sunday extra. The news of the end

of "Mr. Madison's War" awaited the Monday morning papers in

1815. The dailies began to capitalize upon the two-day interval

available for the reading of Saturday editions. The Morning
Courier and New York Enquirer frequently went to eight pages on

Saturdays in 1829 in order to accommodate fifty columns of ad-

vertisements with a 56-column sheet. Foreign-language papers,

reflecting the Sabbath views of their homelands, had less re-

straint. L'lndtpendant, a French triweekly of Xew Orleans,

began to appear on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Sundays in 1835.

The first Sunday issue of an English-language daily then followed

on June 14, the Sunday Herald, issued by the newly established

New York Herald. WMe J. G. Bennett discontinued this Sunday
edition after a few issues, he brought out a Sunday Morning
Herald from January 7 to March 25, 1838, and then finally

established a regular Sunday issue on December 12, 1841, an

edition with the same title as his sis-day numbers. The other

penny sheets did not get out of the Sunday extra stage until after

1841. During the ultra-sensational trial of R. P. Robinson in

1836 for the murder of Helen Jewett for instance, the Xew York

Transcript published a Sunday extra on June 5 which contained

fifteen columns of testimony and nine of advertisements. The

New York Sun celebrated the arrival of the "British Queen" in

New York harbor with a Sunday extra on July 28
7 1839, suitably

illustrated with a half-page woodcut of her. One thing that

delayed the appearance of Sunday editions was the continuance

of yearly advertising contracts in many newspapers until after

the Civil War; advertisers did not want to buy 365 insertions

instead of 313. The Herald's "newsy advertising" policy aided

its early advent into this new field.

The New York Sunday Morning News, started May 17. 1835,

became the first successful Sunday paper and one upon which

many others were modeled. "Devoted to literature, political

information ?
commercial intelligence et cetera/' the first number

boasted that "a Sunday Journal, properly conducted, may be not

unaptly compared to a Sunday School." The first issue featured

a "Description of New York/' an effusion on how New York
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"
allows the rolling billow of the sea to kiss her feet." It came to

specialize in book reviews, poetry, and extensive selections from

foreign journals. The News, too
"
respectable/' became a Satur-

day sheet in 1842 and shortly succumbed. The long-lived New
York Sunday Morning Atlas, begun August 12, 1838, less literary,

crusaded for the causes of the workers. In attacking the enemies

of Sunday journalism, it charitably admitted that "we may
differ in our notions widely as the poles, but the honest faith of

every individual how dark, blind, bigoted soever it may appear
to us, we respect.

3 '

It objected to those who would

"Hang a cat on Monday,
For kittening on Sunday."

With the daily field in the larger cities filled by the new crop of

cheap dailies and with the costs of starting any daily mounting,

enterprising newspapermen seized upon Sundays and Saturdays
as times in which they might try their promotional skill. New
York City had five Sunday sheets in November, 1842, which

ranked thus in circulation: Herald, 9,000; Atlas, 3,500; Mercury,

3,000; Times, 1,500; and News, 500. Many another had passed

by the boards. The Sunday Mercury, started as the Sunday

Morning Visitor on May 12, 1839, attracted wide attention with

its theatrical notes and "machine-made" poetry. The Mercury
first reported baseball matches and did much to encourage this

and other games. It and the Sunday Times survived until after

1890. The circulation of the Saturday independents still sur-

passed that of the Sunday papers in November, 1842; the former

sold 21,000 copies; the latter, 17,500. The names of three of the

Saturday sheets, Whip, Flash, and Rake, suggest their sensational

contents. The New York Herald gloried in the growth of the

independent Sunday sheets. On July 29, 1844, it described them

as
"
partly literary, partly gossipping, partly silly, partly smart,

partly stupid, partly namby-pamby" and noted that they "have

grown from the lowest and most sickly state to a point of some

consideration in certain portions of society not much beyond the

limits of the city." The Sunday sheets also numbered such as the

New York Packet which poured forth its pornography for sixteen

issues in 1845 under the pretense of showing the evils of a "life

of sin," an interesting old subterfuge.

Sunday editions issued from other daily plants in the late
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1840's. The New Orleans Franco-American, a French daily, began
on March 21, 1848, to appear daily except Monday. The St. Louis

Republican added a Sunday edition in 1848. The Chicago Tribune

started its Sunday issue on February 20, 1849. Other cities, where

Sunday observance had stronger support, contented themselves

with weeklies. The Philadelphia Sunday Dispatch, started on

May 14, 1848, long struggled against religious prejudice. Minis-

ters publicized it by denouncing its immorality from their pulpits.
The daily press hopped on the band wagon and heaped abuse on
its head. The city director}' dared not list it until 1852. "Whilst

the whole Christian community," asserted the Dispatch in its

first issue,
"
patronize, without hesitation, all our daily morning

papers, they cannot, with any show of consistency, find fault

with our enterprise/' because "the entire labor upon the former

class of journals for the issue of Monday is performed on Sun-

day.
" An old, but "reasonable" argument. But the pious re-

sented competition with their ministers on the Sabbath. The
contents of the paper did not sooth its enemies. It covered routine

Saturday new
r

s, but it also carefully detailed all
"
capital crimes."

When one Probst murdered the whole Deering family, the

Dispatch printed a series of fourteen hideous illustrations of the

crime. In series on "Events in the History of the Quaker Colony
"

and "What our Great-Grandfathers Did," however, it made some

play for respectability. "Nothing, if not critical," it commented
on odd advertisements and clumsily constructed sentences in the

dailies. Not too progressive, it fought the introduction of steam

fire engines and passenger railways. "We know," the Dispatch
admitted in 1850, "that occasionally we tread upon the sus-

ceptibilities of many of our readers. ('Treading upon susceptibil-

ities' is what Polonius might call 'good.')" The city officials

arrested the newsboys of the Dispatch and confiscated their

papers. A judge finally ruled in November, 1853
?
that the selling

of papers on Sunday violated only the Pennsylvania Blue Laws,
liable to a fine of $4, but that crying them constituted disorderly

conduct. With the fee thus established, the Dispatch paid it

when necessary and continued. Public opinion changed Pitts-

burgh's first Sunday sheet, the Sunday Mercury
i

,
to the Saturday

Mercury shortly after its start in 1848. "Fact is," said the Pitts-

burgh Saturday Evening Visitor in February, 1848, in comment-

ing on the Mercury, "it is about as good a portrait of our Sab-
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bath-talMng-about, Sabbath-breaking, church-going, rum-selling,

loud-praying, man-stealing, purity-preaching, concubine-keeping,

psalm-singing, orphan-grinding, church-building, soul-selling, re-

\ival-manufacturing. God-defying piety as we have ever met

with incur life.'
1

The Xew York Sabbath Committee I3
finally got under way in

1857 and waged war against the "Sunday news-crying nuisance,"

the "most obtrusive and least defensible" violation of the Sab-

bath. The practice "had, indeed, gained a foothold, by a quarter

of a century o unmanly toleration, strong enough to secure for

it the immunity of extra-judicial sanction: for the then Recorder

of the city went out of Ms way to protect the 'poor friendless

boys' who were hawking 'a public necessity/ and to assure the

Grand Jury that he
'

didn't think much of Sunday Laws which

were well enough as abstract morality, but altogether too slow

for the age!
5 " The Sunday sheets and affiliated dailies "de-

fended the nuisance most pertinaciously . . . with the evident

purpose of driving from the field of discussion and reform any

body of men bold enough to interfere with their prescriptive

monopoly of traffic and noise on the Lord's Day." One Sunday
editor attributed the drive to "the unquiet minds of two or three

degraded and depraved individuals, who have most unworthily
worn the vestments of priesthood, and who now seek popular

preferment by pandering to the passions and the lusts of the

very worst classes of society." The committee claimed that,

"after a few months of persevering but forbearing effort, the

nuisance was wholly abated, and is now remembered only with

a feeling of surprise that a civilized and a Christian community
should have so long endured so gross an outrage." The New-
York Observer , a Presbyterian Saturday weekly not in any way
connected with the Sunday Observer of 1809-11, and such old

"blankets
"
as the Courier and Enquirer and Journal of Commerce

helped this
tl
cause

7 "

along. The New York Herald thus expressed
the views of the cheap dailies:

"One of the greatest reforms has been introduced that has been
effected in any city or country since the expulsion of the Jews from

Egypt nothing more nor less than the gagging of two or three

dozen ragged newsboys, who have been in the habit of profaning
the blessed Sabbath by crying aloud for their bread in tie public
streets on that holy day while blundering office-hoiders

3 swindling
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hypocrites and common thieves were on their way like honest

people, to church.
>J

The Sunday Atlas pleaded on June 13, 1858, for the
i; few privi-

leges the poorer classes enjoy in this city, and one of them is the

right to employ Sunday in their own way/'
The New York Sabbath Committee stimulated the popularity

of Sunday papers. While New York Sunday circulation rose from

17,500 in 1842 to 79,000 in 1850, it mounted to 280,000 or a copy
for each 5.3 people in 1870. In 1855, the Herald had a six-day

average of 55,820 and a Sunday issue of 49,620; in I860, its six-day

average stood at 77,107, but its Sunday edition readied 82,656.

The exciting developments of the Civil War increased the number

of Sunday editions. The Herald, two German dailies, and three

independents appeared on Sundays in Xew York City in 1861,

but the World and Times joined the list during the war. The
Times had supported the Sabbath committee in 185S and then

started its Sunday issue on April 21, 1861. The Washington

Sunday Chronicle, 1861, preceded the establishment of a daily

Chronicle. The Boston Herald began its Sunday edition on May 26,

1861. The New York Tribune attempted to follow suit, but ob-

jections of subscribers stopped it. The papers which gave their

readers a taste of Sunday journalism during the war soon learned

that the suspension of publication on that day proved costly.

They learned, in other words, what Buckingham had taught
Bennett in the 1820's ?

that one should not take hypocritical

blatherings too seriously. The New York Sabbath Committee,
14

as did its counterparts in other cities, bravely sallied forth to

stem the flood. It warned the
"
Christian community

}?
:

"A Sunday paper, filled with secular news and advertisements,

becomes a dangerous rival of the pulpit and the Sabbath school;

unfits the mind for devotion; undermines the regard for Sunday
as a day of sacred rest; is apt to lead, step by step, to more flagrant

forms of Sabbath-breaking; swells the current of worldliness already
so fearfully strong and debasing; helps to demoralize the pubMc
mind on important questions of duty?

and encourages skepticism
and unbelief."

It admitted, however, that "a considerable portion of the Chris-

tian community encourage the publication of Sunday papers by

buying and reading them, without reflecting that they are lending

the weight of their influence, indirectly, at least, to the enemies of
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the Sabbath/' After 1900, the reformers also had the automobile

and golf with which to contend.

During the Civil War, such issues as The Xew York Times'

Sunday Times resembled in price and content the week-day

issues, but they came to include a literary element and then

features similar to those of later Sunday supplements. The

Sunday Times gradually merged, in purpose, with the Weekly
Times and then the weekly disappeared. "The Sunday papers

practically came in with the Civil War," G. P. Rowell 15 observed.

"They are something between the daily and the weekly in char-

acter, have tended largely toward making the old weekly an

obsolete back number, and have so absorbed the advertising

patronage of the dailies as to lead some to characterize a majority
of them as Sunday papers with daily supplements."

Sunday papers after the Civil War capitalized upon feminine

interest by developing "Woman's Departments" and reaped a

harvest in advertising from the rapidly growing department
stores. The Philadelphia Sunday Dispatch even hired a woman
to edit its "Woman's Department" who discussed subjects bear-

ing on the "Woman Question/
7

urged women to become more

self-reliant, pleaded for the opening of new fields of employment
for them at remunerative wages, and demanded full legal protec-

tion for married women in their rights to property. The editor

carefully indicted, however, the theorists who would elevate

woman by abrogating marriage and breaking up the family rela-

tion. Other Sunday papers capitalized upon the growing interest

in sports, neglected by most dailies. The Philadelphia Sunday
Mercury and New York Suftday Mercury',

for instance, gave de-

tailed reports of baseball games, discussed and analyzed them.

Sunday papers, aided also by post-war immigration and indus-

trial expansion, moved forward rapidly after the Civil War.
Their number in New York City in the 187Q

3

s almost doubled,
and their circulation more than doubled, with a total of twenty-
six papers and 580,000 copies in 1880. By 1880, too, 113 of the

country's 252 Sunday newspapers were issued in connection with

daily journals. Their rapid development, especially in the larger

cities, since that time is outlined in Chapter IV.

Special Sunday "supplements" appeared in the 1870's.

Shortly after he took over control of The Chicago Tribune in

November, 1874, Joseph Medffl added special supplements to its
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Saturday and Sunday issues. While the Xew York Sim had a

Sunday edition from December 5, 1875, it had a Saturday supple-

ment before its Sunday paper went to more than four pages. The

Saturday supplement was started in 1878 and contained book

notices, essays, fictional sketches, and miscellany. The auxiliary

presses, purchased by dailies for use in emergencies, found con-

tinuous service in the preparation of these supplements during
the week for publication on Sunday. This expansion of Sunday
sheets helped to establish by 1883 the price differential between

Sunday and daily papers. The Xew York Sun, Herald, World,

and Star charged three cents Sunday and two cents daily. The

independents usually got five cents, a contributor to their down-

fall. The New York World, shortly after Pulitzer bought it in

1883, carried a four-page
C

Sunday Supplement" in addition to

its regular eight pages. The Sunday issue of the St. Louis Globe-

Democrat, in 1888, boasted thirty-four pages, a phenomenon
which prompted a writer in Tlie Newsman 16 to observe, "The
old-time newspaper muncher who used to start with the first

column of the first page and not stop till he had reached the last

column of the last page is dean stumped on these mammoth

Sunday papers.
7 ' In answer to the question., "Can a paper that

masses every kind of reading into one immense variety sheet

ever attain to a high order of excellence?
7J he asserted, "No, it is

impossible." On its tenth anniversary, Sunday, May 7, 1893,

the New York World went to 100 pages. The World's Sunday
editions had come to average forty-eight pages.

The growing competition of the daily press in the Sunday field

sent the independents into a decline during the last quarter of

the nineteenth century. As independents increased from 139 in

1880 to 143 in 1889, Sunday editions of dailies rose from 113 to

257. Independents then fell to seventy-two in 1899 and thirty-

eight in 1904 while editions of dailies reached a peak of 567 in

1899. The New York Sunday Mercury, long successful, attempted

to survive by sprouting daily issues, but it collapsed in 1895. The

survival of some sixty or seventy independents after the World

War depended largely upon their appeal to special interest

groups. Such papers as the Bridgeport (Connecticut) Herald

also stood out vigorously, though sometimes poniograpMcally,

independent among their stodgy contemporaries.

Fights against Sunday sheets waxed noisy from time to time.
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They broke out again In 1835 in Boston and Chicago, especially

in suburban districts. The dailies demanded that outlying news-

dealers handle aU their issues or none. Ministers declared "that

this ultimatum of the newspapers is harsh, tyrannical and sub-

versive of true liberty." The Chicago Current 1T
replied that "if a

suburban town were inhabited entirely by anti-Sunday-news-

paper men, the question would practically solve itself," but, as it

was, "it would seem that the publishers were bound in honor to

their advertisers to supply that demand, and that the church-

men, in opposing the sale of the papers, were invading the rights

of the non-churchgoers and the advertisers." Trie Current be-

lieved "that such a union between pulpit and paper might be

formed as would make the idea of Sunday as a day of rest stronger

than ever before." The war, therefore, should be directed against
a
the morals of the papers" in order to make them resemble "

the

popular sermons of today" which "are themselves entertaining

rather than admonitory." Changes in Sunday mores were modi-

fying the character of sermons as well as of other things. The

Albany Methodist ministers denounced Sunday sheets by resolu-

tion on March 29, 1886, and called for the use of "all honorable

and proper means" to oppose them. Many another group chimed

in. Rev. M. C. Peters, a noted platform lecturer, startled the

Philadelphia Ministers
7 Union and others in 1886 by arguing for

Sunday journalism and announcing that only wide-awake min-

isters could compete with it. Rev. Rufus Clarke of Philadelphia
reminded Peters that the papers were established in defiance of

God's Will and at the personal suggestion of the Devil. Anthony
Comstock, famed uplifter, jumped into the fray and started pro-

ceedings against such small but "vicious" sheets as the Philadel-

phia Sunday Transcript. The reformers had at first succeeded in

stopping the publication of all Sunday sheets in certain cities,

then merely their noisy distribution or their circulation in certain

suburbs, and finally only a few of the small and more "vicious."

Such "resolutions, protests and prayers," the Denver Rocky
Mountain Rews 18 observed in 1887, "will have about as much
influence as a series of resolutions protesting against the waters

of Niagara river passing over the rocks which form the falls."

They did. The statement that a "newspaper not fit to be read on

Sunday is not suitable for any other day," the News insisted,
"
contains more practical common sense than ten thousand
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lutions and protests which a bigoted clergy otter to suppress

Sunday journals."

Reformers of this sort seldom admit that folkways and mores

adjust to underlying technological, economic,, and social changes.

They have no perspective on cultural evolution. They fondly

think that human behavior patterns may be molded quite easily

by anyone with a logical case, particularly a case based upon
"
unchanging" moral premises. They recoil from any suggestion

that their moral premises adapt themselves to the conditions of

a time and place. To the extent that such reformers succeed, they

represent the functioning of cultural lag, more evident in the

adjustment of religious than of economic or political cultural

patterns. Successful
"
reformers" in the newspaper industry, as

in others, number such as J. G. Bennett, Joseph PuMtizer, W. R.

Hearst, A. S. Ochs, and E. W. Scripps, all of whom have been

called "immoral" because they stimulated adjustments in folk-

ways and mores.

Sunday papers met the scathing attacks of ministers by taking

on temporarily a more ecclesiastical air. The Boston Herald

tired of having its Sunday issue "abused like a pickpocket" and

began a symposium on "The Hereafter" and other features for

which ministers were paid to write. "'The Sunday paper of the

future," one Congregational minister 19 told the Herald, "will

have a throne peculiar to itself a sphere without ecciesiasticism,

or dimmed by prejudice or distorted by cant." He hoped that

"it will not turn preacher, but continue to give its readers the

best truth it can glean from all quarters, and the best talent"

and thus "fill its pages with the gospel of the secular life."

Ministers then began to cast envious eyes upon preachers who

achieved national and even international fame through press

publicity. "I am greatly indebted to the press," said Rev. H. W.

Beecher ^ in 1885, "for I don't think I should have amounted to

much in the way of influence if the newspapers hadn't printed so

many of my sermons." He believed that the "man who com-

plains the most against the newspaper, wants the most to have

Ms name mentioned in it, and would consent to be bombarded

for a week to gain that end."

While efforts to curb Sunday sheets cropped out from time to

time, newspapers became increasingly free from religious opposi-

tion. Joseph Pulitzer boasted on March 15, 1897, that the
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York World addressed more people each Sunday than all the

ministers in the state of Xew York combined. The judiciary, too,

found means of adjusting to the changed Sunday mores. Magis-
trate J. E. Gorman dismissed cases brought against the Phila-

delphia newspapers and the Union News Company in 1903 for

violation of Pennsylvania's Blue Laws of 1794. The complaint
had not mentioned that Sunday newspapers were not a "neces-

sity" or a "charity.
33 Not satisfied with this technical error,

Gorman 21
asserted, "If it were necessary, however, to determine

this question, I should certainly be inclined to decide it as a

matter of fact only in the affirmative." The Court of Appeals of

Missouri gave some solace in 1910 to upHfters by sustaining an
advertiser who refused to pay for an insertion in the Sunday
St. Louis Republic. The Philadelphia Presbyterian

22 rebuked the

welcher and asserted:

"The Christian merchant does not need to advertise in the Sun-

day newspaper. The Christian family does not read it. It need be

brought in no way into a Christian's Sabbath. The whole matter
comes down to the personal conduct of the Christian man himself."

That represents a different tack from that followed when church-

men would save their erring brethren from the "damnable" but
not damned Sunday papers. The World War did much to com-

plete the change. Mrs. L. J. Brooks,
23 executive secretary of

the St. Louis Board of Religious Organizations, pointed out in

1920:

"The daily press, unlike the church, does business seven days in
the week, while the church employs its Sabbath intensively. There
is as much reason for a daily church as there is for a daily press.
The church and press stand for and maintain the ethical standards
of the community, and are the chief deterrents of vice, crime and
lawlessness. . . . The conservative churchman should wake up to
the opportunities offered by the daily press."

temporal mores! The Supreme Court of Kansas spoke some
of the "last

>J
words in the struggle in 1931. The Dickinson county

attorney had charged a local newsdealer with "
selling newspapers

and employing persons to distribute them on Sunday" and called
this "unnecessary labor" under the definition in an old Blue Law.
"The Sunday paper," the Supreme Court 24

held, "is looked

upon, and has grown to be, a necessity, and this court so holds."
Feature syndicates, well started by the 1880's, nurtured the
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spread of Sunday papers and their expansion in size. The Xe&
York Daily News used one of the first comic strips in its special

Saturday edition of August 16, 1884. Headed "A Hat OS a

Peg," it depicted a humorous situation in its six sections, but it

did not deal with established characters, used day after day.

The Sunday papers used such cartoons
?
continued stories, special

articles by or interviews with celebrities, and the like during the

1880's, but color and "yellow" journalism brought them to

their more modern estate in the 1890
7

s. The Chicago Inter-Ocean,

after an unsuccessful effort to get a color press in 1891 from

England, had one installed in April, 1892. This multicolor rotary-

web press printed 40,000 copies of the first color Sunday supple-

ment by operating all week, but experience took the weekly

production shortly up to 320,000 copies. The Inter-Ocean used

this color press for this purpose until 1902. During 1892-95, the

Kansas City (Missouri) Journal^ New York Recorder^ Herald,

World, and Journal entered the field. The Inter-Ocean at first

used its color press chiefly for premium pictures^ of the World's

Fair among other things, and for covers for special supplements

in imitation of the Paris Petit Journal. On November 18, 1894,

then, the New York World printed the first colored Sunday comic,

the product of R. F. Outcault, a draftsman for the Electrical

World. This part-page comic, the predecessor of Ms "Yellow Kid

of Hogan's Alley/' used a down and a wolfhound as characters.

W. R. Hearst bought the New York Journal in 1895 and lured

Outcault and the "Yellow Kid" away from the World. For a

while, therefore, both the World and the Journal had Yellow

Kids, the one for the former drawn by G. B. Luks. The lurid

saffron with which these sheets dyed the Kid's dress is said to have

led Ervin Wardman to coin the term, "yellow journalism."

"Yellow journalism," regardless of the origin of the term, stood

for the gaudy sensationalism developed by Pulitzer in St. Louis

and New York and Hearst in San Francisco, New York, and else-

where. The use of yellow newsprint for outside pages helped to

implant the term more firmly. In the comic field, "Hogan's

Alley" called forth "Happy Hooligan," "Lady Bountiful,"

"Hans and Fritz," "Maxcdene," "Buster Brown/
5 and hundreds

of others. Not particularly brilliant in wit at any time, these

strips usually achieved some degree of humor by provoking sym-

pathy for the victims of practical jokesters.
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Critics of the comics quickly appeared. M. J. Darby
25 of the

Toronto (Canada) Mail and Empire, upon Ms election in 1906 as

president of the National Association of Newspaper Circulation

Managers, told the members, "Whatever merits the comic sup-

plements may have possessed in the beginning, when their

creators were artists of original methods, distinctive style, and

freshness and fertility of humor, they have to a large extent de-

parted, for half of them are now produced by cartoonists ranging
all the way down from the second to the tenth grade, while even

the originators and leaders have found themselves pumped well-

nigh dry of ideas in the struggle to keep up the constant output."
He convinced his fellows from the United States, but they did not

decide to Ml off the feature. It had established its utility as a

circulation builder. The International Kindergarten Union in

1907, however, determined to take a definite stand. It called upon

parents to bar Sunday comics from their homes because of the

"false note" implanted by them in children's minds. Asked if he

thought the comic supplement would continue as a leading fea-

ture, Outcault 26 himself stated in 1909, "I don't believe it

will, any more than one style of theatrical amusement will con-

tinue to hold public favor." Typical critics claimed
"
that a sense

of humor developed on such cheap funny' pictures as most of

these will never travel as far in the enjoyment of true nonsense

as the child who learned to laugh by way of Alice in Wonderland

or Lear's Nmsense Book or Burgess' Goops."
27 The International

Kindergarten Union, dismayed at its impossible task, took up the

notion of modification in 1911 and formed the League for the

Improvement of the Children's Comic Supplement with the aid of

the Federation for Child Study, League of American Penwomen,
Council of Jewish Women, and Child Welfare Committee- League
members enjoyed some exciting meetings, did a lot of high-

powered organizing, and thus diverted themselves from "crying
needs

"
about which they knew even less.

Newsprint shortage during the World War almost accomplished
what reformers failed in doing. T. E. Donnelley, chief of the

Pulp and Paper Section of the War Industries Board, came out

for the elimination or at least reduction of comic sections. "There
is a very strong criticism," Donnelley

28
claimed, "of the con-

tinued publication of the comic sections from all parts of the

country," but he expediently left the decision up to the papers.
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In their efforts to save Democracy from perishing, publishers long

cogitated whether humor served the cause sufficiently by "Keep-

ing the Home Fires Burning" or the newsprint might better be

conserved to spread propaganda for the mighty Last Crusade.

The "Home Fires/' strange to relate, won out in cities where

competition and an adequate newsprint supply prompted the

continuance of "funnies." Large sheets did not want to discard

this weapon with which they had eliminated many a small town

edition. Since the war, comic supplements found new life in
"
story strips" and became securely implanted in the Sunday

papers of the land. The Xew York Times, careful recorder of

events, remained one of the few never to have "fallen." Many
Sunday sheets, aided from 1931 by

a
comic" advertising, as

Chapter X points out, carried forty and more sets of "funnies/
3

Of sections circulated by groups of papers, Metropolitan Weekly

of a list of twelve headed by The Chicago Tribune and Xe& York

Daily News topped the list in 1936 with more than 6,250,000

copies, and Hearst's Comic Weekly: Puck followed with some

5,500,000, distributed by seventeen.

The development of comic supplements, Sunday magazines,

and picture sections left the Sunday newspaper itself much the

same as its contemporary daily issues. Staffs produced Sunday
sections during the week and sometimes distributed them well in

advance of Sunday morning to dealers throughout their trading

area. The balance of the paper, the news section, then came

from the presses Saturday and early Sunday morning and was

"stuffed" into the earlier parts. Many papers published series

of predates so that they might have "
complete" Sunday sheets

on sale Saturday evenings at various distances from their city of

publication.
As other interests notably automobile outings and golf

competed with the Sunday sheet, publishers worked out methods

which kept circulation and advertising income on an upward

path. In the Hearst-Pulitzer straggles of the late and saffron

1890's, the modern Sunday magazine came into existence with

its tales of sex abnormalities, horror, romance, the "400," and

oddities. The Sunday American Magazine, Popular Periodical of

tfie New York Journal, supplemented by an eight-page Woman's

Home Journal, bolstered Hearst's New York circulation before

the end of 1896. The American Magazine, eventually succeeded
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by the American Weekly, grew Into a supplement for all Hearst

papers and many non-competing sheets. The New York Times,

among the less sensational, started an Illustrated Magazine on

September 6, 1S96, printed on an extra grade of paper. This

section scooped other American sheets by devoting sixteen pages
on July 4, 1897, to the first pictures to reach this country of

Queen Victoria's jubilee. The Times suspended the section in

September, 1899, because of lack of facilities for printing the

increasing number of copies needed. The job of Sunday editor

on a daily then had some consequence. The Sunday staff of the

Philadelphia Inquirer numbered from forty to sixty in the first

years of the 1900's, but the syndicates shortly made matrices of

pages or even of whole sections available. Many of these syndi-

cates, such as those of the New York Tribune and Chicago Tribune,

grew out of the work of large Sunday staffs. The Boston Post,

Bujjalo Courier, Chicago Record-Herald, and seven other inde-

pendents, too, formed the Associated Sunday Magazines in 1902.

Each published a similar 20-page supplement, ten by fourteen

inches or a little less than tabloid in size. The ten papers claimed

a combined circulation of 1,076,415 for their magazines in 1910.

The rotogravure process provided Sunday sheets with more

satisfactory picture sections. The New York Times on Christmas,

1912, carried a complete rotogravure section, the first of its kind

in this country. As Chapter V points out, fifty-seven or ten per
cent, of the Sunday papers of 1935 distributed such sections with

almost one-half of the country's Sunday sheets. The Chicago
Tribune introduced "coloroto" or four-color rotogravure in 1921.

The lifting of newsprint restrictions after the war led to the

rapid multiplication of magazine and other supplements in both

variety and size. The Chicago Tribune developed a Blue Ribbon
Fiction Section, made available to other papers through its syn-
dicate, Hearst nursed the American Weekly and placed it under
the control of a separate corporation on December 31, 1921.

Whether they like to read it or not, 5,800,000 subscribers to

Sunday newspapers in 1935 received a copy of the American

Weekly. One Saturday and twenty-three Sunday papers with a
circulation of 4,162,436 began to issue This Week on February 24,
1935, as a competitor for the American Weekly. This four-color

rotogravure magazine, In contrast with the four-color letter-press

printing of Hearst's, furnished in tabloid size first-run fiction and
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a more conservative type of articles than its flamboyant com-

petitor. This Week is printed in New York and CMcago and then

shipped to participating sheets. Hearst placed a second supple-
ment in the field the same Sunday, the tabloid magazine of the

New York Mirror, enlarged and made available for syndication.

These nationally distributed magazines in many cases augment
the volume of newspapers rather than replace their

"' home-made"

magazines, magazines locally printed from local and syndicate

copy.
Efforts to publish papers on Sunday afternoons failed to arouse

much enthusiasm in urban districts. The Westerly ('Rhode Island)

Daily Sun, launched August 7, 1393, claimed the distinction of

issuing the first Sunday afternoon sheet. Published by members
of the Seventh Day Adventist Church, the daily did not appear on

Saturday. F. A. Munsey started Sunday afternoon editions of

his Washington Times on December 6 and his Baltimore Evening
News on December 20, 1908. Numerous clergymen and influ-

ential citizens, as usual, protested these moves. J. G. Bennett,

Jr., began such an edition of his .Yes: 1 York Evening Telegram on

July 16, 1911. The Telegram pointed out on June 8, 1919, that,

but for it, "from three o'clock Sunday morning until three o'clock

Monday morning, twenty-four hours, no matter what happens,

the public can know nothing of it until the papers are circulated

Monday morning." The paper claimed that the
kk
idea that

Sunday is a day of rest when nothing happens has been dis-

sipated/' The Washington Times became a Sunday morning

paper; the Sunday Baltimore News folded up In 1923; and the

Sunday Telegram ceased in 1924. Even though the premium
rates demanded for Sunday labor and the lack of reader and

advertiser patronage militated against this type of paper, one

independent weekly of the sort made a noteworthy bid for recog-

nition. The New York Enquirer, started in 1926, conspicuously

devoted to Tammany but said to be strictly a commercial

product, by 1936 offered five editions of twenty or more pages

to fill the weekly newspaper gap. Of those started, however, the

Enquirer and the Westerly Sun alone remained in 1937.

Attempts to publish "stripped-to-the-bone" newspapers on

Sunday mornings in connection with dailies in metropolitan

areas similarly failed. F. A. Munsey tried such a sheet on May 8,

1910, as an issue of Ms Boston Morning Journal^ resembling in
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every respect an ordinary week-day issue and selling for one cent,

but he killed it at the end of a 17-month trial.

Due to their widespread circulation and to competition from

newsmagazines and other publications, Sunday and certain

ISaturday newspapers tended after the World War and par-

ticularly in 1930-36 to modify into "week-end" papers. The
Kansas City (Missouri) Star, Xew York Times, and many others

togmented general background articles with summaries of the

past week's events. These papers also worked up special pages
and editions for parts of their trade areas, a tendency similar to

but more extensive than that noted among the week-day editions

of several of the larger dailies. Dailies lacking Sunday editions,

especially evening papers, began to make serious attempts in

1933-36 to turn their unprofitable Saturday editions into such

"week-end" papers. The Saturday New York Sun by 1934 had
thus increased to a 44-page edition. Rises in price to five cents

and the addition of comic supplements, rotogravure sections, and

magazines became general in the larger cities. On January 18,

1936, with an eye on this field, the Five Star Weekly came into

existence, distributed by 122 dailies in California, Washington,
Oregon, Nevada, Arizona, and Hawaii. Printed in four colors on
standard-size pages, the Weekly resembled in lormat Hearst's

American Weekly .

Toward what is the Sunday paper likely to trend? Weekly
newsmagazines? Issues similar to those for other days of the

week? The answer depends upon conditions of competition and
the future of Sunday utilization. Developments suggest the like-

lihood in the "long run" of the Sunday paper breaking into

two parts. One part may fulfil the purposes of any other daily

paper. The other may compete more independently with weekly
magazines. Newspapers, nevertheless, have distribution organiza-
tions and privileges which magazines would labor long to du-

plicate.
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CHAPTER XII

SOCIETY ADJUSTS TO THE PRESS

WHAT
did the representatives of eleven of the fourteen

United States have in mind when they ratified in

1789-91 the first of the initial ten amendments to

the Federal Constitution? They agreed that "Congress shall

make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech or of the

press." Did they seek to guarantee unusual immunity from

political tampering to huge corporations in control of powerful

newspapers? Did they wish to aid the establishment of news-

paper monopolies in the vast majority of American cities and

towns? If they had been asked such questions, the eighteenth

century legislators would have glanced at their hometown sheets,

thought of the printers they knew, and laughed. They expected

newspapers to remain relatively small and sufficiently numerous

to represent various political, economic, and class interests.

Mindful of their own straggle before and during the Revolution

to maintain Whig organs in the face of British licensing, taxation,

and suppression, they thought they were providing a means for

the easy dissemination of their own views to their adherents.

With the pride common to mortals in the lightness of "their

own" opinions, they stood convinced that a "fair hearing"
would establish such "self evident" doctrines among all "right

thinking" men despite competition.

From the inception of the newspaper, printers sought tt de-

velop its utility to themselves as a political instrument and a

commercial enterprise. In toiling along these lines, they had

continually to work out compromises with other dealers in popu-
lar sentiments and catchwords, the politicians, business execu-

tives, labor leaders, and clergymen. Wars, technological changes,

and literacy came to the aid of newspapermen. .

In the long series of adjustments, "freedom of the press"
became the rallying cry of the owners of the press. Protected by
this fetish expression, editors and publishers bravely sallied

forth again and again to ward ofi encroachments by legislators or

judges. During the long agitation for popular "freedom," "free-

408
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dom of the press
73 had assumed the stature of an unquestioned

"
token," representative of a pattern of folk beliefs. Like "De-

mocracy/
7 "The People," and "Americanism," this token

acquired as its most noteworthy characteristic an ability to

"pass" without meeting skepticism. Such catchwords
u
are

always current above their value. They always reveal the in-

vincible tendency of the masses to mythologize. They are per-

sonified and a superhuman energy is attributed to them. . . .

They carry a coercion with them and overwhelm people who are

not trained to verify assertions and dissect fallacies/'
1

With the regimentation of public opinion against political cen-

sorship, licensing, and taxation, politicians found other means of

adjusting to the increasing power of the press, such as subsidies
?

favors, and "interlocking directorates." Business and labor lead-

ers and ministers of the gospel used similar methods, some of

which have been sketched, but press-agentry gradually became

the prime means of adjustment for those seeking to utilize the

editorial influence of the press. This device includes the use of

less "respectable" expedients, notably of bribery, directly and

through advertising and printing contracts.

Of the chief groups of practices adopted by other organizations

as adaptations to the modifying methods and growing power of

newspapermen, certain legal devices, press-agentry, and bribery

remain to be treated. Before proceeding to aspects of the news-

paper industry more intimately associated with editorial policy

newsgathering, feature syndication, and staff management it is

useful to outline trends in these arrangements and in the related

adjustments of the press. These matters, as we shall see, are in-

tricately interrelated with much of the material discussed else-

where in this book.

Legal Demces

The legal as well as the popular meaning of press freedom took

form slowly. Lacking accepted definitions for the press's status

in a "free land/' the printers assumed a freedom dose to and

frequently equivalent to licentiousness, and the conservatives

endeavored to place as strict limitations upon them as the state

and federal constitutions would permit. The "newspapers of the

last decade of the eighteenth century with here and there an

exception only to prove the rule abounded in little else than
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libelous and scandalous personal attacks. The new freedom of the

press promoted not truth but calumnies and falsehoods/
7 2 For

protection, a fair number did as B. Franklin suggested in the

Federal Gazette of September 12, 1789, "My proposal then is, to

leave the liberty of the press untouched, to be exercised in its

full extent, force, and vigor; but to permit the liberty of the cudgel

to go with it pari passu" To maintain their newly gained free-

dom, printers fought special taxes, discriminatory legislation, and

judicial interpretations. They also began a long struggle to es-

tablish a right to report and comment on judicial and legislative

proceedings and other matters of public record.

Other chapters discuss aspects of the press's legal relationships.

Freedom of the press from economic restrictions imposed by law

or judicial decision figures in the sections on paper, union and

child labor, trade associations, circulation, and advertising. The
A. X. P. A. and other trade associations also worried about libel

laws, copyright legislation, censorship of news and advertising,
and measures construed as efforts to license newspapers. Cir-

culation and advertising managers confronted a maze of such

difficulties. Publishers of Sunday papers struggled against laws

and mores which hindered their operations. Chapters XIII and
XIV touch on such matters as the problems connected with the

reporting of legislative proceedings, the search for corporate

protection of monopolistic newsgathering memberships, and prop-

erty or "quasi-property" rights in news. In Chapter XVII, col-

lective bargaining once more appears. The present section,

therefore, merely brings together an outline of general tendencies

in the legal status of press freedom.

Licensing and special taxation, two woes of colonial printers,
seldom became methods for coping with the power of the press
in the United States after the Revolution. English common law,
as stated by Blackstone, Mansfield, and Kenyon, contained
"the rule that liberty of the Press meant freedom from any re-

striction before publication but complete liability under the com-
mon law after publication."

3 American judges early adopted
this theory; one stated in 1788

3 for instance, that "liberty of the

Press consists in printing without any previous license, subject
to the consequences of the law." 4 In Patterson v. Colorado (205
U. S. 454), Justice Holmes in 1906 upheld this doctrine when he

asserted, "The main purpose of such constitutional provisions is
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'to prevent all such previous restraints upon publications as had
been practiced by other governments.

3 "
A. X. P. A. representa-

tives injected this theory into arguments over the applicability
of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 to the press.

Despite their infrequency,
"
taxes on knowledge" played sev-

eral significant roles. The free press provision in the Massa
chusetts organic law of 1780 did not restrain the General Court
from exciting powerful opposition by placing in 1785 a duty of

two-thirds of a penny upon every newspaper and almanac pub-
lished in the state. At its nest session, the Court still faced

with need for revenue modified this act to a tax on advertise-

ments, but the widespread clamor of the press forced the act's

repeal in 1788. As Eleazer Oswald, "An officer of the Late
Continental Army/

3

told the "Citizens of Philadelphia
v

in the

Independent Gazetteer of November 6, 1787. "The Liberty of the

Press is not secured, and the powers of Congress are fullv ade-

quate to its destruction, as they are to have the trial of libels, or

pretended libels against the United States/
7 under the proposed

Federal Constitution, "and may by a cursed abominable Stamp
Act (as the Bowdoin administration has done in Massachusetts^

preclude you effectually from all means of information/*' This

Massachusetts advertising tax of 1786-88 thus aided in drama-

tizing the struggle for the free press amendment to the Federal

Constitution.

Virginia collected $355 in 1848 through a tax on newspapers,
and Civil War measures included a federal levy on advertising
income in 1863-67, but neither of these became the focal point
of such a strenuous free press struggle as did the

* 4

Huey P. Long
newspaper tax" of 1934 in Louisiana. Through this act, the

"Long Machine" attempted to strike at the pocketbooks of the

thirteen of the 163 publications in the state which carried paid

advertising and had a circulation of more than 20,000 copies a

week. The law required that these papers should "pay a license

tax for the privilege of engaging in such business in this State of

two per cent. (2%) of the gross receipts of such business." The
nine owners of the thirteen dailies took the matter before the

federal courts (American Press Company, et al. z\ Alice Lee

Grosjean, Supervisor of Public Accounts), pointed out that press

licensing had never been permitted in this country, alleged that

the tax was instituted as a weapon against them, and claimed
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that they could not legally be subjected to a tax not levied against

all members of a general class. When the case came before the

U. S. Supreme Court, Justice Sutherland,
5 in Ms statement of the

decision, said on February 10, 1936, "The tax ... is bad be-

cause, in the light of its history and of its present setting, it is

seen to be a deliberate and calculated device in the guise of a tax

to limit the circulation of information to which the public is

entitled in virtue of the constitutional guaranties. A free press

stands as one of the great interpreters between the government
and the people. To allow it to be fettered is to fetter ourselves."

Although the free press provision of the first Amendment "is not

a restraint upon the powers of the States, the States are pre-
cluded from abridging the freedom of speech or of the press by
force of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment."
The arguments in the briefs presented in such cases as this

recaE a statement by that veteran reporter, WiU Irwin.6
Writing

on "The American Newspaper" in 1911, he asserted,

"It was an axiom of old-time journalism that the newspaper
must at least assume to stand for popular causes; though less often
and less clearly expressed, it is an axiom to-day. The newspapers,
be they never so venial, never so inimical to popular rule, pretend
to speak for the people; and the public which reads the newspapers
expects this service. If our American press ever renounces its ancient
office of tribune of the people, it will renounce also its main excuse
for its extraordinary freedom from legal restraint."

The press is not likely to renounce that excuse. Even though
Long's autocratic political machine had little to recommend it,

however, the constant thesis of publishers that all politicians are

scoundrels and that all newspapermen disinterestedly serve The
People may not always convince. What then?

Libel actions, contempt of court proceedings, and, in unusual

situations, censorship and suppression are the usual means for

coping with the press. These recourses involve, on the one hand,
"the right of the individual to an unsullied reputation, the right
of the Government to maintain itself in times of stress, and the

right of the State to protect its citizens from immoral and ob-
noxious nuisances. On the other hand there is the right of the
citizen to be informed of the activities of the State, instructed

concerning the machinations of public officers, and warned of

pernicious influences." 7
Chapter VII, in discussing publications
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of minority political parties, and Chapter IX, in outlining postal

regulations relating to "obscene
7 "

matter, give the salient man-

ners in which the United States protects its citizens '"from im-

moral and obnoxious nuisances." While the right of the citizen

to information is well substantiated by the organic laws and

court decisions, this book as a whole informs the citizen of prac-

tical considerations which modify the fulfilment of this right.

The prevalence of foreign-born journalists among opposition

newspaper writers during John Adams' administration coupled
with the virulence of editorial attacks led to the enactment in

1798 of the famous Alien and Sedition Laws. So far as journalists

were concerned, the Alien Law functioned merely as a threat.

The Federalists did not actually prosecute any Republican edi-

tors under this provision even though it did send J. D. Burk of

the New York Time-Piece into hiding. The Sedition Law, how-

ever, occasioned the arrest of twenty-four or twenty-five writers,

not all newspapermen but including some of the outstanding

Republican editors. This legislation provided punishment for

writing or publishing "any false, scandalous and malicious"

material against the President or Congress, for opposing any law

of the United States or act of the President, or for otherwise

stirring up "sedition." Ten or eleven trials under this law re-

sulted in the sentencing of seven newspaper editors and three

others not connected at the time with newspapers. Some of the

most conspicuous prosecutions involved prominent politicians

who wrote pamphlets or newspaper articles. These laws expired

in 1801, and Thomas Jefferson and his followers certainly did

nothing toward having them revived. Historians credit these

acts with having aided materially in defeating the Federalist

Party and electing Jefferson.

At about the same time, several editors were arrested for the

common-law crime of seditious libel, but this crime "seems never

to have existed in the Federal Government, and it has fallen into

desuetude among the states." 8 Public officers have recourse to

libel actions in the same manner as any citizen, but peace-time

attacks upon the federal government go unpunished.

As the states graduaEy developed fairly adequate means for

combating civil, criminal, and trade libels, and newspapers

became more responsible financially, the violence of editorial

attacks tended to dimmish. To defend themselves from such
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actions, newspapers had to prove that their assertions were

"true" or that they were not only "true" but were published

with good motives and for justifiable ends, depending upon the

state. Court decisions and legislation had established these

general principles as a concession to the privileged status given

press utterances because of the "public interest" attached to

them. Another recourse for the protection of reputation, action

for invasion of the right of privacy, aggravated by the appear-
ance of the camera, evolved much later, in the 1890

7

s.

As editors modified their methods to meet this changing situa-

tion, they found solace in the advertising value of certain libel

suits. The crop of cheap papers in the 1830
J

s particularly gloried

in this indication of aggressiveness. Shortly after its establish-

ment in 1836, the Philadelphia Public Ledger "procured the

great desideratum for the new paper a libel suit, with popular

feeling on its side.
35

After the apprentices of a firm of cabinet-

makers had charged ill treatment and had had their indentures

cancelled, the Ledger had denounced the firm as being "steeped
in infamy" and had asserted, "Nobody., surely, who is aware of

their meanness, will do business with them," In defense, the

editor "now wrote some of his best articles on 'Libel/ 'The

Liberty of the Press/ &c.
?
and the LEDGER became immensely

popular by its appeal in this case to the 'jury of the people/
" 9

The Xew-York Herald faced many such actions, "in many in-

stances, frivolous cases, made out of police reports, and instituted

by speculating lawyers ... for a share of the damages ob-

tained." J. G. Bennett, its publisher, "employed abundance of

counsel, and fought these cases, in the general interest of the

Press, as long as the law would permit."
10 Many another pub-

lisher has found this policy the cheapest "in the long run." The

resulting decisions have had a tendency to broaden the concep-
tion of "public interest." This has not aided persons libeled.

During the Civil War, the press met with tie devices uni-

versally used fay governments in emergencies, censorship and

suppression. In addition to the activities of the Post Office

Department, mentioned in Chapter IX, "the war department
and department of justice used their authority for the suppression
of sundry newspapers, or of particular issues thereof, which

published matter adjudged to be treasonable." Papers "pub-
lishing military intelligence, however obtained and by whatever
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means received, not authorized by the official authority/' were

excluded by an order of the War Department
a from receiving

Intelligence by telegraph or transmitting their papers by rail-

road." n Little wonder that, after covering the nrst battle of

Bull Run on July 21, 1861, H. J. Raymond of The Xev-York

Times found "there was a censor in Washington that night."

Of his "two or three columns only a few disconnected and

innocuous sentences ever got into the paper/"
:2

In addition to southern journals, Union military officials on

August 22, 1861, suppressed the sale in Philadelphia of the Xcu
York Daily News and later seized bundles of the sheet at Louis-

ville, Baltimore, Washington, Alexandria, and Annapolis. The

Post Office Department suspended the mail privileges of the

News and several other "copperhead" papers of Xew York and

Brooklyn the same day. Within the next two days, federal

officials confiscated the effects of the Philadelphia Christian

Observer
i destroyed the Canton Stark County (Ohio) Democrat,

and suspended the West Chester (Pennsylvania) Jeffersonian.

In order to have the support of the New York Herald, President

Lincoln had to send as his emissary to J. G. Bennett, Thurlow

Weed, editor of the Albany Evening Journal. Weed managed to

convince Bennett of the seriousness of the fight, and the Herald's

policy changed. The publication of a forged Presidential procla-

mation in 1864 brought about the temporary suppression of the

New York World and Journal of Commerce and the imprisonment

of some of their editors and publishers, but the arrest of the

author of the forgery permitted the resumption of publication

within a few days. Foreign-language papers, particularly the

Courrier des Etats Unis, Staats-Zeitung, and National Zeitung of

New York, similarly offended the officials by disseminating trea-

sonable material.

The Union generals attempted from time to time to secure

the cooperation of the press so that their plans, strength, and

movements would not fall into the hands of the Confederates.

A conference of newspapermen called by General G. B. McClellan

at Washington on August 5, 1861, unanimously adopted Ms

suggestion that loyal editors "be required to refrain from pub-

lishing, either as editorial or as correspondence, any description,

from any point of view, of any matter that might furnish aid and

comfort' to the enemy" and that they instruct their correspond-
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ents
* 4

to comply with it in spirit and letter." ls The General 14

advised the War Department the next year, however, that "some
of the newspapers publish letters from their correspondents with

this army giving important information concerning our move-

ments, position of troops, etc., in positive violation of your
orders. As it is impossible for me to ascertain with certainty who
these anonymous writers are, I beg to suggest that an order be

published holding the editors responsible for its infraction."

General Joseph Hooker finally required in May, 1863, the publica-

tion of communications from correspondents over their own sig-

natures. But, as the next chapter further develops, the Union

papers found many ways in which to elude the censors and to

continue to make the prosecution of the war even more difficult

than it might have been. The Confederate government main-

tained better control over its sheets through an official news-

gathering organization.

With the return of peace, vituperations once more filled the

newspapers. As the New York Herald asserted editorially in

March, 1876, "We have a law of libel, but it is a dead letter.

This is partly because there is no paper of any standing which
is not strong enough to fight any libel suit so as to exhaust an or-

dinary suitor. The law's delays are proverbial, but we never

brought them to perfection until within the past few years."
The editor estimated "that in the last ten years there have been
about a hundred thousand libels in New York, and we do not know
that there has been a single successful action at law for one of

them." Then as now "so far as the freedom of the press is

concerned there has been more cant written than on most sub-

jects, and that is saying a good deal." The American Newspaper
Publishers

7

Association, as we have seen, sought to protect its

members from 1890 by promoting the standardization of state

libel laws. Its committee on the subject held special meetings
and by 1910 reported that It "has continued to steadily influence

the Legislatures of the various States toward harmony and uni-

formity in enacting and revising Mbel laws." 15 Libel law revision

under newspaper leadership, as might be expected, did not tend
to make the recourse of the libeled too easy.

L. D. Brandeis and Samuel Warren 16
published an article in

1890 on "The Right of Privacy" which introduced a new basis

upon which individuals might secure damages from newspapers
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or, when appropriate, an injunction against them. They de-

veloped it as a right of personality rather than of property. TMs

theory, as substantiated by cases, does not permit truth or ab-

sence of malice as defenses or require proof of specific damages,
but press lawyers have a "way out

35

in many cases. The defend-

ant merely has to prove that the picture or story involved has

"public interest." In addressing the American Society of News-

paper Editors in 1936, nevertheless, Lee A White 17 of the Detroit

News worried his listeners by concluding a lengthy analysis of the

subject with these assertions:

"The frequent assurances that are offered that few suits under

the right of privacy could be successfully maintained is quite unsatis-

factory to those who have learned the cost of defenses at kw; the

aggravations, annoyances, harassments, of actions that may be

begun by the vengeful, the avaricious and the psychopathic reader;

the strain of endeavoring to produce a newspaper under repressive

influences.

"The press is free because, for all of its faults, which are numerous

and obvious, the public is safer and happier for the knowledge that

it is able to disseminate. If the press is worth continuance (and

its bitterest enemies still concede it some merit), it must have more

freedom of action than an extension of the principle of privacy
would seern to promise.

"I find myself in somewhat the same position as the author of

your canons of journalism, when he dealt with the problem of

decency. I am hopeful that the practices of those newspapers
which are too disrespectful of the sensibilities of normal persons

'will encounter effective public disapproval or yield to the influence

of a preponderant professional condemnation.'"

While White is not naive, he overlooks the practical problems in

the way of his idealistic remedies. Does he realize the expedients

which the "effective public disapproval" of press monopolies

to be "effective" must take? The press, in this as in other

regards, might do well to permit some limitation of its powers, if

only to protect the public from the "disrespectful" newspapers,

so that popular ire upon some occasion might not sweep a bigger

slice of its freedom into discard.

The protection of reporters' confidences also began to take on

a new status during the 1890's. Legal privilege had long pro-

tected ministers, physicians, and lawyers from the necessity of

divulging information confided in them, but newspapermen had

frequently found themselves in contempt of court or of a legis-
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lative investigating committee by refusing to reveal the source

of published information. When J. T. Morris, a reporter for the

Baltimore Sun, predicted in 1896 the outcome of a grand jury

investigation, he spent several days in jail rather than tell the

source of Ms tip. The agitation resulting from this case placed on

the books of Maryland the first law protecting reporters' con-

fidences. This law provided that no reporter "shall be compelled
to disclose in any legal proceeding or trial, or before any com-

mittee of the Legislature or elsewhere, the source of any news or

information procured or obtained by him for or published in the

newspaper on and in which he is engaged, connected with, or

employed." The next act of this sort did not appear until 1933

when Xew Jersey enacted a similar measure which set "the pace
for the nation

7 *

by protecting newspapermen "when their ethical

code . . . comes in conflict with judicial procedure/'
ls Follow-

ing a series of attacks on photographers and reporters, the New
Jersey legislature went a step further on June 5, 1934, and passed
the first law which made persons "who interfere with, strike,

beat, wound or assault any news photographer or news reporter

while . . . engaged in the pursuit of his or her occupation, . . .

guilty of a misdemeanor/' subject to a $1,000 fine, a three-year

prison sentence, or both.

AH editors did not agree that reporters should have their

confidences thus guarded. When a New York American reporter

went to jail in 1935 for contempt of court for not naming persons

furnishing him information on policy gambling in New York,
The Chicago Tribune ig

agreed with the judge and made these

assertions editorially:

"We believe that less evil will arise from the rare punishment
of a newspaperman who obeys Ms conscience in a good cause than
would come through misuse of the plea of professional confidence.

"A venal judge is more timid than an upright one in infringing

upon rights of the press, for he knows his own weaknesses which

expose him to counter attack."

When it looked as if Illinois would have a
"
confidences

)J law

in 1935, Editor &" Publisher rejoiced. Pointing on July 13 to

"many sound reasons for this legislation/' it urged state and

regional press associations to promote the measure in their

states. It lauded this means of eliminating "a cruel and anti-

social method, viciously unfair to the reporter, unjust to his news-
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paper, and . . . against public welfare." When the governor
vetoed the bill, Hearst's Chicago American admitted that "It

is all right for clergymen, lawyers and doctors to have that

right
35
but claimed that "it is even more important that news-

paper men have it." The Chicago Tribune, however, stuck to its

position and called the veto
"
right and proper."

m A venal

judge is in a less tenable position than a venal newspaperman,
rare as the latter may be. The same year, nevertheless, saw sim-

ilar laws written on the statute books of California and Alabama;
Arkansas voted favorably in 1936 on an initiated act of this sort,

"Trial by newspaper," a matter closely related to reporters
5

confidences and contempt of court, involves so many extra-legal

matters that it is treated in the chapters on reporting and edito-

rial policy.

The Spanish-American and World Wars furnish a striking

study in contrasts upon certain aspects of press freedom. Such

studies as M. M. Wilkerson's Public Opinion and the Spanish-

American War have demonstrated the role of the American press

in taking us on a crusade to Cuba. "The influence of the press on

Congress/
7

Wilkerson 21
notes, for instance, "is shown in the

frequent references to newspaper accounts of atrocities made by
certain members of the two houses in debates on resolutions

concerning the Cuban insurrection." In fighting such a feeble

power, censorship played a small part, but the World War was

different. As Walter Millis makes dear in Ms Road to War:

America 1914-1917, the American press with the exception of

such as Hearst's papers did little to prevent and much to aid

our entanglement in the struggle. The government coped with

the uncertainties of editorial initiative by securing the newspaper

industry's submission to a voluntary censorship upon military

and naval news, by setting up the Committee on Public Informa-

tion, headed by George Creel, and by enacting an Espionage Act

in 1917 and an amendment to it in 1918. Already well along the

way to war hysteria, the newspapers readily joined forces with

the Creel Committee and related agencies in "an orgy of idealism

and ballyhoo." Through the espionage legislation, the govern-

ment "put down the screws on newspapers deliberately exposing

military secrets or obstructing the war." And, as usual, "the

authorities in enforcing these acts often shut their eyes to slips

or deliberate violations on the part of powerful newspapers with
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orthodox political opinions and exerted their powers over the

unorthodox/
3 22 These laws made it a crime to attack the form of

government or the Constitution or to oppose war activities. In

commenting upon convictions tinder these acts, mostly "for

expressions of opinion about the merits and conduct of the war,"
Zechariah Chafee, Jr.,

23 of Harvard Law School asserted, "It

became criminal to advocate heavier taxation instead of bond

issues, to state that conscription was unconstitutional though the

Supreme Court had not yet held it valid, to say that the sinking
of merchant vessels was legal, to urge that a referendum should

have preceded our declaration of war, to say that war was con-

trary to the teachings of Christ."

Following the World War, the daily papers waged a series of

notable legal battles for what they called the freedom of the press.

In the first of these, The Chicago Tribum fought a libel action

brought by the City of Chicago in 1921. Demanding $10,000,000
in damages^ municipal officials claimed that the Tribune had

injured the credit of the city by alleging the controlling politi-

cians to be incompetent and corrupt. "This suit raised," the

Tribune 24
said, "one of the most sinister doctrines ever brought

before an American court." When appealed to the Illinois Su-

preme Court, the decision (307 HI. 595) handed down in 1923

reiterated the American principle "that the people have the right
to discuss their government without fear of being called to

account in the courts for their expressions of opinion."
The American Newspaper PubEshers

7

Association, worried by
alleged infringements of its members' freedom, especially by a
rash of contempt of court actions, appointed a Committee on
Freedom of the Press in 1923 and made the redoubtable R. R.
McCormick of TJie Chicago Tribune its chairman. To this, the

industry added the Freedom of the Press CnTnTmtt.ee of the

Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation in 1931, composed of

no less than 112 newspapermen and organized on July 30 at a

meeting on board the "He de France" in New York harbor.

R. R. McCormick, "one of the foremost exponents of a free

press/
7 became honorary chairman, and C. G. Bowers, a colum-

nist for Hearst's New York Evening Journal, chairman. Excerpts
from Jefferson

?

s published works, likely unknown to most of these

crusaders, would have spoiled the feast. "What a cruel reflec-

tion/' wrote Jefferson in 1787
7 "that a rich country cannot long
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be a free one." And in 1S2I he spoke of an "aristocracy of

wealth." as being
u
of more harm and danger than benefit to

society."

Suppressions under the
'*

Minnesota gag law," enacted in 1925,

furnished a first cause cclebre for McCormick's A. X. P. A. com-

mittee. This act provided for the abatement as a public nuisance

of a "
malicious, scandalous and defamatory newspaper, maga-

zine or other periodical." In addition, it permitted the courts to

regard resumption of publication as a contempt of court and to

subject the parties thus involved to fine or imprisonment. After

the suppression of the Duluth Ripsaw and the Minneapolis

Saturday Press and Twindty Reporter, all "scandal" weeklies,

McCormick placed his support behind the editor of the Saturday

Press. This paper had been stopped in November, 1927, and its

editor had attempted unsuccessfully to have the restraining order

overruled. With an aroused industry behind him, McCormick

saw to it that this case (Near 2. Minnesota ex reL Olson) was

carried to the U. S. Supreme Court, Despite the admitted mali-

ciousness of the Saturday Press, the A. N, P. A., A. S. N. E., and

other organizations realized that the "gag law" carried a po-

tential threat to their liberties through apparently placing a

previous restraint upon publication. Such a measure had never

nor was ever likely to be used against a major
"
respectable"

American newspaper, but the case offered an opportunity to

dramatize the press's constitutional privileges and to get another

Supreme Court decision on the records.

Five of the nine Justices of the U. S. Supreme Court handed

down a decision on June 1, 1931, written by Chief Justice C E.

Hughes (283 U. S. 697), which held the questioned section of the

act unconstitutional. Hughes asserted that the "statute not

only operates to suppress the offending newspaper or periodical

but to put the publisher under an effective censorship." He be-

lieved that the "fact that the liberty of the Press may be abused

by miscreant purveyors of scandal does not make any the less

necessary the immunity of the Press from previous restraint in

dealing with official misconduct. Subsequent punishment for

such abuses as may exist is the appropriate remedy, consistent

with constitutional privilege." The minority decision, written

by Justice Pierce Butler, caEed attention to the fact "that exist-

ing libel laws are inadequate effectively to suppress evils resulting
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from the kind of business and publications that are shown in this

case/' These four Justices did not want to expose "the peace and

good order of every comniiinity and the business and private

affairs of every individual to the constant and protracted false

and malicious assaults of any insolvent publisher who may have

purpose and sufficient capacity to contrive and put into effect a

scheme or program for oppression, blackmail or extortion."

The Freedom of the Press Committee of the Thomas Jefferson

Memorial, elated by this "victory," sponsored a celebration at

Jefferson's home, Monticello, on October 20, "America's first

Tree Press Day.'
" Some 200 publishers and others dedicated to

freedom of the press that idealist's study and announced that the

other rooms in this "Hall of Famous Ideals" would subsequently
be consecrated to other Jeffersonian ideals. "Notice went out to

the nation . . . that the legions of the American press remain

jealous of the right of free press, in theory and fact, and that the

prime force which animates the writing and publishing craft in

this day squares with the spirit of Thomas Jefferson."
25 To this,

Jefferson might have replied,
"
Free for whom? }}

It is well to add,

too, that the Post Office Department has and has frequently
used the same power of suppression which the U. S. Supreme
Court denied to the courts of Minnesota, as Chapter IX mentions.

A public utilities magnate, H. L. Doherty of Cities Service

Company, attempted to use a libel action in 1931 to bring The

Kansas City (Missouri) Star to terms. After failing to have the

Postmaster General ban the sheet from the mails, he sued the

paper on July 10 for $12,000,000 damages, the largest amount
ever asked for libel in this country from a single paper. Among
other things, he alleged that officials of the Star sought to damage
his business by campaigning for lower gas rates in Kansas in

order to benefit a competing gas distributing company of their

own. By July 6, 1932, he had four suits pending against the Star

and its officials asking total damages of $54,000,000. Aiming at

ousting the editors of the paper, he also tried to frighten the

W. R. Xelson Estate trustees into canceling their agreement
with the purchasers of the Star and, to have a mouthpiece, bought
partial control of the Starts local competitor, the Journal-Post.

Still pending in 1937, this indication of its aggressiveness gratifies
the Star.

Contempt of court regulations, long an irritant to publishers
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and their reporters, underwent a significant modification in sev-

eral jurisdictions in 1931-32. Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan
enacted laws that permitted a change of venue in such cases, a

transfer of the contempt trial to another judge than the one

offended. The federal anti-injunction act of March 23, 1932,

too, made a similar provision "if the contempt arises from an

attack upon the character or conduct of such judge and if the

attack occurred elsewhere than in the presence of the court or so

near thereto as to interfere directly with the administration of

justice."

N. R. A. code regulations spurred professional free-press advo-

cates to new efforts. The publishers selected October 28, 1933,

the two-hundredth anniversary of an action which eventually led

to the arrest and trial of J. P. Zenger, as a day on which to bally-

hoo the free-press principle. Once more the publishers junketed,

this time to St. Paul's Church, near Mount Yemen. Xew York,

close to the scene of the historic incident, and listened to re-

assuring harangues by McCormick and others that their privi-

leges would be upheld by the courts regardless of the current

efforts of the people's chosen representatives, "Seldom, if ever,

since the early days of the Republic, has there ever been such a

unified and insistent demand from newspapers that their consti-

tutional rights be reaffirmed officially."
^

Chapter VHI details

the course of the publishers in this "epochal straggle."

A U. S. Senate lobby investigating committee, headed by
H. L. Black, annoyed the industry in 1935-36 along a new front.

This committee, in studying efforts by the power industry and

particularly by the huge Associated Gas & Electric Company to

defeat the Wheeler-Raybum holding company bill, began to

uncover in July, 1935, significant connections between advertis-

ing, newspaper editorial practices, and lobbying activities. In

order to supplement its evidence with selections from a complete

file of telegrams passing through the Washington offices of tele-

graph companies between February 1 and September 1, 1935
,

copies of which federal law requires the wire companies to keep,

the committee found it expedient to join forces with the Federal

Communications Commission. The interest of F. C. C. had been

aroused by revelations of the Black committee that telegraph

companies were violating F. C. C. regulations. F. C. C. had

specific legal sanction^ too, for examining files of telegram copies
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to check for such violations.
a
In order to secure information with

the least possible disruption of the business of the telegraph

companies," F. C. C. 27 later explained to the Senate, "it was

agreed that the separate studies of the commission and of the

committee to be made in Washington should be coordinated."

When their employees completed copying and noting wires in

January, 1936, the two federal bodies had a sizable collection

of startling data.

Since this material included press communications, the free-

press "fat" was in the fire once more. One wire, allegedly sent

by W. R. Hearst on April 5, 1935, to J. T. Williams, an editorial

writer for Ms Washington Times, became a prime issue. Hearst's

wire 2S was said to have been as folows:

a Los Angeles, CaL Confidential. Why not make several edi-

torials calling for impeachment of Mr. McSwain? He is the enemy
within the gates of congress^ the Nation's citadel. He is a Com-
munist in spirit and a traitor in effort. He would leave United
States naked to its foreign and domestic enemies. Please make
these editorials for morning papers. Also make editorials extolling
administration for its preparedness policies which are its main
achievement. Suggest advocating duplicating West Point in Middle
West and Annapolis on Pacific Coast."

Black, in directing Western Union to furnish a copy of this

wire to J. J. McSwain, asserted that Hearst had thus attempted
"to intimidate and coerce in the performance of his legislative

duty, a member of Congress whose reputation for loyalty and

patriotic service is above criticism and has never been ques-
tioned throughout many years of devoted public service until

this secret effort ... to assassinate his character." McSwain
read the telegram to the House on March 18 and shouted, "It
seems to be Ms tactics to charge anything against a man irrespec-
tive of the truth." Hearst replied in the New York American
and Hs other sheets the next day that "McSwain is a politician
of the lower order, and his extreme radical pacifism is a danger to

the peace and protection of the nation, and to the safety of the

men, women and children who constitute the American people."
Elisha Hanson, attorney for Hearst as well as A.N.P.A.,
immediately sought an injunction against the telegraph com-

panies to restrain them from turning over to the Black committee
a telegram sent by Hearst to an editorial writer at Washington on
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April 5, 1935, supposedly the Williams telegram regarding ilc-

Swain, and, in another bill of complaint, charged members of the

Black committee and F. C. C. with conspiring to abridge Hearst's

constitutional rights. The latter complaint contended "*That

Congress is without authority under the Constitution of the

United States to regulate, interfere with, restrain, restrict,

censor or inquire into the business of the press."
^ If supported,

such a theory might facilitate the rise of a press dictatorship

in name, even more absolute than the press's present control in

fact.

Regardless of individual opinions of Hearst, the industry as a

whole sprang to his defense. The "Polecat Committee,'* as

Hearst dubbed his enemy, had obtained confidential wires of

other newspapers, and the industry was easily terrified at the

prospect of too extensive an exposition of its way of doing busi-

ness. The A. N. P. A. directors condemned the committee and

offered persecuted members assistance.
" Should the press and

the public surrender in the rights of privacy in wire communica-

tions/' said J. D. Bamurn of the Syracuse Post-Standard, A. N.

P. A. president, "it will be but a short step to the opening of

correspondence in the U. S. mail and official eavesdropping such

as is practiced by some despotic governments." W. A. White of

the Emporia (Kansas) Gazette lent the weight of his mellow lib-

eralism by wiring, "I realize that Hearst is the arch offender in

denying constitutional liberties to those with whom he disagrees,

but to treat him as he treats others is bad logic, bad morals and

bad policy."
m Senator Louis Schwellenbach replied on the

floor of the Senate with a lengthy description of Hearst's career.

He mentioned Hearst's part in the Spanish-American War, "THE

JOUSNAI/S WAS./' his inflammatory campaign against Japan,

his stealing of Associated Press dispatches as revealed in the

famous case against his International News Service before the

U. S. Supreme Court, his publication of forged documents which

falsely accused four prominent Senators of accepting bribes in

connection with a "Mexican-Nicaragiian Plot" against the

United States, and his papers' approval of Reichsfiihrer Adolph

Hitler, Nazi dictator of Germany. Schwellenbach 31 then com-

mented that "It is a peculiar thing that the leader of the move-

ment in this country today toward fascism ... is the same

William Randolph Hearst who today is so ardent in his protec-
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tion of the rights of the people under the Constitution." This

device is not so peculiar; this use of catch phrases is firmly em-

bedded in the gentle art of skullduggery.

In order not "to have the issues in the matter defined by
Western Union/

7

as Black s2
said, the committee withdrew its

subpoena directing Western Union to produce the McSwain

telegram. Justice A. A. Wheat of the District of Columbia

Supreme Court had in March granted a similar injunction against

Western Union in the case of telegrams of the Chicago law firm of

Winston, Strawn & Shaw, subpoenaed by the Black committee.

This eliminated one of Hearst's suits and left Hanson with the

job of getting an injunction against a committee of the U. S.

Senate. After listening to long discourses on press freedom from
Hanson and on the separation of governmental powers from the

attorney for the committee, Wheat on April 8 refused Hearst's

request. "I cannot see how the question of freedom of the press
is involved in any way," asserted Wheat. 33 "You cannot say
that the proprietor of a newspaper is not amenable to ordinary

judicial process. Freedom of the press originally was a term to

describe the right of a newspaper to criticize the government."
He decided, therefore, that the "court has no jurisdiction to

enjoin the committee. . . . Probably there is no remedy . ... It

is better to let the Senate proceed than for me to try to do some-

thing that I do not feel is right; I don't feel that I have the right
to inaugurate such a principle." As Crampton Harris,

34
attorney

for the Black committee, stated in a brief in an appeal of the case

to the District of Columbia Court of Appeals, "If a chain of

newspapers urges legislation because it will enrich their powerful
owner through the sale of munitions of war or materials, is Con-

gress to be denied all knowledge of the hidden and selfish purposes
behind this propaganda?" One wonders wrhere the answer to

such questions may eventually lie, an answer which will in some

way rationalize traditional legal theories with changed situations.

The Court of Appeals on November 9, 1936, upheld the decision

of the lower court.

No pretense is made that the foregoing depicts in more than

vague outlines some of the pertinent developments in the strug-

gle between publishers and other interests through the medium
of legal devices. The incidents described merely exemplify as-

pects of and currents in the general situation. Perhaps the crux
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of the whole matter lies In the assumption of the courts and of

legislators that newspapers are vested with
u
public interest"

without having established a means of detenmning whether or

not a given newspaper represents "public interest." The ascer-

tainment of any such relationship in an individual case would,

available facts suggest, be fraught with tremendous additional

problems of a practical sort. This and other questions suggest a

traditional and probably unchangeable characteristic of law,

whether common, organic, or other: It is largely dependent

upon a system of philosophical categories and doctrines which

carry a degree of fixity assured by their societal sanction and to

which changing societal facts are fitted. Social scientists would

prefer, were it possible, a continuous adaptation of legal defini-

tions and theories to meet changes in societal facts. This main-

tenance of legal stability in the status of the press represents

another element making for the entrenchment of vested interests,

especially of newspaper monopolies in individual fields. It has

effectively operated to eliminate, especially in the case of "re-

spectable" or "majority" sheets, the obvious recourse of an

unrepresented majority, legislative action. Only the proverbial

test of time will indicate whether or not we pay too great a price

for the free-press doctrine. The press and the "freedom" of the

press, societally speaking, are both probably too new for us to

have an adequate perspective upon them. At any rate, leaders

of other social enterprises have had more success in adjusting to

the power of the press through press-agentry, occasional bribery,

and advertising patronage than through legal methods.

Puffs, Propaganda, and Press-Agentry

When publishers throw up their hands and lament the rise

of the press agent after the Spanish-American War or the World

War, the specter of Samuel Adams might well haunt their dreams

for they reveal chiefly the length of their experiences. Samuel

Adams, the "Father of the American Revolution" because he

was a press agent who could dim the feats of many successors,

is to "press relations experts" what Benjamin Harris and

B. Franklin are to printers and newspapermen. Under tremen-

dous handicaps, he worked out methods similar to those in use

today and might be regarded if we must have such as the

"
father

%t

of American press-agentry.
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The insertion of special pleadings and other interested bits of

reading matter in the press by persons not employed by news-

papers, as Chapter II outlines, dates back to the beginnings of

periodical journalism. The problems involved, the methods used,

and the names applied to these procedures and their practitioners

have been modified, but what is now called press-agentry evolved

from a long series of similar practices gradually developed in

response to similar needs. The limitation of the number of news-

paper enterprises with the appearance of more powerful and more

stable units brought new significance to this device, roughly from

the 1830's but more strikingly after 1900.

While weekly and daily newspapers remained adequate hi

number to represent the various minorities demanding printed

spokesmen, press-agentry largely continued to be of the sort

used by the "Hell-Fire Club" of the Boston Courant. When
W. C. Bryant became editor of the New York Evening Post in

1826 ? for instance, he found that it was customary "to depend
somewhat upon the occasional contributions of friends, politi-

cians, lawyers, and business men, and in this way . . . received

much valuable assistance and advice." Editor of the sheet for

half a century, Bryant had among his
"
occasional contributors

and constant visitors" Martin Van Buren, John Randolph, Silas

Wright, Azariah Flagg, Michael Hoffman, and Samuel J. Tilden. 35

"Deadhead" courtesies in anticipation of journalistic favors, and
"free puffs" in return for paid advertisements were also common
then, largely for the promotion of commercial products or srv-
ices. When Gerard Hailock became editor of the Journal of
Commerce in 1828, he is said to have declined "deadhead" prof-

fers, "commonly ranked among the prerogatives of the Press,"
on all occasions. He wanted to "escape entanglements which

might in some way embarrass the expression of a deliberate con-

viction." ** The rarity of this reticence, with the growth of

powerful public utilities and especially of the railroads, eventually

brought legal curtailments of this privilege of the press. The
Xew-York Herald^ one of the first journals to ban "free puffs,"
did not do so until January 1, 1848. This sort of thing, before the

more careful segregation of "paid" space, bore an even closer

relationship to trends in advertising practices than more recently
and is, therefore, treated in some detail in Chapter X. "Few
daily journals," maintained one journalist

37 in the 1850
J

s, "per-
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sist In the course of permitting agents and advertisers to occupy
editorial space at a fixed rate. Such as do, cannot long sur-

vive. . . . Advertisements now are not placed In the editorial

columns of the leading daily journals, and only, with one or two

exceptions, where they may be taken for editorial opinions." As

the writer naively suggests,
u
free puit

??

practices modified to

meet changing tastes and needs; they became """news
"
rather than

t

editorial opinions/
7

Knowing the weaknesses of
u
puffery'' as well as editors

7

re-

quirement that paid advertising accompany it, certain astute

publicists began to work out methods for making their message

part of the report of an attractive news event, an event some-

times wholly concocted and staged for the purpose. Washington

Irving, in introducing his Knickerbocker's History of Xew York

In 1809, used a clever expedient of the sort. On October 26,

1809, he had the New York Evening Post run a notice headed

"Distressing" that told of the disappearance of Dledrich Knicker-

bocker from his lodgings. Subsequent items strengthened the

story. Shortly the proprietor of the Columbian Hotel announced

that Diedrich had left behind "a very curious kind of a written

book." This the hotelkeeper threatened to sell to cover the man's

unpaid bill. Then, on November 28, Innskeep and Bradford

advertised that they would publish the History. TMs preliminary

build-up, worthy of that master of ballyhoo, P. T. Bamum,
attracted wide concern for the safety of Knickerbocker and In-

terest in his alleged work.

Bamum was not the first to exhibit freaks and manageries in

this country. Chapter II mentions the display In 1756 of a

21-foot snake. Hachaliah Bailey of Somers, New York, too, had

imported in 1815 "Old Bet/
7

the first elephant brought to Amer-

ica, and added other animals to Ms show thereafter. But Bamum
and his able assistant, Levi Lyman, greatly broadened the scope

of promotion in news space. Bamum's first great "gag," the

exploitation of Joice Heth beginning in 1834, gave a sample of

what was to follow. About Joke, supposedly an ancient slave who

had nursed George Washington a century before^ Bamum raised

an editorial, popular, and scientific furor. He wrote letters to

editors over a variety of pseudonyms. In some, he denounced

himself and his works as fraudulent. In others, he pointed to his

sterling virtues, to his great public service in bringing Heth
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before the American populace. Barnum cared little whether edi-

tors attacked or praised him so long as they spelled his name

correctly. He knew that attention and especially controversial

attention created gate receipts. When Joice died and an autopsy
revealed that she might have been eighty but certainly not twice

that age, Bamum was shocked. He publicly admitted he had

been grossly deceived. New Yorkers, nevertheless, had paid as

much as 81,500 a week to see the pipe-smoking Negress. Other

spectacular feats of showmanship followed. They included his

Museum; General Tom Thumb, a midget; Jenny Lind, the

"Swedish Nightingale,
73

with whom Barnum is said to have

contracted to pay $1,000 a concert for 150 performances in 1850-

51; "Zip, the What Is It?"; a "petrified man/' the Cardiff

Giant, "discovered" according to specifications in 1869; and the

"Greatest Show on Earth/' launched in 1871. For all, the Joice

Heth methods continued to work, elaborated or refined to meet

current needs and conditions, even to the use of baby shows and

beauty contests as drawing cards. The essential points of these

procedures have been adapted to the purposes of business and

political interests, reformers, religious leaders, and the more

strictly educational and social welfare agencies in about the order

of the listing. They included, briefly, news creation along strik-

ingly "human-interest" lines that would carry the message

promoted, aided and abetted when desirable or possible by con-

tention, and the whole placed in a form easily assimilated by
newspapermen.
The broad appeals of the cheap dailies of the 1830's, in contrast

with the limited class interests of their predecessors, entailed

the gradual invasion of many new fields. Short items from the

police courts and sensational treatments of murder trials and

catastrophes jostled with reports of sports and religious events.

This exposure of more and more kinds of community leaders to

the hazards as well as the advantages of publicity eventually

encouraged them to work out means of protecting themselves

from being placed in unfavorable lights and of assuring them-

selves of more attention. As Chapter VII points out, in describ-

ing the relationships of politicians and owners of dailies, papers
still remained sufficiently numerous for many years to represent
the more powerful politico-economic factions. Where a question
arose, a sheet was not too large to be purchased or seduced with
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advertising or other subsidies. In the case of other promoters,

representing sports, labor, emancipation, the theater, religious

denominations, or the like, leaders usually depended upon friendly

connections, favors, Bamumesque ""handouts," passes, or bribery-

to secure favorable reactions. Where their messages and activ-

ities came within the scope of the broadening definition of news.

they let the newspapermen take their course.

Horace Greeley, writing "Hints to Volunteer Correspondents"
about 1850, gave a fairly typical sample of large-city editors'

views on "canned stories'
1

offered by special pleaders.
uWhen

you want an article inserted to subserve some purpose other than

the public good," Greeley
3S

advised,
kt

you should otter to pay
for it. ... The fact that you are a subscriber gives you no right

in this respect.
" He admitted that "you may often crowd an

article in, through the editor's complacency, that you ought to

pay for; but he sets you down as a sponge and a sneak forthwith,

and is not often out of the way." Few cared more for editors'

opinions than for the results achieved. Greeley, like many
editors and publishers since, sought to define the undefinabie, the

line said to divide free from paid insertions. It took business

office pressure as well as editorial moralizing to establish roughly
workable but modifying definitions. The largely receptive atti-

tude of editorial organizations toward "deadheading" until well

after the formation of the American Newspaper Publishers*

Association in 1887, as Chapter VIII brings out, illustrates the

point. L. B. Palmer, as we shall see, did not formally
tk
discover"

the ravages of the press agent for the publishers until 190S.

The vast expansion of the newspaper industry and of advertis-

ing during the Civil War together with the war-time release of

editorial practices and of mores generally from their expedient

peace-time adjustments gave press-agentry new impetus. Inter-

views, too, were displacing the solicited or unsolicited articles

by "authorities" and giving staffs more control over news ma-

terial. Politicians learned more forcibly than before that for

favors they had to go to the larger sheets. "I take the liberty."

Secretary of War E. M. Stanton 39 wrote J. G. Bennett of the New-

York Herald in 1862,
"
to inclose to you some observations respect-

ing the present state of things as they appear to me. ... To the

re-establishment of commercial relations I look, under Provi-

dence, for the restoration of the government, and that work I
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regard. In a great measure, accomplished by the opening of the

ports occupied by our forces. . . . I think the public mind should

be directed to this state of the question, and therefore venture to

submit it to you." The gullibility of John Bigelow, during his

brief editorship of The New-York Times in 1869, emphasized that

the
4fc wisdom of the serpent is a somewhat more useful quality

than the hannlessness of the dove" in dealing with press agents.
40

Bigelow had written two editorials based on interviews with

President U. S. Grant. These dealt with Grant's economic

policy. James McHenry, press representative for the Fisk-Gould

financial group, then appeared with a third editorial, written by
A. R. Corbin, the President's brother-in-law and spokesman and

a friend of the Fisk-Gould gang. Bigelow published it in the

Times on August 25 under the heading, "Financial Policy of the

Administration," And then, on September 24, came "Black

Friday," the peak of the Fisk-Gould gold conspiracy which the

editorial sought to abet. When Gould was later asked by a Con-

gressional investigating committee, "Did it appear as it was

prepared, or as you saw it?" he answered: "It was changed

slightly, but not substantially. This article said that the govern-
ment would not sell gold while the crops were being moved." 41

Newspaper trade journals tended to hold press agents in their

arms until about 1908 as ones "whose years are never destined

to be as multitudinous as their virtues or friendships."
42

They
did condemn, however, "puffery" and "deadheading." "In

conclusion," argued one writer 43 in 1871, "we will repeat the

Scriptural injunction which a facetious reporter has said should

be the motto of his brethren, 'Be not puffed up; neither puff up
others.'

"
Trade journals and newspapermen talked a lot about

this for many years, a sure sign that editors did little to cure the

"evil." "In the make-up of the newspaper," asserted Murat
Halstead 44 of the Cincinnati Commercial in 1874 before the

Kentucky State Press Association, "we must 'draw the line

somewhere' between the matter that is for the general entertain-

ment, infonnation and instruction, and that which is for the

advancement of individual purposes; and we should draw the

right line once for all that paid matter shall be published so

that the fact will not be concealed." The establishment of this

as "an invariable rule," he said, would remove "an immense and

perplexing embarrassment." He admitted, nevertheless, that the
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"
advertisers who are fond of editing our papers for us would not,

perhaps, give up the habit of dictating, and the vanity of advertis-

ing editorially ,
without protesting a good deal." WMtelaw

Reid 45 of the New-York Tribune agreed. He knew that
k4

very
few papers . . . peremptorily refuse, under any circumstances,

to sell their space for the publication (in the guise of general news)

of advertisements that have some general interest, but far more

to the advertisers than to the general public, and far less than the

matter they exclude."

The talk against the well-ingrained practice continued. To a

large extent, the rising power of the business and advertising

managers aggravated it. W. O. Boggs, advertising manager of

the New York Evening Post^ for instance, to quote a member of

the editorial department
^ who spoke of conditions during the

1870's, "was the most familiar representative of the publication

in the editorial rooms and manifested a special interest in the

suppression of any paragraph, or allusion, that might offend the

dispensers of political advertising, which in those days was an

important source of revenue." For similar reasons, the Post

switched from non-committal approval of the Democratic Presi-

dential nominee between June 29 and July 5, 1876, to support of

the Republican candidate. By that election year, incidentally,

both national political parties had powerful press bureaus with

which to inflame as weU as coordinate their faithful editors and

to find ways and means of making converts.

While not the earliest specialists in press-agentry, the repre-

sentatives of showmen most frequently operated in the open.

Seeking to minimize advertising outlays and not having the en-

tertainment budgets provided by industrialists and politicians,

they depended largely upon their personality and their passes.

Incidents in the career of C. H. Day illustrate their general type.

Day, "having had considerable advertising and journalistic tui-

tion," got a job publicizing the Arlington Minstrels in 186S and

then drifted to the management of Laura Keene in 1869-70 and

to other projects of the sort. After Adam Forepaugh hired Mm
in 1881 to "plug" his famous circus, Day worked up such

"gags" as the
"
'$10,000 Beauty

7

scheme, which achieved world-

wide notoriety, and in two seasons poured half a million dollars

into Forepaugh's already heaping coffers."
47 "Tody" Hamilton,

long press representative for Barnum & Bailey's
"
Greatest Show
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on Earth/
7

entered Barnum's employ in 1877, a successor to Levi

Lyman, among others.

Such public characters as speakers, not having regular press

agents to protect them and not wanting their addresses garbled

by incompetent reporters, adopted another expedient that gradu-

ally became general. Edward Everett, to illustrate, had an

elaborate talk to be given before the New York Historical Society

set in type and "proof-sheets of it ... sent to the offices of the

morning papers."
4S This did not work so well, of course, as a

carefully prepared digest, written up in newspaper style, but it

helped some.

"Journalism has come to such a state/' a leading trade journal,

Tfie Journalist, admitted on October 18, 1884, "that any enter-

prise which depends to any extent upon advertising in the public

press must have especial men hired solely for the purpose of
fc

working the press
5

for notices, free advertising, and the like."

It pointed out that not only "does the circus have its 'Tody
7

Hamilton's, and the drama its Jerome Eddy's, but the railroad

and steamboat lines, and even some of the large hotels employ
men whose duty it is to see that the transportation line or hotel

they represent is properly looked after in the newspapers." The
rise of these specialists did not amaze the journal. "This is to a

certain extent a legitimate result of the hurry and bustle in our

business life," it concluded, "and if the position is filled by a suit-

able man, there is no doubt that it is the means of saving thou-

sands of dollars each year to the corporations employing them."

It mentioned Sam Carpenter, divisional press agent for the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, of whose "liberality in the matter of passes
toward worthy members of the profession" the "officers of the

Xew York Press Club can testify." P. L. Tucker of the Erie

Railroad, too, "'is a newspaper man of some ten years' experi-
ence/*' a standard recommendation of these experts to the craft,

and "'another of the same kind." Reporters, then as later, were

poorly paid and overworked. Favors and the flattery of atten-

tion from the financially successful brightened the routine of

their work, eased the strain on their pocketbooks, and gave many
the prospect of a lucrative press-agenting job as, something
to look forward to. Editors, with limited staffs which had low

average competency, did not take amiss well written handouts
from cordial callers, granted the stuff had a little "news value."'
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The rapidly Inflating size of newspapers, too, made possible by

improved press construction and stereotyping, necessitated the

securing of more and more copy with which to fill in around ad-

vertisements, a need not wholly satisfied by
ik
boiler plate" and

other feature syndicate material

Free-lance writers and small feature syndicates and ""news-

gathering" agencies also made themselves useful to the mounting

crop of press agents in the late 1880's and the 1890's.
u
Perhaps

the most dangerous man of all," The Journalist stated editorially

on September 4, 1886, "is the free lance writer, the contributor

who writes when and where he chooses, and is just as Hable to

pop up in a magazine article, or give a sly thrust in a widely cir-

culated syndicate letter, as he is to appear in the columns of a

less influential journal/' Examples of these practices appear in

the following.

Press clubs flourished as adjuncts of corporate and political

propagandists. The Connecticut Reporters* Association, organ-

ized at New Haven in 1879, drew a scorching editorial from the

Hartford Courant for the manner in which it conducted its first

convention. "The meeting at Xew Haven," the Courant ob-

served on April 14, "seems to have run, according to newspaper

reports, into resolutions thanking a number of people for dead-

heading privileges . . . the whole business . . . conveys the

idea to the state that 'reporters' think the highest privilege of

living is to have free passes and free favors,
53 This body, which

became the Connecticut Press Association in 1888, got a new

source of favors in 1887. At a party given for the journalists on

April 15 at the Atlantic Hotel in Bridgeport by W. H. Stevenson,

general manager of the Housatonic Railroad, the host instituted

the "famous Stevenson fund . . . said to be for the relief of

'indigent newspaper men/ It probably is safe to say, since

Colonel Stevenson was himself a permanent member of the

board of trustees, that it was expended where it would do the

most good. He was ambitious to make his railroad the most

popular in the state, and had great faith in the potency of news-

paper accounts of the beauties of the region it traversed. He had

also, it is understood, some stray ambitions to be governor of

Connecticut." The establishment of the Stevenson fund, in-

cidentally, followed dose upon the enactment that year of the

Interstate Commerce Act, which operated to place restrictions
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upon the deadheading methods of railroads, With the retirement

of Stevenson, after "the hungry
c

Consolidated
'

system swallowed

up the Housatonic and its lines/
7

by "a striking coincidence, if

not a case of cause and effect, . . . the history of the Connecticut

Press Association somewhat abruptly ceased
37

in 1895. 49 These

developments had resulted in the change of the body's name to

the Connecticut Press Association in 1888 as a signal of the

inclusion of editors, business managers, and proprietors in its

membership. Other reporters' and press clubs, largely organized

along the lines of the New York Press Club, started in 1872, and

of the Connecticut group, indulged in similar practices. Their

decline correlates with the gradually changed attitudes of business

managers from 1908-09 toward deadheading as well as with other

modifications in the industry. Chapter XVII, in describing
trends in journalists' societies, records the precautions taken by
the American Newspaper Guild, a reporters' trade union started

in 1933, to avoid such entanglements.
Few federal laws, yelled the trade press, so directly affected the

newspapers as did the Interstate Commerce Act. "It has been

the policy of this department," J. W. Morse, general passenger

agent of the Union Pacific Railroad, advised editors, "to deal as

generously as our rules would permit with the newspapers on our

lines. Every weekly paper, well established, located on the

Union Pacific System in Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming,
Utah and Idaho, has received an editorial time pass. Every daily

paper in those States and Territories, and others that were so

located that the section in which they circulated was directly

tributary to the Union Pacific main line and branches, has had

every reasonable request granted." As a result of the law, agents
of the western lines got together on March 11, 1887, and decided

that
uNo passes, tickets, or other forms of transportation will be

issued in exchange for newspaper articles, or advertising of any
character, but payment for such service will, in all cases, be made
in cash." TJie Journalist regretted that thus "the big editors will

get the money for advertising and the little editors will have to

pay their fares." It admitted, nonetheless, that the act aided
"in cutting off the army of dead beats who in one way or another
obtained passes and who have never been of any earthly use to

railroads, to themselves, or to anybody else." The influence of

such practices upon the press's attitude toward the flagrant
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activities of railroad promoters is more than a matter of con-

jecture. Railroads, too, could still exchange tickets for adver-

tising.

Amused by this change, Eugene Field 51 wrote out for the

Chicago Daily News a "
schedule of railroad advertising rates"

which included the following paragraphs:

" For the setting forth of virtues (actual or alleged) of presidents ?

general managers, or directors, S2 per line for the first insertion,

and $1 for each subsequent insertion. . . .

" For complimentary notices of the wives and children of railroad

officials, we demand $1.50 per line. We have on hand, ready for

immediate use, a splendid assortment of this literature. . , .

"Poetry will be made to order at $3 per inch, agate measure.

We are prepared to supply a fine line of heptameter purls, also a

limited number of sonnets and triolets, in exchange for 1,000 mile

tickets. Epic poems, containing descriptions of scenery, dining

cars, etc., will be published at special rates."

From the 1880's on. many other commercial organizations

found increasingly pressing uses for publicity experts. Indus-

trialists thought that the rising popular clamor for reform

culminating in the "era of the muckrakers" of 1901-12 could

be stilled more efficiently with l *

satisfactory explanations
1 ' and

by
"
making the correct facts available" to the Sovereign People

than by adapting their own practices to changed conditions.

Favors and bribes still worked with the smaller sheets, but the

powerful "yellow" dailies of Hearst, Pulitzer, and others and

later the cheap reform magazines required more subtle expedi-

ents. The rising "subscribers' market/' fanned by "yellow"

journalism, blinded these dailies to old-fashioned "reason
71

in the

wild grab for readers. One writer,
52 stirred by the "attempted

assassination of President McKinley at Buffalo," condemned

this tendency in these terms:

"The trouble has been that some of the journalists in charge of

the papers that have been so severely condemned seem to have

forgotten their duty to the government and to the public. They
have in various ways encouraged anarchy, and have made repeated

assaults upon our business and social institution."

Oddly enough, in view of his reputation in the 1930
?

s, this re-

ferred chiefly to Hearst and his men. C. C. Regier, touching

especially on the magazine phase of the story in his book on The
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Era of the Muckrakers^ outlined the peak of this pre-World-War
reform wave thus :

u
Beginning in 1901 and 1902, rising to its full force in 1903 and

1904, and lasting until 1911 or 1912, a passion for change swept
the country. Jarred for once out of their calm satisfaction with

life in this benign land, men started examining the institutions they
had built, and suddenly realized that they fell somewhat short of

the assumed perfection. . . , Muckraking became a paying busi-

ness, enlisting the most skillful pens the nation could boast."

This surge of vituperant criticism, in addition to strengthening

the press-agenting profession, carried to fame such writers as

Upton Sinclair and Lincoln Steffens.

Governmental investigations brought out the devices used by

corporations in facing their new problems. The Ohio attorney

general F. S. Monnett, discovered in 1898 that the Standard Oil

Company's agent, the Jennings Advertising Agency, "distributed

articles, prepared especially for the concern, to the newspapers,
and paid for them on condition that they appeared as news or

editorials/"* The agency's contract stated that the "publisher

agrees to reprint on news or editorial pages of said newspaper
such notices, set in the body type of said paper and bearing no

mark to indicate advertising, as are furnished from time to time

by said Jennings Agency at the rate of per line." 54

The investigation of insurance companies for the New York
State Legislature in 1905-06, which featured C. E. Hughes as

one of the state's legal staff, revealed a number of other examples.
It showed that Mutual Life Insurance Company, for example,

placed news stories through Allan Fonnan's Telegraphic News
Bureau in a long list of papers. The manager of the MutuaPs

"literary bureau," C. J. Smith, paid Forman $1 a line for each

insertion in "reputable" newspapers. Individual stories placed
in 1905 by Forman in lists of 100 or more papers cost Mutual as

much as $6,000 apiece. The sums Forman paid sheets varied

widely, reaching as much as $5 a line. This was an extreme

measure, however, occasioned by the activities of the investi-

gators, as a means of counteracting their efforts. Smith had
handled the "literary bureau" for Mutual for eighteen years,

mostly along ordinary press relations lines.

During the "oil war" in the spring of 1905, Standard Oil

Company offered Kansas newspapers "articles three and four
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columns in length, bristling with tables and calculations which

had no bearing on the real points at issue in the oil trouble in the

state, but which were admirably calculated to bewilder and mis-

lead a public knowing little or nothing of the real facts of the

situation." Papers could insert them tk
at their own figure

: " which

meant "
anywhere from five hundred dollars to one thousand to

the papers, and when one remembers that the prosperous news-

paper in the Kansas towns dears probably not over $2,500 a year,

the temptation in the plum is obvious/" \V. A. White's sturdy

Emporia Gazette and another of those approached refused "the

fruit/' but
u
there were more which looked and ate!

" 55

Until about 1905, most capitalists took the precaution of never

allowing themselves to be quoted in print. "It was the day of

the anonymous statement when the man 'who should be in a

position to know/
* whose sources of information have heretofore

proved reliable/ 'whose name for obvious reasons cannot be

used' was quoted at length by reporters and editors who were

willing to face the reasonable suspicion that some of the cor-

ruption fund had gone into their pockets."
m The nrxn of Parker

& Lee G. F. Parker and Ivy L. Lee with a clear \ision of the

factors involved in publicity work, aided in ushering in drastic

and expedient changes in such corporate practices,

When Parker & Lee organized in 1905, the partners had broad

public relations training behind them. Parker had gone into

press-agenting in 1886, had had charge of the Democratic Na-

tional Committee's "literary bureau" in 1888, had aided in

publicizing the four subsequent Democratic Presidential cam-

paigns, had served as U. S. consul at Birmingham, England, in

1893-98 T had helped to promote the Louisiana Purchase Exposi-

tion in 1903-04, and had finally been appointed secretary of the

reorganized board of the Equitable Life Assurance Society. Lee,

the junior partner, turned from work on New York papers in

1903 to press-agent Seth Low's unsuccessful campaign for re-

election as mayor. This "led to a press job with the Democratic

National Committee the next year" where he "began to meet

important national figures and to envision the field of endeavor

of which, ultimately, he was to become a leader." 57 Parker & Lee

decided that secrecy breeds suspicion and that the corporations'

great men could be idealized given suitable "newspaper person-

alities" in such a manner as to inspire popular confidence in
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their righteousness. After selling these notions to some clients,

these astute rationalizers set to work to convince the news-

papermen.

During the anthracite coal strike of 1902, the heads of the

"Coal Trust" day after day had "nothing to say." John Mitch-

ell, representing the miners, however, "was friendly to most of

the reporters. He treated them with consideration and frankness.

What he said was presented with such directness and sincerity

that it was necessarily reflected in the news reports." When
another great strike was impending in the spring of 1906, there-

fore, the Coal Operators' Committee of Seven issued this state-

ment to the press:

"The anthracite coal operators, realizing the general public
interest in conditions in the mining regions, have arranged to supply
the press with all possible information. Statements from the opera-
tore will be given to the newspapers through Ivy L. Lee. He will

also answer inquiries on this subject and supply the press with all

matter that it is possible to give out."

Editors, "weary of anonymous interviews and underhand meth-

ods, welcomed the change. Newspaper readers recall that almost

every day while the struggle was in progress there appeared
statements of the operators' view of the situation, as well as that

of the miners." 5S

At the outset, Parker & Lee's
"
unique institution adopted the

motto:
*

Accuracy, Authenticity, Interest.'
"

They made it their

aim u
to present only topics of real interest, phrased so as to

attract attention of both editors and readers never sensational,
never Mbelous, always accurate, always trustworthy, always
readable." Editors soon raised "no question of the merit of the

matter.
1 " 39 Lee 60

initiated his work for the "Trusts" with a

disarming notice, in part as follows, to city editors:

"This is not a secret press bureau. All our work is done in the

open. We aim to supply news. This is not an advertising agency;
if you think any of our matter ought properly to go out to your
business office, do not use it. Our matter is accurate. Further
details on any subject treated will be supplied promptly, and any
editor will be assisted most cheerfully in verifying directly any
statement of fact. ... In brief, our plan is, frankly and openly,
on behalf of business concerns and public institutions, to supply
the press and public of the United States prompt and accurate
Information concerning subjects which it is of value and interest
to the public to know about."
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In other words, he supplied papers with carefully written stories

in which "the news point
"

is not lost but diligently nurtured as

the selling point for an addendum of propagandist statements.

This simplification of reporters' work, aided by personal con-

tacts and favors, functioned as well for Big Business as it had

for showmen and politicians. The viewpoint Lee thus outlined,

although later refined by him and by such as E. L. Bernays,

became and remains essentially that used by leading corporate

press agents or as they prefer to be called
4 *

counsels on pubic
relations."

Parker & Lee carried on publicity work in 1905-08 for the

Pennsylvania and the Union Pacific Railroads as well as the

anthracite coal roads and mines and other large industries. In

1908, then, C. A. Bridge took Lee's place as junior partner, and

Lee went into the employ of the Pennsylvania Raikoad as full-

time press agent. From thence, Lee went Ms way to become, as

some said, "a corporation dog robber." "the little brother to the

rich/
7

"Minnesinger to Millionaires/
1 ' and even "Poison Ivy,"

or, as he liked to be called, "A Physician to Corporate Bodies."

Congressional investigations helped to reveal some of his subse-

quent activities. Workers for the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.
controlled by J. D. Rockefeller, Jr., struck in 1913 for adequate

wages, compliance with the state mining laws, and recognition

of the United Mine Workers" Union. Bloody outbreaks marked

the contest. In one of the worst, militia fired into the tents of

strikers and killed eleven children, two women, and seven men.

Rockefeller refused to arbitrate. Lee spread "the facts
3 '

through

the public prints of the land. Upton Sinclair and other sympa-

thizers picketted 26 Broadway, Rockefeller's headquarters, in

order to break down the indifference of the metropolitan press.

When questioned by a Congressional committee, Lee, in "perfect

good humor often, indeed, with suppressed laughter . . .

identified the scheme of strategy, titled
c

ideals/ which lie had

submitted to the company and on which it had based its hidden

struggle for public support."
61 His long connection with the

Rockefellers gave "kindly" J. D., Sr., a "newspaper personality"

that stressed a penchant for giving away shiny new dimes and

threw over both Rockefellers a glowing mantle of respectability

in return for well-publicized charities. Lee's Ivy Lee and Associ-

ates opened offices in New York in 1916 and gradually added to
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its array of clients such organizations as Bethlehem Steel and,

at the request of H. P. Davidson, a J. P. Morgan & Co. partner,

the Red Cross War Council in 1917-19.

Lee's spectacular career has led many to regard him as the

prototype of the modern "
public relations counsellor/' but he

had many contemporaries. The railroads, agitated in 1905 by the

popular demand for rail legislation and the passage of the Esch-

Townsend bill by the House of Representatives, got together a

committee of three road presidents, Samuel Spencer of the

Southern, F. D. Underwood of the Erie, and David WUcox of

the Delaware & Hudson, who were entrusted with enlisting The

People's support. Spencer headed the move, got funds, and hired

a Boston firm of publicity men who had represented, among
others. Harvard University. "Immediately the firm expanded.
It increased its Boston staff; it opened offices in New York,

Chicago, Washington, St. Louis, Topeka, Kansas Kansas being

regarded as especially threatening and it employed agents in

South Dakota, California, and elsewhere." The Chicago office,

for example, employed forty-three people. In addition, the agency
hired "very able correspondents" at state capitals and Washing-
ton "who sent daily or weekly letters on various subjects, . . .

never failing to work in masked material favorable to the rail-

roads." 62
Its representatives contacted editors throughout the

country, noted their views, supplied them with material fitting

their biases, and then checked their columns for results. Nebraska
sheets printed 212 columns of unfavorable and only two columns
of favorable stories in the week ending June 5, 1905, but eleven

weeks later they carried 202 columns of pro-railroad stuff and

only four columns of attacks.

Contemporary reactions to these developments, as viewed sev-

eral decades later, strike an odd note. When J. I. C. Clarke re-

signed as managing editor of the New York Morning Journal in

1906 to accept a post with Standard Oil Company at an alleged

salary of $20,000 a year, TJie Editor mid Publisher asserted on

May 12 that the
"
announcement signals another victory for the

newspapers." It continued,

"After defying the reporters for years the great master corpora-
tion has at last decided to give them a hearing and has appointed
a man at an almost princely salary to meet the newspaper men
and furnish them with information concerning the business of the
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big trust. . . . It is really to be wondered at that Mr. Rockefeller
and his associates have been so slow to seize upon a good thing.
"With information furnished to newspapers in such handy form,

it may be asked what is to become of the calling of the resourceful

reporter."

With the growing complexity of society, not even the most re-

sourceful reporter could get together the facts on many a special-
ized subject unless he imitated the press agent and concentrated

upon a single narrow field. Newspapers did not want to build up
expensive staffs of specialists sufficiently numerous and varied

to cope with modern urban life.

Corporate and political propagandists did not perturb pub-
lishers deeply so long as they stuck to trying cases before the

Court of Public Opinion. Editors knew the expedient views to

take on matters of interest to their employers. But commercial

product promotion, modified "puffery," interfered with the sale

of advertising and eventually raised publishers' ire.

Promoters had continued to get wide attention in "free space
for commercial products. "Sapolio" had sent a 14-foot sloop
to Spain in 1892 to celebrate the fourth centennial of Colmnbus's

discovery of America. C. B. Knox, during the McKinley-Bryan

campaign in 1896
? organized and made himself president of the

American Voters' League. With this "prestige," Knox got per-

mission to stretch a political banner across Fifth Avenue in Xew
York. For four days this sign displayed pictures of Bryan and

McKinley flanking one of a package of "Knox Gelatine." Each

candidate, it said, "hopes to win," but "Knox Gelatine Will

Win." Four days of denunciation in the press compelled EJQOX

to remove the banner
3
but "Knox Gelatine" won. Knox re-

peated the "gag" in many other cities with similar results. The

gilding of the ball on the flagstaff of the new Singer Building in

New York in 1907, at a height of 700 feet, filled the streets with

people for blocks around. "All this publicity has been gained

without the expenditure of a cent for display advertising. It

couldn't be kept out of the papers for it is news just the kind of

stuff the people want to read." 6S That was the aim of the de-

scendants of Bammn in all sorts of fields.

As one writer 64 said in 1907, "press agents, in New York

particularly, are very numerous." He described the variety of

their employers thus:
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"
Hotels, women who either are in society or who wish to make

their entree, fond fathers who wish to advertise the musical abilities

of their little daughters, publishers, authors, spring poets, and
others employ press agents. I know of one advertising agency
which is supposed to have five press agents on its staff.

''The most prominent technical institute in this country has a

regularly organized publicity department which is in close touch

with the professors, who are authorities on special subjects. The

publicity department sends out valuable articles to dailies, Sunday
and class papers and magazines, written and signed by these pro-

fessors, for which there is no charge to the publishers.
w The press agent is a valuable and necessary factor. While he

was sneered and scorned at only a few years ago he is now wel-

comed by editors, that is if he really knows his business and quite a
number do."

But these clever promoters of free advertising, upon becoming so

plentiful, aroused "box office" opposition that modified but

certainly did not eliminate their activities.

W. J. Bryan,
65 at the annual banquet of the Associated Press

and the American Newspaper Publishers' Association on April 22,

1908
?
made an address that helped to bring the matter to an

issue. His sharp comments on newspaper prostitution included

these:

"The reader ought to be able to feel that what he reads on the

editorial page is not paid for. That is not true to-day. The editorial

page is often paid for. Editorials are printed that were not written
in the office or by the man whose name stands at the head of the
editorial page. Senator La Follette found during the railroad rate

bill fight that 200 editors entered into contracts to print as edi-

torials matter furnished them by the railroads. It is a disgrace to

journalism that a single editor will print a single editorial of this

Mud. Public sentiment should be developed among you which
would ostracise every such editor.

"There is not an evil in this country of which we complain to-day
which could last a year unless brilliant editors were hired to chloro-
form the public wMle their pockets are being picked."

The ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission the year
before outlawing the exchange of railroad passes for newspaper
advertising had, like so many other reform devices, mitigated
merely one device of industrial propagandists.

Despite Bryan's and others' attack, the A. N. P. A. came at

the "press agent evil" from another angle. "During September,
1908," recalls L. B. Palmer,

66
long time general manager of the
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A. N. P. A.,
"
George Van Cleve, an advertising agent of this

city, showed me a half-column write-up in The Evening Telegram
of the Breslin Hotel, with a picture of a woman with a Merry
Widow hat trying to enter the revolving door. About a stickful

of the article was human interest; the balance, a description of

the beauties of the hotel." Because of the press agent's success in

getting this free write-up published, the Breslin management
gave the "space grabber" a regular stipend instead of signing

Van Cleve's advertising contract. "That/
3

continues Palmer,
"resulted in my investigating the subject, and with much temer-

ity I drew the attention of the publishers of Xew York City to

the destructive work of the press agents, at a meeting held

September 23rd, 1908. The situation seemed to be surprising to

those present, and I was asked ... to mail a copy of my in-

formation to all members for use with their editorial depart-

ments.
37 This report dealt with activities in behalf of two other

hotels, the Vanderbilt Cup Commission, automobiles, and a

mythical "Dressmakers' Association/' creature of the Worcester

Corset Co. Palmer then started "publishing exposures of the

traffic in the A. N. P. A. Bulletins, beginning with September

1908, and in succeeding issues." He also "submitted the mat-

ter to our Advertising Agents Committee, which continued

the work for some time, with, the result that we embarked on an

active campaign, and at the 1909 Convention of the Association

Mr. Seitz, as Chairman of the Advertising Agents Committee,

presented the matter for general discussion." But what of the

politico-economic propagandists who bribed newspapers or dis-

torted news at its source, the crowd Bryan condemned? Palmer

did not have the "temerity" to mention them.

D. C. Seitz,
67 business manager of the Xew York World, took

"some pride in the fact" that he "started" the A. N. P. A. drive

against press agents. "I did it/' he told the Canadian Press

Association in 1912, "because I made a painful discovery." At

the dose of a talk before a men's club in a Hartford church, "a

great silk manufacturer asked if it were not a fact that the news-

papers were very largely perverted into printing matter against

the interests of their readers in other words, were they not

venal and controlled in that way." Seitz "'was surprised to find

in that group a very strong feeling that the newspapers were not

on the level" He continued Ms naive story as follows:
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"1 began to hunt for the reason for this, and in doing this I dis-

covered the press agent. We began to hunt him down. We hired a

special man and connected him with the New York office. In the

course of less than a year that man listed nearly one thousand men
who were making a handsome living by selling out their ability to

unload copy to the detriment of the United States, justly concealing
therein the interests of their employers, and that is the reason we
were being discredited all over the country.

"
I did not start this thing because I wanted to force business into

the advertising columns, but because the moral basis of our business

was being insidiously destroyed through the easy-going people up-
stairs, who welcomed information from all sources and were not

conscious that they were being worked and sold without price. . . .

**
I do not mean we should be mercenary, but when a man does

a thing for profit and when we went through the press agent's

stuff, we found that ninety-nine per cent, was for profit it should

be done on a business basis."

He cited, among other illustrations, the work of Spencer's railroad

propaganda committee which "hired a press agent at a large

salary" who "ran into our crusade, and was ineffective/
7

oddly

enough in view of facts given above. The committee "then hired

another one, who now [in 1912] receives $25,000 a year to main-

tain a bureau of railway information at Washington/
7

In releases

sent out by this press agent, "it was absolutely impossible for

you to ferret out the rat in the meal."

When Seitz took Ms case before the 1909 A. N. P. A. conven-

tion, he had more difficulties to confront than he had expected.
The membership agreed to set up a Free Publicity Department
to see if some means of checking the publicity hunter might be

devised, but
u
the newspapers were very indifferent.

77

Long
standing practices change but slowly. Publishers thought of the

advertising they had sold through conceding some "free
7 ' news

space. Some Big Business propaganda, too, had struck a re-

sponsive chord in their work-a-day minds. Didn't that sort of

thing help to bolster up the
"
capitalistic system" of which news-

papers were functions? That propaganda was good for The

People. With Ms broad vision of newspapers
7

own public rela-

tions problems, Seitz continued to argue. At the 1911 meeting,
he u

tried to pass a resolution that would enable the advertising
committee to discipline advertising agents who tried to send

reading notices/' but the publishers "would not go that far."

The value of the crusade, however, "became so clear through
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our weekly publicity bulletins that after a year or two the ad-

vertising committee got full authority to discipline agencies and

we have taken a number in hand/ 7 The facts reveal, neverthe-

less, that the Committee on Advertising Agents helped to modify
but did not eliminate the practice, even upon the part of adver-

tising agencies.

Trade journals as well as publishers ridiculed the new crusade

of the A. N. P. A. "The press agent," The Editor and Publisher

wisely remarked on August 17, 1909, "has grown beyond the

individual stage and is now an institution. He has the experience

of ages of successful press agentry back of Mm. Homer was the

most successful press agent for manufacturers of implements of

warfare the world has ever known." It asked what the publishers

would do with men "great enough to be their own press agents
"

and mentioned, among others, "a celebrated hunter now in the

heart of Africa." Thoroughly warmed to the subject. It con-

cluded on this idyllic note: "To declare war against the press

agent is to declare war against individualism, against progress.

Check the false alarms who are trailing along behind the real

press agents."
Publishers certainly did not want to destroy the Great Amer-

ican Principle of Individualism. Seitz's altruistic rational-

izations to the contrary notwithstanding, those receptive to the

crusade merely sought to rescue advertising dollars. They did

not want to go to the bother of hiring adequate reportorial

staffs with which to supplant effectively the hordes of "free space

grafters."

"We made great headway/'
3
claims Palmer,65 "until the war

started and the great crop of press agents became more active

than ever." A. N. P. A. issued a special Free Publicity

in September, 1909, which listed in eighty pages the names of

757 "space grabbers," including publicity specialists, advertising

agents, and "some principals who sent copy direct." A check of

this list with requests for free attention during the first six months

of 1915 satisfied A. N. P. A. officials
44
that this bunch of grafters

has been reduced to 109." m Of 1S6 publicity specialists listed in

a Free Publicity Bulletin of September, 1911, A. X. P. A. only

discovered thirty-sis in 1915. A check of eighty-seven advertising

agencies seeking free space in 1911 also resulted in but twenty-

four "culprits" of this sort in 1915. W. C. Gorman; manager of
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the Philadelphia office of X. W. Ayer & Son, advertising agency,

branded all this
"
associational asininity" in speaking before the

1915 convention of the Southern Newspaper Publishers' Associa-

tion. He baldly asserted ''that the file room of the agency dis-

closed the information that a number of the newspapers which,

through this association, said they would not run this stuff, had

already done so" and "that we have in our possession letters

from several newspapers volunteering to run the readers if we
will give them the paid copy, and one or two great papers offered

their services in the preparation of such articles for free insertion."

He asked S. X. P. A. to ponder what "
advertisers think of such

ludicrous performances." This, one writer 71
replied, "shows that

Mr. Gorman is woefully lacking in that breadth of vision that in

the past has characterized the founders of the great house of

Ayer." Mr. Gorman "'is uninformed of the developments of the

past few years/
1

What about political party press agents? As noted above,

they have had long standing in party circles. Their freedom from

attack in this crusade arose from the fact that many were tem-

porarily borrowed from the ranks of editors and other journalists.

In the Taft-Bryan fight of 1908, for instance, N. E. Mack of the

Bujfalo Times was chairman of the Democratic National Com-
mittee and Henry Watterson of the Louisville Courier-Journal

headed the Bryan "newspaper brigade," aided by Herman Rid-

der of the Xens-Yorker Staats-Zdtung, Josephus Daniels of the

Charlotte (North Carolina) Observer, and others. W. J, Abbot,

recently an editorial writer for Hearst's New York American,

again managed the Democratic national press bureau as he had
in 1900. "Instead of subsidizing the press, as has been done in

many instances in former years," campaign managers for both

parties announced in 1908, too, that they would "buy advertising

space in such mediums as they believe will best serve their

purpose. The list wiU include not only the party organs, but also

the independent newspapers."
72 These political publicity bureaus

had another merit; they supplied cheap copy. "All matter sent

out in the editors' clipping sheet" by the Republican National
Committee in 1912 "was prepared by a corps of trained news-

paper writers, each working on the subject with which he was
most familiar." 73 In addition, the Republicans sent special daily
letters to over 100 dailies during the last four weeks of the cam-
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paign and supplied the wire agencies with releases as develop-
ments indicated.

The cross-fire between the Taft administration and the Demo-
cratic majority in the House of Representatives revealed in the

spring of 1912 a kind of political press-agentry that the Repub-
licans later accused the Wilson and the F. D. Roosevelt adminis-

trations of originating. The Democrats, through a committee

investigating meat inspection charges, learned that officials of

the Department of Agriculture were sending out tc newspapers
under government frank allegedly garbled accounts of the com-

mittee's proceedings. They then discovered that even where

bureaus had "no appropriations which could be used to pay for

the services of young men who could write entertaining things

for the papers about their chiefs, they are enrolled under various

designations, but they are there as a rule and their tribe is in-

creasing.
" 74

They uncovered nothing very new. Newspapermen
had entered governmental work for years for this purpose. It

paid better than reporting. Both Theodore Roosevelt and Taft,

however, had stimulated the tendency by ordering that only

responsible departmental officials might issue statements to the

press. These orders, supplemented by others from cabinet

members, had forced the employment of many additional press

agents as a protection against misquotation and time-consuming

interviews as well as to assure more press attention. While the

practice spoiled reporters' chances for exclusive stories, type-

written releases made Washington coverage much simpler.

Congress took two measures in 1912-13 with which to make

an end of the general "prostitution of the press" and of bureau

press agents. In the postal act of August 24, 1912, it required

that "All editorial matter or other reading matter published in

any such newspaper, magazine, or periodical for the publication

of which money or other valuable consideration is paid, accepted,

or promised shall be plainly marked 'Advertisement/
"

It set

the penalty at not less than $50 or more than $500. The threat

of exposure under this law may have served to abate the practice

somewhat, but the growth of "enlightened self-interest" among

publishers proved more effective. A deficiency appropriation act,

approved October 22, 1913, too, placed Congress on record-

largely for publicity purposes as prohibiting the use of ""money

appropriated by this or any other Act . . . for the compensation
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of any publicity expert unless specifically appropriated for that

purpose." Many Congressman, then as now, of course, had

efficient propagandists as secretaries. A bill introduced into the

U. S. Senate in 1913 sought to make press-agentry an offense

punishable by a fine of from $50 to $1,000, but it failed to pass.

"It seems to us," commented TJie Editor aiid PublisJier and

Journalist on August 2, "that such a law will be impossible of

enforcement. . . . Nearly every news article published contains

more or less publicity for some one or some thing. . . . The

newspapers themselves must be the court of last resort as to the

availability of matter submitted for publication." And, prac-

tically speaking, that is the case.

Only such papers as Scripps's Chicago Day Book of 1911-17

made much of an effort to reduce to a minimum the role of

special interests in news selection and distortion. "Since it

accepted no advertising under any circumstances, all people
looked alike to the Day Book, whether State Street merchants or

day laborers. Even the other newspapers were not spared, and
stories of the wars, including killings., between the gangs of news-

paper sluggers got to the public only through the little adless

newspaper."
75 In the case of the newspaper, as of other social

agencies, practices may most readily be modified through ad-

justing sources of income.

In order to avoid the condemnation that had become the lot

of "free space grafters," publicists themselves sought to rational-

ize their activities in such a manner as to give themselves the

standing of a new and useful group of professional men. George
FlatowJ6 a member of the Pennsylvania Railroad's New York

publicity force, explained in 1912 that "the '

press agent' repre-
sents an actor, actress, prize-fighter, political office-seeker or

some other individual. His mission is to secure the insertion of

laudatory write-ups in the newspapers, but the remuneration
for this service is comparatively small.

3 ' With this creature,
Flatow contrasted the "publicity agent/' the "official mouth-

piece of a railroad or industrial corporation," whose "work is,

therefore, more dignified and usually carries with it adequate
pay/' This expert, rather than seeking a cheap substitute for

paid advertising, "becomes an invaluable asset in the event of a

strike, or when concerted attacks are made upon his client in the

newspapers."
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This means of rationalizing practices through, changing a label

or through setting up an apparently new category is sometimes

successful in mitigating the social disapproval of all or part of a

group. Chapter IX refers to its use in connection with
tk
news-

paper boys." Chapter XVII discusses the controversy as to

whether reporters are
u
workers

77
in a class with printers or "''pro-

fessional men."

Just before the World War, the press had a
ib
dress rehearsal"

of war-time censorship in connection with the landing of Marines

at Vera Cruz, Mexico, on April 21. 1914. All news of this excite-

ment cleared through "a little pressroom in the State, War, and

Navy building/' From there, "stories of momentous interest,

heavy with the portent of war, were started over pulsing wires,"

furnished wire services in the form of mimeographed handouts.

"Haphazard methods of reporting war happenings no longer

exist. In their stead is rising system, supported by every modem

appliance for the transmission of intelligence, and worked out to

a fine detail by well ordered co-operation between the government
and the press.

3 ' 77 The coverage of the World War, after our

entrance, became much the same thing.

With the outbreak of hostilities in Europe, the federal govern-

ment placed a censorship upon wireless messages and threatened

to apply the same policy to cable dispatches, but publishers

revolted at the latter. "Unless a censorship was established far

more far-reaching than anything yet contemplated, * . . and

which should apply to messages relayed via Canada," they

pointed out,
"
Germany would be at a disadvantage."

7S But

German propaganda was at a disadvantage. "For years the

American public had received its day-by-day picture of Europe

through a distinctly British perspective. . . . Both our news-

papers and our press associations tended to cover European

politics from London. Their London bureaus had general super-

vision over the correspondents on the Continent; the news was

largely assembled in the London bureaus and forwarded by

them. It was often heavily filled out with information or
l

back-

ground' material derived from the British newspapers and maga-

zines." 79 The German-American Chamber of Commerce es-

tablished a press bureau at New York for the dissemination of

"correct" news from Germany, and the Imperial Government

and other German-American organizations attempted to cope
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with the situation, but they failed. Their methods were inept, and

the British had far too great a start to be defeated in this coun-

try. The German press service, according to J. H. von Bern-

storff,
80 German Ambassador to the United States in 1914-17,

"never succeeded in adapting itself to American requirements."

It did not capitalize upon the "great, even though superficial,

sentimentality" of Americans. Those who told of "Bleeding

Belgium/' however, certainly did.

During the Last Crusade, proclaimed N. D. Baker,
81 war-time

Secretary of War, the newspapers
"
illuminated the way for the

people," showed them "what they must do and what they must

sacrifice to win the war/
5 and helpfully "fanned the spark of

service into a flame that will consume autocracy." The press

fused "the heterogeneous elements that hitherto constituted our

citizenship . . . into one homogeneous, liberty loving people,

ready to fight for that liberty."

To aid the press in this lofty program, President Wilson ap-

pointed a Committee on Public Information shortly after our

declaration of war. It included the Secretaries of State, War, and

the Navy and George Creel, a man with broad newspaper and

magazine experience and a flare for idealization. "This was

equivalent to appointing a separate cabinet member for propa-

ganda, in fact, and Mr. Creel was responsible for every aspect
of propaganda work, both at home and abroad.

35 82

Creel's tremendous propaganda organization has been de-

scribed and interpreted by H. D. LassweU and others as well as

by himself. He mobilized the advertising forces of the country
and got them to give free space for war purposes; issued an official

daily paper; enlisted the cooperation of leading novelists, essay-

ists, and publicists; developed plate matter for small sheets; sent

out propaganda abroad over the government-controlled wireless;

operated the Division of News for American papers; and in many
other ways labored to fan "the spark of service." Most news-

papers gave "unselfish, patriotic adherence to the voluntary

agreement" put forward by the government in place of formal

censorship. The Division of News, "fitting the voluntary censor-

ship as skin fits the hand," met the "legitimate demand for all

war news that contained no military secrets.
55

It operated on a

24-hour basis to make "live news" available as quickly as re-

leased. It encouraged "independent news-gathering/
5

including
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"
daily interviews with all executive heads," but it eliminated

the
"
haphazard business of permitting minor officials to make

unchecked and unauthorized statements." S3

What about "freedom of the press"? Isn't it useful even in

war-time? Hearst thought so.
" Hearst and the Republican

Senators" at one point "reached the stage of hysteria in their

passionate defense of the 'freedom of the press/ that guardian

of liberty/ that
'

palladium/ etc." Their offensive on his bureau's

work led Creel 84 to shout, "The heavens may fall, the earth may
be consumed, but the right of a Congressman to lie and defame

remains inviolate." He might well have included in this remark

that Great Patriot, W. R. Hearst. Creel finally forced an investi-

gation of his bureau by requesting a specific appropriation in 1918

with which to displace financing by executive order from the

President's emergency funds. Congress investigated, decided

Creel's bureau was satisfactory, and gave it 81,250,000 that June

"for the next year
"
with a promise of additional money if needed.

And then, beginning on November 14 with an announcement of

the discontinuance of the voluntary censorship, the Creel Bureau

started to pass out of existence.

All the governmental publicity originating at Washington

during the World War did not deal with the war itself. *'If the

editor of a daily newspaper should decide to use, in one special

issue, all of the publicity matter sent to Mm in one day by the

scores of press agents serving the departments, bureaus, adminis-

tration boards, committees, etc., at Washington, he would be

responsible for the most striking example of a freak newspaper

ever published."
s5 With war fever obliterating such peace-time

pursuits as muckraking, "Corporation heads, hitherto anathe-

matized, were called to places of power. Millionaires, supposed

to be the only ones to know how to think and act in millions and

billions, were given charge of Government's big business/
1 And

it "was not uncommon for the
c

dollar-a-year
*

patriot to have

his $10 ?000-a-year press agent."
^

The war made our leaders even more propaganda and drive

"conscious." The stresses of post-war adjustments gave them

plenty of occasions on which to develop that appreciation. Above

all, they came to this conclusion, stated by Ivy Lee
S7 in an address

before the 1916 convention of the American Electric Railway

Association:
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"Sometimes the people are slow in arriving at what seems to be

a fair decision. But in the long run I believe that the lieart of the

American rings tnie, and that if we are reasonable and are doing
the best we can, we can be sure that a presentation of the situation

as we see it, and as it appears reasonable to us, will also appeal
as being reasonable to the American people."

Organized propaganda had become the device through which

leaders coped with the alarming possibilities of increasing literacy.

"The crowd is in the saddle, the people are on the job," said

Lee,
ss u and we must take consideration of those facts, whether

we like them or not." He added,

"I believe in the final analysis we can trust the people. If we do

not, gentlemen, I am afraid we must reconsider the very question of

democratic government itself. Unless we can trust the people,
democratic government itself is in danger, and I, for one, am not

yet prepared to admit that that is true."

Niccolo Machiavelli could scarcely have given the modern princes

more apt advice. But what will happen if and when business men
can no longer "trust the people" to see the situation "as it

appears reasonable to us"?

With sentiment still running against bribery and the sale of

news and editorial space, publicists realistically paid two tributes

to the fact that publishers had taken more and more control over

newspaper properties. They turned to emphasizing, on the one

hand, the appropriateness of advertising expenditures for more
or less direct combination with their requests for editorial sup-

port. To quote Lee 89
again, "Put your relations with the news-

papers absolutely upon a frank and candid basis. Charge the

papers for what you do, and pay them for what you get, so that

both sides know exactly what is being done." And, on the other

hand, the public relations experts further refined the philosophy
of the relationship they decided existed between the broad field

of
t4

public relations
"
or "publicity" and its subdivision, advertis-

ing, or as some put it between advertising and publicity,
"two allied but distinct forces." E. M. Powell^

90
manager of

N. W. Ayer & Son's publicity department, stated the latter

rationalization thus:

"Advertising is primarily a sales force. Publicity is essentially
informative or educational in character. The scope of its functions
and operations is wide. It includes:

a
a. Creating a background of general information and interest
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about a type of product. This interest can be capitalized into

sales of a specific make or brand through advertising and other

direct sales efforts.
"
b. Building good will for an advertiser by giving to the public

and to the trade concerned facts about Ms business and policies,

about his research and development work, about the outstanding

personalities in Ms business or about the field in which he operates
in such a way as to help establish him as a leader in Ms field and
to increase the esteem in which he is held.

"c. Overcoming sales resistance by distributing information

wMch will correct prejudices, remedy a lack of complete knowl-

edge, or tell of new or existing customs in such a way as to estab-

lish a vogue for them.

"d. Originating situations which in themselves have sufficient

news value to carry stories which incorporate a message we want
the public to get.

"e. Capitalizing events of general news interest, such as the

Byrd Expedition, to the publicity advantage of our clients.

"Publicity in no sense takes the place of advertising. It is not

the proper function of publicity to secure the publication of trade

names or the names of trade-marked products in news or editorial

columns of newspapers or magazines.

"Publicity is a sound investment for an organization which

dominates its field either in volume or value of production, or

through aggressive advertising. Elements of general interest on

which publicity can be based must also be factors in the situation.

Trade associations of various kinds can usually use publicity to

good advantage because they are concerned with an entire industry

and offer an opportunity to distribute information about the indus-

try without regard to its individual components."

Powell differentiated Ms work, of course, from the modern coun-

terpart of "puffery/
3

the "growing practice on the part of ad-

vertisers and advertising agencies to seek so-called "'editorial co-

operation' and to ask for the publication of "free-readers' in

connection with advertising." He said that all Ayer releases

carry, as a "Note to Editor," the statement, "We submit the

material on this sheet for you to Judge solely on the basis of its

general interest, without relation to any advertising we may have

placed in your publication."

The extensive use of advertising space during the World War

sold business men on its propagandistic possibilities. TMs gave

its use in emergencies direct as well as indirect applications. At

the start of the post-war anti-Red drive in 1919, George Eth-

ridge
9I illustrated this carry-over with a talk before the Sphinx
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Club of New York, an advertising organization.
"Labor must

learn a lesson/" he announced. "Advertising can teach that lesson

when arms, laws and oratory prove inefficient; for advertising

has accomplished greater things. It has sold human sentiment

and heart appeal. . . . Bonds, Blood and Principles of Justice.

It Can SELL LABOR THE HIGHER IDEAL." Above all, "It should

be PAID advertising." Advertising, about to enter a period of

tremendous expansion, together with the generally increasing

class-consciousness of newspaper and magazine publishers,

soothed publicists' fears of a return of the anti-trust excesses

during the readers
1

market of "yellow" daily journalism and the

muckrake "era."

Some of these experiments with propaganda in paid space

alarmed Editor &" Publisher. Regarding an anonymous fuel in-

sertion in The Xew York Times and other papers, it observed on

February 15, 1919:

"It is not likely that any newspaper which carried this coal ad
made any effort to analyze it editorially3

or to correct any dangerous

impression its publication might create in the public mind. The

larger aspects of the propaganda involved were not discussed. The
ad would leave the average reader in a mood to stand for a rise in

the price of coal without immediate protest for he would have
the assurance of the Government that the former prices meant a
sacrifice on the part of the companies. . . .

"The drift seems to be strongly set toward advertising designed
to sell POINTS OF VIEW, economic creeds, opinions, states of mind
to the people. The advertiser, with selfish purposes, with profit-

motives, attempts to create a barrage of public opinion behind
which he may operate in security. Should the newspaper make
this possible for him?"

Whether or not the newspaper should, it did. Rather than anony-

mously, such insertions usually attack workers' strikes or for-

ward other minority projects in behalf of Citizens' Protective

Councils or Progressive Merchants' Leagues. R. H. Macy &
Company, a department store, attracted wide attention with its

propaganda-advertisement series. One in 1935 led off with a page
headed, "The Primer of Price Firing and how it affects your

pocketbook."
All publishers did not go in for these "new-fangled" tactics.

Some stuck to the cash sale of their sheets' support. F. G.

Bonills and H. H. Tammen, late owners of the Denver Post, got
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involved in several such deals that meant large-scale transac-

tions. Soon after the signing of the Teapot Dome oil lease on

April 7, 1922, the man in whose name the lease had been made
Leo Stack got the notion he had been ''doubled-crossed

5 *

by
Harry Sinclair and associates. As the Denver Rocky Mountain

News, a Post competitor, noted on November 5, 1922,
*"

Stack,

realizing that he had a hard fight on his hands and was opposed

by many millions of dollars, looked around for backing and also

publicity. His deal with Bonfils was that he was to receive the

first $100,000 paid and the rest over this $100.000 was to be

divided 50-50 with Bonfils, and out of Ms fifty he was to pay

Schuyler and such other attorneys as were required to push the

case thru to a satisfactory settlement for them," A U. S, Senate

investigating committee discovered the relationship between this

deal and a series of attacks upon Sinclair, Secretary of the Interior

A. B. Fall, and President W. G. Harding which the Post started

the first week in June. It also found why
"Fulsome praise in place

of vitriolic attacks will be the lot hereafter of Harry Sinclair, oil

magnate, in the Denver Post," as the Xews had predicted on

November 5. The Senate committee reported that Sinclair

settled the suit brought by Stack with the payment of $250,000

and an agreement to contribute $750,000 more after the Post

ceased its attacks. Another publisher got $92,500. The commit-

tee on ethics of the American Society of Newspaper Editors

decided that it could not act against Bonfils and Tammen be-

cause the deal had taken place before the society adopted its

code of ethics. The Associated Press saw no incongruity in issuing

a new wire franchise to Bonfils within a short time after this

scandal broke.

A deal with a subsidiary of Standard Oil Company of New

Jersey which changed the Posfs editorial attitude on a gas

franchise apparently netted Bonfils another 8350,000 in October.

1927. The Federal Trade Commission, delving into the propa-

ganda activities of public utilities in October, 1935, found that

the Denver Post had favored a referendum on the granting of a

natural gas franchise to the Colorado Interstate Gas Company,

a Standard subsidiary, until October 27
?
1927. The front page

of the Post that day carried an editorial headed, "Natural Gas

Will End Coal Strikes/' which opened, "The fight against the

introduction of natural gas into Colorado should be dropped
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right now." The Denver City Council, convinced by this edi-

torial or otherwise, unanimously agreed to reject the petition for

a referendum and thus sustain the franchise. F. T. C. learned

from F. H. Lerch, Jr., vice-president and treasurer of Colorado

Interstate, that 8350,000 had effected this sudden change of

front, that "the money was paid and the paper was to deliver.
5 '

Lewis Pritchard, an investigator for the F. T. C., showed that

Standard Oil had cashed a check for the sum on October 27 and

turned the money over to the late J. B. Luse, treasurer of Inter-

state, and that Luse had given the cash to an unidentified "special

messenger." Interstate charged the payment off to "fixed capi-

tal" expenditures so that it would be included in rate-making cal-

culations, and the company's 1928 income tax return attributed

the outlay to "public education and advertising and general activ-

ities towards entering Denver with right-of-way."
92 The records

of the Post Printing and Publishing Company did not reveal the

item.

To conclude from such cases that the average American pub-
lisher is venal jumps far beyond the facts. No such inference is

suggested. The affiliations of newspaper policies with the in-

terests of manufacturers and of large advertisers in particular

ordinarily derive from a vast multiplicity of conditions, condi-

tions continually modifying but operative over a long period of

years. To deal in personalities and to stress individual in-

stances of cash transactions over-simplifies an extremely com-

plicated situation. In the Teapot Dome case, for example, The
New York Times had no bribe at stake when it stated editorially
on March 31, 1924, that the "real purpose'

7
of the Senators, who

professed "to be engaged in the laudable effort to uncover

corruption" in the oil lease scandal, was apparently "to paralyze
the Administration, to terrorize members of the Cabinet, to

break down the efficiency of the Government." The sheet ex-

hibited more concern for possible damages to "the system" than

for whether or not Harding had several more crooks in his

cabinet.

High paper and production costs accompanied the first flush

of advertising immediately after the signing of the Armistice and
led publishers to waste no time in returning to grips with free

advertising specialists. Once more these defenders of "press free-

dom "
concentrated upon those who most obviously threatened
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advertising revenues and neglected those who distorted, sup-

pressed^ or
"
clarified" significant news at its source. Ivy Lee

admitted in 1920 to the New York City Board of Estimate and

Apportionment that Ms client, Interborough Rapid Transit Com-

pany, had spent $218,159 for publicity in 1916-19 and only

$13,000 for paid space in newspapers, but publishers worried

more in 1920 about trade-name handouts for automobile firms.

This drive did not last long. A newspaper's leniency with its

white space influences the selection of a medium to cam- a dis-

tributor's copy. In the spring of 1920, all English- and foreign-

language dailies in New York City agreed to refuse all automobile

publicity blurbs, but the New York Automobile Dealers' Associa-

tion, backed by the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce,

fought bitterly. The New York Globe and the Evening Mail

weakened before the end of the year and announced a relaxation

of their policies. Thus the move was ended.

The first post-war deflation helped to squeeze out many in-

competent "war bride" space-grabbers. "What has become of

the 2,000 publicity men who flourished in New York City during

the war and reconstruction period that followed?'' one writer 1
'3

asked in 1920 and then answered: "Some of the alleged publicity

kings killed their own golden geese. They overcharged their

clients, they misrepresented matters, they forgot ethics in dealing

with the press. . . . The real publicity men those who played

fair with their clients and the papers are not suffering." He

credited the newsprint shortage and the "so-called dull times

now said to exist" rather than the publishers' crusade.

A. N. P. A., "arch foe of the press agent fifty-one weeks in the

year/' continued to oppose free-advertising schemes, but it also

persisted in embracing "the 'handout' method in the fifty-

second/' for its annual convention. While "everything that

happens at an A. N. P. A. meeting is common but unverified-

knowledge among the men reporting the convention activities an

hour before adjournment," official
u

handouts' give the bare bone

results of the members' discussions and ... hints as to what

led to those results and what these results will lead to, but they

give hints, and nothing more.
55 94 Editor & Publisfar snapped

editorially on May 5, 1923, that A. N. P. A. should either "aban-

don its pretended effort to give the press the censored story of its

conventions" or let "all of its acts . , . be brought into the
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light of day." And, it insinuated,
"
there have been times when it

craved a bright light." A. N. P. A., in other words, should
"
adopt

for itself the policy it and its members set up for others." Im-

possible! To reveal what publishers do at their annual meetings

to snooping magazine reporters and book writers would endanger

"freedom of the press." The Associated Press, oddly enough, dis-

pensed with closed-door sessions at its 1933 convention.

In renewing their campaign, publishers found a "new" kind

of press agent. Their underpaid reporters no longer had to piece

out their salaries with bribes; they now did part-time "publicity

work/
5

largely just a change in name. "The trouble with this

paper/' a Louisville editor is quoted
95 as asserting in 1920, "is

that virtually all of the members of the staff are part-time

workers." Publishers' success in lessening this practice depended

upon the extent to which they preferred to pay their reporters

themselves.

The desire to get news cheaply led newspaper executives to

permit strange abridgments of "press freedom." In covering

the soft coal strike of 1919-21, reporters at least got handouts

from both sides, and some even gave the strikers something of a

"break." In reporting a coal mine disaster in 1922 at Jackson,

California, however, "More than forty newspaper representa-

tives signed the agreement with the mine officials, and in return

for tying up with them as the sole news source, were granted

press privileges at the mouth of the mine." Only the Sacramento

Bee refused to subscribe. This "signed statement, in black and

white, bears witness to the fact that the signers had pledged over

their names to take only such news as the mine officials chose to

give out and to raise no question as to the reliability of such

news. . . . With the arrival of the State and Federal mining
bureau workers, the ban was lifted following a conference of the

bureau officials with mine officials."
96

Forty-seven miners had
been entombed.

Resolutions and similar formal gestures against the press agent

got well under way again by 1923. The Massachusetts Press

Association "unanimously adopted" a "code of ethics" on Feb-

ruary 12 which defined the use of free publicity in member papers.
This dealt only with "puffery." A few weeks later, the Inland

Daily Press Association adopted a resolution "locking the news
columns against press bureau copy," thus "settling a question
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which has been the center of heated discussions through several

of the organization's gatherings." I. D. P. A. had already at-

tempted "to discourage this publicity . . . without complete
success by having the secretary mail back ail free matter sent to

Mm by members." Now it realized that "the object can be

accomplished only by united co-operation of the members." 9
~

The American Society of Newspaper Editors also adopted a

"Code of Ethics or Canons of Journalism"' in 1923 which carried

statements touching on the press-agent "evil." "Promotion of

any private interest contrary to the general welfare, for whatever

reason/
7

moralized A. S. N. E.,
a
is not compatible with honest

journalism. So-called news communications from private sources

should not be published without public notice of their source or

else substantiation of their daims to value as news, both in form

and substance." These literary exercises, where publishers re-

garded certain phrases as expedient, may have suggested "loft-

ier" practices as well as "higher ideals.'
7

The reaction to the climax of the Mineralava-Valentino

Beauty Contest, a final elimination at Madison Square Garden,

New York, on November 28, 1923, illustrated the extent to which

anti-puff agitation had scored. Rudolph Valentino, cinema idol

and hence a publicity "natural/
3 and Ms wife had visited eighty-

eight cities to select finalists for the contest. The finals, which in

1903 would have "worked" the New York press for columns of

free Mineralava advertising, got no attention in The Sew York

Times and drew stories with no reference to Mineralava in the

other sheets. Both A. P. and U. P. attempted to keep the

yarn off their wires, but some "provincial" papers demanded

"protection" on the fate of their beauties. "The United

Press, therefore, was face to face with the proposition of carry-

ing or not carrying pure advertising on its wires out of New
York." 9S A. P. and U. P. protested and then acceded to the

requests.

Such tie-ins, especially if they do not plug a specific brand,

usually "get by" editors. The Copper and Brass Research Asso-

ciation syndicated in 1925 a feature story headed, "All Creeds

Help Build Cathedral; To Hold Services In Nine Languages,"

which promoted the use of copper. The National Committee of

Wood Utilization established in 1925 by President Calvin Cool-

idge under federal auspices but financed by various industries,
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long released publicity through the official channels of the De-

partment of Commerce. "Free and favorable publicity, labeled

news, worth hundreds of thousands perhaps millions of dollars

to the lumber, furniture, paint, varnish and scores of other allied

industries, has been served up ... and published free, in the

news columns" through this setup." In a story entitled, '"Scien-

tists Uncover Buried Cities of Armageddon/
7

distributed in 1927

by the University of Chicago, a press agent worked in a notice

that the explorers had used 20,000 square feet of "sheetrock wall-

board.
71

Many editors "bit."

Editors like to blame reporters for the success of publicity men.

"Press agentry," declared D. S. Perrin,
100

city editor of the New
York Herald Tribune, in 1925

,
"has been altogether too conven-

ient an institution for lazy reporters. . . . The business of re-

porting is in danger of degenerating into a sort of green cap

messenger service, because of the time-saving labor-saving

mimeographs of press agents, better known in many notable

cases as suppress agents/
7

Press agents, in turn, disagreed with

A. X. P. A. that all handouts should be tossed into waste-baskets.

"That is obviously not the correct method/
7
said Ivy Lee 101

in

1925. "The difficulty is that editors take the material sent them

and print it without carefully investigating and editing it.
77

Lee 102 also pointed to a more fundamental problem. The news-

paper, he asserted,
"
does not pay to hold its men. A correspond-

ent in France is paid $12,000 by his newspaper, considered an ex-

cellent wage in the field, to interpret the French people and the

French nation to the American populace. Why is it worth more
than four times that to the French government to have him color

Ms reports on occasion?
" He might have mentioned less extreme

and distant cases. Louis Wiley,
103 business manager of The New

York Times, faced the press agent realistically. "It is a perfectly
understandable thing in this complex, highly organized age/

7 he

said, "that publicity representatives should perform a useful

legitimate function. A great industrial organization, or a large

social service agency may find it absolutely necessary to have the

services of a publicity representative, if only to co-ordinate the

information issued." He noted that the "evils of publicity arise

as much out of the suppression of news as out of the manufacture

of news." To this, Lee
104

adds, "It is the small town publisher
who is simply befuddled by the mass of propaganda and publicity
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matter that is sent to Mm. . . . The big newspapers know how
to deal with it.'

5

Sports and financial ballyhoo, to which newspapers have given

many a square mile of space, got smudged with charges of bribery
several times during the 192CTs. The rise of sports news as another

"safe" means of exciting and holding reader interest as "safe"

as sensationalism or
"
safer" had encouraged a luxurious growth

of press agents who seldom attracted the ire of publishers. While
not known until much later, the methods Tex Rickard used in

promoting "the frayed French light heavyweight'' in the Deinp-

sey-Carpentier fight to yield a 81,600,000
:

*gate" on July 2. 1921,

were later repeated and led to
*'

nasty" rumors.
"
Rickard be-

lieved in direct action," recalled Jack Eofoed : - 3 of the Xew
York Evening Post's sports staff.

lkHe called in the boxing writers

who had taken money in the past, and told them what he wanted.

The price varied according to the promoter's estimate of their

value to him. Five hundred to this one. A thousand to another.

. . . Bit by bit interest was steamed up. Even the men who
refused the Rickard gratuity wrote column upon column about

the fight. It was news." Kofoed asserted that, during
* k

the

remaining years of his life, Rickard followed the same policy of

lavish expenditure." C. J. Doyle of the Pittsburgh Gazette-Times

tossed this situation into the open in 1923 with a statement that

Harry Greb, prize fighter, had told him he paid Xew York news-

papermen $3,000 to promote a bout for him with Jack Dempsey.
This, breaking at about the same time as the admission by the

director of the Anti-Saloon League that he used part of a $24 T
700

fund to bribe writers on "wet" papers, provoked the publishers.

Pressure from the New York publishers finally forced even

Rickard in 1927 to spend $15,000 on paid advertising on the day
of the Dempsey-Sharkey fight in the Xew York and Brooklyn
dailies.

The bribing of financial writers was not kicked out into the

open until after the 1929 crash, but rumors flourished. During
the stock boom of the 1920's, the

ki

press, instead of furnishing

America with sound economic truth, furnished the lies and bun-

combe of the merchants of securities," according to one ob-

server. 106 Rather than call the crash "an economic debacle/*

the newspapers spoke of "a technical situation/
1

the "shaking
out of bullish speculators," and "blamed everything on lack of
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confidence." Representative F. H. LaGuardia, later Mayor of

New York City, then gave the U. S. Senate committee on banking
and currency in 1932 evidence of the manner in which press

agents for financiers bought cooperation from newspaper writers,

especially during 1924 and 1925. LaGuardia "named eight

pools which he claimed employed [A. N.] Plummer to contact the

financial writers and produced nineteen checks endorsed in 1924

and 1925 by writers, some of whom are still writing and others

who are not, to prove Ms charges. His evidence also included

reams of news stories which he told the committee were bought
and paid for by Piummer." The promoters of the Pure Oil pool,

LaGuardia informed the committee, paid a writer "$1,000 for

getting printed 228 stories in 111 newspapers with 12,540,000

circulation in 67 cities with a total population of 27,143,000."
107

The excitement over the kidnapping and discovery of the body
of C. A. Lindbergh's son eclipsed LaGuardia's revelations.

The investigation by the Federal Trade Commission of asso-

ciation publicity and propaganda activities and expenditures in

the electric power and gas industries, "made in partial response
to Senate Resolution 83, Seventieth Congress, first session,

approved February 15, 1928," brought forth a stream of revela-

tions for more than six years. A summary of twenty parts of the

investigation report, published by the Senate in 1934 as Efforts

by Associations and Agencies of Electric and Gas Utilities to In-

fluence Public Opinion, furnished a useful case study of propa-

gandistic activities.
"
Barring, possibly, Government drives

during war time," F. T. C. 108
concluded, "it is doubtful whether

any publicity campaign ever approached this in variety, extent,

comprehensiveness, minute thoroughness of planning and execu-

tion, and amount of expenditures involved" As E. L. Bernays,
109

a leading propagandist, has said, "Whatever of social importance
is done to-day, whether in politics, finance, manufacture, agri-

culture, charity, education, or other fields, must be done with the

help of propaganda. Propaganda is the executive arm of the

invisible government." From kindergarten texts to scholarly

monographs, in legislative halls and newspaper editorial rooms,
the utilities exhibited fully how to use this

"
executive arm of the

invisible government." Their "favorite method of attack was,"
of course, "not to meet the public-ownership argument but to

*pin the red label
7 on their proponents. Thus advocates of the
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right of the people to own and operate their own public utilities

were labeled as
l

Bolsheviks,
5

reds/ or 'parlor pints.'
'"

In the

face of inadequate state control over their operations,
u
the util-

ities proclaimed the sufficiency and complete effectiveness of such

regulation as a foil to any further Federal or local regulation or to

any form of public ownership and operation."
1I0

The F. T. C. utility revelations left no state's newspapers
unscathed. Utility press-agentry, backed by advertising expendi-

tures ranging up to $30,000,000 a year, was carried on largely

through twenty-eight
u
state" committees, which divided the

country. "Newspapermen of State-wide reputation were se-

lected as directors of 24 of the 28 State committees. To secure the

greatest possible cooperation in the publicity program by the

utility executives in their States, the directors undertook to make
them l

newspaper wise,' which meant convincing them of the

necessity of furnishing the director with news and also of the

benefits of increased public good will to be derived from con-

sistent and substantial advertising." This
u
all tended to aid the

State directors in receiving special consideration in the handling

of matter submitted to the papers. Such consideration has

reached the extent of printing whatever publicity is ottered, even

editorial expressions, some of them of the 'canned* or hand-out

identical variety.
57 m

They did not spare "good will advertis-

ing," for, as M. H. Aylesworth,
112

managing director of the

National Electric Light Association, advised, **A11 the money

being spent is worth while. . . . Don't be afraid of the expense.

The public pays the expense."

Several instances from the commission's revelations illustrate

the effectiveness of utility newspaper contacts. S. E. Boney,

director of the South Carolina bureau, started propaganda over

Associated Press wires in that state that was printed widely in the

Carolinas and throughout the country. Josephus Daniels, editor

of the Raleigh News & Obserjer, he 113 labeled
*'"

the lone enemy of

utilities in the Carolinas." As a result of this and other exposures,

Kent Cooper/
14

general manager of A. P., sent a lengthy bulletin

in 1928 to correspondents and editors which concluded thus:

"A. P. men need no new rules on this subject. We expect our

correspondents to be ready to pit their news judgment against

anything that may be offered by any press agent regardless of its

disguise. If there Is news in what'is offered the correspondent should
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not be afraid to handle it just as he would recognizable news from

any other source.
" 4 Beware 5

does not mean begone.' It is merely a word coun-

selling caution, vigilance, and extraordinary care/
7

Of editorials alone, the utility committees alleged they obtained

307 column-inches in Connecticut in 1925-28, 1,504 in New
England in 1922-23, 5,544 in Tennessee in 1928

;
and 1,606 in

Wisconsin in 1924-26. Records of newspaper cooperation in news

space totaled thousands of columns. To get this attention, the

multitude of press agents used every improved device. They
even had a group of subsidized "news" and editorial services.

One of these, E. Hofer & Sons, for instance, claimed in 1925 that

it "reached" 14,000 daily and weekly papers throughout the

country. The Hofer service cost newspapers nothing, but the

utilities contributed some $170,000 annually to the agency. The
Hofer people reported placing 3,111,420 column inches of matter

in 12,784 papers in 1927 and 7,743,168 column inches in the

papers of Iowa alone in 1924-27. Ownership relations between

power and paper companies and newspapers, discussed in Chap-
ter V in connection with newsprint makers, also figured in these

F, T. C. reports. "Is it any wonder then," asks an observer,
115

"that throughout the hearings of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion . . . they were c

played down' or suppressed?"

During the early stages of the investigation, the utilities at

first attempted to fight its possible effects with "bigger and
better" propaganda. E. L. Bemays dramatized the services of

the power industry in promoting "Light's Golden Jubilee" on
October 21, 1929. Niagara Hudson Power Company announced
a newspaper advertising appropriation in 1930 for which it

expected no "editorial gratitude." With the National Electric

Light Association coming into worse and worse repute, its mem-
bers voted its dissolution on February 15, 1933. "One of the

greatest propaganda machines in the history of the country
formally passed out of existence,"

116
it was alleged, to be re-

placed by the Edison Electric Institute, organized the preceding

January 12. This new trade association provided in its constitu-

tion that all statements by member-companies meant for public
dissemination "shall be accurate and clearly indicate their

source." Members guilty of violating a nice new "
code of ethics

"

were to be expelled. Instead of "propagandizing," the Institute
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decided to provide for "the ascertainment and making available

to the members and the public of factual information, data and

statistics relating to the electric industry." It left "public rela-

tions
"
to be considered as primarily a local matter.

The change in the name of its trade association did not hamper
the power industry's activities greatly. Senate lobby investiga-

tors in 1935 discovered that Associated Gas & Electric Company
spent $23,311 in twenty-three Hearst papers between March -1

and July 24
7 1935; the insertions attacked the pending Wheeler-

Rayburn holding company bill. EL C. Hopson, an A. G. E. chief,

wired Hearst on July 8,

"Have been advised that there is great likelihood that the House

holding company bill will pass tomorrov;, completely disregarding

its constitutionality. Hope your people will use every influence

they have to prevent this breaking down of the presage of the

constitution."

Whether or not advertising influenced Hearst, not proven, his

papers fought "valiantly" for what he fondly cals "Liberty."

The same committee found a strange similarity between a Hopson
wire of May 31 and an article by Mark Sullivan, printed in the

New York Herald Tribune and released through a syndicate on

June 27. It was headed, "Roosevelt Seeking to Turn People

Against Supreme Court.
7 '

Hopson tried to work on The Xe&

York Times and the Scripps-Howard group without success. "I

saw no point in carrying advertising in a paper," Hopson
21T said

of the Times, "that carried such half-baked editorials." The

Public Utility Executives Committee paid the publicity firm of

Ivy Lee and T. J. Ross, successor to Ivy Lee and Associates,

$5,000 amonth a total of 822,750
"
to provide a clearing house

of information on the utility question,"
11S in other words to

publicize and lobby against the holding company bill. The

P. U. E. in addition expended $27,720 for newspaper adverfis-

ments. The Senate lobby investigating committee revealed that

the power industry as a whole spent at least $805,000 on fake

telegrams to Congressmen, press-agentry, advertising, lobbying,

"entertainment/
2 and the like to defeat am Congressional bill.

This investigation, as the first part of this chapter mentions,

eventually ran into matters even more embarrassing to Hearst

and his fellows in the A. N. P. A,

The relation of advertising to editorial practices, which crops
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out repeatedly In the foregoing, was well summarized for the

United States Brewers' Association in 1934 by Fred Millis,
119

specialist in cooperative advertising campaigns. He asserted :

"As a former newspaper man reporter, editor, advertising

manager, publisher, and newspaper owner I do not want to have

it understood that I am stating that the influence of the newspapers
can be directly purchased. Let us not be naive, but at the same
time let's be realistic about the situation. . . .

"
If we get into a cooperative advertising program in the news-

papers this association will find that it will get 50 times as much
news printed as now.

3 '

A statement in an Ohio Bell Telephone Company memorandum
to employees on "

Public Relations Lessons of the Depression/
7 12

issued in 1932, is more blunt. It regarded the Scripps-Howard

"policy of harassing utilities and public officials and in general,

espousing the cause of the 'poor citizen'
"

as "purely mercenary
and one of the principal means of getting circulation." Regardless
of Scripps-Howard's

"
self-confessed righteousness, attitude of

public spiritedness and their announced fundamental purpose or

mission in life their advocacy of the Ten Commandments or

the rights of the working man most newspapers are in the busi-

ness solely to make money." The statement admitted that "No
one advertisement, however, can influence the general policy of

larger papers" and "that retaliation in advertising does not

improve the situation; it only makes it worse." This realism

contrasts invigoratingly with the sentimental catchwords one

finds in industry's literature for popular consumption. Appar-
ently the Ohio Bell Telephone Company agrees with Upton
Sinclair, George Seldes, and other critics of the newspaper in-

dustry; it credited its advertising purchases for keeping the

opposition press in Ohio down to less than ten per cent, of the

total.

The F. D. Roosevelt administration, in addition to providing
another example of super-promotion by the federal government
in the case of the N. R. A. "Blue Eagle" drive, ushered in a
batch of investigations, a few of which have been mentioned.
Business objected to N. R. A. "regimentation," but it also busied

itself defending its own propaganda activities. A Congressional
committee revealed that the firm of Ivy Lee and T. J, Ross was

getting $25,000 a year in 1934 from the German Dye Trust and
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$5,000 more a year from its American subsidiary for "advising
the officers of the German dye trust as to what I considered to be

American reactions to what has taken place in Germany and as to

what, if anything, could be done about it," as Lee l - 1
explained it.

In prodding into newspaper relationships of grocery chains,

Representative Wright Patman as chairman of a House sub-

committee revealed the advertising power they wielded through-

out the country and their connections with
kk
Wail Street,"

Patinan reported to the House in July, 1935. how these chains

independently and through the Food and Grocery Chain Stores

Association and the American Retail Federation influenced news-

papers and legislators throughout the country. "If the chain

stores should come together." Patman 12 *2 observed, "they could

absolutely control the editorial policy, or at least indirectly have

something to do with the editorial policies of all the newspapers

in the country." He also pointed with, alarm to the fact that the

Kirstein Stores in Boston paid SI ,000 a day to the Herald

for advertisements and cited similar instances in Xew York,

Chicago, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Cleveland.

With regard to the Robinson-Patman bill dealing with advertis-

ing discounts and allowances, Patman 123 claimed that "it is a

difficult matter to get some of the large newspapers to cany any
information in regard to this legislation, because the large ad-

vertisers do not want them to carry this information/* The

bill, however, passed, as did many another similarly opposed.

The depression following 1929 had a similar effect on press-

agentry to the first post-war deflation but on a larger scale. It

again modified the methods of publicists. A group of them, to

illustrate, began advertising in Editor & Publisher in 1935 a list of

"Authentic News and Reference Sources."
"
Complete, accurate

and recent information on industry and its relationships to so-

ciety, always a fundamental element of enlightening journalism/'

a two-page spread on December 28 noted, "is more important

today than ever in the past. . . . The organizations listed below

offer their cooperation to editors ... as centers of authoritative

information concerning their special interests." The list Included,

among others: American Iron and Steel Institute, American

Tariff League, Association of American Railroads, Machinery

and Allied Products Institute, National Association of Manu-

facturers, Associated Business Papers, Associated Wool Indus-
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tries, Edison Electric Institute, Foreign Policy Association

Publications, The Xational Conference of Jews and Christians,

National Recreation Association, and Women Investors IN Amer-

ica, Inc. The National Association of Accredited Publicity Di-

rectors, in addition, stepped forth in July, 1936, organized for
u
the exchange of information and ideas, a better understanding

of the increasingly important place of publicity and public rela-

tions work in the American business world, the standardization

of a code of practices and ethics for the profession (sic), a closer

and more organized and centralized cooperation with editors of

newspapers, magazines, radio, motion pictures and other media

of public opinion and a series of lectures on various types of news,
features and other products of the publicity man's work." 124 The
"sic" is one of Editor & Publisher's pleasantries.

The anti-press-agent moves of the publishers became more
decisive during the 1929 depression and particularly from 1935

than ever before. The directors of the Hackensack (New Jersey)

Bergen Evening Record, for example, passed the buck in 1935 by
deciding that "Any employee responsible for permitting the

publication of an article contrary to this policy [of exclusion]

will be billed for the offending article in full at the regular reader

advertising rates." 125 The three dailies in Atlanta, Georgia,
later that year, agreed to ban the

"
Business Office Must/

7

that

had in the past ordered the publication of such items as "Fashion

shows, cooking schools, garden schools or any similar promotion
of any kind originated by or which has any commercial connection

with any business," all "commercial promotions such as State

Fairs, carnivals, auto races, flower shows, etc.," and all except

Sunday automobile blurbs. They limited "puff" space in special
sections arranged by advertisers to thirty per cent, of the whole.

"Most publishers agree," Cranston Williams,
126

secretary-man-

ager of the Southern Newspaper Publishers' Association, oddly
enough commented on this agreement, "that the free publicity
evil does not grow out of the editorial and news departments but

germinates in the attitude of publishers who do not really com-

prehend what is happening and who permit their advertising

department to break down the value of paid advertising by use

of free publicity." The five Los Angeles journals in February,
1936, the two Augusta, Georgia, papers and the Binghamtan
(New York) Press in April, and the three Nashville dailies the
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following July took similar steps. Perhaps this method will ac-

complish more to protect advertising revenues from the ravages
of

a
space grabbers

7 '

than the ballyhoo of many decades. But

what about the more significant problem, the "clarification"
1

of

news at its source?

This outline of press-agent practices and of the reaction of the

press to them, as in the case of the discussion of legal devices in

the struggle over press control, touches merely highlights in an

effort to summarize pertinent trends. What of the role of legal

press agents in the sensationalization of criminal trials, in "trial

by newspaper"? Chapter XVI touches upon that. What of

special pleading before the "bar of public opinion" in behalf of

religious, educational, social welfare, labor, and the many other

interests in American society? Each has its separate problems

and relationships, but the foregoing and material in other chap-

ters suggest the general pattern as well as salient specific aspects.

Louis Adamic,
127 well known journalist, to illustrate, indicates

the usual reaction of the press to handouts from press repre-

sentatives for the less
"
respectable" non-advertising interests in

the title of an article, "The Papers Print the Riots." Labor

leaders he says consequently take more or less the view of one he

quotes as asserting, "Often there is nothing that throws as bright

a spotlight on the sufferings and unrest of the working stiff as a

flare-up of violence. The capitalist sheets don't pay any attention

to him except when he gets rough or Ms head is bloody.'' Adamic

believes that the "indifference or blindness of the press to much

vital non-violent labor news, and the mishandling of other \ital

labor news, if continued, may lead to harmful consequences, not

alone to the immediate cause of labor, but to the ultimate well-

being of the country."

What ab&ut These Adjustments?

The use of moralistic criteria in the interpretation of the situa-

tions described would be futile. Such criteria arise from the

mores of a time, place, and social grouping or class. Perhaps, as

publishers contend after coloring and measuring their observa-

tions with their own criteria, the programs they forward and the

interests they serve benefit society. Perhaps, as critics assert

after weighing similar observations against other moralistic cri-

teria or philosophical assumptions, current editorial practices
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call for sweeping reforms. Such evaluations, despite the difficulty

with uhick we disentangle ourselves from the catchwords of our

cultural heritages, are counted among the data of this study rather

than its conclusions. The purpose here, as in other parts of this

book, has been to portray the apparently relevant situations and

relationships which available materials reveal. Any conclusions

drawn merely summarize so far as possible social experiences,

point the direction of trends in individual and social expedients.

The emphasis accorded by the daily press to certain interests

will probably give way to other emphases. Viewing the long

course of societal adaptation, W. G. Stunner and A. G. Keller/-
8

to illustrate the social scientist's viewpoint, come to these con-

clusions:

'"If all the interests., locally felt and locally defended, have then*

chance within the arena marked out by the limits set in the national

code, the composite product of the consequent selection, neither

foreseen nor planned by anyone, will represent a more expedient

adjustment for the whole society. And if the arena is too narrow
or the restriction too cramping, that too will take care of itself;

the pressure of discontented groups is bound to increase under

repression until the conflict issues in a revolutionary modification

of the broader outlines of the society's code or even in the violent

disruption of the peace-group itself. Adjustment to life-conditions

is a necessity of life, for organism or society. It is bound to come."

Recognition of the facts of the case and continuous adjustment to

them would obviate any necessity for "a revolutionary modifica-

tion of the broader outlines of the society's code." Perhaps the

stresses and strains of American society, the continual tussling
of political, business, and other groups for modifications in laws

and practices to meet their own expedients, will continue to make
our adaptation to changing life-conditions fairly peaceful. The
answer will lie, in part, in the extent to which laws fail to assure

the perpetuation without adequate modification of such agencies
as the press.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE WORLD'S NEWS

SHORTLY

after 9 P.M., eastern standard time, on December

24, 1932, eight seismographs in different parts of the world

vibrated. Other shocks followed. London reported a peak
at 2:48 p.n. The daily press of the United States carried a brief

notice of a major earthquake in northwestern Kansu Province,

China. Some sheets alleged that the disturbance had snuffed out

the lives of 280, seriously injured 300, and destroyed 800 houses.

Mere routine.

Just forty-eight days later, another version of the tale had

filtered across the vast expanse of China:

At 9:04^- A.M., Kansu time, on December 25, 1932, the quiver-

ing of the earth's surface signalized the beginning of the end for

70,000 Chinese. The catastrophe, one of the major ones of human

history,, took a toll almost as great as the earthquakes, fires, and

tidal waves in Japan on September 1, 1923.

Since forty-eight days had elapsed, "and because of the remote

location of the disaster, the press played down the story. Our
nation paid little attention." l

This exceptional case emphasizes, by contrast, the remarkable

degree*to which systematic newsgathering has developed in the

western world. Only in a country devoid of modern means of

communication could such an initial delay occur. Not until the

news had worked its way through primitive channels of com-
munication could the world's modern news-disseminating agen-
cies function. Within the limits set by their policies, the news
services which supply the American press with the obtrusive

happenings of neighboring towns, the nation, and the world ordi-

narily amaze one with their completeness, accuracy, and com-

plexity.

Preceding chapters relate trends in population, technology, and
social institutions to certain phases of the newspaper industry.
From the amassed facts emerges an estimate of factors which
tended to mold or at least to influence the functioning of the

newspaper as a mass-communication device. The discussion now
476
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approaches aspects of the Industry more intimately associated

with editorial practices: newsgathering and news treatment.

Early communities sought news of distant wars, plagues, and

famines, discussions of national and international politics, and

records of governmental proceedings. For the most part, they

knew local happenings before any newspaper could report them.

Papers noted local events largely for the beaent of out-of-town

subscribers and for the use of fellow editors. Even after dailies

and some urban anonymity appeared in our larger cities, events

which occurred outside the cities of publication consumed the

bulk of available newspaper space. Publishers even yet have

their reasons for believing that the further nelds are much greener

for newsgathering than some of the nearby dunghills. The present

chapter and the next two deal with gatherers and distributors

of the world's news and with feature syndicates, organizations

which fill sizable fractions of newspaper space with special

articles, cartoons, and nction.

From Exchanges to Wires

Early printers of dailies bothered more with production prob-

lems, distribution inadequacies, and collections than with sup-

plies of news or even of
tk communications." While they shortly

entrusted editing to an essayist, philosopher, or politician, called

an "editor," the status of news changed but slowly. Early edi-

tors, and their thobbing successors for many and many a year,

cared more for a well-spun theory which bolstered a pet policy

than for accurate or interesting reports of events. They had little

trouble in securing the few facts they printed. Coffee-house books

in New York, Philadelphia, Charleston, and later other seacoast

cities supplied shipping information and commodity exchange

reports in return for a credit line. When an official wished a docu-

ment printed, he gave a copy to Ms favorite journal, or he ar-

ranged to have that journal paid for inserting it. Others interested

might copy. To report outstanding events in other cities, editors

clipped from their exchanges. The more energetic also took pad

in hand and copied bulletins from late papers which "reading

rooms" or coffee-houses procured by special messengers.

When Washington decided to retire from the Presidency, he

did not call in all the "gentlemen of the press" who were in

Philadelphia in September, 1796. Only D. C. Claypode, editor of
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Claypoolers American Daily Advertiser, the leading commercial

journal of the city,
4t
received a Message from the President by

Ms Private Secretary signifying Ms desire to see me." Clay-

poole
2 thus quaintly described "interviewing" of the 1790's:

uHe received me kindly, and after paying my Respects to him,
desired me to take a seat near Mm; then, addressing himself to me,
said, that he had for some time past contemplated retiring from
Public Life, and had at length concluded to do so at the end of the

(then) present Term; that he had some Thoughts and Reflections

on the Occasion, which he deemed proper to commuMcate to the

People of the United States, in the form of an address, and which
he wished to appear in the Daily Advertiser, of which I was
Editor. He paused, and I took the opportunity of thanking him
for having preferred that Paper as the channel of Ms Communica-
tion with the People, especially as I view this Selection as indicat-

ing Ms approbation of the Principles and Manner in which the

Work was conducted. He silently assented and asked when the

Publication could be made. I answered that the time should be
made perfectly convenient to himself, and the following Monday
was fixed on; he then told me that Ms Secretary would bring me
the copy on the next (Friday) morning, and I withdrew."

Washington
3 had subscribed to the daily for more than ten years

and had particularly enjoyed in 1785 the "publication of Cook's

voyages; having never been able to get a board and lettered Sett

of them." Claypoole leisurely set the "Farewell Address" over

the week-end and issued it in Ms edition of September 19. Others

clipped it from Ms sheet as soon as the mails permitted.

Benjamin Russell, editor from 1784 of the semiw^eekly Massa-
chusetts Centinel, and the Republican Journal, showed greater

aggressiveness and ingenuity in Ms reporting. Russell crusaded

for the adoption of the Federal Constitution by Ms state and even

arranged a series of meetings of mechanics in Boston in the winter

of 1787-88 to bring pressure to bear upon the state convention

considering it. He "had never studied stenography, nor was
there any person then in Boston that understood reporting/' but
Russel 4 thus recalled Ms coverage of the convention in a Boston
church:

"The presiding officer of the Convention sat in the Deacon's
seat, under the pulpit. I took the pulpit for my reporting desk,
and a very good one it was. I succeeded well enough in this my
first effort to give a tolerably fair report in my next paper; but the

puritanical notions had not entirely faded away, and I was voted
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out of the pulpit. A stand was fitted up for me in another place,
and I proceeded with my reports, generally to the acceptance of

the Convention.
1 '

One of the first American reporters casually took a pulpit for Ms
u
reporting desk." The sacerdotal aspirations and air of the press

have a long lineage.

The reporting of legislative proceedings, due to the expense
involved and the few who used shorthand, fell into the hands of a

small group of newspapers in each seat of government. Legisla-

tive restrictions and subsidies continued the system and trimmed

the lists to one or two favored party organs. Other sheets had to

depend upon such official journals for many years after they sent

or would have preferred to send their own reporters to the na-

tional and one or more state capitals. The U. S. Senate, to illus-

trate., met behind closed doors from 17S9 until it decided by
resolution on February 20, 1794, to open its doors at the beginning

of the next session. An editorial campaign, led by Philip Freneau

of the National Gazette, instigated the change. The Senate, how-

ever, provided in its rules that any member might have the

chamber cleared of spectators, including newspapermen, and

that secrecy should prevail in executive sessions, held to discuss

treaties, nominations, or confidential communications from the

President. During an impeachment trial in 1797, it denied per-

mission to "such printers as may request it to be accommodated

with stands to take notes of the proceedings/' The House of

Representatives from 1789 tolerated the presence of "short-hand

writers" and in 1790 informally entrusted their admission to the

discretion of the Speaker. The House adopted a rule on February

17, 1792, modified December 30, 1793, that provided for secret

sessions for reading and debating on confidential communications

from the President or others. The House held frequent secret

sessions until after the War of 1812 and then only occasionally.

Under these conditions, a series of more or less official organs

of the federal government came into existence -with the establish-

ment of the semiweekly Gazette of the United States on April 15,

1789, at New York, the seat of government, with John Fenno as

editor. This Hamiltonian organ, transferred to Philadelphia with

the government in 1790, received subsidies from Federalists and

printing contracts from the Treasury Department. Thus aided,

the sheet became a daily in 1793. The Jeffersonian party, to
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compete , gave Freneau in 1791 translating to do for the State

Department to help him start and maintain the National Gazette.

The National Gazette battled in 1792 for the opening of the Sen-

ate's doors in order that it might provide as complete coverage as

the Gazette of the United States, the favored organ. Other dailies

also covered Congress, however, during the 1790's. Claypoole,

not liking the tardiness and incompleteness of reports printed in

Ms Philadelphia American Daily Advertiser, sent Joseph Gales,

Sr., in 1795 to cover Congressional sessions stenographically.

Gales continued this work for Claypoole until he bought the semi-

weekly Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer; he operated this paper
in 1797-99 as Gales

7

Independent Gazetteer.

On Jefferson's advice, S. H. Smith moved his weekly Universal

Gazette from Philadelphia to Washington in 1800 and started the

triweekly National Intelligencer, and Washington Advertiser on

October 31, 1800. By the end of 1800, the District had four

dailies, but the Jeffersonian sheet outlived them all. When
Congress convened, Smith found his shorthand reporting activ-

ities restricted by the Speaker of the House to the gallery and the

lobby. With the House evenly divided between Federalists and

Democrats, Smith's Presidential backing did not help much.
The Speaker shortly even denied him access to the lobby and

gallery. With a Democratic majority in 1803, the House in-

structed the Speaker to provide places on the floor for reporters
and stenographers. In response to a request from Smith, the

Senate voted sixteen to twelve in 1802 to permit "note takers and

stenographers" to record its proceedings. These privileges did

not encourage competition. Even as the recognized administra-

tion organ under Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe, heavily sub-

sidized by public printing, the National Intelligencer showed
little profit until after the War of 1812. Joseph Gales, Jr., took
over the paper in 1810 and from 1812 published it in partnership
with W. W. Seaton. While this sheet acted as a newsgatherer
for dailies in other cities, it did not become a daily itself until

1813. Gales and Seaton, both stenographers and each placed
near the head of one of the branches of Congress during sessions,

reported debates and actions in fair detail. This commercial

reporting supplies the chief record of Congressional activities

until Congress had its own reporters. The Intelligencer and other

Washington sheets lobbied through a resolution which excluded
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all newspapermen except those on their own staffs. These oi&cial

"organs" continued until the penny papers demanded changes,

and the telegraph diminished their utility.

The Weekly Register, founded and long edited at Baltimore by
Hezekiah Niles, also acted as a disseminator of nationally signif-

icant facts and documents from September 7, 1811, to Septem-
ber 19, 1849. "We think it promises something interesting at the

present moment/
3

Niles asserted in Ms first issue, "and, as a

BOOK OE REFERENCE, a FUND OE READING always at hand, a work

of much probable value." He "presumed
7 '

that "every subscriber

will carefully file his numbers, under an assurance they will

always be worth the first cost, co-ntaining much more useful mat-

ter than ever was published in any part of the world for ike same

money" He promised, at the end of each volume, "a minute

index and general title, free of expence." Known as Xiles* Weekly

Register in 1814-37 and Xiles* National Register in 1837-49, this

sheet supplied dailies with an accessible
"
morgue

'"

or file of

information as well as material for current use.

Efforts to expedite the reception of reports of foreign events at

first took the form of collecting by boat newspapers from in-

coming ships and information from their officers and passengers,

The coffee-houses, described in Chapter IH, took the lead in

supplying late marine news, foreign bulletins, and foreign news-

papers to their clients during and after the Revolution. With no

expense for printing, they had more funds available with which

to improve their services. Benjamin Russell's semiweekly Boston

Massachusetts Centinel contained some results of harbor news-

gathering from about 1784. John Lang started a similar serv-

ice in 1795 for his Xew-York Gazette, a daily. With limited

facilities and little codperation abroad, this work developed

slowly. The New-York Evening Post helplessly admitted on No-

vember 29, 1814, that "we barely mention that there is a

London paper of the 28th ult. in town, which is kept from the

public eye at present." The Post would "not conjecture what

the contents are, but merely venture to say that it is probably

something of moment."

A. S. WDlington, proprietor of the Charleston Courier, a daily,

triweekly, and weekly, developed harbor newsgathering as far or

further than Ms northern contemporaries. In taking over the

sheet on June 1, 1813, he "aimed at making the paper a com-
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mercial and business journal, and rather a medium of general

intelligence and literature, than a political organ." He therefore

became "his own boarding officer/
7

a "duty he performed in an

open boat, eighteen feet in length, with width in proportion;

sharp bow, square stem, and rowed by two stalwart slaves," 5

He thus received
"
positive news" of the peace treaty between

Great Britain and the United States. This information reached

Savannah on February 11, 1815, by express from Fernandina,

Florida, and appeared in the Courier on February 14. The
Courier; receiving Cadiz packets by way of Havana, frequently

obtained news of European developments ahead of New York and

Boston papers. The latter got theirs from England and France

by less regular ships. An observatory near the shore, built in

1822, hoisted signals which told of approaching vessels and char-

acterized them, a material aid to Willington and his competitors.

J. G. Bennett, then traveling about the country working for

various sheets, started in 1823 to translate Spanish articles for

the Courier. He learned things about harbor reporting there

which he later applied in building up his New-York Herald.

As more and more dailies in a given city took to sending boats

out to incoming ships, the effort lost competitive significance.

The morning papers, as those most interested, then pooled their

expenses. Little is known concerning the start of such cooperation
in New York City except that an Association of Morning Papers
existed prior to 1827, and shared an annual budget of $2,500.

With four morning dailies in the city by 1820, it is likely that the

association then or soon after supplanted such individual efforts

as those of Lang. The Morning Courier and Journal of Commerce,
both launched in 1827, injected new life into marine reporting.
The new papers introduced small, swift sailing vessels, later

replaced with larger and faster ones, which went well out to sea

in the race to get the news first. Contests between the Journal of
Commerce's "Journal of Commerce," the association's "Thomas
H. Smith," and the Morning Courier's "The Eclipse" of 1828 or

between the six boats of 1831 stirred up as much excitement as

an extremely popular horse race. The semaphoric telegraph would

report from Sandy Hook that one or more of the news boats

approached the Narrows, "and business would be at once sus-

pended to await her arrival. Crowds would then surround the

office, as in the days of modern war bulletins, and the news would
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soon appear in an Extra." 6 The New York association continued

for many years and fought the individual efforts from 1833 of

the rising penny papers, the Sun and the Herald in particular.

Other cities worked out similar cooperative arrangements. Other

Charleston papers, the Gazette, Post, Mercury, and Patriot, long
battled Willington and later "boarding officers" for the Courier,

but about 1850 R. A. Tavel became a marine reporter for the

combined daily press of the city.

The newspapers of individual cities thus carried out parts of

what amounted to a rudimentary system of national and inter-

national newsgathering. To share the results of their efforts,

printers at first depended entirely upon the mails. The postal act

of February 20, 1792, provided that
"
Every printer of newspapers

may send one paper to every other printer of newspapers within

the United States, free of postage, under such regulations as the

Postmaster General shall provide." This law, substantially the

same until the present, facilitated the practice out of which mod-
ern newsgathering associations and agencies directly grew, "ex-

changes." Publishers soon realized, however, that the mails

carried not only a large section of the materials for their next

day's edition but also sheets which competed with their own in

direct sales or through the coffee-houses, reading rooms, and

taverns. Editors first worked out overland expresses in the 1820's

to cover state election returns. The Providence (Rhode Island)

Journal, with a small area to cover, pioneered in this develop-

ment. The Journal also kept New York and Boston papers from

gaining a foothold in Providence by running horse expresses

from Boston and occasionally from New York, especially for

election returns and Presidential addresses. These expresses cut

the time from Boston to Providence by 1833 to four hours.

Sometimes well-laid plans failed. The New-York Evening Post

held its presses until the last moment on June 20, 1825, to secure

news of the dedication of the Bunker Hill monument by steam-

boat from New London. The Boston-New-London express did

not connect; the boat arrived without the news; and the Post

carried four columns on the event the next day but even then

lacked excerpts from Daniel Webster's oration.

The New-York Statesman in 1823 and the Enquirer in 1827

sent letter-writers to Washington to give a new angle to the

capital's news. N. H. Carter, according to J. G. Bennett,
7
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"spent a winter or two at Washington, and gave a dull recital of

what he had seen and heard, in the Statesman newspaper."
Bennett claimed that "we were the first to give" such reporting
"its present light and amusing character/

7

in the winter of 1827-

28 for the Enquirer. Never one to belittle himself, he recalled:

"AE the political, gay, fashionable, witty, beautiful characters

that appeared in Washington during that winter, were sketched

off at random, without being personal or offensive to any of the

parties indeed, they were mostly all complimentary and pleas-

ing. ...
"These letters were . . . copied throughout the whole country."

Other editors accomplished the feat more easily, albeit less in-

terestingly. Robert Walsh of the Philadelphia Daily National

Gazette, Bennett chided, "sitting in his easy-chair, wrote long,

labored letters to himself, heavy, flat, stupid, and disagreeable."

To give the Enquirer scoops on its contemporaries in the printing
of Presidential addresses or urgent news bulletins, Bennett ar-

ranged expresses with which to beat the mails. The Association

of Morning Papers then established competing relays of riders,

and another race was on. The Courier and New-York Enquirer
thus boasted on December 7, 1830, of its handling of President

Jackson's second annual message:

"It was delivered yesterday at 12 o'clock and conveyed from
thence to Baltimore by express. From Baltimore to Philadelphia
by boat: and from Philadelphia to this city by our own express in

six hours and twelve minutes, notwithstanding the bad situation

of the roads. We would have been able to lay it before our readers
at an earlier hour had not our express between Baltimore and Wash-
ington lost all his copies. As it is, we have incurred an expence of

nearly three hundred dollars."

Two other expresses carried this message to New York, one for

the Journal of Commerce and one for the association.

The Courier and New-York Enquirer started an irregular "pony
express line" from Philadelphia in 1832, and in January, 1833,
the Journal of Commerce established a regular "horse-express
from Philadelphia to New York, with eight relays, and by this

means published the proceedings of Congress and all other south-

em news one day in advance of their contemporaries."
8 The asso-

ciation jumped into the game with a third line, but the Journal

of Commerce continually beat its competitors. Even the Nor-
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folk (Virginia) Beacon copied Washington items from the Journal

of Commerce, received by ship from New York before bulle-

tins arrived overland. The beginnings of railroads aided these

ventures. The directors of the railroad between Charleston,

South Carolina, and Hamburg, a town across the Savannah River

from Augusta, Georgia, bragged on May 6, 1834, that their road

carried newspapers the 136 miles in twelve hours. The mail,

transported under politically-controlled contracts by horse-drawn

coaches, took as long as two days. "The multiplication of rail-

roads," said Postmaster General Amos Kendall in his annual

report of 1835, "will form a new era in the mail establishment;

they must soon become the means by which the mails will be

transported on most of the great lines of intercommunication;

and the undersigned has devoted some attention to the devising

of a system which shall render the change most useful to the

country." Kendall effected improvements, but it took the howls

of the newspapers and competition from private agencies to

replace the old contract system with a new one.

The Morning Courier and New-York Enquirer, not able to

beat the Journal of Commerce service, and other sheets along

the line appealed to the government for relief. With Kendall

willing, the Courier speedily sold its express line to the govern-

ment, which took over operation on January 31, 1S33. Not satis-

fied with getting its dispatches when its competitors did, the

Journal of Commerce then "extended its relays of horses to

Washington, and was thus able to beat the government express

regularly one day, and sometimes, when heavy snows fell south of

Philadelphia, two and even three days.
7 ' 9

Employing twenty-four

horses for the 227-mile stretch, the sheet claimed on December 8,

1835, that the express carried "a record of the proceedings of

Congress, DAILY, THROUGH THE SESSION (Sundays excepted), and

delivered it at our office in FIFTEEN TO EIGHTEEN HOURS after

the earliest publication of the same intelligence in Washington."
It pointed out that the arrangement gives "our subscribers in

this city the Washington news HALF A DAY EARLIER than they

can be obtained from any other New York paper (except one

which is associated with us in the enterprise), and in the rest

of the State; and all New England, TWENTY-FOUR HOURS earlier."

The "other paper," oddly enough, was the Courier
,
the Journal's

erstwhile opposition in such arrangements. Before starting such
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expresses from Washington, the messengers had to await "the

earliest publication of the same" or at least proof sheets of it

from the Washington journals that controlled Congressional re-

porting. The penny press of Boston in 1836 "produced no little

sensation by running expresses from Washington and New York

with important news, such as the Messages of the President, and,

in one case, an editor nearly lost his life by excitement in riding

on the locomotive from Worcester to Boston, about forty miles,

in as many minutes.
35

This worthy, in "a state of syncope/
3 was

rushed "in a carriage to Congress street, where with the greatest

difficulty the President's Message was taken from his clutched

fingers."
10 The Courier, Herald, and Commercial Gazette of

Boston ran these expresses in competition to those of a combine

headed by the Atlas.

The post office department shortly obtained authority to ex-

tend its "pony express.
33 The postal act of July 2, 1836, empow-

ered the Postmaster General "to establish an express mail, in

addition to the ordinary mail, on any of the post roads in the

United States, for the purpose of conveying slips from newspapers
in lieu of exchange newspapers,

33
certain types of letters, and

official dispatches, "marked 'express mail.
3 33

It also authorized

the Postmaster General "to charge all letters and packets by
such express mail with triple rates of postage to which letters and

packets, not free, may be by law subject, when carried by the

ordinary mails." Since the posts carried newspaper exchanges
free, this enactment tossed another plum to the press, but existing

postal contracts permitted profitable private competition with

the mails in expressing for a number of years. The government

express system reached Charleston on November 15, 1836, and its

carrier thriled the populace by urging "Ms horse, with whip and

spur, in Ms course down Meeting street, through Broad street,

and up to the very steps of the Post Office, and there deliver Ms
mails." n Postmaster General Kendall thus outlined on Decem-
ber 5, 1836, Ms development of the "pony express

33
:

"To render the department measurably independent of the rail-

roads and accomplish other important results an express mail has
been started on the great mail line between New York and New
Orleans. The great express mail is five days and seventeen hours

going from New York to Mobile, and one day is occupied in trans-

porting the mails between Mobile and New Orleans. This mail
leaves far behind the news conveyed by railroad or any other means.
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The editors and the people of New Orleans will receive the news
from New York in less than half the time it has heretofore occupied
in its transmission. The editors will have the advantage of being
the original dispensers of the news to their subscribers, and the

people will obtain it from their own papers without postage five

or six days sooner than it can reach them by the New York papers
with postage. . . .

"No measure should be taken to injure the great city establish-

ments, but it would be unreasonable and unjust to withhold infor-

mation from the people of the South because the mail cannot carry
with equal expedition the cumbrous sheets from the northern

newspaper presses/
7

The proof sheets or
"
slips

"
carried by these expresses facil-

itated and systematized newsgathering. By expressing proofs of

stories and official documents as soon as they were set in type,

such papers as the New-York Courier and Journal of Commerce

and later the Sun and New-York Herald built up valuable cooper-

ative arrangements with papers in other cities. "Many of these

American papers," says one historian,
12 "sent proof-sheets of

news articles to the Sun by mail/' The postal expresses aided

this system and gave a definite advantage to local newspapers
over those brought in from other cities. These devices, coupled
with cheap papers from 1833, made "merchants

7

exchanges"
and "reading rooms" turn more and more from competition
with local dailies toward specialized services of the type now
offered by stock and mercantile exchanges. Taverns with news-

paper reading facilities for the masses did not continue to com-

pete with the street sales of cheap dailies in this country as they
did in England. Kendall reported to the House committee on

post offices and post roads in May, 1838, "that on express lines

all news of importance is now sent in slips, not exceeding two

columns in size, cut out of papers of from ten to eighteen columns

upon one side, or printed for this special purpose, containing only

one-fifth or one-ninth of the newspaper." He wanted to confine

exchanges "to an interchange of slips, somewhat smaller in their

dimensions, by the ordinary mail." He thought that this might
be "more acceptable to the printers if the permission to receive

newspapers free were restricted to a certain number of papers."

Despite the fact that "some publishers exchange with five or six

hundred" and that "not one hundred are of any practical use

to them," the "printers" howled and maintained the status quo.
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"These slips," said Frederic Hudson, managing editor of the

New-York Herald, "were equal in value to the telegraphic news

dispatches of the present day, and all the papers of the country
which exchanged with the Herald were thus daily placed in the

earliest possession of news." These proofs "were gratuitously

sent by Amos Kendall's express mail to the newspapers in the

interior one mail in advance of their regular transmission in the

regular issue of the Herald" Modern newsgathering associations

and agencies trace their inception more directly to this sort of

cooperative effort than to harbor newsgathering or to coffee-

house news books.

In searching for faster means of communication, editors neg-
lected the semaphoric telegraph. Primitive peoples used visual

signals to convey messages over great distances. The French

successfully employed a "
telegraph" for military purposes in

1794. This device, invented by Claude Chappe, "consisted of a

beam, which turned on a pivot in the top of an upright post, hav-

ing a movable arm at each of its extremities; and each different

position in which the beam and its two arms could be placed
at angles of 45, afforded a separate signal which might repre-

sent a letter of the alphabet, or have some other signification

that might be agreed upon."
1S The French skirted their coast

with a line of such semaphores in 1803. The federal government
erected a line of these "telegraphs" in 1812 "between the high-
lands of New-Jersey and the Navy-yard at New York." 14

By
1815, the "corporation of New-York has determined to erect a

line of telegraphs from that city to the highlands below Sandy
Hook." 15 This line long warned news-boats of the approach of a

ship and told offices ashore of an approaching news-boat race.

The opening of the Erie Canal from Buffalo to Albany occasioned

the use of a "cannon telegraph/' a series of cannon eight miles

apart. This telegraph carried its single prearranged message over

its 364-mile course in one hour. A "combination of brokers, in

Wall-street and Philadelphia," successfully used a visual tele-

graph between the two cities. Alexander Jones,
16

early historian

of the magnetic telegraph, learned this much about their line:

"Their plan was to station men on eminences at every six or

eight miles, with telescopes in their hands. They were also pro-
vided with flags. At the first call of stocks at 11 o'clock in the Board
of Brokers, at the Merchants' Exchange, the prices at which the
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stocks chiefly dealt in, sold at, would be given to the flag-man on

top of the Exchange, who would communicate the quotations to

another flag-man in Jersey City, or on top of Bergen Hill, and he
to the next, until Philadelphia was reached. The sales in Phila-

delphia would reach New-York by a similar method. The order

in which they were sent, indicated what stocks were referred to. ...
"It was said that the news by this plan could be transmitted in

about thirty minutes. . . . Lottery dealers, also, contributed to

sustain that or a similar line."

While this means worked well enough with combinations of the

ten digits, signals for twenty-six letters and several symbols were

not visible as far and required more stations, a greater expense.

Before the utilization of the magnetic telegraph, newspapers

employed pigeons for urgent bulletins and the rising express com-

panies for bulkier accounts. Nurtured by the slowness with which

the postal system adjusted to the potentialities of steam, inde-

pendent express companies gained a firm foothold in 1835-40.

When the Lowell and Boston rail line opened, Silas Tyler "ran

a car over the road, partly in his own and partly in the interest

of the railroad company."
17 As others got the idea and railroads

expanded, similar services sprang up to express letters and pack-

ages. J. W. Hale, at first an employee and then proprietor of

Hudson's News Room in New York, began in 1836 the rudiments

of a news express for Boston newspapers. As agent of the
"
John

W. Richmond," the Providence boat, he "was in the habit of

going down to her, every day of her leaving, to transmit news-

papers, and a transcript of the latest intelligence from Ms bulletin

board, to the Boston editors." ls
Recognizing the work's pos-

sibilities, Hale interested W. F. Harnden in it. Harnden took

over the express in 1839 by boat to Providence and by rail to

Boston and handled packages and shipments of valuables as well

as news bulletins, newspapers, and letters. Harnden's express,

later the Adams Express, rushed English papers to New York for

delivery the day after they were landed at Boston. Newspapers

frequently complimented Harnden on his efficiency. The Boston

Evening Transcript editorialized on May 14, 1839
?
that "We are

indebted to our friend Hamden, of the Package Express, for the

United States' Gazette (Philadelphia) of yesterday morning."
The "Letter Express" extended over the routes of a number of

companies and by 1844 reached from Chicago to Bangor, Maine.

Such units in the system as one owned by Livingston, Wells &
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Company between New York and Buffalo cut seriously into postal

revenues. The Wells outfit advertised rates on that line of six

cents a letter or one dollar for twenty in contrast with the govern-
ment's fee of twenty-five cents a unit. After futilely attempting
to break this and other rivals by arresting their agents, the gov-
ernment finally capitulated and slashed rates in 1845 to five cents

for distances under 300 miles. Newspapers, however, continued

to use private expresses which extended beyond the limits of the

postal express or which conveyed bulletins more quickly.

The postal, private, and pigeon express services developed

practices and trained men in 1837-46 afterwards enlisted in

organizing the utilization of the magnetic telegraph. A. S. Abell,

shortly after starting the Baltimore Sun in 1837, secured the aid

of D. H. Craig in establishing a carrier pigeon express which

included by 1842 the Philadelphia Public Ledger, New York Sun
9

Craig's own agency in Boston, and Washington papers. Em-

ploying 500 pigeons, Craig arranged for the transmission of

synopses of Presidential messages, foreign news, and the like.

Craig had pigeons released from ships as they approached within

fifty miles of Boston with digests of foreign events. He then

rushed copies to his clients locally and in New York and Balti-

more. The New York Sun explained the pigeon house on its

roof thus on December 14, 1843:

"Why, we have had a school of carrier-pigeons in the upper apart-
ments of The Sun office since we have occupied this building. Did
our contemporaries believe that we could be at fault in furnishing
the earliest news to our readers? Or did they indulge the hope that
in newspaper enterprise they could ever catch us napping?

"

Carefully trained pigeons by 1843 "flew from Halifax or Boston
with the latest news from Europe tucked under their wings, and
delivered their charge to their trainer in his room near Wall
Street." 29 The details then followed by "pony express." Par-

ticularly while the Oregon question appeared about to bring the

United States and Great Britain to war again, "relays of fleet

ponies fairly flew with the news brought by the steamers from

Europe . . . extending from Halifax to Annapolis on the Bay
of Fundy (across Nova Scotia), a distance of over one hundred
and fifty miles." These relays "brought the news to Portland,
Me., and hence by locomotive to Boston and to New York,
Philadelphia, and Baltimore." 20 The express took fifty hours to
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cover the distance between Halifax and Baltimore. With the

declaration of war against Mexico in 1846, other relays connected

with the expanding railroad and telegraph system of the country.

Upon the appearance of the magnetic telegraph, Craig "deter-

mined to make use of this novel agency in his business, but

encountered the hostility of those having a monopoly of Morse's

patents, who desired to control the news business themselves." 2I

The telegraph eliminated the pigeon in interurban communica-

tion, but the bird remained useful in local newsgathering even

after the appearance of the telephone, even in the twentieth

century.
Individual initiative in newsgathering forever entered new

channels. The New-York Herald, with the appearance of steam

navigation in 1838, extended its "harbor" coverage well out to

sea, landed reporters at Montauk Point, and had them rushed by
rail the length of Long Island to Manhattan. Three other "har-

bor" services were maintained by 1837 by combines of the

Courier and New-York Enquirer and Journal of Commerce, of the

Express, Mercantile Advertiser, and Gazette, and of the Commercial

Advertiser, Evening Star, and American. Bennett of the Herald

further extended his newsgathering on May 1, 1838, by taking

passage on the steamship "Sinus" and inaugurating foreign cor-

respondence for his sheet. The New-York Evening Post in 1841

had Paris and London correspondents.
The improvement of news-transmission facilities between 1830

and the 1850's gradually broke up local monopolies on official

reports. Shortly after the opening of the National Republican
convention at Baltimore on December 12, 1831, the 160 delegates

from seventeen of the twenty-four states pondered the problem of

the "gentlemen of the press." The convention finally "Resolved

that the editors of the several newspapers published in this city,

together with all others in attendance from abroad, with their re-

porters, be invited to take seats to be appropriated for their

accommodation." 22 An effort to insert "permitted" in place of

"invited" failed. W. L. Stone of the New York Commercial

Advertiser as one of the delegates forced through this start toward

the open reporting of political conventions and legislative ses-

sions. After returning from abroad, Bennett attempted in 1841

to establish a corps of special correspondents at Washington at a

weekly cost of some $200. A special session of Congress pre-
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cipitated the idea. But Bennett met with the time-honored diffi-

culty. Samuel Southard, president pro tempore of the Senate,

denied his men admittance. Southard pointed to the Senate's

rules which provided only for the admission of two reporters

from each daily and one from each triweekly printed and pub-
lished in Washington, Bennett stormed. It nettled him that

certain other out-of-town newspapermen had found ways of us-

ing seats granted to Washington dailies. He revealed that the

Washington Globe, National Intelligencer, and Madisonian took

from $90,000 to $330,000 each from the treasury in 1838 for

services which he offered to do more efficiently at no cost to the

government. He called it "public money thrown away." The

injection of the magnetic telegraph into the situation finally

brought a recommendation from a Senate committee in 1846 that

out-of-town reporters be admitted and provided with adequate
facilities. Thereafter such monopolies gradually lost their power.
The colorful "pony express" had another "day" in 1860-61.

The St. Louis Republic and the New York Herald both announced

on March 26, 1860:

"To San Francisco in 8 days by the Central Overland California

and Pike's Peak Express Company. The first courier of the Pony
Express will leave the Missouri River on Tuesday April 3rd at

5 o'clock P.M. and will run regularly weekly hereafter, carrying a
letter mail only. The point of departure . . . will be in telegraphic
connection with the East and will be announced in due time."

The first trip from St. Joseph, Missouri, to Sacramento took nine

days and twenty-three hours. The opening of the telegraph line

to the Pacific on October 24, 1861, eliminated this last long

"pony" line in the United States.

Telegraphic Newsgatltering

The federal courts finally decided in 1850 that S. F. B. Morse

produced in 1837 the first workable magnetic telegraph and called

him its inventor. The decision concluded no mean task. Morse

happened to have sufficient legal proof that he pioneered in

putting together several developments in electricity and in using
the resulting instrument to transmit signals. He had by 1838,

however, no less than sixty-two competitors for the distinction.

Monuments in more than a few cemeteries, erected by fond
families or proud fellow townspeople, commemorate such rivals.
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Over a line built with the aid of a federal subsidy of $30,000,

Morse tapped out a message which traveled the forty miles from

Washington to Baltimore on May 24, 1844. The Baltimore Sun
thus reported progress the following Monday morning, May 27:

"Some further experiments were conducted on the new telegraph
on Saturday morning, which were witnessed by a number of spec-
tators. Several messages were sent to and from with almost incred-

ible despatch, which, although unimportant in themselves, were
most interesting from the novelty of the proceeding, forcing upon
the mind the reality of complete annihilation of space, in the fact

that a complete and well-defined conversation was actually going
on with persons in a city 40 miles distant."

The Democratic national and state conventions convened in

Baltimore that day, and the Washington papers printed detailed

reports of the proceedings. The Washington Madisonian carried

the following on May 27 as its first report of a political convention

by telegraph:

"TELEGRAPHIC NEWS.

"At 11 o'clock and forty minutes, the State Convention of Mary-
land, for the purpose of nominating a governor, was organized by tie

election of Mr. Carmichael as its President, who addressed the con-

vention. He was followed by Mr. Preston, and the discussion was

going on at the time our paper went to press."

The paper "went to bed" shortly after noon.

The telegraph, rapidly extended, stimulated the establishment

of small-town dailies. The latter no longer feared the encroach-

ments of metropolitan journals. The Elmira (New York) Adver-

tiser could ballyhoo that it
a
publishes telegraph news fifteen

hours in advance of the receipt of the New York dailies." Chap-
ter IV relates the extension of the telegraph to the inception of

dailies, especially in Illinois. Thirty dailies sprang up in Illinois

in 1845-56 upon the appearance of the telegraph. Even though
the leading editors lamented their loss of

"
influence," the larger

urban sheets scarcely missed the lost circulation in the rapid

dilation of cities and inflation of reader interest. Press output, as

Chapter V points out, frequently lagged behind the demand for

copies. The speeding of delivery facilities gradually won back

some of the territory then lost. Telegraphic newsgathering also

entailed expenses which squeezed out many a weak daily.

The New-York and Washington Telegraph Company started
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to build the next line in 1845 between Wilmington, Delaware,

Philadelphia, and Fort Lee, New Jersey, opposite New York

City. It completed the PMladelpHa-Fort-Lee line in January,

1846, and the one to Wilmington a little later. Other lines were

opened from Albany to Utica, January 31, 1846, from Baltimore

to Philadelphia, June 5, from New York to Boston, June 27, and

from New York to Buffalo, September 9. A line connected

St. Louis, Louisville, and Cincinnati with the east in 1847, and

another, Detroit, Chicago, and Milwaukee with the east in 1848.

A wire supplanted express service to Halifax in 1849 and to San

Francisco in 1861. The New York Sun gleefully pointed on

September 11, 1846, to the 1,269 miles of lines in eight circuits

which connected its city with Buffalo, Washington, Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania, and a point fifty-five miles beyond Boston "to-

ward Portland.
5 ' The mileage reached 16,735 in 1852 and about

50,000 with 1,400 stations in 1860. After the excitements of the

Civil War and with the needs of post-war industrial expansion, it

totaled 110, 727 in 1880.

At first, the utilization of the telegraph by newspapers "just

grew." As Alexander Jones,
23 a pioneer in telegraphic newsgather-

ing, recalled,

"It became apparent that the employees in the telegraphic
offices could not be expected to collect news at important points,
and forward it. Their occupation confined them to the immediate
duties of their offices. Hence the business of telegraphing brought
into requisition Telegraph Reporters. We were among the earliest

to engage in the occupation; we commenced with the commence-
ment of telegraphs, and when the whole system was new and im-

perfect, and in a manner without organization. . . .

"The press at first, owing to the expense, would not agree to

receive more than would make from the half to one column of the

Sun newspaper. We then supplied them under a weekly contract,
and paid our own tolls and reporters' fees, in all directions. When
we received a scrap of news we endeavored to make the most of

it the facts would justify, by writing it out as full as possible. . . .

"It was several months after the first New-York and Washington
line was opened, before scarcely any reliance could be placed on
it. ... This irregularity and illegibility was owing to the imperfect
construction of the early lines, and to the want of experience on
the part of operators, copyists, &c."

B. H. Craig, who had operated pigeon and pony expresses in

connection with his Boston agency for many years, also became
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one of these "Telegraph Reporters" who supplied bulletins to

newspapers under contract. "At the outset/' states Victor Rose-

water, author of the standard History of Cooperative News-

Gathering in the United States, Craig "had trouble with the

telegraph manager in control at Boston, who also represented
Boston and New York papers; but Craig won out in short shrift,

putting his news through to its destination, and forcing the papers
to accept it through his agents and to pay his charges/

3

The Associated Press of New York City developed directly

from the earlier newspaper combines and the Jones and Craig

private agencies, but the "first" press association for telegraphic

newsgathering arose spontaneously as the natural solution of a

problem. With the line between Albany and Utica completed on

Saturday, January 31, 1846, the Utica Daily Gazette got its first

bulletins on Monday and filled a column with them the next

day, February 3. "The correspondence relative to the associated

press/' recalled Alexander Seward,
24 editor of the Utica Daily

Gazette, "begins contemporaneously, and continues till the asso-

ciation is fully organized and in complete operation from Buffalo

to Albany. . . . Necessity was the mother of this invention, as of

many others." To cover the cost, the Utica sheet secured the

cooperation of the dailies west of it; the latter "mostly agreed to

contribute to the expense of collecting and telegraphing the news

from Albany to Utica, at which latter place it was printed in

slips and forwarded by express in advance of the mails." As the

telegraph line proceeded west the place of printing the news slips

went with it. Before the completion of the telegraph to Syracuse
on June 1, 1846, the editors from Utica to Buffalo held a meeting
there on May 28 to arrange the transfer of the slip printing from

Utica and the distribution of costs. T. S. Faxton, president of the

telegraph company, celebrated the opening of the line to Buffalo

on July 4 with a meeting of editors "and their friends at the

different telegraph stations . . . between the hours of 4 and

5 P.M., for the purpose of interchange of sentiments." The meeting
at which the editors "extended and perfected their association,

preparatory to the opening of the line to New York City, on

September 9, 1846," took place at Utica on August 5. They
shared expenses in handling news from the south, transmitted

under their own direction by independent telegraph reporters at

New York. Rosewater and many others to the contrary notwith-
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standing, this A. P. antedated the A. P. of New York City by
more than a year. Only the relatively early opening of the line

from Albany to Utica, nevertheless, gives some assurance that

this association pioneered in such cooperative wire service.

Seward and Ms associates hit upon too natural an answer not to

have their system more or less duplicated along each telegraph
line throughout the country.

Conflicting accounts cloud our knowledge of the inception of

the New York City A. P. Alexander Jones,
25

although not the

first New York telegraph reporter as some claim, began his work

"early in the autumn of 1846," more than six months after the

opening of the line to Fort Lee, New Jersey. He became a member
in 1347 of "an association of three or four reporters . . . who

employed others in various important localities to forward and
receive news for the press." The members of the association,

however, continued to deal as individuals with New York papers.
The reporters still received either "stated weekly salaries" or

"steamers' and other news" to forward in exchange to other

cities. The reporters the New York association "employed" in

other cities could, in most cases, also have claimed that they

"employed" the New York reporters to forward them news
collected in the metropolis. Jones and his associates continued

this joint venture "about twelve months, when it was dissolved,

and, as far as New-York was concerned, we became the agent
of the New-York Associated Press, for all news arrangements of

a commercial and miscellaneous character throughout the United

States." The telegraph reporters continued to furnish bulletins

to out-of-town dailies independently until the New York City
A. P. entered into cooperative arrangements with the other city
and state associations which were being formed. "No paper
published beyond the limits of the metropolis," Hudson 2G of the

Herald said of this A. P., "was included in the early plan of the

organization."

Hudson, as a Herald man, traced the inception of A. P. of

Manhattan to the affiliation of the Journal of Commerce with the

Herald in newsgathering. David Hale of the Journal, probably
late in 1845, called on Bennett of the Herald in Ms office. They
had a "brief conversation on newspaper enterprise, pony ex-

presses, and news-boats." This led to "an entente cordiale in news
between the old Journal of Commerce and the young Herald which
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was of great service to the former during the war with Mexico,

and in its competition with the Courier and Enquirer." In speak-

ing of this interview, Hudson
27

asserted:

"This conversation on the establishment of the telegraph led

to the organization of the New York Associated Press. This inter-

view was the origin of that institution. . . . When the Associated

Press was organized, Gerard Hallock became its president, and
remained as such till he retired from the Press.

)J

Hallock was Bale's partner in the Journal of Commerce. The
reference to "the establishment of the telegraph" probably
alludes to the completion of the line from Philadelphia to Fort

Lee. Hudson would have given a more accurate notion if he had

said, "led eventually to the organization of the New York City

Associated Press." In the
"
blanket

"
field, the Journal of Com-

merce continued to fight the Courier and New York Enquirer, and

the three leading penny dailies the Herald, Sun, and Tribune

waged a bitter conflict. To cover the battles of the Mexican War,
the Herald and Journal at first arranged an overland express in

cooperation with the New Orleans Crescent City to "beat the

great Southern mail from New Orleans to New York from one to

four days.
3 ' 2S Bennett announced this coup in the Herald of

December 26, 1845, and placed it in operation the next month.

With the outbreak of the war in May, 1846, competition between

the Herald and New York Sun to reach the southern end of the

telegraph line resulted in a situation which Hudson ^ described

as follows:

"Sometimes the Herald would succeed, and sometimes the Sun.

Frequently the messengers of these journals would enter the office

together. The exclusive use of the wires could not be given to either.

They were therefore allowed fifteen minutes each. Not many lines

of news could be transmitted in that brief space of time over poor

lines, with miserable insulation and inexperienced operators. The
result was not favorable to the enterprise of these journals. They
spent a good deal of money, but gained very little advantage over

each other."

The New York Sun and Tribune, therefore, joined with the

Herald, Journal of Commerce, Philadelphia Public Ledger, Balti-

more Sun, Charleston Courier, and other sheets "in this great

enterprise, culminating in the receipt of the news of the opera-

tions in the vicinity of the Halls of the Montezumas." ^
Possibly
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the New York Sun fathered this combine; it had associated for

some time with the Baltimore Sun, Philadelphia Public Ledger,

and Craig's Boston agency in pigeon and other expresses. The

Herald told of the expressing of news from the
"
vicinity of the

Halls of the Montezumas" thus in its October 21, 1847, issue:

"Our readers will be pleased to see in this morning's Herald the

iong-looked-for intelligence from the city of Mexico. It reached

New Orleans on the 13th inst, and was brought by the special

overland express for the New York Herald and other papers. Owing
to its importance, however, our special messenger was instructed

to bring the intelligence to the government at Washington, and it

will at once have general circulation throughout the country. This

we thought due to the public."

This association had but one purpose. It expedited war news

by sharing the cost of expresses and the use of the telegraph line

from Washington. For other news, the earlier arrangements
those of the New York Sun, Herald, and Tribune and their affili-

ated dailies and of the telegraph reporters' union in particular

continued to function. Such individual initiative outside the field

of the combine continued until well after the establishment of

A. P. of New York City. The Herald, to iUustrate, spent $500 in

expressing to Cincinnati an abstract of Henry Clay's speech on

the Mexican War at Lexington, Kentucky, on November 13,

1847, and in telegraphing it from thence to New York.

The factors which necessitated a measure of cooperation during
the Mexican War made for its continuance and expansion. The

newspapers objected to their lack of control over the work of the

telegraph reporters' association. Hudson 3I described the situa-

tion confronting the newspapers thus:

"In looking over the ground, it was manifest that the telegraph
lines were not equal to the emergency. They did not expand rapidly

enough. They could not transmit all the dispatches of the news-

papers if the journals acted independently of each other. It was

apparent that, with the business of the public, the capacity of the

telegraph was not equal to the transmission of single dispatches of

one day's news to one paper alone,"

So "that their individual competition should not destroy the early
usefulness of this wonderful means of communication/' repre-
sentatives of the Herald, Journal of Commerce, Courier and New
York Enquirer, Tribune, Sun, and Express "met at the office of
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the Sun, and formed, 1st, the Harbor News Association, and, 2d,

the New York Associated Press." These dailies, "so recalcitrat-

ing to each other in their columns, so full of rivalry in their busi-

ness affairs, so incongruous in their political opinions, thus came

together, and their representatives met monthly for years there-

after harmoniously and happily, maturing plans for their mutual

interests and prosperity." The organization meeting took place

early in May, 1848.32 The Harbor News Association consolidated

newsboat facilities in New York harbor and in the interception

of transatlantic ships at Halifax to bring bulletins by boat to

Boston. The New York City A. P. dosed a one-year agreement
on May 18, 1848, with F. 0. J. Smith for priority in the use of the

wire he operated from Boston to New York.

Alexander Jones
33

gives a definite impression that this associa-

tion at first so far as he was concerned represented chiefly an

affiliation of the clients of the telegraph reporters' association and

the replacing of the latter with a "
general news agency" which

Jones headed. He described the functioning of the agency as

follows:

"We received and distributed the news, paid all tolls and other

expenses necessary to conduct the business. We employed reporters
in all the principal cities in the United States and Canada, and, on

receiving it in New-York, would make about eight or nine copies
of it, on manifold paper six for the New-York press, and the re-

maining copies for reforwarding to the press in other cities and
towns. To this had daily to be added the New-York local and com-
mercial news, ship news, &c. The remuneration for services was
made to depend chiefly upon what we could obtain from papers in

other cities, such as Boston, &c., for the news of all kinds refor-

warded, including the local intelligence. The agent had an office

separate from the press, but centrally located, where he employed
generally an assistant, besides one or two other parties either as

clerks or aids, with an errand boy or two.

"In reporting Congressional proceedings, the usual plan was to

employ two reporters in Washington; one for the House of Repre-
sentatives, and another for the Senate. The reports of the House
would be sent by one line, and those of the Senate by the other.

"The plan upon which the members of the Associated Press acted

in obtaining extra news, was such, that any one of them could

order any particular kind of news, such as proceedings of conven-

tions, &c., and the others were to exercise their option whether

they would take it. If all should decline it but one or two, those

one or two were expected to bear the whole expense."
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Jones "resigned the general news agency
3 '

May 19, 1851,
"
after

having devoted from five to six years of unremitted health-wearing

toil to the business." This service cost the six associated papers

a total of $1,000 during the Presidential election of 1848, and the
"
average for the past five years probably has not been less than

about $25,000 to $30,000 per annum/' said Jones, evidently

speaking of the 1847-52 period. This period included a year

before the formation of the New York City A. P. The annual

sum involved in the association's activities reached $40,000 to

$50,000 by 1855.

Shortly after the establishment of this A. P.'s Washington

bureau, L. A. Gobright,
34

its chief, stated a news policy which long
satisfied the varied desires of A. P. clients:

"My business is to communicate facts. My instructions do not

allow me to make any comment upon the facts which I communi-
cate. My dispatches are merely dry matters of fact and detail.

Some special correspondents may write to suit the temper of their

own organs. Although I try to write without regard to men or

politics, I do not often escape censure."

To fill in coloring and to cover items of interest only to one or a

small group of dailies, exclusive or independent correspondents

pursued activities in the chief news centers similar to the out-of-

town correspondence of Jones and others prior to the organization
of the Manhattan A. P. The New-York Tribune,*

5 to illustrate,

claimed that its "regular and paid correspondents" on May 10,

1854, numbered "thirty-eight eighteen foreign, twenty home."
In addition, it listed separately a

" ' Marine Bureau' (in common
with the Associated Press)" and a

"
'Telegraphic Bureau' (also

in common with the Associated Press)."

Through several reorganizations and other modifications in

structure, the newspaper representatives evolved workable prac-
tices. News stealing, frequently within five to thirty minutes of

transmission to member papers, bothered them. It dissipated the

value of A. P.'s priority, heavy expenditures, and exclusive

arrangements. The competition of such private agencies as

those of E. S. Dyer of Boston and Abbott and Winans of New
York, which served largely the afternoon sheets and morning
dailies excluded from local press associations, nettled them more
and more. The six New York publishers, therefore, began to

strengthen their informal agreements. They reorganized the
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Harbor News Association January 11, 1849. Goaded by fights

between D. H. Craig and F. 0. J. Smith in Boston and Halifax

over foreign news transmission, they announced on January 3,

1850, that any paper might share its foreign news on equitable

terms. Craig then claimed that he represented, through A. P.,

"all, with a very few insignificant exceptions, the commercial

journals between Boston and New Orleans and between New
York and Quebec.

5 ' 36 While he exaggerated, the statement

suggests the extent of interrelationship existing between the

presses in different cities. Craig succeeded Jones in 1851 as

manager for the New York City A. P. The "Marine Bureau" of

the Harbor News Association had grown by 1854 to include

twelve agents and reporters in addition to Commodore J. T. Hall.

The "Telegraphic Bureau" of the New York City A. P. by then

employed "one general agent and two subordinates, (one at

Liverpool and one at Halifax,) and fifty reporters in various parts

of the country."
37 The expansion of the telegraph system was

increasing the scope of this and other newsgathering agencies, and

the newspapers and press associations were in turn promoting
the extension of the wire network. The seven members of A. P.,

including the recently established Times (1851), then decided to

consolidate their Harbor News Association with "the subsequent

Telegraphic and General News Associations, entered into since

that time, between the parties hereto or their predecessors."

The regulations adopted for this new General News Association

on October 21, 1856, gave more definite form to practices which

Jones, Craig, and others had worked out during more than ten

years.

The regulations of the new association provided that the ad-

mission of a new member required unanimous consent and that

"the news obtained may be sold to other parties, for the general

benefit of the Association, on the vote of six-sevenths of its mem-
bers." They denied the privilege of making arrangements with

"rival Telegraphic news agents" to any receiving association

reports, "nor shall they receive from them any Telegraphic news,

from Washington, Albany, or any other part of the country."

They even barred the regular reception of dispatches from in-

dividual correspondents unless previously arranged with the

association and offered for mutual participation. They continued

the special report service under the same conditions which had
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existed. They excepted, however, dispatches sent by
"
resident"

editors or reporters and news which originated at Washington and

Albany. Assessments did not apply to news declined by members,

except in the case of
" immaterial items." They also covered

practices relating to Sunday papers and extras, the
"
Marine

News Collector of the Associated Press," six-month notice for

withdrawal, and deliberate violations of the rules. No member

might sell his share in the common property of the association

to any but members, who guaranteed in turn to purchase such a

share "at two-thirds of the then appraised value." 3S The Gen-

eral News Association or New York A. P. continued under such

mutual agreements, modified from time to time, for many years.

J. G. Bennett of the Herald grew impatient of the restrictions on

several occasions, but in each case he finally "reconsidered."

He availed himself, however, to the fullest extent permitted of

the special message and correspondent privileges.

The development of the telegraph and of newsgathering in-

creased the volume of news wired to small-town dailies. For five

years after the Springfield (Massachusetts) Republican began to

receive wire reports in 1846, this matter amounted only to a few

brief items, as much as half a column. The Republican announced

on December 31, 1851, however, that "new telegraphic arrange-
ments have recently been made which place us on an equality
with the most advanced of the metropolitan press." This change,

probably due to Craig's innovations in A. P. management,
swelled its reports "to columns," which "embrace the fullest

particulars of every occurrence received at New York up to a

late hour of the previous night."

As wires extended, dailies from Pittsburgh west gradually
worked out cooperative adjustments, usually instigated by tele-

graph companies and the New York A. P. or its competitors.
The Cincinnati sheets in 1853, for instance, each paid $7 weekly
for A. P. service, but the distance precluded extensive bulletins

except on special occasions. The Chicago Tribune received wire

news from December 6, 1849, but the expense of the service long
limited its use and permitted express agencies particularly those

of McNally and Burke to engage in newspaper and "slip"

expressing from the east. The multiplication of dailies in the west

gradually strengthened the reports and prepared conditions for

the formation in 1862-65 of the Western Associated Press. The
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usual price to small-town dailies remained $30 to S40 monthly
until the Civil War. Since morning papers owned the Manhattan

association and morning sheets predominated throughout the

country, A. P. reports usually began at 6 P.M. and concluded at

1 A.M. but sometimes continued until 4 A.M. and later. Late in

the 1850's, spurred by the first transatlantic cable, interest in

news awakened throughout the country and attained new in-

tensity during the war. "The publication of the news then be-

came vital to a newspaper's existence, and those that had the

freshest news, told in the most interesting way, were amply

repaid for all trouble and expense by the rapid growth in circula-

tion and increase in general business." 39

Under Craig's leadership, New York A. P. in 1851-58 maneu-

vered itself into a position in which it held a virtual monopoly
of foreign news. Guaranteed the patronage of the Manhattan

sheets, the government of Nova Scotia built the line to Halifax

in 1849. This pledge led to a formal agreement in 1851 that

A. P. dispatches would be given priority and transmitted without

interruption in return for rates double those on commercial

messages. A private company acquired the Halifax wire in 1852,

raised the rates in 1853, and finally granted an exclusive contract

at a rate of $150 for each steamship report of 3,000 words or less.

The building of the first transatlantic cable unsettled Craig's

arrangements. C. W. Field and his associates spanned the strait

between Cape Breton Island and Newfoundland in 1856, and,

after several failures, completed the cable connection to Ireland

on August 5, 1858. They opened the line for service on August 16.

This cable carried only 269 messages from the United States and

ninety-seven from Great Britain before it ceased to function on

September 1.

With St. Johns, Newfoundland, available as a telegraphic

terminal point, Craig transferred his business of intercepting

ships to the vicinity of Cape Race. Despite his contract with the

Halifax company, Craig attempted to secure lower rates from

their station for the sending of brief dispatches in order to retain

this exclusive outlet at minimum expense. Failing in this, he took

advantage of a dause in the agreement with the company and

canceled the contract as of May 1, 1859. G. W. L. Johnson and

M. A. Zabriskie, as representatives for the United States Associ-

ated Press, thereupon appeared on the scene and closed an
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agreement for the exclusive forwarding of news from Halifax on

the old terms. The New York A. P. had a competitor. Craig
threatened and struggled. A competitor was unthinkable. He

temporarily secured the cooperation of the American Telegraph

Company which connected with the Nova Scotia wire. R. W.

Russell, an Englishman, then gained control of American Tele-

graph and adopted the policy of nurturing competition in news-

gathering in order to free his company from subservience to one

association. Even though this policy would have made the press

more ik
free" through eliminating the A. P. monopoly, the power-

ful morning journals raved about
u
freedom of the press" and the

encroachments of the telegraph company. E. S. Sanford, manager
of Adams Express, and Cambridge Livingston, a financier, then

worked their way into the American Telegraph and in 1860 tossed

Russell out. With more chestnuts than one in the fire, these

operators placated the entrenched journals by returning to New
York A. P. its former monopolistic privileges. By "a treaty and

a contract
"
then signed, "the rights of the public, of the tele-

graph, and of the Press were fully recognized." In
"
accomplishing

this happy result too much credit can not be given to Colonel

Sanford for the efforts he made to preserve the entente cordiale

between the telegraph and the Press." To make their hold more

secure, the New York publishers then leased and took over the

operation of the Newfoundland line for a period of five years or

until a successful Atlantic telegraph might be laid. In acquiring
this line, the press sought "to protect itself, its associates in all

parts of the country, and the public from a huge monopoly
then looming up before them." *

Newspapermen, here as so

frequently elsewhere, protected the public from a horrible monop-
oly so that they might exploit the populace more readily through
their own monopolistic arrangements.
As the Civil War got under way, the A. P. news-boat off Cape

Race intercepted more and more ships. The number totaled

thirteen in 1859, thirty-one in I860, thirty-four in 1861, and

forty-six in 1862. In addition, A. P. placed wired messages on
fifteen or twenty outgoing ships a year. The Anglo-American

Telegraph Company then successfully established a line across

the Atlantic on July 27, 1866, which soon rendered the elaborate

interception of ships unnecessary. Since a line from London to

Calcutta had opened on March 2, 1865, threads of metal had
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traveled more than half around the world in little more than

twenty years.

Individual coverage of news centers spurted forward during
the late 1850's and became quite extensive during the war be-

tween the states. By 1859
7 twenty-four men covered the U. S.

Senate for twenty-one newspapers and A. P., and fifty-one repre-

sented forty-five sheets and A. P. in the House of Representatives.
The Washington sheets still had seven places in each house to

one in each for A. P. The Washington Daily Globe led the list

with two reporters in the Senate and three in the House. It

employed a total of twenty reporters for this purpose who worked

in five-minute relays. Speeches could thus be in type within a

few minutes after they ended. Many of the out-of-town repre-

sentatives covered Congress for evening sheets, such as the New
York Daily News and Evening Express. Journals served ranged
from the Boston Evening Transcript to the Fort Smith (Arkansas)

Times and the St. Louis News. One hundred reporters sent

stories from the Chicago convention of I860 which nominated

Abraham Lincoln. This system of special correspondents, "regu-

larly employed and paid," extended to "the leading points for

obtaining news, in Europe, Asia, Africa and America. Either a

letter or a news summary is forwarded by every mail; in conse-

quence, where steamers arrive from Europe, California and

Havana, on the same day, as has frequently happened of late,

intelligence from all parts of the world, from London to the

interior of Australia, appears in their columns on the following

morning."
41

Agencies started by Charles Havas at Paris in

1836, by Dr. Bemhard Wolff at Berlin in 1849, by Guglielmo
Stefani at Turin in 1854, and by Julius Reuter at London hi 1858

facilitated the accumulation of extensive foreign reports by Amer-

ican correspondents hi a relatively few centers, usually merely
Paris and London.

During the Civil War, editors apparently regarded it "a

natural manifestation of the news instinct to beat the other cor-

respondents on the general's intentions for tomorrow's battle, no

matter what the injury to the public interests." 42 One war

correspondent, T. W. Knox,
43 described Bennett's plans thus:

"As I visited The Herald office for final instructions, I found that

the managing editor had determined upon a vigorous campaign.

Every point of interest was to be covered, so that the operations
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of our armies would be fully recorded from day to day. . . . One

correspondent was already on the way to Cairo. I was instructed

to watch the military movements in Missouri, and hastened to

St. Louis as fast as steam could bear me."

Bennett claimed that he spent nearly $500,000 in maintaining

thirty to forty reporters in the field during the conflict. Another

New York Herald correspondent
44 summed up Bennett's instruc-

tions in one sentence: "To obtain the most accurate information

by personal observation, and forward it with utmost dispatch,

regardless of expense, labor, or danger." The running of news-

papers from one side of the lines to the other became a major

project of both northern and southern newspapers. "The special

correspondents of the several New York papers/' said a writer 45

shortly after the war, "are nearly if not quite as numerous as the

regular agents of the Associated Press." Among western sheets,

the Cincinnati Daily Gazette and Commercial and Chicago Times

and Tribune employed forces of specials "second only to those of

the New York papers; and as a general thing they are equal in

merit and average ability." The war, the multiplication of dailies

and of circulation, and post-war expansion stimulated news-

gathering markedly and brought A. P. more successful com-

petitors.

The seven members of A. P., all New York morning sheets,

received their wire reports in 1862 for $214 each a week and

assessed each of three local evening dailies $119, three local

foreign-language sheets $25 to $101, and out-of-town papers
rates ranging down to S7. In dealing with out-of-town journals,

A. P. contracted with city or state associations, such as New York
State A. P. and bodies in Cincinnati, New Orleans, Boston,

Philadelphia, and Baltimore. The latter contributed about one-

half of the association's operating funds but had no say in the

control of the organization. As Craig, A. P. general manager, told

his employers in Ms confidential report for 1862, "Indeed, holding

practically a monopoly of the telegraphic news of the country,

you are saving the expenditure of many thousands of dollars

which would be required in case you had determined opposition."
Western editors, faced by rising war-time assessments and

strengthened by war-time profits, grew restless. The number of

dailies in western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,

Missouri, and Kentucky had increased from thirty-two in 1840
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to seventy-two in 1850 and 103 in 1860. About fifteen repre-

sentatives of newspapers in nine leading cities in these states

therefore met in Indianapolis late in 1862 to discuss mutual

problems, particularly their relations with New York A. P. They
called themselves the Western Associated Press, appointed an

executive committee, and arranged to hold annual meetings. Not

wishing to make the New Yorkers suspicious, they adopted rules

which fitted in with those of the easterners and then gradually

strengthened them from year to year. Western A. P. secured

permission to place its own agent in the New York office in 1863

to supervise the transmission of an extra 1,000-word report for

morning papers and a 300-word one for evening. These bulletins

went on the wires following the regular summaries of the news,

cost $10,000 a year, and appeared in extras. The exigencies of

war prompted an increase in the extra morning budget to 1,500

words and in the evening to 600 the next year at a cost of

$15,000.

Faced with such rising needs, the editors decided in 1864 to

incorporate W. A. P., a step formally taken in 1865 under a

special Michigan statute of March 21, 1865, which provided for

the incorporation of publishing and newsgathering associations.

This convenient statute, lobbied through by a representative of

Western A. P., became the first product of the body's legislative

wire-pulling for its special interests, the first of many. The 1865

convention, as Chapter VI points out, also involved the body in

anti-union activities. As the methods of the organization formu-

lated and adjusted, Western A. P. acquired utility in other re-

spects. "One of the direct results of the association," asserted

one historian,
46 "is to make a closed corporation of the newspapers

already existing in any particular place, and rendering it almost

impossible to start a new newspaper that can compete with them,

inasmuch as the newspaper can not get the associated press dis-

patches without their consent." Newsgathering agencies modified

but slowly to meet the needs of new journals. For each major

adjustment, a new agency became necessary. In this respect, the

agencies resembled the newspapers. Major adjustments in edi-

torial policy gained acceptance through new publishing organiza-

tions. Competition then forced older sheets to modify their

practices as much as necessary. Vested interests forever seek to

set up rigid organizational structures with which to assure their
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perpetuation. They delay adaptations to social needs and make
the eventual modifications more revolutionary.

Annoyed by the New York "
angle" on their regular reports

and the arbitrary rates charged, Western A. P. in 1866 drew up a

list of grievances. It complained particularly that the New York

body could restrict the establishment of journals in Manhattan

but persisted in encouraging their inception elsewhere. Craig,

New York A. P. manager until late in 1866, gave Western A. P.

its chance. Learning that Craig contemplated changing his con-

nection, the westerners supplemented the list of complaints with

an ultimatum. They would exchange news with the haughty

easterners, cooperate in securing Atlantic cable and Pacific coast

dispatches, cover Congress themselves, and control membership
in their own district. Failing to obtain these concessions, they
threatened to open their own New York office and buy reports

from any likely sources. The New Yorkers reiterated in reply
their 20-year-old rule that no sheet receiving their reports might
deal with another agency. Craig, meanwhile, resigned or was
fired. The westerners then began to carry out their threat, hired

Craig, and made arrangements for cable service. Craig promised,
with satisfactory patronage, to reduce charges on domestic re-

ports ten per cent, and on foreign news fifty per cent. The new
service attracted many disgruntled sheets in the east and those

in the leading cities of the middle west. Since many of its mem-
bers already had individual Washington coverage, it dispensed
with Congressional reports.

The competitors waged an expensive but brief conflict. Both

fought for the business of such other sectional associations as

the New England and New York State bodies. The New Yorkers

soon called for a trace, and the two signed a contract as of

January 11, 1867, which conceded most of the original demands
of Western A. P. They divided the territory, agreed to exchange
news, set up specified payments to New York A. P. for foreign
and certain other services, guaranteed the monopolistic privileges
of each, and granted Western Union Telegraph Company an
exclusive contract in return for priority over its wires. In patron-

izing one telegraph company, the associations sought not only
special rates and treatment but above all the protection of their

own monopoly through promoting a telegraphmonopoly. W. A. P.

controlled franchises west of the Allegheny Mountains and north
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of the Ohio River. It could also deal with the newspapers of

Missouri and Kansas, Southwestern A. P., and Northwestern

A. P. The latter, formed in 1867, included thirty sheets in Illinois,

Iowa, and Nebraska. Eastern news, in addition to $60,000 wire

charges a year for a maximum of 6,000 words a day, cost the

westerners $8,000 a year. W. A. P. paid, in addition, twenty-two

per cent, of foreign news costs to the New York body. N. Y. A. P.

remained the dominant factor in telegraphic news dissemination,

but it now had a powerful junior partner. Such other associations

as those of New England, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New York

State, Colorado, California, and the South worked out similar

adjustments with the New York or Western A. P. but did not

become powerful factors.

The change in the status of New York A. P. did not cost its

members much. Prior to the break, the New York morning

papers had contributed about $800 a week each. During hostil-

ities, weekly assessments reached some $2,100. But, aided by
falling telegraph and cable rates, they soon dropped to $400. A
claim that A. P. served 840 dailies in 1868 looks improbable; the

country had 574 dailies in 1870. The extent of telegraphic news-

gathering is suggested, however, by the fact that newspapers paid

$521,509 in 1866 for "press telegrams" at an average of three and

one-half cents a word. N. Y. A. P. spent $200,000 a year for

cables alone by 1872 and claimed that it served 200 dailies, a

reasonable estimate. The stability of wire franchises by 1870

convinced W. J. Swain that he could well invest $6,000 in an

A. P. membership for his newly started Philadelphia Public

Record.

The chief threats to the A. P. system for many years were the

commercial news departments of the telegraph companies and a

succession of rival agencies. Operators of the Western Union

commercial news bureau did not always differentiate satisfactorily

between commercial and general news in their bulletins to private

subscribers throughout the country. They frequently lifted likely

items, too, from messages filed by their press clients. Sometimes,
in return for favors, private subscribers intimated the contents

of these dispatches to local editors. Newspapers still object, from

time to time, to aspects of such private "ticker" arrangements.

The evening dailies, beginning their post-war boom, grew
restive under A. P. control. They resented the continual favorit-
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isra shown to morning subscribers. To make up for the inade-

quacies of the evening report, evening sheets then received in

addition to a news summary the "spirit of the morning press/'

a digest of opinions and exclusive news from the morning journals,

particularly those in New York. These sheets and others which

could not secure A. P. bulletins were looking, therefore, for a new

agency. John Hasson began such a service, the Hasson News

Association, in a small way in 1869 with Henry George as his

Pacific coast representative. This became the American Press

Association in January, 1870, with Hasson as its manager. The
members of A. P. A. formally organized at a Boston meeting that

July and incorporated the next June as a serve-all agency. By
1872, the association served eighty-four dailies, which included

the Star, Evening Mail, New-Yorker Journal (German), and

Daily News of New York, Day and Bulletin of Philadelphia, Star

of Providence, Eagle of Brooklyn, Times of Boston, and News of

Washington. The operation of this and such similar agencies as

the New York News Association and the National Associated

Press Company depended upon the unstable and unconnected

service of Western Union's competitors. National A. P. assim-

ilated the A. P. A. in 1877, but Western Union made the existence

of independent agencies even more precarious. It gulped the

Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Company and skyrocketed tolls

to agencies outside the "regular" A. P. system. National A. P.

kept going until a more extensive body replaced it in 1881.

The A. P. system and the American Press Association served

only about one-half of the dailies of the country in 1872. Where
did the rest get their national and foreign news? So far as Wash-

ington reports were concerned, 143 correspondents covered Con-

gress in 1871 for at least 130 newspapers and six press associa-

tions. In addition to N. Y. A. P. and A. P. A., the Southern

Associated Press, Baltimore A. P., Bureau of Correspondence,
and Republican Press Association had Congressional privileges.

Many reporters listed themselves as working for two or more
sheets and likely sent copies and occasional special bulletins to

unlisted papers. For many years, too, Congressmen had helped
themselves and their hometown organs by acting as Washington
reporters. Congressional investigations of telegraph operations
reveal that Senators and Representatives took this self-help to

the point of securing committee secretaryships for susceptible
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A. P. men or other reporters. Other sheets still depended upon
the Congressional Globe, supplanted In 1873 by the Congressional

Record as the official report of Congressional proceedings; and

upon what they could clip from exchanges. The arrangements
worked out for the coverage of state capitals and New York City,

the other chief sources of extra-local news, resembled these.

B. B. BlackwelTs thin stereotype plates, mentioned elsewhere,

came to the aid of small-town dailies from 1871. From this

invention sprouted both news and feature syndicates, the former

for small and the latter for small and large dailies. Blackwell

"was the first to engage in the business of manufacturing stereo-

type plates for the country press. He continued the business but

a few months and was followed by M. J. Hughes of New York,

who manufactured a plate of his own invention/' Hughes
"shortly sold his patent to Damon & Peets of the same city who

developed a successful business which they carried on without

competition for several years."
4T

S. P. Rounds, A. N. Kellogg,

The Chicago Stereotype Works, and a new American Press

Association all offered competition in this work by 1882. 0. J.

Smith, R. W. Nelson, and G. W. Cummings in August, 1882,

formed a company called the American Press Association, no

"relation" to the first A. P. A. They immediately opened a

Chicago office and began supplying news plates to seven dailies.

Through arrangements with A. P., the business flourished. In the

rapidly expanding field of small dailies which had no wire service,

they filled a definite need. They had offices in Cincinnati in the

fall of 1883, in New York in January, 1884, in Boston in Novem-

ber, 1885, and in Buffalo, Atlanta, Des Momes, St. Paul, and

Denver by 1887. They supplied "daily and weekly news sum-

maries, special correspondence, and eight special departments"
and handled "the work of some of the brightest and most suc-

cessful writers on the Press." They claimed 1,100 daily and 1,500

weekly subscribers by 1887. In order to placate the International

Typographical Union, the company "pays an advanced rate for

composition; and if it has enabled some papers to get along with

less type-setting, it has encouraged other publications to increase

their size, and caused many new offices to be established." In

five years the new A. P. A. became "to a vast number of papers
what the telegraph is to a comparatively small class." 4S The

hack saw took the place of the shears in editing this new form of
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copy. This agency secured the news of the telegraphic news-

gatherers, set and stereotyped it, and expressed the plates to

subscribers. The A. N. Kellogg Newspaper Company, first ex-

tensive manufacturers of "ready-print," entered the feature

plate field in April, 1875, and then in 1883 began to issue a Daily

Telegraph News Service which embraced in plate form the re-

ports of W. A. P. and the United Press Association. These news

syndicates aided materially in increasing the number of dailies

from 574 in 1870 to 971 in 1880 and 1,610 in 1889. This sendee,

largely monopolized by A. P. A. because of its connection with the

dominant newsgathering agency, continued until A. P. decided

shortly after 1900 that A. P. A. competed with its own "pony"
reports sent by wire and telephone directly to the papers.

The 1880 Census reported that 3.154,398 of the 28,548,783

telegraphic messages in the year covered were sent by the press.

Of these, Western Union handled approximately 3,000,000, which

filled more than 800,000 newspaper columns, largely for the A. P.

affiliates. Competitors of Western Union controlled but 25,082

of the 110,727 miles of lines and 3,433 of the 12,510 stations, di-

vided among numerous small companies. Western Union charged

$392,800 for A. P. dispatches and $690,855 for special press

messages, a total of $1,085,655 for the year. W. A. P. paid

$175,000 of the total. One sheet, probably the New York Herald,

paid $70,006 for its own special bulletins, more than ten per cent,

of the total. Salaries, rents, correspondence, and incidentals cost

the A. P. $500,000 a year more. The A. P. organizations that

year served more than one-half or 228 of the morning dailies and
about one-fourth or 127 of the evening. The 355 dailies were

scattered through forty-two states, with 116 of them in New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and California. The service then cost

from $15 to $250 a week for "country" journals and a minimum
of $300 and an occasional maximum of $1,500 a week for New
York City sheets. A. P. used Western Union for newsgathering
as well as news-transmission. Especially in sparsely settled areas,
"the telegraph companies, in order to earn the tolls, as well as for

public accommodation, permit operators to act ex officio as agents
for the press. So, too, the telegrapher's assistance is sought to

improvise competent agents or reporters to visit scenes of sudden

public calamity, disturbance, or other excitement at points

beyond telegraphic lines, to gather the facts, carry them to the
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nearest station, and forward by wire." 49 The volume of its

messages between New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Wash-

ington prompted New York A. P, to lease in 1879 a private wire

between those cities from Western Union. Manned by A. P.

operators, this line in 1880 carried 18,000 to 20,000 words a day.

Gradually supplemented, this wire grew into an extensive leased-

wire system which eventually reached into the offices of a major-

ity of A. P. members.

Cable connections and the similarity of language made London
the central clearing point for news for the United States from

abroad. "By means of a double corps of agents the news of

Europe, chiefly concentrated at the British capital, is forwarded

at all hours, as rapidly as received," J. W. Simonton, 50 A. P.

general manager, pointed out in 1880. "By contracts with the

great European news agencies, including the well-known Reuter

Company, the Associated Press receives their news collections

from every part of civilized Europe, Asia, Africa, and South

America." This relation of London and of Reuter's to the A. P.

continued for many years. It explains, in part?
the ease with

which British propagandists engulfed the United States in the

Last Great Crusade three and one-half decades later.

Foreign newsgathering agencies developed in close relationship

with their governments. Charles Havas started the first one,

Agence Havas, in 1836 as an outgrowth of a service started

thirty years earlier to furnish news from Napoleon's army head-

quarters to Paris journals. From 1856, this bureau developed the

placing of advertising as a profitable sideline. Limiting itself to

Europe until 1860, it then branched out into the South American

field. While Havas claims the status of a private corporation

independently operated, its chief customer has always been the

French foreign office. Julius Reuter organized a company in 1858

for supplying continental news to English newspapers. Through

extending his network of correspondents and clients and working
out arrangements with Havas, Wolffs Telegraphisches Biiro of

Berlin, and other semiofficial bureaus, Reuter's came to represent

an easy source of world-wide news for the A. P. system, albeit

a source definitely biased by its foreign control as well as its

semiofficial nature.

The virtual monopoly enjoyed by the A. P. system faced two

new threats in the early 1880's. W. A. P. revolted, and United
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Press supplanted National A. P. in 1881-82. W. A. P. longed for

greater independence, more news from the east, a reduction in its

annual outlay to New York A. P.
?
and more territory. A break

between New York A. P. and Western Union in 1882 gave the

westerners their chance. The telegraph company had "invited"

W. H. Smith; W. A. P. manager, to go to New York and set up a

service under its control in competition with New York A. P.

At its 1882 conclave, W. A. P. took advantage of this friction. It

served notice on the New Yorkers that it wished to cancel its

contract and would make no new one unless it received territorial

and other concessions. It then prepared to enter Colorado, Da-

kota, California, Texas, and Louisiana. These moves resulted

in a new adjustment, the formation of a Joint Executive Com-
mittee of two members and a chairman chosen by the New York

body and two members selected by W. A. P. Smith, one of the

leading agitators of the W. A. P. revolt, thus secured his promo-
tion to the general managership of both agencies. This setup
continued under two five-year contracts until 1892. It involved

no significant changes other than the establishment of the general

policy-making committee and the surrendering of Colorado and

California to W. A. P. Western Union and the tributary associa-

tions once more fell into line. Peace, at least outwardly, reigned

again in the A. P. system.

Representatives of National A. P. papers and of others ex-

cluded from the A. P. setup gathered at Syracuse in 1881 to dis-

cuss ways and means. As a result, W. P. Phillips, W. L. Brown,
and G. H. Sandison of New York City launched a private news-

gathering company, chartered in New York State in 1882 as the

United Press Association. This company, utilizing the strength-

ening competitors of Western Union, quickly expanded its list

of clients and its coverage of national and international news.

To cope with this stimulus to the establishment of competing
sheets, individual A. P. papers at first made exclusive contracts

with U. P. for their territories. They willingly paid to protect
franchises worth more than $100,000 in New York City, $47 ?

500
in St. Louis, $25,000 to 50,000 in Chicago, and in proportion
elsewhere. The members of the Joint Executive Committee of

A. P. then made a secret compact in 1884 with U. P. owners for

the exchange of services, practically a union of the two organiza-
tions for the benefit of the ruling few. A secret contract followed
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between New York A. P., New England A. P., and U. P. To seal

the "merger/' members of the joint committee entered into a

secret trust agreement on October 1, 1885, with U. P. owners by
which the former secured trust certificates for one-half of the

majority of U. P. common stock. Under the terms of a second

trust contract, made September 29, 1887, U. P. of Illinois became
the operating corporation as well as a holding company for the

controlling block of shares in the U. P. of New York. Members of

the A. P. joint committee privately controlled one-half of a pool
of sixty per cent, of the new company's common. This trust agree-
ment was to continue until 1898. Thus strengthened, the com-
mittee arranged another secret reciprocity contract in 1888 which
involved New York A. P., W. A. P., and U. P. With their sus-

picions aroused, members of W. A. P. started an investigation in

1890 and kicked these deals out into the open.
A. P. opened its second leased-wire circuit in 1884, but the lack

of a dependable telegraph company forced U. P. to enter this

field more extensively. A. P., at a cost of $100,000 a year for

rental, had secured a New York to Chicago wire in order to pla-
cate members of W. A. P. It provided a means of increasing the

daily wordage filed between the two cities. U. P. in 1885 distrib-

uted an average of 17,500 words a day to seventy cities over three

such wires from its New York headquarters. In 1886, it had the
"
longest and most complicated circuit in the world/' from

Chicago to San Francisco, a distance of 2,635 miles. "This/*
said The Journalist on May 29, 1886, "is known as the 'Wonder-
ful Wire' of The United Press." It could only be used directly
from Chicago to the Pacific coast "when all the conditions are

favorable ... but the feat is unusual and infrequent." Type-
writers, first used for the immediate recording of telegraphic

reports in 1884, greatly facilitated reception. The A. P. leased-

wire network extended by 1891 throughout New England and
New York State and to Norfolk, New Orleans, Denver, Omaha,
St. Paul and Minneapolis, and Grand Rapids. The circuits from

the Manhattan office to Washington and twelve other cities in-

cluded two lines each.

A. P. had other troubles, governmental investigations, dis-

satisfaction with the routine nature of its reports, and popular
distrust. Congress worried about the manner in which A. P.

interlocked with Western Union and maintained a news monop-
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oly. It threatened to take over control of the telegraph lines but

did little. Goaded by small papers, which could not afford large

sums for special reports, A. P. occasionally startled newspapermen
in the 1880's with non-routine items. Many of these, however,
had interested sources. In the mud-slinging Presidential cam-

paign between Elaine and Cleveland in 1884, it reported Rev. S.

D. Burchard's speech which characterized Elaine the Repub-
lican candidate as the opponent of the party of "Rum, Roman-

ism, and Rebellion/' a catch phrase which backfired. Jay Gould,

master of Western Union, incidentally, sought the election of

Elaine. New York mobs at times on election day and for several

days thereafter verged on rioting against Gould and Western

Union officials; they thought the returns were being withheld

and distorted to help Elaine. M. E. Stone,
51 later general man-

ager of A. P., summed up the association's policies at the time as

follows:

"All this while the association had confined its energies to the

gathering and distribution of what is known among newspaper
men as routine news' shipping, markets, sporting, Congressional

reports, and the 'bare bones' of a day's happenings. The owners

of the great metropolitan dailies who controlled it preferred to hold

the management in leash so that they might display enterprise
with their special reports of the really interesting events. The
smaller papers, which were wholly dependent upon the association

for general news, could not afford extensive special telegrams, and
therefore desired the organization to make comprehensive reports
of everything/'

U. P. used similar methods for similar reasons. As a result, al-

though members and clients paid $1,820,000 into A. P. and U. P.

in 1888 for routine dispatches, special telegrams and remunera-

tion to correspondents came to $2,880,000 and special bureaus

in large news centers cost $345,000. The 1891 figures for the

A. P. system suggest the extent to which clients paid the "freight"
for members. The total revenue came to $1,170,204 of which
members contributed $359,566 and clients, $810,638.
From the W. A. P. investigation of compacts between members

of the Joint Executive Committee and U. P., started in 1890,
flared a new revolt, a struggle in which New York A. P. lost its

identity in U. P. Thoroughly dissatisfied with existing arrange-

ments, W. A. P. strengthened its hold on the western territory by
uniting with it its tributary associations. Faced with the expira-
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tion of its corporate charter on December 15, 1892
;
it then secured

a new one as "The Associated Press, Incorporated in Illinois/
7

In order to make the body as nearly cooperative as possible, the

reorganizers provided that no member might hold more than

eight shares of stock and that a paper might become a member
without holding stock. Only stockholders, however, might vote

for members of the board of directors. While this change liberal-

ized internal control, A. P. of Illinois had no intention of welcom-

ing any and all applicants. Its organizers assumed that the new

setup would better satisfy members and clients and at the same

time protect franchise rights. Failure in the latter respect

terminated the organization in less than a decade. Sixty-five

newspapers became immediately eligible for stockholding mem-

berships. Thus constituted, A. P. of Illinois then worked out a

division of the country's newsgathering and distributing arrange-

ments with U. P. Dated October 15 but finally signed Decem-

ber 23, 1892, a compact resulted which was to run for ninety-three

years or until mutual disagreement. U. P. got Canada and the

territory north of Virginia and east of the Allegheny Mountains.

but the contract did not limit A. P. to any territory in either the

collection or sale of news. U. P. obtained the contracts with the

New England and New York State associations, and A. P. secured

those with the Southern A. P. and for the news-plate business at

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha,
and St. Paul. The Reuter contract was to be made jointly with

A. P. and U. P., but the latter was to bear the cost.

In spite of the care with which A. P. and U. P. wrote this peace

treaty, A. P. leaders evidently only sought a truce. They visual-

ized further conquests. Western editors had developed their

organization from a tributary of New York A. P. to the dominant

newsgatherer in less than thirty years. They now wanted to

rule the land's news distribution system. M. E. Stone, former

newspaperman and Chicago banker, took over the general man-

agement of A. P. of Illinois on March 3, 1893, and quickly mar-

shaled its forces for a finish fight. Representatives of U. P. had

objected to the one-sided territorial restrictions and offered

amendments to the contract. A. P. men viewed moves of their

eastern brethren with increasing distrust. Each feared that the

other would secretly build fences and then declare a war of ex-

termination. Each had grounds for such fears. Stone left Chicago
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for London three days after his appointment and signed on

March 20
; 1893, an exclusive exchange contract with Renter's

which Ms London representative had concluded on March 7.

This compact assured similar relations with the two other Allied

Agencies, Havas of Paris and Wolffs of Berlin. This threw the

struggle into the open once more. The A. P. directors formally

ended the truce August 25
,
and the U. P. management declared

on September 16 its intention of invading the west. Handicapped

by the loss of Reuter's reports, U. P. gradually sank. Even with

the aid of Western Union, resistance ceased March 29, 1897, with

the decision of U. P. directors to place the company's affairs in

the hands of a receiver. Its service ended April 7. The willingness

of Western Union to encourage competition, a departure from its

former policy of exclusive contracts, stimulated this and later

struggles. Such competition lessened the dominance of news-

gathering by a few large sheets and expanded the news offered

by agencies.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE WORLD'S NEWS (Continued]

TWO
rising newspaper chains, those of E. W. Scripps and

W. R. Hearst, sponsored the two chief modern rivals of the

Associated Press.

Before the demise of the old U. P., M. A. McRae of Scripps-

McRae newspapers discussed plans for reorganization with the

head of Western Union. The official's attitude amazed him. "It

was a new experience to me," McRae 1
asserted, "to see the

President of a great corporation smile as he was told that he

would have to cross off $380,000 accounts receivable/' The en-

couragement of competition was worth that to Western Union.

Dissatisfied with the morning paper domination of both A. P.

and U. P., E. W. Scripps had worked out a method of sending

special dispatches over the U. P. circuit as an " Adscititious

Report" to members of his evening paper chain. When the old

U. P. threatened to collapse, he decided to enlarge this arrange-

ment into a nation-wide news agency for evening papers alone

and to call it the Scripps-McRae Press Association. He fought

affiliation with A. P. of Illinois because of the manner in which it

sought to restrict membership. He wanted to be free to continue

the expansion of his newspaper holdings. The Scripps-McRae
Press Association thus took shape in January, 1897, shortly before

the fall of the old U. P. The Scripps News Association had de-

veloped similarly from cooperative arrangements between Scripps

Coast League newspapers in California and Washington.
Before Scripps could extend Ms service into the east, a group

of evening sheets excluded by A. P. or brought together by a

desire to secure news more cheaply formed an agency to supplant
U. P. on April 8, 1897. These papers incorporated the Publishers'

Press Association in March, 1898, on the basis of stockholding

memberships for those promoting it.

These three agencies then divided the territory. P. P. A. got
the Atlantic states; Scripps-McRae, the middle west; and Scripps,

the Pacific coast. A fourth agency, Sun News Service, later Laffan

News Bureau, which W. M. Laffan of the New York Sun organ-
520
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ized in 1897, did not become a competitor. The three others

obtained the Laffan foreign report jointly through the payment
of $200 a week, a cheaper arrangement than setting up a new

foreign service. "For about ten years/
7

said E. W. Scripps,
2

"these three news associations cooperated and exchanged news,

covering the whole country, but at a great cost to all the Scripps

papers."
The Laffan Bureau and Associated Press did not always observe

each other's
u
property rights

"
in news. As C. S. Lord,

3
managing

editor of the New York Sun and manager of the Lafian news

service, once admitted,

"We constantly stole Associated Press news from their wires.

But that part is all right, because they stole as much from us as

we did from them. . . . We hired several fellows who worked on
the World to steal copies of the first edition as soon as the papers
left the press room, and shoot them up to us.

"In addition to that, we hired a few men to act as bulletin board

thieves. ... But much of the time this practice was unnecessary.
We only practiced it to safeguard ourselves. . . .

" The foreign news end of it was easy. We had Henry R. Chamber-
lain in London and he was one of the best men in Europe. He always
knew just what we wanted. Inasmuch as the European papers
come out earlier than ours, it was a simple matter for the foreign
staff to glance through the papers and wire us whatever might be

important."

Hearst began to develop the rudiments of a newsgathering

agency shortly after he took over the New York Journal, second

unit in his chain. The agency grew chiefly out of a system of

"picking up" out-of-town news from others. A World man 4

claimed that "when the first edition of the World reached the

Journal news room, a grateful copy desk would set up this

refrain:

"'Sound the cymbals, beat the drum I

"'The World is here, the news has cornel'"

A special night leased wire carried such material to the San Fran-

cisco Examiner. Hearst added a day leased wire in 1900 to take

care of his evening editions. The stimulus of the Spamsh-Azneri-

can War to foreign news service and the expansion of the Hearst

chain gradually prepared an organization which could offer news

to papers outside the chain.

As these new competitors came into existence, A. P. recovered
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from its costly struggle with IL P. and then underwent another

reorganization. The fight had cost A. P. some $1,000,000 in

addition to
"
normal" budgets. Its victory, however, increased

its list of stockholding and other members from 300 in 1893 to

400 in 1894, 700 in 1897, and 708 in 1898. The new competitors
and newspaper mergers only cut the list to 670 in 1900. The

majority of other sheets received A. P. news in the form of plate

service from the American Press Association. The A. P. leased-

wire system included 6,136 miles by day and 13,395 by night in

1894 and totaled 26,798 in 1897 and 27,277 in 1900. Annual out-

lays rose from $992,348 in 1893 to $1,492,902 in 1900.

The dominant stockholders in A. P. of Illinois rested serenely

on top of the newsgathering pile but a few years. A clause in the

corporation's charter permitted it to "erect, lease, or sell tele-

graph and telephone lines." This proved a stumbling block.

A. P. had declared the Chicago Inter-Ocean's use of New York

Sun dispatches
"
antagonistic" to the association and had moved

to expel it from membership. The Inter-Ocean sought an injunc-

tion in January, 1898, to restrain A. P. from interrupting its

reception and use of A. P. news. A preliminary ruling encouraged
A. P. to discontinue the Inter-0cean

j

s membership privileges two

months later. The final decision, however, handed down on

February 19, 1900, by the Supreme Court of Illinois, adjudged
A. P. a public utility and denied it the power to prevent its mem-
bers from obtaining news from other agencies or to expel them.

It said A. P. control of the news received by its members "could

prejudice the interests of the public." Inter-Ocean not only got
back its A. P. membership but was given $40,500 for damages as

well.

A. P. members quaked with fear. A "public utility" could not

deny its service, for a price, to any and all comers. The basis of

their monopolistic "rights" had suddenly disappeared. Their

lawyers, however, had an answer. They revealed the fact that

New York State had a "Membership Corporation Law" which
covered the needs of stock exchanges, social dubs, charities, and
other organizations "not organized for pecuniary profit." This

convenient law thus permitted the formation of a new body,
The Associated Press of New York, as an exclusive social club in

which none held stock and each member had a vote at the annual

convention and in the election of members in the all-powerful
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board of directors. This law also gave legal status to many
another trade association, notably the American Newspaper
Publishers' Association upon its reorganization in 1913. In order

to protect vested interests and to reward its promoters, A. P. of

N. Y. the present A. P. also provided that each member
might purchase from one to forty bonds worth $25 each, each of

which entitled its holder to an additional vote in the election of

directors.

Due to the difficulties into which the decision of the Supreme
Court of Illinois precipitated A. P. of Illinois, A. P. of New York
did not constitute itself a legal reorganization of its predecessor.
It merely purchased the property and business of the old organi-
zation and supplanted it. A. P. of Illinois wired its last news on

September 30, 1900. Through skilful maneuverings, it wound up
its business solvent, an insurance-measure for its successor.

A. P. of New York

Upton Sinclair, in The Brass Check, calls the present A. P. "the
most powerful and most sinister monopoly in America-" He
continues,

"Certainly there will be no freedom in America, neither jour-
nalistic freedom nor political freedom nor industrial freedom, until

the monopoly of the Associated Press is broken; until the distribut-

ing of the news to American newspapers is declared a public utility,
under public control; until anyone who wishes to publish a news-

paper in any American city or town may receive the Associated
Press service without any formality whatever, save the filing of
an application and the payment of a fee to cover the cost of the
service/

7

What ingenuousness! What sublime faith that the "Voice of the

People" "public control" is or might become a rational voice!

While a review of the political control of the United States reveals

series of fairly workable adjustments between powerful interests,

it offers little with which Sinclair might wish to support his posi-
tion. But Sinclair thinks of his newsgathering public utility as

part of an ideal state in which the amorphous masses would come
to exhibit rational directive ability.

Even if anyone could get A. P. service, what then? The would-
be publisher would still have to invest tidy sums in plant, machin-

ery, and raw materials. He would have to find and lure into his

employment adequately trained men. To meet competition, he
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would have to bid for attractive
"
comics" and other features.

The situation of which Sinclair complains involves a vast aggre-

gate of factors of which the A. P. and the daily of general circula-

tion are a part. Experience points to the superior adaptability of

competing newsgathering agencies.

The special voting privileges granted to bond holders became

an easy point of attack for muckrakers before the World War.

The large papers among the 495 charter members bought enough
of the $130,000 in bonds sold to control 5,200 of a total of some

6,000 votes. The "protest right/' granted to about 260 sheets,

mostly former members of A. P. of Illinois, also brought criticism.

This privilege, which increased mightily the value of a franchise,

granted a newspaper a virtual monopoly of A. P. news in an

uncontested field or practical assurance that no new A. P. paper
would enter a field which had several A. P. sheets. A. P. could

grant a new franchise over a protest only through a favorable

vote by four-fifths of the members present at an annual meeting.
Of the few protests overridden, Hearst's lead the list. The area

covered by the privilege varied from city to city, usually from

ten to sixty miles in radius. Two hundred eight of 1,214 members
had this "right" in 1926. Dissatisfaction among members did not

force a change in these "rights" until 1928. At the meeting that

year, the membership decided to permit all members to purchase
four new $25 bonds with voting privileges and additional bonds in

proportion to their weekly assessments in excess of $50, to bring

holdings up to a maximum of forty. While the selling of $100,000
additional bonds did not eliminate the privileges granted to

holders of the 8100,000 of old bonds outstanding, it made control

somewhat more democratic. At the same meeting, the member-

ship extended the protest "right" to all members under the four-

fifths vote proviso. "The trend in the arena of American journal-
ism," notes Victor Rosewater in his History of Cooperative News-

Gathering, "has been to consolidation and extermination, and to a

diminishing number of dailies, a trend whose continuance this

tighter shutting of the door to Associated Press service must
further and stimulate." The "tighter shutting of the door" also

strengthened A. P. competitors.
Cries of monopoly together with the development of its com-

petitors forced A. P. to make some other significant changes in

policy. Will Irwin, in Collier's, had joined many others in assert-
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ing in 1914 that A. P. ought to be required to sell its sendees,

under specified conditions, to any newspaper applying for them.

To this, F. B. Noyes, long time president of A. P., replied, accord-

ing to Collier's of June 6, 1914, that "a competitor has as much

right to demand and receive the same news service as he would to

demand and receive the use of the other paper's press, composing

room, editors, and reporters. Just as much right and no more.

And that is absolutely no right.'' Upon which Collier's observed

editorially, "This is the way railroad presidents used to talk a

few years ago . . . and it is only a matter of time when the

Associated Press will have to conform to the current beliefs about

monopoly." A. P. would scarcely go that far, but a complaint
filed with the U. S. Attorney General by the Xew York Sim

charged the agency with violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust

Act and occasioned A. P. members temporary discomfort. The

Attorney General gave Ms blessing to the general monopolistic

practices of the organization and merely pointed to the danger of

its prohibiting its members from buying news from competing

agencies. At its 1915 meeting, therefore, A. P. repealed such

provisions from its by-laws. "The section, which has been prac-

tically a dead letter for some time,
35 The Editor and Publisher and

Journalist pointed out on April 24, "has been considered objec-

tionable by the representative men of the organization." The
care with which the "representative men" had sought to protect

their local newspaper properties by tying up franchise rights in

competing newsgathering companies had aided in making the

provision such a "dead letter." Another significant change in

policy, also forced by competitors at this meeting, dealt with the

division of the news reports between morning and evening sheets,

mentioned in Chapter IX.

The other chief point of attack for those who sought to diffuse

the control of A. P. centered upon the personnel of the board

of directors. After various devices, such as nominating commit-

tees, had been proposed and even tried, the papers in cities of

50,000 population and less finally concentrated upon demanding
three directors specifically elected to represent them. The April,

1936, meeting finally agreed to the change after several years of

agitation and increased the board from fifteen to eighteen mem-
bers to accomplish it, effective in 1937. This move mitigated

slightly the overwhelming dominance in electing directors given
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the larger papers by even the modified distribution of vote-

privileged bonds.

A. P. of New York had about 700 members by the end of 1900

and served, directly or through the American Press Association,

some 2,300 dailies, fifty of which were in Canada, Mexico, Cuba,

and Puerto Rico. With an annual budget of $1,900,000, its chief

bureaus handled 50,000 words or the equivalent of thirty-five

columns of material a day. Although half the A, P. membership

published evening sheets, its leased-wire mileage totaled only

9,345 by day as compared with 20,467 by night, a difference

attributable to the greater financial strength of morning sheets

as well as to morning paper domination of A. P.

The association's operations extended gradually until 1914 and

then expanded rapidly during the World War. Membership in-

creased to 774 (438 morning and 362 evening, with some over-

lapping) in 1908, 808 in 1910, and then 894 in 1914, 950 in JL918,

and 1,250 in 1920. Despite slumps in 1924 to 1,195 (424 morning
and 771 evening) and in 1927 to 1,200, A. P. daimed 1,286

(389 morning and 897 evening) members in 1930, 1,315 in 1933,

and 1,376 in 1936, a gradual increase in the face of the consolida-

tion and elimination movement. More favorable treatment of

evening papers, discussed in Chapter IX, contributed to expan-
sion in that part of the field. Of the total membership, 396 (292

evening and 104 morning) in 1924, 373 in 1932, and about 300 in

1936 obtained only a "pony
"
service. The association, as do other

agencies, delivers pony service by telephone or in the form of

brief wire dispatches in contrast with the comprehensive arrange-
ments for its leased-wire members. Since many a daily subscribes

for the news of A. P. competitors, chiefly to discourage possible

rivals, members of A. P. and clients of Hearst and Scripps-

Howard agencies in the United States total some fifty per cent.

more than the number of dailies.

The A. P. leased-wire circuit in the United States grew to

64,800 miles in 1920, 98,200 in 1924, 111,000 in 1925, 226,000 in

1930, some 250,000 in 1935, and 280,000 in 1936 (see Fig. XIV).
The 225,930 miles of leased lines on July 1, 1930, included 79,305
of 24-hour double and triple trunk lines, 15,452 of less than

24-hour double wires, 92,092 of single state and interstate lines,

and 39,081 of special sports and financial wires. In covering the

Great Crusade, annual outlays reached $3,397,000 in 1917,
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$3,633,000 in 1918, and then continued to rise to $5,000,000 in

1920, $7,068,000 in 1924, $9,661,000 in 1929, and 810,065,000 in

1931. Trimmed by depression, expenditures dropped to $7,916,-

000 in 1934 but reached $9,262,000 in 1935, bulked in part by
wirephoto. The relative cheapness of news supplied by A. P.

maintained budgets for wire news at the expense of outlays for

reporters and other local staff members.

Technological changes expanded the utility of these facilities

and trimmed costs. Telephones, first used in 1875-76, became

a valuable supplement to the telegraph system. These numbered

54,000 in 1880, 212,000 in 1890, 1,356,000 in 1900, and 7,635,000
in 1910. The use of the telephone as a substitute for the telegraph
to send pony reports developed gradually in New England. The

Rockford (Illinois) Republic, receiving as much as 2,800 words a

day, became in 1909 the first daily in the middle west to make
this change. The rate of manual transmission of news over tele-

graph wires increased from fifteen and twenty words a minute in

the 1850's to about thirty in 1900 and forty-five in the 1920's.

The introduction of typewriters during the 1890
?

s and more

rapidly after 1900 greatly facilitated reception. Although de-

veloped in 1900, automatic printers did not become sufficiently

reliable for press association work until 1914. In that year, A. P.

supplanted its old pneumatic tube system in New York City with

an automatic printer circuit, a change made by U. P. the next

year. Such circuits replaced manually operated lines between

New York and Boston in 1917, reached Kansas City in 1922, and

began to supplant state Morse circuits in 1927. These teletype-

writer circuits at first speeded transmission to forty words a

minute. They utilized a tape-operated sending mechanism and

substituted at the receiving end an electrically controlled type-
writer for a telegrapher. Gradually improved, the machines

operate ordinarily at sixty and sometimes at as much as eighty

words a minute. Devices used in cable transmission between

New York and Paris carry 110 words a minute. A. P. employed
200 telegraphers in 1900, 374 in 1903, 660 in 1918, 785 in 1920,

and 1,096 in 1924. The increase in teletypewriters to 100 in 1920,

600 in 1927, 1,600 in 1928, 2,500 in 1930, 2,600 in 1933, and some

3,000 in 1935, however, slashed the number of telegraphers to

630 in 1930 and about 500 in 1934. On November 2, 1935, A. P.

finally eliminated this type of employee. The teletypewriters
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required in 1935 between 1,200 and 1,300 men for their operation
and upkeep. The full daily news service meanwhile expanded
from 200 to 1,000 words in the 1850's to approximately 15,000 in

1900, 35,000 in 1910, and 75
;
000 in 1925. It included

u
upwards of

60,000 words 7 '

in 1935.

Since A. P. is an association of newspapers, factors which mold
its policies with regard to news coverage, selection, and treatment

include those operative in individual establishments, outlined in

other chapters. More specifically, since A. P. acts as a news

exchanging as well as a newT

sgathering agency, members learn

much of their news through the medium of individual members'

reporters. Dominance of A. P. by a relatively small group of

publishers of large dailies and of A. P. reports by items from the

larger cities emphasizes in the general policies of the association,

beyond the average for the country's sheets, certain factors more

prominent in influencing editorial practices in the large units of

the industry. Reference is made particularly to viewpoints

prompted by conditions of financial structure, labor relations,

raw materials, legislative privileges, and the like. These papers
influence more directly the parts of the A. P. machinery con-

trolled by the board of directors through the general manager,

especially the divisional headquarters and the domestic and

foreign bureaus. A. P. had forty-eight domestic newsgathering
and newsclearing offices in 1920, seventy-eight in 1930-36.

Divisional headquarters were located at San Francisco, Denver,
Kansas City, Chicago, Atlanta, Washington, and New York.

Just as the daily newspaper in America is the product of the

country's physical, technical, economic, and social conditions,
so A. P. reflects these conditions as the product of the country's

daily newspaper industry, with the role of the large entrenched
sheets weighted heavily beyond their share of the association's

weekly assessments or of the country's circulation.

The A. P.-U. P. struggle of 1893-97 and the Hearst-Pulitzer

rivalry from 1895 aided in extending wire agency work. The rise

of the Hearst and Scripps-McRae agencies and the growth of

feature syndicates continued to broaden the sphere of A. P.

service. Coverage of the Presidential contest of 1896 cost A. P.

members $37,328; of the Spanish-American War, $274,514; of an
international yacht race, $25,000; and of the Russo-Japanese
War, more than $300,000. As W. L. Hawley of the New York
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Evening Sun wrote for the Popular Science Monthly of December,

1899,

"Today the hiring of special trains, the stringing of a special Mne
of telegraph wire, the chartering of a ship, the fitting out of an

exploring expedition, or any other great innovation in the way of

collecting information for the newspapers of the United States, is

so much a part of the every day business of journalism that such

things are accepted as a matter of course, or cause no more than

passing comment."

Hearst, not having an A. P. membership for his New York Jour-

nal, pioneered in such exploits in order to offer spectacular

special reports in the place of adequate news coverage.

Stimulated thus and by the exciting international events of the

twentieth century, the foreign news arrangements of A. P. of

New York inherited from A. P. of Illinois kept pace with its

domestic expansion. The contract which Stone signed March 20,

1893, had given A. P. an exclusive exchange relationship with the

Reuter Telegram Company, Ltd., of London, Agence Havas of

Paris, and Wolffs Telegraphisches Biiro of Berlin. Working with

these semiofficial agencies, and later with others, A. P. expanded
its European news forwarding offices from four in 1900 to sixteen

in 1910. An examination of this setup prompted Collier's to

comment editorially as follows on June 6, 1914:

"The Associated Press gets much of its news from official sources,

and the news, as given out by headquarters, is apt to be colored the

way officials like it to look. . . . But that the Associated Press

changes it or colors it in the process we do not believe."

Once news is accepted from another agency, a representative of a

special interest, a member newspaper, or even a staff writer,

further "slanting
33

is sometimes unnecessary. Among other

examples, "A Test for the News" by Walter Lippmann and

Charles Merz, published in a supplement to TJie New Republic

on August 4, 1920, illustrates the inaccuracy with which A. P.

and The New York Times reported Russian events in 1917-20.

The role of semiofficial agencies in influencing the foreign news

used by American dailies has also been described by Walter Millis

in his Road to War: America, 1914-1917, as well as by others.

Information that the French foreign office in 1933 sought a

budget of $24,000,000 for propagandist activities in other coun-

tries of which it intended to use $1,300,000 in the United States
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brought an announcement by the A. P. management of a change
in its relations with Havas as well as with Reuter's and Wolffs.

In laying its proposed budget before the House of Deputies, the

French foreign office was quoted as baldly asserting that it

proposed to reach the American press
"
through the collaboration

of the Agence Havas and the Associated Press of America."

Kent Cooper,
5 A. P. general manager, quickly retorted that the

"
report apparently was based upon a misapprehension of a

liberalization of the exchange of news arrangements between the

national news agencies with which the Associated Press has been

allied for 40 years. . . . The Associated Press has now, has had

for many years, and will continue to have its own American news

staff in Paris, which is responsible to the Associated Press for

covering news of France." The exchange relationship between

A. P. and the foreign agencies continued to exist, in other words,

but A. P. had built up foreign bureaus under its own control with

which it got sufficient first-hand information to evaluate some-

what the offerings of the semiofficial services. The "
liberaliza-

tion" to which Cooper referred, first suggested in 1927 by A. P.

but finally agreed upon in February, 1932, involved chiefly a

renunciation of the old division of the world's newspapers between

Reuter's, Wolffs, Havas, and A. P. Any of them might now in-

vade the others' territories. The bearing of this agreement upon
the French foreign office budget request is not clear. The in-

corporation in 1931 of A. P. of Great Britain, Ltd., and A. P.

of Germany, both non-profit-making companies owned by A. P.

of New York, became one of the most definite indications of a

change of conditions of competition upon the part of A. P. These
two companies, however, confined themselves to the development
of extensive news photo services.

In addition to expanding its regular foreign and domestic

services, A. P. also developed extra reports for members wishing
them. It started a special afternoon sports service in 1909 to run
from April 15 to October 15. By 1925, special baseball coverage
necessitated the use of 10,000 miles of leased wire for this purpose
alone, and in 1930 of 39,305 miles for special sports and financial

dispatches. A. P. then announced on January 12, 1927, the

establishment of the Associated Press Feature Service. This

department at first offered, according to Editor &* Publisher of

January 15:
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"(1) Daily columns, for every day in the week, on such topics
as sports, women, New York, movies, the theatre, styles, etc., each
to be illustrated.

"(2) One-trme-a-week columns devoted to such subjects as art,

music, literature and Washington topics, each to be illustrated.
"
(3) A column of news briefs for filler use.

"(4) Daily feature stories of a general human interest or news

nature, 300 to 400 words, illustrated with picture lay-outs.
"
(5) Daily illustrated short news features.

"
(6) Daily short stories, 50 to 150 words, not illustrated.

"(7) Biographical sketches of prominent persons, illustrated

with 1 column portraits.
"
(8) Once-a-week feature stories from foreign fields."

The success of such newsmagazines as Time and News-Week

occasioned the supplementing of these offerings in 1936 with a

news-review page, "The WORLD This Week," made up each

Thursday for publication Saturday or Sunday. A regular photo
service sprouted from the job of furnishing one-column cuts of

prominent persons to accompany "morgue
37

biographies. A. P.

began by preparing and selling to interested members sets of 452

pictures. Fifty papers took sets in the form of photos, and 400,

of mats. A. P. then offered four additional pictures of "'great

men" a week in order to keep the stock up-to-date. Learning
that enlargements from motion picture film made fair news

pictures, A. P. closed arrangements with a news reel company
and offered forty photos or mats a week to the membership.
With fifty members subscribing, the board of directors sanctioned

the formal establishment of A. P. Picture Service as of January i,

1928. By March, the distribution of pictures had increased to

130 a week, and the membership, to seventy-five. About four-

fifths of the membership used all or part of these special services

in 1929-36. The depression aided greatly in selling such new
forms of cooperation to the newspapers.

A. P. speeded its transmission of news pictures by using air-

planes, and then came telephoto to revolutionize this service,

Pictures by Wire

Cornelius McAuliff, editor of the Chicago Times-Herald,

claimed that his newspaper first used in this country a machine

to send line drawings by wire. The Times-Herald first printed
some drawings of the sort sent by Teleautograph on June 21,

1895. Another such machine, the Telediagraph, appeared in 1898.
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The latter utilized shellac lines on a zinc cylinder; the lines broke

the flow of current as the cylinder revolved. Despite the sound-

ness of the general ideas employed in these devices, commercial

picture transmission awaited many refinements, including the

invention and adaptation of the photo-electric "eye" and of a

synchronizing contrivance. Edouard Belin, a Frenchman, demon-

strated in the offices of the New York World and St. Louis Post-

Dispatch on November 14, 1920, a machine he called a Telestereo-

graph, but the assembled newspapermen thought that "news

pictures of sufficient worth to warrant transmission to distant

parts of the country are not numerous enough to make worth

while the maintenance of direct leased wires free of all other

matter, as the process requires.
33 6 Further improvements in the

device and a period of experimentation with its adaptability to

newspaper purposes were necessary to sell a group of large

publishers on the competitive utility of the novelty.

A successful wire transmitter for pictures appeared in 1924,

and a wireless one, in 1925. American Telephone & Telegraph

Company, one of several leading experimenters in the field,

transmitted a five-by-seven-inch picture from Cleveland to New
York on May 19, 1924, in four minutes and thirty-six seconds.

While The New York Times used a picture from the Republican
National Convention at Cleveland on June 9 and one from the

American Electrical Congress at Mexico City sent by wire from

Cleveland on June 10, the expense and remaining difficulties in

the mechanism further delayed its adoption by newspapers.
A. T. & T. finally inaugurated a halftone and manuscript fac-

simile service in 1926 between New York, Chicago, and San
Francisco. Gradually extended to eight cities, this setup con-

tinued until June, 1933. It provided, among other things, for a

means by which newspapers might experiment with the novelty
on a small scale.

Improved means of picture distribution by air, especially in

the east, cut into the revenues of its telephoto service until

A. T. & T. dropped it. The machines had not functioned so

efficiently or made so clear pictures as newspapermen would have

liked, and the "first come, "first served" rule reminiscent of

early telegraph days frequently delayed transmission. To turn

a potential loss into a renewed source of income, A. T. & T. sought
and found a way out. In October, 1933, it announced to picture
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agencies an invention which greatly expedited and improved

telephoto. For this they wanted a customer.

Since A. T. & T. saw a more satisfactory future for itself in

telephoto in an exclusive arrangement and since A. P. alone

appeared willing and able to negotiate such a transaction, the

two opened discussions and shortly hit upon a '''workable"

agreement. Rather than refer to the "rank and file
"
membership

of A. P. a proposal likely to be defeated by an overwhelming vote,

the manager of the A. P. Picture Service canvassed his subscrib-

ers. Thirty-five or SLY of these assured him that
tk

they approved

underwriting the entire membership of the Associated Press/'

according to Kent Cooper,
7
general manager of A. P. Despite the

claim of the A. P. management that only those publishers willing

to pay the cost of the service would be affected, Roy Howard of

Scripps-Howard and J. F. Neylan as counsel for W. R. Hearst

saw more to it than that. "Many of us will have to contribute

even if we don't want it," Howard 8 asserted, "Many publishers

here will have to come in under the plan for competitive rea-

sons.'
3 He pointed particularly to the probable influence of this

large-newspaper development upon the competitive position of

smaller sheets. W. W. Hawkins,
9

Scripps-Howard general man-

ager, added, "Undoubtedly, the telephoto would be a great thing

for the New York Daily News which lives largely upon pictures

and which could well afford it, especially if other publishers

joined in sharing the expense." The A. P. management spoke of

efforts to impede "progress" and of its desire to transmit illus-

trated news stories to every member of the association. Both

Hearst and Scripps-Howard representatives thought of the prob-

able influences of A. P. telephoto upon their own picture and

news services. They talked of a telephoto war in which the pro-

verbial "little fellow" would suffer. They visualized for that

"fellow" the first year's outlay of $860,000 to $1,000,000 as a

step toward an annual additional burden of $5,000,000 upon
American newspapers.

"Well, San Francisco," boomed loudspeakers in twenty-four

telephoto offices, "you go ahead with the Chinese and follow with

three or four of the best Alabama-Stanford shots. Then we'E take

your beach scene, Miami, and let everyone have pictures of the

plane crash in upper New York State, a really fine shot." Thus,

at 3 A.M., eastern standard time, on January 1, 1935, A. P. Wire-
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photo prepared to transmit its first picture, one of a New Year's

celebration in San Francisco's Chinatown. The 10,000-mile

leased-wire circuit supplied thirty-nine dailies directly and eight

others by
"
expedited delivery service" through the nearest

station. The efforts of Neylan and Howard, especially the bitter

struggle of the former, had failed to stop what the A. P. manage-
ment called "progress." Editor & Publisher 10 listed the following

features of the service:

"Every station will both send and receive, and the wire will be

available 24 hours every day, seven days a week, although at the

outset continuous operation is scheduled 16 hours daily.
"
Pictures up to 11 by 17 inches half a newspaper page may

be transmitted at an average speed of 11 square inches a minute.

"Trained men, employed by the Associated Press, will operate
and service the machinery. . . .

"The entire news photo service of the Associated Press will be

transmitted to member newspapers with equipment connections

along with the regular telegraph news reports, instead of by mail

as heretofore. . . .

"The quality of the transmitted photograph is so nearly perfect
as to defy detection, in many instances, from the original photo-

graph itself."

On January 5, the system carried fifty-three pictures in less than

eighteen hours with only five re-runs at the request of individual

newspapers. Continuous checking and experimentation gradually

improved the quality of the pictures received and reduced the

necessity for re-transmission. During March, 1936, with floods

sweeping the east, the daily average reached sixty-three with a

peak of seventy-eight pictures in one day. Of these, twenty per
cent, were of the maximum, ll-by-17-inch, size. The usual daily

transmission during 1935-36, however, averaged forty pictures.

At the 1935 A. P. meeting, members refused to subscribe to a

list of proposals made by Neylan which would have upset wire-

photo and instituted a hamstringing referendum machinery. By
then, wirephoto service involved twenty-six stations through
which it supplied pictures directly to forty-three sheets and by
"expedited service" to ten others. With the opening of the

twenty-seventh station at Boston, the Boston Post and a group of

other New England dailies on April 18, 1936, bulked the wire-

photo list to sixty. At the end of the first year of operation,
December 31, 1935, all but $141,439 of the wirephoto equipment
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cost of $416,000 had been covered by a reserve fund for amortiza-

tion which represented the excess of receipts from members using

the equipment over the expenses of operation.

A. P.'s noisy competitors, not being able to stop wirephoto,

set to work erecting rival systems. Hearst announced sound-

photo in June, 1935, and by the following June four services were

bidding for customers. These included Wide World Wired Photo,

controlled by Wide World Photos, a subsidiary
1
-

of The Xew York

Times, and NEA-Acme Telephoto, owned by the Scripps-Howard
interests.

Walter Howey, who developed soundphoto for Hearst, used as

his medium an ordinary telephone sound "beam" without any

special connections. His portable device could be carried any-

where in a suitcase and, before improved further, could send an

eight-by-ten-inch picture in twelve to fourteen minutes at regular

telephone rates from any pay or other telephone. This photo-

phone transforms variations in light volume, through the use of a

photo-electric "eye," into variations in sound volume. The

receiving apparatus, synchronized with the sending by a tuning

fork arrangement, then reverses the process.

Not requiring leased-wire connections and promising greater

flexibility in operation, Hearst Photophone's soundphotos gave

both A. P. and A. T. & T. a subject for serious meditation. Seeing

their revenue value, Bell Telephone Company filed amended tar-

iffs with the Federal Communications Commission to take effect

November 15, 1935, which formally granted calls for picture

transmission purposes the usual toll charges. A. P. met the threat

by announcing in February, 1936, that "it was doubling the scope

of its Wirephoto service by the installation of 25 portable trans-

mitters at strategic spots."
n These machines were placed in

service early in 1937.

After considerable experimentation with soundphotos under

average working conditions, International News Photos, Inc.,

established a regular service between the New York Mirror and

the Chicago Herald & Examiner in December, 1935, sent its first

picture from New York to San Francisco on March 31, 1936, and

utilized a "conference circuit" from Louisville on May 2, 1936,

to send spot news pictures of the Kentucky Derby simultaneously

to New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. Inter-

national Soundfotos had twenty customers by September 1,
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1936. With Ms Soundfoto becoming more practical, Howey
announced in April, 1936, a photo-electric engraving machine

with which pictures may be made into photo-engravings without

the intervention of expert attendants, a device which might

change the minds of members of the International Photo-En-

gravers Union on the relative merits of industrial and craft

unionism. Howey looked forward to combining this mechanism

with his photophone for the further speeding of picture trans-

mission and reproduction.

The New York Times announced the development of Wide
World Wired Photos on February 21, 1936, after extensive ex-

perimentation for almost two years. It asserted that its portable

transmitters "will be leased at a cost per week less than 'a good
office boy' and receiving machinery at the price of the least

efficient reporter."
12 In the case of this, as of other portable

transmitters, no direct electrical connections are made with the

telephone wires. Wide World's initial setup included stations at

New York, Washington, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, and Los

Angeles, with immediate plans for fourteen more.

A week later, NEA-Acme, Inc., announced that it was pre-

paring to enter the race with a fourth kind of portable trans-

mitter. Acme Telephoto first went into practical service at the

Republican National Convention at Cleveland in June, 1936, the

first news event covered by all four telephoto systems. In trans-

mitting pictures of the Schmeling-Louis fight on June 19, NEA-
Aone claimed an actual sending time for each picture of three and
one-half minutes and a total time, including tests, of five minutes.

With the possibility of monopoly in telephoto remote, the

societal consequences of the novelty appear to be those incident

to any technological change which makes the chips of the news-

paper publishing game more expensive.

United Press Associations

E. W. Scripps gradually strengthened his middle-western

Scripps-McRae Press Association and Ms Pacific-coast Scripps
News Association in 1897-1904 and in the latter year bought the

eastern agency with which he had cooperated, Publishers' Press

Association, to keep it from Hearst. He then merged the three

under the terms of a New York charter on June 24, 1907, as the

United Press Associations, a commercial non-cooperative news-
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gathering agency for afternoon and Sunday morning sheets. The

Scripps agencies claimed 150 clients in 1897 and 400 evening and

sixty Sunday customers in 1907, but company records reveal that

247 received the service in 1907. The clientele increased to about

300 in 1912, 500 (200 leased-wire and 300
a
pony") in 1914, 780

in 1920, 1,100 in 1926, 1,150 (950 in the United States and Can-

ada, 118 morning sheets) in 1928, and about 1,200 in 1933-36.

The leased-wire mileage of U. P. meanwhile expanded from

15,000 in 1914 to 48,000 in 1920, 105,000 in 1928, and 144,000 in

1933-35. The agency claimed an annual outlay for services of

$6,000,000 in 1933.

TJ. P. took a step in 1909 which influenced strongly its future

role in American and world-wide newsgathering. Dissatisfied with

its foreign service, it worked out news exchange arrangements
with foreign commercial agencies, Exchange Telegraph Company
of London, Hirsch Euro of Berlin, and Former Agence of Paris.

It later made similar contracts with Nippon Dempo Tsushin Sha

(Japanese Telegraph News Agency) and the Independent Cable

Association of Australasia. It supplemented these contacts by

establishing its own bureaus at London, Paris, Berlin, and Rome,
manned with American-trained representatives, and by making

exchange agreements with individual newspapers. R. W. Howard,
executive head of U. P. in 1912-20, strengthened its foreign and

domestic coverage and capitalized upon the World War as a

means of extending U. P. business into South America at the

expense of European services. La Prensa of Buenos Aires, cut

off from the German Wolff agency's reports and embarrassed

by the official French propaganda in Havas bulletins, turned to

U. P. in 1916 for relief. Howard grasped the opportunity, visited

South America, and began to build a list of clients on that

continent.

Howard realized that a commercial agency, lacking exclusive

wire franchises as an inducement, had to offer more enticing

items than did A. P. He experimented, therefore, in news treat-

ment and news coverage in ways that sedate A. P. did not dare.

"I do not subscribe to the general idea that news and opinion are

two different and easily separated elements," asserted Howard 13

in 1912. He recognized and set out to answer
" a call for brilliancy

in the narration of the day's events. ... the interpolation in a

news story of the individual point of view of the reporter."
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Knowing "that it is possible to color a story in a legitimate

fashion/' he took the bias of the Scripps-McRae newspapers to

be the
"
legitimate'

7 one and gave U. P. reports a strong "mass"
slant. He led the way in the utilization of the telephone for pony
reports. Not the first to use the teletypewriter, in 1915 he became
the first to extend a teletypewriter circuit beyond a single city's

limits. Even the so-called "false Armistice" of November 7,

1918, did not stop U. P. or dampen Howard's ardor. Men had to

die for four more days until the official Armistice followed

Howard's "premature" tip. When Howard resigned the leader-

ship of U. P. in 1920 to join the Scripps newspaper organization,

he left a sturdy rival of A. P. which had thirty news bureaus and

almost 800 clients.

When Scripps-Howard acquired the Memphis News-Scimitar

in 1926
?

it demonstrated its independence by discontinuing im-

mediately the sheet's A. P. membership. To retaliate, the A. P.

executive committee canceled the memberships of the Denver

Rocky Mountain News, Denver Times, and Knoxmlle Sentinel

soon after Scripps-Howard bought them that year because of

their failure to comply with the A. P. by-law relating to the ex-

clusive control of local news. Howard 14 stated that he was

"unwilling to accept a so-called membership in an organization

collecting and selling a basic journalistic commodity news in

a highly competitive field, if acceptance of that membership must
be at a price of our own right of disposal of our own property."

By 1929, U. P. claimed 507 leased-wire and 339 pony service

dients in the United States, and by 1934, fifty-one U. S. bureaus

and thirty in foreign countries which served 266 European and
500 Oriental clients in addition to its more than 900 North
American customers and its South American list. Entering the

night-wire field for morning newspapers in 1919, U. P. gradually
built a list of morning clients, many of which also received A. P.

reports. These numbered 118 in 1928 and about 150 in 1935.

Hearst News Agencies

Over the private leased wires which served his expanding news-

paper chain, W. R. Hearst developed a newsgathering organiza-
tion which began to merchandise its wares to non-Hearst news-

papers as Hearst News Service. In order to enter into more direct

competition then with A. P. and U. P., he organized a separate
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agency in May, 1909, American News Service, to which he trans-

ferred the bulk of this wire newsgathering and news-selling. To

integrate the work of Hearst News Service, American News

Service, and Hearst Syndicate, a feature-selling agency, Hearst

supplanted these three corporations in January, 1910, with In-

ternational News Service for morning reports and National News
Association for evening.

"Without any previous announcement to the outside world,"

stated The Editor and Publisher on January 15, 1910, "these two

corporations a few days ago began serving news reports by
leased wire to a large number of newspapers throughout the

country. ... On the same day the Hearst News Service, the

American News Service and the Hearst Syndicate ceased to

exist." The trade journal had learned that this was "not a change
of name only. It means the passing out of existence of three

organizations that had been in the field for many years, and that

two newly formed corporations have entered the field." Typical
Hearst reorganization work. Dissatisfied with the functioning of

one of his corporations, he may recast it overnight and let heads

roll where they may.
Still other modifications took place in Hearst's newsgathering

and feature setup. He merged I. N. S. and N. N. A. in 1911 as

I. N. S. and then placed morning clients under the control of

Universal Service, a new agency, in 1918 and kept I. N. S. as an

afternoon paper agency. Universal Service in 1928 became a

supplemental and feature-news organization. Its highly pub-
licized writers sign special articles on international events, sports,

financial developments, motion pictures, and the like. Hearst's

"regular" feature services, dealing in cartoons, fiction, feature

articles, pictures, and such, had merged in 1918 into King
Features Syndicate. In 1934, King Features, sales agent for

I. N. S. and Universal Service, became the parent corporation in

that group of Hearst enterprises.

Hearst wire clients, according to the organization's claims,

totaled 400 in 1917-18, 600 in 1930, and 900 in 1936. These

estimates include foreign subscribers. I. N. S. leased-wire mileage

rose from 24,500 in 1918 and 26,000 in 1919 to some 60,000 in

1936. Expenditures mounted from $2,000,000 in 1917 to $2,500,-

000 in 1930. I. N. S. had 422 employees in 1919, and King

Features, 900 in 1935. An article in the October, 1935, issue of
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Fortune placed the value of King Features and subsidiaries at

$8,000,000, their annual gross at $7,000,000, net at $600,000 after

deducting losses of Universal Service, and payroll at $3,000,000.

The aggressiveness of Hearst newsgatherers in giving
"
un-

varnished" accounts of foreign events deprived those organiza-

tions of the use of the British mails and cables in 1916 and later

of French, Portuguese, and Japanese facilities. Canada barred

Hearst newspapers from the country. Hearst's methods of mak-

ing up for these inconveniences by dipping into A. P. reports, as

we shall see, brought charges of news piracy against his I. N. S.

While Hearst attributed the censorships to the accuracy and

completeness of his agencies' stories, his prodigality in breaking

foreign windows has fame dating from the Hearst-Pulitzer cir-

culation battles, featured by their Spanish-American War. It

also resembles his perennial enthusiasm domestically for red-

baiting and for smearing the universities.

Hearst's passion for mechanical novelties, noted in connection

with Pancoast's press experiments and Howey's photophone and

engraving devices, also led him to interest himself in news trans-

mission mechanisms. W. G. H. Finch, long a Hearst employee,
technical director of Hearst Newspapers Radio Service and chief

engineer of American Radio News Corporation, a Hearst sub-

sidiary, developed by 1932 an automatic high-speed radio print-

ing machine which he called a radiotypewriter. Finch used the

device between Chicago and New York, San Francisco and

Hawaii, and other cities in 1932 and between New York and
Havana in 1933. The probable influence of the radiotypewriter
on newsgathering? however, is still conjectural.

Supplemental Agencies

Other newsgathering agencies serve minority dailies or supply
general-circulation newspapers with specialized reports. Asso-
ciated Negro Press, Federated Press, and Jewish Telegraphic

Agency all organized in 1919 typify the former. The latter

include such as Central News of America and Science Service and
resemble in many respects the out-and-out feature "syndicates"
described in the next chapter.

Negro editors met in connection with the eleventh annual
convention of the National Negro Business Men's League in

1910 to find ways of meeting their mutual needs, especially in the
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newsgathering field. Thompson News Bureau of Washington, a

commercial service, was then attempting to satisfy this need.

Not until after the World War gave new impetus to minority
movements in this country, however, did C. A. Barnett and

N. D. Brascher organize on March 11, 1919, the Associated

Negro Press. During 1919-21, Bamett managed to finance the

agency by exchanging news for
"
white space" and then selling

this to advertisers. Developing the exchange of news in advance

of publication., by 1931 A. N. P. mailed releases twice a week

Friday and Monday to its membership. Last minute items of

unusual importance went by telegraph. Such Xegro dailies as

the New York Daily Citizen and the Atlanta World, however,

found such
u
white" services as U. P. essential supplements to

A. N. P. Despite the sporadic appearance of "race" dailies,

A. N. P. remains a semiweekly agency.

Federated Press came into existence at a convention of the

Labor Party in Chicago in November, 1919, as a cooperative non-

profit-making association of workers' newspapers. At the incep-

tion of its service on January 2, 1920, it sent releases to thirty-

two English- and foreign-language sheets which represented the

Socialist, Farmer-Labor, and Non-Partisan League interests. Its

membership included twenty-two dailies with a circulation of

339,980, seventy-three weeklies, and fifteen other papers at the

beginning of 1921, twelve dailies and fifty other sheets in 1930,

and 100 newspapers in 1935. Aided by appropriations from

the American Fund for Public Service and using the mails

rather than the telegraph, Federated Press's news and picture

services were gradually strengthened. With weekly assessments

of $1.50 to $15, the latter for dailies, budgets never exceeded

$25,000 a year. The 1935 report listed obligations of 823,413 in

defaulted bonds, a net worth of $2,247, and the year's budget

at $15,600; the 1936 budget came to $17,966. Conditions de-

scribed elsewhere which kept the labor press weak also militated

against its newsgathering agency. Despite the variety of labor

factions served by F. P. and represented on its board, it has

managed to avoid "factional bias" in its reports of labor organ-

ization news. As Carl Haessler, editor of F. P., in 1932 told

W. L. De Annan, a graduate student at Northwestern University,

for his thesis on The English Language Labor Dailies in tlit

United States,
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"The management of the Federated Press has never subscribed

to the hypocritical assertion of the capitalistic newspapers that

news can be without bias. The Federated Press is very careful

about facts but they are presented with a decided pro-labor inter-

pretation just as we believe the capitalist press interprets news so

that it becomes pro-capitalist."

Under the leadership of Jacob Landau, Jewish Telegraphic

Agency came into existence in December, 1919, New York Jewish

Daily Bulletin, in 1924, and Palestine Telegraphic Agency, in

1925. The Jewish agency sought to report facts about social,

economic, and political conditions of Jews and affecting Jews

throughout the world. The Palestine agency specialized in re-

ports of the rebuilding of the Jewish "homeland. 37
Jewish Daily

Bulletin, which ceased in 1935, reproduced agency reports in

English "The Only Jewish Daily in English
" and issued an-

nual indexes which made it a valuable "morgue" of information

for Yiddish and other Jewish publications. In addition to offering

its services to newspapers, Jewish Telegraphic Agency also sup-

plies its reports to other wire organizations. The future of this

service depends upon the future of Jewish assimilation. Its rapid

growth during the 1920's further evidences the tenacity with

which these religionists bolster up their ethnocentrism.

Central News of America, a special daily telegraphic news
service on financial subjects for newspapers and commercial

clients, developed from the special correspondence of the Wall

Street Daily News
y
a financial daily established in 1879. In-

corporated in 1914 and strengthened with an exchange arrange-
ment with Central News, Ltd., of London, it at first supplied
market tabulations as well as news and background articles.

With the improvement of the market quotations furnished by the

"trunk" services, made possible by special financial leased wires

set up by A. P. and its competitors, C. N. A. specialized more

upon exclusive features dealing with financial news and views,
wired or mailed to subscribers. As the federal government in-

terested itself more and more in business, C. N. A.'s Washington
coverage improved. It had five Washington correspondents in

1919 and seven in 1929. This gradually gave the service a more

general feature news aspect.

The first editor of Science Service, E. E. Slosson,
15 stated as

follows some of the problems of journalist-scientist relationships
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which he faced at the outset and for which he helped to develop
solutions :

"As seen through the medium of the popular press the scientist

is apt to appear as an enemy of society inventing infernal machines,
or as a curious half-crazy creature talking a jargon of his own and
absorbed in pursuit of futilities. The ordinary newspaper article

on science is as incomprehensible to the scientist and the layman
as it is to the reporter who wrote it. ...
"To the journalist there is something saddening about a great

university. He is distressed to see so much good copy going to

waste all the time. . . . Every doctor's dissertation contains a

good newspaper story concealed in it. A man could make a fair

living translating them into English. A single sentence of the thou-

sands that are daily lavished upon the inattentive ears of students

will suffice when properly diluted to provide material for an edi-

torial of average length and consistency. I know this because I

have done it many times.
77

This situation had prompted E. W. Scripps, with his broad in-

terest in popular education and in physical science, to work out

the plan for Science Sendee in consultation with W. E. Ritter,

a noted zoologist of the University of CaHfornia. Scripps at

first thought of calling the agency The American Society for the

Dissemination of Science but finally selected the shorter name.

He set aside $500,000 for it in 1920 as an endowment fund and

provided it with an annual income of $30,000 in Ms will. Organ-
ized in 1921 as a non-profit corporation Science Service is gov-

erned by trustees nominated by the National Academy of Sci-

ences, National Research Council, American Association for the

Advancement of Science, the trustees of the E. W. Scripps

Estate, and the journalistic profession. Since each body names

three members of this board, nine scientists and six journalists

guide its policies.

Science Service is part supplemental news service and part

feature syndicate. On the one hand, it issues a daily wire report

and a daily mail service. It telegraphs spot news, for example, of

new inventions and discoveries, earthquakes, comets, explora-

tions, and the meetings of large scientific societies in this country

and abroad. The mail report dates from April, 1921, but Science

Service did not start a regular daily wire report until 1927, at

first for the twenty-six Scripps-Howard newspapers, its most solid

block of subscribers. On the other hand, Science Service offers
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newspapers such feature material as triweekly interpretive arti-

cles,
u
science shorts/' series of six to ten special articles on

significant subjects written by authorities, a monthly map of the

stars,
"
science morgue

"
items for filing, and features built around

eclipses, expeditions, explorations, and other major scientific

events. Subscribers for Science Service numbered about twenty-
five at the outset, mostly Scripps-Howard sheets, some fifty at

the end of the second year, and 200 by 1928. Under the guidance
of Slosson until his death in 1929 and then of Watson Davis, the

agency's scope gradually broadened.
"
In fulfilling its function as

the institution for the popularization of science," the organiza-

tion's advertising points out,
"
Science Service operates as a

newspaper syndicate specializing in the field of science, provides
science copy to other newspaper agencies, edits books for pub-

lishers, provides science articles for magazines, publishes the

SCIENCE NEWS LETTER, arranges radio programs, sponsors lec-

tures, produces phonograph records on science, and sponsors re-

search and reporting in the field of seismology, archaeology, and

cosmic data." In view of the highly specialized and delicate na-

ture of the news situations with which it deals, the field of Science

Service as a newsgatherer and a feature syndicate will not likely

be absorbed by the "trunk line" newsgatherers for some time.

Supplemental news services thus arise to meet needs which

general newsgatherers will not or are not equipped to satisfy.

Their appearance during the post-war period evidences the in-

creasing complexity of modern American life as well as the

modifying conditions of cultural and social conflict. Their rise

correlates closely with the rapid expansion of propaganda dis-

seminating agencies during the same years.

The International Exchange of News

Although the transatlantic "balance of trade" in news remains

distinctly unbalanced in favor of the foreign commodity, even
between the United States and such a country as Great Britain

or France, the heightening significance of the United States in

international affairs after 1900 began to attract special cor-

respondents from European newspapers.
The London Daily Telegraph had a Washington correspondent,

an American, in 1871, and five sheets were so represented in 1899.

Not until 1905, however, did the Telegraph assign P, S. Sullen to
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New York City as the first foreign correspondent sent to this

country from abroad for continuous service. Foreign newsgather-

ing agencies did not appear in the lists of the Congressional press

gallery until 1911. By 1929, five of these agencies had six cor-

respondents there, and by 1935, six had eight. The latter included

Havas (French), Stefani (Italian), Exchange Telegraph and

Reuter's (British), Deutsches Xachrichtenbiiro (German), and

Telegraphic Agency of the Soviet Union or Tass.

Just before the World War, only twenty-five resident foreign

correspondents were assigned to the United States by individual

newspapers, newspaper groups, and newsgathering agencies. The

total, stationed chiefly at New York, reached seventy-five in 1926

and 1931, but it dropped to seventy in 1935-36. This recent de-

cline came with a further development of agency coverage rather

than a decline in interest. In 1936, Reuter's alone had eleven

correspondents in this country, and Havas, seven. The depres-

sion meanwhile cut American coverage of London from twenty-
three agencies and newspapers with sixty-nine correspondents in

1931 to eighteen with sixty-four in 1935. The increasing depend-
ence on agencies rather than any diminution of interest is also

evident here with the representation of A. P., U. P. and other

Scripps-Howard agencies, and I. X. S. and other Hearst agencies

rising from thirty-one in 1931 to thirty-four in 1935.

Foreign coverage of the United States, as well as the more ex-

tensive use of American wire service reports, modified the ratio

between the outgoing and incoming wordage sent by cable and

radio across the Atlantic and Pacific. United States received

3,060,000 and transmitted 2,180,000 words of transatlantic (in-

cluding some South American) press matter in 1916. This re-

lationship adjusted to 10,405,000 and 3,690,000 respectively in

1^20 and to 20,731,000 and 8,781,000 in 1929. In transpacific

communications, American news offerings were favored. In-

coming reports in 1920 totaled 301,000 words and outgoing,

481,000. In 1930, they amounted respectively to 665,000 and

854,000 words,
16

slightly more equal, a tribute to Japanese

nnperialism.

Special Correspondents

Despite the growth of general and supplemental newsgathering

agencies, newspapers continued to maintain individual and joint
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bureaus in certain leading news centers. The expansion of West-

ern Associated Press and of other general agencies tended to

decrease the need for such special arrangements in the post-

Civil-War years, but the developments of the 1890
7

s brought a

reversal of this tendency and led editors to assign an expanding

army of special correspondents to develop sensational
"
running

stories" and to cover other widely heralded events. Through
these correspondents, newspapers augmented generalized reports

from agencies with articles which stressed the phases of news

situations of interest to their own subscribers. Such articles gave

large sheets one more competitive advantage which smaller

dailies met with difficulty or not at all.

Washington coverage by individual sheets emphasizes these

trends. It reflects, too, since the 1890's, the increasing financial

stability of the daily press and the expanding significance of the

national government in the affairs of individual communities.

The newspapers of continental United States represented in the

Congressional press galleries declined from 129 in 1871 to 123 in

1879 and 109 in 1889. They then increased to 157 in 1899 as a

reflection of Spanish-American War and press association condi-

tions, 180 in 1909, 198 in 1919, and 307 in 1929. These sheets

were located in sixty cities in 1871, forty-nine in 1889, sixty-two

in 1899, and 183 in 1929. Washington correspondents for these

papers, members of the press galleries, numbered 130 in 1871, 153

in 1879, 112 in 1889, 139 in 1899, 150 in 1909, 163 in 1919, and
214 in 1929. Of these newspapers, the following had more than

one correspondent: ten in 1871, twenty in 1879, twenty-two in

1889, twenty-six in 1899, thirty-eight in 1909, forty-one in 1919,
and sixty-four in 1929. Of the correspondents for individual

papers, the following served more than one sheet: ten in 1871,
three in 1879, eighteen in 1889, forty-three in 1899, sixty-five in

1909, sixty-one in 1919, and seventy-seven in 1929.

American newsgathering agencies and feature syndicates repre-
sented at Washington, meanwhile, totaled six in 1871, five in

1879, five in 1889, four in 1899, four in 1909, ten in 1919, and
seventeen in 1929. These organizations employed thirteen cor-

respondents in 1871, fifteen in 1879, fourteen in 1889, twenty in

1899, twenty-four in 1909, forty-one in 1919, and 112 in 1929.

Both agency and individual representation, in other words, far

more than kept pace with the number of establishments in the
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industry over the whole period. The list of press gallery members,

including the representatives of foreign newspapers and agencies,

discussed above, totaled 143 in 1871, 168 in 1879, 126 in 1889,

156 in 1899, 179 in 1909, 213 in 1919, 344 in 1929, 382 in 1932,

and 496 in 1936. 17

In order to eliminate abuses of press gallery privileges, the

correspondents gradually worked out a system of self-regulation

under a standing committee in cooperation with Senate and

House officials. The White House Correspondents' Association,

formed in 1914, and several other associations of those reporting

other governmental departments fulfil similar functions.

Together with the growth of "specials
" went increased pressure

upon press agencies for special reports from leading news centers

on matters of city, state, and regional interest. "Every effort

was made/
7 Kent Cooper, A. P. general manager, stated in his

report of April 1, 1933, "to strengthen regional and 'request

service/ which grew to astonishing proportions, particularly at

New York and Washington. Interpretive and background ma-

terial, for which there was a strong demand from many members,
was included wherever practical in both the day and night

reports."

The interest of individual newspapers in national political con-

ventions more than kept pace with their coverage of Washington.

About 100 reporters occupied the center of the platform in front

of the presiding officer in the Chicago Wigwam in 1860 during

the Republican convention which nominated Abraham Lincoln.

The number of interlopers as well as of working newspapermen
at such conventions finally prompted the Democrats at St. Louis

in 1888 to designate C. H. Mann, superintendent of the House

press gallery, as manager of the press "box."

The year of the "Bull Moose" brought convention coverage

to its pre-war peak. Meeting in the Coliseum at Chicago in 1912,

the Republicans provided for 500 writers; 1,000 or more at-

tended. The overflow of the press section had to use the galleries.

"Aside from the big press associations with their forces of trained

political writers/
3 noted a trade journal,

18 "hundreds of news-

papers sent their own representatives to the convention. These

staffs were further augmented by scores of photographers, artists

and a large number of special writers secured for the occasion."

The dramatization of this political event as a great nine-ring
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circus was reaching modern proportions, "To mention all of

the prominent writers in the press stand at the Democratic

National convention" that year at Baltimore "is but to call the

roll of America's leading writers of the 'best sellers.
3

Fiction

writers, journalists, special writers and cartoonists of nation--

wide prominence are gathered here to report the proceedings/
3

Elbert Hubbard, Brand Whitlock, A. EL Lewis, George Ade,
Sam Blythe, F. P. Dunne, and Arthur Brisbane "are here writ-

Ing their copy in their same inimitable styles and apparently

enjoying it."
19

In covering the conventions of 1924 to 1936, the agencies and

newspapers proceeded to dwarf each time their preceding per-

formances.

Western Union and Postal Telegraph had to bring 200 wires

in underground cables into the Cleveland Public Auditorium to

handle the "deliberations" of the 1924 G. 0. P. convention. In

addition to operators employed by newspapers for special leased-

wire work, the telegraph companies supplied 100 of their own for

special dispatches. Bell Telephone established the equivalent of

a large local exchange. The Standing Committee of Correspond-
ents assigned the 568 available press seats to representatives of

350 newspapers, press associations, and feature syndicates. It

also provided badges for other writers and cartoonists and pho-

tographers so that they might wander about among the delegates.

The six leading press associations, with the larger ones allowed

only thirteen seats each in the press section, allotted seventy
men and women to write about this variant on the "greatest
show on earth" theme. The Democrats, meeting in Madison

Square Garden that year, expected 800 newspapermen and finally

provided for 1,000.

The two major 1932 performances cost the press approximately
$200,000 a day to cover, an outlay two-thirds as great as it taxed

A. P. to cover the whole Spanish-American War. With both held

in the Chicago Stadium, provisions for the one aided in capitaliz-

ing upon the other. A total of 726 reporters assembled to inform
constituencies of the antics of 1,150 Republican delegates. In
six days these writers pounded out some 5,000,000 words. Lead-

ing metropolitan sheets carried as much as eight and ten pages
of this flood daily. Some 1,800,000 words flowed daily from the

word mills of the 746 reporters who observed the Democratic
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circus with its "spirited contest among candidates to head the

national ticket, prolonged and sensational speeches, kaleido-

scopic floor scenes." This Democratic spectacle, with its "great

play of emotion and deep suspense running over several days,

produced a news situation of first magnitude, taxing not only the

capacity of the writing host but the wire facilities."
20

"The Press had plenty of fun with the solemn absurdity of

convention procedure" at the Cleveland Republican ritual of

1936 "which brought 2,000 delegates and alternates, 800 ac-

credited correspondents, 100 or so photographers, heaven knows
how many radio technicians, half a hundred political generals,

and nearly 10,000 spectators twice a day, sometimes thrice,

down to the great public hall, for an hour of mumbo-jumbo/
1 21

Lacking most of the "oratory and stage-managed devices that

have thrown past meetings into periodical hysteria/' the news-

papermen and their fellows of the other media of communication

"provided most of the thrills."
22 A. P. alone sent "more than

100" writers under the direction of its Washington bureau chief,

and U. P., twenty-six with whom to bolster the "'news value" of

the running story. The four telephoto services, reporters from

nine foreign dailies, and representatives of Tass, Reuter's, Havas,
and Australian Press also aided in telling the world of American

democracy's methods. The Philadelphia convention of the

Democrats, so far as the press was concerned, amounted to a

continuation of the Cleveland show in a different hall.

From behind such pretentious smoke screens, as if by the

rational choice of the Party's members, emerges a Party Standard

Bearer with one chance in two of becoming the Choice of the

Sovereign People. Though this process resembles the labors of

the proverbial mountain to give birth to a mouse, its utility to

newspapers as the basis for an exciting running feature should

not be overlooked. The "mouse" here, too, even when mouse-

like in stature, has the benefit of a carefully devised "newspaper

personality" which may endure a lot of wear and tear.

As the supplementary coverage of Washington, national, and

state political conventions and campaigns and elections, and

various state capitals extended, the larger newspapers also used

special correspondents for the reporting of other unusual news

situations. As Whitelaw Reid,
23 editor of the New-York Tribune,

-commented in 1875,
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"Some of the vastly increased expenses incurred by newspapers

during and since the war will never be reduced correspondence,
inland and ocean telegraphing, etc. But, as it seems to me, a great
deal of the present collection of news is done in the most wasteful

way possible. There are six or seven morning papers in New York
which are morally certain to have more or less detailed accounts

prepared for each, at great individual expense, of precisely the same

events, very often of considerable importance in the city and out-

side of it, in America and in Europe."

Just as these and other large dailies fought to beat their local

competitors with more enticing stories of sensational local events,

so they maintained "different sets of machinery" to cover

"accidents in the coal regions" and "railroad collisions in New
England." One writer 24 estimated that special reports of out-

of-town events cost dailies in 1888 $2,880,000 a year in contrast

with a figure of $1,820,000 for the combined incomes of U. P.

and the A. P. units.

Arrangements for selling such special dispatches to sheets in

other cities eased the burden of these news features and made
for the development of regular feature news services and, with

the addition of fictional and other matter, of what are com-

monly called feature syndicates. Both Hearst's newsgathering
services and his feature syndicates had this common paternity.
Since syndicates are treated in the next chapter, only the work
of individual newspapers is touched upon here.

The sensational journalism of the 1880
J

s and 1890
J

s, the jour-

nalism of Scripps, Pulitzer, and Hearst, spurred the melodrama-
tization of murder trials, divorce and breach-of-promise suits,

kidnappings, and the like and continued the development of

commercialized sports as a useful and "safe" source for running
stories. But individual papers of the country, except when the

story broke in their "back yard," depended largely upon their

wire services and feature syndicates for such news features. Even
as late as the Johnson-Jeffries fistic combat at Reno, Nevada, in

1910, the newspapers depended largely upon the wire agencies
for the "swiftness and accuracy with which the news of the battle

was carried ... to every part of the nation." 25

Only after the World War did dailies begin to assign many
special reporters to develop "local angles" of such sensations in

a manner similar, but on a smaller scale usually, to that used for

national political conventions. With the passing of the great
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running story focused about the Western Front, other yams
"worth" daily eight-column streamers had to be found. Sports,

war scares, and crime with strong dashes of sex and superstition

became substitutes for war, and the news and feature services

could not always supply enough words to their clients on the

"best" stories.

After a long build-up, more than 800 sports writers gathered
at New York City on September 14, 1923, to tell the "civilized"

part of the world about a fight between Jack Dempsey and Luis

Angel Firpo. They filed from ringside about 675,000 words by
Western Union alone, cabled 12,000 words to South America.

and used seventy leased wires. The delegation represented news-

papers "in all important cities of the United States" and "South

American, Mexican, Cuban, English, Japanese and French

newspapers."
26 Two hundred and twenty-five reporters on

July 10 to 21, 1925, covered "the queerest story of the genera-

tion, weird as a nightmare, side splittingly funny, darkly tragic,

a huge joke, a sinister threat, running the whole gamut of politics,

religion, science and sociology,"
27 the trial of J. T. Scopes at

Dayton, Tennessee. Scopes had violated the state's "anti-

evolution" statute. As Clarence Darrow contrasted conclusions

of scientists with W. J. Bryan's fundamentalist dogma, these

writers filed by wire an average of 165,000 words daily, a maxi-

mum of 202,000, and a total of some 2,000,000. Of the total

wordage, four wire agencies sent out about 500,000. More than

400 newspapermen in June, 1926, many from foreign countries,

covered the twenty-eighth international Eucharistic Congress at

Chicago. And then, on September 23, 1926, 600 reporters

"representing virtually every city of the United States" filed

nearly 2,000,000 words from the ringside of the Tunney-Dempsey

fight at Philadelphia, "the greatest number of words filed

in one night on any sporting event." 2S This climaxed an es-

timated expenditure of $500,000 "to furnish fight fans with a

bumper crop of information on the conditioning of two fight-

ing giants and their final contest." 29 With such displays of

"editorial initiative," wars and even war scares were not imper-

ative.

Before the Hauptmann trial established several new records

for the reporting of any such event by reporters of individual

newspapers, several other criminal trials got scheduled as top
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press attractions. The Hall-Mills murder trial at Somerville,

New Jersey, late in 1926 hampered individual newspaper cover-

age because only 130 newspaper writers could secure seats in the

small courtroom. More than 200 reporters and later 300, how-

ever,
"
representing all degrees of authorship and the newspaper

press of the civilized world/
5 30

managed to meet the demands of

editors. Those who could not get into the courtroom kept busy

running down rumors. The Snyder-Gray trial the next spring,

held at Long Island City, New York, due to space limitations

became even more a job for agencies and their "trained seals
"

or special writers obtained from the ranks of novelists, popular-

izers, and even the clergy. But the Hauptmann trial, beginning
on January 2, 1935, with a newspaper play-up of more than

seven years behind C. A. Lindbergh, Jr., father of the kidnapped
and murdered child, became the

"
trial of the century.

" At
least 700 reporters, photographers, and communications men

poured in upon the little town of Flemington, New Jersey. At
least 200 newspapers had their own correspondents. Veteran

reporters asserted they had never "seen such concentrated

reportorial strength anywhere" and that "Coverage of the

Hall-Mills murder trial . . . was as nothing in comparison to

this."
31 Scores of leased wires led directly to the newsrooms

of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania dailies. And this

continued in spite of the fact that A. P. furnished a complete

transcript of the testimony 40,000 to 50,000 words a day to

members desiring it. The story remained useful as circulation

bait until Hauptmann finally went to the electric chair April 3,

1936. Even the Baer-Louis "massacre" on September 24, 1935
?

with more newsmen and photographers than any other fight,

did not compare. While that rumpus drew 1,000 "reporters"
and working writers and 200 photographers and occasioned the

leasing of 131 wires to about 100 papers and services, the main
event merely climaxed an artificial build-up, and then interest

dwindled. But the Lindbergh saga goes on "forever."

The increases in special correspondents symptomize a com-

plexity of adjustments and maladjustments in the daily news-

paper industry and in society. Most of these factors may be

delayed for consideration in relation to the general subject of

sensationalism. With mounting resources and with the growing
threat of news broadcasting to circulation and to advertising
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revenues, newspapers found this device a useful means of adding
sales appeal.

Property Rights in News

Rapid means of transmitting news and of placing it in print

lifted the matter of property rights in news to the rank of a

serious problem. Before the introduction of typecasting machines,

Horace Greeley
32 of the New-York Tribune asserted that

"
those

who take the news after we issue it cannot have it in time to

deliver to a very large number in a suitable morning season, and

we regard it as of no consequence." When he had exclusive

news, Greeley merely entrusted his papers to ''"'the hands of our

confidential agents till the hour, say of five o'clock in the morn-

ing." But press improvements and from 1886 the linotype

changed editors' theories. The protection of news rights became

particularly necessary to major news agencies and the special

news services connected with large newspapers, chains, and

syndicates in the stiffened conditions of competition of the

twentieth century.

Property rights in news have come to be protected in the

United States, according to F. S. Siebert,
33 an authority on the

subject, in a "desultory fashion under three legal remedies,

literary property, copyright, and protection against unfair com-

petition." The principle of literary property is "a part of the

common law, and it prohibits the copying of an unpublished

manuscript." This principle gained authority through "a long

series of cases dealing with stock quotations and c

tickers/"

Daily newspapers sought protection under federal copyright

legislation from the early 1870
J

s,
S4 but the courts have held

"that while protection was extended to the literary form in

which the news appeared, no protection adhered to the news

itself."
35 Protection against unfair competition became the

basis upon which the U. S. Supreme Court finally decided in

1918 the famous litigation between A. P. and I. N. S. It furnishes

what protection, other than of literary form, there is.

A. P. appointed a committee in 1899 to secure a news copy-

right law from Congress. This, as did similar previous efforts by

newspapermen, came to but little. Oddly enough, however,

A. P. found itself sued shortly by the Chicago Tribune Co. for

lifting information from copies of the London Times on which
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the Tribune had bought the American copyright. Since A. P.'s

London correspondent altered the literary form, the court (116

Fed. 126) in 1900 denied damages on the basis that "the ex-

clusive right of publication at common law terminates with the

publication in London" and that "no protection then exists

beyond that expressly given by the statute.'
3 The first part of

this chapter further illustrates such practices at the beginning
of the century by referring to pilfering between Laffan News

Bureau, the New York Journal, and A. P.

When the New York Herald was enjoying on September 2,

1909, the temporary glamor of its "news beat" on the story of

Cook's "heroic and successful dash for the North Pole," A. P.

decided belatedly that it should honor the Herald's property

rights in the story regardless of their legal status. As an editorial

the next day in the Bath (Maine) Times 36
stated, "The story

. . . which was the property of the New York Herald, and,

by the way, one of the most notable 'scoops' in recent jour-

nalistic history, was omitted from the Times' columns yesterday
afternoon." Although sent out by A. P. and already run in the

morning papers, "the association during the day requested its

members as a matter of honor not to use the tempting article,

which belonged to one of their number exclusively." A. P. ac-

companied its request with "a legal opinion that the Herald

could not enforce its copyright, but the Times was glad to honor

the Herald's moral claim to the fruit of its enterprise."

This kind of protection did not satisfy The New York Times.

When this paper was planning to print the first exclusive wireless

article by Peary on September 11, 1909, therefore, it secured in

advance a temporary injunction restraining the Sun and World

from publishing the article. The U. S. District Court at New
York, however, dissolved the injunction on September 10 even

though a similar injunction for the same story was upheld in

Chicago for TJie Chicago Tribune, Still determined, the Times
announced the next day that Peary's account "was issued on

September 10, 1909, by The New York Times Company, at the

request of Commander Peary and for his protection, as a book,

duly copyrighted and exposed for sale, before any part of it was

reproduced by any newspaper in the United States or Europe,
in order to obtain the full protection of this account in any
form." It reminded its contemporaries that the "penalties for
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violation of this form of copyright include imprisonment for any
person aiding or abetting such violation." It also copyrighted it

as a newspaper article. But this sort of thing only assured pro-
tection of the article's literary form.

After a number of instances of pilfering, A. P. had evidence

collected to show that I. N. S. was stealing news in the following

ways:

"First, by bribing employees of newspapers published by com-

plainant's members to furnish Associated Press news to defendant
before publication, for transmission by telegraph and telephone to

defendant's clients for publication by them; Second, by inducing
Associated Press members to violate its by-laws and permit de-

fendant to obtain news before publication; and Third, by copying
news from bulletin boards and from early editions of complainant's
newspapers and selling this, either bodily or after rewriting it, to

defendant's customers."

Since disciplining members accomplished little, A. P. early in

1917 took the matter before the federal courts. The District

Court granted a preliminary injunction under the first two

charges but refused one on the third count. A. P. appealed the

matter of pirating bulletin boards and early editions, therefore,

to the Supreme Court. When thus appealed, the case turned

upon these questions:

"1. Whether there is any property in news; 2. Whether, if

there be property in news collected for the purpose of being pub-
lished, it survives the instant of its publication in the first news-

paper to which it is communicated by the news-gatherer; and 3.

Whether defendant's admitted course of conduct in appropriating
for commercial use matter taken from bulletins or early editions of

Associated Press publications constitutes unfair competition in

trade."

Upon the first question, the court (248 U. S. 215) decided in

1918 that "the news element the information respecting cur-

rent events contained in the literary production is not the

creation of the writer, but is ... the history of the day." It

then asserted, "We need spend no time, however, upon the

general question of property in news matter at common law, or

the application of the copyright act, since it seems to us the case

must turn upon the question of unfair competition in business."

This also disposed of the second question. The court then

concluded,
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"Stripped of all disguises, the process amounts to an unauthor-

ized interference with the normal operation of the complainant's

legitimate business precisely at the point where the profit is to be

reaped, in order to divert a material portion of the profit from those

who have earned it to those who have not; with special advantage
to defendant in the competition because of the fact that it is not

burdened with any part of the expense of gathering the news. The
transaction speaks for itself, and a court of equity ought not to

hesitate long in characterizing it as unfair competition in business."

Thus, while not recognizing an actual property right in news, the

court decided that a "quasi-property" right existed to be pro-

tected on the equitable basis of unfair competition. Cross

charges brought by I. N. S. that A. P. was guilty of similar

practices were not sustained.

A. P. soon had its joy in this victory cooled. The decision

mitigated somewhat but did not eliminate the association's dif-

ficulties with news lifting. All Hearst papers took I. N. S.

service, but they did not all have A. P. memberships. This made
the local news gathered by each Hearst paper available to all

even though A. P. claimed exclusive rights to it. The conflict

continued and took many forms, some of which have been men-

tioned elsewhere. A. P. finally resolved, according to its 1927

annual report, that Hearst member papers "cause an ever-

recurring evasion and nullification of the obligations, each of

the other, of members of this mutual organization and must be

regarded as highly prejudicial to the interests and welfare of

The Associated Press and its members." While this looked like

a preliminary to a break, possibly the expulsion of Hearst mem-
bers, compromises resulted. Hearst was accumulating too many
memberships and, with the issuance of additional bonds, too

many votes the largest number in any one man's hands to be

forced out of the association.

Radio broadcasting, as it developed, produced even more

trying problems in connection with the protection of news in-

formation than resulted from competition within the newspaper
industry.

Radio and Newsgathering

Newspapers first made serious use of wireless telegraphy in

the newsgathering field as a competitor to the cable in trans-

atlantic communications. On Monday, March 30, 1903, the

London Times printed at the head of its foreign news two dis-
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patches of about 200 words from its New York correspondent,

marked "By Marconigraph." The stories inaugurated "the

daily transmission of news by the wireless system between

Europe and America on a contract basis." ST The station at

Cape Cod, Massachusetts, from which these messages were sent,

was not powerful enough for this traffic, however, and became

more useful for marine sendee. The Xew York Times on Octo-

ber 17, 1907, received the initial message over a more satisfactory

circuit between Clifden, Ireland, and Glace Bay, Nova Scotia.

The Marconi Telegraph Company of America, a branch of the

British Marconi Company, operated this sendee except for a

break in 1909-10 due to a station fire until the U. S. Navy
took over its supervision during the World War.

From the chaotic state of transoceanic communications imme-

diately after the war emerged two new private organizations to

handle news dispatches, Radio Corporation of America and the

American Publishers' Committee on Cable and Radio Com-

munications, consisting of leading publishers and press associa-

tion representatives of the United States and Canada. R. C. A.,

incorporated in 1919, acquired the Marconi business and prop-

erty in this country and by March, 1920, started commercial

sendee between New York and London. By the next year, its

circuits extended to Norway, Germany, France, and, through

Hawaii, Japan. Until 1922, The Xew York Times, Xew York

American, Philadelphia Public Ledger, and Chicago Tribune re-

ceived news direct from governmental stations at Lyons and

Bordeaux, France, and Nauen, Germany, over their own receiv-

ing sets, but in that year R. C. A. took over control of such

transatlantic communications. The Publishers' Committee,

formed early in 1920, got around the privileges granted R. C, A.

by setting up in 1922 its own radio stations at Halifax, Nova

Scotia, and starting transmission with stations in England

through an agreement with the British Post Office. Within a
*

short time, it had similar arrangements with stations in France

and Italy. "These Halifax stations/' according to D. K. de-

Neuf, superintendent of operations for Press Wireless, Inc., in a

manuscript account in 1936, "continue to handle a large part

of the trans-Atlantic press."

In order to improve its foreign service, to relay messages by
radio from Halifax, and to engage in domestic transmission, the
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Publishers' Committee after considerable agitation secured forty

frequencies in 1928 from the Federal Radio Commission for

the use of "the American press." Since the commission speci-

fied that a public sendee corporation should operate over these

frequencies, Press Wireless, Inc., came into existence on July 5,

1929, to act as trustee of the channels and to operate a com-

munications service over them. Seven newspapers, the Boston

Christian Science Monitor, Chicago Daily News, Chicago Trib-

une, New York Herald Tribune, New York Times, Los Angeles

Times, and San Francisco Chronicle, held the common stock of

the corporation. Pointing to a gross business of $374,579 and

a net profit of only $12,672 in 1935, deNeuf points out that

the "primary purpose of the Company is not profit, but to be a

service organization for the distribution exclusively of public

intelligence of both domestic and foreign origin." The organiza-

tion established circuits to Paris, London, Halifax, Mexico City,

Havana, and Honolulu, and later to Rome, Buenos Aires, Shang-

hai, Tokio, Manila, Vienna, Madrid, Amsterdam, Capetown,

114 ships, 157 cities and towns in the United States and Canada,

and thirty-eight minor points abroad. By 1936, Press Wireless

owned and operated stations at Little Neck and Hicksville, New

York, and at Chicago, San Francisco, and Honolulu, leased three

short-wave stations at Paris and one long-wave transmitter at

Pontoise from the French government, and was affiliated with

stations at Havana and Halifax, the latter the ones started in

1922. Using telegraph code transmitters wholly until 1936, that

year it received a license for and completed a high-power tele-

phone transmitter. Late in 1936, it also placed in operation a

facsimile transmitting system. Its acquisitions of licenses

brought Press Wireless's station call letters to a total of seventy

and its frequencies to seventy-two by 1936. The gradual speeding

of the rate of transmission of code messages to more than 100

words a minute, handled automatically, overcame most of the

lack of secrecy incident to the medium. As a result of these im-

provements. Press Wireless in 1935 handled a total of some

25,000,000 "paid words" for the press, sixty-five per cent, of

them for its seven shareholders.

The Hearst interests, not represented in the ownership of

Press Wireless, in 1931 organized the American Radio News Cor-

poration for similar purposes.
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Press-radio relations in broadcasting brought more serious

problems to the newspaper industry. When Lee De Forest in

1916 made an amateur broadcast from a station at Highbridge,
New York, of bulletins of Wilson-Hughes election results, few

if none guessed the struggle which would rage for several decades

around such practices. As broadcasting began to develop after

the war, newspapers visualized it merely as a novelty which they

might pamper for its news interest or as a new newspaper pro-

motion medium, similar to but more extensive than the bulletin

board. The Detroit News* for example, soon after it became the

first newspaper to install a broadcasting station, '"conceived the

idea of using this new "miracle
7

to sell papers.
" ^ Its station,

WWJ, went on the air August 20, 1920, and it immediately in-

augurated a household feature,
li

Tonight's Dinner," to interest

women in articles and advertisements in the Xe&s; on August 31,

too, it announced returns from a Michigan state primary, "the

beginning of radio-phone broadcasting by the press as a public

service."
39 Before Westinghouse's KDKA the first station of

the sort the public knows today made its maiden broadcast

with bulletins of the Harding-Cox election on November 2, 1920,

WWJ had also announced the results of the year's "world

series" baseball games. Another newspaper station, The Kansas

City Star's WDAF, dating from 1921, became an integral part

of its newspaper operations. "We have always operated our

radio station," asserts Roy A. Roberts,
40
managing editor of the

Star, "as a distinct part of the paper, not as a separate entity.

Our radio goes to our advertising department on advertising

matters and to our editorial department for guidance and con-

trol on the editorial and policy side. . . . We have a combination

radio and black and white rate."

The use of its news over radio stations soon raised the ire of

A. P. On February 20, 1922, the association sent a wire to

all its members which cautioned them against broadcasting news

"by radio telephone or telegraph" or permitting it to be used

thus. The order applied, of course, to the news of member papers

as well as to A. P. dispatches. A suggestion also influenced

Westinghouse-Radio Corporation, currently the largest broad-

casting agency in the country, to discontinue at the same time

its news "flashes." The fight over property rights in news thus

broke out on a new front. But, as Roberts 41 of the Star remarks,
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"We felt . . . sure that the effort to keep news off radio stations

would not succeed."

The A. P. admonition of February 20, 1922, merely a re-

statement of its by-laws with regard to the use of its news,

settled nothing. On the one hand, the agency had to face the

power of member newspapers who owned or used stations, the

possibility that its competitors might furnish a bulletin service

to such stations, and the competition of stations affiliated with

U. P. or 1. 1ST. S. newspapers. On the other, it had to weigh the

demands of other members for the protection of their rights in

the reports for which they helped to pay. All of these factors, in

modifying degrees, figured in the compromises adopted by A. P.

The A. P. management tried a concession in 1924. It re-

luctantly announced that it would not consider the broadcasting
of baseball scores a violation of its by-laws. The Chicago Tribune

in October then advertised that it planned to broadcast the

results of the Coolidge-Davis-LaFollette election. A. P. again
cautioned its members, but, as a trade journalist

42
reported,

"
Through the enterprise of American newspapers, more than

10,000,000 radio fans, according to estimate, received election

returns Tuesday night via the air." The Tribune and nearly
a dozen other potent sheets, among A. P, members, had re-

volted. Of these, only the Portland Oregonian confessed to ap-

propriating its A. P. reports for the purpose. The rest told the

A. P. Board of "other sources.
3 ' The Oregonian drew a $100

fine for its lack of an alibi, and then the board held the balance

of the matter over for the membership to thrash out at its annual

meeting. The members duly recognized at their 1925 convention
the expedience of authorizing the board "to adopt the necessary
rules and regulations" to permit radio use of A. P. news of

"transcendent national or international importance" and
"which cannot by its very nature be exclusive," under "ade-

quate safeguards" and with "proper credit." 4S
They also de-

cided to forget the sins of their brethren except in the case of

the Oregonian. Perhaps W. R. Hearst's recent announcement
that he planned to "blanket the nation with four broadcasting
stations in as many cities at a cost of $1,000,000

"
also influenced

A. P. members. Hearst 44 said he sought to bring "inexpensive
information and entertainment to every man, woman and child

in this country who care to avail themselves of it."
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Fundamentally, publishers feared more than anything else

the probable inroads of radio upon the newspaper share of ad-

vertising appropriations, mentioned in Chapter X. The Ameri-

can Newspaper Publishers' Association 45 went so far at its

1925 meeting as to decide that
*

"direct advertising by radio is

likely to destroy the entertainment and educational value of

broadcasting and result in the loss of the good-will of the public"
and to resolve "That members of the A. X. P. A. refuse to

publish free publicity concerning programs consisting of direct

advertising." The radio stations, although they probably ap-

preciated the constructive spirit of reform prompting this action,

did just what any other group of business organizations would

have done under similar circumstances. And when newspapers
had to run full radio programs plus other publicity because of

local competitive conditions or their own relations with radio,

they did, A. N. P. A. and the "good" of broadcasting to the

contrary notwithstanding.
A. P. made its 1925 decision a part of its by-laws at its 1926

meeting. It ruled that "the broadcasting of such news as may
be authorized in accordance with the resolution adopted by the

members at the annual meeting of 1925, does not constitute a

violation of the by-laws." With restrictions relaxed by the

board, A. P. joined I. N. S. and U. P. in supplying the National

Broadcasting Company with news bulletins and returns by
states of the 1928 contest between Hoover and Smith. Individual

newspapers and chains also made arrangements with local sta-

tions in return for publicity. But this policy, as might have been

expected, led to new controversies.

Testimony on the influence of detailed broadcasts of such

events as fights upon newspaper circulation is contradictory.

When only bulletins of the Schmeling-Uzcudun fight were

broadcast on June 27, 1929, Norman Hoover, circulation manager
of the New York World, claimed a rise of 180,000 the next morn-

ing over his usual Friday sales. The similar treatment of the

Sharkey-Loughran fight that September 25 brought alleged gains

ranging from a few thousands to 100,000 in the case of the New
York Daily News. The circulation manager of the latter paper,

J. S. Sullivan,
46

however, declared, "I have always contended

that we sell just as many papers whether the fights are broad-

cast or not." Publishers gradually, but grudgingly for the most
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part, accepted play-by-play radio descriptions of sports events,

political conventions, and the like as the eventuality and tried to

make the best of it.

For radio stations to invade the sacred precincts of the press

to the extent of getting day-by-day bulletins of news in advance

of publication, they finally had to develop independent news-

gathering organizations. KMPC of Beverly Hills, California,

owned by the MacMillan Petroleum Corporation, went on the

air December 22, 1930, with thrice-daily broadcasts of news inde-

pendently gathered. This constituted, it was said, the "first

genuine attempt upon the part of a radio station to report on a

scheduled, day-to-day basis, utilizing its own news-gathering
forces.

33 4T KMPC had established Radio News Service of Amer-

ica with out-of-town correspondents and a staff of ten "covering
all regular news beats in Los Angeles in friendly competition with

metropolitan newspaper staffs.
33 More pretentious competitors

to press newsgatherers arrived in 1933-34.

A. P. maintained the general position it adopted in 1925-26

until 1929, and then the board gradually relaxed it to keep

radio-owning members from patronizing competitors for radio

news. With radio striding into power, however, A. P. members
fretted more than usual at their 1932 convention. Realizing that

they needed extensive cooperation from newspapers to check

radio's encroachments, they turned to the American Newspaper
Publishers

3

Association for aid. EHsha Hanson, A. N. P. A.

attorney, nevertheless, informed his employer "that it could not

enter any cooperative plan with other organizations to curtail

radio use of news without violating the statutes relating to con-

spiracy in restraint of trade.
33

After lengthy discussions, there-

fore, A. P. members merely got assurances that the directors

"will make every attempt to curtail broadcasting of A. P. news,
but that adoption of any resolution would put the association

back where it was three years ago.
33

They were reminded that

"some members with radio stations were forced to buy the

services of competitive organizations to obtain news for use on
their broadcasting units.

33 48

Press-radio relations at the time of the Roosevelt-Hoover
vote in 1932 made A, P. members demand a more careful defini-

tion of policy. Under "what appeared to be a last-minute ar-

rangement/
3 A. P. gave election returns to the two big radio
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systems, Columbia and National. A teletypewriter message to

members explained that
"
another press association" was said to

have offered the news to the radio chains at the rate of 81,000.

To have permitted this "would have been subsidizing a com-

petitor.'
3 49 Kent Cooper, general manager, in a public statement,

spoke of the discretionary powers granted the board at the 1925

meeting. Perhaps the unexpected change in policy on this event

aided in keeping U. P. and I. N. S. off the air. Only Hearst

Newspapers Service divided A. P.'s "honors" and supplied re-

turns to Columbia.

E. H. Harris of the Richmond (Indiana) Palladium and Item,

chairman of the A. N. P. A. radio committee, immediately an-

nounced the appointment of a nation-wide committee to co-

operate with his group in working out a satisfactory press-radio

policy. This Publishers' National Radio Committee promptly

got together an eight-point statement of the case, secured its

approval by the A. P. and A. N. P. A. boards on December 5

and 6, and then took the matter to the annual A. P. and A. N.

P. A. meetings in April for action. A questionnaire, answered

by 1,103 of the 1,197 A. P. members, also indicated sentiment.

This poll revealed that: 264 did and 768 did not favor giving

brief bulletins of "E. 0. S.
3 '

or "extraordinary service" news to

radio chains; 696 did and 306 did not "favor denial of any

Associated Press news whatever for broadcasting by chains

regardless of the course adopted by other news-gathering agen-

cies"; 433 did and 577 did not "favor permitting broadcasting

by members"; 604 did and 271 did not "favor making an addi-

tional assessment on members using Associated Press reports for

broadcasting
35

;
516 did and 435 did not "favor denying members

permission to broadcast any news belonging to the Associated

Press, whether wire or local
3

'; 650 did and 273 did not "'favor

requesting the board of directors, using its best judgment, to

decide on the right course to be pursued, unhampered by the

1925 resolution"; 223 did and 826 did not do any newrs broad-

casting; and 345 did and 720 did not "subscribe to any competing

news service." Of the 223 broadcasting news, ninety did not

subscribe to a competing service.
50

Compromising these mandates, A. P. bowed mostly to the

opponents of cooperation with broadcasters at its 1933 meeting.

It resolved to bar the giving or selling of its reports to radio
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chains; to limit members to "brief bulletins covering events of

major local, national or international importance" and to the

use of an individual local station; and for the board to set broad-

cast hours for morning and evening members, establish a sched-

ule of additional assessments for the privilege, "take all steps

necessary to protect the news report of the Associated Press from

pilfering or such other illegal use by radio news commentators

or others," and "define the meaning of 'brief bulletins.'
" 51

J. G.

Stahlman,
52

publisher of the Nashville (Tennessee) Banner and

president of the Southern Newspaper Publishers' Association, in

presenting these resolutions, claimed that the "brief bulletins"

might deter newsgathering activities by radio chains. "Both the

National Broadcasting Company and Columbia," he asserted,

"have their own teletype systems, and are ready ... to cover

news by themselves." At the same time, the managers of U. P.

and I. N. S. announced similar policies. At its meeting that

April, A. N. P. A. again condemned the free insertion of radio

programs "nothing more nor less than advertising" and ap-

proved recommendations of its radio committee looking to the

limitation of news broadcasts and the protection of news property

rights, also similar to A. P/s resolutions. With Hanson's warning
in mind about mayhap having their actions interpreted as a

conspiracy in restraint of trade, Harris hastened to point out

that the association's recommendations merely advised and did

not bind members.

The newspaper associations and agencies apparently did not

realize that the radio industry differed somewhat from state or

national governmental agencies. "From the New York stations,
at any rate," reported Editor & Publisher,

53 "the news broad-

casts were plainly as voluminous and complete as usual." Even
the offensive "patter of news commentators was unchanged for

the most part." Lowell Thomas,
54 one of the patterers, admitted

that "we had to get busy and spend a little money and go out
and get things on our own. It's probably improved our pro-
grams." Columbia Broadcasting System, too, shortly organized
Columbia News Service, Inc., a move which oddly enough
publishers apparently did not expect.
With Columbia News Service to stop, Harris called a con-

ference at New York on December 11-12, 1933, between mem-
bers of the Advisory Committee of his National Publishers'
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Radio Committee and representatives of A. P., U. P., I. N. S.,

Universal Service, Scripps-Howard Newspapers, Columbia

Broadcasting System, National Broadcasting Company, and

A. N. P. A. This resulted in another "solution," "The Press-

Radio Plan." This "Plan/
7

upon formal approval by the wire

agencies and C. B.S. and N. B. C., placed in operation on

March 1, 1934, the Press-Radio Bureau of the Publishers' Na-

tional Radio Committee at New York, soon supplemented by a

Pacific Coast Division at Los Angeles. With assurance that

C. B. S. and N. B. C. would withdraw from newsgathering, the

press agencies had promised to "give their complete reports to

the bureau to be used in the preparation of the bureau's two daily

reports and special bulletins.
33 An official mimeographed bulletin

summarized other pertinent points in the agreement thus:

"The newspapers agreed to furnish two daily news-periods of

five minutes each to any radio station in the United States at the

cost of transmission plus a proportionate share of the cost of main-

taining a bureau or clearing house of news for the air. . . .

"
It was agreed that the morning news report would not be broad-

cast earlier than 9:30 A.M., local station time and that the evening
news report would not be broadcast earlier than 9:00 o'clock local

station time. The special bulletins on transcendent or extraordinary
news were to be released for immediate broadcast.

"It was agreed that these news reports were not to be used for

commercial advertising or sponsorship. The commentators who
had been giving news over the air were to be restricted to general

background information and comment on news of the day."

Later modifications included a slight adjustment in the broadcast

deadline and the issuance of "many more bulletins than the

original committee contemplated." Inteipreting "transcendent

or extraordinary" quite broadly, the bureau issued forty-four

bulletins on the "Morro Castle" disaster and 252 on the 1934

election.

This agreement, workable as it looked on paper, had a serious

flaw. Its promoters made the service available to stations outside

the N. B. C. and C. B. S. networks, but many independents had

other ideas. They wanted more frequent newscasts and advertis-

ing sponsorship. On March 1, 1934, therefore, the day the

Press-Radio Bureau was born, Radio News Service of America ex-

panded, and Transradio Press Service and the American News-

casting Association jumped in to contest the field. Each furnished
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stations with, material for four or more regular 15-minute news-

casts a day plus
"
flashes" of unusual developments, and none

objected to advertising sponsorship. To strengthen their reports,

Transradio on April 23 secured the foreign service of Agence

Havas, as did R. N. A. the next month, said to include 12,000

cablese words daily. A. N. A. got Reuter's reports, and Trans-

radio changed to Reuter's on January 5, 1935. A fifth entrant, the

American Broadcasters' News Association, a profit-sharing

agency, arrived in May, 1935. Of the lot, Transradio nettled the

press news agencies most.

Transradio began its lusty growth with a few more than

twenty stations as customers. In August, 1934, it added a sub-

sidiary Radio News Association, Inc. through which to dis-

tribute news to subscribers by short wave and concluded an

agreement with WLS of Chicago which consolidated that sta-

tion's middle-western newsgathering corps with its own. By
December, Transradio's president, Herbert Moore, claimed 150

subscribers, and by July, 1936, more than 260. Among these,

Transradio had newspaper clients dating from the enlistment of

the AtJiens (Georgia) Times in June, 1935.

The rapid expansion of Transradio brought forth verbal at-

tacks from newspaper spokesmen whose chief point bore a close

resemblance to the chief criticism of the daily newspaper. Editor

&* Publisher stated it editorially on January 5, 1935; it asserted

that Mr. Moore in a description of his service "did not go into

the fact that sponsored material, including political discussions,
is naturally edited by the sponsors. If the people are solidly
behind radio as a news medium, it only means that the people do
not realize the kind of 'Frankenstein they are backing." Of what
does such "editing" or "censoring" by sponsors or advertisers

consist? While advertisers seldom demand or even suggest a
news or editorial modification to a newspaper, they rarely have
occasion for remorse because of their reticence. Editor & Pub-
listier and other spokesmen for the industry merely forgot, in

making a case, that radio newswriters could also learn to extend

courtesies, "to do the right thing." Another criticism had sim-
ilar qualities. Editor & Publisher pointed out "that radio is a

government-licensed medium and that in case of war, or any other
vast crisis, when the people might be most in need of a free

press, radio could be suppressed like the blowing out of a Christ-
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mas tree candle." Some would compare the monopolistic privi-

leges and big-business affiliations of the daily newspaper industry
with the government licenses for radio stations. The press, in

addition, has not been notably "free" during our wars, and the

statement about "any other vast crisis
"

raises the significant

point: "Free" for whom?
Press-Radio Bureau, meanwhile, did not fare so well. It started

with 125 subscribers and had 160 by May, 1934, the same num-
ber it claimed at the end of its first year. March 1, 1935. Its

Pacific Coast Division, on the other hand, started with forty-

eight, had sixty-five in September, 1934, claimed eighty-five at

the end of February, 1935, and then announced discontinuance

of its service to forty-five stations on August L 1935, apparently
a failure. Competition had driven Press-Radio to issue 4,670

special bulletins during its first year, divided thus: 2,300 on the

Hauptmann (Lindbergh baby kidnapping) trial, 252 on the

November elections, 132 on the baseball
" world series/' and but

twelve on the U. S. Supreme Court "gold case" decision.

Before the end of Press-Radio's first year, a decision by Fed-

eral District Judge J. C. Bowen of Seattle placed press property

rights in news in a disturbing light. The Bellingham Publishing

Company as owner of the Bellingham (Washington) Herald and

in the name of A. P. had secured in October. 1934, a temporary
order restraining station KYOS of Bellingham from using news

published in the Herald, Seattle Times, and Seattle Post-Intelli-

gencer. On December 18, Bowen
55 dissolved this order. He held

"that when . . . news . . . has been printed in a regular issue

of complainant's member newspapers . . . such news reports

from that moment belong to the public, including the defendant

and aU others who may desire to use them except for sale by a

rival news agency to its news publishing customers." He main-

tained "that the mere fact that the defendant disseminates

gratuitously those news reports as a part of its radio service

. . . does not involve the pirating by one news gathering and

distributing agency of news reports of another such agency, as

in the case of the Associated Press versus the Internationa! News
Service." Bowen had in mind Justice Pitney's statement in the

A. P. v. L N. S. decision (248 U. S. 215) of the U. S. Supreme
Court in 1918 that "It is not to be supposed that the framers of

the Constitution . . . intended to confer upon one who might
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happen to be tlie first to report a historic event the exclusive

right for any period to spread the knowledge of it." Bowen did

not find evidence to sustain the restraining order upon the basis

of unfair competition in trade, the question judged by the

Supreme Court.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals at San Francisco on

December 16, 1935, disagreed. In issuing an injunction against

KVOS, it held that the public "has an interest in protecting the

business of news gathering and disseminating agencies against

the impairment of their efficiency by the inevitable reduction of

their business income through the misappropriating of news

prior to the expiration of the time during which the Supreme
Court has held there exists in it a

'

quasi property' interest." 56

In its decision on the case a year later, on December 14, 1936,

the II. S. Supreme Court did not rule on whether or not A. P.

has a proprietary interest after publication in the information it

gathers. It pointed out merely that A. P. had failed to prove the

prospective damages of $3,000 necessary to establish the case

within the jurisdiction of the federal courts. In reply to a claim

that the news activities of KVOS "imperilled and jeopardized"

payments of $8,000 a month from newspapers in the territory,

the court 67
decided,

"This deposition must be read in connection with the statement
in the bill that the respondent (AP) makes no profit from furnishing
news to its members but equitably divides the expense amongst
them. The association cannot therefore lose the $8,000 in question."

With Transradio and the Bowen decision to fret them, leaders

of the Publishers' National Radio Committee met at New York
on April 5, 1935, and decided to renew the Press-Radio Agree-
ment with marked concessions. The A. N. P. A. radio commit-
tee 58

still stuck to the point that "to sell the news to radio

advertisers for sponsorship over the air ... would permit the
advertiser to censor and edit the news to suit not only his own
advertising program but also his prejudices on social, economic,
religious and political questions, and thus news would degenerate
into propaganda for the advertiser." The new agreement, never-

theless, permitted U. P. and I. N. S. to reserve "the right, when
and if, in their opinion, it should become necessary, to sell a news
service to advertisers or radio stations for broadcasting purposes
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under such restrictions as they shall impose to preserve the pu
of the news."

Within a month of this decision, with twenty-seven newspa]
affiliated stations buying Transradio news, U. P. and I. ^
found that the necessity for selling news to radio stations exisl

The "conflict for supremacy in the radio news field, long smc

dering behind the camouflage of the Press-Radio Bureau, reac

the knock-down-and-drag-out stage/' A. P. had "the role of

innocent bystander."
59 All that it could do was to advise t

"A. P. members owning radio stations may meet their comp
tion, where necessary, by making up newscasts from the A
wire" but that "No commercialization is permitted."

60 U,

and I. N. S. immediately began to furnish material for four re

lar 15-minute newscasts and for special bulletins as the occas

arose, with or without and usually with commercial sponsors]

The Pacific Coast Press-Radio Bureau, as noted above, fol

up on August 1, a victim of the struggle. By November 1, U
had fifty radio subscribers, and I. N. S., sixty-nine. On July

1936, with seventy-five customers, U. P. inaugurated a tdetj

writer circuit on an 18-hour basis to twenty of them in ordei

obviate preparing the special radio bulletins in so many sepai

places.

The statements and activities of representatives of the ne

paper industry in meeting radio newsgathering and newscasl

competition finally inspired Transradio in May, 1935, to fi]

suit seeking $1,170,000 damages from all the principals to

Press-Radio agreement. The defendants included A. P., U.

I. N. S., A. N. P. A., N. B. C., C. B. S., and the 1,400 daily ne

paper members of A. P. and A. N. P. A. Transradio's petitioi

the U. S. District Court for the southern district of New Y
asked "that the combination, conspiracy, agreement and ac

ities of defendants described in this petition be declared to c

stitute a conspiracy in restraint of interstate commerce" anc

such be permanently restrained. After citing alleged spe<

instances, the petition stated that the acts were "for the purj

and had the tendency and effect of disturbing and harassing

subscribers" to Transradio, "raising doubts ... of the d
acter and authenticity of the news" and "causing great dam

to the reputation, business and commerce" of the agei

"Behind tie barrage of self-righteous propaganda" of the pi
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Transradio asserted, "one finds the impelling motive of the con-

spirators, namely, to stifle, destroy and hamper the growth of

competition."
61

"This case/' Editor &" Publisher, true to form, warned its

readers on May 25, "should be tried in the courts and well aired

in the press." The "government-licensed" radio, it said, "is in

no position, for primary political reasons and because of physical

limitations, to do the newspaper job. The news business is not

alone a business for profit." Both sides settled down for a long
and probably significant legal battle.

Failing to dominate newscasting with their Press-Radio Bu-

reau, daily newspapers turned to other expedients. The California

Newspaper Publishers' Association,
62

enemy of governmental

tampering with the "free press," resolved "that by Federal en-

actment a start be made to return to the people the air channels

now used by commercial interests, similar to the plan now in

effect in England." The Inland Daily Press Association,
63 dom-

inated by small dailies, resolved "that the Federal Communica-
tions Commission be requested to protect the listeners on all news

broadcasts and preserve the true news value by requiring all

subject matter under the title of news to be broadcast only as

unsponsored editorial service from the station itself to its listen-

ers in the 'Public Interest, Convenience, and Necessity.'
"

In

order to placate its newscasting members, A. P/s board decided

in January, 1936, that it would not assess them for broadcasting
their own local news but that the extra charge for wire news
would continue. In spite of its harassments and with the approval
of N. B. C. and C. B. S., the Publishers' National Radio Com-
mittee then decided to continue the Press-Radio Bureau.

New inventions, such as micro-wave and facsimile transmit-

ters, may alter the situation even more. Transradio covered the

Baer-Louis fight and the 1935 "world series" baseball games
over a micro-wave "station" in the hands of a reporter in an

ordinary spectator's seat. With wave lengths ranging from
several inches to ten meters, such transmitters are serviceable

for relaying eye-witness reports and spot "sound effects" as

much as four miles to a broadcasting station. N. B. C. announced
in February, 1936, a unit weighing less than a pound motivated

by a three-pound battery. The immediacy and intimacy thus

made possible suggests amazing eventualities. Facsimile trans-
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milters, on the other hand, offer two striking possibilities.

R. C. A. in 1935 announced a relatively inexpensive radio re-

ceiver that printed 36-page newspapers of quarter-page size in

private homes. With a probable rental of SS a month, several

times the cost of thirteen ordinary newspapers a week, exploita-

tion of the mechanism awaits further cheapening or a more feas-

ible basis than rental at that rate. Another use of facsimile

transmitters, the sending of full pages to newspaper plants, sug-

gests more immediate and alarming developments. Such an

arrangement may give the United States its first national daily.

And then television is "just around the corner.
n

The manner in which industrial practices adjusted in the strug-

gle between press and radio resembles instances described else-

where. The intrenched industry, instead of working out a rational

solution based upon an objective survey of the facts, adopted a

series of apparently expedient modifications in its policies as

conditions forced decisions. While a government-controlled radio

might form a useful check upon a business-controlled press, a

press-controlled radio as Chapter X indicates appears the

more likely.

Labor Differences

Before the teletypewriter eliminated them, telegraphers sporad-

ically worried newsgathering associations with the typical de-

mands of organized workers. In view of the labor policies of the

industry served, however, the labor relations of wire agencies

did not noticeably influence the character of their news reports.

The National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933-35 ushered in

more annoying problems for the news associations and particu-

larly for A. P. Activities of the A. P. unit of the Newspaper Guild

of New York City, a branch of the American Newspaper Guild,

newswriters' union, became a focal point in this situation.

Chapter XVII discusses this matter in connection with the gen-

eral Guild movement,

World News in the Dailies

"However much New York may deserve the gibes of editors

because of its 'provincialism/
"
wrote an industrial spokesman

64

in 1907, "it is not fair to withhold thanks to the New York news-

paper men for the daily big story which furnishes copy for a
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thousand editors outside of New York." This big daily story

usually "must be forced, dug up and shaped with brain killing

energy." As every daily in the land gradually availed itself of the

reader-interest devices developed in the metropolitan centers,

the wire services used more and more of the highly dramatized

yarns created in the high-pressure competition of New York and

several other cities. These and the staple fare from Washington,
which became continually more significant or exciting to the

average American, came to furnish a large share of the nation's

headlines.

Several surveys illustrate some striking aspects of modern

agency newsgathering:
Of 17,323 items handled by A. P. on November 10-16, 1929,

bearing the date lines of 1,850 (1,678 domestic and 172 foreign)

communities, 4,042 or one-fourth originated in seventeen cities,

and one-twentieth (785), in New York City alone. Other leading
sources included Washington (605 items), Chicago (396), and

Los Angeles (350) ,

65

The treatment of the Lindbergh baby kidnapping in the papers
of March 2, 1932, the day after the event, indicates the manner
in which the press of the nation flocks to capitalize upon a "big"

story. Twenty-eight of the thirty-two morning papers received

at Sterling Memorial Library, Yale University, were printed late

enough to carry at least the first bulletins regarding the crime.

Of these, six published more than eighty column inches (roughly
four columns or one-half of a page) of Lindbergh material on their

front pages alone, and The Kansas City (Missouri) Times, 100.9.

These figures include headlines. The stories in the twenty-eight,
credited to A. P., Universal Service, U. P., New York Times

Service, Chicago Tribune Service, special correspondents, and
local staffs, originated at eighteen places. Of such material and
items drawn from its ample morgue, The Des Moines Register
had gotten together 353.3 column inches (more than two full

pages) of copy, and seven others published a page or more. The

evening papers, of which Yale received thirteen, had more time

in which to collect rumors and develop "human interest angles."
Of these, The Detroit News filled all but one-tenth of its front page,
and the New York Evening Post, about two and one-half pages in

all the two "leaders" in these respects with the new outburst

of the Lindbergh saga. The items in all thirteen originated at
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no less than thirty-one places, ranging from Cannes, France, to

Mexico City, London, and Shanghai, China.66
j.

A random sampling of A. P. papers in 1936 on the occasion of

a National Labor Relations Board hearing suggested the de-

pendance of papers throughout the country upon wired reports
for lead stories. A paper at Dayton, Ohio, carried nineteen items

and one photograph credited to A. P. on its front page; one at

Portland, Maine, eight items and one photograph; one at San

Francisco, nine items; one at Phoenix, Arizona, eleven; and one

at Memphis, Tennessee, twenty-seven. A. P. wire and mail

reports also appeared in a goodly number on inside pages.
Little wonder then that such a veteran defender of the press

as Marlen Pew had to admit that the American daily is standard-

ized in more ways than mechanically. After examining 1,386

papers for March 4, 1933, in connection with a typographical

contest, Pew 67
asserted, "Hundreds of newspapers, though pub-

lished in cities scattered from coast to coast, were as alike as so

many peas in a pod." The "news services and syndicates serve

our press magnificently, raising the standards of hundreds of

newspapers that would be dull and poor indeed without them,
but standardization of thought is deadly and deserves the criti-

cism it gets." He said he "was struck . . . with the number of

editors who wrote stereotype headlines and displayed matter,

not so much for meaning, as to comply with preconceived ideas

or standard forms." To a large extent, rather inadequate local

staffs do the necessary routine work, and the news and feature

services furnish the excitement, the circulation bait.
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CHAPTER XV

FEATURE SYNDICATES

THE
special articles, cartoons,

"
comics/' fiction, and "filler"

distributed by feature syndicates to the dailies of the

land compete with sensationalized crime reports in arous-

ing the wrath of reformers. Shrill voiced upKfters claim that

features standardize both the newspaper and the American Mind,
stunt children's and adults' sense of humor, glorify that ana-

thema of The Pure, Sex, pander to the moronic, etc. A com-

parison of early weeklies or dailies with the recent product
indicates that the old-time printer standardized his sheet about
as well with his scissors as the modern editor does with syndicate

copy. When reformers talk of a "sense of humor," one's sense of

the ridiculous is titillated. Perhaps this exploitation of Sex has
aided in cracking the Great Puritanical Tradition. And as for

pandering to the "moronic," social scientists are not too upset.
In this respect, features follow the ancient tradition of public

speakers, entertainers, advertisers, and sizable segments of our

popular educational system.

Maladjustments present in the product of feature syndicates
and in the use of such material, as in the case of other problems
found throughout the newspaper industry, cannot be so patly
stated. Once more it is well to warn of the biases created by
moralistic criteria, based as they are upon the transient mores of

a time, place, and social grouping or class, and by explaining

complex societal phenomena in terms of a specific human agency.
Editors do not emphasize features, sensationalized "news," and
sports at the expense of economically and politically significant
accounts because they have a conspiracy with publishers and
advertisers thus to control or to render innocuous the "thinking"
of The People. No conspiracy is needed. The nature of culture,
of the folkways and mores, and of the newspaper as a communica-
tions instrument assure the result without action by some specific
human agency. Each editor does what he knows or "feels'

5

to be
the right thing in a given situation. It is the right thing in terms
of popular thought patterns, craft practices, and the expedients

576
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of the industry lie serves. Circulation managers also treasure

fiction
"
serials/

7

well developed murder or divorce trials, or

"world series" for the added subscribers they bring. If an

editor's observations of the part he plays in society conflict with

his ideals, he has the choice of cynicism, "walking papers," or

quiet withdrawal to some other sort of job. But the job, filled by
an idealist who still has his illusions, a cynic, or a

"
practical man,

57

continues.

Early Practices

Property rights in material published in other papers and even

in magazines and books did not concern early daily newspaper
editors greatly. They lifted likely features with as little compunc-
tion as they did news items. The situation led Hezekiah Xiles,

editor of the widely distributed Baltimore Weekly Register, to

mark in his May 8, 1813, issue, "I have been amused at the

progress of some of my work, and counted up 27 articles written

for the Register, 'taken as their own/ by the folks of Boston and

elsewhere, and republished in Baltimore as something new!"

He granted that, "Among printers, it is usually agreed that the

maker of paragraphs has as much right to iliem, as any other

mechanic has to the produce of his labors/' but, he added, "we

see frequent squabbles among brotJiers of the type, of stealth, omis-

sions, and so forth" The "maker of paragraphs" then as now,

wanted a credit line in return for the use of his efforts. It took

more strict copyright legislation and large organizations that

could look after their property rights as well as other modifica-

tions in newspaper publication conditions to reduce the bulk of

such exchanges to a basis upon which specialized commercial

agencies could function profitably.

Early features included some similar to those still current.

J. R. Drake, later joined by F. G. Halleck as "Croaker and Co./'

wrote satirical odes for the New York Evening Post in 1819-21

that "created a great deal of amusement, and were much sought

after, largely increasing the circulation of the paper."
1 W. G.

Graham and J. G. Bennett wrote articles for the New-York En-

quirer, starting in 1827, that exposed such "barbarous
3 ' customs

of "Good Society" as duelling. One of these articles involved

Graham in a duel that cost him his life. Book reviews which

were seldom worth much from a critical standpoint helped
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to fill space, Margaret Fuller's reviews for the New-York

Tribune in 1844-46 and E. A. Foe's for the New York

Evening Mirror and other sheets at about the same time

furnish outstanding exceptions. George Ripley in the Tribune

and John Bigelow in the Evening Post from 1849 helped materi-

ally to improve this constant feature in New York and, by repro-

duction, elsewhere.

The lack of protection of foreign literature under our copyright

laws until 1891 made British books, plays, and stories cheap filler

for American newspapers. The New-York Herald on December 1 1
,

1839, published the whole of J. S. Knowles' play, "The Love-

Chase," in its regular two-cent edition along with the news.

The New World and Brother Jonathan, New York weeklies, built

large circulations by rushing late English novels from ships and

issuing them in their pages at ten and 12J cents a copy. Com-

petition from dailies eventually made such weeklies less profit-

able. Outside the larger urban areas the publication of complete

titerary works did not occur until much later. In the smaller

as in most of the larger dailies, serialization offered better returns

in circulation.

Early examples of syndication include ready-print experiments
as well as special arrangements between writers and lists of news-

papers. Chapter VIII, in discussing "near chains/' and Chapter
XI, in connection with dailies

5

country editions, describe early
trials of ready-print methods from M. Y. Beach's in 1841 and
then the development of this specialty as a business. C. A. Dana,
:ity editor of the New-York Tribune, arranged in 1848 to sell

weekly letters from Europe at $10 each to the Tribune, New-York
Commercial Advertiser, and Philadelphia North American and
United States Gazette. The New York Harbinger, published weekly
3y the Brook Farm Phalanx, and the Boston Daily Chronotype

igreed to take the articles at $5 apiece, but the Chronotype soon
bided up. On this $35 a week, as Dana 2 later recalled, "I lived

n Europe nearly eight months, saw plenty of revolutions, sup-
>orted myself there and my family in New York, and came home
>nly sixty-three dollars out for the whole trip." Writers of human
nterest letters regarding New York and Washington and of some
>ther material made similar deals with lists of papers but usually

nerely as a sideline to "penny-a-line" work for one paper or to

lews correspondence.
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Until well after the Civil War, editors either pride themselves

on their skilful use of scissors or upon the "originality" of their

columns. In commenting on the Philadelphia Evening Telegraph,

a writer 3 stated in 1871 that the paper "distinguishes itself from

its contemporaries by giving a large amount of selected matter

of high merit which its readers would not otherwise possess."

Several years later, J. C. Goldsmith,
4 who as editor of Frank

Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper had reason to know the contents

of many a daily, commented on the general
"
scissors situation"

as follows:

"Our journals, even in New York, under-estimate the value of

the scissors. It is one thing to reprint, and another thing to use

care in reprinting. I remember cutting down a column article

from the Sacramento Union into a half-stick editorial note in the

Illustrated, and within three weeks the Union innocently reprinted
the note, and gave a column of comment on it. Watterson's [Louis-

ville] Courier-Journal shows a style of reprinting that makes one

envious. The San Francisco Chronicle excels in this way. Dana
[of the New York Sun] is an adept with the scissors as well as with

the pen. . . . Bowies' wholly-written paper [the Springfield Repub-
lican] has its peer in the Courier-Journal, which is original only in

spots."

Another writer 5 went so far as to remark in 1876, "Papers which

are made up entirely of original matter are not, as a rule, very

popular. It is a very common remark of shrewd newspaper men
that they can steal better articles than they can buy." He noted

that, in a stolen article, "The good points are saved and verbiage

rejected." An editor felt obliged to print all of a bought one.

Early Syndicates

Stereotyping, the linking of collecting and folding mechanisms

to newspaper printing presses, and the subsequent increases in

advertising insertions made possible the development of such

rudimentary practices into the beginnings of the modern daily

newspaper syndicate. Through stereotyping, typeset material

could be duplicated for distribution. The collecting and folding

devices facilitated the publication of more than four pages in an

issue and thus, with the influx of paid insertions, necessitated

more editorial matter. The rise of cheap weeklies, independently

and published by large dailies, also both enlarged the market for
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feature material and created competition that dailies throughout
the country sought to meet.

Isaac Heyes of Sheffield, England, is said to have originated in

1858 the manufacture of stereotype plates at a central plant for

use in newspapers. He merely adapted to newspaper needs a

practice in vogue for thirty or more years in job printing plants

both in England and America. The National Press Association of

London took this up and promoted it into a "lucrative business."

These plates, cast in single columns, type-high, and of solid metal,

however, were quite heavy and "the cost of transportation soon

became a serious item of expense.
3 ' 6 Tillotson & Son, publishers

of a paper at Bolton, England, started syndicating fiction serials

and short stories in 1870, a service for which they established

American connections in 1884, an American office in 1889.

The ready-print syndicate, typically a weekly or semiweekly
service, evolved earlier than the daily syndicate. Weeklies had
to buy newsprint anyway, whether blank or half-printed, and

ready-print cost less than newsprint plus composition and press

charges, especially when it carried advertising. But type-high

plates ran expenses up or at least offered no savings for dailies.

Rather than buy unset feature copy, unless it had unusual time-

liness or local interest, most editors preferred to trust to their

scissors. The daily syndicate awaited a cheaper medium and the

stricter copyright laws of 1870 and 1874.

A. N. Kellogg, promoter of a highly successful ready-print

service, put his first edition "to bed" for eight customers on

August 19, 1865. For the one side of the newsprint that he

printed, he had compiled
"
'evergreen matter

3

a story and
various items of a miscellaneous nature.

3 ' At first Kellogg and his

sole employee, "equipped with scissors and paste-pot," got what
they needed from other papers. With the employment of a

regular editor in 1867, Kellogg began improving his product, and
the "business had so developed that he was able to offer reading
matter of any political complexion desired by the publisher."

7

He added another member to his editorial staff in 1871, offered

his first continued story the same year, and in 1872 started to

print illustrated articles. Kellogg called his organization a "news-

paper company," but the term "newspaper union" became a
more common label among his competitors. "By 1875 a total of

1,800, or nearly a third of all the country weeklies in the United
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States, were using syndicate service in the form of printed sheets
and of this number the American Newspaper Union claimed to

be supplying 1,100."
8

Thus started, the "newspaper unions" now found another
method of syndicating feature and other material, the thin stereo-

type plate. Invented by B. B. BlackweU at New York in August,
1871, the thin metal plate could be locked for printing to a stand-
ard block. This decreased shipping charges and placed ready-set
in competition with handset. Blackwell made plates for the

country press for several months, and then was followed by M. J.

Hughes who used a plate of his own invention. Damon & Peets,
S. P. Rounds, A. N. Kellogg, and others soon entered the field.

When Damon & Peets warned its competitors and the publishers
in July, 1875, against infringing upon its patent rights, Hughes
worked out a reversible plate with ready-set relief on each side.

Kellogg improved the fastenings for plates to blocks and intro-

duced a celluloid plate which brought handling costs down to a
new minimum.

In announcing his first plate service in the American News-

paper Reporter and Printers Gazette in 1875, Kellogg stated,

"Parties can order a certain number of columns of Story Depart-
ment, or Miscellany, or Agricultural, or Children's Reading, as may
suit their own tastes.

"By giving me carte blanche in the selection of matter of the

various classes, you will get the reading fresher than if I send out a

proof sheet and await the customer's instructions before filling

orders. , . .

"
Special care will be taken, by a complete record, to avoid sending

any matter which would interfere with, or duplicate, that furnished
to other parties in the vicinity."

And as Kellogg is quoted as instructing his staff,
"
Spare no pains

or expense to get the best and freshest of news and literary

matter," Improved to meet the strong competition in the field,

plate matter became useful not only to the weeklies but the

dailies. Critics "called it 'boiler plate' with the same derogatory

imputation as that conveyed by the term
'

patent insides/ and

editors who filled up their papers with plate matter cut to fill

their needs were said to 'edit their papers with a saw/ " 9

Through this new medium, syndicates furnished papers mate-

rial similar to that noted before the Civil War in individual
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sheets. The American Printers' Warehouse, to illustrate, offered

as a serial
"
Wooing in the Alps, or How the Colonel Won His

Bride" by an unnamed author
"who has acquired the rare reputa-

tion of being a thrilling, sentimental, yet withal, thoroughly
decorous writer." This tale began, "It was not her fault, although
the jury of English matrons who afterwards sat upon her so

remorselessly said it was." This company also announced in 1875

"Our New York Letter" as a regular weekly feature that would

give "a summary of everything that is calculated to interest and

entertain,"
I0 a dignified predecessor to WinchelTs and Mc-

Intyre's.

The next year, R. W. Shoppell of New York inaugurated "a
line of business calculated to meet a need appreciably felt by
newspaper conductors." Observing "that illustrated papers are

among the most patronized, and that they daily grow in popular-

ity," he applied the stereotype plate idea to pictures. "An im-

portant section of newspaper readers," then as later, it appeared,
"read for recreation rather than for solid intellectual gain."

u

Illustrated matter cartoons, sketches, maps, and later halftones

gradually became a strong selling point for all syndicates and

especially in the daily field.

The column of "selected paragraphs" and the miscellaneous

filler in the 1870's and 1880's supplied the bulk of the intentional

humor in dailies. This, while occasionally written by some wit on
the staff, was usually gotten with the shears of its exchange
editor. "Of the many thousands of newspapers that are pub-
lished in our country," a trade paper

12
pointed out in 1879,

"only a small fraction of one per cent, indulge in what has become
known as humorous paragraphing. . . . These c

funny' papers
send out a quarter of a million paragraphs during the year, and

surely that amount of humor doled out with discrimination ought
to keep humanity between a grin and a laugh most of the time."
A syndicate head 13 writes of this lifting as follows:

"Managers of syndicates in the 1880's were considerably be-
deviled by the exchange editors of newspapers, whose lively shears
were depended upon to produce the desired comic relief. The ex-

change editors liked to pounce upon the good stuff in the Danbury
News, the Yonkers Statesman, and the Burlington Hawkeye, each
supporting a witty paragraphs. Those were the days of Petroleum
V. Nasby . . . [D. R. Locke, editor of the Toledo Blade], who was
widely clipped. . . .
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"The style of the exchange editors was somewhat cramped when
the magazine Life set out to punish violators of the copyright law,
and succeeded to such an extent that the profession of exchange
editing began a decline. That helped the syndicates."

A provision in the postal appropriation act of 1879 also threatened

copy stealing. It prohibited the mailing of any publication that

violated a copyright.
All did not agree concerning the quality of this humorous

material. "The Comic Idea in American journalism/
3

asserted

The Journalist on April 12, 1884, "has pretty weU run its course."

In speaking of the Detroit Free Press, which boasted C. B. Lewis
or "M. Quad" as its wit, the trade paper said, "If it were to lay
off its funny department, spend some money upon getting news,
amend its present unsightly appearance, and otherwise seek to

convince people that it was something besides a vehicle for the

feeble blatherings of Mr. Lewis, there would soon be less necessity
for its wild attempts to resuscitate itself." Others have used

features as substitutes for news, notably W. R. Hearst.

Independents and magazine publishers first established suc-

cessful agencies for selling features exclusively to dailies, but

Scripps's private mutual service became the first noteworthy daily

syndicate. After newspapers made more extensive use of features,

agencies of chains, powerful individual journals, and newsgather-

ing organizations came to dominate the commercial as well as

the mutual distribution of features.

Shortly after the Scripps interests started the Cleveland Penny
Press in 1878, that sheet began to carry material written for

the Scripps Detroit Evening News. The "
Miscellany" developed

by Ellen B. Scripps, sister of the publishers of the two papers,
became particularly famous. R. F. Paine,

14 editor in 1882-1902

of the Press, recalled that soon after his appointment
"
there

began coming to the editorial desk, regularly, contributions from

Miss Ellen," then a proofreader for the News. He described her

work, also used in other papers added to the Scripps chain, as

follows:

"She gave peculiar sidelights upon important news happenings
and upon the lives or deeds of prominent people who figured in the

current of general public interest. A few lines upon person or event
as no one else looked upon such person or event, presented as no
other publication could have it. ... The matter was never used as
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'

filler,' largely because the editor, as well as all of the paper's read-

ers, was an eager, most interested reader of it, and it became known
as Miss Ellen's 'Miscellany/
"The '

Miscellany' was a seed. . . . The seed germinated,

sprouted as asparagus does in a night and its fruit is the Newspaper
Enterprise Association."

The "fruit" bom from this miscellany's seed NEA did not

appear, however, until 1902. This cooperative effort included in

the 1880's, in addition to "time" matter of the usual sort, the

publication of the Echo, a weekly paper issued with all Scripps

dailies and printed at the News plant in Detroit.

Before any syndicate organized to serve dailies began to com-

pete with the "newspaper unions/' the latter made more aggres-

sive bids for daily business. The American Press Association from

its outset in 1882 offered daily clients "daily and weekly news

summaries, special correspondence, and eight special depart-

ments/'
15

all furnished in "boiler plate." Its list of writers came
to include such notables as M. Quad, Bill Nye, Eugene Field, and

Jack London. The next year Kellogg followed with similar news

digests in addition to further improvements in the quality of his

features. These services helped in the tremendous expansion of

dailies in number and size during the 1880's, many of which would
have made a poor showing without ready-set.

Before the development of formal sales agencies serving large

dailies, individual editors and reporters carried on parts of the

syndicate's functions. In the early 1880's, C. A. Dana of the

New York Sun sold rights in stories by such authors as Bret
Harte and Henry James to a select list of papers. The Boston

Globe, too, handled several serials in this manner. As for New
York "columns/' The Journalist remarked on August 30, 1884,
that it "would be difficult to find a New York journalist who does

not deem himself qualified to write a weekly letter for an out-of-

town paper.
75 As evidence of this being "an exceedingly arduous

undertaking/
7

it claimed that "there are not over a dozen men
and women in New York who have made a mark in this field of

journalism." Joe Howard, for example, got $30 a week for a
letter to the Philadelphia Times that "certainly deserves the

accusation of superficiality
77 but "is written in a graceful style

and is very readable/
7

qualifications that still "work. 77

Irving Bacheller then started in 1883 the first remarkably
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successful agency for supplying features to large dallies, especially

for their
"
Sunday supplements." The Journalist on July 31, 1886,

called him "the pioneer in the United States." He dealt par-

ticularly in
"
correspondence and short tales by writers of reputa-

tion." His prosperity led him to devote all his time to this work

in 1885, and by the next year he had "
seven large syndicates" of

which "his best comprises about one hundred and forty leading

newspapers, including such journals as the Chicago Tribune,

Times, Inter-Ocean, and News; the St. Louis Republican, the

Philadelphia Press, the Milwaukee Sentinel," etc. By that time,

he furnished "a composite letter to which a staff of five or six

writers contribute, and also two other New York letters; illus-

trated stories, the household department by Marion Harland, the
' Grant in Peace' articles by Gen. Badeau, and the foreign letters

of M. E. W. S./ this matter every week filling nearly two large

pages." Kellogg, rather than compete, made an arrangement

through which he offered material developed by the Bacheller

organization to country dailies and weeklies. After noting the

favorable reaction of circulation to this stuff, publishers started

placing more and more "Sunday matter" in the daily issues

as well.

S. S. McClure 1G announced the second prominent syndicate

with the following circular letter of October 4, 1884:

"I have made arrangements with a number of our most popular

authors, including W. D. Howells, H. C. Banner, J. S. of Dale,
Mrs. Helen Jackson (H. H.), Mrs. Harriet Prescott Spofford,

Dr. William A. Hammond, and over a score of others, to furnish

serial and short stories for simultaneous publication in syndicates
of leading newspapers. . . .

"A dozen, or twenty, or fifty newspapers selected so as to avoid

conflict in circulation can thus secure a story for a sum which

will be very small for each paper, but which will in the aggregate be

sufficiently large to secure the best work by the best authors."

A list of prominent sheets responded and began publishing his

offerings on Saturday and Sunday, November 15-16. "The

success of the business," asserted McClure,
17 "was due to the

flood of brilliant writers, many of them new, like Kipling, Jack

London, Conan Doyle, Robert Louis Stevenson, as well as the

established writers of America and England. . . . There were

several years when each week's service would have made a good
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magazine.
3 '

Within a year, he had expanded his weekly copy

budget from 5,000 to 30,000 words. "S. S. McClure Newspaper

Features/' sold by Ms Associated Literary Press, included by
1892 a "Youth's Department/' a

" Woman's Page/' serial and

short stories, special articles, and letters of various sorts. The
next year he established McClure

9

s Magazine, another means of

using the material being written for him.

Both Bacheller and McClure had brief preliminary struggles

with finances. Both began "on a shoe string." But their rapid

strides into prominence enticed a crowd of competitors. Edward

Bok, editor of The Philomathean Review from 1882, changed to

Tfie Brooklyn Magazine in 1884, for instance, entered the field by
way of press-agenting for Ms periodical. He had revived the

symposium idea. "When the discussion was presented in the

magazine, the form being new and the theme novel, Edward was
careful to send advance sheets to the newspapers, which treated

it at length in reviews and editorials, with marked effect upon the

circulation of the magazine." After doing this for a while, "it

occurred to Mm that he was furnisMng a good deal of valuable

material to these papers without cost." He "wondered whether

the newspapers would not be willing to pay for the privilege of

simultaneous publication. An inquiry or two proved that they
would." 1S Bok and Ms brother had organized by 1886 the Bok
Syndicate Press. It handled a weekly letter by H. W. Beecher;
"Bab's Babble," a New York gossip letter written for the New
York Star; and a weekly letter by Ella W. Wilcox. It used the

latter two as a nucleus for a "Woman's Page/' said by Bok to

have been the first offered American newspapers. In one way or

another, W. F. G. Shanks, F. File & Co., Jerome Eddy, and

Joseph Howard, Jr., also acMeved by 1887 some prominence in

the syndicate field. In an editorial on July 9 that year, The
Journalist noted, "The development of the syndicate is a char-

acteristic of the past decade. Ten years ago what little there was
consisted of a small circular letter mailed or telegraphed by some

energetic newspaper man to two or more out of town journals."
Mechanical change and the invasion of Sunday by the press had
contributed a new and increasingly powerful factor to American

journalism.

Competition between syndicates and between newspapers in

producing new kinds of feature material soon occasioned the
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invasion of other fairly novel fields of information. Tales of

"high society'
7 had thrilled readers for at least six decades, at

least since Graham's and Bennett's articles in the New-York

Enquirer in 1827, but Ward McAllister's list of New York's

"Four Hundred" socially eligible gave that "set" new glamor.
The tremendous increases in wealth held by successful entre-

preneurs following the Civil War, too, led to displays of riches

and of poor taste that amazed and entertained the poor. Joseph
Pulitzer of the New York World kept after McAllister until in

1885 "he '

edited
3

society news for the paper with decorous com-

ment on the upper world . . . much of a mystery to the public

up to the eighties."
19 The entertainments and scandals of the

"socially elect" thus began to fill many a column on "Society

Pages" and in the new Sunday supplements.

Science, another popular mystery, did not miss prying feature

hunters. Technical publications such as the American Analyst,

Engineering, Sanitary News, and Jeweler's Weekly afforded "a
vast store-house to the exchange-editor for clippings. Their

paragraphs become scientific notes; their short articles are ex-

tended into able editorials, and their long ones are re-written into

specials."
20 With the aid of technical journalists, press agents

for colleges and technical institutions, and specialists attached to

newspapers and syndicates, this kind of lifting and re-writing

gradually attained some accuracy. Even the science writers

attached to the more responsible journals and Science Service,

however, have not succeeded in eliminating all the garbling

largely a product of reporters' anxiety to "make a good story"
found in science reports printed in certain sheets.

New syndicates, as they appeared, continued to stress Sunday
material of particular interest to women and children, the new
readers sought by newspapers for the rising department stores.

Tillotson & Son opened an office in this country in 1889 to supply
American sheets direct with articles for women and children, a

London letter, short stories, and serials. The United Press opened
in 1891 a "literary bureau" to handle 10,000 words weekly of

"Sunday miscellany." The New York Recorder liked to brag
that it was "pre-eminently a woman's paper," and the World

and Sun devoted extensive space to fashion notes, society news,

cooking recipes, and advertisers' handouts about new household

products. The Hearst-Pulitzer circulation "war," started in 1895,
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intensified this trend toward feminization as well as one toward

sensationalization, in both of which features had a part. Hearst's

New York Journal added a Woman's Home Journal supplement in

1896 to its Sunday issue.

Modern "comics," as Chapter XI brings out, began in 1894 in

the New York World. Syndicates pounced upon this innovation.

The New York Herald's feature agency, an outgrowth of a news

service launched in 1895, shortly offered such items as Windsor

McKay's "Little Nemo" and "Dream, of a Rarebit Fiend," full

pages for Sunday use. Hearst's first syndicate, started in 1895

as a means of lessening costs to his own papers and to make up
for the inadequacies of his news, distributed the

"
comics" of

Outcault and others as well as items by Ambrose Bierce, G. P.

Serviss, Max O'Rell, "Beatrice Fairfax," and the like. The
Hearst Syndicate dealt as much with the daily "needs" of papers
as with material for their Sunday editions. Its early daily comics

included "Ballroom Boys," "Mr. Jack," "Lady Bountiful," and
"Sherlocko the Monk." H. C. Fisher added his daily "Mutt and

Jeff" strip in 1901. Fisher stayed with Hearst until 1913 when he

got $50,000 a year to star for the Wheeler Syndicate and left

George MacManus and his
"
Jiggs and Maggie" to top the Hearst

list.

The pressure of competition put the new sensational features

in the majority of the papers of the land. Only such news mer-
chants as A. S. Ochs of The New York Times would depend upon
news and news features alone. The more conservative papers

usually followed the policy adopted by W. L. McLean, if they
could afford it, when he became publisher of the Philadelphia

Evening Bulletin in 1895. McLean bought the Philadelphia rights
for many syndicate features and had his editors select and con-

dense them.

The fate of Sunday editors indicates the close connection of

Sunday issues with syndicates. "I began as Sunday editor,"
recalled H. B. Nason, Sr.,

21
Sunday editor of the Philadelphia

Inquirer in 1899-1934, "when the idea was in its infancy and I

have made the complete cycle." Starting with a staff of one or

two, "as the Sunday magazine idea grew circulation grew by
leaps and bounds and we boosted our staff from 40 to 60 persons,

including our own art department, special writers and the like.

Then, with the growth of the big syndicates, furnishing every-
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thing a Sunday editor could ask for, the staffs began to dwindle

again until today a couple of editors can handle everything."
The job of The Chicago Tribune's Sunday editor, on the other

hand, expanded with the paper's syndicate. Small dailies used

specially written Sunday material only to the extent that they
could crowd it into the assignments of their regular weekday
staffs. Depending from the outset upon this and syndicate offer-

ings, they did not go through such a cycle as did papers in a class

with the Inquirer.

"Budget" Services

While constructing a newsgathering organization out of the

remnants of the old United Press, E. W. Scripps also decided to

expand his mutual feature service. "Paine," said E. W. 22 to

R. F. Paine, general manager of his Scripps-McRae Press Asso-

ciation, "we will develop this stunt to the limit. You and your
Colver and Rickey are good spenders. Take not less than $1,200

out of your editorial budget per month and develop this." That

committee went to work in 1901 and "on June 2, 1902, the News-

paper Enterprise Association was born," a lineal descendant of

Miss Ellen's "Miscellany." This agency supplied a complete

"budget" of features to the six-day afternoon sheets in the three

Scripps chains. It gave them cartoons, pictures, fashion articles

for women, illustrated sports stories, human interest yarns, and

editorials. N. D. Cochran,
23
long a top Scripps editor, described

the development of NEA from this point as follows:

"As the service was for Scripps papers exclusively, for a number
of years editorials on national affairs followed a common national

policy pursued by all Scripps papers. N. E. A. became the 'policy'

service for editors, their local policy being always a matter of local

self-government. ... A certain percentage of gross receipts was

charged to each paper. This made the service cheap to the new

papers during their building period. . . .

"As the service grew papers outside the concern wanted to buy
it. It was decided, after much argument by the board of trustees

that directed N. E. A. through a general manager, to sell the service

to clients. This was the beginning of the end of N. E. A. as a policy
service."

That was in 1907. Since clients soon outnumbered Scripps sheets,

the NEA management tended to tone down its policies in order

to get even more clients. This finally resulted in the agency's
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reorganization in 1909
a
on a commercial basis as a strictly feature

service, minus Scripps editorial policy/
5

a stock company in

which "
those who helped make it successful share in the profits."

Another "policy" service, the Scripps Editorial Board, later

known as the Scripps-Howard Newspaper Alliance, came into

being in 1918 and sent by leased-wire and mail from a Washington
bureau to all Scripps papers editorials on national subjects,

national news features, and other exclusive articles. A reorganiza-

tion of NEA Service, Inc., on September 7, 1921, placed it on its

present basis as a more independent entity.

NEA, excepting from its service only local copy and spot wire

news, barely missed competing with such wire agencies as

Scripps's own United Press. NEA claimed by 1920 382 clients in

the United States and fifteen elsewhere, and by the 1930
7

s fur-

nished some 100 features to about 700 dailies. To Acme News-

pictures, a subsidiary, NEA entrusted a special photographic

print service that claimed 150 daily subscribers in 1936. "Every
day," M. A. McRae 24

pointed out in 1924, NEA "
sends out

forty or fifty columns of feature service, frequently using aero-

planes to facilitate dispatch." F. S. Ferguson,
25

general manager
of NEA Service, Inc., commented on the relation of his agency to

the feature situation in 1930 as follows:

"First of all it must be remembered that NEA is a complete
feature, comic and news picture service, and is not a syndicate. It

charges a staple rate based on a newspaper's circulation, and the
rates are subject to increase only as the newspaper grows.
"My judgment is that the happy days when syndicate salesmen

romped roughshod over the publishers of the country are over.
There have been growing indications that publishers were getting
tired of this and resistance upon the part of publishers has been
steadily increasing."

He referred particularly to publishers who had no local com-
petition. In competitive fields, publishers still sought unique
drawing cards wherever they could find them. Ferguson's use of
"
syndicate" represents a typical effort to withdraw a unit from

a category that has been given objectionable connotations. Usage,
however, has tended to label organizations selling features in-

dividually, "syndicates." NEA is a "feature service."

The Scripps organization sprouted two other feature services,
United Feature Syndicate in 1919 and the Newspaper Informa-
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tion Service in 1921. The latter, located in Washington, was

formed as an answer bureau for readers of subscribing papers.

It replies to specific questions and furnishes at a nominal price

information booklets and bulletins.

United Press started United Features as a "Big Name Syn-
dicate" to distribute "a notable post-war series by Frank A.

Vanderlip on 'What Happened in Europe/ and weekly comic

articles by Octavus Roy Cohen." 26 It was then a small adjunct
to the United Press, but it was incorporated on July 2, 1923, and

rapidly attained an independent status. Contracting David

Lloyd George in 1922, it followed with weekly series by V. B.

Ibaiiez, P. B. Kyne, Herbert Hoover, Sinclair Lewis, Benito

Mussolini, and Edouard Herriot. It specialized in this material

and in such notable daily features as Heywood Broun's "It

Seems to Me" until it purchased on March 15, 1930, Metro-

politan Newspaper Service, started in 1919 as a department of the

Metropolitan Magazine and linked with Bell Syndicate until 1922.

It also got the World Feature Service on February 28, 1931, the

day Scripps-Howard merged the New York World with the

Telegram. The World Syndicate had evolved in 1905 from

feature sales started in 1898, reorganized in 1916 as the World

Feature Service. Its oldest offering, Rudolph Dirks's "The

Captain and the Kids," the World had used from 1897. This

"comic" is still distributed daily and Sunday, an endurance

record. United claims that the Kids, Captain, Inspector, and

Momma are "ever-fresh and ever-refreshing" and "have achieved

an immortality of their own."

Under the guidance of Monte Bourjaily from 1928 and with

its new subsidiaries and United News Pictures, United then

climbed into prominence. "The syndicate's job, as well as the

newspaper's," Bourjaily
27
gave as his theory, "is to inspire read-

ers to turn off their radios and read, and to stay at home with

their paper rather than to go off to the talkies." His scoops in-

cluded in 1934 Charles Dickens' previously unpublished "The

Life of Our Lord," a life of Christ written for his children. This

story allegedly added on its first American run 1,000,000 or an

average of ten per cent, to the circulation of 311 papers. The

general upturn in daily circulation from the 1933 low may, how-

ever, have played some part. The unpublished correspondence

between Napoleon and his Empress, Marie Louise, the next
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year boosted circulations again with an entirely different selling

point.

With the purchase of Metropolitan in 1930, United went into

the Sunday colored
"
comics" business for the first time, a field

NEA had already invaded. The rush of comic section advertising,

particularly from 1933, greatly expanded the demand for this

material, and United added ten new pages to its list in 1933

alone. By 1936, it offered twelve standard-sized, seventeen half-

standard-sized, and eighteen tabloid pages of such
"humor 33

and

story sequences. NEA by that year released eight pages of Sun-

day comics in addition to its ten weekly news and general maga-
zine feature pages. In this as in other respects, NEA handles a
"
basic

33

budget service, calculated to fit the needs of small and

large dailies, and United deals in high-pressure extras that will

meet Hearst competition as well as in an extensive array of more
usual items. United sells these individually and in groups and
claims a customer list of 1,200 in the United States and elsewhere,
a total circulation of 53,000,000.

Hearst features, far more spectacular than those of Scripps at
the outset, developed along somewhat different lines. Hearst

Syndicate disappeared in 1909 and was supplanted at the begin-
ning of 1910 by International News Service and National News
Association in features as well as news. Worried by the frequency
with which cartoonists went from syndicate to syndicate in

search of the highest bidder, the Hearst feature organization
made a significant change in 1916. It put its artists on a salary
basis and gained control of as many of their characters and
features as it could so that when one "revolted" it could have
another artist take his place. Its loss of H. C. ("Bud") Fisher to
Wheeler in 1913, a case decided by the New York courts in 1916
and 1919 in favor of Fisher, and similar incidents precipitated
this action and soon made it a general practice.

^

Hearst strengthened his feature position by having M. Koe-
nigsberg start three new agencies, Newspaper Feature Service in

1913, King Features Syndicate in 1914, and Premier Syndicate
shortly. Koenigsberg in 1918 then took over International Fea-
ture Service andmade King Features the sales agent for the Hearst
agencies. Newspaper Feature and Premier continued as produc-
ing organizations. Cosmopolitan News Service, added in 1922, pro-
vided exclusive wire news features to afternoon sheets. Hearst
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acquired a budget news-mat and feature service in 1930 with the

purchase of Central Press Association, Inc., organized in 1910

by V. V. McNitt. This agency had attracted attention in 1912

by engaging W. J. Bryan to cover the national conventions and

had consolidated its position that year by buying North American

Press Syndicate, another budget service.

King Features Syndicate by 1934 claimed it offered "The
Greatest Circulation Combination on Earth" as sales agent for

King Features, Central Press, International News Photos, Inter-

national Illustrated News, and Christy Walsh Syndicate, a sports

service. Its Blue Book that year listed twenty-five Sunday comic

pages, furnished in black and white or in as many as four colors

in matrix or ready-print form, twenty-five
"
Sunday Top Strips/

5

thirty-one daily comics, twelve Sunday magazine pages, eight

columns of daily magazine features, such miscellaneous Sunday
features as an "

inspirational" illustrated page editorial by Arthur

Brisbane, R. L. Ripley's
"
Believe It or Not," puzzles, and bible

stories, and such miscellaneous daily items as Brisbane's column

editorial, Walter WinchelPs "On Broadway," Louis Sobol's "The
Voice of Broadway," Mark Bellinger's "All In a Day," and

Helen Rowland's "The Marry-Go-Round." In addition, it had

pattern services, sports columns, and other features, four complete

budget services, fiction and non-fiction serials and short items,

news pictures, a special "New York Nighthawk Service" for

"clients desiring sectional protection, more complete picture

coverage on the big news events and metropolitan news features

of Page One importance," and a "Daily Pony Service" for small

sheets. Hearst, in short, brought his ideas on what a newspaper
reader wants within the reach of at least one paper in every

American city and of many abroad. As 0. G. Villard 2S remarked

in 1923, "more than 2000 papers stamp the Hearst style of jour-

nalism with their approval by taking these features." In 1936,

King Features claimed 400 clients
;
Central Press, 600. Chapter XI

mentions the circulations achieved by Hearst's ready-print papers,

American Weekly and Comic Weekly: Puck.

Jason Rogers, publisher of the New York Globe, not having

the purchasing power of a chain with which to meet the feature

competition of Hearst and others, decided in 1911 to launch a

cooperative venture, Associated Newspapers. Joined by the

publishers of the Chicago Daily News, Boston Globe, Philadelphia
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Evening Bulletin, Kansas City Star, and other evening papers, a

total of twenty-eight, Rogers got the work of A. N. under way in

1912. For a time, as Chapter X brings out, A. N. also had an

advertising program. It obtained a sizable list of stars, including

E.A. ("Eddie") Guest, J. N. ("Ding") Darling, Dr. Frank

Crane, and R. L. Ripley. Its success prompted another group of

publishers, including many participating in A. N., to form in

1922 North American Newspaper Alliance, a cooperative means

of arranging for special news features dealing with
"
important"

events and the like. A deal with Bell Syndicate, organized in

1916 by J. N. Wheeler, then brought A. N., N. A. N. A., and Bell

together in 1930 under one operating head.

In addition to the World and Herald Syndicates, mentioned

above, several other feature agencies grew out of the aggressive

Sunday or feature departments of individual dailies. The Chicago
Tribune started to sell its features in 1910. J. M. Patterson ex-

panded this service, developed its "Blue Ribbon" fiction from

1918, and eventually housed it in the building of the Tribune's

New York Daily News, a paper Patterson started in 1919. The

Chicago Tribune-New York News Syndicate, Inc., handled

shortly not only a sizable list of circulation- and advertising-

building features, "laboratory-tested in two of the country's

biggest markets," but special correspondence as well. It even
became the American sales agent for Agence Havas, the French
wire news agency. The New York Tribune started to sell its

features in 1914 and merged in 1924 with the Herald's syndicate.
Herald Tribune Syndicate accumulated such writers as Walter

Lippmann and Mark Sullivan as well as the usual run of comics
and other items. C. H. K. Curtis, owner of the Philadelphia Pub-
lic Ledger, inaugurated the Ledger Syndicate in 1915. Through
this Curtis offered material developed for the Public Ledger and
the work of writers for his Saturday Evening Post, Ladies' Home
Journal, and Country Gentleman. To handle "big" spot feature-

news reports, the Ledger and other syndicates frequently utilized

leased wires. In October, 1920, it added an Aerial Photo Service
to speed deliveries of halftones. Another active agency, Register
& Tribune Syndicate, was launched in 1924 by John Cowles, a
son of Gardner Cowles, "old man" of the Des Moines (Iowa)
Register and Tribune. This unit attracted wide attention in 1933

by offering the newspaper rights for Laurence Stallings* The
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First World War, followed by other sensational sequences of

halftones.

Such extensive feature-selling agencies did not eliminate organ-
izations dealing in limited lists or in special types of features.

Exclusive rights to unusual products, used as leaders, kept the

aggregate number fairly large. Thirty-three of the 100 or more

syndicates in existence in 1925 formed on August 7 their first

trade body, the Association of Newspaper Syndicates. Approx-

imately 100 organizations in 1926 employed some 750 authors and

artists and handled about 2,000 features. The number dropped
to ninety in 1927 and eighty-four in 1928 although the volume of

items distributed remained about the same. Editor &" Publisher's

1933
"
International Year Book Number" listed 118 feature and

picture syndicates, thirty-five photographic services, thirty-one

news agencies, two special research organizations, four trade

press syndicates, and five religious feature services. Its 1936

issue carried 204 different names, listed with considerable dupli-

cation as 164 feature and picture syndicates, fifty-two photo-

graphic services, forty-three news agencies, one special research

organization, five trade press syndicates, five religious feature

services, two color-printing companies, and six cooking schools.

These companies handled about 1,600 items. The separate listing

of units controlled by one organization makes these totals de-

ceptively large. A group of "trunk" services, most of which have

been mentioned, continue to gain greater and greater control over

the bulk of offerings. The Associated Press feature department
and the special picture and feature-news activities of U. P. and

I. N. S., taken up in Chapter XIV, accentuate this tendency.

The "Care and Feeding
73

of Features

Early papers developed feature material as interesting filler

or, in the case of fiction and other serials, to hold subscribers.

With the inflation of newspaper space after the Civil War, ex-

tensive experimentation and the growth of special agencies

demonstrated the utility of features as an adjunct to sensational

or sensationalized news in raising circulation totals. The Sunday

paper, leading the way in space inflation with department store

insertions, borrowed from popular weeklies and magazines and

evolved materials that would interest female readers. Noting the

reaction of the populace to this copy, publishers from the 1880's
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gradually "Sundayized" their daily product. In making papers
that would continue to bring more purchasers during the malad-

justments of the twentieth century, publishers discovered that

it was more desirable to obtain this result through features,

sports, and frothy sensations than through news the masses

would flock to buy. Hearst, probably the largest operator in the

syndicate field, had to buy more and more potent features to

sugar-coat his unconvincing
"Americanism."

M. Koenigsberg stated something of the Hearst viewpoint in

1918 in a talk before the Southern Newspaper Publishers
7

Asso-

ciation. Noting official requests to restrict features as well as

waste in order to save newsprint, Koenigsberg
29 contended that

"a publisher can render no better service than by extending cir-

culation and providing matter which shall lighten the hearts of

the people. Morale is essential to victory. We are an emotional

people, and on more than one occasion our sense of humor alone

has saved us." This
"Morale" consisted of faith in "tried arid

true" catchwords, easily sustained in "an emotional people."

Anything to divert attention from the facts. The facts of the war
started to get into print long after The People might become

effectively incensed over what happened. This suggests analogies
with other critical situations, such as the depression following
1929. Hearst and certain of his fellows have such great "faith"

in Democracy that they have a horror of permitting it to function.

"It is the very sameness of the news as printed in our news-

papers," asserted another syndicate manager
30 in 1920, "that

makes features of such prime importance. Much of the news

today is standardized and it is the features, comics, cartoons and

text, that make a newspaper differ from its competitor." Quite
so, even in a year witnessing widespread strikes and other unrest,
little of which the newspapers cared to report. The "very same-
ness" consisted, among other things, in the repetition from paper
to paper of trite Red-baiting tactics.

In "feeding" features, managers had several pat signposts to

bear in mind. Any striking news event involving a Newspaper
Personality, for instance, suggested a visit to the "morgue" or

information file in order to rehash once more the Personality's

exploits. Evelyn Nesbit, chorine in "Floradora," mistress of

Stanford White, and then wife of H. K. Thaw, became a first-

rate Personality as of June 25, 1906, when Thaw shot White dead.
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The papers made as much of Thaw's successful "brain storm"

defense as they could and then filed the long sequence of sensa-

tions for future reference. Among other appearances, Evelyn

figured as the "author" of "The Story of My Life," serialized in

1913 in Hearst's American Weekly and published in 1914 as a

paper-covered book. Not to mention recurrent individual feature-

pages in Sunday magazines, Hearst's King Features offered in

1926
"
Evelyn Nesbit's Own Story." Bernarr Macfadden's New

York Evening Graphic in 1927 handled a series on La Nesbit quite

in keeping with its standards of pornography. King Features

revived the well-worn story again in 1933, and then the New
York Daily News in 1934 worked up

"
Evelyn Nesbit's Untold

Story," the spicy text of a book, Prodigal Days. Patterson, the

paper's publisher, "who bought the serial to bolster the usual

summer circulation slump," claimed the daily installments in-

creased sales by 50,000 copies. Said Nesbit, "I represent an

era!" 31

The capitalization of reader-interest in other Personalities

sometimes took the form of daily columns. Will Rogers, famous

humorist, was enticed by V. V. McNitt into writing a daily and

Sunday item in 1922 continued until his death in 1935 that

from its start even got into The New York Times. Begun as "The

Worst Story of Today," Rogers eventually wrote for 400 papers

after he changed in 1926 to commenting on current events and

personalities. Queen Marie of Roumania wrote various articles

in 1925-26 during her "triumphal" American tour and started

a daily column
"
Queen's Counsel" in 1926. Mrs. F. D. Roose-

velt and Mrs. Alice Roosevelt Longworth in 1935-36 started

to furnish features similar to Rogers'.

When one feature represents a new idea, a "craze" is on.

Stallings' realistic war pictures, from The First World War,

started in 1933 by the Register & Tribune Syndicate, were fol-

lowed by a rotogravure section "Raw War!" in the Chicago

Daily News, by similar independent stunts in the Boston Herald

and Advertiser, by
"

'C'est la Guerre!' That Doughboys Re-

member with a Smile" in the sedate Boston Transcript. Hearst's

New York American used "Floyd Gibbons' Collection" as a tame

sequel to Stallings'. Said Time on February 26
: 1934,

"The popularity of gruesome War photographs was a phenomenon.
of journalism hard to explain. The pictures were not new. Readers
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unable to afford The First World War, or the smaller but gorier
The Horror of It . . . could have seen substantially the same scenes in

many a cinema, e. g. The Somme, Behind the German Lines, The

Big Drive. Blown up to newspaper size and engraved on coarse

screen cuts, the pictures were even less distinct than in the book,
and at best very few of the photographs were real stomach-turners."

Newspapers sought romance, not "stomach-turners." Dickens'

"The Life of Our Lord/' to mention but one other instance,

brought forth a similar wave of enthusiasm, this time in religion.

To compete with this United item, King Features announced in

1934 a 40-installment version of "The Short Bible." United

came back with twenty-one sections of "Statesmanship and

Religion" by H. A- Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture. These and

a number of local efforts made churchmen temporarily hopeful
that the press might be leading a new religious revival!

Many newspaper features were concocted to appropriate a

field of reader-interest hit upon by the magazines. Just as maga-
zines launched many a "big name" writer later utilized by syn-

dicates, so motion picture magazines inspired cinema features,

pages, and even sections, and newsmagazines prompted weekly
news digests for Saturday or Sunday issues. "There is three times

the amount of interest in the Hollywood movie gossip column
that there is in the New York gossip column," George Gallup

32

of Northwestern University decided in 1932 on the basis of reader-

interest surveys. "And yet most editors play up the New York
column and play down the Hollywood column. . . . To get some
idea of the interest element in such matters, let the editor check

up on the circulation in his community of the 'fan' magazines.
He is likely to be amazed. That same appeal may be translated

to the newspaper." Editors did check and made more spectacular
efforts to translate the appeal.

Gallup himself developed for newspapers the sort of census
of public opinion greatly improved, he said that Literary Di-

gest had popularized. His American Institute of Public Opinion
began furnishing weekly page features in 1935 in which The
People answered such questions as "Is President Roosevelt Gam-
ing or Losing in Popular Favor?" and "Should the Power of the

Supreme Court Be Curbed?" If as representative of The Peo-

ple's Thoughts as Gallup claims, his feature and its imitators

may become a potent signpost for newspaper publishers as well
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as politicians. While Gallup had speeded the census idea con-

siderably by placing it on a weekly basis, Hearst got A. M.

Crossley to furnish The People's reactions "to EMERGENCY de-

velopments . . . analyzed by states within 72 hours" as well

as to spot the chances of Roosevelt and Landon weekly, to obtain

"answers" to "weekly sets of pertinent questions," and to de-

termine the "causes of the changes in trend," to quote from King
Features' announcement in Editor& Publisher of August 15, 1936.

Gallup satisfied himself with answers to one or two questions

weekly, pointed in his reports to the time involved in getting an

adequate sample. Without intending to reflect upon Gallup's or

Crossley's efforts, one cannot but note the propagandist possibil-

ities of such devices. Perhaps a Congressional investigation may
one day prod into their uses.

The problems of sex, marital maladjustments, and Sex itself

not only supplied a staple subject for long and short newspaper
fiction and "news" features, they also gave life to the perennial

"lovelorn" column. Mrs. Elizabeth M. Gilmer ("Dorothy Dix")
started to write her column in 1896 for the New Orleans Picayune.

"It dawned on me," Mrs. Gilmer 33
asserted, "that everything

in the world had been written about women, for women, except

the truth. ... So I started writing the truth about the relations

of men and women, as I saw it. Readers liked it." Kept going for

more than forty years, Dorothy Dix's column claimed an aggre-

gate circulation in 1936 of 11,000,000 and drew more than 1,000

letters a day on "problems of the heart." This dean of women

for the world of shop-girls and clerks has a simple, "common-

sense" philosophy. The following excerpts suggest its general

tenor:

"In spite of the great number of divorces, I believe that marriage

is just as good an investment as it ever was, and that there are

more happy married people now than there were in our grand-

parents' time. . . . True, in the olden days when a man and

woman found they were entirely mismated and that they were not

only miserably unhappy but that they brought out everything that

was mean in each other's natures, they didn't rush off to Reno.

They stayed together and fought it out. . . . But that doesn't

seem to prove anything about marriage except that our ancestors

were gluttons for punishment.
"You ask what I think is the principal cause of domestic infelicity.

It is unromantic to say it, but it is money."
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"Betty Fairfax/
5

"Nancy Brown/' and others also tried to

bring "common sense'
3 and above all optimism to bear upon

whether or not it is really proper to dye one's hair and what to

do with a fresh young man.

Occasionally a feature, intended purely for entertainment,

goes beyond that expectation and carries too much of the phi-

losophy of its writer, artist, or distributor to satisfy certain

purchasers. The Huntingdon (West Virginia) Herald-Dispatch

stopped "Little Orphan Annie/' a Chicago Tribune "comic," in

1935 when a character began to preach too flagrantly the Trib-

une's anti-union-labor and anti-politician propaganda. Said

"Daddy Warbucks," a capitalist whose plant a mob had just

destroyed, of "Claptrap," a demagogue, "I never heard of a

politician who got hold of anything offering to share with any-
one else. . . . It's a game that's been played for thousands of

years on one side, the political racketeers, the Claptraps and

his kind on the other, real patriots diligent, honest and intel-

ligent citizens." Dangerous "Reds" and Claptrap had inspired

the wrecking of his plant. The inference that only advertisers

and publishers are trustworthy leaders and that all popular

politicians are crooks stuck in the Herald-Dispatch editor's craw.

In the strip's place, he ran, "DELETED ! FOR VIOLATION OF READER
TRUST." The editor resented the Tribune's effort "to attack and
condemn all persons, all institutions, and all ideas save those

they choose to label acceptable."
34 A vast number of less note-

worthy examples have led readers, without benefit of an organ,
to utter similar resentments.

Features, on the whole, represent distinctly a "big city"

advantage. The small daily has to satisfy itself with a meager
"budget" service. It lacks the purchasing power and the space
and other mechanical facilities with which to reproduce elaborate

displays. "The Life of Our Lord," for instance, went to papers
in only some one-fifth of the United States daily newspaper cities.

No such marked compulsion exists here, as does in the case of

A. P., to bring in "the little fellow." The small paper has local

news-coverage as well as some funds to offer in return for wire

service. With features, except to the extent that they are linked

with A. P. and other newsgatherers, even if small dailies could

handle a metropolitan "budget," their financial contribution

scarcely would offset in many cases the competitive advantage
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a large sheet finds in having a feature exclusively over a large

area.

Perhaps the picture developments noted in Chapter XIV, par-

ticularly telephoto, will eventually make the larger dailies chiefly

picture displays. "The reader weary, perhaps, of words turns

to pictures as his time-saving, direct short-cut to information

and entertainment/' notes an advertisement for Metropolitan

Weekly. To meet this tendency more efficiently the "story

picture" gradually supplants "the pretty picture, just as such/'

and "the news picture that is no longer a news picture." The

appeal "must be not to the eye primarily, but to the imagination,

and the imagination is only reached by that magic, that miracu-

lous, key called Story." This element "is man's escape from him-

self." It "carries us to far places To the brink of unfathomable

dangers Ecstatic delights Invaluable information And fas-

cinating entertainment." And that also epitomizes the goal

sought by the producers and purchasers of most features. It

recalls, as do many incidents mentioned in this chapter, these

frequently quoted lines from "
Tweedledee's

"
poem, "The Wal-

rus and the Carpenter," in Lewis Carroll's Through the Looking

Glass:

"'The time has come/ the Walrus said,

'To talk of many things:
Of shoes and ships and sealing-wax

Of cabbages and kings. . .

Without denying readers the privilege of being amused and also

without suggesting any rational conspiracy upon the part of

publishers, it is to the point to note that the supply of "oysters"

in the current analogy is apparently inexhaustible. Features offer

a noteworthy case of automatic societal adjustment, unplanned

but utilized by the "successful."
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CHAPTER XVI

THE EDITORIAL STAFF

MORE
drivel has poured from typewriters regarding the

life and times of newspaper editorial employees than of

workers for any other commercial organization. Writers

newspapermen as well as others melodramatize reporters as

romantic sleuths, drunken cynics, dapper youths who marry
debutantes, hardened allies of gangsters, destroyers of wicked

politicians, happy men-about-town, courageous prodders behind
the walls of social sham, etc. Many reporters join the public
in accepting such a fictional character. Publishers and Hollywood
hacks, more practical, capitalize upon it.

While reporters "share the exciting adventures and power of

the people they write about, their spirits are high/' notes a

reporters' journal
l in commenting upon the suicide of a foreign

correspondent. "But when the shot in the arm ends, too often

they have no other resources or satisfactions left and life seems

unbearably flat." Proximity to
"
great personages/' the illusion

of an active rdle in affairs of moment, and the glamor of being

pointed out as a reporter combine to furnish this intoxicating
"shot in the arm."

How did this "romantic profession" arise? How do reporters
and the balance of editorial staffs function, parts as they are of

the industrial and social situation portrayed in the preceding

chapters? How does this crucial department influence the nature

of this daily communications instrument? The following facts

indicate general but tentative answers to such questions.

The Staff, Editorials, and News Evolve

Early "conductors" of dailies paid little attention to local

happenings. They printed official municipal documents usually

because they were paid for doing so. Serving a limited class of

readers, the commercial, industrial, and political leaders, they

supplied routine shipping news, prices current, and similar records

available at the taverns and merchant exchanges. They restricted

603
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court news to reports on trials relating to commercial or political

matters or to a few lines regarding a murder. The bulk of their

offerings until well into the nineteenth century, as Chapter XIII

brings out, was gleaned from coffee-house books and newspapers
or from their own exchanges.

With the growth of dailies' budgets, printer-publishers im-

proved their paper's contents by hiring an editor. George Bunce

& Co., publishers of the New York American Minerva, started in

1793, obtained the services of Noah Webster. A graduate of

Yale, member of the Hartford bar, school teacher, and author of

a combination speller, grammar, and reader, Webster had at-

tracted attention with articles in the Hartford Connecticut Cour-

ant and with a pamphlet arguing for a strong federal constitution.

Under the guidance of such men, many of them foreigners, the

"editorial, heretofore practically unknown, now gradually made
its appearance, at first in the shape of a modest paragraph, sug-

gesting some course of action, or criticising what had been already
done or proposed. Toward the close of Washington's second

administration we find the newspapers taking opposing sides in

politics, indicating a positive and distinct cleavage in party
lines."

2

Long pamphlets and other essays, sliced into daily installments

for the editorial page, had begun to tire both party leaders and
business men. While the editors continued these series "as heavy
artillery, small guns and rifle fire were needed. After 1795, the

dashing franc-tireurs of journalism, such as William Duane of

the Aurora, showed a marked preference for the brief editorial,

peppered with denunciatory epithets and harsh accusations, and

casting to the winds the dignity of the chief Federalist penmen."
The Federalists, numbering such capable writers as Webster and
William Coleman of the New-York Evening Post, also "began to

intersperse the pamphlet-style articles by Hamilton, Rufus King,
Oliver Wolcott, and other leaders with shorter, livelier comments
of their own." 3

Little wonder, in view of their contents, that J. W. Fenno of

the Philadelphia Gazette of the United States labeled contemporary
organs on March 4, 1799, "the most base, false, servile and venal

publications, that ever polluted the fountains of society their

editors the most ignorant, mercenary, and vulgar automatons
that ever were moved by the continually rusting wires of sordid
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mercantile avarice." For party shibboleths and the thobbings
of their passionate minds, editors fought duels with weapons as

well as words and had frequently to face injured citizens in court.

Chapter XII mentions efforts to use legal devices to cope with

this licentiousness.

Conditions change, but the paternity of modern editorialists

the Brisbanes, Lawrences, et al. is clear. Thobbery, "the con-

fident reasoning of a person who is not curious about verifying his

result" 4 characterizes much published in both the eighteenth and

twentieth centuries as unsigned editorials and signed editorial

articles, not to mention other utterances for popular consumption.
Generalizations well founded on fact are not nearly so acceptable
as are catchwords and "

logical cases" built on traditional prem-

ises, especially when the former run counter to the latter. Read-

ers value a display of selected statistics or descriptive instances

the interpretation of which only an expert could check. Lacking
this sure-fire evidence, an assurance that unmentioned "facts"

or
"
experience" sustain an enticing notion frequently does just

as well. When a fair sampling of facts on a given subject yields a

tentative conclusion, few informed persons would vehemently

spring to its defense.

Efforts to increase advertiser support led publishers to

strengthen their financial reports. Enos Bronson of the Phila-

delphia United States Gazette, upon expanding his local coverage

in 1805, began to devote as much as a full page to prices current.

Of the New York Commercial Advertiser, some said that its editor

treasured a single ship arrival above the fall of a dynasty or the

ravages of a plague. In most urban sheets, a small but increasing

amount of news was injected to add spice, but it remained modest

until after 1825. Some "crying local needs," however, got edi-

torial attention. The vast number of hogs running throughout

New York, the filthy streets, and the recurrent yellow fever

epidemics irritated editors.

The second war with England gave new zest to news reporting,

but limited finances hampered coverage. The Baltimore Weekly

Register on May 8, 1813, observed that "a person may easily

fall into an opinion that the manufacture of news has nearly be-

come a regular business" It admitted that there are "a few

beings, possessed of types and presses, of whom we reasonably

expect all sorts of reports that may depress the spirit of the
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people; or, if possible, embarrass the government but there are

others, of whom we hoped better things, that fall into the same

error, from a too ardent thirst for news for the honor of first

giving some strange report to the public" War excitement had

temporarily given the press something of the anxiety for novelty
that stamped it more markedly from the late 1820

7

s. Striking

headlines, small but graphic, signaled this change. "A new con-

ception, that of news, which would cease to be of value when it

ceased to be news, as opposed to mere communication which

could be carried on at one time as well as another, had [again tem-

porarily] emerged,"
5 as it had during previous excitements.

Upon becoming editor of the Boston Daily Advertiser, Nathan
Hale called this

"
insatiable appetite" for news, in an editorial on

April 7, 1814, an indication of a
"
diseased state of the public

taste." While an "editor is waiting for the arrival of a true state-

ment of any affair, his readers are satisfied with the distorted

representation that had gone forward." With his scholarly edi-

torials, which he insisted upon writing himself, Hale contrasted

sharply with many of his contemporaries,
"
printers whose ex-

pectations were that their pages would be filled with advertise-

ments, tales, news extracts, and gratuitous contributions from

politicians and a few public spirited writers." 6

One historian 7
calls the years after the War of 1812 the

"
dark-

est period in the history of American journalism." His examina-
tion of the papers revealed "that all of the customary courtesies

of life were put aside; . . . that the newspapers . . . even so

forgot themselves as to attack wives and sisters in their disgrace-
ful accounts of the personal activities of office-holders." The

papers reflected their times. During the first quarter of the nine-

teenth century, mobs attended public hangings that many sheets

described in fair detail. Even in those days preceding the full

flowering of "trial by newspaper," popular disappointment ran

high in June, 1819, when Rose Butler, a Negress, was given a

respite just as she was to be hanged in Potter's Field, New York,
on the site of Washington Square. An early writer 8 noted that
about 1820 New York papers' "contents usually were advertise-

ments, a little badly arranged ship news, gathered from the read-

ing-rooms of the principal ports and from newspapers, a narrow
column or more of news, a few lines of editorial."

During these years, J. G. Bennett learned the rudiments of the
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art he practiced so profitably a decade later. Working for J. T.

Buckingham of the weekly Boston New-England Galaxy in the

middle 1820's, he discovered that "no editor could break the

mental and monied monopoly held by the old newspapers, except

by adopting an extravagant and severe style. . . . People
scolded and fretted, ... but they would read, and with most
zest devoured those articles which were most declamatory and

personal, and least instructive and valuable." This significant
"condition of the public mind and of Journalism"

9
deeply im-

pressed Bennett.

During the 1820's, more numerous competitors and sheets

specializing in price quotations led some dailies, with space re-

stricted by advertisements and their four-page format, to con-

centrate more upon other bids for support. Bennett in 1826, for

instance, as a reporter for the New York National Advocate, had
a knowledge of shorthand, rare then as now among reporters,
that enabled him to record more than one "important charge"
of a judge to a jury, "taken down verbatim as it was delivered." 10

By the late 1820's, the "editorial force of an office . . . consisted

of two or three political writers and one news editor, who was at

the same time general reporter, paste and scissors/ and money
editor." u In the case of such a prominent journal as the Phila-

delphia United States Gazette in 1829, however, J. R. Chandler

performed all the editorial work, "including the letters from
'Our Special Correspondent' at London, Paris, New York, Con-

stantinople, Boston, or Pekin." 12
Chapter XII recounts the

manner in which "authorities" continued to lighten editorial

burdens with their gratuitous handouts.

Established dailies, on the whole, pleaded with their wayward
contemporaries not to indulge in printing police and sensational

court reports. Bennett,
13

however, reporting in 1830 a trial in

Salem, Massachusetts, revealed thus the extent to which the ris-

ing profession of sensation mongers had rationalized "trial by
newspaper":

"Is it possible that the publication of facts, or even rumors, can
have any tendency to defeat the general operations of justice? If

this were true, the more utterly ignorant a man is, the fitter he is

to sit as a juror. . . .

"The honesty, the purity, the integrity of legal practice and de-

cisions throughout this country, are more indebted to the American
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Press, than to the whole tribe of lawyers and judges, who issue their

decrees. The Press is the living Jury of the Nation."

In bidding for purchasers among the expanding class of lit-

erates, the one-cent press gave new status to local news. G. W.

Wisner, editor of the New York Sun from 1833, "relied largely on

police reports and the coarse humor of the police courts for in-

teresting matter for his columns." 14 Such an editor's news beat,

however, was not extensive. William Durant,
15 an early editor of

the Boston Evening Transcript, recalled that in 1834 a Boston

editor "made a daily call at ToplifFs reading room, the insurance

offices and public places, all conveniently located on or around

State street; spending most of the day in the chair editorial,

poring over the exchanges that came in the mail with more or less

regularity." In Philadelphia, even after the start of the Public

Ledger in 1836, the "reporter was not considered essential to the

success of the journal giving him employment, but was rather

looked upon as a hunter-up of 'unconsidered trifles' of no great

value, but still well enough to have." Even the one-cent Ledger,

begun "upon purely a local basis, did not," according to a

Philadelphia writer,
16 "see the importance of having prompt and

reliable local intelligence, as its files show that subjects of im-

portance were often barely mentioned. Ordinarily affairs did not

receive attention until two or three days after their occurrence."

This journalist then describes as follows adjustments in local

coverage in Philadelphia until the 1850's:

"At that time, each paper generally employed only one reporterr

who was expected to furnish information of all important local

events, unaided by telegraph or passenger railroads. In conse-

quence of this fact, a system of exchange was inaugurated by these

knights of the quill, among whom the city was divided into dis-

tricts. After each had traversed the portion allotted to him, they
all met in the evening and compared notes, each giving and receiv-

ing. The Ledger, however, soon employed a sufficient number of
men to render that paper, it was thought, independent of thia

exchange of news. . . .

"The
_

district system . . . was still continued on the Ledger,
there being no particular head to the department, thus leaving the

reporters to divide the city among themselves. This arrangement of-
ten worked badly for the paper. . . . Items were sometimes missed,
because occurrences took place outside of the reporter's district,
which were not heard of by the one who had charge of that par-
ticular locality. But the other papers frequently contained the
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missing articles because their reporters continued the combination

plan."

Here are the rudiments of both individual city staffs and city

newsgathering agencies. Before the day of police and fire-alarm

telegraph systems, long before telephones, and with inadequate

transportation, reporters trudged many a mile in search of news.

The New York Sun sprang into prominence in 1833 through
its one-cent price and its specialization in police-court items and

especially in humorous remarks allegedly originating at the magis-
trate's bench. W. H. Attree, typical of many, graduated from

being a printer in a type foundry to the job of police reporter for

the one-cent New-York Transcript, started in 1834. His merits

consisted in
"
being facile with his pen, and sufficiently indifferent

(after the fashion of the press generally, of that day) to the

feelings of the poor creatures left to its mercy."
17 Bennett's

Herald, guided by the sort of viewpoint that later brought Pulit-

zer, Hearst, and others to fame and wealth, covered the news

sources of the Sun and Transcript and added new ones. Bennett

at first reported all his police, city, and money news himself.

His keen observations on Wall Street, widely reprinted in one-

cent sheets, irritated financiers and delighted the populace. He 18

had determined that "One journal shall tell what Wall Street really

is and what is done there." To further excite interest, he twitted

the public with fairly palpable fakes. As that prototype of the

"yellow" journalist once said, "I am hard at work mean to

make a commercial newspaper for the million, and not for Wall

Street am always serious in my aims, but full of frolic in my
means." 19

The Sun, Transcript, and Herald and other cities
7

one-cent

sheets revelled in cases involving illicit sex relations, locally or

clipped and pointed up from the exchanges, and gave extensive

space to prize fights, foot and horse races, and other sports. The

New-York Transcript on February 4, 1835, had two columns on a

prize fight that went forty-six rounds. The Sun 20 liked to con-

demn prize-fighting as "a European practice, better fitted for the

morally and physically oppressed classes of London than the

enlightened republican citizens of New York," but it covered in

1835 such bouts as the Williamson-Phelan fight at Hoboken.

These sheets pandered to the masses by sensationalizing the

trivial and easily understood at the expense of the economically
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and politically significant. The Sun created a furore in 1835 with
R. A. Locke's moon hoax, allegedly taken from a "Supplement
of the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal" Locke told of fabulous

discoveries on the moon by J. F. W. Herschel through a new

telescope. He followed this success with a series on the "Life and
Adventures of Manual Fernandez, otherwise Richard C. Jackson,
convicted of the murder of John Roberts, and to be executed at

the Bellevue Prison, New York on Thursday next," November 19,

1835. The murder of Helen Jewett on April 10, 1836, inmate of a
New York brothel, by R. P. Robinson gave the cheap papers the

sort of crime that has filled popular journals ever since. "The
exploitation of this crime and trial by the first penny papers, not

only in New York but in Boston and Philadelphia/
7

notes an
historian of journalism,

21 "marked the culmination of their

effort to attract readers by a degree of sensationalism hitherto

unknown in American journalism." Reports of this trial also

illustrate the first widespread "trial by newspaper," the first

widespread submission, of columns upon columns of evidence,
testimony, and editorials to what Bennett had called in 1830
"the living Jury of the Nation." After Robinson's acquittal, the

Philadelphia Public Ledger published a series of six editorials

condemning witnesses, counsels, judges, and jury, and strenuously
arguing that the verdict did not accord with the facts.

Bennett, with his blatant "poor taste," even according to con-

temporary mores, his Rabelaisian humor, and his Machiavellian

expediency, epitomized in his paper the popular fancies of his

day. He knew what would sell during a "consumers' market"
in newspaper circulation, and he produced it. To Mm "must go
the distinction some would say infamy of having invented
news as we know it today. . . . None of the existing taboos or
sacred cows were respected by this irrepressible reporter."

22

With growing incomes, the popular sheets added both to their
staffs and their fields of news coverage. Bennett freed himself of
much of his routine by hiring in 1835 a police reporter and in 1837
Frederic Hudson, long his "right hand" on the Herald. Hudson
organized news-slip exchanges with out-of-town papers, as Chap-
ter XIII mentions, and gradually made for himself the post of

managing editor, director of the paper's general newsgatheringand news-editing activities. Thus strengthened, the Herald broke
precedent and in 1839 "undertook to report the proceedings of
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. . . religious anniversary meetings. . . . These large religious

societies had met in that city for years, but their doings, so far

as the public were concerned, were only to be found in their

annual reports, printed by the societies, of limited circulation,

and which gave the public only the financial exhibit of each,"

The Herald decided to tell "of the spirit of the meetings'
7 and of

"what good the money had accomplished."
23 The "blanket

sheets" shrieked; the clergy objected; the religious press con-

demned Bennett's "atheism." Later, Hudson recalls, the same

bodies objected if the Herald did not send reporters. By 1844,

Bennett also took up the reporting of leading sermons, but he

could not print them until Tuesday morning.
The staffs did not grow rapidly. By 1840, the "Chief Editor of

a newspaper in New York rarely employed more than two or three

assistants. Limited capital, small circulation, cheap advertising,

all forbade great outlay. Editors were reporters and editors

alternately; and their emoluments were not commensurate with

the labors required of them." 24 The Philadelphia Public Ledger

dignified its ordinary local items in 1840 with a title, "City

Gleanings," gathered by one man, Charles Ritter. It also began
to imitate the Herald's "money articles" on July 1, 1840, with

contributions by Joseph Sailer. The New-York Evening Post,

typical of the "blankets," did not give its locals a heading, "City

Intelligence," and much attention until 1845. On May 13, of the

same year, however, the Herald covered a race between horses

representing the north and south with "eight competent reporters

and writers" and issued an extra after each heat. By then, the

Herald's editorial staff included twelve editors and reporters in

addition to Bennett himself. The Philadelphia North American

and United States Gazette at the time of its merger in 1847 em-

ployed only one "political editor," one associate editor, a city

reporter, a "miscellaneous" writer, and two general contributors

and reporters, a total of six. The pigeon expresses established in

the late 1830's and the 1840's by papers at Baltimore, Philadel-

phia, New York, and Boston, described in Chapter XIII, occa-

sionally aided in local as well as long distance newsgathering, but

they had the weaknesses inherent in one-way communication.

Horace Greeley, who started the New-York Tribune in 1841,

gave an impetus to two tendencies in the industry. His example
aided in making the editor a more independent functionary and
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helped increase for a time through the identification of editor with

paper the popular following of the editorial page.

Greeley assumed a prominent position in the enlarging group
of editorialists who during the 1840's began successfully to com-

pete with politicians as well as ministers for the political leader-

ship of the "rising" common man. Other than business men,

politicians alone, when Bennett started his Herald in 1835,
"
con-

sulted public journals on questions of commerce, peace, and war,

or on the probable effect of any measures adopted by the govern-

ment. The mass of the people were contented to be ruled by
those, who, through interest or ambition, were aiming to obtain

place and power. ... It would have been folly, therefore, to

have attempted to make a daily offering to the public of a news-

paper" such as appeared during the 1840's.
25

Greeley expressed himself frequently and fully on economic,

political, and social problems with all the vehemence of a thob-

ber's enthusiasm for the ideals and ideas he holds. He sought, as

he stated in his announcement, "to advance the interests of the

People, and to promote their Moral, Social, and Political well-

being." He wanted his paper to be "worthy of the hearty ap-

proval of the virtuous and refined, and a welcome visitant at the

family fireside." To crown the blurb, he attributed the election of

W. H. Harrison to
u a triumph of Eight, Reason, and Public

Good over Error and Sinister Ambition." A partnership with

Thomas McElrath at the end of four months operation left

Greeley to play with his catchwords. McElrath cared little for

what Greeley did so long as he did not hurt the "box office."

Business considerations led the McElraths after the Civil War
again to restore editors gradually to the status of dependent
employees.

Greeley's predecessors dealt mostly in sensations and local cru-

sades. Greeley liked "isms." Albert Brisbane imported Fourier

socialism, a "subversive foreign doctrine" as his son, Hearst's
faithful Red-baiter, Arthur Brisbane, would have called it

and sold it to Greeley in the fall of 1841. Greeley also wanted a
national circulating medium, protection for American industries,
land distribution, "justice" in the Kansas question, women's

rights, etc. "It is fair to suppose that the editor of the Tribune
was sincere," granted a competitor.

26 "But novelty was attrac-

tive to him, and this was his idea of progress, and success and
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progress were necessary to the happiness of the world." Greeley
answered such disparagements in an editorial on April 24, 1859,

thus:

"Doubtless many of our readers have heard of the Isms of The

Tribune, its disorganizing doctrines, its numerous hobbies, and its

frequent changes from one of these to another. And yet, as one
mind has presided over its issues from the outset, so one golden
thread of purpose may be traced through them all, under every

variety of circumstance and condition. That purpose is the eleva-

tion of the masses through the diffusion and inculcation of intel-

ligence, freedom, industry, skill, virtue, and the consequent aboli-

tion or limitation of ignorance, slavery, idleness, pauperism, and
vice."

He used a common device. Directing attention to what society

was ready to call a maladjustment, he then asserted that his solu-

tion always novel and "
reasonable" must be adopted.

While smart business managers were allowing their editors to

capitalize upon the public's love of a "great man," editors did

not neglect their newsgathering arrangements. Greeley, for one,

"quickly collected about him the ablest staff yet known in the

history of American journalism."
27 He hired C. A. Dana in 1847

to organize local newsgathering as city editor. By 1850, the

Tribune employed twelve editors and reporters and bought ma-

terial from seventeen correspondents. In addition to Greeley and

Dana, his managing editor by then, the Tribune in 1854 had

ten so-called associate editors, fourteen reporters, and thirty-eight

correspondents. One of Greeley's biographers
28 described the

activities of the assistants to his city editor thus :

"One of these keeps an eye on the Police, chronicles arrests,

walks the hospitals in search of dreadful accidents, and keeps the

public advised of the state of its health. Three report lectures and

speeches. Another gathers items of intelligence in Jersey City,

Newark, and parts adjacent. Others do the same in Brooklyn and

Williamsburgh. One gentleman devotes himself to the reporting
of fires, and the movements of the military. Two examine and

translate from the New York papers which are published in the

German, French, Italian and Spanish languages. Then, there is a

Law Reporter, a Police Court Reporter, and a Collector of Marine

Intelligence."

The managing editor on most sheets handled most of the adminis-

trative routine; he could not yet be facetiously described as the
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"guy who gets out the paper when the city editor is sick, unless

he can induce one of the copy boys to do it.
77 29 Frederic Hudson,

as "m. e." of the Herald, answered in 1855 a
"
voluminous cor-

respondence
57 and "entered the duties of each reporter in the

daily journal kept for their inspection and guidance
77
in addition

to editing copy.
30

The Tribune's three lecture and speech men reflected a marked

change that had taken place in reporting, particularly during the

late 1840
7

s.
" When the public Press did not report the speeches

of citizens," noted a contemporary,
31 "there was little incitement

to address audiences.
77 The "

rapid improvements introduced

into newspapers/' however, "brought into the field of oral litera-

ture thousands of speakers, including many females, who have

had a great influence upon the public mind. This fact has proved

very troublesome to the old political parties.
7 '

Many factors other

than the journalistic contributed, but "phonographic reporting"
of speeches and later interviewing helped to entice into promi-
nence many new "intellectual guides

77
for the populace, com-

petitors of editors as well as of the older kinds of leader.

The extensive strides of the industry during the 1850
7

s toward
financial stability prompted organizing editorial departments

along more efficient lines.
" The time will soon arrive, if it has not

arrived already," an historian 32 commented in 1850, "when the

chief editor of a daily paper, which aspires to circulation and

influence, will not presume to treat every topic that may arise,

or to venture into every region of thought and science, but will

confine himself to a comparatively limited sphere of writing, and
leave the rest to the labors of the most numerous and able corps
of assistants at his command. 77 As editors thus sheared them-
selves of part of their assumed intellectual catholicity, news

coverage expanded. T. M. Coleman,
33

first head of the city de-

partment of the Philadelphia Public Ledger, told of his elevation

to that post in 1857 as follows:

"About that time, the writer . . . proposed to the proprietors
of the Ledger to take charge of the local department, agreeing for
a certain sum to furnish the news, the proprietors giving him the

right to employ such a force as he might think best. The proposi-
tion was accepted, and the new experiment at once commenced.
The rule of obtaining news exclusively for the paper was strictly
enforced, and was found to work so well that the other papers of
this city soon saw the necessity of increasing their force, and making
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the 'Local' a regular department, having a distinctive head, hold-

ing the chief reporter, or, what is more popular now, the city editor,

responsible for the correctness of the reports."

Such "
chief reporters/' whether on an exclusive contract or on a

salary, usually paid their subordinates by the line, making the
"
penny-a-liner" appellation famous.

Papers in smaller cities got to this stage much later. The

Charleston (South Carolina) Daily News hired a "City Editor"

in 1865 ;
it gave that title to a paragraphist and humorist who was

the whole city staff. Its competitor, the Courier, had a "Phono-

graphic Reporter" in 1857 but did not add a "City Reporter"
until 1865. The New York Sun hired its first managing editor in

1868, a post such papers as the St. Louis Republic had established

as early as 1864. In addition, the Republic and others then had a

"leader writer/' a contributor of leading articles, in the manner

of English sheets then and now.

These developing staffs reflected the broadening use of news.

The Mexican War and the introduction of the telegraph in the

late 1840's popularized placing some news on front pages, sur-

mounted by one-column headlines with numerous "decks" in a

variety of type sizes. Most news, however, continued to appear
inside. The front pages of the 1850's, in addition to advertise-

ments, usually carried telegraphic reports on Congress and the

administration and on European affairs. A much larger amount

of the latter was printed in proportion to the size of the paper than

subsequently until the World War.

These changes affected chiefly the cheap papers. The "blank-

ets" of the 1850
7

s as "relics of the old times" were the "chosen

medium of such wholesale merchants as require but little pub-

licity for their announcements. Devoting comparatively little

space to news and editorial matter, and charging high prices to

their subscribers, they are able to fill up their big sheets with

standing advertisements
"
at low rates.

34 Among the cheap papers

in New York as in other large cities, readers could choose between

such a paper as the Tribune, feared by the "respectable" because

"its teachings were the apotheosis of vice," and such sheets as the

Herald, from which one gleaned the news "only at the cost of wad-

ing through heaps of rubbish." 3S The New-York Daily Times, estab-

lished in 1851 by H. J. Raymond, spurred by its example the devel-

opment of newsy but conservative sheets for the "middle class."
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In his introductory number on September 18, 1851, Raymond
asserted, "We shall be conservative. ... We do not believe that

every tiling in society is either exactly right or exactly wrong. . . .

We do not mean to write as if we were in a passion unless that shall

really be the case, and we shall make it a point to get into a passion

as rarely as possible" In addition to the usual label headings,

"The News From Europe/' "Brooklyn/' "New York/' and

"Latest Intelligence, By Telegraph," the Times gave bulletin

headlines to unusual incidents, such as a panic in September,

1851, in a New York schoolhouse that resulted in the death of

forty-four children and several teachers. The rising regard for

news in the 1850's led James Parton 36 to assert, "An editorial is

a man speaking to men, but the news is Providence speaking to

men." Parton did not mention that "Providence" thus spoke
to men through a very human medium.

Sports attained more prominence before the Civil War. "In

the early fifties," recalled Henry Chadwick,
37 an early sports

writer, "the only member of the newspaper staff who in any way
resembled the modern sporting editor was the 'turf man.' . . .

Cricket was at that time the only popular sport outside of

racing." Only the New York Anglo-American and Albion,

"English" weeklies, however, covered cricket matches regularly.

Chadwick started to report games between United States and
Canadian teams in the 1850's for the Times, Tribune, and other

papers, "but nothing was paid me for the copy, as the New York
dailies had been giving no attention to athletics, and I was merely
endeavoring to interest them." The visit of a British cricket

eleven in 1859 helped to modify editors' attitudes, and the New
York Herald finally hired Chadwick to cover baseball games
regularly in 1862. Such prize fights as one between John Morris-

sey and Bill Poole in 1855 attracted more attention but in this

case for a special reason. Morrissey championed the Irish-

American faction; Poole, the anti-Catholic "Know Nothing"
party.

The expanding profession of reporters apparently invented the
interview in 1859 or thereabouts. Horace Greeley, upon visiting

Brigham Young at Salt Lake City in 1859, wrote up his interview
in dialogue form under date of July 13 and dispatched it to his and
other papers. The following quotation from the Portland Weekly
Oregonian

3S
suggests the style*.
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"H. G. Am I to regard Mormonism (so-called) as a new reli-

gion? . . .

"B. Y. We hold that there can be no true Christian church
without a priesthood directly commissioned."

Three months later, after John Brown's famous raid at Harpers

Ferry on October 16, the New York Herald sent a staff writer to

visit Gerrit Smith, who had been implicated in the affair. The

reporter "had a long interview with that distinguished philan-

thropist. This was published in full, in conversational style, and

produced a sensation." The Herald also obtained such dialogues

"on the eve of the rebellion . . . with leading rebels at their

homes. . . . After the war they were continued with leading

statesmen, army and navy officers, and politicians, giving these

prominent men an excellent opportunity to communicate with the

people. . . . Every body of any note, or who had been guilty of

any crime or extraordinary act, was immediately called upon by
a reporter. . . . Interviewing, indeed, became a journalistic

mania." 39 The interview aided in augmenting the roll of ex-

pounders of what The People should "think," no aid to the popu-
lar status of the "great editor."

Bennett 40
gave a notion of the peak reached in the pomposity

of "great editors" during the 1850's, probably the flood stage of

editorial power, in the following statement:

"My ambition is to make the newspaper Press the great organ
and pivot of government, society, commerce, finance, religion, and
all human civilization. I want to leave behind me no castles, no

granite hotels, no monuments of marble, no statues of bronze, no

pyramids of brick simply a name. The name of JAMES GORDON

BENNETT, as one of the benefactors of the human race, will satisfy

every desire and every hope."

Such arrogance and the actual influence of editors and editor-

publishers worried many an observer. "I charge the American

newspaper press," one bitter critic
41

declared, "with the tyran-

nical exercise of power and authority to which it has no just pre-

tentions; and I assert that its usurpation of such power and au-

thority is a daring infringement on the rights and liberties of the

American people." This was just the first of fourteen
"
serious

charges.
3 ' Another writer,

42 concluded in 1856 that the "PRESS

has gradually sapped the influence literary, political, and secu-

lar of the priest." He lamented that the press "is not immacu-
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late" but resembles "all other half omnipotent human fabrics."

As the publisher or publisher-editor superseded the editor as the

dominant factor in newspaper organizations, the abuses com-

plained of did not disappear.

The Civil War effected many changes in journalism. Its stirring

events made for even greater sensationalism. W. F. Storey, for

example, upon purchasing the Chicago Times in 1861, decided to

"Raise Hell and Sell Newspapers !" One of his staff writers is

credited with originating that famous headline for hangings,

"JERKED TO JESUS." The "copperhead" vigor of this sheet

occasioned its temporary suppression in 1863. In treating the

Civil War as much as possible like a circulation promotion ven-

ture, editors inflamed their headings to the extent practicable

between rigid column rules. Such top-column bulletins as follows

commonly introduced war dispatches: "CIVIL WAR BOMBARD-
MENT OF FORT SUMTER A DAY'S FIGHTING" "RETROGRADE
MOVEMENT OE OUR ARMY! GEN. MCDOWELL FALLING BACK ON
WASHINGTON OUR LOSS 2,500 TO 3,000." Other decks con-

tinued the summary. War news definitely eclipsed the editorial.

In view of the increasingly complicated nature of editorial

organization roughly from Civil War times, the discussion from

this point is separated into more specialized fields. These are:

the newspaper's "memory," city news bureaus, staff organiza-

tion, journalistic education, and press clubs and unions.

The Newspaper's "Memory"

An indexed file of Niles
7

Weekly Register',
described in Chap-

ter XIII, and an unindexed file of the newspaper itself constituted

the information file other than occasional published reference

works and some ready-made obituaries of the average pre-
Civil-War newspaper. The New-York Evening Post used its

Register file on May 21, 1850, for a noteworthy hoax. Since
Daniel Webster had modified his stand on compromising the

admission of free and slave states, the Post lifted from the

Register of December 11, 1819, a talk he had given in Boston.
Webster had then claimed that Congress had a constitutional

duty to prohibit slavery in all territory other than the original
thirteen states. The "copperhead" press ranted.

The Philadelphia Evening Telegraph organized one of the
earliest extensive morgues in this country. Started with the paper
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in 1864, the Telegraph's information index by 1871 "contains

between three and four thousand references, many of which refer

to matter sufficient for one or two pages of the paper. . . . Large

portions of this material are kept constantly in the most available

shape already in type awaiting the opportunity for use. This

was the case with the obituaries of the late Admiral Farragut and
Thaddeus Stevens, elaborate and detailed sketches of whom,
exceeding a full page each, had been in type for some months

previous to their deaths." 43 Hudson 44 of the New York Herald

noted in 1873 that "All well-arranged newspaper offices have such

matters [as obituaries] carefully prepared."
From files of pre-written obituaries, morgues branched out

more and more into general information. A writer 45 in 1892 said

that one complete reference system included the following:

"1. Newspaper clippings, in envelopes, scrapbooks, and boxes.

"2. Files of the publication issued by the house.

"3. A well-selected working library of about one thousand vol-

umes.
"4. The cuts that have appeared from time to time in the publi-

cations of the house.

"5. Photographs and prints of persons, horses, dogs, buildings,

ships, etc.

"6. A card index of the clippings, files, books, and cuts."

The morgue took on new dignity after the World War as the

newspaper's "reference laboratory." The demand for data to

enrich stories or check facts, stimulated by the increasingly com-

plex problems of journalism, made the management of such

departments a highly specialized task. "Newspapers are follow-

ing the example of the great manufacturing plants," F. J. Miller,
46

director of the Detroit News reference department, said in 1920,

"in setting up this laboratory, where the research for truth may
be carried on side by side with the getting out of a many-editioned

daily." Even smaller papers joined in the movement. The

Sheloygan (Wisconsin) Press by 1927 had a library of 1,068 cuts

and photographs of local men and women, 2,785 mats, casts, and

photographs of other people, and some 100,000 clippings, all filed

and cross-referenced under 15,232 subjects. Chapter XIV men-

tions the manner in which A. P. and other news agencies facilitate

this work, especially its biographical aspect.

Large dailies accumulated massive files. The combination of

theNewYork World and Telegram morgues in 1931 yielded a total
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of 10,000,000 clippings, required three linear miles of drawer

space. In addition, the paper had 30,000 volumes of bound pa-

pers, governmental reports, and reference works. The New York

Daily News by 1935 filed daily upwards of 400 pictures, used and
unused. Its library comprised 3,000,000 pictures, 6,000,000 clip-

pings, more than 200,000 cuts, 400,000 negatives, and 2,000 up-
to-date reference books.

Newspaper librarians spend a lot of time worrying about the

quality of their material. Irving Brant,
47 editor of the St. Louis

Star's editorial page, characterized the situation thus:

"'Boy,' calls the editor of the Times-News, 'go into the morgue
and get me the clips on the shopmen's strike.'

"As the Times-News is a conservative newspaper, the editor

soon finds himself taking all of his 'facts' and most of his arguments
from the copious propaganda furnished by W. W. Atterbury, of

the Pennsylvania Railroad.

"WMle this is going on, his more liberal rival, the editor of the
New Times, is absorbing 'facts' and arguments furnished with

equal copiousness from the cranial laboratory of W. Jett Lauck,
statistician for the railroad brotherhoods."

Chapter XII notes that a group of such "Authentic News and
Reference Sources" began advising editors in 1935 of their willing-
ness to furnish "accurate and recent information on industry
and its relationships to society" for reference purposes. As W. C.

Conrad,
48 editorial writer for the Milwaukee Journal and one^

time newspaper librarian, told the Newspaper Group of the

Special Libraries Association in 1933,

"We can no longer trust many of the apparently reliable sources.
The propagandists have reached into them. . . . We need a testing
machine for the knowledge for which we take responsibility when
we put it before our readers. My answer is the library of creative
research."

Few papers could or would afford "creative research."
The Newspaper Group of the Special Libraries Association

undertook a number of studies with which to improve the quality
and to establish the value of their services. J. F. Kwapil, librarian
of the Philadelphia Public Ledger and chairman of the Group's
committee on standardization, got an analysis under way in 1928
of the eighty-seven affiliated libraries in order to simplify filing
methods. This committee worked out a standard list of cate-
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gories. Kwapil also published in 1930 a summary of the services

of his library to the Ledgers, morning, evening, and Sunday. With
a personnel of fourteen and operating on a 24-hour day and 365-

day year, his library averaged 531 requests daily. The calls for

cuts and photographs resulted in the publication of 30,000 pic-

tures. "Our reference department/
3

said D. G. Rogers,
49 refer-

ence director of the New York Herald Tribune, in telling of his

organization's services,
"
effects a large annual saving in tele-

graph and cable tolls, by providing the background and facts

inadequately dealt with in telegraph and cable copy reaching the

editors
7

desks."

Small dailies usually file cuts that may have additional utility,

obituaries furnished by A. P. and others, and some local matter,

but they depend largely upon memories, feature and wire serv-

ices, and a few reference books for the verification and elabora-

tion of stories. The World Almanac and Book of Facts, started by
Pulitzer's New York World with an issue for 1886, is a reference

work almost every news and editorial writer thumbs. It is one of

several published by large dailies. Many an editorial and short

feature article, suggested by some news event, flourished upon
information from The World Almanac's pages.

Chapter XV touched upon a journalistic service of the morgue
that has irritated many an observer. At the least excuse, it

belches forth accounts of long-forgotten murder and divorce

trials. Newspapermen are proud of their melodramatizations of

another day. How often in the future will readers of Sunday

magazines stare at rehashes of the Thaw case, the exploits of
" Peaches" Heenan and "Daddy" Browning, the Lindbergh

saga, and the romance between Edward VIII and Mrs. Wallis W.

Simpson?

City News Bureaus

The drain of reporters to the battle fronts during the Civil

War together with the general shortage of men not only opened

newspaper offices to many women but also prompted smart or-

ganizers to systematize the joint coverage of local events. Thomas

Stout, among others, recognized the need, established "Stout's

Agency" in New York, and employed ten reporters to cover as-

signments ordered by short-handed city editors. This soon

evolved into "a more systematic scheme of reporting routine
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news, charging so much a week for the same/
7 50 C. A. O'Rourke's

bureau, launched in 1869, combined advertising selling with news

getting and later introduced the first local telegraph ticker service

for newspapers in the city. Newton Bigony, a former O'Rourke

man, precipitated price-cutting by starting still another agency;
the service, in consequence, deteriorated. The old United Press

eventually took over the Bigony bureau and placed it on a more

substantial basis.

The A. P. bureau at New York handled some local news for

New York papers, but the first extensive cooperative agency was

formed in 1894 under A. P. auspices as the New York City News
Association. With the fall of the old U. P. in 1897, the other pa-

pers transferred their business to City News. This bureau by
1912 employed 150 people through three branch offices. It tipped
the regular paper staffs to big news "

breaks
"
by ticker and,

until the introduction of the teletypewriter, manifolded and de-

livered by messenger its full reports. "Its province/' said a long-
time manager

51 of City News, "is to report news events in

accordance with their news value to the whole and not to the in-

dividual newspaper." Membership in the association reached a

peak of twenty-two papers in addition to A. P. during the World

War, but consolidations and eliminations reduced the roll to eight
Manhattan papers, the Brooklyn Eagle, and A. P. from 1931.

Leaving drama, sports, and society news to individual staffs, its

sixty "leg men" keep 24-hour watch over police stations, courts,

jails, hospitals, morgues, and governmental administrative offices

in Manhattan and The Bronx. Their reports send some 75,000
words a day over a quadruple teletypewriter circuit and by mes-

senger to subscribers, including ten to twenty complete general-

assignment "big" stories as well as routine developments.
Standard News similarly covers Brooklyn and its suburbs and
transmits its output over a double teletypewriter service. Only
for elections does City News take over the whole city. This

usually requires 250 extra workers and is called by some the

"biggest single piece of reporting in the country."
52

One practice of City News attracted wide attention within the
craft. It places "SXI" at the beginning of material furnished by
a press agent or other interested person. "The symbol was cre-

ated years ago from the first . . . letters of 'sent in/ with X in-

serted to make a familiar three-letter combination." 53 The
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Westchester (New York) County Times in 1931 went a step further.

It began inserting this symbol as a protection to readers at the

start of handouts it printed. The practice, however, has not been

widely copied.

Similar agencies took shape in Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles,

Pittsburgh, and elsewhere to minimize unnecessary local competi-
tion in newsgathering. Consolidations reduced the number dras-

tically during the 1920's. Pittsburgh's Tri-State News Bureau,

for example, lost the support of the local dailies in 1927 with the

reduction of the city's papers from five to three.

City News Bureau of Chicago, familiarly called "city press/
5

as well as the others, achieved some fame as a training school for

metropolitan newspapermen. Started in 1892, it functions co-

operatively under A. P. auspices like New York's City News.

Not so extensive as the latter, its
"
purposes are to prevent

scoops, to break in new reporters and to check up on details that

the big sheets sometimes haven't time to bother with. The city-

press reporters duplicate many of the tasks of the regular staff

members of the big dailies. Therein lies the value of their train-

ing."
54 Its twenty-two reporters in 1935 covered Chicago's city,

county, and federal buildings. Large cities with more than one

local newspaper organization but too few for a regular bureau

frequently work out an arrangement like one in Philadelphia to

handle election returns. The Philadelphia City Editors' Associa-

tion was organized before the World War for this specific purpose.

United Press Associations controlled two city news bureaus

by 1934, Los Angeles City News Service and Washington News
Service. The Washington agency, started that year, quickly

built a list of thirty subscribers that included the White House,

U. S. Treasury, and National Recovery Administration as well

as "many Washington correspondents who have found it a phys-

ical impossibility adequately to cover the scores of government
bureaus and important sources of news with their limited staffs."

Over a teletypewriter circuit, the bureau transmitted "the bulle-

tins of approximately two score news men stationed at strategic

points throughout the city." The copy is not for publication but

"is to
'

tip off' clients as to the time and place of press conferences,

released and expected statements, developments in Congressional

committees, registrations at important hotels, general news hap-

penings, local, national and international." 5S
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Staff Organization and the News

The expanding size of morning journals, facilitated by mechan-

ical devices mentioned in Chapter V, increased the volume of

local and wire news as well as of features and paid insertions. By
1870, the New York Herald and the Times devoted as much as two

full pages to wire and cable dispatches and had as many as

twenty-three reporters on their local staff. By that time, metro-

politan morning papers had adopted an organizational setup

resembling twentieth century practice. The chief editor of a

New York morning daily in 1870, according to a contemporary,
56

"controls all the details of the Editorial department; his decrees

being final in all matters concerning the tone of the Journal, the

engagement of assistants, and the preparation of the contents of

each sheet. His partners are charged with the affairs of business,
and he meets them in consultation; but in his own department he
is supreme." His assistants comprised a night editor,

"
placed

in charge of the news"; a city editor, to direct local reporters; a

financial editor; a literary editor; a critic of the drama and opera;
and editorial writers. The latter "are in direct daily communica-
tion with the Chief, receiving his suggestions and writing articles

upon topics indicated by him, or upon others of their own selec-

tion, to which he gives his approval." This division of labor "is

now generally adopted."
Other papers interposed a managing editor between the chief

editor and news department heads, a somewhat larger job than
that given the night editor above. Many, too, had a special tele-

graph editor, and some, a ship news editor. Several technological

changes, notably photo-engraving, the typewriter, and the tele-

phone, brought further refinements in staff setup by the 1890's.

A city editor of 1870 had developed into more than a mere
chief reporter. He had "to cut down such reports as are sent
in to him, and are deemed worth a certain amount of space
to reject those which are considered devoid of interest, and
to put into proper order the whole of the civic matter to be
used." The city editor, an English journalist

5T
observed, "is,

on the whole, the most important functionary on the establish-
ments of the New York daily journals." This writer also mar-
veled at the ship news editor. Under "'Ship News/ the New
York daily journals, give accounts of shipwrecks, or disasters,
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or anything in the shape of exciting accidents at sea . . . worked

up in the most sensational manner." This department "is un-

known in the daily press of London and Paris." Our reporters,

too, were much more numerous than the English. The New York

Herald hired twenty-three to the London Times's nineteen;

New York City had some 100 "
professional reporters" for the

press. British writers, however, averaged $25 a week to the

Americans' $15. "The manner of reporting in America," said

the Englishman, "wherever the reporter mixes up some of Ms
own observations with those of the speaker, which is quite

common, is very different from what, in that respect, it is with

us." He did not refer here to interviewing; that novelty also

impressed him.

Sensationalism in the selection and writing of news reached

into all fields but two. Newspapers, on the whole, sought to

preserve the sanctity of the "American system" of individualism

in business, and "the conductors of the New York journals

rarely allow anything to appear in their columns by which

readers of a religious turn of mind could feel offended." 5S The

New York Herald reported with equal care a Jewish Rabbinical

Convention at Philadelphia, a Protestant Convention at Worms,
and a meeting of the (Ecumenical Council at Rome. On Mon-

days, it devoted one or two full pages to sermons preached the

day before in the principal pulpits of New York, Boston, Phila-

delphia, and Washington, and to cabled resumes from Rome,

Paris, Dublin, and London. Sermons then got news space largely

for religious reasons. As journalism became more and more

"yellow," however, ministers found that their offerings had to

have progressively stronger "news value," preferably a sensa-

tional angle, to get attention.

With the disappearance of the battles of the Civil War and

blunders afterwards as dependable sources for paper-selling

news, journalists again turned to murders, divorces, and other

crimes and scandals. "Many writers for the press are employed
to do nothing else but get up sensational articles, and they are

all constantly tempted to expand simple facts into the most

romantic and fantastic combinations. This weakness . . .

reaches a climax in the headings."
59 These were graphic and

sometimes alliterative. The New York Times topped a 17-bank

heading on October 9, 1872, with "EXIT GREELEY!" The Chicago
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Times told on December 7, 1876, of the Brooklyn Theater fire

of December 5 in which 289 died under "BROOKLYN'S BAKE."

"HELL'S HALO" headed an account of an Indian massacre in

California in the same journal on July 12, 1877.

C. D. Clark,
60 who has made an extensive study of news,

comments thus on this rising sensationalism:

"Yellow journalism was a phenomenon brought about by the

new and peculiar social situation created by the modern city. The
character of news . . . and the evolution of the concept of news
have been closely tied up with the development of urban modes of

existence, for it is the city which has forced the substitution of

secondary for primary forms of association. . . .

"The yellow journalists vied with the hosts of commercialized

recreation in the effort to supply the much craved substitutes for

activities interesting in their own right and warm in human feel-

ings. . . . The inhabitants of the fashionable districts were made
to feel their flesh creep at the accounts of vice and crime in the

slums, while the denizens of the tenements were regaled with the

scandals of the idle rich, or the romance and glamour of life in
f

nigh society.
7 "

Reporters had taken on by the early 1870's the reputation
for Bohemianism that continues to characterize them. "The
vicissitudes of a reporter's life are very great, and they tend

to make him reckless, improvident, and dissipated," remarked
a writer 61 in 1871. He continued,

"No occupation, excepting perhaps politics, attracts so many
persons to it for a short time, or is subject to such fluctuations. . . .

"The pay of an ordinary reporter varies from $15 to $30 per week;
the average being $20. A 'Free Lance' will earn as high as $60 per
week. . . .

"One could hardly lead a more unsettled existence. His hours
of sleep and meals vary almost daily, and unless a man has strong
self-command, these irregular habits . . . will have a bad effect

on him. . . . On the average, ... a reporter is occupied twelve
hours per day, and he is expected to write half a column of re-

ports. . . . Short-hand reporters have the double labor of taking
down their notes and then copying them out. . . . Short-hand re-

porters get the highest pay usually, but they can do so much better
at law reporting and other work that they do not as a rule stay
long upon the press."

Difficult hours, inadequate pay, the consequent rapid turnover
of men, the ever-present fringe of floaters, the romantic allure
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of interviewing murderers and "big shots/' and the favors

extended the
"
gentlemen of the press" were all characterizing

the "profession." Chapter VII reveals how outlays for materials,

wages of unionized craftsmen, salaries for executives and adver-

tising employees, investments, taxes, and profits squeezed allot-

ments for editorial workers.

Post-Civil-War sensationalism concentrated upon crusades as

well as crime and sex. Some papers, even The New York Times,

albeit a Republican journal, refused to hold their noses at "the

scandals which flourished in Washington, invisible to the some-

what too long-sighted eye of President Grant." 62
Joseph Pulitzer

served in the Missouri legislature in 1870 and reported its affairs

for the St. Louis Westliche Post. "The halls were filled with

adventurers and the lobby with agents of corruption. These he

assailed in print and on the floor with all the zeal of his fiery

soul." 63 The New York Times published on its first page on

July 22, 1871, its first three-column heading over figures illus-

trating some of "Boss" Tweed's thefts from the city's treasury.

In spite of threats, the Times had been attacking this "Tammany
Ring" since December, 1870. The transfer of control of the

paper July 19, 1871, to E. B. Morgan and George Jones gave

its staff the freedom needed to attract national attention with

these disclosures. On July 28, the Times issued a supplement

demonstrating the ring's frauds; repairs and furnishings for the

new Court House and so forth had cost almost $10,000,000, of

which some ninety per cent, was graft. The St. Louis Missouri

Democrat, soon aided by other sheets locally and in other cities,

made a similar crusade against a notorious "Whiskey Ring."

The larger papers also turned to "making news." The

New York Herald sent H. M. Stanley to find David Livingstone,

an English missionary, "somewhere in Africa." On July 2, 1872,

it made a sensation by reporting that Stanley had reached Liv-

ingstone at Ujiji. "Newspapers," said The Proof-Sheet in May,

1873, "are getting to be much more than mere transcripts of the

news and gossip of the day. They are pioneers in learned explora-

tion; they are foremost in geographical and historical discovery;

they are the teachers of social science. . . . The reporter of

to-day is the adventurer who penetrates the desert and the

jungle; the scholar who searches for relics of the forgotten past;

the courier who bears the news of victory to courts and con-
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grasses across a wilderness and through hostile armies; the de-

tective who pries into public abuses, and discovers hidden wrongs;

the pioneer who throws new countries open to the world; the

philanthropist who unbars the door of the torture chamber; the

chemist who detects adulteration in the spice-box; the inspector

who seizes false weights and measures; the auditor who exposes

a public theft in the public treasury. . . . Year by year its

ambition becomes larger." Such stunts helped boost circulation

and give the press a reputation for public-spiritedness. Many
readers assumed, then as always, that a paper which attacked

one flagrant abuse served their interests in all things, a profitable

non sequitur.

Typewriters and telephones, introduced into newspaper offices

from the late 1870's, further differentiated staff organization.

C. L. Sholes, editor of the Milwaukee Daily Sentinel in 1861-63,

developed the first practical typewriter in 1866-67, patented

it in 1868, and continued improving it until it reached salable

form. S. N". D. North, author of The Newspaper and Periodical

Press, is said to have first made business use of a typewriter in

1872 at Utica, New York. While typewriters were placed on

the market in 1874, they did not attain any great popularity

until 1878 when Remington equipped them to print both small

and large letters. By 1881, the Remington company, chief manu-

facturers of the machine, had built 1,200, many of which went

to improve the legibility of newspaper copy.

The telephone, invented by A. G. Bell in 1875, was first used

to send a dispatch to a newspaper on February 12, 1877, at a

popular lecture and demonstration Bell gave at Salem, Massa-

chusetts. The first commercial contract for telephone service

was made three months later at Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Table XXVIII in the Appendix records the rapid growth of

telephone subscribers in the United States. With 54,000 tele-

phones by 1880, the separation of routine reporting between

"leg men" and writers who did not leave the office began to

become marked in news bureaus and on the larger sheets. Desk-
men learned to speed their headline and story production with

the typewriter manipulated usually with but two fingers then

as now before special assignment men mastered its mysteries.

Only special assignment reporters, handling "important" inter-

views and eye-witness accounts, continued to write their own
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yarns. This specialization, together with increasing attention

to staff efficiency, eventually made payment by the line or inch

for copy impractical, except in the case of special correspondents.

"Much of the editorial work of the modern newspaper/
7

a

writer 64 stated in 1884, "is paid for by the piece, even when
done by editors regularly employed, and this is more frequently
the case with those engaged in the purely reportorial duties of

the newspaper." By that time, however, a special department
condensed and prepared news and wrote headings, distinct

from one that edited telegraphic reports and correspondence.
The New York World, too, had made the "Sporting Editor" by
1883 head of a special staff division.

The systematization occasioned by these mechanical devices

and by business office demands for efficiency made "old time"

reporters bemoan the passing of "rugged individualism.
"

The

Journalist on April 5, 1884, asserted that it "is no longer easy for

a capable man to distinguish himself by any feat in reporting,

because opportunities are not common." Personal contacts still

counted, however, and placed progressively greater emphasis

upon "reporters' confidences." The growing rarity of "scoops"
on ordinary events also attached greater significance to examples
of news enterprise that were largely produced under special

assignment or as a staff project.

Where once editors prided themselves on their carefully

"thought out" editorials, by the 1870's news held the center

of the stage. Asked for his ideas on the newspaper, Whitelaw

Reid,
65 editor of the New York Tribune, declared in 1875, "I

should say what its name expresses; a newspaper, with the

promptest and best obtainable elucidation ... of the news

to attend it. I know there is another idea urged by men who are

anxious to become propagandists; but whenever such men have

obtained exclusive control of a daily newspaper they have ruined

it. The essence, the life-blood of the daily paper of to-day, is

the news." Reid also had ideas on the relation of editors to

readers, frequently used since by editor-publishers. "Each

newspaper," he continued, "caters to its own constituency, and

its success depends on reading with the utmost promptness every

indication of what that constituency wants, and looking out for

fresh subjects which are likely, while retaining the old set, to

attract recruits." Reid stated a viewpoint that, generally speak-
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Ing, fits the facts, but it over-simplifies a highly complex rela-

tionship.

Impersonal journalism was displacing personal journalism.

"That appears to mean a sort of journalism in which nobody
will ask who is the editor of a paper or the writer of any class

of article, and nobody will care." 66
But, as the New York Sun

commented editorially on December 6, 1872, "Whenever, in

the newspaper profession, a man rises up who is original, strong,

and bold enough to make his opinions a matter of consequence
to the public, there will be personal journalism; and whenever

newspapers are conducted only by commonplace individuals

whose views are of no consequence to anybody, there will be

nothing but impersonal journalism." Journalism merely fol-

lows other professions of its sort in this regard. Such outstand-

ing editor-publishers as Joseph Pulitzer, W. R. Hearst, W. A.

White, and, more recently, J. M. Patterson and J. D. Stern,

joined by such writers of editorial columns as Arthur Brisbane,

Walter Lippmann, and Heywood Broun, cast thousands of

other editorial writers into the obscurity of their shadows.

Journalism on the whole during 1880-1900 thus began to

present "the apparent paradox of an editorial policy tending to

become spineless or conservative while the treatment of day-by-

day news became increasingly sensational. No generalization,

however, could fit so diversified a world." The Boston Evening

Transcript and New York Evening Post "made few concessions

to the moronic mentality of the enlarged reading public" and
contented themselves with small circulations. The Chicago

Daily News and Kansas City Evening Star "battled for the

common weal." 67

The growing evening sheets and particularly the Scripps chain

and W. R. Nelson's Kansas City (Missouri) Evening Star, begun
in 1880, pointed the way toward more local and newsy sheets

with their cheap, four-page editions. Lacking funds, time, and

space, they did not let sensationalism steal their shows. During
Nelson's life, the Star carried no large headlines, halftone illus-

trations, colored "comics/
5

or sensational Sunday articles. In a

greatly changed world, the Star and its morning edition, the

Times, kept up much of this tradition in the 1930's for Kansas
and Missouri farmers. They added colored "comics" and half-

tones, but only "world-shaking" events rate as much as three-
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or four-column headlines. As for E. W. Scripps's papers, Lincoln

Steffens 68 characterized them in describing their owner thus:

"He is onto himself and the world, plays the game and despises
it. He is sincere and not cynical ... he avoided other rich men,
so as to escape being one; he knew the danger his riches carried for

himself, for his papers and for his seeing.

"Rough, almost ruthless force, but restrained by clear, even

shrewd insight; an executive capable of fierce action, restrained by
the observation that a doer must not do too many things himself,
but use his will to make others do them."

Nelson fought the granting of public utility franchises that did

not protect Kansas Citians, promoted parkways, boulevards,

parks, and other projects with which to transform a frontier

settlement into a modern city. Scripps also agitated local im-

provements, but he gave as much attention to the predicaments
of union labor and of other workers. In 1889, the five Scripps

League papers sent "a company of workingmen, selected from

various Western cities and representing different crafts, to the

Paris Exposition and Great Britain." Each worker wrote out

his observations, and the five sheets printed them "for the

benefit of the crafts and the public generally."
69 Such Scripps

papers as the Cincinnati Post even raised funds to buy food and

clothing for strikers.

The Chicago Times of
"
JERKED TO JESUS" fame exceeded

many contemporary limits of sensationalism in 1861-78 dur-

ing W. F. Storey's editorship. The New York Herald continued

to startle, excite, and, above all, attract new readers. The evening
New York Daily News was building a huge circulation in that

relatively new field with fast and sensational news coverage.

With new droves of immigrants and other illiterates and semi-

literates waiting to be blessed with papers they would have to

learn to read, Joseph Pulitzer brought his sensational reforming

vigor to flower in the 1880's at St. Louis and New York, and

then came Hearst.

Circulation figures for the New York Daily News in the early

1880's illustrate popular reactions then to various types of sensa-

tional news. On the assassination of President J. A. Garfield,

July 2, 1881, the News sold 167,000 copies, but the execution of

Guiteau on the following June 30 sold 305,570, a tribute to the

build-up of a running story. The Presidential election of 1884
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made the demand reach 265,510 on November 5 and during the

next three days 274,440, 273',080, and 232,970. The execution of

McGloin and Magone on March 9, 1883, however, had disposed

of 296,360 copies, a figure surpassed in 1881-86 only by the

Guiteau execution. Such figures and others make the newspaper
formula in its broad outlines obvious. Sensationalism, however,
could be used as an entertaining bait with which to merchandise

a wemspaper or as the whole show, a means of obscuring significant

issues. Pulitzer made the former profitable; Hearst, the latter.

Pulitzer, brought to this country to fight for the Union army,
drifted into German- and then English-language journalism in

St. Louis. Carl Schurz gave him a chance to experiment with

crusading journalism on the St. Louis Westliche Post, a paper in

which Pulitzer owned an interest for several years. In 1878,

several years after selling this interest, "J. P." bought and

merged the St. Louis Post and Dispatch and then in 1883 took

over the New York World. The doctrines he announced in the

World on May 17, 1883, indicate his views on the role of journal-

ism. They were:

'1. Tax Luxuries.

'2. Tax Inheritances.

'3. Tax Large Incomes.

'4. Tax Monopolies.
'5. Tax the Privileged Corporation.
'6. A Tariff for Revenue.
'7. Reform the Civil Service.

'8. Punish Corrupt Officers.

'9. Punish Vote Buying.
10. Punish Employers who Coerce their Employees in Elec-

tions."

lliis "popular platform of ten lines" Pulitzer recommended "to
the politicians in place of long-winded resolutions." His sincerity
as well as his pretensions amazed the rulers of both cities and
even the populace.

Pulitzer battled to limit the ravages of the largely unrestrained

capitalists, forced the federal government through exposures
to cease making secret bond issues, "fought nobly against special

privilege in the form of tariffs, subsidies, grabs, bonuses, and all

sorts of raids upon the Treasury," and usually opposed imperial-
ism. But, as 0. G. Villard,

70 a scathing critic of most papers,
asserts, "the World has not escaped the wide criticism of New
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fork's dailies that they are of the 'kept press/ and that they
eflect primarily the views of the great capitalists. . . . Nobody
orgets like the American public and it forgets nothing so rapidly

,s a newspaper's good deeds." Both Scripps and Pulitzer re-

embled Greeley in their general purposes, but both had a re-

pect for possibilities that escaped Greeley's
"
thinking."

Such editor-publishers as Pulitzer and V. F. Lawson of the

Chicago Daily News led the way toward making newspapers

>articipate in public welfare projects actually as well as verbally.

The Evening World commissioned a physician in 1888 to treat

lum children, and Lawson established a Fresh-Air Sanitarium

he same year. Others joined the movement; it convinced readers

motionally that a paper represented them even when adequate
vidence was lacking. The New York Herald's "ice charity,"

.ontinued for many years, was started in 1892 with a popular

ubscription of over $10,000, used to open thirteen depots in the

lums and to distribute twenty tons of ice daily to the poor.

Two years later, it gave $1,000 to start a fund to make the newly
liscovered diphtheria antitoxin available to American physi-

ians. W. R. Hearst's San Francisco Examiner started in 1889

o do something concrete about the "Yellow Menace" to white

abor by setting up free employment bureaus for whites and

;ven sending out special labor trains to collect them.

"Trial by newspaper," called by The Journalist on July 5,

884, "BLOODTHIRSTY JOURNALISM," continued to grow in inten-

ity and flagrance during the 1880's. "The criticism of judicial

Lnd legal performances while in process of settlement," said

rhe Journalist, "is one of the unjustifiable prerogatives which

he American Press often arrogates itself." The "liberty of the

>ress," it warned, "may very frequently degenerate into li-

ense." On April 5, the same trade journal had pointed to another

,spect of the situation. It claimed that crime publicity "is

Ireaded by loose characters more than any other punishment,"
ind asked, "How are the people of one community to know the

riminals of another, if there is no means such as the press pre-

ents of conveying information?" The trade paper thus sug-

gested the "horns" of the crime dilemma. A ban on crime and

rial publicity would multiply the instances of collusion between

rirninals and "public servants." Unrestricted trial publicity,

>n the other hand, leads straightway to trial by newspaper.
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This anxiety for the bizarre and horrible also led to what
The Journalist on March 28, 1885, labeled,

" KEYHOLE JOURNAL-
ISM." For this, it said, the

"
reporter is not to blame. ... He

is sent for certain news, and he must get that news or he loses

his position." The "
average reporter is a gentleman, and it

affords him no pleasure to pry into private affairs and ask im-

pertinent questions. . . . There is no doubt that it is all

wrong, . . . but it sells the paper." To get such material, re-

porters then as always got themselves into the confidence of

persons whose identity they were obliged to conceal. This prac-

tice contradicted the general impression, The Journalist asserted

on July 5, 1884, "that the average newspaper man will go any
length for news, that no confidences are sacred, that nothing

delights him so much as spicy scandal, the details of which may
injure many who are innocent of active participance in the

affair. . . . Workers in journalism, especially space men, lose

hundreds of dollars every year by suppressing facts which are

legitimate news, but which tend to injure innocent parties."

As certain papers tended more towards sensationalism, this

solicitude for the innocent diminished. Others continued to

avoid pillorying any and all merely to elaborate a story. C. A.

Dana,
71

sage editor of the New York Sun, advised young re-

porters in 1888, "Get the news, get all the news, and nothing
but the news. . . . Never print an interview without the knowl-

edge and consent of the party interviewed." His paper, fre-

quently called "the newspaperman's newspaper" because of its

spriteliness, terseness, accuracy, and "ethical standards," re-

flected such policies. Chapter XII recounts the efforts by news-

papers to build up the traditional and legal status of "reporters'
confidences."

The growth of newspaper organizations, the integration of

staff activities, and the increasing complexity of urban life con-
tinued to modify staff organization. The World by 1885 was
sending reporters in carload lots to cover "big" stories. The
special interests of sections in big cities led certain papers in the
1880's to publish daily pages of their affairs and even special
editions for them. Chapter IX discusses the development of
such "chains-within-a-city." Engraving developments, too,
were starting to bring new specialists into newspaper offices.

In addition to cartoonists, evident for many years, more and
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more illustrators and even some photo-engravers were being
hired. In the 1890's, then, photographers gradually worked

themselves into "steady" berths.

During his exciting stay at Harvard in 1883-85, Hearst studied

the Boston sheets, but Pulitzer's successes particularly fascinated

him. In Pulitzer's digging into unsuspected or neglected public

scandals, "news creation/
7

this inveterate practical jokester

saw a device with which to amuse himself and obtain power.

Tricking Harvard professors could never compare with playing

jests upon whole cities and even the entire country. The San
Francisco Examiner became his laboratory.

A fisherman was marooned on a rock outside the Golden Gate.

Finding that the federal life-savers had not launched their boat,

Hearst men chartered a tug and rescued the stranded man.

While other morning papers still had the unfortunate on his

rock, the Examiner gloated over its "daring" rescue. H. R. Hax-

ton, Sunday supplement editor and a skilled swimmer, then

jumped from a ferryboat and timed his rescuers. These

feats precipitated reorganizations of life-saving provisions in

San Francisco waters.

Pulitzer viewed imperialism "with alarm/' but Hearst re-

vived in 1891 the Panama Canal project and persistently de-

manded its completion under American control. In those days,

too, Hearst did not regard it "un-American" to attack business

corruption. He reveled, for example, in a battle with the South-

ern Pacific Railroad and talked of "Public Plunder by Pirate

Privilege." Hearst did not match, nevertheless, the World's

efforts in connection with the Homestead riots of 1892 and the

Venezuela-British-Guiana boundary crisis of 1895. In the

former, Pulitzer condemned H. C. Frick for having Pinkerton

detectives and Coal and Iron Police slaughter the workers. In

the latter, with the United States coasting towards another war

with Great Britain, the World led in halting the press's general

jingoism by printing numerous statements obtained from leaders

in England and this country. Pulitzer, Hearst, Scripps, and

others seeking purchasers among the near-literate tried on the

whole to convince the masses, especially the urban laborers,

that they had popular causes at heart. Scripps and Pulitzer

continued to do so even after they had stabilized their prop-

erties. Hearst and many others passed on to another stage as
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their sheets and the industry generally attained "firmer ground."

They still sought to
"
stand" for the "best interests" of the

masses, but their ways of serving those "best interests" were no

longer necessarily the popular ones.

Hearstism spread to New York in 1895 when W. R. bought
the Morning Journal and then gradually seeped into other cities

by emulation, the expansion of his chain, and the sale of his

features and news. The next year, A. S. Ochs, publisher of the

Chattanooga (Tennessee) Times, also invaded the New York

field. He bought the Times and started to prove that people

would buy a daily encyclopedia of "All the News That's Fit to

Print." On August 15, 1896, too, W. A. White published an

editorial on "What's the Matter With Kansas" that brought
that 28-year-old editor-publisher of the Emporia (Kansas)
Gazette within the next two weeks national prominence. The
wide publication of his common-sense editorials and articles,

flavored with a "folksy" type of humor, impressed his sane

liberalism upon some newspaper writers and gave the small-

town middle-western press a model to imitate. Hearst, of these

three, drew the most imitators; Ochs and White, the most ad-

mirers.

Hearst and White both operated "schools of journalism."

Hearst trained sensation-mongers and jugglers of catchwords for

big-city dailies. The "
Sage of Emporia" inspired many a reporter

and editor, later "graduated" to responsible posts on other sheets

and on agencies and syndicates, with such homely maxims as:

"Boil your story down. Never use two words when one will do."

"Laugh with and not at people, and you will never get into
trouble."

"Dip your pen into your arteries and write." 72

White wanted his "students" to be sane, human, and repre-
sentative. He treated his staff as part of his family. Hearst
wanted Bohemians, "romantic figures," to whom a drowned
child's mother would merely be a character in a yarn, not a
fellow human being in distress. Sentimentality, unless carefully

manipulated as a stage property, would "spoil" a story calling
for the flagrant invasion of privacy.
The battles between Hearst and Pulitzer, beginning in 1895

and reflected by many papers throughout the country, gave the
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press new pretentiousness and the country the Spanish-American,

War. To facilitate his creation of news, Hearst organized a

mobile "murder squad/' charged with solving crime mysteries
in advance of the police. "Time has been/' asserted W. R.,

73

"when the utmost art of the -literary man or the journalist had
been employed in making a criminal a heroic figure in an en-

grossing romance. That was in the era of the old journalism.
The new journalism strives to apprehend the criminal, to bring
him to the bar of justice and thereafter not to convict him but

to show him as he is." Typical Hearst rationalizing: not to

convict him, just to show how guilty he is. Contrary to this

statement, Hearst did not discard the exploitation of criminals'

heroics, granted they fit his purposes. Not satisfied with trial

by newspaper done, he had decided to tamper with the whole

course of crime detection and adjudication to an extent never

before witnessed. In the summer of 1897, the New York Morning
Journal seized upon the discovery of a dismembered body,

wrapped in oil-cloth. It reproduced the oil-cloth in colors, sent

thirty "leg men" to find its purchaser, and occasioned the arrest

of an east side midwife and her male aid in the killing of her

husband.

A number of books have been written on the Hearst-Pulitzer

circulation campaign that precipitated American interference

in Cuba.74 "From March, 1895, to April, 1898," concluded one

of these writers, J. E. Wisan, "there were fewer than a score of

days in which Cuba did not appear in the day's news. . . . The
effect was cumulative. . . . Little wonder that the 'average

reader/ indoctrinated with these opinions, called on his Govern-

ment for War." The New York Journal's owner had the gall to

run in the "ears" the little boxes in the upper corners of the

paper's front page the question, "HOW DO YOU LIKE THE JOUR-
NAL'S WAR?" By the time that Cervera's fleet was destroyed
on July 3, 1898, Pulitzer had had enough. Fleets of tugs and

voluminous cable charges were wiping out World profits. He
turned to demanding peace.

The Spanish War firmly established the "banner" head on

the front page of the more sensational dailies. The war's "chief

effect, however, was the more vitally significant one of making
the headline 'the thing/ the supremely important feature in

news-presentation. In this capacity it has since constantly in-
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creased in significance."
75 G. C. Bastian, a newspaperman, in

writing more recently (1923) a journalism text, Editing the Day's

News, characterizes thus the role of the headline:

"A good headline is a work of art, a picture of an event, . . .

done in bold, swift, telling word-strokes, the omission of even a

single one of which would blur the effect. It does not transcend

the bounds of the story it announces and summarizes; it is sym-

pathetic; its economy of words creates a compelling dynamic
force."

He exaggerates somewhat. He speaks of "good" practice. All

headlines do not stick to the literal
" bounds of the story."

Pulitzer tired of competing directly with Hearst. He returned

to the sort of crusading and liberal news presentation in 1901

that characterized his sheet in 1883-95. But "yellowism"

forged on. It had to concoct stories that created the
"
emotional

equivalent of war." Arthur Brisbane, hired by Hearst away from

Pulitzer's World in 1897, became Hearst's "right-hand man,"
the high priest of "yellow" journalism. "No man," once asserted

Will Irwin,
76 "can be so sincere or so plausibly insincere as

Brisbane. To analyze Ms best flights, to show how artfully he

conceals the one necessary flaw in an otherwise perfect chain of

logic, is an exercise which I recommend to our university classes

in forensics." Brisbane's 77 own statement of his journalistic

philosophy illustrates Irwin's contention :

"The papers pander to a depraved appetite because the people
demand it. They do not, however, create this appetite, and when
there is an improvement in the people it will be accompanied by
an improvement in the papers, because the newspaper will always
be on the watch for such change. . . .

"
I am the yellowist journalist in the world. If I am not, I want

to be. . . .

"I addressed a meeting of 100 Presbyterian ministers once, and
when they criticized this method of journalism, I told them that
when God gets ready to send a storm he creates ugly black clouds
which are typified in the paper in black type; the lightning is the
red type that they frequently use and the colored supplement on
Sunday is the rainbow."

Hearst layouts, news, and editorials reflected this Hearst-
Brisbane viewpoint.
The celebration on the occasion of Hearst's launching of his

Los Angeles Examiner on December 12, 1903, demonstrates the
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extent to which workers thought he represented them. "Repre-
sentatives of union labor from all over Southern California, to

the number of 20,000, marched in procession through the prin-

cipal streets of Los Angeles"
78 to welcome this competitor to

the anti-union-labor Los Angeles Times,
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CHAPTER XVII

THE EDITORIAL STAFF (Continued)

THE
increasingly self-conscious and dominating business

managers, encouraged by their trade association, the

American Newspaper Publishers' Association, continued

to force greater efficiency upon their editorial employees. "Cy-
clonic attics with desks gerrymandered into disorderly clusters

by sulphurous editors were supplanted by modern city rooms

as regimented as a real estate office."
l As James Keeley,

2 man-

aging editor of the Chicago Daily Tribune, put it in 1903,

"The newspaper man has changed in the last decade. He has
moved from Bohemia into a steam-heated flat or a cozy suburban
home. He has divorced himself from the false delights of the happy-
go-lucky life, and wedded a wife. ... He has learned that to

drink during working hours is a mistake, and that the flowing bowl
at any time is not so much after all."

Exaggerated, but to the point. "By some tradition as old as

printing/
5 The Editor and Publisher stated editorially on March 9,

1907, however, "the man who writes must have other than a

pecuniary motive. Perhaps the idea and the practise rest on the

theory that it would spoil the man who lives by his pen to be fat

and sleek." The motive lay in training and in building contacts

that would land the reporter a profitable non-newspaper job or,

possibly, one of the few lucrative editorial posts.

More businesslike management of editorial staffs did not stop
with making "city rooms as regimented as a real estate office."

It also called for complex cost-accounting devices. Many a metro-

politan managing editor by 1918 "tabulates periodically the

news of all the newspapers in his field, comparatively. . . . He
does so to make concrete and visible to himself and his pub-
lisher the quantitative and qualitative elements of excellence

of Ms paper ... as a safeguard against errors of impressionistic

judgment and natural prejudicial bias in favor of his own handi-

work." 3
Recognizing this need, A. W. Grant,

4
managing editor

of the San Antonio (Texas) Express, worked out by 1919 cost-

642
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accounting methods for analyzing the output of each reporter.

The New York Herald developed a system of detailed editorial

comparison, carried on and improved after its
" death

7 '

in 1920

by the Herald Tribune. "An editorial statistician makes a statis-

tical digest of the Herald Tribune and two other morning papers
and supplies figures that show editors and executives of the

paper just how the paper compares with the others in every re-

spect every day. With the figures there is also a written report

listing the news, sports and financial beats scored by the Herald

Tribune and the same stories on which it was c

scooped
7

by the

opposition."
5

Copyreaders and rewrite men, as they multiplied in number
and their practices evolved, became another evidence of more

systematic management. They gave news-handling some sim-

ilarity to an automobile manufacturer's assembly line. City,

telegraph, cable, sports, and Sunday editors on large sheets

each accumulated such assistants to take over the writing, re-

writing, and editing of news items and to place headlines and

captions on news, pictures, and features. The rewrite function

has a lineage that goes back to early exchange and telegraph

editors, but, as we have seen, the employment of non-writing leg

men with the introduction of the telephone greatly broadened

its scope. E. A. (" Eddie ") Guest,
6
syndicate poet of the Detroit

Free Press, registered in 1931 these objections to this division

of labor:

"
Stories now pass through one or two men. They are too uniform.

It is in this that the modern newspaper is suffering its greatest
loss individuality of its writers."

Deskmen also lack the first-hand knowledge of an event fre-

quently necessary to "do a story justice." In occupying its new
addition in 1931, The New York Times began to utilize the

largest copy desk in the country. This desk provided thirty-

seven positions, fourteen for local copy, eleven for cable, and

twelve for telegraph.

Certain papers developed special means of checking the accu-

racy of their high-pressured newsgathering and editing machines.

The New York World again exhibited its leadership by evolving

a way of coping with popular criticisms as well as staff ineffi-

ciencies. A notice posted on World office bulletin boards July 7,
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1913, announced a "Board of Accuracy and Fair Play/' super-

vised by its legal department. "To promote accuracy and fair

play, to correct carelessness and to stamp out fakes and fakers,"

the management directed that "All complaints involving these

principles, received in any department of the World, shall in

future be turned over to the Bureau." The instructions also

touched on the following points:

"Special attention will be given to so-called
'
harmless fakes/

These have done more, ... to destroy confidence . . . than all

unintentional errors combined. . . .

"
Corrections shall be published whenever fair play demands it,

as conspicuously as articles complained of. ...
"Persons held responsible for offending articles are liable to the

following judgments and penalties: . . .

"

During its first year, this bureau handled 432 cases. Of these,

262 were admitted to involve accuracy or fair play, and 164 cor-

rections were published. In forty-one instances, the complain-
ants did not implicate the World. Most of these consisted of

requests by persons accused in the courts and later cleared who
wanted a story published telling of their acquittal. A number of

papers adopted all or part of this service, but it did not become

general, especially the provision that corrections be published
"as conspicuously as articles complained of." The Chicago
Tribune named its bureau, the "Beg-Your-Pardon Department."
Some papers, the Philadelphia Public Ledgers for example,

employed a checker or "bug editor" as a safeguard against
inaccuracies likely to creep in during mass-production news-

treatment. H. B. Nason, Jr., managing editor of the Evening

Ledger, established this post in 1930. The "bug editor" gets a

carbon copy of each story. He checks the spelling of names of

persons and streets and the accuracy of addresses and other

facts as far as he can. On most dailies, however, the copy desk
continued to handle this phase of its work.

The expansion of suburban districts and of the areas served

by large dailies after the World War made editors think more of

newsgathering beyond city limits than had been their habit.

Adaptations to the change, however, differed. "Strictly speak-
ing," said R. M. Lee,

7
city editor of The Chicago Tribune, in 1928,

"we do not handle suburban news at all." Within forty miles,
"there are 200 suburban villages. Obviously it is impossible to
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carry departments suited to this field without a maze of trivial

happenings for which we have no space. If an event is not im-

portant enough to interest an appreciable number of the whole

metropolitan area we ignore it." By 1930, nevertheless, "the

name 'city room' is fast becoming a misnomer, for in this room

an ever increasing amount of suburban news is handled." 8

This brings the discussion again to the publication of localized

editions by large dailies for sections of their trading areas, de-

scribed in Chapter IX. For the general coverage of outlying

areas, where a local newspaper staff member cannot be hired

on a part time basis to relay stories, such papers as the Chicago

Herald & Examiner established offices at places like Waukegan,

Evanston, Gary, and South Bend. The Kansas City Star, too,

has a Kansas office and staff at Kansas City, Kansas, in addi-

tion to its Kansas City, Missouri, headquarters. These offices

and special correspondents furnish material featured in dis-

trict editions. Smaller dailies, the New Haven Register for in-

stance, devote long columns to "personals" from nearby towns.

This practice is particularly useful to dailies in "satellite"

cities. It is a service that papers in metropolitan districts cannot

afford to imitate.

Crusades

Mass-production methods in the news "end" following 1900

apparently did not hamper the continued refinement of the

newspaper's two chief news bids for reader interest: "Com-

munity service" programs waxed in number and magnitude,

and the industry reduced sensationalism to the staging of one

big show after another, with occasionally several running at

once. Chapter IX sketches the wide range of "community
service" projects of the sort of "One Hundred Neediest Cases"

drives and "Chicagoland Music Festival" performances. Chap-
ter XIV describes the coverage of stories sensational enough to

warrant national attention. Chapter XV relates sensationalism

to the production and rehashing of features. Three other aspects

of these subjects, crusading, trial by newspaper, and the invasion

of privacy, require attention here.

The New York World scored again in 1905 with what has been

called "the greatest feat in all its history." It succeeded in

"unmasking insurance corruption, reforming the practices of
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the gigantic corporations centered in New York and, incidentally,

starting Charles E. Hughes upon an exalted public career." 9 The
Boston Traveler the next year crusaded against "bucket shops"
in its city. The New York Evening World in 1915 succeeded in

obtaining a Public Service Commission ruling reducing telephone
rates by some $5,000,000 a year. Other examples might be given.

Pulitzer's will established a $500 gold medal to be awarded

annually for "the most distinguished and meritorious public

service rendered by any American newspaper during the year."

From 1918, therefore, the list of papers receiving this recogni-

tion includes some responsible for the more outstanding services

rendered by crusading newspapers. The roll, honoring some
feats that appear odd to those knowing Pulitzer's ideals, is as

follows: 1918, New York Times, for publishing in full so many
official reports, documents, and speeches relating to the World

War; 1919, Milwaukee Journal, for an "Americanism" drive;

1920, no award; 1921, Boston Post, for bursting "Get-Rich-

Quick" Ponzi's "Golden Bubble"; 1922, New York World,
for exposures of the Ku Klux Klan; 1923, Memphis Commercial

Appeal, for "its courageous attitude in the publication of car-

toons and the handling of news in reference to the operations
of the Ku Klux Klan"; 1924, New York World, for helping to

expose Florida peonage; 1925, no award; 1926, Columbus

(Georgia) Enquirer-Sun, for numerous crusades; 1927, Canton

(Ohio) Daily News, for D. R. Mdlett's campaign against the

city's underworld that cost him his life on July 16, 1926; 1928,

Indianapolis Times, for uncovering and attacking political cor-

ruption in Indiana; 1929, New York Evening World, for effec-

tively battling commercialized justice and organized crime;

1930, no award; 1931, Atlanta Constitution, for a successful drive

against municipal graft; 1932, Indianapolis News, for diminish-

ing municipal waste and reducing the tax levy; 1933, New York

World-Telegram, for series of articles on veterans' relief, real

estate bond abuses and lottery schemes of certain fraternal

organizations, and a campaign to write in McKee's name for

mayor; 1934, Medford (Oregon) Mail-Tribune, for a campaign
against unscrupulous politicians in its county; 1935, Sacramento

(California) Bee, for articles on federal judiciary nominations in

Nevada; and 1936, Cedar Rapids (Iowa) Gazette, for revealing
widespread graft and corruption in the state's liquor control
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setup. In each case, the award is dated a year later than the

event honored. Numerous other examples of "distinguished

and meritorious public service" following the World War might
be mentioned, but this records some of the outstanding accom-

plishments. Lists of four other Pulitzer awards, those to re-

porters, foreign or Washington correspondents, editorial writers,

and cartoonists, provide other notable examples. The Nation

annually honors, among other citizens and institutions, out-

standing editors and writers. The University of Missouri since

1930 has awarded bronze medallions annually "for distinguished

work in journalism." The "
counting-room methods," frequently

bemoaned by writers and offering a tangible threat to press

freedom, have not eliminated independent reporters and edi-

torial writers, especially when they have such organizations as

the Scripps-Howard behind them.

Many members of the journalistic craft and other observers

have pondered the influence of such reform movements. After

surveying the drives of The New York Times, its historian,

Elmer Davis, concluded in 1921, "It is perhaps a matter for

dispute whether stupidity and incompetence is an improvement
on venality, but there is no doubt that there is a great deal of

mere stupidity today where in similar conditions even twenty

years ago there would have been corruption." He called the

record "a painful chronicle of alternating indignation, apathy,

and despair; if it teaches anything, it is only the old lesson that

the solution of political problems is not to be found in changes

of political machinery." This disillusionment was reflected in

one way or another by others. "Crusading is a rich man's game,

especially in a community the size of Paterson," asserted H. B.

Haines,
10

editor-publisher of the Paterson (New Jersey) Evening

News, in 1930. "You lose advertising, you lose circulation, you

even lose prestige. People begin to think you have a personal

axe to grind, and that the publisher himself is working for some

ulterior motive. And even when you have thwarted the plans of

scheming politicians and have saved the city or county millions of

dollars what happens? No one gives a damn!" The Chicago

Daily News 11 struck another chord in 1934 with this retort,

"To assign to the press the motor powers of good government

is to place the cart before the horse. Newspapermen know that

newspapers have no power to govern and should have none.
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The paper's writer, in view of the facts, minimized the industry's

pretensions. Expediency makes the difference in this as in other

commercial philosophies.

The Invasion of Privacy and Trial by Newspaper

A kidnapping or disappearance gives newspapers an excuse

for the most audacious invasions of privacy and trial by news-

paper. The enthusiastic snooping of reporters into conditions

relating to the disappearance of Dorothy Arnold on December 12,

1910, raised
"
again the old question: How far may a newspaper

rightfully go in searching out the so-called private affairs of a

law-abiding citizen or family, and printing the details?" The
Arnold family, "more than a month after the girl disappeared,
called in the newspapers and asked their help/

7 The press

"joined in the search; ... led the search, which is the way of

newspapers." The family then "suddenly closed up." After

giving these details, The Editor and Publisher announced edi-

torially on February 4, 1911, "When the public enters this

game of search the family of the missing one no longer has

'rights' of privacy. . . . The public wants to know FOR ITS OWN
PROTECTION." The Chicago Daily News claims "newspapers
have no power to govern and should have none," but the press
does use its power to tamper as the quintessence of the village

Peeping Tom and gossip, magnified to the n-th degree in the

Name of The Sovereign People.

Henry Watterson of the Louisville Courier-Journal worried

about keyhole reporting.
"
Pretending to be the especial defenders

of liberty," he warned the National Press Club in 1909, "we are

becoming the invaders of private right. . . . Some one ought
to organize an intelligent and definite movement toward the

bettering of what has reached alarming proportions." This
terrified The Editor and Publisher. On November 27, it called

this a request for "a censorship which shall define the beginning
and end of 'private right.' Who shall be censor? We doubt that
the people wiU ever authorize a newspaper censor." And "here

we have another question answerable only in terms of fairly
workable tentatives.

To cope with trial by newspaper, lawyers enlisted the co-

operation of "special pleaders before the Bar of Public Opinion,"
press agents. Attorneys in criminal cases had learned repeatedly
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that the subservience of judges and juries to decisions of The

People, as interpreted by The Press, involved vagaries no mere

law specialist could fathom or control. "No well equipped firm

of practitioners of the criminal law/
3

bewailed the New York

Sun 12 in 1909,
"
seems to be without a 'publicity man."' This

irritated the press. Did not newspapermen alone have the Right
to act as judge, jury, prosecutor, and defender before the Court

of Popular Justice? After all, a press agent, knowing the ways
of journalism, might succeed in protecting a client from being

publicly racked on the basis of evidence no judge would admit

and in thus spoiling excellent circulation-building fodder. This

adaptation of the methods of showmen, politicians, and Big

Business, the Sun screamed, "cannot fail to bring the admin-

istration of law into contempt." But newspapers, the Sun might
well have recalled, drifted into trial by newspaper in their early

drives for mass circulation and did some weird things then and

ever since with criminal "justice." Chapter XII details, too,

how the press nurtured the private propagandist.
Trial by newspaper, like most phenomena treated in this

volume, is not wholly attributed to newspapermen's foibles.

Judges derive from ancient times the power to expel reporters

from their courtrooms and to regulate otherwise the behavior of

newspapermen within courthouses. This lies in their power to

commit for contempt. Qualified privilege, "an immunity granted

to the Press to be free from liability for libel which may appear

in any fair and accurate report of a judicial or legislative pro-

ceeding," does not "under any circumstances give the Press the

right to attend or report such proceedings." Statutes in several

states provide "that minors and news-gatherers may be excluded

from divorce proceedings where the subject matter is scandalous

or obscene." 13 Grand jury proceedings may ordinarily be con-

ducted in secrecy. The courts, hence, could control the situation

more than they do. The chief predicament was concisely stated

by The Chicago Tribune, however, on July 23, 1924, as follows:

"The injury to justice is in publicity before the trial. . . . The

dangerous initiative that newspapers have taken in judging and

convicting out of court is journalistic lynch law. . . . Prosecuting

attorneys now hasten to the papers with their theories and con-

fessions. Defense attorneys do the same. Neither dare do otherwise.

Halfwit iuries or prejudiced juries are the result."
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This editorial followed the Tribune's abandonment of its idea

of broadcasting over its radio station the trial of Nathan Leo-

pold, Jr., and Richard Loeb. A referendum among Tribune

readers had brought an overwhehningly unfavorable verdict

on the proposal.

Clarence Darrow,
14

Leopold-Loeb defense attorney, noted

his profession's side of the story thus :

"In all cases that attract my attention the newspapers with

their publicity and their eagerness to get special stories destroy
real right of trial by jury. And not only do the newspapers publish
all the facts but they spend time and money working up every
weird tale possible that may prejudice the jury and the court. . . .

"What does it amount to? Do they think the troubles of the

world are solved by the imprisonment or execution of one man? "

No, but the thrilling game of proving a man innocent or, pre-

ferably, guilty does distract popular attention from the "troubles

of the world." As Arthur Brisbane 15 once put it,

"Now as to sensationalism, the people must have it just as the

Chinese take opium, the ignorant man takes whiskey, and the

higher class person takes a philosophical discussion."

What appropriate analogies!

After the 1918 Armistice, efforts to provide the "emotional

equivalent of war" had brought what Editor & Publisher called

"crimson journalism." As it observed on March 19, 1921, "In

Chicago a dissolute woman shot and killed a drunken rubber

salesman who was unfaithful to his wife and family just a

drunken killing, but it made a national sensation; a New Yorker
of unsavory reputation sues for divorce naming several co-

respondents it has nothing of news value, but by the use of

the words '

bathroom,' 'bedroom' and 'pink nighties' it is carried

to every American fireside from the Atlantic to the Pacific

common filth sold as news." Conservative papers, as usual, did
not neglect "crimson news." Silas Bent discovered that The
New York Times printed 528,300 words on the Hall-Mills murder
melodrama in 1926 to 347,700 in Hearst's New York American
and 223,400 in the tabloid News. The quantity of pictures,

however, differed. Of these, the Times used only 435 column
inches to 2,691 in the American and 2,962 in the News. Pictures,
like scare heads, make a paper look sensational. "Tabloidism,"
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competition for sensations, and improvements in photography
and photo-engraving then brought, from about 1925, "ultra-

candid" journalism. This, said Editor & Publisher on January 4,

1936, is "best typified by the first-person discussions of Broad-

way and Hollywood affairs,
'

blessed events/ etc., in Society
and its fringes; pictures of celebrities stuffing a stalk of celery

or a chunk of bread into a wide-open mouth, in ignorance of a

camera's presence; surreptitious pictures of electrocutions; mob
scenes at funerals of gangsters and movie heroes; occasionally

grotesque news and picture treatment of ultra-sordid romances."

Rationalizations kept pace with sordid revelations. In speak-

ing of the Rhinelander-Patterson case, P. A. Payne, managing
editor of Hearst's tabloid New York Daily Mirror, commented
in 1925, "I won't defend publication of details of this case on

any moral grounds at all; it is purely a circulation matter. . . .

In the Rhinelander story the greatest problems of all time are

rolled into one. To mention but a few there are the race prob-

lem, the servant in the house problem, the profligate son, the

relations between poverty and wealth. If its publication is

justified at all, it is that rich parents may be instructed in the

better upbringing of their children." E. S. Beck, managing
editor of The Chicago Tribune, justified his display of the filth

"
as a matter of public policy no less than from the view of human

interest." S. M. Reynolds, managing editor of the Baltimore

Sun, however, "did not print Rhinelander letters nor detailed

testimony, although the opposition did. We could see no justifi-

cation for its use." J. S. Mason, managing editor of the New
York Herald Tribune, presented "a record of this case, dis-

graceful as it is, because it is a record of life."
16 In an editorial

on the equally lurid "Peaches" Heenan and "Daddy" Brown-

ing separation trial, the New York Daily News on January 31,

1927, frankly put the matter thus:

"In this . . . trial some of the publications . . . have gone
so far beyond the line of decency as to seem insane. . . .

" Far be it from us to pin a lily on our coat. The News, also has

gone too far. But the point is this: As long as there is more money
in more smut some theatrical manager will be found to go a step

farther than before.

"And as long as there is more newspaper circulation in more

smut, some presses will be found to roll out the smut. We hate

bureaucracy. We hate the suppression of free speech. But unless
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the minds of tlie children of New York are to be drenched in obscen-

ity it seems to us that a censorship of the press as well as of the

theatre must come."

The "composographs," or partly faked composite pictures, and

other ultra-sensationalism of the New York Evening Graphic
and Daily Mirror were the chief points of this attack.

Early in 1935, acting on the suggestion of President F. D.

Roosevelt and his attorney general that
"
aroused public indig-

nation" would help more than the glorification of crime and

criminals in the federal fight against "organized banditry/' the

press took sensationalism off on another tack. On January 13,

Hearst Sunday papers began running three pages of photographs

weekly of mutilated crime victims. Among the 300 "shots/
7

however, they did not include the "most gruesome crime picture

in the world/' one of the decayed body of Lindbergh's son.

Attacks and Defenses

Popular discontent with the antics of the press in criminal

proceedings had bobbed up from time to time after the Spanish
War. Frederick Palmer in Collier's and Lincoln Steffens in the

American in 1906 had analyzed and denounced Hearst's part.

Other "muckrake " magazines had joined in exposing and de-

nouncing the sensational and "prostituted" press. The Friends'

Press Association of Baltimore in 1907 had decided to inform

editors individually of their objectionable practices. The Chris-

tian Scientists, more practical, had started The Christian Science

Daily Monitor in 1908, as Chapter VII mentions, as a protest

against sensationalism. This sect began in 1910 to hold series

of "clean journalism" meetings both to reform the lay press
and promote the Monitor's sales throughout the country. Will Ir-

win's series of fifteen articles in Collier's in 1911 on "The Amer-
ican Newspaper" had given the public a broad and revealing

survey of the press.

"Crimson journalism/' after the World War, coupled with

growing disillusionment regarding the r61e of the press during
the war and after precipitated more scathing attacks and some
fairly definite reform moves. Upton Sinclair's angry arraign-

ment, The Brass Check, published in 1920, went through eight

printings before the end of the year, an issue of 144,500 copies.
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The Nation and New Republic., liberal magazines, too, launched

campaigns for more accurate and balanced news coverage.

Editors formed the American Society of Newspaper Editors

in part to meet this growing dissatisfaction. These dignitaries,

as Chapter VIII points out, had met at A. P. conventions and

on state editorial junkets during the nineteenth century. Chap-
ter XII mentions their participation in the deadheading of press

clubs. Such organizations as the National Republican Editorial

Association and state political bodies had offered similar oppor-
tunities. At the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in

San Francisco in 1915, editors had even had an opportunity to

utter platitudes about the power of press, press freedom, and

international brotherhood before a Press Congress of the World.

Other Congresses of this kind were held at Honolulu in 1921 and

at Geneva in 1926, and a "regional" one, at Mexico City in

1931.

Beginning with a membership of 107, A. S. N. E. was organ-
ized at a meeting in New York and adopted a constitution on

April 25, 1922. It announced that "Its purpose shall be to pro-

mote acquaintance among its members, to develop a stronger

professional esprit de corps, to maintain the dignity and rights

of the profession, to consider and perhaps establish ethical

standards of professional conduct, to interchange ideas for the

advancement of professional ideals and for the more effective

application of professional labors and to work collectively for

the solution of common problems." Originally confined to the
"
directing editors" of dailies in cities of 100,000 and more popu-

lation, the constitution was promptly amended to reduce this

minimum to 50,000. Large dailies could have four members;
smaller ones, one or two. To admit such outstanding editors as

W. A. White of Emporia (population: 14,000), Kansas, the

society permitted its board of directors by a two-thirds vote to

elect to membership "Any newspaper man who shall have dis-

tinguished himself by notable contributions to the public service

or to the profession of journalism." At its 1923 meeting,

A. S. N. E. after careful cogitation adopted seven "Canons of

Journalism" that editors might reprint from time to time in

their columns, display in their front-office windows, and hang

piously over their desks. The introduction to these precepts

mentions that journalism "demands of its practitioners the
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widest range of intelligence., or knowledge, and of experience,

as well as natural and trained powers of observation and reason-

ing." The seven
" Canons" set forth attractive ethical prin-

ciples under the headings: RESPONSIBILITY; FREEDOM OF THE

PRESS; INDEPENDENCE; SINCERITY, TRUTHFULNESS, ACCURACY;

IMPARTIALITY; FAIR PLAY; and DECENCY. College journalism

"majors" read these "Canons" with great respect and, some-

times, "high" intentions.

A. S. N. E. was hailed by its members as a step forward in the

"professionalization" of journalism, a tendency that supposedly

makes any group of men more "respectable." In general, the

society became for the editorial "side" what the International

Circulation Managers' Association is for the circulation "side."

The editor-publishers and chief editorial employees get together,

usually at Washington, have a private seance with the President,

talk shop, listen to harangues about the "power," the "free-

dom," and the glory of the press, and pass resolutions similar

to those their publishers' A. N. P. A. adopts the same month
each year at New York. These resolutions condemn the irre-

sponsibility of wayward brethren in general terms, current

"threats" to press "freedom," efforts to unionize editorial em-

ployees, etc. These promulgations, of course, climax studies

by committees of the problems involved.
"
Editors' conventions,"

asserted Time on April 30, 1934, "generally deal with questions

no hotter than how to cope with pressagentry, how to invigorate

an editorial page." The Bulletin of the A. S. N. E., as the Amer-
ican Newspaper Guild and F. D. Roosevelt's "new deal" made
the society's problems more acute, proudly announced on Febru-

ary 18, 1935, "Members who have advocated closed sessions

for members only will be interested to know that, in addition

to the White House conference, at least two of the regular ses-

sions will be c

off the record.'" Perhaps the society's annual pro-

ceedings, published hi a volume as Problems of Journalism, will

become less and less revealing.

The American Bar Association started another reform move-
ment in July, 1924; it sought to curb "unwholesome tendencies"

in "realistic" news reporting. It appointed a special committee
to study means of cooperating with not punishing, of course

offending editors. The committee reported in 1927 that its faith

in the press was more than justified by the cordial reception of
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its suggestions and endeavors. "There can be no more opportune
time than the present," the committee's report

17
alleged, "for

the press to cease making vulgar amusement of our law enforc-

ing institutions, and to do its part to build them up in the knowl-

edge, the wholesome respect and confidence of the people." It

denied emphatically the contention of a New York Times edi-

torial that "absolute publicity of all that is done in the name of

justice is vital in a republic." The committee continued to func-

tion.

The hippodroming of the Lindbergh kidnapping and the trial

of B. R. Hauptmann spurred editors and lawyers to make more
definite efforts to convince critics they were "doing something
about it." The bar association decided to join A. N. P. A. and

A. S. N. E. in a committee to go into the matter and amake
recommendations." This new committee started to study ways
and means in 1936.

The trial of Vera Stretz in the spring of 1936 for the murder of

Fritz Gebhardt illustrates the extent to which the press had re-

pented and followed either the "Canons" of A. S. N. E. or the

"suggestions" of the lawyers' committee. "The defense . . .

will prove Gebhardt was a cruel, browbeating type of man, and

that he was killed as the girl sought to repulse his brutish ad-

vances," announced the New York Daily News. "Blue-eyed
Vera emerged ... as an enslaved girl who killed her paramour
in revolt against his sadistic love practices," declared the Hearst

Journal. The dailies of the land printed pages of this tripe. In

summing up this trial by newspaper, J. M. Patterson admitted

editorially that "the News did the cleverest and worst" job, then

denounced this practice "of trying murder cases beforehand in the

newspapers," and then continued to run such headlines as:

"VERA TO TELL ALL IN BID TO EVADE CHAIR." 1S Patterson said he

had to bow to the exigencies of competition.

As press and bar gently blamed each other for our criminal

circuses, popular distrust of the press mounted. "In the 1920's,"

comments George Seldes in his scathing arraignment, Freedom

of the Press, "millions undergoing disillusion vaguely realized that

they had been deceived by newspaper war propaganda. In the

1930
7

s the myths of cyclical depressions and prosperity-around-

the-corner again shook the confidence of the public. . . . There

has been popular resentment against certain editors in the past
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but never to my knowledge as general an indictment against the

press of the nation as we have today [1935]." Until 1929, books

and articles attacking the press usually dwelt upon personalities

or were wafted on philosophical breezes. Silas Bent's Ballyhoo:

The Voice of the Press, issued in 1927, reviewed current grievances,

told of standardization and mass production, pointed to business

office dominance and advertisers' influence, and shed nostalgic

tears for the "good old days." The press was all right; certain

newspapermen were to blame. After the 1929 collapse, however,
critics became more "abusive" and tended to dwell more upon
societal factors making for maladjustments in the press. Seldes'

book, mentioned above, typified the views of many of these

writers and summarized numerous current books, articles, and

Congressional investigations. Other writers dealt with individual

publishers or newspapers. Hearst once again figured as a leading

"public enemy" in such books as Ferdinand Lundberg's Imperial
Hearst: A Social Biography and Oliver Carlson and E. S. Bates'

Hearst, Lord of San Simeon, both issued in 1936.

Such "muckrakings" made newspapers more careful to give a

little space to news contrary to their policies but did not affect

that valuable stock-in-trade, sensationalism. "An item carried

in an obscure corner on page 17," a journalist
19

points out, "is

printed and in the legal sense published; but it is not published in

the sense in which a story carried under a three-column spread on

the front page is published." Westbrook Pegler
20

adds, too, "No
longer is a thing true because you see it in the papers. We colum-

nists are getting plenty of s. o. b. letters."

Editorials

In attempting to amass huge circulations by entertaining all

and offending few, publishers brought editorials to a low ebb more
than once after the Spanish War. "We are of the opinion that

proprietors of newspapers, who have decided to dispense with

editorials," asserted The Editor and Publisher on October 4, 1902,
"have made a serious mistake, and that they will recognize the

fact sooner or later." Economic partisanship, as Chapter VII

points out, was supplanting political partisanship. Political

"independence," within the limits of the two-party system, sel-

dom made the editorial page as exciting as did violent arguments
in behalf of "party principles." Editorials, too, had largely be-
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come utterances of an impersonal newspaper rather than of a

colorful editor or editor-publisher. Henry Watterson,
21 editor of

the Louisville Courier-Journal, a famed "
personal journalist/'

summed up the general situation in 1910 with the following

assertions:

"We are passing through a period of transition. The old system
of personal journalism having gone out, and the new system of

counting-room journalism having not quite reached a full realiza-

tion of itself, the editorial function seems to have fallen into a lean

and slippered state. . . . Too often the counting-room takes no

supervision of the editorial room beyond the immediate selling

value of the paper the latter turns out. Things upstairs are left

at loose ends. There are examples of opportunities lost through
absentee landlordism."

Writers of signed editorial articles, appearing daily, weekly, or

occasionally, became counting-room journalism's substitute for

the "personal journalist" of the nineteenth century. A few dailies

run by writing editor-publishers preserved the power of the old-

time editorial; these usually flourished in competitive fields. The

"marked increase of one-newspaper cities, now nearing the thou-

sand mark, where the publisher tries to be all things to all men
and offend no one," is a definite "handicap to the American

editorial page," said J. D. Stem, writing editor-publisher of the

Philadelphia Record and other dailies, in The Literary Digest of

August 26, 1933. "The depression," he observed, "made new

readers for editorials, but most of these readers found editors as

puzzled as themselves, advising calmness. . . . The sad truth is

that many newspapers have not shown courage in serving sin-

cerely and intelligently this new army of serious readers. . . .

How far would the 1929 speculative folly have gone if the mone-

tary Tories had been curbed by the old New York World the

Pulitzer World?" One wonders. The World did not stop the

Spanish War.

Metropolitan dailies produced several outstanding "personal

journalists" among their editor-publishers who obtained sizable

followings during the depression's "renaissance of the editorial

page," as Stern called it. These included Stern and particularly

J. M. Patterson. Patterson of the New York Daily News, author

in 1906 of Confessions of a Drone, Pamphlet No. 45 in the Pocket

Library of Socialism, set to work to make his
" THE MOST TALKED-
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ABOUT EDITORIAL PAGE IN NEW YORK." Time, on April 30, 1934,

speaks thus of the page read by the News's millions of readers:

"The editorials, sometimes banged out on a typewriter by Editor

Patterson, sometimes by his only editorial writer, Reuben Maury,
are Mr. Patterson's substitute for his youthful reform pamphlets.

Simple, often monosyllabic, strongly liberal, they might well en-

rage Publisher Patterson's Red-baiting cousin 'Bertie' McCormick,
publisher of the Chicago Tribune"

His bold frankness about the "facts of life" probably attracted

as many readers as his social democracy. On Sunday, Septem-
ber 16, 1934, for instance, 1,829,000 purchasers discovered on his

editorial page a cartoon depicting a serpent, labeled
" Homo-

sexuality," coiled within the walls of a prison. A two-column

editorial, headed " CONVICTS ARE MEN MEN NEED WOMEN,"
warned:

"Most of us know what damage the lack of a normal sex life

does to either a man or a woman. What it does in the prisons isn't

often brought up in polite conversation, but most people know,
just the same. . . .

"Russian convicts ... are granted furloughs from time to

time so that they can go home and see their families for a few days.
. , . Why not laws in this country granting visits home carefully

checked, of course, by prison officials and local police to prevent

escapes as rewards for good behavior in prison?"

He waged similar campaigns against syphilis and other venereal

diseases, previously called "social diseases" by other papers.

Patterson, in brief, knew the kind of leadership his masses of

readers wanted, and he gave it to them.

Specialized Education in Journalism

"He whose capabilities have placed him in the front-rank of

journalists, is fully competent to teach seven-tenths of all the

college professors in the United States . . . but the art, craft,

and mysteries ofjournalism cannot be taught, within the confines of
a college"

22 The office of a metropolitan daily "is the true college
for newspaper students. Professor James Gordon Bennett or

Professor Horace Greeley would turn out more real genuine

journalists in one year than the Harvards, the Yales, and the

Dartmouths could produce in a generation. These old institu-

tions are, indeed, only the primary schools of editors." 23 These
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statements typify the ideas of newspapermen on specialized colle-

giate training for journalism in the nineteenth century and even

later.

Writers have called journalism instruction the adjustment of

society to the excesses of the press, a means devised by publishers

to maintain an oversupply of potential reporters with which to

minimize wages, and an evidence of the professionalization of the

craft. These factors were operative, but stressing any of them

oversimplifies what has happened. The vast expansion of ad-

vanced education in the United States during the latter part of

the nineteenth and the early decades of the twentieth centuries

was accompanied by a democratization of college and university

curricula. Educationists discovered that specialized, "practical"

courses of study attracted students for whom a liberal arts and

sciences curriculum held no interest. To the rising medical, law,

and divinity schools were added, therefore, departments and

schools of
"
education

"
(pedagogy), engineering, business, etc.,

and of journalism. Former newspapermen, employed by schools

as alumni secretaries, press agents, and assistants to presidents,

visualized courses in journalism as means of acquiring academic

status among the teachers, of supplementing their earnings, and

of making their positions more secure. Teachers of rhetoric occa-

sionally used journalism as a "practical" appeal for students or

as a way to obtain a higher academic rank especially a depart-

mental headship more speedily than crowded English depart-

ments ordinarily permitted. And college students themselves

started news publications that soon demanded supervision by a

"responsible leader" to make them as innocuous as conveniently

possible. From such beginnings and with occasional aid from a

publisher who wished to erect a monument to himself or his

predecessor, specialized education in journalism grew.

Journalism teachers trace their genealogy back to the inaugura-

tion of "press scholarships" in 1869 by R. E. Lee, then president

of Washington College, now Washington and Lee University.

The general
24 informed the board of trustees that June that "a

limited number of boys can receive instruction in the printing

office of Messrs. Lafferty & Co., in this town, for the present,

without charge or cost to the college." The scholarships an-

nounced that summer, not to exceed fifty, a contemporary
25

asserted, "were to include tuition and all college charges; and a
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condition was attached, to the effect that each student 'should

labor one hour per day in the line of his profession/ . . . The

response was feeble, and the newspapers became facetious over a

programme which was inherently absurd." This project was

beyond its time. The way to learn journalism then was to follow

the example of incipient lawyers and physicians, to watch a

printer-publisher at work between jobs of washing type and

emptying wastebaskets. Washington College catalogues, how-

ever, carried notices of such instruction until 1878.

Other experiments followed, too numerous to detail here, and
certain editors advocated specialized training for their future em-

ployees. Whitelaw Reid of the New York Tribune on April 4,

1872, outlined eight fundamental courses a professional school

should offer in a lecture on "The School of Journalism" at New
York University. Reid 26

stressed non-technical courses, but he
wanted a separate school because it would tend to develop "a

professional esprit de corps that will discourage the habit of per-

petual personal attacks upon individual editors rather than upon
the newspapers they conduct and the principles they advocate."

Most editors, free to defame individuals, also resented attacks by
professors or others upon their newspapers or "principles."

Journalism teachers, as they appeared, like instructors in certain

other specialized fields, fulfilled Reid's expectations. They usually
make themselves special pleaders for the industry for which they
provide trained workers. If they do not, publishers clarify their

"duty."
The antipathy of editors toward specialized instruction did not

extend, at least in metropolitan offices, to all academic training.

By 1875, "there is scarcely a writer who is not a college graduate"
on the New York Tribune staff; "while, indeed, two-thirds of its

reporters are, to use the vague phrase, men of liberal education."
Reid 27 said that this was also true "of the World ... of the

leading men of the Times staff; and it has always been true of the

Evening Post. The Herald . . . is conducted on the theory always
attributed to Mr. Bennett that his own paper is the best school
for the journalist." R. R. Bowker,

28 one-time city editor and then

literary editor of the New York Evening Mail, described the rela-

tionship at the time between student papers and the craft thus:

"College journalism, as a practical school for the profession,
should not be overlooked. On these little papers each man has a
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chance to do everything, or to see everything done, and he gets his

intellectual development and his technical training side by side. . . .

I found, when I was given the chance, the day after Commence-

ment, to try the city editorship of the Mail, that I knew a good
many simple things older editors . . . had never learned."

Joseph Pulitzer's proposal in 1903 to endow a school of journal-

ism and his detailed consideration of the possibilities of such a

school in the May, 1904, North American Review stirred up dis-

cussion and stimulated the establishment of courses. His activ-

ities suggested, among other things, that college presidents might
be able to find some new funds thus for endowments and build-

ings. Pulitzer agreed with the trustees of Columbia University

on April 10, 1903, to supply funds, and they promised to "estab-

lish . . . and maintain the school . . . with the highest degree

of educational efficiency/
7

but the school's doors did not open
until the fall of 1912.

Several other universities developed permanent courses in and

departments of journalism, but the establishment of the first

professional school at the University of Missouri in 1908 fully

illustrated in practice the sort of training newspapermen would

endorse. The Missouri Press Association, dominated by
"
coun-

try" editors, saw this as a means of raising the status of their

craft to a par with medicine and the law, they hoped and of

providing well-trained assistants. Walter Williams, a dyed-in-

the-wool printer and newspaperman, blessed with a high-school

education and an honorary LL. D., became the school's first dean.

In reporting back to the Missouri Press Association as sponsors

of his school in May, 1909, Williams 29 said that "Courses are

given in history and principles of journalism, ethics of journalism,

newspaper administration, news gathering, reporting, editorial

writing, correspondence, newspaper jurisprudence, the law of

libel, illustrative art, comparative journalism, and newspaper

making, which includes all branches of newspaper work." The

curriculum also included courses in history, English, sociology,

economics, political science, government, psychology, etc. "The

new education for journalism," asserted Williams 30 in 1910,

"differs from the old in its recognition of journalism as a pro-

fession, as law and medicine are professions. It does not make

less insistence upon the broad, general, cultural education

nor does it set aside the training which only practical expe-
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rience can give. The new education for journalism seeks to

supplement these with specific instruction, correlating with

professional courses certain carefully chosen academic courses."

The curriculum of other schools then and since roughly re-

sembles Williams' setup. From one-fifth to one-third of the

student's
"
credits" are earned in journalistic and, usually,

advertising subjects.

Three significant organizations grew directly out of and with

specialized instruction in journalism, a professional collegiate

Greek-letter fraternity, a teachers' society, and an association of

schools and departments. Sigma Delta Chi, the fraternity, was

founded on April 17, 1909, at DePauw University, Greencastle,

Indiana. By the time that it held its first annual convention at

Greencastle on April 26, 1912, it had twelve chapters. With

forty student chapters, 300 undergraduate members, twenty-
three alumni chapters, and some 8

;
000 graduates by 1936, Sigma

Delta Chi had accumulated an executive secretary, an employ-
ment office, a professional monthly (The Quill), and definite as-

pirations to consolidate its position as the largest professional

organization of journalists. Its dependence upon undergraduate

chapters to enroll new members, the fact that once initiated a

man always has membership rights granted good behavior and

the society's connection with journalism departments and schools

characterized it. Its publisher, editor, and journalism teacher

members assured it of remaining a professional society, aloof from
"
class conscious" collective bargaining. The inability of alumni

chapters to initiate new members directly and relatively high
initiation fees kept it from competing for members with the

American Newspaper Guild. The fraternity's size, the type of its

membership, and its alumni chapter expansion program, how-

ever, make it a continuous potential threat to the guild. As C. P.

Miller,
31

general manager, Pacific Coast Edition, Watt Street

Journal, and the fraternity's president in 1935-36, has said,

"The fraternity's membership represents a large portion of the

country's newspaper, press service and other publication men
both employe and employer. The fraternity is the only organiza-
tion in the profession where employer and employe meet on the
same level, as they do at alumni chapter meetings, for discussion
of the problems with which both are concerned. . . .

"Employe and employer alike are being consulted in formulating
a program which will make Sigma Delta Chi an organization more
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capable of looking after the interests of the individual and coordi-

nate its broad activities in the interest of the profession."

Arthur Brisbane journeyed out to the University of Kansas

at Lawrence in January, 1910, to tell "the first conference of the

teachers of journalism" about "
yellow" journalism in a lecture

on "What Schools of Journalism Should Teach." At this meet-

ing, The Editor and Publisher of February 5 claimed that "a na-

tional association was organized," but a permanent body was not

formed until 1912. Walter Williams, in studying in 1911 the field

for such a society, discovered that at least thirty-three colleges

offered journalism courses. He and other teachers, particularly

representatives of the five fairly well-developed schools and de-

partments, corresponded, and a National Conference of Teachers

of Journalism convened at Chicago on November 25, 1912, with

seventeen "pioneers" in attendance. The American Association

of Teachers of Journalism traces its history to this meeting. Its

first directory listed thirty-one members, but its catalogues of

members and non-members rapidly expanded to 172 teachers at

84 institutions in 1917, 276 at 171 in 1921, 412 at 210 in 1923, 436

at 190 in 1929, 667 at 326 in 1932, and 894 at 532 in 1936. Of

these the membership of the A. A. T. J. included 59 in 1921, 99

in 1929, 200 in 1930, 186 in 1933, and 240 in 1936, mostly teachers

in the larger schools and departments.
To serve the needs of the larger schools and to furnish a "recog-

nizing agency" for those meeting given standards, the American

Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism was

formed in 1917 as a sister body to the A. A. T. J. This body had

enrolled thirty-one units by 1936. This A. A. S. D. J. in turn

sprouted in 1923 a Council on Education for Journalism and in

1931 a Council on Research in Journalism. The Council on Edu-

cation immediately worked out a set of "Principles and Stand-

ards of Education for Journalism" and obtained their adoption

by the two parent societies on December 30, 1924. This code

decided that adequate preparation for journalism "must be

sufficiently broad in scope to familiarize the future journalist with

the important fields of knowledge, and sufficiently practical to

show the application of the knowledge to the practice of journal-

ism." Under "present conditions," it said, "the best means of

acquiring this essential knowledge and of learning its application

is a four-year course of study in a college or university, including
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such, subjects as history, economics, government and politics,

sociology, literature and language, natural science, psychology,

and philosophy." It also pointed out that the "aims and methods

of instruction should not be those of trade schools, but should be

of the same standard as those of other professional schools and

colleges/'

These teachers' societies worried about curricula and teach-

ing methods, relations with colleagues and administrative offi-

cials in their universities, their status with employers in the

fields they serve, their own salaries and the wages of their grad-

uates, and general industrial problems. Their publication,

Journalism Bulletin: A Quarterly Magazine, started in 1924,

gradually expanded its size and scope and, in 1928, became Jour-

nalism Quarterly. In addition to the societies' reports and pro-

ceedings, this publication prints useful investigative studies

and a running bibliography of current articles on journalistic

subjects.

The scholarly status of journalism teachers frequently con-

cerned these societies. On the one hand, newspapermen wanted

instructors with extensive practical experience; on the other,

college administrators and faculties wished to maintain academic

standards. Only the utility of journalism departments' press

contacts mitigated the demands of the latter. "In some uni-

versities," Editor & Publisher noted editorially on August 25,

1934, "schools of journalism are tolerated somewhat because

they provide a publicity vehicle." The students act as assistants

to or substitutes for school press bureaus.

The societies met the expectations of newspapermen by re-

quiring that full professors appointed after July 1, 1929, "shall

have a minimum of five years' adequate experience in the field

or fields in which they are to give instruction and that teachers

of less than professorial rank thus employed shall have a min-
imum of two years' experience of the same kind." At the 1935

convention, however, the A. A. T. J. "condemns as unsound
and short sighted any policy which emphasizes the Ph. D. at

the expense of adequate professional experience and actual writ-

ing pertinent to journalism as a qualification for such an appoint-
ment." Editor & Publisher's correspondent, R. S. Mann, noted
that this "resolution was called forth by the insistence of some

university presidents on the possession of a Ph. D. degree by
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members of their faculties." The society did not go into what

lay behind this "insistence of some university presidents." The

presidents were tiring of the
"
trade school" viewpoint of many

journalism teachers, their unwillingness or inability to study
the press's societal relationships objectively, and their enthu-

siastic defense of any and all things done by the newspaper in-

dustry. They looked upon the Ph. D. degree as one way albeit

an arbitrary one of obtaining more disinterested scholars.

Several incidents illustrate the trade relationships of these

teachers. When cinema and novel tales of newspaper offices

and direct attacks upon the industry were beginning in 1930 to

make journalists smart, a presidential address before the societies

announced:

"To require of every American high school and college student

a course in the appreciation of the newspaper and the magazine
would be a drastic move; but it would be a move of inestimable

value both for him and for us. It would go far in correcting the

public picture of journalism, and consequently, I think, would
exalt the popular estimation of newspapers and the newspaper
world."

The idea is not novel. The electric, gas, and various other indus-

tries have found it quite profitable, as Congressional investiga-

tions prove. The Bulletin of the A. S. N. E. for February 17,

1936, prints the following incident involving L. A. Weil, editor

of the Port Huron (Michigan) Times Herald:

"Discussing the political situation with Prof. John L. Brumm,
head of the department of journalism at the University of Michigan,
Mr. Weil expressed the opinion that the Administration had made
1 a dastardly attempt to muzzle the press through license.' To this,

Mr. Weil reports, Professor Brumm replied, 'Well, there are two

sides to that question, too/ . . .

"
'I am wondering,' Mr. Weil says,

c whether the young men and

women in the departments of journalism of our great universities

are being taught that there are "two sides" to this question/"

M. W. Bingay of the Detroit Free Press, in refusing to debate

the matter with Brumm before the A. S. N. E. convention, con-

tended in The Bulletin of March 30, "To debate about freedom

of the press is to debate as to whether sunshine is of value to

mankind, as to whether sound health is better than sickness,

as to whether sound truth shall reign or error persist." Echo

of the Middle Ages! This is thobbery at flood tide. The question
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is: Freedom of the press for whom? Leading members of the

A. S. N. E. deny journalism teachers and anyone else, for that

matter freedom of inquiry along such "impossible" lines. At
its 1935 convention, following the same line of thobbery, the

A. A. T. J. condemned "those self-appointed critics of the Amer-

ican press who through ignorance, prejudice or self-interest

question the fidelity or the integrity of the great majority of the

press of the United States in fulfilling its function." And who,
a few will persist in asking, appoints a newspaper's publisher?

Isn't an attack by a self-appointed critic on a self-appointed

critic turn about?

Certain leaders among journalism teachers view as did the

late W. G. Bleyer of the University of Wisconsin the broad rela-

tionships of both their departments and the industries

served. Perhaps they will succeed, with the aid of college ad-

ministrators, in shaking off the trade-school swaddling clothes of

these departments.

Press Clubs and Unions

Several attempts before 1871 "to found journalistic clubs in

New York, ... all failed, mainly on account of the lack of a

time when newspaper men could meet together at any one place."
The Bohemian Club, formed by three reporters in 1862 during
a Democratic convention in Tammany Hall, New York, was one

of the first of these. It had "about twenty-five members, com-

prising the most respectable men on all the leading New York

dailies, excepting the Herald, whose employes . . . have been

forbidden to join any general press association. . . . The
Bohemian Club had a dinner every month at Windust's famous
restaurant . . . and had a regular organization, and for over a

year their meetings were kept up. But they in turn lost inter-

est." 32 The Lotus Club, made up of journalists, artists, and
actors and modeled after the Garrick Club of London, was more

successful, rented rooms, and boasted 100 members hi 1871. A
New York Press Club was also active about 1869 and held din-

ners at Delmonico's for the "ladies and gentlemen of the Press."

The New York Press Club, started December 4, 1872, became
the long-lived prototype of most early journalists

7

clubs. This
dub "is not only a social institution, recognized and respected
at home and abroad," said a writer 33 in 1885, "but it is a benev-
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olent society, which takes care of its members who are in need,

assists the sick and buries the dead. Still more, it is an organiza-

tion for mutual help, sympathy and culture." It restricted its

membership to those "professionally employed in journalism,

and of good moral character/
3

but the "uninitiated might infer,

from the many impecunious reporters in the Club, that the

management is lax or indifferent. On the contrary, it is scru-

pulously exacting." Where newspapers' mechanical craftsmen

combined collective bargaining with beneficial programs, as

Chapter VI outlines, their newswriting fellows with a Bohemian

and incipiently professional tradition sought to link good

fellowship with provisions for the relief of their distressed mem-
bers. Despite meager pay, they disdained joining in a movement
that would tend to affiliate them permanently with mechanical

workers. They, like most "white collar
"

workers, intended to

find financial relief through individual advancement, through

taking a place among the executives, the employers, in the news-

paper industry or elsewhere. Reporting was merely a means to

an end; typesetting and press operation was, for many, an end

in itself.

The press club movement spread. Chapter XII tells of the

Connecticut Reporters' Association, a typical dub of the sort,

formed in 1879. Many did not restrict their membership to the

"profession." The Pittsburgh Press Club, for instance, dating

from 1881 and chartered March 17, 1885, "is a semi-public

institution that seeks to bring into social contact the man who
makes the news with the man who gathers it."

34 This practice

gave reporters useful contacts for their own advancement and

made it easier for financiers, industrialists, and politicians to

have "healthy" relations with the press. T. J. Keenan, while

president of this club, was the "ring leader" in starting the

International League of Press Clubs.

The International League held its first annual convention

at San Francisco on September 14-15 and 19, 1892, but it reached

its full flowering in the first decade of the twentieth century.

At its 1906 sessions in Denver, it learned that its "plans to build

a national home for aged and invalid newspaper men, which

has been one of the highest purposes of the League, was given

impetus during the convention, when the announcement was

made that Simon Guggenheim, of the Denver Press Club, had
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given $2,500 as a nucleus of a building fund/' Guggenheim was

elected U. S. Senator from Colorado for the 1907-13 term; he

was not a newspaperman. Edward Keating, managing editor

of the Denver Rocky Mountain News and newly elected president

of the league, "is in communication with a number of wealthy
men who are in sympathy with the movement, and hopes soon

to swell the fund to $10,000." As an excuse for its existence,

deadheading and begging to the contrary notwithstanding, the

body
"
Resolved, That we note with satisfaction the influence

of the International League of Press Clubs in the tendency of

newspapers to approach a higher degree of accuracy in reporting

important and minor events of public interest, and we pledge

ourselves to further support this noticeable advancement of the

public press."
35 Less than half of the delegates were active

newspaper workers; many had never written a line of copy.

The 1907 convention of the league at Birmingham, Alabama,

fully illustrates its purposes. The convention started on Octo-

ber 22. The business session the next day "will be finished in

less than an hour and a half and at noon the delegates will leave

in a special train for a trip over the mineral district. . . . Re-

freshments will be served the visitors on the train enroute."

The continuous round of entertainments all free included

"A Night in Bohemia," an "old-fashioned Southern barbecue"

for the "newspaper writers who will be Birmingham's guests,"
36

etc. President Keating, however, "showed that he is a brave

man when he told the delegates that that organization con-

tains at present too many persons who are in no way asso-

ciated with the work of getting out daily newspapers." The

Editor and Publisher commented on November 2 that "not more
than one-half or one-third of those who have been enjoying the

magnificent hospitality of the South the past week are active

newspaper workers."

"Counting-room" methods, evidenced by A. N. P. A.'s drive

against press agents, described in Chapter XII, together with

favor-getting excesses, finally caught up with the clubs. "Ugly
rumors concerning the methods employed by press clubs, all

over the country, in supplementing their incomes," asserted

The Editor and Publisher and Journalist on August 9, 1913, "have
been in circulation for some time." This led the trade paper
to publish a special report on the subject in that issue.
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G. A. Schreiner, their reporter, "discovered
3 '

that the clubs had

special memberships for "magnates" at $50 a year, $100 for

five years, or $250 for "life." Some charged fat fees for the inser-

tion of biographies and pictures in elaborate books, such as one

entitled Prominent Men of Pittsburgh and Vicinity Members of

Pittsburgh Press Club: 1912-1913. And some levied exorbitant

fees for entertainments. "It is not nice, not ennobling, as it

were," said Schreiner, "to eat from the hand of the mighty

magnate. Rather a frugal repast in the beanery than the sump-
tuous feast with the string attached. Such is the slogan of

many bona-fide press club members that is, the private

slogan."

The National Press Club, dating from a meeting of thirty-two

Washington newspapermen on March 12, 1908, and formed two

months later with some 200 members, became one of the most

substantial bodies of the sort. With club rooms that give corre-

spondents and visiting editors a social headquarters, it managed
to survive factors that ravaged others. The New York Press

Club, the oldest, on the other hand, reached 1936 "hardly a

shadow of its former robust self." Its membership had been

disrupted "by internal dissension over the point raised by some

of the newspapermen that too many
'

honorary' members were

being brought in for reasons other than journalistic accomplish-

ment. Only a portion of the active press men stayed with the

club." 37 Press clubs were part of the old-time "romantic" days
of reporting. Newswriters' unions, after many experiments and

failures, achieved greater stability after 1933 and became the

"press clubs" of "counting-room" journalism.

"Efforts have been made from time to time by progressive

men to organize a Union or Brotherhood among writers for the

press," recalled The Journalist on April 10, 1886. "The sugges-

tion toward that end which appeared in these columns some

time since, met with a hearty and enthusiastic response, but

that is the last I have heard of it." The paper finally gave up

advocating "a mutual protective organization."

The agitation preceding "H. C. Frick's War" at Homestead,

Pennsylvania, in 1892, succeeded in stirring up the newswriters.

Under this stimulus, Pittsburgh reporters decided in 1891 that

it was time for them to follow the example of the better-paid

mechanical workers and form a union. Fifteen got together and
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obtained a charter on October 13, 1891, from the International

Typographical Union as Pittsburg Newswriters Union No. 1.

I. T. U., as Chapter VI points out, had amended its constitution

that year to authorize the chartering of local unions of
"
editors

(other than managing editors) and reporters." While the con-

temporary dailies did not fail to chronicle the banquets and

jaunts of the Pittsburgh Press Club and the International League
of Press Clubs, none mentioned the new union. It died, and

I. T. U. suspended its charter on May 1, 1892. Only "impartial"

and, hence, non-union or anti-union reporters could cover the

seething class conflicts of the
"
steel city" to the satisfaction of

Fourth Avenue, the city's Wall Street. Another Pittsburgh

union, No. 5, the last recognized there by I. T. U., held its charter

from March 2, 1897, to January 27, 1898; it fell a victim to the

precautions of the potent Pittsburgh Newspaper Publishers'

Association.

Realizing the part newswriters had played as "scabs" and

apologists in many I. T. U. strikes and wishing to consolidate its

position as the industrial union of the printing industries, I. T. U.

made repeated efforts to bring reporters within its fold. It dis-

pensed in 1893 with the four-year apprenticeship rule in the case

of newswriters. With but two newswriters' unions in existence,

at Boston and St. Louis, I. T. U. granted them in 1896 a vice-

presidency. J. F. O'Sullivan of Boston held this post from 1896

until he was succeeded in 1903 by E. J. Bracken. As Table XXXI
in the Appendix shows, 1899-1900 and 1902-04 the years in

which A. N. P. A. began its systematic labor relations program
and the years in which I. T. U. made an attempt to regain its

industrial union status witnessed the chartering of twenty-

eight unions. This wave of unionizing then spent itself. The
newswriters' vice-president failed to attend the 1906 conven-

tion, and I. T. U. struck reference to newswriters' unions from
its constitution the next year. Of the fifty-nine charters issued by
I. T. U. in 1891-1919, only six unions held them for more than
five years. It took strong pro-union sentiment locally and the

backing of other trades to keep these workers unionized. Only
Boston, Milwaukee, Columbus, Scranton, New York, and

Philadelphia, usually with labor paper staffs as a nucleus, fur-

nished the necessary conditions.

Scranton reporters supplied a unique long-time example of
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the complete unionization of a city's general-circulation daily

staffs. Following the bitter anthracite coal strike of 1902,
" which

swung sentiment in all groups to the union idea/
3

Scranton news-

writers made their first attempt to organize. They finally got a

charter from I. T. U. on March 3, 1904, but the unit collapsed

before the end of the year. The idea nevertheless simmered

and, with the panic conditions of 1907, became effective again
as Scranton Newswriters' Union No. 3, chartered by I. T. U.

March 11 and still active.
"
Obtaining for its members the

highest salaries paid news writers in any city its size, assuring

them a two weeks' paid vacation, preventing abuses of the over-

time system, this unique organization has functioned success-

fully since its start." It enrolled reporters, city editors, society

reporters, and deskmen, including telegraph and correspondence
editors. It made contracts with the local publishers that set

minimum wages, graduated according to experience and the de-

mands of the work. These did not
"
prevent employers from

paying wages over the scale or ... employes from taking such

extra compensation. There are bonus men on all of the Scranton

newspapers with some reporters, city editors and desk men

getting a substantial amount over the scale. . . . The Scranton

union is operated with little expense to the members. It has no

rent to pay. Meetings are held in the newsrooms of the four

papers on their turns. Only the financial secretary receives any

compensation. Most of the dues go to the international union of

the printers"
3S for purposes outlined in Chapter VI. But the

"
cordial relations" of this union with publishers did not make

it a model for successful imitators.

Occasionally, reporters tried to work along more "professional"

lines to raise their pay. Butte, Montana, had had an I. T. U.

newswriters
7

union in 1904-06 that the publishers smashed. In

1912, therefore, the workers formed the Butte News Writers

Association and adopted in July a constitution and set of by-

laws. D. G. Leipheimer
39 of the Butte Daily Post in 1916 spoke

thus of the organization:

"We compare the organization here to other societies, such, for

instance, as the medical society, the bar association, or the society

of engineers. This organization has never come before the pub-
lishers as a labor organization with demands regarding wages or

other matters to be expected of a trade union."
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This "association" never matched the achievements of the

Scranton union. It resembled the early and ineffectual stages

of Actors' Equity Association, formed in 1913, except that

actors regard acting as a life-long vocation. Actors
;

Equity

joined the American Federation of Labor in 1919, struck, and

became a potent factor in the American theater. Equity's

example temporarily encouraged the newswriters and then be-

came useful to the Guild later.

A " one-man 7 '

organization, the National Association of City

Editors, was gotten under way in 1917 by C. P. Steen as one of

the first fruits of the World War in this field. Not satisfied with

dues, Steen branched out in 1919. He sponsored, in the name of

the association, a campaign to raise $1,000,000 "to help fight

Bolshevism in the United States/' as the Red-baiters labeled

the efforts of returned soldiers to maintain wages and union

privileges. He also started an International Editorial Associa-

tion in which a donation of $25 obtained an "honorary member-

ship." In other words, he attempted to capitalize too late upon
some of the more objectionable practices of press clubs. The

industry fought back; his projects collapsed.

I. T. U. chartered no newswriters' unions in 1916-18 but recog-

nized fifteen in 1919, its last. Post-war maladjustments attending
the re-assimilation of men from the army and the war industries

had brought a wave of unionization and strikes among news-

writers as among other workers. Of this movement, W. G.

Bleyer,
40 chairman of the University of Wisconsin's journalism

department, commented that year, "every newspaper worker

should hold membership in some organization for the advance-

ment of his work. He should be as proud of his membership
in such a body as the average workingman is of his union card.

... It is a significant fact that ours is the sole one of the great

professions of the world which remains to-day almost wholly

unorganized." He called for writers to "discard the 'game'
idea."

Boston Newswriters' Union No. 1, chartered January 28,

1895, expanded its membership in 1918-19 to include some 180

of the 210 editorial workers on the city's seven dailies. After a
series of negotiations with the publishers, it voted on July 3 to

strike unless wage increases and union recognition were granted.
The Boston Central Labor Union pledged the writers "moral
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and financial" support and sent a committee to discuss recogni-

tion with the publishers. Thus aided and with the probability

that all mechanical employees would join them, the Boston

Newspaper Publishers' Association agreed July 22 "to grant the

demands of the News Writers' Union for a minimum wage scale

of $45 per week for rewrite men and copy readers, $38 for re-

porters and staff photographers, and $30 for district men. Mem-
bers of the Union who receive more than the minimum scale will

receive 'proportionate increases.' The scale is retroactive to

June 1." 41 The New Republic reviewed this victory on August 6

as follows:

"The newspaper writers of Boston . . . were not responding to

revolutionary ideas caught out of the surcharged air. Their union

is a product cf simple economic pressure. ... In August, 1918,

when newspaper 'salaries
3

averaged $21 a week, the men, despair-

ing of getting more money by individual pleading with the owners,
called an organization meeting. A fair proportion of Boston's two

hundred reporters and editors came. The next pay day, the pay
envelopes contained from three to seven dollars more than usual.

. . . This set the news writers to thinking. . . .

"There had been a newspaper writers union in Boston for years,

but it was of the kind which didn't debase itself with consideration

of wages or strikes. They called in an old fashioned organizer from

the ranks of the hand workers for counsel. The union grew, in the

spring the union presented demands . . . just a bit more than the

typographers and photo-engravers scale. . . .

"They ran into the same old problem, recognition of the union.

. . , The newspaper owners declared that to recognize the union

meant handing over their control, meant 'dictation of the editorial

policy by employees,' etc."

The liberal weekly chortled too soon. The Boston union failed

to get "closed shops" and the "check off" (deduction of dues

from pay checks for the union by the companies). Once its de-

mands were met, it went, therefore, the way of many an early

typographical union. Members lost interest with the disappear-

ance of the immediate need, but employers remained vigilant.

And Boston No. 1 was declared defunct by I. T. U. on October 31,

1923.

Publishers fought decisively the 1919 wave of organizations.

The newswriters of Louisville scheduled a meeting, but it was

"postponed" when "a Courier-Journal reporter stated that a

high official of the Courier-Journal and Times Company had
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called a staff meeting the preceding evening and had served

notice that any employe signing an application for a union

charter might consider himself automatically discharged."
42

New Haven publishers battled their unionized writers to a

finish. Their reporters struck September 14, for a minimum of

$5 a day for a six-day week and $3 extra for additional assign-

ments at night. To avoid being called "Red" or
"
class con-

scious/' they did not petition I. T. U. or any other body for a

charter and published a strike paper, the Daily Reporter, to en-

list popular support. The publishers, however, hired high-school

boys and a few experienced
"
scabs" to take their places. "The

Register," declared Hugh Kennedy,
43

its business manager,
"will not take any strikers back, whether they resign from the

union or not. The strike is over as far as the publishers are con-

cerned." And it was. Those who took the strikers
7

jobs were

soon blessed with some of the lowest editorial wages in the land,

in view of the city's size, particularly after J. D. Jackson com-

pleted his control and merging of the town's dailies. The Post

Publishing Company of Bridgeport, Connecticut, used another

device common in industrial conflict. George Waldo, Jr., pub-
lisher of the company's Post, Sunday Post, and Standard Tele-

gram, urged his editorial employees to form a company
"
union."

They obediently did, completing their organization on Septem-
ber 18. Bridgeport Newswriters' Union No. 16 only held its

I. T. U. charter from September 30, 1919, to April 29, 1920.

The "St. Louis Plan," sponsored by the St. Louis Association

of Journalists, attracted wide attention late in 1919 because it

resembled the "Butte plan." In the same "dignified manner,"
this body sought to achieve "the same distinction which is

accorded the association of physicians, lawyers or other profes-
sional clienteles." Formed in 1919 and enrolling "nearly 150"
editorial workers, it did not, despite its dignity, avoid economic

problems. "As one of the first results, 'memorials' were pre-
sented by the members of the Post-Dispatch 'chapter' and
those of the St. Louis Times 'chapter,' asking that the publishers
note the discrepancy in the advance of prices for living and the

advance in salaries." These requests brought a "20 per cent

bonus, retroactive in its effects for the Post-Dispatch with an

average raise in addition of ten per cent for each man, and a

substantial raise for the Times men."
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" There was nothing secret about its organization ," reported
Editor &* Publisher on September 18,

" nothing that could be

construed as a threat and yet the publishers were diplomatically

and continuously made to understand that hereafter the news

writers of St. Louis would deal as a body, not as individuals,

although it is expressly stated in the by-laws of the new associa-

tion that there shall be no restriction placed upon the dealing of

an individual with his employers provided he wishes to deal in

that way." The setup gave a newspaper's or press agency's

employees "original jurisdiction" as a unit of the association

over "domestic" matters between themselves and their em-

ployer. It permitted the unit, however, to appeal for aid to the

whole city association. Sam Heilman, managing editor of the

St. Louis Republic, asserted that the society "has cordial support
of the publishers and is not affiliated with the A. F. of L." R. L.

Stokes,
44 music and dramatic critic of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch

and president of the association, thus outlined the members'

viewpoint:

"We recognize with admiration the benefits which union labor

has conferred upon the working man, and repudiate the snobbery
which would regard news writers and reporters as being in some

mysterious manner too superior to affiliate with union labor. We
also are craftsmen, workers and laborers.

"But we adhere to the general principle that newspaper men,
because of the singularity of their function as public servants,

should abstain, except as a last resort, from any alliance that under

the remotest contingency ever became entangling."

Article III of the association's constitution assured publishers

that it would not become too "class conscious." This section

defined eligibility for membership as follows:

"All reporters, writers, copyreaders, artists and editors of good

standing who at the present time are actively engaged in the pro-
fession of journalism as a daily occupation, in the employment of

one or the other of the five English daily newspapers of St. Louis,

or who are editorial employees in St. Louis of the Associated Press,

the United Press or the International News Service, shall be eligible,

with the approval of the executive committee, for admission to this

organization as charter members."

The constitution thus did not bar executives. All the city's

managing editors came in as charter members. It provided only
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this recourse to cope with business office pressure thus trans-

mitted:

" Broken faith with an employing newspaper or with the associa-

tion shall be deemed fitting cause for an investigation by this organ-
ization looking to the expulsion of the offender or offenders from

membership."

The constitution did eliminate two press club abuses: It would

not admit a "person who is not, at the time of his application for

membership, actively engaged in the profession of journalism

as a daily occupation/' and associate members. The association

wanted, "by fair and open means/' to "advise and work for ...
such adjustments of salaries as are deemed necessary/

7

to raise

employment standards for new workers, to "encourage the

confidence on the part of the public in the integrity and high
ideals of newspapers and their professional workers/' and to

"encourage sympathetic co-operation between newspaper pub-
lishers and their professional employes."

45

From the "St. Louis Plan" sprouted the American Journalists'

Association., provisionally formed by the St. Louis organization

on October 8, 1919, and manned by its own officers. The group
then began to promote the establishment of pseudo-unions
similar to its own in other cities. "The association's St. Louis

members have officially voted to give voluntary contributions

for nationalizing purposes, consisting of one week's pay of bonuses

and raises obtained by members since the organization was
formed." The A. J.A. offered three kinds of charters: (1) for

regular chapters of ten or more employees of a weekly or daily

newspaper or of several small sheets; (2) for local associations,

made up of two or more chapters in a city; and (3) for associate

chapters at schools of journalism, to include in their membership
both students and teachers. "The total revenues of the Amer-
ican Journalists' Association and of all its subsidiary bodies

will be derived exclusively from dues, fees and assessments paid

by the members themselves. This specifically eliminates all

possibility of practices of the past, which have crept into and

blighted efforts to associate newspaper men." 46

Dean Walter Williams of the University of Missouri School

of Journalism issued an "enthusiastic endorsement" of the asso-

ciation, and his students petitioned for the first associate chapter
charter. Stokes told a joint meeting of the Michigan Editorial
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Association and some 200 journalism teachers at Ann Arbor

on October 17 of A. J. A. plans, and they "were deeply inter-

ested in the movement and active co-operation was promised/
7 4T

Editor &" Publisher, later unfriendly to the American Newspaper
Guild, went out of its way to forward the A. J. A. It even began
a weekly feature, "THE AMERICAN JOURNALISTS' FORUM," in

1920 under A. J. A. auspices.

The wedding of the "best qualities
33

of press clubs to an eco-

nomic relief plan in the A. J. A. proved unstable. Employer

representation through the admission of news executives stifled,

after the first flurry of success, effective action by employee mem-
bers. The publishers, fully aroused, did not regard A. J. A. as a

satisfactory substitute for straight unions, affiliated with I. T. U. ;

they did not want any economically minded association among
their reporters.

The "hard times" of 1921 killed off the three of the fifteen

newswriters
3

unions chartered in 1919 by I. T. U. that had not

collapsed in 1920. The extent to which newswriters complicated

I. T. U. arrangements, too, especially at Boston and New York,
led the typographers to relinquish jurisdiction over editorial

workers on May 2, 1923, after a referendum. There was also

talk of an international newswriters
3

union. With the I. T. U.

newswriters
3 union at Boston disintegrating, the A. F. of L. had

already granted on February 7, 1923, a charter to Boston News-

paper Writers
3 Union No. 17662, a charter held until after the

American Newspaper Guild was admitted to the A. F. of L.

Table XXXII (Appendix) lists the nine newswriters
3

unions

chartered by the A. F. of L. in 1923-35, five of which joined the

American Newspaper Guild on August 11, 1936.

The death of the New York Globe and Commercial Advertiser

by the hand of F. A. Munsey on June 2, 1923, throwing 600 out

of employment, the New York pressmen
3

s strike in September,

and the subsequent collapse of the New York Leader, Norman
Thomas 3

s labor daily, brought one of the first efforts to get an

international charter. Estimates of unemployed reporters in

the city varied from 800 to 1,000 down to 200 to 500. Heywood
Broun, New York World columnist and president of New York

News Writers
3

Union, an independent body, headed the move

but did not get the support expected. "Coolidge Prosperity
33

drained off many of the unemployed and the disgruntled into
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press-agenting jobs and the like. Publishers did what they could

by judiciously raising a salary here and firing a man there. Broun

had to await more serious unemployment and more favorable

conditions for the successful launching of his hobby.
The depression following 1929 gave Broun the serious unem-

ployment, and the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved

June 16, 1933, gave him the favorable conditions he needed.

The temporary N. R. A. code submitted by A. N. P. A. on

August 8, discussed in Chapter VIII, stirred Broun to aid his less

successful fellows once again. "The code of the American News-

paper Publishers
7

Association/' he asserted in his column of

August 11,
"
establishes for itself far too many exceptions. I

have specifically in mind the provision that the 40-hour week

shall not apply to professional persons employed in their pro-

fession.
3

Reporting is an honorable calling. . . . And yet I

think the word 'professional' is stretched in this application to

all of us newspaper men." Editorial men were given this
"
pro-

fessional" exemption when they made $35 or more a week.

H. S. Johnson, N. R. Administrator, modified the most objec-

tionable (child labor and open shop) provisions of the temporary
code and approved it August 15. So far as editorial workers were

concerned, this code solved nothing except that they still had
the apparent right to organize and bargain collectively given
them under section 7-A of N. I. R. A.

Reporters' organizations sprang up throughout the country

during August and September for the purpose of influencing
the drafting of the

"
permanent" code. The Texarkana (Arkan-

sas) News Craft, a committee of Philadelphia and Camden
workers, the Cleveland Editorial Employes' Association, the

Rockford (Illinois) Editorial Writers Association, and other

similar bodies began functioning before the end of August.

Reporters of the three Cleveland dailies, the Plain Dealer, News,
and Press, tired of the long harangues at meetings they covered,
met at the Hollenden Hotel on August 20, read a mimeographed
leaflet, and finished their organizing in about an hour. The
leaflet uttered the plaint of newsmen thus:

"Squeezed between the pressures of advertisers and stockholders,
between exorbitant tolls of syndicates and press services, and the
unionized requirements of the mechanical trades, newspaper edi-
torial employes have from the industry's infancy been the most
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notoriously exploited of all producer groups in tins country which

require similar standards of intelligence, skill and industry. They
have submitted to this not only uncomplainingly but in fact quite

happily, clinging to an old local room tradition which probably
never had any basis of fact whatever. It is now time that local

room staffs start living and working for something more than the

byline and pat-on-the-back. NRA holds out to them then* first

bona fide opportunity to go after realities."

This body, as did most others joining this movement, avoided

the pitfaUs of both the old-time press clubs and the St. Louis

Association of Journalists. Its constitution admitted to mem-

bership any "regular employe of the Cleveland daily newspapers
of general circulation. . . . By

'

editorial employe' is meant any

person who in any capacity is vocationally engaged in producing
the reading and pictorial content of the Cleveland news-

papers . . . excepting managing editors, editors-in-chief and

those performing the same duties but bearing other titles. . . .

Upon assumption of a position foreign to the actual editorial

production of a newspaper, the membership of a member shall

terminate automatically and at once." It went further:

"No member of this Association, who in his employment has for-

mal authority over three or more persons, no columnist and no one

under written individual contract shall hold office in this Associa-

tion, nor shall he be a member of the executive board."

The Plain Dealer Employes' Association with earmarks of a

company "union" withdrew, but the Cleveland body con-

tinued.

"Some publishers," remarked J. M. Patterson 48 in his New
York Daily News, "have leaned pretty heavily on the lovely

thought that newspaper men are professionals and artists, and

therefore shouldn't want to be included in codes designed pri-

marily to benefit the 'workers.
7 ... we can't blame the report-

ers and rewrite men for organizing a union to protest against

the substitute code as it affects them contrary to the spirit of

the National Recovery Act."

Over a period of five weeks, Broun met with a small group of

leaders and drafted a schedule of proposals. About 300 workers

in person and 200 by proxy then met September 17, adopted
Broun's program, appointed a committee to represent them at

hearings on the A. N. P, A. code called for September 22, and
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started setting up a permanent Guild of New York Newspaper
Men and Women "for promoting professional standards." The

program
49 favored a 40-hour, five-day week, a graded scale of

dismissal notices, a minimum wage scale for men with one year's

experience beginning at $35, a limitation on the number of be-

ginners employed, collective bargaining through outside parties,
and annual minimum vacations of two weeks with pay. Broun
and others represented the New York Guild and groups at

Newark, Boston, Buffalo, and elsewhere at the code hearings on

September 22-23. They added a demand for a $20-a-week
minimum and lowered the minimum for one year's experience
to $30.

"Quite inadvertently, I am sure," asserted Broun,
50 "some

of the publishers have allowed the feeling to grow and spread
that newspaper men and women who join organizations of their

own creation will be subject to penalties. The penalty may not
be dismissal. All newspaper men know of an institution known
as the Chinese torture room. A reporter who incurs the dis-

pleasure of the boss by organizing activity may find himself

writing obits for the rest of his life." He added that a press is

not free that "rests upon the fears and apprehensions of reporters
who are frightened and who feel that they have good reason to

be frightened. I may add that if a writing guild cannot obtain
those things which seem to us fair, then newswriting unions
will." A professional guild did not "obtain those things," and
the organizations turned more and more toward methods mechan-
ical workers had evolved and tested. The conditions outlined

by the Cleveland organizers on August 20, as well as publishers'
confidence that the

"
Horatio Alger" philosophy would prevail,

kept most employers from killing the organizations with conces-
sions.

As the struggle over the "permanent" code dragged out, more
groups joined the movement and exhibited interest in confederat-

ing. Some 250 newsmen started the Twin City guild of St. Paul
and Minneapolis on September 25 and voted to support the

programs of the eastern guilds. The Cleveland body, to facilitate

confederation, on October 18 changed its name to the Cleveland

Newspaper Guild. The same day the Newspaper Guild of
New York formally adopted a constitution and by-laws. This
constitution 51 did not specifically eliminate executives; it left
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eligibility to the
"
discretion of the Representative Assembly"

within the limits of
"
persons gainfully employed in the edi-

torial departments of daily newspapers" and "unemployed

persons." It defined
"
editorial" to include photographers,

tabulators, artists, librarians, etc. Each newspaper's and press

agency's employees were authorized to establish a "chapter"
to handle their own affairs.

Both the Cleveland and New York guilds agitated national-

ization and encouraged other city units. The popularity of

Broun's syndicated column, "It Seems to Me/
3

his personal

following among newspapermen, and his broad labor experience

gave the New York guild leadership in the drive. With guilds

functioning at Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Duluth, Philadel-

phia, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Tulsa, and several smaller

centers and with many more forming, the New York guild on

November 23 detailed its own setup and announced plans for a

national convention on December IS at Washington in Vol. I,

No. 1 of The Guild Reporter, a two-page broadside scattered

throughout the nation's city rooms.

Delegates from thirty cities and proxies from twenty-one
more backed the formation of the American Newspaper Guild

at the December IS convention in the National Press Club head-

quarters at Washington. They elected Broun president and

adopted a tentative constitution. They defined the national

guild's purpose to be "to preserve the vocational interests of

its members and to improve the conditions under which they

work by collective bargaining, and to raise the standards of

journalism by such methods as may be deemed advisable by the

Executive Committee." 52

The "permanent" Daily Newspaper Code, grudgingly ap-

proved by the President on February 17, 1934, to be effective

March 12, reflected few definite accomplishments by the guild.

Article III, Section 1, however, did authorize the Code Authority

to obtain data relative to maximum hours and minimum wages

paid news workers and, "subject to the approval of the adminis-

trator, to incorporate its findings in the provisions of this code."

An executive order accompanying the code also "requested"

that a five-day, 40-hour week be given editorial workers on all

newspapers of 75,000 and more circulation in cities of 750,000

and more population. Several sheets, the New York Daily News,
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Philadelphia Record, Milwaukee Journal, and Chicago Tribune,

had already instituted the five-day week in all non-union depart-

ments and found it
"
practicable and beneficial." The News

had done so in 1932 in the interests of staff efficiency; the Journal,

in July, 1933. The Record had thus absorbed 127 additional em-

ployees; the Journal, sixty-two. Other papers did not take the

"request" so favorably, and, as the News remarked, insisted upon

"chiselling." The appointment of Ralph Pulitzer, involved in

the sale of the New York World, as deputy administrator of the

newspaper code infuriated the A. N. G. He resigned February 1.

J. D. Stern, liberal publisher of the Philadelphia Record,

New York Post, and Camden Courier-Post, signed with his Record

workers the first contract between a publisher and a unit of the

A. N. G. on April 8, 1934. This contract went the " whole way."
It established working conditions, maximum hours, and minimum

wages for all editorial employees and gave the unit a "preferen-

tial" shop and the
"
check-off." The agreement excepted from

guild membership only the editor, managing editor, assistant

managing editor, and city editor and from its five-day, 40-hour

week provision only workers earning $4,500 a year and more
and such other specialists as the guild might agree could not be

replaced during time off. It also covered compensation for

necessary overtime, discharge notices, vacations with pay, and

the employment of apprentices. New apprentices, it specified,

must be college graduates, and new copy boys, high school grad-

uates; until they had had two years' experience, both groups
were required to attend a school established for them by the

guild. In other words, without detailing all the provisions of this

"model" contract, Stern met most of the demands of his 140 edi-

torial employees and thus practiced what he had been preaching
to workers generally on his militant editorial page. "This,"
asserted Stern 53 in signing the agreement, "marks only a be-

ginning. . . . The economic security of a profession is essential

to its dignity." His $20-a-week basic minimum for newsmen
illustrated his point; beginning reporters on many metropolitan
sheets were getting $2.50 to $5 a week, and experienced workers,
$20 to $30.

Apprentice training, covered by the Philadelphia Record con-

tract and frequently the subject of controversy in the mechan-
ical trades, as Chapter VI points out, gave the guilds a trying
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problem. Eight students at Washington and Lee University
announced in March, 1934, the formation of a junior guild chap-

ter, but the antagonism of the industry feared by journalism
teachers and university administrators checked this movement.
The report of the guild's committee on education 54 to the 1935

A. N. G. convention outlined the situation as follows:

"There is a tendency among schools of journalism, to a degree,
to be publisher-dominated, either because of endowments from

publishers or boards of trustees consisting entirely of pub-
lishers. . . .

"As a result, journalism students represent a potential reservoir

of strikebreakers, existing as a constant menace to the Guilds in the

localities of such schools. . . .

"Those of us who have attended the schools of journalism are

aware of the Horatio Alger philosophy that sometimes pervades
them. . . .

"The result is that many an immature reporter spends the first

years on a newspaper wrestling with his delusions and trying to

orientate himself to a situation for which he has not been . . . pre-

pared."

The committee recommended cooperation with the American

Association of Teachers of Journalism, the organization of junior

guilds, and the further development of guild schools or classes.

A. N. G. almost unanimously adopted this report. It could never

hope, however, to control the vast number of high school and

college journalism classes.

The text of a proposed amendment to the Daily Newspaper

Code, announced in May by the recovery administrator, swelled

the "tide of disillusionment with the N. R. A." It proposed

sliding scales of maximum hours ranging from a 40-hour to a

48-hour week and of minimum wages ranging from $25 to $12,

depending on the size of the city. The "salaries" for beginners

were scaled from $17.50 down to $8.40. This was too much for

the well-meaning Editor &* Publisher. It pointed to the statement

made by Paul Bellamy of the Cleveland Plain Dealer as president

of the American Society of Newspaper Editors. "We have felt

the need, I am sure/' Bellamy had asserted in 1933, "for better

editorial brains ... of staffing our newspapers with more

broadly educated, better writers than ever before." To this the

trade paper replied on June 23, 1934, "We rise to ask ... if

the proposed salary scale for workers in the news and editorial
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departments ... is consistent with a need for more 'broadly
educated' young men and women."
Rather than discuss wages, hours, and security of employ-

ment, the actual demands of the guilds, publishers talked of the

menace to "freedom of the press" in "editorial dictation" by"
class conscious" newsmen. They could not cite convincing

examples of I. T. U. dictation to support the contention, but

they convinced themselves by repeating these catch phrases
over and over, much like primitives do some holy ritual. "I like

to feel," observed W. R. Hearst 55 to a group of interviewing

reporters, "that a newspaper man is like a soldier in war. He
should be ready to go out whenever there is a call and willing to

work all day and all night on his assignment if it calls for it."

A newsman smiled at this and retorted, "Work for love of it

and starve?" And Hearst came back with:

"I don't think they ought to starve. It's not happened on our

papers. We have tried to pay good workers a decent compensation.
The guild, if it is to be like a union, will attempt to dictate policies,

putting itself above the public. It would also tend to deprive the

reporter of the character which makes a newspaper man a romantic
figure."

Hearst's own reporters in several instances, as we shall see, dis-

agreed violently with W. R.'s sentiments. They were engaged
in "counting-room" journalism, not the journalism of press club

days.
A. F. of L. affiliation was "postponed indefinitely" at A. N. G.'s

first annual convention at St. Paul on June 5-8, 1934, but

many other decisions were made that aided in drawing together
the loosely knit aggregation of some seventy guilds and up-
wards of 7,000 to 8,000 workers. The 125 delegates re-elected
Broun president, adopted a "freedom of conscience" resolution,
a code of ethics, and numerous other resolutions, and revised
and approved a constitution.

The guild's ethical pronouncements, far from weasel worded,
enraged the industrialists. The "freedom of conscience" resolu-
tion was as follows:

"WHEREAS, freedom of the press is a right of the readers of news
and a responsibility upon the producers of news; and is not a priv-
ilege for owners of news channels to exploit; and
"WHEREAS, reporting is a high calling which has fallen into dis-
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repute because news writers have been too often degraded as hire-

lings compelled by their employers to serve the purposes of politi-

cians, monopolists, speculators in the necessaries of life, exploiters
of labor, and fomenters of war; therefore be it

"RESOLVED, that the American Newspaper Guild strive tire-

lessly for integrity of news columns and opportunity for its mem-
bers to discharge their social responsibility; not stopping until the

men and women who write, graphically portray or edit news have
achieved freedom of conscience to report faithfully, when they

occur, and refuse by distortion and suppression to create political,

economic, industrial and military wars."

The code of ethics stressed these points:

"i. That the newspaperman's first duty is to give the public
accurate and unbiased news reports, and that he be guided in his

contacts with the public by a decent respect for the rights of indi-

viduals and groups. . . .

"3. That newspapermen should presume persons accused of

crime of being innocent until they are convicted, as is the case under

the law, and that news accounts dealing with accused persons
should be in such form as not to mislead or prejudice the reading

public.
"4. That the guild should work through efforts of its members

or by agreement with editors and publishers to curb the suppression
of legitimate news concerning

(

privileged' persons or groups, in-

cluding advertisers, commercial powers and friends of newspaper-
men.

"5. That newspapermen refuse to reveal confidences or disclose

sources of confidential information in court or before other judicial

or investigating bodies. . . .

"6. That the news be edited exclusively in the editorial rooms
instead of in the business office of the daily newspaper."

To these were added the condemnation of the following four

practices, "harmful to the public interest, the newspapers and

newspapermen
"

:

"1. The carrying of publicity in the news columns in the guise

of news matter.

"2. The current practice of requiring the procuring or writing of

stories which newspapermen know are false or misleading, and
which work oppression or wrong to persons and to groups.

"3. The acceptance of money by newspapermen for publicity
which may be prejudicial to their work as fair reporters of news . . .

the practice of writing paid publicity by staff political writers, and

the acceptance by sports editors and writers of money from pro-
moters of alleged sporting events.

"4. The practice of some newspaper executives in requesting
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newspapermen to use influence with officials in matters other than

the gathering of news."

"In a sense/
3

Editor &* Publisher gravely admitted on June 16,

"this may be called a natural reaction. For 20 years or more

newsmen as a class have been taking a beating at the hands of

their colleagues of the business departments, and latterly in

many offices, but by no means in all offices, they have grown

bitterly cynical because of their unrequited struggle to get

on. ... It smacks of class-conscious propaganda, irresponsible

romancing, and is crusted all over with hate. Most of the charges

are false, many are half-truths, as every newspaperman knows."

Hulbert Taft,
56

publisher of the Cincinnati Times-Star, reacted

differently. "My own feeling/
7

he said, "is that the publishers

have done a good many things to make possible the formation

of a strong labor union movement among a group which would

not by nature swing in that direction. The guild code of ethics,

as we all know, is for the most part a re-statement of truisms."

G. F. Milton,
57 editor of the Chattanooga News, agreed with Taft

thus:

"Freedom of the press should mean just what these news writers

say: That is, freedom of conscience to write of events as they actu-

ally are, uncolored by political or economic interest. . . .

"It is a challenge to publishers, this call for strict adherence to

truth in news columns. They can not afford to lag behind their

reporters on this principle.
"I had been somewhat apprehensive of the type of leadership

hi control of guild affairs. . . . Their . . . resolutions, however,
reassure one."

Most of the editors and publishers, nevertheless, took their trade

journal's view.

The report of a joint committee on collective bargaining and

contracts,
58

adopted by the convention, listed the following
A. N. G. economic aims as requisites for written contracts :

"A minimum wage. Maximum hours. Dismissal notice. Vaca-
tions with pay. Preferential Guild shop. Accumulative tune off

for overtime or time and one-half pay. Contracts to run not more
than one year. Wage agreements in a supplemental agreement
with 60-day reopening clause. No present privileges to be lost. No
salary reductions during term of contract. Check-off system.

"Sick leave with pay for length of time specified in dismissal

clause. Examination of publishers' books. Apprenticeships or
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some system of training or advancement. Grievance committee
and machinery for handling grievances. Adequate staff to prevent

overloading of staffs. Staff to perform no duties of employes in

other departments. No split shifts. No space writing except by
duly accredited correspondents. Publishers to pay for working

equipment. All compensations weekly in United States currency."

The report granted that a
" number of the aforementioned pro-

visions are already employed on some newspapers, but it is well

to get them in a contract on the chance that they may be with-

drawn when other provisions are asked for." These recommenda-

tions epitomized the experience of labor unions through decades

of industrial strife.

A month after the convention, the guild's first picket line went

into action at the plant of the Jamaica Long Island Press. Sev-

eral men had been fired, apparently for guild affiliation. A tem-

porary agreement, signed July 14, ended the picketing, recog-

nized the guild's right to contract for the paper's editorial em-

ployees, and covered several other controversial points, pending

the formulation of a contract.

The first vote to strike was taken on August 29 by the

New York Jewish Daily Bulletin unit. The action followed the

discharge of three members. The strike ended the next day
with the signing of a temporary agreement between the paper

and the New York guild. The management recognized the guild,

reemployed the three newsmen, conceded a
"
Guild Preferential

Shop/
7

a five-day, 40-hour week, and a grievance committee, and

promised to negotiate a permanent contract. When the pub-

lisher got in arrears with pay, this unit walked out again on

January 9, 1935, and forced the suspension of the paper. The

men got their demands, and the paper resumed, but -as Chap-

ter VII mentions the country's only English-language Jewish

daily did not long survive.

Fairly adequate tabulations of editorial hours and salaries

began to be published late in 1934. N. R. A. released in October

one made by A. N. G. This survey, based on questionnaires

filled out by workers, covered 2,352 of the country's 40,000 edi-

torial men, employed by 158 of the 1,911 dailies. It placed the

median weekly wage of reporters at $30.70, photographers at

$33.86, artists at $37.00, and deskmen at $40.68. Copyboys got

$14.59; clerks, $20.13; and executives, $42.05. The average
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worker had had 9.6 years of experience, 5.4 of it with his present

employer. Another N. R. A. survey, made under A. N. P. A.

auspices from publishers' figures and issued in December, cov-

ered 17,772 news department workers on 771 papers and placed

average hourly earnings at $1.11 an hour or an average weekly

figure of $46.92 for 42.3 hours. It averaged the returns of 968 cub

reporters at $18.63 for 41.2 hours, of 6,903 reporters at $39.19

for 41.7 hours, of 700 photographers at $39.92 for 41.4 hours,

and of 5,730 deskmen at $56.11 for 43.3 hours.

"No one with newspaper experience/
7 commented Editor &*

Publisher October 13 on the guild N. R. A. figures, "doubts that

editorial pay is scandalously out of line. . . . Conscientious and
candid publishers do not deny it, and many looked to a profes-

sional guild to break down the competitive barriers and make

possible a general readjustment. . . . However, the move-
ment . . . has developed into a radical labor union, with

A. F. ofL. affiliations, called 'co-operation/ and publishers in

general are rejecting it.
7 '

Screaming that the "Broun Guild is

out to wreck and not to build," the journal granted that local

guilds "should remain organized, irrespective of the national

body, and continue negotiations with publishers looking to gen-
eral betterment of pay and conditions/

7 But fourteen years

earlier, newsmen had tried the A. J. A., and in 1933-34 they still

wanted a "professional
77

guild. Publishers demonstrated, how-

ever, that they would not permit such tactics to "break down the

competitive barriers/
7

that only "class action
77

collective bar-

gaining, backed by strikes and boycotts, aided by affiliated

unions would convince them. Both publishers and their em-

ployees did what they felt they had to do. Most of the prominent
publishers, after all, belonged to another class-conscious organiza-

tion, A. N. P. A.

The conditions represented by the "N. R. A.
77

surveys plus a
series of strikes and the failure of N. R. A. arbitration machinery
continued the education of guild members. The discharge of

eight employees for guild activities by L. T. Russell, hot-headed

publisher of the Newark (New Jersey) Ledger on November 14,

1934, gave the guild its first spectacular strike. Russell wanted
to run his shop on a "rugged individualism

77

basis, with the
individualism on his side. Forty-two of the 56-man staff

struck on November 17. Russell missed publication on November
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21-22, but hie hired a crew of "scabs" and settled down to a

struggle.

Despite the "scabs/' an attempted company "union/' in-

junction proceedings, accusations of "Red" affiliations, etc.,

the guild stayed out and won. An agreement signed March 28
;

1935, returned thirty-two of the strikers to work on March 31,

submitted the cases of the discharged eight to arbitration, fired

the twenty-two strike breakers, and left other matters to nego-
tiation. The loss of 14,000 of the Ledger's 44,000 subscribers

and of considerable advertising, including fifteen fat accounts,

and other symptoms of a persistent and successful campaign
had brought the weakened sheet to time. Russell lost control

of the paper January 23 to trustees representing stockholders,

and then on May 20 the trustees sold the sheet. This left the

guild largely a "moral victory."

The case of D. S. Jennings, discharged by Hearst's San Fran-

cisco Call-Bulletin for guild activities, proved equally instructive.

When the National Labor Relations Board decided on Decem-

ber 3 that the Call-Bulletin had unfairly fired its editorial writer

and ordered his reinstatement, Hearst threatened to withdraw

from N. R. A. The Newspaper Industrial Board, set up under

the daily code, he claimed, had final authority in such matters.

That would have meant a deadlock between the equally divided

publisher and employee members of the board, a Hearst victory.

Thus prodded, N. L. R. B. immediately reopened the case, heard

additional testimony, and then reiterated its stand. When the

publishers scheduled a national convention for January 28, 1935,

presumably to withdraw from N. R. A. in a body, the President

stepped in to save this crucial code. He ordered on January 23

that N. L. R. B. renounce jurisdiction of disputes in industries

with codes setting up their own labor adjustment machinery.

The publishers' convention was canceled. The Newspaper
Industrial Board deadlocked on the case. "The NRA has

failed us," Broun told a New York mass meeting sponsored by
the guild on March 24.

By the end of January, 1935, A. N. G. had sixty-three units

representing members in one or several adjacent cities, a list

that still stood at sixty-three a year later despite the suspension

of two. Several significant gaps remained in both the 1935 and

1936 rosters. These included New Haven, scene of the unsuc-
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cessful strike in 1919, still remembered, and such anti-labor pub-
lishers' towns as Los Angeles and Chicago. By February 16,

1935, the guild could boast that it had "preferential" shop agree-

ments with five sheets, the Philadelphia Record, Madison (Wis-

consin) Times, Madison State Journal, Reading (Pennsylvania)

Times, and Jewish Daily Bulletin. Others, including the Cleve-

land News, had signed agreements conceding many points, and

numerous other sheets had improved the status of newsmen
under guild pressure.

Twenty days before the U. S. Supreme Court on May 27, 1935,

declared the N. I. R. A. unconstitutional, N. R. A. finally cli-

maxed long hearings by announcing its approval of a code amend-

ment setting minimum wages and maximum hours for newsmen.

It was approximately the same as that proposed a year before.

During the course of the hearings, C. E. Rogers of Kansas State

College, representing the American Association of Schools and

Departments of Journalism, had raised the point that college

graduates could not afford to go to work for $8.40 a week in

small towns or even $17.50 in large cities. Stanley Walker, city

editor of the New York Herald Tribune, retorted that "most of

the good men
"
hired by dailies "do not go to journalism schools."

They are employed mainly "hit and miss," with some of the

"best" graduating from the ranks of $8-a-week copy and office

boys. Paul Bellamy, editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and
Grove Patterson, editor of the Toledo Blade and president of

A. S. N. E., shared Walker's views, especially his contempt for

"journalism schools."

The 1935 convention of A. N. G. at Cleveland in June indi-

cated that guildsmen were learning the lessons being taught them

by their publishers. A motion on whether to hold a referendum

on affiliation with A. F. of L. passed by a vote of 76^ to 47.
The referendum, when held, brought a vote of 1,841 to 975 or

65.4 per cent, favorable to the step, just short of the two-thirds

necessary for authorization. The convention also endorsed in

principle vertical or industrial unionism in the newspaper in-

dustry. The resolution on industrial unionism was prompted by
experiences similar to those of other craft unions in the industry;
when a guild unit struck, the fact that other crafts did not, made
its effort far less decisive. Contracts that expired on the same
date as those of the mechanical crafts offered the most imme-
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diate remedy. Eddy's report claimed 5,220 "book" members
and 3,550 dues-payers in sixty-five guilds against a gross original
enrollment in these units of 4,936.
With the exception of the Philadelphia Record contract and

one signed with Stern for his New York Post on July 25, 1935,

the guild's deals with large papers fell short of its ideal. "The

Post," said Stern editorially on July 25, "does not see any con-

nection between collective bargaining and freedom of the press."
Its contract "is an agreement in writing to insure fairness and

decency in our relations with the news room, to provide machin-

ery for correcting any unfairness, whether it be intentional or

unintentional." Stern, be it noted, like Bennett upwards of a

century earlier and others, was making a play for reader sup-

port; he did not have the assured following that Hearst held

through his features.

Other publishers, to maintain "press freedom," withheld

significant concessions. A contract with the New York Daily

News, signed June 21, 1935, verged on being a company "union"

agreement. It was made with the Daily News unit "with the

:onsent of the Newspaper Guild of New York." The Washington

Daily News became the first Scripps-Howard paper to sign an

igreement with the guild, effective January 1, 1936. Neither

:his nor the second Scripps-Howard contract, with the Cleveland

Press, however, conceded a preferential shop. These contracts,

nevertheless, set up precedents and machinery useful in future

negotiations and in making collective bargaining part of edi-

torial workers' economic mores. Almost all of the contracts

upon expiration were renewed or modified to meet new condi-

tions or demands. They all, too, established more satisfactory

wages and working conditions.

Negotiations with the Hearst chain did not proceed as peace-

fully as did those with Scripps-Howard. The Milwaukee Wis-

consin News unit reached an impasse with J. H. Black, pub-

lisher, and struck on February 17, 1936. The unit claimed

twenty-nine of thirty-five members had struck. The News

carried a story on the first day of the strike headed: "20 OF

NEWS STAIT OUT ON STRIKE" and "655 Employes of Paper

Loyal, Stay on Their Jobs." The Milwaukee Leader, labor daily,

on February 18 referred to the Hearst scale of $15 a week for

reporters and asserted editorially,
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"'Buy American,' Mr. Hearst's columns shriek. Well might
Mr. Hearst's striking Milwaukee reporters and copy readers return

in an Irish echo, 'What with?'"

The Leader had a closed shop contract with I. T. U. Newswriters'

Union No. 9.

This strike, bitterly fought by both sides, continued until

September 1 7
six and one-half months. Both the unions and the

guilds of the country contributed funds. Despite police inter-

vention and injunction proceedings, local and state unions aided

the guild in trimming News circulation and advertising revenues.

The Journal and Sentinel, the other Milwaukee dailies, joined

the News on April 1 in announcing a policy covering wages,

hours, and working conditions that partially met guild demands.

"This," asserted Black,
59 "is not a contract but it is the policy

of operation on the paper which will be continued for at least

a year and as long thereafter as economic conditions justify."

Jonathan Eddy, A. N. G. secretary, retorted that this did not

settle the strike, that the "management simply announced it

was breaking off negotiations, that the strikers had one week to

report back for work or be locked out." The support of the

strike gradually took the proportions of a national crusade by
union and union-sympathizing groups against Hearst.

Before the News strike ended and another against Hearst in

Seattle began, A. N. G. met at New York on May 29 to June 2,

1936, for its third annual convention. The delegates, previously
instructed by their units, voted eighty-three to five to affiliate

with A. F. of L. The 111 delegates, registered from forty-nine

guild cities and districts, learned that A. N. G. had a "book"

membership of 5,716 and 4,270 dues-payers, a gain in both

respects over the preceding year. These members were scattered

through the city rooms of 233 dailies, wire services, and syndicates
in sixty-two communities. The union boasted signed contracts

with ten general-circulation dailies, in addition to labor publica-

tions, and unsigned , agreements with seven others. Of three

strikes conducted during the preceding year, in addition to the one

against the Wisconsin News, the guild had won against the New
York Amsterdam News, a Negro weekly, and the Ardmore (Penn-

sylvania) Main Line Times and lost to the Lorain (Ohio) Journal.

A. F. of L. promptly took A. N. G. under its wing the next

month, loaned it $2,000, and financed a full-time organizer.
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R. W. Howard,
60 editor of Scripps-Howard's New York World-

Telegram, after lengthy parleys with the guild, epitomized
on July 30, 1936, publishers' arguments against guild contracts

by condemning these four principles:

"(a) Confinement of selection of editorial and reportorial staff

to any closed Guild list.
"
(b) Regimentation or even suggestion by the Guild to its mem-

bers of any political or other dogma.
"
(c) Regulation by Guild rules of rates of compensation on any

rigid quantitative or time basis to be applied generally in the

editorial department.
"
(d) Insistence on any policy calculated arbitrarily to raise the

World-Telegram margin of editorial expense above that of its prin-

cipal competitors even though motives of self-interest will prompt
us to seek the advantage of the highest standard of salaries as

rapidly as business conditions permit."

He elaborated his stand in a 3,000-word statement, printed by

papers throughout the Hearst chain as a lesson to W. R.'s men
from a "liberal" publisher. Among other things, Howard added

that he would bargain only "with our own employes through

representatives of their own choosing," men over whom he could

hold the payroll axe. He wanted, in other words, a company
"
union."

"The Guild/
7

replied its executive committee,
61 "has again

and again declared that in seeking a preferential Guild shop it

does not seek to prohibit the employer from hiring anyone he

sees fit to hire. The Guild seeks an opportunity to supply a

prospective employer with names of newspapermen in search

of work, but it has never suggested that choices must be made
from such a list or lists." It also had answers for the other

points.

An altercation between the guild and the mighty Associated

Press reached amazing proportions following the 1936 A. N. G.

convention. A. P. had received a request from the guild for col-

lective bargaining negotiations on October 17, 1935. The next

day, A. P. had fired Morris Watson, A. N. G. vice-president for

wire agencies, because of "recent dissatisfaction with his work." 62

A. N. G. filed charges with the New York regional labor board,

set up under the National Labor Relations Act, that Watson
had been discharged for guild activities, the culmination of a
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series of reprisals. After hearings and court trials, the matter

finally reached the National Labor Relations Board. Dean
C. E. Clark of Yale Law School, called in as a trial examiner

for N. L. R. B., recommended on April 23, 1936, that A. P.

reinstate Watson and negotiate with A. N. G. executives as

their editorial workers' chosen representatives. The national

board agreed with Clark. On May 7, it ordered a vote of New
York A. P. employees to determine whether A. N. G. should

represent them and on May 22 ordered Watson reinstated. The
vote was taken, and N. L. R. B. ruled the guild agent for the

New York A. P. men.

A. P. did not heed either decision. Its attorneys claimed that,

since A. P. was not engaged in "interstate commerce," the

Wagner act did not apply to it. Legal thobbery yields fascinat-

ing nets of words. The U. S. Circuit Court, to which N. L. R. B.

appealed the Watson case, held on July 13 that A. P. is engaged
in interstate commerce, and thus under the labor board's juris-

diction, and ordered A. P. to comply with the board's Watson

ruling. A. P. was not convinced; it headed the case for the

U. S. Supreme Court.

The Wisconsin News strike ended September 1 with both sides

claiming victory. Twelve of the original strikers, according to

H. M. Bitner/
3
general manager of Hearst Newspapers, "will

go back to work under standard practices as announced and

put in force by the Wisconsin News about six months ago."
These were concessions enough for the guild; a strike had broken

out on Hearst's Seattle Post-Intelligencer on August 13 that

threatened to give A. N. G. plenty to worry about.

The Seattle guild, with a union status assured by affiliation

with A. F. of L. not available to the Milwaukee unit at the

beginning of its strike, climaxed a month's efforts to gain the

reinstatement of two discharged veteran employees by calling
out forty-three members or, as the paper said, twenty-six mem-
bers of the staff. With a sympathetic mayor and the aid of

other unions assured, the guild immediately threw a picket line

about the Post-Intelligencer plant, and the paper did not appear
on August 14. The mechanical employees far more necessary
to publication than the newsmen did not strike, but they "were

physically prevented from entering the Post-Intelligencer plant
by a picket line composed of longshoremen, loggers, teamsters,
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radical political sympathizers, who joined forces with the 26 strik-

ing Post-Intelligencer editorial men.
7 ' 64 Said Hearst,65 in a signed

statement from Rome, Italy,

"It has cost me over a million dollars to conduct my paper in

Seattle all through the depression and up to date.

"If the Communists want to relieve me of that cost and of the

duty of supplying jobs to labor, it is not an unmixed evil I would
save money.

"However, there is a greater issue at stake than saving money.
"There is the issue of a free press and a free country."

Jonathan Eddy,
66

guild secretary, retorted, "This thing could

be settled in a half hour of sensible round-table discussion. As

it is, neither Publisher W. V. Tanner nor Counsel Harvey J.

Kelly will arrange any kind of a meeting with myself or other

representatives of the Guild." He added that "we are opposed
to any violence and we are sorry any took place." Kelly

67

maintained his position. "There can be no compromise," he

announced, after the paper had been suspended two weeks,
"with mob violence. We positively will not recognize the guild

or any member thereof. It is more than a possibility that the

Post-Intelligencer will remain permanently closed."

A staff correspondent
68 for The New York Times, not a guilds-

man, saw the situation from another viewpoint, that of a first-

hand observer of facts. The "apparent indifference of the gen-
eral public," he declared, "is remarkable. Some explain this by

saying that if it had happened to any other newspaper or busi-

ness the public would not have stood for it for a moment, but

that . . . organized labor here is so much opposed to Mr. Hearst,

that the public did not react as it would have normally."

Notwithstanding the heated protestations of Hearst and his

executives, the guild won notable concessions through its Seattle

strike. C. B. Lindeman, associate publisher of the Post-Intelli-

gencer, signed a formal agreement on November 25, 1936, with

H. R. Seller, president of the Seattle Newspaper Guild, that

reinstated all striking employees, left the cases of the two dis-

charged workers in the hands of the National Labor Relations

Board, and outlined the paper's "office policy in settlement of

all disputes concerning hours, wages and conditions of service."

The agreement stipulated that the latter "is not a contract but

it is the policy in operation on the paper which will be continued
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for one year from date and as long thereafter as economic con-

ditions justify." This "policy" set a 40-hour, six-day week

and on or before March 1, 1937, a 40-hour, five-day week for

editorial employees, with a $25 minimum for beginners and a

$40 minimum for those having three years experience. It also

established regulations covering sick leave with pay, vacations,

dismissal notices, overtime, and the discussion of grievances.
69

The Seattle Guild Daily, started on August 14 as a four-page
strike organ and then expanded, ceased publication on Novem-
ber 20, and the Post-Intelligencer ended its 108-day suspension

on November 30.

The reelection of F. D. Roosevelt on November 3 probably

prompted this Hearstian about-face as well as his post-election

endorsement of the victorious candidate. Hearst immediately
installed John Boettiger, Roosevelt's son-in-law, as his Seattle

publisher, presumably acting on the principle of "if you can't

lick 'em, hire 'era."

A wave of formal announcements by publishers of minimum

wages, maximum hours, and working conditions together with

several significant contracts immediately followed the Seattle

guild victory. A "Guild Preferential Shop" contract between

the management of the New York Daily News and the New York

Newspaper Guild, signed December 1, 1936, was called by
Heywood Broun 70 "the furthest advance yet made in common
sense co-operation between publishers and editorial workers."

No worthwhile generalizations can as yet be made regarding
the guild, its probable length of life, or* its probable relationship
to the control of the press, "freedom of the press." In the case

of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, a guild strike became the spark
that loosed pent up fury against Hearst's peculiar brand of

"Americanism." When the control of a daily cost less, when
franchises had not become sufficiently rigid to assure monop-
olistic "rights," a pro-union editor-publisher a Greeley, a

Scripps, or a Stern might have stepped into the picture, cap-
italized upon the disssatisfaction with the three local sheets,
and acted as a release mechanism. Seattle labor, as Chapter VII
brought out, tried a union daily the Union Record in. 1919, but
the sheet could not compete with the features and publication
"brains" of the "capitalist" papers. Mob violence is distasteful,
but the questions are: What societal factors precipitated the
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use of that device as the means of eliminating or at least coping
with a sheet that infuriated a sizable class of citizens? What
other recourse did the unions have?

W. A. White/
1 the "Sage of Emporia," says that the real

threat to
"
freedom of the press" in America consists of the

' '

newspaper publishers themselves,
' '

the
' c

unconscious class

consciousness of the man who runs the paper." He elaborates

this conclusion as follows:

"Too often the publisher of an American newspaper has made Ms
money in some other calling than journalism. He is a rich man
seeking power and prestige. He has the country club complex.
The business manager of this absentee owner quickly is afflicted

with the country club point of view. Soon the managing editor's

wife puts him in the country club, and then the city editor's wife

nags him into it. And they all get the unconscious arrogance of

conscious wealth. Therefore it is hard to get a modern American

newspaper to go the distance necessary to print all the news about

many topics.

"On the other side of the line it is just as bad. When I am in

New York I often buy The Daily Worker, a Communist paper. It

has the country club complex in reverse. . . . And there are wide
areas in which proletarian papers omit the news or distort the

truth about it.

"So there you are. I think on the whole, sooner or later in the

long run, the American people do get the truth. But they often get
it when it is cold potatoes, and does them no good."

Some would substitute, in the case of employees, the
"
conscious

arrogance of expected wealth" for the "unconscious arrogance of

conscious wealth." It would be a little more accurate.

Perhaps, therefore, A. N. G. has a place that it may gradually
work out for itself. "The Guild, indeed, as it increases in knowl-

edge," once said Allen Raymond,
72 then president of the News-

paper Guild of New York, "may prove the salvation of the in-

dustry itself, which now is very sick suffering from a species of

elephantiasis, or fatty degeneration of the soul."
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A FEW GENERALITIES

THE
conclusions reached and stated in the preceding chap-

ters are not intended to apply beyond the scope of the

facts upon which they are based, samples of which are

set forth in the immediate or other sections of the book. The

facts define as well as substantiate the generalities. The following

conclusions, involving the industry as a whole and its relation-

ships, are presented here in the same manner. They carry the

warning that they are not to be taken as standing alone but as

efforts to bring together some of the more limited generalizations

and to note certain implications of the whole mass of facts.

This case study of one American industry illustrates within

its narrow scope a number of the conclusions reached by social

scientists and especially cultural anthropologists in surveying
the broad sweep of the evolution of the mores, of culture. Exam-

ples of multiple invention in paper manufacturing, in printing

equipment, in newsgathering devices, and elsewhere demon-

strate the marked extent to which conditions rather than merely
the thobbing of a "

great mind" prepare answers to pressing

problems and opportunities for astute entrepreneurs, to which

variations represent modest combinations or re-applications
from the current stock of practices. Such variations appear con-

tinually in amazing numbers. Few of the vast array of unsuc-

cessful ones have been mentioned in this work. Need, availability,

and workability enter strongly into the selection made among
them. The stimulating influence of great centers of population
and hence of newspaper industrial activity joins with the more

pressing competitive and managerial problems of large units

to produce great numbers of potential modifications in practices
as well as to give such variations more immediate trial. Trade
unions as well as printing equipment illustrate this point.

Except where a variation such as the one-cent price and the

sensationalism of the tiny sheets of the 1830's yielded imme-
diate profits or involved a mechanical adaptation readily tested

under shop conditions at relatively slight risk, variations have
had to endure a period of rigid trial, comparison, and selective

elimination. This is especially apparent in cases that conflicted

700
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with deeply entrenched "box office" practices. The resistance

of workers only slowed up slightly the adoption of such novel

mechanical devices as stereotyping, the linotype, photo-engrav-

ing, and the autoplate. Many times the way of a variation, suck

as the telegraph in cooperative newsgathering, was smoothed

through the presence of accepted practices, in this case the ex-

change of news slips, the use of the pigeon express, and an incip-

ient system of independent correspondents. Out of the Associated

Presses, the various state editorial associations, and the National

Editorial Association gradually evolved as needed bodies spe-

cializing in certain aspects of the business. Each of these new
associations furnished an adjustment to the inadequate handling
of a group of problems by the preexisting organizations. Refer-

ence is made to such as the American Newspaper Publishers
5

Association and the International Circulation Managers
7

Asso-

ciation. Trade unions, with the necessity of fighting both em-

ployer antagonism and the indifference of the workers, evolved

much more slowly. Their development, particularly from the

1880
7

s, witnessed two concomitant tendencies of some signifi-

cance: On the one hand, the parent stem of printing unionism

International Typographical Union was obliged in many of

the larger shops to yield to separate international unions the

control of such specialties as presswork, photo-engraving, electro-

typing and stereotyping, and newswriting. On the other, the

exigencies of industrial conflict drew these separate unions to-

gether in the International Allied Printing Trades Association

and in local Allied Printing Trades Councils and prompted them
to date their labor contracts as nearly as possible the same in

order to bring joint pressure to bear upon publishers. The Ameri-

can Newspaper Guild, which appeared only after a number of

experiments and the gradual modification of newswriters' eco-

nomic mores, could utilize the experiences and precedents as well

as some of the power of the older unions.

The delay in the acceptance of a variation long after it had

apparently become expedient or until it had become imperative

economically to the class involved, called by W. F. Ogburn in

his Social Change "cultural lag," is more apparent in the case

of practices more removed from the mechanical. As one goes
from the mechanical, through practices rather immediately
tested by financial returns, to practices less immediately subject
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to that test, the cultural lag becomes greater. Linotype rapidly

replaced hand composition in newspaper offices, particularly

the larger ones. Circulation audits, even after the organization

of the Audit Bureau of Circulations, were accepted less rapidly. A
number of dailies, even a few fairly large ones, have still failed to

adopt this means of assuring advertisers of what they are buying.
A professional society of newspaper editors, on the other hand, ar-

rived a century and a quarter after the appearance of the editorial

specialist, almost forty years after the American Newspaper Pub-

lishers' Association. Its influence during its first fifteen years, too,

has not been nearly as noteworthy as that of the American News-

paper Publishers' Association during its first decade and a half.

Drastic adaptations in methods frequently came into the

industry through the establishment of new units or the sale of

old ones. Most outstanding examples of this include the one-

cent dailies of the 1830's, the development of the evening field

by new ventures after the Civil War, and the establishment of

such tabloids as the New York Daily News. Older sheets, en-

trenched and conservative, modified their "tried and true"

methods under the stress of this new competition or weakened.

The approach of the industry to the circulation saturation point
and its greater stability Its monopolistic status made the

introduction of variations by way of new units increasingly

difficult, by way of purchase increasingly expensive.
Labels have played a significant r61e in the daily's evolution.

When a label fell into disrepute, as in the case of "newsy" or

"newsboy," those concerned sought to detract opposition from
the thing thus named by giving it a new tag to which a new and
more desirable definition was attached, usually quite arbitrarily,

as in the case of "newspaper boy" or "little merchant." The

struggle of publishers to professionalize their top mechanical
men and to maintain the professional affiliations of newswriters

illustrates another application of the device. Professional men
align themselves with the employing class or with the classless

"middle class." They frequently have the unconscious or con-

scious arrogance of expected wealth. Workers or craftsmen
have proletarian leanings. The label, as we have seen, with the

body of beliefs it connotes, makes a difference. In other cases,
the industry found it desirable to maintain the acceptability of a
label or catch phrase in the face of drastic changes in what the
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name allegedly represented. Freedom of the Press, The Press

as the Defender of All Our Liberties, Democracy, Americanism,
The Constitution, etc. typify this sort of thing. "The Old Crab,"

writing jestingly in The American Press of February, 1936, put
it thus in his

"
Editorial Writer's Philosophical Dictionary":

"
Subversive doctrine The idea, advanced mildly by a college

professor, that the constitution means what it says, perhaps.
"Fascism Something you denounce in one column and advo-

cate, under another name, in the next. . . .

"True Americanism The suppression, by force, of everybody
who doesn't agree with your definition of true Americanism."

These uses of labels and catch phrases tend to foster cultural

lag, and eventually make the elimination of the sheltered mal-

adjustments even more painful.

The Integration of the industry was speeded by newsgathering
and feature agencies, trade journals, trade associations, chain

ownership, and the like. This integration gradually facilitated

the transmission of tested variations and accepted methods

useful to publishers to the industry's executives, other em-

ployees, and even potential workers. These arteries of informa-

tion, however vaunted as accurate transmitters, both select

and color as well as pass on versions of the facts. Trade journals,

such as Editor &* Publisher, are to state the obvious edited

and published for the benefit of their subscribers, newspaper
and advertising executives, and of their advertisers, newspapers,

newspaper service agencies, and equipment manufacturers.

The mechanical and editorial workers had a struggle on their

hands to compete with the publishers' transmission system.
The range of the employers' influence went far beyond that of

union men; the publishers, too, had the power of the status quo
on their side. In the case of craft education, to illustrate, pub-
lishers and others with what W. A. White calls the

"
unconscious

arrogance of conscious wealth" dominate the boards of high

schools, trade schools, and colleges. They are potent in stamping
the policies of these transmission agencies. Against such opposi-

tion, the newswriters are not likely to make nearly as much

headway as their fellows in the mechanical departments. These

arteries of transmission, too, like most arteries, have a tendency
to harden, to resist gradual modification, the one likely insurance

against drastic, frequently damaging change.
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In selecting between alternative variations, neither publishers

nor employees apply tests beyond the immediate factors the
"
selfish" factors involved. To ask a publisher whether or not

he realizes that a contemplated merger is probably a step toward

precipitating the limitation of his press freedom through stabil-

izing his policies is to invite ridicule. The publisher -talks about

his vested interests, the fact that he has to "meet payrolls,"

and academic idealism. The publisher knows that he will make
more money if he makes his venture less subject to competition.

He knows that he represents and will continue to Fight for the

Best Interests of The People. He can trust The People to listen

to Reason. The People appreciate the Rights they assured to

themselves in The Constitution of the United States. He never

mentions, of course, the Declaration of Independence, an in-

cendiary document at best. To ask a trade union member
whether or not he realizes that he is aiding and abetting the

same tendency toward greater rigidity when he raises costs

of production in a marginal shop, a shop that depends upon
"operating efficiencies," is also to invite derision. A worker has

to look after "Number One." The vagaries of long-time indus-

trial and social trends are beyond his as well as his publisher's

mental horizon.

And thus the evolutionary process works in the industrial

field as well as in society as a whole. It represents a vast number
of largely unplanned actions, expedient to the individuals in-

volved within the limits of their foresight. This conclusion, "that

man has attained his most vaunted victories his highly ac-

claimed
'

progress' by clever adjustment to inevitable life-

conditions," is well substantiated by social scientists, but it "is

to many minds quite unpalatable. . . . The fact that mind is

not all powerful meets the same hesitancy of acceptation that

afflicts one who revolts at the thought of animal ancestry or

of the derivation of modern institutions from crude prototypes.

'Mastery over Nature' is a ringing phrase; beside it,
'

Submis-
sion to Natural Law' seems tame and ignoble."

* Thus do our
numerous "selfish" adaptations to life conditions blindly lead

both the newspaper industry and society as a whole on its un-

planned course.

REFERENCE
1. A. G. Keller, Societal Evolution, rev. ed,, 1931, p. 28.
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STATISTICAL NOTE

The thirty-two tables in this Appendix fall into six groups: (1) the

number of newspapers, I-XII; (2) the circulation of newspapers,
XIII-XVIII; (3) the number of foreign-language newspapers and

periodicals, XIX-XXII; (4) the circulation of foreign-language news-

papers, XXIH-XXV; (5) statistics on raw materials, means of dis-

tribution and communication, and the financial aspects of newspapers,
XXV1-XXX; and (6) newswriters' unions, XXXI-XXXIL Refer-

ence is made to the chief subject matter of the tables; certain correlat-

ing data are also included in some of them. The following notes on the

relative comparability of the figures in the various tables and groups
of tables will render them more useful to special students. Only the

more general problems are treated here. Footnotes to individual tables

cover specific points.
Prior to 1840, no agency made a successful attempt to gather ac-

curate statistics at frequent intervals on the press. The tabulations

given for the number of newspapers in 1710-1820 were made for this

book from C. S. Brigham's invaluable "Bibliography of American

Newspapers, 1690-1820," published serially in the Proceedings of the

American Antiquarian Society in 1913 to 1927. Similar data on the

daily newspapers of 1830 were compiled from miscellaneous sources,

especially from A. B. Slauson's A Check List of American Newspapers
in the Library of Congress (1901). Except where noted, figures prior
to 1840 refer to the number of newspapers or periodicals in existence

at some time during the year of tabulation. To render these data

comparable to those later reported in the Censuses, many short-lived

publications would have to be eliminated, a task rendered difficult by
changes in name, consolidations, and lack of information. Tables I to

VI and parts of Tables VII and VIII contain the results of these

tabulations. A comparison of these with contemporary statistics and
with recent enumerations based upon other lists of newspapers indi-

cates their greater completeness and comparability throughout.
1

Census Reports: The first Census report on the press, for 1840, con-

tained rather detailed information concerning the number and period
of issue of newspapers and periodicals together with an approximation
of their aggregate circulation. The Census Office adopted a more com-

prehensive method of inquiry in 1850 and continued it in 1860 and
1870. These Censuses did not include "household manufactures and

705
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small mechanical operations, where the annual productions do not

exceed five hundred dollars.
"

Statistics "were gathered by the

regular enumerators in the course of their collection of population and
industrial statistics, and included only the data of the number of

periodicals, their circulation, the character of the several publications,
and the periods of issue." These reports also included tabulations of

wages, cost of materials, products, hands employed, and the like.

In the report of the 1870 Census of the press, the following state-

ment appeared as the first indication of a more definite rule of ex-

clusion:

"The law requires this report of newspapers and periodicals, on
account of their relation to the moral, social, and intellectual con-

dition of the people. To swamp this class of statistics by incon-

siderately admitting hundreds of prospectuses, circulars, and ad-

vertising sheets, which can possibly have no such relations, would
be undoubtedly an abuse. At the same time this subject has been
treated liberally, and every periodical has been admitted to these
tables which could establish a reasonable claim to be considered
as within the purview of the census act."

In attempting to differentiate between "publications of a permanent
character and those which are in their nature ephemeral and unjournal-

istic," S. N. D. North excluded from the 1880 Census "all publications
which are not sold at a stated subscription price." In describing these,
he pointed out:

"Publications which are distributed gratuitously to whoever
will take them are not newspapers or periodicals in the real sense
of the word, because their purpose is the business advantage of the

publisher in other than journalistic fields, their continuance being
dependent upon his caprice, rather than upon any fixed rule of

periodic appearance. These include all such issues as theater pro-
grammes, the bulletins of large mercantile houses, transient political

campaign sheets, and the large fashion quarterlies of ladies' furnish-

ing houses. . . . The rule of exclusion adopted in this inquiry is

founded upon the rulings of the Post-Office Department of the
United States. ... It would have been possible, by including in
this enumeration the publications which the Post-Office excludes
from second-class mail, to swell the volume of American newspapers
fully one-third above the figures given in this report."

This rule, more influential in the non-daily than the daily field,

broadly continues in effect. Since 1880, too, press data have been
gathered separately.
More recent limitations of establishments covered by Censuses of

manufactures have had to do with certain types of ownership, with
the minimum value of products, and with plants in operation for only
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part of the Census year. The 1904 Census "was confined by law to

manufacturing establishments conducted under what is known as

the factory system, excluding neighborhood, household, and hand
factories." It "did not cover establishments which were idle during
the entire year, or had a value of products of less than $500, or the

manufacturing done in educational, eleemosynary, and penal insti-

tutions, or in governmental establishments, except those of the

Federal Government." Beginning with the Census of 1921, "in order

to reduce the cost of the work and facilitate the compilation of the

statistics, no data except for numbc. of wage earners and value of

products were secured from establishments reporting products valued

at more than $500 but less than $5,000." After the 1921 Census, "data

have been obtained only from establishments reporting products to

the value of $5,000 or more."

Another practice of the Census authorities renders their enumera-

tions slightly different from others for the same years. They count

morning and evening editions of the same newspaper separately. The

Ayer and Rowell reports eliminate such "sub-editions," but they
include many recently started publications not tabulated in the

Census.

These considerations have had their greatest influence upon Census

reports of non-daily publications. Their general effect upon Census

totals in the daily field may be estimated from a comparison with the

statistics compiled by N. W. Ayer & Son. The Census reported 2,226

dailies in 1899, 2,452 in 1904, 2,441 in 1919, and 2,344 in 1921. N. W.

Ayer & Son reported 2,179 dailies for 1899, 2,344 for 1904, 2,343 for

1919, and 2,331 for 1921. While the Census totals increased 10.2 per

cent, between 1899 and 1904, the Ayer totals rose only 7.6 per cent.,

certainly not an indication of restriction in the Census tabulation.

Between 1919 and 1921, however, the Census total shrank 4.0 per
cent, while the Ayer enumeration fell but 0.5+ per cent., a fairly

clear suggestion that certain dailies were eliminated from the Census

totals. This exclusion, affecting only smaller dailies, had negligible

influence upon figures for circulation. In all industries, the 1919-21

change eliminated establishments in which only 0.6 per cent, of the

total wage earners were employed and 0.3 per cent, of the total

products were manufactured.

The effect of the various Census qualifications upon publications

other than dailies has been more marked. With its figure for weeklies

at more than 1,000 under the Ayer totals for many years, after 1919

it fell even further. In 1933, for example, the year in which the de-

pression caused the greatest number of weeklies to fall below the

$5,000 class, Ayer reported 12,060 weekly newspapers and periodicals,

and the Bureau of the Census, 5,096,
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Census reports included separate tabulations for weekly "news-

papers" and "periodicals" from 1909 and for daily "newspapers"
and "periodicals" from 1921. Chapter IV discusses the utility of this

classification in the daily field in connection with "Types of Dailies."

Rowell and Ayer Tabulations: G. P. Rowell & Company's first two

American Newspaper Directories appeared in 1869 and 1870. A tabula-

tion of the 1869 edition, which contained a list representative of 1868,

was published in the 1895 edition. Rather than tabulate the 1870

edition, the 1895 number accepted the Census figures for that year.

From 1871 to 1908, paralleled by N. W. Ayer & Son annuals from

1880, the Rowell Directories furnish a fairly complete and comparable
statistical resume of the number of newspapers and periodicals for

each year together with a list of the publications. To render the area

covered by both Rowell and Ayer figures comparable to that covered

by the Census reports, these data have been adjusted to include only

newspapers and periodicals published in what are now the continental

United States.

G. P. Rowell & Company
2 stated their rule of compilation as

follows:

"All the amateur publications , . . are excluded, though the

number is quite large of those printing considerable news; and

many sheets devoted especially to advertising the business of some
firm or some man are also omitted. On the other hand, books and

magazines everything published at regular periods not exceeding
three months are classed as newspapers."

N. W. Ayer & Son followed somewhat the same policy in their

American Newspaper Annual 3 but made a point of the following:

"There are a number of newspapers which print one or more
editions with little or no change beyond the heading, which editions

have in most cases a very limited circulation, but which appear in

Newspaper Directories generally as independent and distinct pub-
lications, often with excessive circulations. All such that could be

traced, we have entered under the places named in the headings,
referred to the paper printing it, and appended a note to the latter

enumerating all the editions of this class printed by it."

This policy is now stated thus:

"SUB-EDITIONS. We endeavor as far as possible to distinguish
between independent publications and those which are simply re-

prints of some other paper, usually with little or no change beyond
the name. Papers so issued are entered in the Catalogue under the
name of the leading paper, or, in some cases, that of the publisher."

4
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G. P. Rowell & Company and N. W. Ayer & Son published direc-

tories of service to advertisers. The Bureau of the Census compiles
statistics relating to a social, political, and economic phenomenon.
This difference in purpose accounts for many of the differences in the

reports. The reporting system employed for the Rowell and Ayer
volumes gradually improved through competition and in response to

the demands of their subscribers. Their reports may be regarded as

fairly complete from the late 1880's on.

After the issue of 1893-94, completed December 1, 1893, the Ayer
Annuals began to appear at the end of the year preceding or at the

beginning of the year for which they were dated. Details of this prac-

tice, year by year, are given in footnotes to Table XI. Although no

other study of Ayer data follows this method, this book uses them for

the years they represent and not for the years given on the covers of

Annuals.

From the 1910 issue, N. W. Ayer & Son published a merger of the

old Rowell and Ayer catalogues as the American Newspaper Annual
and Directory. They altered the title to Directory of Newspapers and

Periodicals with the issue for 1930.

Editor & Publisher Tabulations: The newspaper trade journal,

Editor & Publisher, contained enumerations of the number and cir-

culation of daily and Sunday newspapers prior to those for the period
from April 1 to September 30, 1919, but they were not comparable
with later tabulations. They contained about fifty trade, professional,

and other special interest dailies. For each six-month period ending
March 31 and September 30 since September 30, 1919, Editor &
Publisher reported the average circulation and number of the daily

and Sunday newspapers in existence at the end of each period (see

Tables XII and XIV). Exceptions have been the periods ending
March 31 in 1924 and 1933-35.

The Editor & Publisher 5
policy on enumeration is this: "Number

of newspapers is ascertained by counting all morning, evening, and

Sunday newspapers, printed in English and of general circulation, in

the United States." Their definition of "general circulation," how-

ever, is broad enough to cover the New York Investment News and
Wall Street Journal and the Philadelphia Financial Journal. No other

type of special interest daily is included.

REFERENCES

1. For comparison, see W. A. Dill, The First Century of American News-

papers, 1925, p. 3, Growth of Newspapers in the United States, 1928, p. 11;

I. Thomas, The History of Printing in America, 1874, II, pp. 294-305;
S. Miller, A Brief Retrospect of the Eighteenth Century, 1803, II, pp. 483-5;

J. Munsell, The Typographical Miscellany, 1850, p. 122; "Newspapers,"
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Encyclopedia Americana, IX, 1832, p. 260; "Newspapers," Niles'

Weekly Register, 34:873, June 21, 1828, p. 268; "Newspapers and

Periodicals/' The Register of Pennsylvania, I, 1828, pp. 397, 400; "Sum-
mary of Newspapers and Periodical Journals," The American Almanac
. . . for the Year 1835, 1834, p. 282; "Newspapers in the United States

in 1834," American Newspaper Reporter and Printers Gazette, 8 (1874):

563; The (Washington) Globe, July 11, 1839; and U. S. Bureau of the

Census, A Century of Population Growth, 1909, p. 32.

2. "Historical and Statistical Data," Centennial Newspaper Exhibition,

1876, p. 172.

3. 1880, p. 1.

4. N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals: 1933^

p. 6.

5. "International Year Book Number," 61:36, II, January 26, 1929,

p. 136.



TABLE I

NEWSPAPERS IN EXISTENCE AT DECADE YEARS: 1710-1820 l

i Tabulated for this book from C. S. Brigham's "Bibliography of American Newspapers, 1690-

1820," Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, n s , 23-30, 32, 34-5, 37 (1913-20, 1922, 1924-

25, 1927). All evident continuations of newspapers under other names were eliminated so far as pos-

sible Newspapers published as dependent, less-frequent editions of others were not included in this

table.

711
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TABLE II

WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS IN EXISTENCE AT DECADE YEARS: 1710-1820 l

1 See footnote to Table J.
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TABLE III

SEMIWEEKLY NEWSPAPERS IN EXISTENCE AT DECADE YEARS: 1770-1820 1

i See footnote to Table I.

TABLE IV

TRIWEEKLY NEWSPAPERS IN EXISTENCE AT DECADE YEARS: 1770-1820 *

* See footnote to Table I.
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TABLE Vn

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN EXISTENCE AT DECADE YEARS: 1790-1880, 1889-1929 !

i Tabulated for this book from C. S Brigham's "Bibliography of American Newspapers, 1690-1820," Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, n. s., 23-30, 32,

34-5, 37 (1913-20, 1922, 1924-25, 1927), for tie 1790-1820 period; 1830 data estimated from miscellaneous sources, especially A B Slauson's A Check List of American

Newspapers in the Library of Congress, 1901; data from 1840 to 1929 derived from U. S. Census Reports; for qualifications, see Statistical Note at beginning of Appendix

andfootnotes to "Daily" column in Table VHI. Daniel Hewett's "List of Newspapers and Periodicals in the United States in 1828," printed in The Traveller and Monthly

Gazette, June, 1828, furnishes a contemporary check upon the 1830 estimate. This list was tabulated for this book as follows Mass
, 5; N. Y ., 15; Pa., 8; Md., 5, D. C., 4;

Va., 2; S. C., 4; Ga., 2; Ohio, 1; and La., 3.

J N. H. and Vt. together totaled 22 in 1909, 25 in 1919.

3 Del. and D. C. together totaled 12 in 1909, 9 in 1919.



TABLE VII-Continued

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN EXISTENCE AT DECADE YEARS: 1790-1880, 1889-1929 *

1 See footnote 1 on preceding page.
> N. D, and S, D. together totaled 9 in 1880, 31 in 1909, 34 in 1919.

TABLE VIL-Cottiimud

DAHY NEWSPAPERS IN EXISTENCE AT DECADE YEARS: 1790-1880, 1889-1929 l

a See footnote 1 on second page preceding.

Idaho, Wyo., N. M, and Utah together totaled 33 in 1909, 40 in 1919.
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TABLE VIII

NUMBER OF NEWSPAPERS AND INCORPORATED PLACES: 1704-1933

1 Number of places of 8,000 inhabitants and more, U S. Census data.
s Data for 1704-1820 tabulated for this book from C. S. Brigham's "Bibliography of American

Newspapers, 1690-1820," Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, n. s., 23-30, 32, 34-5, 37
(1913-20, 1922, 1924-25, 1927); includes all newspapers in existence at some time during each year;
all evident continuations under other names eliminated so far as possible; newspapers published as
dependent, less-frequent editions of others not included in this table

a
Pennsylvania Gazette, semiweekly from October 16-23, 1729; W. G Bleyer, Main Currents, 1927, p. 69.

4 Includes newspapers of other periods of issue, cf. Table V
6 Numbers in parentheses are total dailies issued throughout the year under the same or different titles.
6 Estimated from miscellaneous sources, especially A B Slauson's A Check List of American News-

papers in the Library of Congress, 1901; includes all newspapers in existence at some time during the
year. Hewett's 1828 list in The Traveller and Monthly Gazette, June, 1828, tabulated for this book,
furnishes a contemporary check upon the 1830 figures. It totaled 503 weekly, 27 semiweekly, 2 tri-

weekly, and 49 daily, 581 in all. This list, however, is rather rough.
7 Data from 1840 to 1933 from U. S. Census Reports; includes periodicals with weeklies until 1909,

with^
dailies until 1921, and with semiweeklies and triweeklies throughout; see Statistical Note at be-

ginning of Appendix.
6 Includes triweeklies. s Includes some semiweeklies.
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TABLE VIII Continued

NUMBER OF NEWSPAPERS AND INCORPORATED PLACES: 1704-1933

1 Number of places of 8,000 inhabitants and more; U S Census data

'Weekly periodicals, differentiated from weekly newspapers from 1909, not included from that

date.
3 From "the Census of 1921, in order to reduce the cost of the work and facilitate the compilation

of the statistics, no data except for number of wage earners and value of products were secured from
establishments reporting products valued at more than $500 but less than $5,000." This decreased

materially the number of weeklies reported and, to a certain extent, the number of semiweeklies and
triweeklies

4 Daily periodicals, differentiated from daily newspapers from 1921, not included from that date;

totaled 9 in 1921, 43 in 1923, 164 in 1925, 174 in 1927, 207 in 1929, 204 in 1931, and 177 in 1933.

TABLE IX

NUMBER OF MORNING, EVENING, AND SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS: 1880-1935

1 U. S. Census data; for qualifications, see Statistical Note at beginning of Appendix
a Computed; the percentages of newspapers in the morning and evening fields respectively.
3 Sunday independents and Sunday editions of dailies respectively; U. S Census data, 1880-1909;

N. W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual and Directory, 1928-29, and Directory of Newspapers
and Periodicals, 1930-36, data representative of 1927-35; for discussion of comparability, see Statis-

tical Note at beginning of Appendix.
4 U. S. Census data, not sum of two preceding columns after 1909.
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TABLE JX Continued

NUMBER OF MORNING, EVENING, AND SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS: 1880-1935

1-4 See footnotes 1-4 under Table IX on preceding page.
5 Of these, 499 were editions of regular dailies; nine, of trade dailies; and eighteen, of other dailies.

Of these, 542 were editions of regular dailies; eleven, of trade dailies, and twenty-five, of other

dailies.
7 Of these, 536 were editions of regular dailies; sixteen, of trade dailies; and eleven, of other dailies.

8 Of these, 536 were editions of regular dailies; [nineteen, of trade dailies; and eighteen, of other

dailies.

TABLE X

GEORGE P. ROWELL & COMPANY DATA ON NUMBER OF NEWSPAPERS AND
PERIODICALS: 1868-1908 *

1 Includes present forty-eight states and D. C only; see Statistical Note at beginning of Appendix.
2 G. P. Rowell & Company, American Newspaper Directory, 1895, p. 7; based on 1869 edition (1868

data) which contains no tabulation.
8
Ibid.; evidently Census returns.

4 G. P. Rowell & Company, Advertisers' Gazette, October, 1871, p. 51, and American Newspaper
Directory, 1871, p. 5; both give same figures; probably as of October 1, 1871.

5 G. P. Rowell & Company, American Newspaper Directory, 1872-77; data probably as of May each
year- 6 Ilnd , April, 1878. '

Ibid., July, 1879.
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TABLE X -Continued

GEORGE P. ROWELL & COMPANY DATA ON NUMBER OF NEWSPAPERS AND

PERIODICALS: 1868-1908 l

1 Includes present forty-eight states and D. C only; see Statistical Note at beginning of Appendix.
2 G. P. Rowell & Company, American Newspaper Directory, 1880-86; data probably as of May each

year.

*Ibid
, 1887; data probably as of May 1.

4
Ibid., 1888-91; data probably as of April 1 each year.

6
Ibid., 1892-95; data probably as of May 1 each year.

6
Ibid., 1896; June, 1897; data probably as of June 1 each year.

7
Ibid,, June, 1898-1901; April, 1902; 1903-04; data probably as of March each year.

*Ibid., 1905; data probably as of May.
9
Ibid., 1906-08; data probably as of April each year.
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TABLE XI

N. W. AYER & SON DATA ON NUMBER OF NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS:

1880-1935 i

* Includes present forty-eight states and D. C. only; see Statistical Note at beginning of Appendix.
S N. W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual, 1880; completed September 1.
3
Ibid., 1881-86, completed August 1 each year.

4 Ibid , 1887-89; completed August 21 each year.
6
Ibid., 1890; completed October 31.

*Ibid., 1891-92; completed September 1 each year.UW , "1893-94," 1895-96, 1898-1900; "1893-94" volume completed December 1, 1893; volumes
for 1895-96, 1898-1900 completed December 1 of each preceding year.

*Ibid , 1897; issued March 1, 1897; data taken to be for 1896.
9 Ibid., 1901; completed March 30, 1901.

Ibid., 1902; completed January 15, 1902.

"ZteZ., 1903; completed February 15, 1903.
12

Ibid., 1904; completed January 1, 1904.
13

Ibid., 1905-06; completed December 15 of each preceding year." IW0., 1907; completed December 21, 1906.
16 Ibid , 1908-09; completed December 28 of each preceding year.
18 N. W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual and Directory, 1910-27; completed between

December 28 and 31 of each preceding year.
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TABLE XI Continued

N. W. AYER & SON DATA ON NUMBER OP NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS:

1880-1935 !

1 Includes present forty-eight states and D. C. only; see Statistical Note at beginning of Appendix.
2 N. W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual and Directory, 1910-27; completed between

December 28 and 31 of each preceding year.
3
Ibid., 1929; completed February IS, 1929.

4 N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals, 1930-33; completed between

January 2 and 5 of each year.
E
Ibid,, 1934; completed January IS, 1934. 8 IUd., 1935-36; completed January 1 each year.

7 No differentiation of dailies until 1932 (volume dated 1933); 121 trade and 68 other dailies sub-

tracted from total for 1932; 115 trade and 78 other, for 1933; 122 trade and 49 other, for 1934; and
106 trade and 66 other, for 1935; English-language general-circulation dailies totaled 1,902 in 1933,

1,930 in 1934, 1,927 in 1935.
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TABLE xn

EDITOR & PUBLISHER DATA ON NUMBER OF NEWSPAPERS: 1918-1935 1

1
English-language daily and Sunday newspapers of general circulation only; the Sunday papers not

necessarily issues of dailies; see Statistical Note at beginning of Appendix. Since these figures are

based on lists published in January each year, they are modified by changes after September 30, The
list of dailies tabulated is the one used also for Table XIV.

2 Editor 6* Publisher, 51.32, January 18, 1919, p. 5; includes trade dailies, hence not comparable
with subsequent data.

*Ibid., 52:30, December 25, 1919, p 9.

*
Ibid., 53:29, December 18, 1920, p. 5,

/WZ, 54:35, U, January 28, 1922, p 40.

Ibid. t 55-35, II, January 27, 1923, p, 83.

'
Ibid., 56:35, II, January 26, 1924, p. 71.

*Ibid., 58-36, II, January 30, 1926, p. 118.

9
Ibid., 5P.-36, H, January 29, 1927, p. 138.

/&#., 60:36, n, January 28, 1928, p. 135.

U/&&, 61-36, II, January 26, 1929, p, 137.

/&&, 62:36, II, January 25, 1930, p. 134.

"
Ibid., 63:31 H, January 31, 1931, p. 122,

"Ibid., 69A, II, January 25, 1936, p. 124.
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TABLE XIV

EDITOR & PUBLISHER DATA ON DAILY AND SUNDAY CIRCULATIONS: 1918-1935 1

* See Statistical Note at beginning of Appendix
2 Includes both Sunday weeklies and Sunday editions of dailies.

Editor & Publisher, 51 32, Jan. 28, 1919, p. 5; 52:8, July 24, 1919, p. 29; not comparable with later

figures, include business dailies later left out.

* Editor & Publisher, 52.30, Dec. 25, 1919, p. 9.

6
Ibid., 55:34, II, Jan 22, 1921, p. 38.

Ibid., 53-29, Dec. 18, 1920, p. 5.

''Ibid., 54:3, June 18, 1921, p. III.

*Ibid , 54:35, II, Jan. 28, 1922, p. 40.

*
Ibid., 55:2, June 10, 1922, p. 24.

10 Ibid., 55:35, II, Jan. 27, 1923, p. 83.

" Ibid., 56:5, June 30, 1923, p. 21.

12 Ibid , 56:35, II, Jan. 26, 1924, p 71.

13 Lacking.
" Editor & Publisher, 5S:36, II, Jan 30, 1926, p. 118.

Ibid , 5SA, June 20, 1925, p 36.

M Ibid. t 5P:6, July 3, 1926, p. 4.

Ibid. t 64:31, II, Jan. 30, 1932, p. 114.

ulbid , 00:8, July 16, 1927, p. 4.

Ibid., tf/.-lO, July 28, 1928, p. 4.

IbU., <J2:8, July 13, 1929, p. 18.

Ibid., 63-9, July 19, 1930, p 12.

., 64:9, July 18, 1931, p. 12.
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TABLE XIV Continued

EDITOR & PUBLISHER DATA ON DAILY AND SUNDAY CIRCULATIONS: 1918-1935 l

*~2 See footnotes 1-2 on preceding page
* Editor & Publisher, 64: 37, Sec. II, Jan. 30,

*Ibid., 65:10, July 23, 1932, p. 36; practice

this report.

*Ibid., 66:37, Sec. H, Jan. 27, 1934, p. 108.

Ibid., 69A, Sec. H, Jan. 25, 1936, p. 124.

1932, p. 114.

of publishing March 31 statements discontinued after

TABLE XV
AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE OF DAILY AND SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS:

1810-1933 *

3 Estimated from miscellaneous sources, 1810-40; 1850-1933 averages computed from U. S. Census
data, see Tables VIII, IX, and XIII; daily averages include Sunday issues of seven-day sheets, 1850-99.
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TABLE XV Continued

AVERAGE CIRCULATION PER ISSUE or DAILY AND SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS:
1810-1933 i

1 Estimated from miscellaneous sources, 1810-40; 1850-1933 averages computed from U. S Census

data, see Tables VIII, IX, and XIII; daily averages include Sunday issues of seven-day sheets, 1850-99.
2 Circulation of daily "newspapers" and daily "periodicals" differentiated in 1921-33; morning

and evening circulations for this period given only for daily "newspapers"; the "total" column aver-

ages both types of dailies; average circulation of daily "newspapers" only was 13,841 in 1921; 15,619

in 1923; 17,678 in 1925; 19,784 in 1927; 20,142 in 1929; 20,202 in 1931; and 19,774 in 1933.

TABLE XVI

NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIBERS, URBAN DWELLERS, SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, AND
LITERATES PER 100: 1850-1933 L

1 Base of computation varies; see following footnotes.
2 Subscribers to daily, morning, evening, and Sunday newspapers per 100 population 10 years of

age and over; computed from data in Table XIII and Census figures on population 10 years of ag

and over.
a Per cent, of total population in places of 8,000 inhabitants and more; XJ. S Census data.

4 Per cent, of population 5-17 years of age enrolled in public elementary and secondary schools;

Office of Education, Department of the Interior, data.
6 Per cent, literate per 100 population 10 years of age and over; U. S Census data
6 Subscribers to "newspapers" only: 38.3 in 1921; 40.5+ in 1923; 41.2 in 1925; 44.0 in 1927; 43.3.

in 1929; 41.2 in 1931; and 36.4 in 1933. 7 "Newspapers" only from 1921 to 1933.
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TABLE XVI Continued

NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIBERS, URBAN DWELLERS, SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, AND
LITERATES PER 100: 1850-1933 l

5~7 See footnotes 1-7 under Table XVI on preceding page.

TABLE XVII

NUMBER AND CIRCULATION OF DAILY AND SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS AND THE
POPULATION OF NEW YORK CITY: 1790-1929

1 Tabulated from C. S. Brigham's "Bibliography of American Newspapers, 1690-1820," Proceedings
of the American Antiquarian Society, n. s., 27(1917) :377-513.

3 Estimated.
3 Based upon {L. S. Mitchell,] The Picture of New-York, 1807, p. 138, and Brigham, op. cit.
4 1. Thomas, The History of Printing in America, 1810, II, p 527
6 A. M. Lee in Editor 6- Publisher, 66;29, December 2, 1933, pp. 12, 38, and 66:31, December 16, 1933,

p. 12; refers to The Observer of 1809-11.
W. T. Coggeshall, The Newspaper Record, 1856, p. 140.

'Based upon E. M. Slant's Stranger's Guide to ike City of New-York, 1817, p. 126, and Brigham
op. ciL

W. T. Coggeshall, The Newspaper Record, 1856, p. 140; D. J. Kenny, The American News-
paper Directory, 1861, pp. 106-7, puts the total at 14,800, too high.

9
J. Hardie, The Description of the City of New-York, 1827, p. 230.
Niks' Weekly Register, October 28, 1826, p. 132.

u /0.f June 21, 1828, p 268.
12

II. C. Pray,] James Gordon Bennett, 1855, p. 110; figure given for 1829; assumed to be correct for
1830 also
" W. T. Coggeshall, The Newspaper Record, 1856, p. 142.
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TABLE XVIl-Continued

NUMBER AND CIRCULATION OF DAILY AND SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS AND THE

POPULATION OF NEW YORK CITY: 1790-1929

1 Adjusted from figures given by F. M. O'Brien in The Story of the Sun, 1918, p. 31; for 1836 data,

ibid, p. 116.
2 S. N. D. North, The Newspaper and Periodical Press, 1884, p. 98.
3 F. Hudson, Journalism in the United States, 1873, p. S2S.

4 W. T. Coggeshall, The Newspaper Record, 1856, p. 144.

5 Census of the State of New-York, for 1855, 1857, pp. 496-7
6 D. J. Kenny, The American Newspaper Directory, 1861, p. 121.

7 Estimated.
s Census of the State of New York, for 1865, 1867, pp. 598-9.'

9 Based upon G. P. Rowell & Co., American Newspaper Directory, 187'0, pp. 698-704, and upon N. W.

Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual, 1880, pp. 41, 47, 49-57.

10
TJ. S. Census data for present city area; Sunday editions included in average daily circulation,

1880-99.
" Tabulated for this book from G. P. Rowell & Co., American Newspaper Directory, 1889, pp. 456-7,

478-88; 1899, pp. 670-1, 705-25; N. W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual, 1889, pp. 342-3,

355, 358-76; 1900, pp. 576-600; data for present city area.
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TABLE XIX
NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHED IN GERMAN OR PARTLY IN GERMAN: 1740-1820 1

1 Tabulated for this book from C S Brigham's "Bibliography of American Newspapers, 1690-1820,"
Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, n s , 23-30, 32, 34-5, 37 (1913-20, 1922, 1924-5,

1927); all evident continuations of newspapers under other titles eliminated so far as possible; does

not include secondary sheets published from offices of other papers. Chestnut Hill and Germantown
are included in Philadelphia. Miscellaneous periods of issue range from eight days to a quarter year.

TABLE XX
NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHED IN FRENCH OR PARTLY IN FRENCH IN NEW ORLEANS

AND LOUISIANA: 1800-1930 *

* Tabulated for this book from E. L Tinker's "Bibliography of the French Newspapers and Period-

icals of Louisiana," Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, n. s., 42 (1932): 247-370; use

also made of N. W Ayer & Son's American Newspaper Annual, 1901, American Newspaper Annual
and Directory, 1911 and 1921, and Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals, 1931, volumes which con-

tain data representative of 1900, 1910, 1920, and 1930.





TABLE XXI

NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS IN EACH FOREIGN LANGUAGE: 1810-1930

1 Tabulated for this book from C. S Brigham's "Bibliography of American Newspapers, 1690-1820," Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, n. s., 23-30, 32,

34-5, 37 (1913-20, 1922, 1924-25, 1927); where newspapers contained material in more than one foreign language, the predominant tongue was counted; includes news-

papers only
J U. S. Post Office Department figures as of July 1, 1839, The dole: City of Washington, July 11, 1839, p. 3; data from 1839 on include all types of periodicals.
s S. N. D. North, The Newspaper and Periodical Press, 1884, p 127; figures on periodicals other than German not available, total estimated

D. J. Kenny, The American Newspaper Directory, 1861, p 122, supplemented by data in Table XX.
6 Tabulated for this book from G. P. Rowell & Co., The Men Who Advertise: American Newspaper Rate Book and Directory, 1870, pp 847-9, supplemented by data

in Table XX
6 S. N. D. North, The Newspaper and Periodical Press, 1884, pp. 183-4.

R. E. Park, The Immigrant Press and Its Control, 1922, op p. 318; tabulated from N. W Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual, 1890 and 1901, and American

Newspaper Annual and Directory, 1911.
s Tabulated for this book from N. W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual and Directory, 1921, pp. 1295-1308.
9 Tabulated for this book from N W. Ayer & Son, Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals, 1931, pp. 1230-45.

"Included under "Slovak" in 1930.
" Included under "Slovenian" in 1930.

TABLE XXI Continued

NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS IN EACH FOREIGN LANGUAGE: 1810-1930

i-9 See footnotes 1-9 on preceding page
in Included under "Spanish" in 1890.

"Included under "Slovenian" in 1930.

" Includes Slovenian, Serbian, and Croatian, listed by Ayer as "Jugoslav."

Includes Bohemian and Slovak, listed by Ayer as
"
Czecho-Slovak."

"Includes Hebrew and Ladino; listed with German before 1890.





TABLE XXII

NUMBER OF DAILY NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHED IN EACH FOREIGN LANGUAGE: 1810-1933

1 See Tables XIX and XX.
2W T. Coggeshall, The Newspaper Record, 1856, p. 179; checked with data in Table XX.
s Tabulated for this book from G. P. Rowell & Co., The Men Who Advertise: American Newspaper Rate Book and Directory, 1870, pp. 847-9; supplemented by data in

Table XX.
< S. N. D. North, The Newspaper and Periodical Press, 1884, pp 183-4.

Tabulated for this book from G. P. Rowell & Co , American Newspaper Directory, 1890, pp. 946-56.

Tabulated for this book from N. W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual, 1901, pp 1420-31; data representative of 1900
J U. S. Census data, comparable with circulation figures in Table XXIII.
s Tabulated for this book fromN W.Ayer&Son, American Newspaper Annual and Directory, 1920, pp 1287-1300; data representative of 1919; U. S. Census only tabu-

lated total number of foreign-language dailies; Ayer list totals 147, hence seven added to "Other" category to make total equal to Census total, 154.
9 Included under "Other."
10 Slovenian includes Croatian and Serbian.

TABLE XXn-Contimud

NUMBER OF DAILY NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHED IN EACH FOREIGN LANGUAGE: 1810-1933

i- See footnotes 1-10 on preceding page.

Includes Hebrew; tended to be confused with German until 1900.
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TABLE XXIH

FOREIGN-LANGUAGE DAILY NEWSPAPER CIRCULATIONS: 1880-1933

1 U S. Census data; for qualifications, see Statistical Note; number of dailies given in Table XXII.
3 Bulked in

" Other" category.
3 Includes Hebrew.

* Includes one Danish and Scandinavian newspaper only; Scandinavian data for other years bulked
in "Other" category by Census.

TABLE XXIII Continued

FOREIGN-LANGUAGE DAILY NEWSPAPER CIRCULATIONS: 1880-1933 *

1 U. S. Census data; for qualifications, see Statistical Note; number of dailies given in Table XXII.
2 Slovak included with Bohemian in 1933. 3 Bulked in

"
Other" category. 4 Includes Hebrew.
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TABLE XXN-CotUinwd

FOREIGN-LANGUAGE NEWSPAPERS, IMMIGRANTS, AND FOREIGN-BORN POPULATION: 1810-1935

i- See footnotes 1-6 on preceding page.

'Tabulated for this book from G. P. Rowell & Co , American, Newspaper Directory, 1880, pp. 517-21.

B Tabulated for this book from G P Rowell & Co
,
American Newspaper Directory, 1890, pp. 946-56, 1900, pp. 1515-38.

9 R. E. Park, The Immigrant Press and Its Control, 1922, op. p 318; tabulated from N. W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual, 1905, and Amencan Newspaper
Annual and Directory, 1910, 1911, 1915, and 1920

10 U. S, Census data on Sunday newspapers bulked, does not include small shops; see Statistical Note.

"Tabulated for this book from N W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual and Directory, 1911 and 1921; comparable list of independent Sunday newspapers for

1910 not available

"Tabulated for this book from N W. Ayer & Son, American Newspaper Annual and Directory, 1921.

TABLE XXN-Contimied

FOREIGN-LANGUAGE NEWSPAPERS, IMMIGRANTS, AND FOREIGN-BORN POPULATION: 1810-1935

1-4 See footnotes 1-4 on second page preceding.
5 Tabulated for this book from N. W. Ayer & Son, Amencan Newspaper Amtal and Directory, 1922, 1924, 1926, and 1928, and Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals,

1930-32 and 1934-36.

'Tabulated for this book from N.W Ayer & Son, Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals, 1931.

7 U. S. Census data; 60 morning and 62 evening.
8 U. S. Census data; dependent and independent Sunday papers bulked.
9 N. W. Ayer & Son, Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals, 1934, p 9; divided further iato 104 newspapers, 20 trade dailies, and 12 other dailies; U. S. Census gives

SI morning and 43 evening, total of 94.

/*., 1935, p. 9; divided further into 102 newspapers and 18 trade dailies.

"Ibid., 1936, p. 9; divided further into 105 newspapers, 20 trade dailies, and five other dailies; for 1935, Editor & Publisher (69A t Sec. II, January 25, 1936, pp. 202-3),

listed 123 dailies.
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TABLE XXV

DAILY FOKEIGN-LANGUAGE NEWSPAPER SUBSCRIBERS, LITERATES, THOSE UNABLE
TO SPEAK ENGLISH, AND URBAN DWELLERS PER 100 FOREIGN-BORN WHITE

TEN YEARS OF AGE AND OVER: 1880-1933

1 Computed from U S. Census data; Chinese and Japanese daily newspaper circulations eliminated;

allowance made for the elimination of Mexicans in the Census from the foreign-born white data foi

1930; with Mexican newspapers listed as Spanish, they could not be eliminated.
2 U. S. Census figures.

TABLE XXVI

PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND PRICE OF NEWSPRINT AND PRODUCTION OF PAPER:
1790-1935

1 In tons of 2,000 pounds
2 L. H. Weeks, A History of Paper-Manufacturing, 1916, p. 72.
3 1. Thomas, The History of Printing in America, 1874, I, p. 25; compared with U. S Census data.
4 Based upon U S. Census data
5 Gales ana Seaton, American State Papers, Class III, Finance, III, 1832, p. 628; January, 1821,

figures on imperial no. 5 paper. & Niks' Weekly Register, June 21, 1828, p. 268.
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TABLE XXVL Continued

PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND PRICE OF NEWSPRINT AND PRODUCTION OF PAPER:

1790-1935

1 In tons of 2,000 pounds.
4 /&*, PP- 86-7.

2
J. Munsell, A Chronology of Paper and Paper-Making, 1857, p. 52. * U S. Census data.

3 Based upon U. S. Census data. 8 U. S. Census data; figures include book paper.

' Prices paid by the New York Tribune for newsprint; supplied by R. S. Kellogg, News Print Serv-

ice Bureau,
a Estimated by S. N. D. North in The Newspaper and Periodical Press, 1884, p. 181.
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TABLE XXVI Continued

PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND PRICE OF NEWSPRINT AND PRODUCTION OF PAPER:

1790-1935

*In tons of 2,000 pounds.
2 U. S. Census data.

Prices paid by the New York Tribune for newsprint; supplied by R. S. Kellogg, News Print Service

Bureau; average prices in 1914, 1915, 1916, $0 022 a pound each year
4 Average wholesale price of newsprint in rolls on contract, f. o. b. New York, N. Y , "Series I,"

1890-1915, compiled by U S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
6 1899 and 1909 figures estimated by G. G. Wheat in Editor & Publisher, 65:49, April 22, 1933, p. 40.
fi News Print Service Bureau figures.
* Newsprint available for U. S. consumption; based upon U. S. Federal Trade Commission data;

determined by adding domestic production to imports and subtracting exports; data for stocks on
hand not available; tabulated by News Print Service Bureau.

8 Missing Census data, to indicate comparability of News Print Service Bureau figures given:
1,313,284 in 1914; 1,323,880 in 1919; 1,237,408 in 1921; 1,521,080 in 1923; 1,563,318 in 1925; 1,516,929
in 1927; 1,415,450 in 1928; 1,409,169 in 1929; 1,226,086 in 1930; 1,203,263 in 1931; 1,047,047 in

1932; 928,332 in 1933; 989,705 in 1934; and 947,717 in 1935; two sets of data only roughly comparable.
9 Average contract prices in rolls f. o. b. New York, N. Y.; supplied by R. S. Kellogg, News Print

Service Bureau
10 Average contract prices in rolls f . o b New York, N Y., "Series II," 1916-35, compiled by

U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; the 1915 "Series II" price, $0.021, suggests comparability with
14
Series I."
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TABLE XXVlContinued

PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND PRICE OF NEWSPRINT AND PRODUCTION or PAPER:
1790-1935

iln tons of 2,000 pounds. 4 See footnote 10 on. preceding page
2 See footnotes 6 and 8 on preceding page.

B See footnote 9 on preceding page.
8 See footnote 7 on preceding page. 6 U. S Census data.
7 Newsprint consumption data compiled by the A. N. P. A., supplied by L. B. Palmer, general

manager; according to U S. Federal Trade Commission and News Print Service Bureau, the following

amounts were "available for consumption": 3,517,000 in 1926; 3,461,000 in 1927; 3,563,000 in 1928;

3,796,000 in 1929, 3,551,000 in 1930; 3,212,000 in 1931; 2,793,000 in 1932; 2,728,000 in 1933,3,148,000

in 1934; and 3,272,000 in 1935; these totals are comparable with those given in table for 1913-25.

TABLE XXVII

TRENDS IN THE POSTAL SERVICE: 1790-1935 1

1 U. S. Post Office Department data; include data for outlying territories and possessions except

Philippine Islands and Canal Zone
2 Miteage; rural free delivery routes not included.

3 Mileage; rural free delivery; established in 1897.

4 Number; all post offices.

6 Number of city free delivery offices and carriers, respectively; established July 1, 1863.

8 In millions; postage stamps first placed on sale at New York, July 1, 1847.
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TABLE XXVII Continued

TRENDS IN THE POSTAL SERVICE: 1790-1935 l

1 U. S. Post Office Department data; include data for outlying territories and possessions ex-

cept Philippine Islands and Canal Zone.
2 Mileage; rural free delivery routes not included.
8 Mileage; rural free delivery; established in 1897.
4 Number; all post offices.

6 Number of city free delivery offices and carriers, respectively; established July 1, 1863.
6 In millions; postage stamps first placed on sale at New York, July I, 1847.
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TABLE XXVIII

OTHER TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION AGENCIES: 1830-1932

1 Compiled by Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce from Poor's Manual of Railroads prior

to 1890; Interstate Commerce Commission data thereafter, mileage of steam railroads operated.
2 U. S. Census data; electric operations of steam railroads not included; each track of a

double^
or

multiple line counted separately; "Motor-Bus Lines of Affiliates and Successors" totaled 29,267 miles

in 1927, 77,897 in 1932.
8 Compiled by Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce from Annual Reports of the Postmaster

General; length of routes in miles.
4 In thousands; National Automobile Chamber of Commerce data; passenger car registrations.
6 In thousands; land systems only; mileage of pole line exclusive of wire owned and operated by

railroad companies; data from U. S. Census reports
8 In thousands; all telephones, compiled by the American Telephone & Telegraph Company
7 In thousands; U. S. Census data.





TABLE XXIX

VALUE OF PRODUCTS AND SOURCES OF REVENUE IN THE PUNTING AND PUBLISHING INDUSTRY: 1849-1933
*

(In thousands)

1U.S. Census data.

1
Percentage of value or products of all industries.

a Value of products of newspapers and periodicals printed and published or published only.

4
Percentage of value of products of printing and publishing industry.

6
Percentage of revenue derived respectively from "Subscriptions and Sales" and "Advertising."

6 Includes factories and hand and neighborhood industries, and excludes establishments having a value of products of less than $500, 1849-99.

7
Adjusted to gold basis, these figures would be respectively $64,752 and $20,314

Figures for daily newspaper industry alone, reported only in this Census, were: subscriptions and sales, $22,214 or 50.8 per cent, of value of products; adverti:

$21,488 or 49.2 per cent.; and value of products, $43,702.

TABLE XXTK-Contmwd

VALUE OF PRODUCTS AND SOURCES OF REVENUE IN THE PRINTING AND PUBLISHING INDUSTRY: 1849-1933 l

(In thousands)

1-1 See footnotes 1-6 on preceding page.

' Includes factories and excludes hand and neighborhood industries, 1904-19.

Includes establishments having a value of products of |5,000 and more, 1921-33.
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TABLE XXX
VALUE OF PRODUCTS, EXPENDITURES, AND PERSONS EMPLOYED IN THE NEWSPAPER

AND PERIODICAL INDUSTRY: 1869-1933 *

(In thousands)

i U. S. Census data.
5 Not the same from 1889 as data given in Table XXIX for "newspapers and periodicals printed

and published or published only"; data here include secondary products of newspaper and periodical

establishments, such as job printing.
* Amount paid for contract work includes 1

expenditures for lithographing, engraving, commercial

printing, and bookbinding done in other establishments.
* "These items represent, respectively, the total compensation of salaried officers and employees

and the total compensation of wage earners (including those employed on a piece-price basis). . . .

No data for employees of central administrative offices are included."
6 Includes cost of fuel and purchased electric energy.
6 This item represents "value of products" less "contract work," "salaries," "wages," and "cost

of materials
"

It includes profits,
"
depreciation, interest, insurance, rent, taxes, and other miscella-

neous expense items."
7 "The distinction between salaried officers and employees, on the one hand, and wage earners, on

the other, depends primarily on the character of work done. The first group includes, in general, super-

visory and office employees, and the second group, manual workers. ... No data for employees of

central administrative offices are included."
8
Figures probably incomplete or, at best, approximate.

9 Includes only data for newspapers and periodicals printed and published or published only. Figure
for "wages" also includes salaries. Figures for daily newspaper industry alone, reported only in this

Census, were: value of products, $43,702; wages and salaries, $17,813; cost of materials, about $1,538.
10 In 1889-1909, "miscellaneous expenses" were reported and included "all items of expense in-

cident to the year's business, except interest, whether on bonds or other forms of indebtedness, and
allowances for depreciation," and except "salaries," "wages," and "cost of materials." Subtracting
the latter three items and "miscellaneous expenses" from "value of products" leaves: $36,576 in

1889, $56,875 in 1899, $64,363 in 1904, and $69,713 in 1909.
11 Includes factories and excludes hand and neighborhood industries, 1904-19; see Statistical Note

at beginning of Appendix.
*2 In 1914-19, "rent and taxes" were reported; after subtracting this and the other items given

from "value of products," no account is "taken of depreciation or interest, rent of offices and buildings
other than factory or works, insurance, ordinary repairs, advertising, and other sundry expenses."
Subtracting "rent and taxes" from "other" leaves: $155,466 in 1914, and $254,591 in 1919.

13 Includes establishments having a value of products of $5,000 and more, 1921-33; see Statistical

Note at beginning of Appendix.

NOTE. In 1869-1919, capital was reported as follows: $14,948 in 1869; about $53,000 in 1879;
$126,270 in 1889; $192,444 in 1899, $239,506 in 1904; $314,741 in 1909, $384,745 in 1914; $614,045
in 1919.
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TABLE XXX Continued

VALUE OF PRODUCTS, EXPENDITURES, AND PERSONS EMPLOYED IN THE NEWSPAPER
AND PERIODICAL INDUSTRY: 1869-1933 1

(In thousands)

J~7 See footnotes 1-7 on preceding page
s See footnote 13 on preceding page
In 1931, data for salaries and salaried employees not collected.

TABLE XXXI

NEWSWRITERS' UNIONS UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL

TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION: 1891-1936 1

List furnished by Woodruff Randolph, Secretary-Treasurer, I. T. U.

* Names of unions which held their charters for more than five years are

Troy, N Y , came within 17 days of completing five years.

given in italics; No. 8 of
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TABLE XXXI Continued

NEWSWKITERS' UNIONS UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL

TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION: 1891-1Q36 l

2 See footnotes 1-2 under Table XXXI on preceding page.
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TABLE XXXII

NEWSWRITERS' UNIONS UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION
OF LABOR: 1923-1936 l

1 List furnished by Frank Morrison, Secretary-Treasurer, A. F. of L.

2 Names of unions which held their charters for more than five years are given in italics.

s Joined American Newspaper Guild.



SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Some of the most useful sources were trade journals, newspapers, and

magazine articles. A list of all the items from such periodicals cited in

the text or in the references at the end of chapters, however, would fill

a fair sized book. Such acknowledgments, therefore, will have to suffice.

This select bibliography includes the more significant books, trade

journals, series of articles, and bibliographies used in the preparation of

this book and several other items that are recommended to those who

may wish to pursue supplemental reading.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Ayer, N. W., & Son, American Newspaper Annual: 1880-1909. Philadelphia,

1880-1908. 29vols.

,
American Newspaper Annual and Directory: 1910-1929. Philadelphia,

1909-29. 20vols.

, Inc., Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals: 1930-1936. Philadel-

phia, 1930-36. 7 vols, A standard annual catalogue of newspapers and

periodicals; useful tabulations and special lists.

Brigham, Clarence S., "Bibliography of American Newspapers, 1690-1820,"

Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, n. s., 23 (1913): 247-403,

24 (1914): 363-449, 25 (1915): 128-293, 396-501, 26 (1916): 80-184,

413-60, 27 (1917): 177-274, 375-513, 28 (1918): 63-133, 291-322, 29

(1919): 129-80, 30 (1920): 81-150, 32 (1922): 81-214, 346-79, 34 (1924):

79-127, 259-300, 35 (1925): 79-160, 37 (1927): 63-162. Most valuable;

contains useful detailed annotations on each paper; lists files in various

cooperating libraries; being revised for republication.

Cannon, Carl L., Journalism: A Bibliography. New York, New York Public

Library, 1924. vi, 360 pp. A comprehensive bibliography of such ma-

terials in the New York Public Library.

Casey, Ralph D., and others, "Annotated Bibliography of Articles on

Journalistic Subjects in American Magazines," Journalism Quarterly
from time to time. Exhaustive survey of contemporary materials.

Fox, Louis H., "New York City Newspapers, 1820-1850: A Bibliography,"
The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 21 (1927): 1-131.

Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1928. An addition to Brigham's
work with careful annotations.

Griswold, Ada Tyng, Annotated Catalogue of Newspaper Files in the Library

of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. 2nd ed. Madison, Published

by the Society, 1911. xii, 591 pp. Both annotations and index (pp. 503-91)
make this book exceptionally useful.

Haskell, Daniel C, Checklist of Newspapers and Official Gazettes in the New
York Public Library. New York, New York Public Library, 1915. iv,
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579 pp. Partly supplanted by Brigham's work. Useful for period follow-

ing 1820.

Ingram, John Van Ness, A Check List of American Eighteenth Century News-
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Charlotte, N. C , Observer, 127, 448

Chase, Stuart, 332

Chattanooga, Tenn., News, 686; Times,

215, 636

Chicago, 111
, Advertising Council, 332;

Agate Club, 353; American, 75-6,

215, 267, 332, 419; Arleiter-Zeitung,

191; Better Business Bureau, 332;

City News Bureau, 623; Current, 398;

Daily News, 67, 111-12, 122, 173,

202, 204-05, 271, 280-1, 286, 332, 354,

437, 558, 585, 593, 597, 630, 633,

647-8; Daily Socialist, 191
; Day Book,

188-90, 275, 390, 450; Dziennick Na-

rodowy, 176; Examiner, 215, 267;
Herald & Examiner, 247, 269, 280,

286, 332, 535, 645; Inter-Ocean, 119,

123, 351, 401, 522, 585; Journal, 111,

214; Journal of Commerce, 268, 310;

Newspaper Carriers' Association, 269;

Newspaper Union, 386; Record-

Herald, 285, 404; Stereotype Works,
511; Times, 153, 225, 269, 276, 506,

585, 618, 625-6, 631; Times-Herald,

531; Tribune, 62, 111, 113, 126, 128,

204, 268, 275, 280, 284, 286-7, 324,

330, 332, 356, 393, 396, 403-04, 418-

20, 502, 506, 553-4, 557-8, 560, 585,

589, 594, 600, 642, 644, 649-51, 658,

682, 761; Tribune-New York News
Syndicate, 594; Tribune Service, 572;

Typothetae, 232

Child labor, 287, 293-300; Amendment,
246, 249, 292-3, 299 ;

andN. R.A
, 249,

295-300, 678; legislation, 26, 242-3,

245-6, 290, 293, 299; printers' unions

oppose, 135, 160; use in printshops,"
138. See Newsboys

Children's Bureau, U. S. Department of

Labor, 246, 291, 293-4, 297-8, 313
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Childs, F., and Co
,
46

Childs, G W., 110, 204, 210, 271,
321

Christy Walsh Syndicate, 593

Cincinnati, 0., Chronicle, 166; Commer-

cial, 327, 432, 506; Enquirer, 9, 351;
Franklin Typographical Society, 137;

Gazette, 102, 506; Newspaper Pub-
lishers' Association, 230, 239; Post, 9,

213, 280, 289, 631; Times, 166, 351;

Times-Star, 173, 686; Typothetae,

232; Volksllatt, 174

Circulation, 16, 28-9, 56, 63, 67, 69-73,

81, 152, 631-2, 705; Audit Bureau

of Circulations, reports of, 84-6, 92,

96; average, 73-4; country, 84-6, 92,

308; foreign-language, 90-2, 174-5,

738, 740-1; guarantees and audits,

339-48; home delivered, 268, 272;

lists, 168, 170, 173, 344; maximum
individual, 116-17, 119; morning and

evening, 63, 69-74, 82-6, 264, 278,

725-32; Negro, 177-8; "net paid,"

344, 346; promotion, 259, 262, 265-7,

270, 272-3, 282-7, 618, 645-8, 651-2;

special types of dailies, 86-7, 185-6,

188-9, 191-3; statements of, 238-9;

subeditions, 304; suburban, 84^6, 92,

264, 269, 307-08; Sunday, 63, 69-74,

83-6, 128, 306, 392, 395-6, 404, 725-

32

Circulation management, 25-8, 58, 83,

86, 258-9, 261, 264, 266, 269-70,

288-91, 763; combination offers, 286;

combine to fight a competitor, 210,

262; contests, 266, 282, 284H5 (See

Circulation, promotion); cost of,

202-03; "forcing process," 283-4;

independent delivery system, 267-70;

lotteries, 283, 286; means of distribu-

tion, 141, 165, 258-61, 264, 267-70,

280, 284; premiums, 232, 266, 284-7,

344; returns banned, 265-6, 269;

standardization of methods, 266,

268-9, 344-5; zone system, 268

City news bureaus, 621-3

Clark, C. D., 626, 639, 756

Clark, C. E., 694

Clark, W. A., Jr., 220

Clarke, J. I. C., 442

Class interests, 161-2, 254, 259, 270, 451,

456, 662, 667, 670, 674-5, 680, 683-4,

4586, 688, 696-7, 702-04

Claypoole, D. C., 55-9, 61, 113, 166,

169, 207, 258, 301, 314, 477-8,
480

Clemow, Bice, 574-5

Cleveland, 0., Editorial Employes'
Association, 678-9; Leader, 119, 128;

News, 678, 690; Newspaper Guild,

680-1; Plain Dealer, 678, 683, 690;

Plain Dealer Employes' Association,

679; Press, 189, 213, 328, 583, 678,

691; Shopping News, 388

Coal Operators' Committee of Seven,
440

Cochran, N. D., 14, 207, 255, 313, 474,

573, 589, 760

Coe, Wetherill & Co., 339

Coen, C. C., 203

Coffee-houses, 16-17, 25, 27, 43-8, 57-9,

94, 179, 259, 262-3, 477, 481, 483,

487-8

Coggeshall, W. T., 339, 730-1, 736-7,

757

Colby, Bainbridge, 110

Coleman, T. M., 614, 639

Coleman, William, 604

Collecting devices, 114, 119-21, 579

Collier, Barron, 366

Colliers' Weekly, 328, 330, 473, 525, 529,

641, 652, 757, 764

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., 441

Colorado Interstate Gas Co., 457-8

"Coloroto," 128, 404

Color printing, 113, 123, 128, 366, 369,

401, 404, 406

Columbia Broadcasting System, 368,

563-5, 569-70

Columbia News Service, 564

Columbia, S. C., Record, 112

Columbus, Ga., Messenger, 177; En-

quirer-Sun, 646

Columbus, O., Journal, 232

Combinations, morning-evening, 126-7,

165, 168, 222-3, 372

Comics, 95, 123, 186, 358, 401-03, 576,

588, 591-3, 630. See Supplements,
comic

Comic Weekly: Puck, 403, 593

Committee on Public Information, 419,

452-3

Commons, J. R., 164, 256

Communication facilities, 75-6, 78,

161-2, 705. See Telegraph; Tele-

phone; etc.
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Compositors, 117, 122, 127-8, 141-2,

147-8, 150-2, 156, 158, 197; female,

153. See Unions, printers'

Composographs, 652

Compton, CaL, News-Tribune, 389

Congress, U. S., reporting sessions of,

181, 479-80, 484-7, 492, 499, 505,

508, 510-11

Connecticut Newspaper Association,

223

Connecticut Press Association, 435-6

Connecticut Reporters' Association,

435, 667

Connery, T. B., 698

Conrad, W C., 620

Consolidations, newspaper, 65, 67-8, 73,

75, 77, 94, 166-9, 200, 269, 349, 372

Constitutional Courant, 26

"Consumers' market." See "Sub-

scribers
7 market"

Contempt of court proceedings, 412,

422-3

Continental Advertising Association, 362

Contract work, newspaper and period-

ical, cost of, 198, 201, 750-1

Conwell, C. C., 260

Conyngham, D. P., 519

Cook, Coburn & Co., 339

Cooperative printing. See Ready-print

Cooper, Kent, 465, 530, 533, 547, 563

Copyright, 237-8, 247, 410, 553-6,

577-8, 583

Gorman, W. C., 447-8

Correspondents, 36-7, 197, 499, 545-53,

572, 613, 629, 701; foreign, 491, 501,

505, 545, 607, 625; Hollywood, 598;
New York, 578, 582, 584, 598; polit-

ical conventions, 547-9; sensational

events, 550-2; Standing Committee

of, 548; state, 203; "trained seals,"

552; U S., of foreign newspapers, 545;

war, 415-16, 505-06; Washington,
483-4, 500, 505, 510-11, 542, 544,

546, 578, 623, 627-8

Cosmopolitan News Service, 592

Covington, Ky., Post, 213, 280

Cowles, Gardner, 594

Cowles, John, 594

Cowles newspapers, 270

Cowper, Edward, 117

Craftsman, 227

Craig, D. H., 490-1, 494r-5, 498, 501-04,
506, 508

Grail, L. H., 351

Cranbrook Foundation, 197

Creel, George, 40, 419, 452-3, 474,

764

Crossley, A. M., 599

Crusades, 163, 259, 282, 284, 627, 631-3,

635, 638, 645-8; chains and, 219-20

Cultural lag, 161, 318, 399, 701

Cummings, Alexander, 66

Cummings, G. W, 511

Curtis, C H. K
,
594

Curtis-Martin newspapers, 173, 280

Cusack, Thomas, 365

Custis, G. W. P., 50

Cutting devices, 97, 114, 118

B

Daily Newspaper Association, 355

Daily Newspaper Club, 235, 251, 354

Daily Newspaper Code, N. R. A
, 150,,

156, 242-6, 249, 296, 389, 681, 683;
assentors to, 246

Daily Newspaper Code Authority,
N. R. A., 244, 246, 298-9, 681

Daily Newspaper Code Committee,
N. R. A., 241-3

Dalhart Texan, 276

Dallas, Tex., Dispatch, 213-14; News,
215

Damon & Peets, 511, 581

Dana, C. A., 166, 188, 231, 578-9,

584, 613, 634, 757, 761

Danbury, Conn., News, 582

Daniels, Jonathan, 297

Daniels, Josephus, 448, 465

Dapping, W. 0., 252-3

Darby, M. J., 402

Darrow, Clarence, 551, 650

Davie, M. R., 757, 761

Davies, Marion, 336

Davis, Elmer, 182, 473, 519, 640, 647,
760

Davis, Howard, 241, 243

Davis, Watson, 544

Day, B. H.
3 64, 116, 166, 190, 261, 274-

5, 282, 317

Day, C. H., 433

Deadheading, 224, 229-30, 428, 432,

434-6, 667-8

De Arman, W. L., 541

DeBow, J. G. B., 270

Decatur, 111., Herald, 291; Herald &
Review, 157
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De Forest, Lee, 559

Del-Mar-Va Association, 240

deNeuf
,
D K

,
557-8

Denver, Colo., Express, 213; News, 398,

457, 538, 668; Post, 196, 456-8, 760;
Press Club, 667; Times, 538

Des Moines, la
, Capital, 290; Register

and Tribune, 270, 281, 389; 572, 595,

radio stations of, 368

Detroit, Mich
,
Ad Craft Club, 332;

Essay, 17; Evening Sun, 264; Free

Press, 232, 583, 643, 665; Herald of

Commerce, 214; News, 67, 128, 197,

213-14, 230, 264, 271, 417, 559, 572,

583-4, 619; Sunday News-Tribune,

214; Times, 329; Tribune, 213-14;

Weekly Tribune, 214

Deutch-Amenkanische Buchdrucker-

Zeitung, 226

Deutsches Nachrichtenbiiro, 545

Dickinson, John, of England, 99

Dickinson, John, of the U. S., 39

Didot, St. Leger, 99

Dill, W. A., 709

Dinwiddie, Courtenay, 296-7

Directories of newspapers and period-

icals, 339

Directory of Newspapers and Period-

icals. See Ayer, N. W , & Son

Dirks, Rudolph, 591

"Dix, Dorothy," 599

Dodd, Horace, 348

Doherty, H. L., 195, 422

Dolliver, G. B
, newspapers, 218

Donkin, Bryan, 99

Donnelley, T. E
,
402

Doyle, C. J., 463

Drake, J R., 577

Duane, William, 604

Dubuque, la., Tribune, 185-6

Duluth, Minn
, Ripsaw, 421

Dumont, Henry, 375

Dunlap, John, 31, 41, 55-9, 61, 113,

169, 207, 258, 301, 314

Duplex Printing Press Co., 126

Durant, William, 608

Dyer, E. S., 500

E

Earnings, daily newspaper, 167-8, 189-

90, 198, 201-03, 213

Eastman, John, 267

Echo, 213, 584

Eddy, Jerome, 434, 586

Eddy, Jonathan, 691-2, 695

Eddy, Mrs. M. D. B., 185

Edes & Gill, 29, 40

Edison Electric Institute, 466, 470

Editions, district, 222, 280-1; extras

and special, 278, 280, 285, 289; time

of, 269-70, 276-81, 312

Editor &" Publisher (title varies), 14,

60-1, 65-6, 70-1, 80, 87, 95-6, 126,

132, 151, 155, 158, 162, 164, 169,

178, 182-3, 191, 196, 202-03, 206-

07, 218, 220, 222, 228-9, 238, 240-1,

247-8, 255-7, 273, 287, 289, 295, 297,

307, 313, 334, 339, 345, 359, 361-2,

367, 372-5, 387, 406-07, 418, 442,

447, 450, 456, 459, 469-70, 473-5,

518-19, 525, 534, 539, 564, 566, 570,

573-5, 595, 599, 602, 640-2, 648,

650-1, 656, 662, 664, 668, 675, 677,

683, 686, 688, 697-9, 703, 709, 724,

727-8, 730, 741, 744, 755-6

Editorial associations, 223-6, 229-31

Editorial influence, 62-3, 162, 182, 184,

409, 419, 493, 612, 653-4; W. R.

Hearst on, 195

Editorial policy, practices, 8-11, 13,

25, 36, 40-2, 52, 161-3, 165, 312,

326, 463, 471-2, 477, 576-7; and

labor, 190-1, 259, 471, 600; and

newspaper stability, 323-6; "blan-

ket," 260-1, 264; commercial rela-

tions of, 59, 76-7, 136, 156, 162-3,

172, 179-84, 369-73, 428-9, 481-2,

550-3, 566-7, 603-04; "crimson,"

650, 652; defined, 2; Hearst, W. R.,

217-18; "honest," 219, 605; im-

personal, 630; independent and neu-

tral, 11, 37, 39, 53, 180-2, 189, 219,

222, 370, 656; magazine influence on,

366-7; make-up, 315, 318, 322-7,

579-80, 607; non-sensational, 185-6,

272, 652; on propaganda, 431-9, 444,

447-8, 459-71, 622-3; "penny," 166,

259-61, 264; political relations of,

30, 53, 57, 60, 77, 86, 156, 177-84,

603-04, 656; Scripps, E. W., 10, 214;

sensational, 57, 66-8, 73, 82, 136, 162,

190-1, 271-2, 274-5, 282-5, 409-10,

413, 546, 605-07, 609-10, 625-7,

630-9, 645, 648-52, 654^8; standard-

ization of, 211, 222, 571-3, 596;

"ultra-candid," 651, variations in,
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9-11, 270, 274; "yellow," 123, 272,

401, 437, 456, 609, 626, 638. See

"Subscribers' market"

Editorials, editorial writers, 37, 94r-5,

205, 220, 477, 587, 594, 604-06,

612-13, 618, 620, 629-30, 636, 647,
656-8

Editorial staff, 603-99; check on

accuracy of, 643-4; cost of, 131,

197-8, 202-03; hours and wages of,

682-3, 687-8, 690, 696; specializa-

tion of, 42, 95, 197, 205-06, 223, 477,

604-09, 611, 613-16, 624-5, 628,

634, 636-7, 642-3, 645, 647, 657;

Sunday, 404, 588-9; under N. R. A.,

241, 244. See Press clubs; Unions,

newswriters'; American Newspaper
Guild; etc.

Editors, 40, 62, 165, 197, 232, 432-5,

604-14, 642-3; and staff specializa-

tion, 205-06, 223, 477, 604, 611, 613-

15, 620-4, 628-9, 643, 661, 671-2;

"personal," 38, 60, 77, 162, 206, 237,

611-12, 617-18, 629-30, 657; soci-

eties of, 267. See American Society
of Newspaper Editors

Education, public, 81-2, 380, 729-30;

adult, 91; compulsory, 289; news-

boys', 295

Edwards, Philip, 376-7

Electrotyping, 123, 130

Eliminations. See Consolidations

Eliot, John, 39, 42, 757

Elliot, William, 378-9

Elmira, N. Y., Advertiser, 493

El Paso, Tex., Herald-Post, 223; Times,
223

Empire State School of Printing,
159

Employees, newspaper and periodical,
number of, 200, 750

Emporia, Kan, Gazetie, 182, 205, 296,

425, 439, 636, 759

Ethics, advertising, 331, 356, 360-1;

editorial, 2, 226, 230, 285, 327, 460-1,

634, 653-5, 661, 684-6; press agent,

459, 470

Ethridge, George, 455

Eureka, Nev., Leader, 271

Evans, T. C., 339

Evanston, 111., News-Index, 127

Evansville, Ind., Press, 213

Evolution. See Adjustment

Exchange Telegraph Co., London, 537,

545

Express companies, 300, 302, 304, 306-

07, 311, 489-90, 495, 502

Fairbanks, C. W., 194

"False Armistice," 538

Faxton, T. S., 495

Features, 38, 162, 199, 203, 282, 301,

322-3, 326, 404, 430, 576-602;

early, 577-82; for children, 323,

581, 586; for women, 323, 326, 396,

586-7, 589, 595, 599; magazines

inspire, 366-7, 406
; 586-7, 591,

594-5, 598; morgue and, 596; propa-

gandist, 444; range of, 186, 193,

382-3, 385, 396, 581; rights, 131, 167,

178, 524. See Comics; Ready-print
Feature syndicates, 68, 95, 130-1, 141,

206, 211, 324, 338, 400-01, 511,

543-4, 546, 553, 579-601, 621, 703,

765; budget services, 589-90, 592-3,

600; cooperative, 593-4; early, 578-

82; of chains, 213, 219-20, 583-4, 589-

93; of newsgathering agencies, 531,

533-5, 587; propagandist, 435; sta-

tistics on, 595. See Ready-print

companies
Federal Communications Commission,

247, 423-5, 535, 570

Federal Radio Commission, 558

Federal Trade Commission, 106, 109,

111-12, 132, 195, 234, 251-2, 254,

257, 330-2, 335, 362, 457, 464-6,

744r-5, 762, 764

"Federalist" papers, 36, 179

Federated Press, 193, 540-2

Federation of Organized Trades and
Labor Unions, 142-3

Feigenspan, C. W., 194

Fenno, John, 479, 604

Fentress-Marsh newspapers, 218, 220

Ferguson, F. S., 590

Field, a newspaper's, 9-10, 167-8

Field, C. W., 503

Field, Eugene, 437, 584

File, F., & Co., 586

Financial Advertisers Association, 360

Finch, W. G. H., 540

Fine, Barnett, 573

Fisher, H. C., 588, 592

Fisk, John, 432
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Five Star Weekly, 406

Flagg, H. W., 154-5

Flatow, George, 450

Fleet, Thomas, 37

Flint, L. N., 373, 757

Flying Paster, Hoe's, 125

Folding devices, 97, 114, 119, 120-1,

125, 260, 271, 318, 579

Forbes-Hunter newspapers, 221

Foreign-born, 88-9, 91-3, 739-42. See

Immigration, immigrants

Forman, Allan, 228, 438

Forney, J. P., 211

Former Agence, 537

Fort Smith, Ark., Times, 505

Fortune, 218, 540

Fort Worth, Tex., Record, 217; Star-

Telegram, 293

Fourdrinier paper-making machine, 98-

100, 103, 110, 116, 118, 161, 259,

700

Fourth Estate, 228, 235, 256, 354, 519,

755-6

Fragstein, O. V., 346, 375

Franklin, Benjamin, 24, 26-7, 29, 31,

210, 225, 410, 427

Franklin, James, 29, 37

"Freedom of speech," 244-5, 408, 763

"Freedom of the press," 34-7, 52, 110,

161, 163, 173, 184, 194, 238, 241-5,

247, 249-50, 254, 299, 309, 314, 330,

380, 408, 410-12, 414, 416, 421, 426-7,

453, 458, 460, 504, 570, 633, 647,

653-5, 680, 684, 686, 691, 695-6, 703,

763. See Press control, political; Edi-

torial policy; etc.

Freel, M. R., 283

French, George, 375, 764

Freneau, Philip, 41, 479-80

Friends' Press Association, 652

Fuller, C. H, 353

Full-Speed Paster, Hoe's, 125

Furman, R. C., 297

Gaertner, Fred, Jr., 574

Gaine, Hugh, 25, 30, 32, 49-50

Gales, Joseph, Jr., 480, 742

Gales, Joseph, Sr., 59, 480

Galloway, G. S., 310

Gallup, George, 357-8, 598-9

Galveston, Tex., News, 215

Gamble, John, 99

Gannett, F. E., Ill, 184, 195-6, 205;

newspapers, 196, 205, 216, 218, 242,

253; radio stations, 368

Gautier, L. F., 268

Ged, William, 117

General News Association, 501-02, 519

General Newspapers, 220

General Paper Co., 108

George, Henry, 510

German-American Chamber of Com-
merce, 451

German-American Typographia, 143-4,

146, 227

German Dye Trust, 468-9

Germantown, Pa., Zeitung, 41

Gilbert's Exchange CofTee-House, 44, 47

Gillan, M. M, 353

Gilmer, Mrs. Elizabeth M., 599

Gilpin, Joshua, 100

Gilt Edge List, 343

Glass, F. A., 266

Gobright, L. A., 500

Goddard, William, 22, 27, 52, 60

Godwin, Parke, 473

Goldsmith, J. C., 579

Good, Andrew, 157

Goodwill, newspaper, 167, 173

Gorman, J. E., 400

Goss Printing Press Co., 125-6, 128-9

Gould, Jay, 214, 432, 516

Government Printing Office, U. S., 106,

237

Graham, W. G., 577, 587

Grand Rapids, Mich., Herald, 251;

Press, 214, 289

Grant, A. W., 642

Grant, James, 640

Graphic Arts Association, 360

Graustein, A. R., 111-12

Greeley, Horace, 76, 138-9, 197, 211,

260, 262-3, 304, 312, 320, 384, 431,

519, 553, 611-13, 616-17, 625, 633,

639, 658, 696, 761

Green, Bartholomew, 36-8

Green, B. L., 127

Green, Duff, 137

Greenhut, Eugene, 221

Greenleaf, Thomas, 179, 381

Greensboro, N. C., Record, 111

Grist, L. B., 386

Groom, W. S., 334

Gude, O. G., 365

Guest, E. A., 594, 643
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Guild Reporter, 473, 639, 681, 699, 756

Gutenberg, Johann, 20, 97

Haase, A. E., 363

Hackensack, N. J., Record, 470

Haessler, Carl, 541

Haines, H. B., 647

Haldeman, Bruce, 251

Hale, David, 382, 496-7

Hale, J. W., 489

Hale, Nathan, 606

Halftones, 129-31, 582

Hall, Bob, 95

Halleck, F. G., 577

Hall, Harold, 112

Hall, J. T., 501

Hall-Mills trial, 552, 650

HaUock, Gerard, 305, 428, 473, 497, 518,

760

HaUock, W. H., 473, 518, 760

Halstead, Murat, 231, 327, 432

Hamilton, Alexander, 36, 179-80, 479,
604

Hamilton, Andrew, 35

Hamilton, "Tody," 433-4

Handbills, 367, 389-90

Hanna, P. S., 310

Hanson, EHsha, 242, 248, 330, 389, 424,

426, 562, 564

Harbor News Association, 499-501

Hardenburgh, J E., 640

Harmsworth, Alfred, 274-5

Ham, 0. C., 342

Harnden, W. F., 302, 489

Harper, J. C., newspapers, 213-14

Harris, Benjamin, 15, 17, 34, 427

Harris, Crampton, 426

Harris, E. H., 563-4, 575

Hartford, Conn., Courant, 23, 435, 604
Hasson News Association, 510

Hauptmann, B. R., 551-2, 567, 655

Havas, Charles, 505, 513. See Agence
Havas

Hawkins, W. W., 533

Hawley, W. L., 528

Haxton, H. R., 635

Headlines, 618, 625-6, 630-1, 637-8

Hearst, W. R., 66-8, 82-3, 123, 146,

163, 186, 195, 215-20, 256, 267, 272-3,

335-6, 399, 401, 403, 405-06, 419-20,

424-6, 448, 453, 467, 521, 524, 528-9,

533, 536, 538-40, 550, 560, 583, 587-8,

592-3, 596-7, 599, 609, 612, 630-3,

635-8, 641, 650-2, 655-6, 684, 689,

691-2, 695-6, 760-1; newspapers, 10,

108, 205, 216-20, 242, 269, 280, 283,

286, 372-3, 403, 437, 520, 691, 693-4;

Newspapers Radio Service, 540;

Newspapers Service, 563; News Serv-

ice, 538-9; news services, 538-40, 545,

550; Photophone, 535; Radio, 368;

Syndicate, 539, 588, 592

Heilman, Sam, 675

"Hell-Fire Club," 37, 428

Bellinger, Mark, 593

Herald Syndicate, 594

Herald Tribune Syndicate, 594

Herbert, B. B., 229-30, 256, 763

Hewett, Daniel, 715-18

Heyes, Isaac, 580

Hill, E. G., 474

Hirsch Buro, 537

Hoe, Robert, 762

Hoe, R., & Co
, 116-26, 132

Hofer, E., & Sons, 466

Holdenville, Okla., News, 131

Holland beating machine, 99, 118

Holliss, R. C., 275

Hollywood, Cal
, Citizen, 389

Holmes, J. E., 101

Holmes, 0. W., 410

Holt, John, 32

Hooper, J. L., 338

Hoots, Walter, 291

Hoover, Norman, 561

Hopson, H. C.
?
467

Horgan, S. H., 129-30

Homer, Samuel, 49-50

Hosmer, J. K., 42

Hotaling, H. C., 252

Hough, Harold, 293

Howard, C. P., 241

Howard, Joseph, Jr., 584, 586

Howard, R. W., 214, 533-4, 537-8,
693

Howe, E. A., 219

Howey, Walter, 535-6, 540

Hudson, Frederic, 11, 42, 166, 255, 288,

373-4, 385, 407, 473-4, 488, 496-8,

518-19, 574, 601, 610-11, 614, 619,

639-40, 698, 731, 757

Hudson, J. K., 187

Hudson's News Rooms, 46, 263, 489

Hughes, C. E., 421, 438, 559, 646

Hughes, M. J., 511, 581
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Humphreys, James, Jr., 53

Hunter, William, 26

Huntington Park, CaL, Signal, 389

Huntington, W. Va., Herald-Dispatch,

475, 600

Hyde, G. M., 374

Ilion, N Y., Citizen, 123

Immigration, immigrants, 68, 75, 83,

88-9, 91-4, 174-5, 186, 191, 378, 380,

631, 739-41. See Foreign-born

Income, newspaper, 170-3, 181, 198,

202, 748-9; compared to that of all

American industries, 172; for adless

daily, 188-9; newspaper and period-

ical, 170-2, 748-51

"Indecency," 308-09

Independent Cable Association of Aus-

tralasia, 537
"
Independent merchants." See "Little

merchants"

Indianapolis, Ind., News, 194, 325, 646;

Times, 646

Individualism, 163, 206, 209, 233, 249

Ingram, J. Van N., 51, 755

Ink, 20, 24, 97, 106, 113, 115, 118, 125,

202-03, 251, 253, 338

Inland Daily Press Association, 113,

202, 231, 240, 248, 250, 252, 310, 331,

351, 363, 460-1, 570

Inland Newspaper Representatives, 356

Inland Printer, 227

Interborough Rapid Transit Co., 81,

459

International Advertising Association

(1904), 358-9

International Advertising Association

(1926), 362-3

International Allied Printing Trades

Association, 145, 149, 701; trade

education, 159

International Brotherhood of Book-

binders, 145, 148

International Circulation Managers'

Association, 237, 239, 246, 266, 273,

290, 293-5, 297, 299, 310, 346, 654,

701; Newspaper Boy Welfare Com-

mittee, 290, 294

International Editorial Association, 230,

672

International Feature Service, 592

International Illustrated News, 593

International Joint Conference Board,
149

International Kindergarten Union, 402

International Ladies Garment Workers,
192

International League of Press Clubs,

667-8, 670

Internationa] News Photos, 534, 593

International News Service, 186, 219,

425, 526, 539-40, 545, 553, 555-6,

567, 592, 595, 675; and newscastmg,

560-1, 563-5, 568-9

International Paper and Power Co.,

Ill

International Paper Co., 107-08, 111

International Photo-Engravers' Union,

145, 536

International Printers' Protective Fra-

ternity, 146-7

International Printing Pressmen and

Assistants' Union, 144, 148, 300;

arbitration agreements, 154, 156

International Printing Pressmen's

Union, 144

International Soundfotos, 535

International Stereotypers and Electro-

typers' Union, 145

International Typographical Union,

128, 139-50, 153-60, 163-4, 684, 701,

763; and the N. R. A., 241; and tech-

nological changes, 140-2, 156-8, 511;

apprenticeship practices, 143, 145,

158-9; arbitration agreements, 154,

156; collective bargaining, 143, 149-

50, 153-4, 156-7, 241; funds, 143,

148-50; geographical district unions

of, 144-6; hours and wages, 143, 147-

50, 154; industrial unionism of, 144,

158; membership, 140, 142-4, 149-50;
name of N. T. U. changed to, 140;

newswriters in, 143, 145, 670-4, 677,

692, 751-2; number of locals in, 140,

142-4; organizers, 144, 146; organs,

226-7; secession from, 144r-5; spe-

cialization, 142-3; trade district

unions of, 144r-6, 164; women in,

143-4. See National Typographical

Union; Unions, printers'; etc.

Interstate Commerce Act/ 307, 435-6;

Commission, 224, 307, 444, 747

Intertype, 157

Invasion of privacy, 626, 634, 637, 645,

648, 650, 65^5
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Inventions, 1, 4, 12, 97-9, 114; and

need, 114, 161; independent or multi-

ple, 99-100, 114, 161, 700-04. See

Adjustment
Investment, daily newspaper, 74, 83,

131, 162, 165-6, 173, 750; Hearst's,

218; Munsey's, 221; original, 166-7,

523-4; stability of, 165-9, 173-8;

press-agentry and, 195; stock ex-

change scheme and, 221

Iowa City, la., Press-Citizen, 131

Iowa Daily Press Association, 356

Iowa Press Association, 252

Iowa Press Co-operative Association,

252

Irving, Washington, 429

Irwin, Will, 412, 473-4, 524, 638, 652,

757, 764

Isaacs, G. A., 119, 121, 762

Ithaca, N. Y., Journal-News, 112

Jackson, Christopher, 377-8

Jackson, J. D., 223, 674

Jamaica, N. Y., Press, 687

Jamestown, N. Y., Journal, 349

Japanese Telegraph News Agency,
537

Jefferson, Thomas, 180, 413, 420, 422,

480; Memorial Foundation, 420, 422

Jennings, D. S., 689

Jersey City, N. J., Journal, 119

Jewett, Helen, 391, 610

Jewish Daily Forward Association, 176

Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 540, 542

Johnson, G. W., 698, 757

Johnson, G. W. L., 503

Johnson, H. S., 183, 241-3, 296, 678

Jones, Alexander, 488, 494-6, 499-501,
765

Jones Automatic Tension, 123

Jones, George, 627

Journalism, collegiate instruction in,

196, 222, 230, 654, 658-66, 682-3,-

690, 703; newspapermen on, 658, 660,

690; non-collegiate instruction in,

636, 682-3

Journalism Bulletin, 664, 756

Journalism Quarterly, 61, 207, 374, 574,

664, 754, 756

Journalist, 163, 228, 322, 407, 434^-6,

473-4, 519, 583-6, 602, 629, 633-4,

669, 698, 755-7

Kansas City, Mo., Journal, 124, 401;

Journal-Post, 195, 422; Star, 173, 195,

205, 288, 313, 363, 386, 406-07, 422,

559, 594, 630, 645, 760; Times, 173,

195, 288, 386, 572, 630; World, 213

KDKA, 559

Keating, Edward, 668

Keefe, F H., 127

Keeley, James, 642

Keenan, T. J ,
667

Keen, M. L., 101

Keimer, Samuel, 38

Keller, A. G., 1, 3, 6, 14, 472, 704

Keller, F. G., 98, 101

Kellogg, A. N., 385-6, 511, 580-1,

584-5; Newspaper Co., 386, 512

Kellogg, F. W., 215

Kellogg, R. S
,
743-5

Kelly Feature News Service, 178

Kelly, H. J , 157, 695

Kendall, Amos, 304-05, 485-8

Kennedy, Hugh, 674

Kenny, D J., 132, 339, 519, 730-1,

734-5, 758

Kentucky State Press Association, 327,
432

King Features Syndicate, 219, 539-40,

592-3, 597-9

King, W. L., 518, 698, 760

Kinsey, Charles, 99

Kjaer, S., 131-2, 762

KMPC, 562

Knapp, F. B
,
602

Knox, C. B ,
443

Knox, Frank, 219

Knox, T. W., 505

Knoxville, Tenn., Sentinel, 538

Koenig, Frederick, 114-16

Koenigsberg, M., 592, 596

Kofoed, Jack, 463

Kruszka, Michael, 176

KVOS, 567-8

Kwapil, J. F., 620-1

Labor, mechanical, 24-5, 97, 131, 133-

64, 167, 197; cost of, 197-203; dis-

placement of, 115, 117, 129-30; hours,

141, 143, 147-52; professionalization

of, 142, 157-8, 160; wages, 133-4, 141,

143, 151-2, 270, 273
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Laffan News Bureau, 520-1, 554

LaGuardia, F. H., 183, 464

Lancet, 320

Landau, Jacob, 542

Landon, A. M
, 182, 599

Lang, John, 136, 481

Langstroth, Thomas, 99

Lanston Monotype, 122

Lasswell, H. D., 452, 474, 755, 764

Late news devices, 120-1, 126

Lauck, W. J ,
620

Lavarre, William, 112

Lawes, L. E., 296

Lawrence, David, 605

Lawrence, Kan., Kansan, 207

Lawshe, A. L., 308

Lawson, V. F., 633; estate, 205

Lay & Brother, 339

Ledger Syndicate, 594

Lee, A. M., 60-1, 207, 406, 730

Lee, Ivy, 439-42, 453-4, 459, 462, 468-9,

764; and Associates, 441-2, 467

Lee, J. M., 3, 11, 189, 472, 639, 698,

758

Lee, R. E., 659

Lee, R. M., 644

Lees, Hervey, 157

Leipheimer, D. G., 671

Leopold-Loeb case, 650

Lewis, C. B., 583-4

Lewis Publishing Co., 330

Lewis, William, 49-50

Libel, 409-10, 413-14, 416, 649; actions,

167, 412-13, 422; legislation, 237,

243, 410, 416; right of privacy and,

416-17; seditious, 413

Library of Congress, 43, 51, 55, 705,

715-18, 755

Ufa 583

Lindbergh, C. A., Jr., 464, 552, 567, 572,

621, 652, 655

Lindeman, C. B., 695

Lindsay-Nunn newspapers, 219

Line cuts, 129-30

Linotype, 67, 82, 97, 114, 120, 122,

127-8, 141-2, 148, 153, 157, 236, 250,

553, 701-02

Lippmann, Walter, 4, 529, 594
; 630, 764

Literacy, 63, 70-1, 82, 134, 163, 181,

259, 263, 270, 631, 635, 729-30, 742;

unable to speak English, 88, 92-3,

742

Literary Digest, 598, 657

"Little merchants," 289, 293-4, 297-9,
702. See Newsboys

Livesey folder, 119

Livingston, Wells & Co
,
489-90

Lloyd's Coffee-House, 44; News, 44;

Newspaper, 119

Lobbies, 162, 206, 627; state, 156, 238,

254, 442, 507; Washington, 107, 109,

156, 237-8, 242, 248, 423, 442, 467,

480-1

Locke, D. R., 582

Locke, R. A., 282, 610

Lockwood, Howard, 107

Logan, J. A., 3*1

London, England, Advertiser, 44; Ex-

press, 85; Garrick Club, 666; Herald,

85; Mail, 85; Mercurius Aulicus, 48;

Mirror, 274; News, 128; Telegraph,

285, 544; Times, 115-17, 553, 556, 625

Long, H. P., 411-12

Lorain, O., Journal, 692

Lord, C. S., 521

Los Angeles, Cal., City News Service,

623; Examiner, 146, 336, 638; Express,

217; Herald, 217, 274; Illustrated

News, 221, 275-6; Municipal News,

190; Record, 213; Times, 146, 173,

387, 558, 639; Wall Street Journal, 662

Louisville, Ky ,
Courier-Journal, 122,

251, 295-6, 448, 579, 648, 657, 673;

Times, 673

Ludlow Typograph, 122

Luks, G B., 401

Lundberg, Ferdinand, 656, 760

Lyman, Levi, 429, 434

Lynch, J. M., 163, 763

Lynn, Mass., Press, 283

M
Macfadden, Bernarr, 167, 221, 597

MacFadden, F. T., 351

Mack, E. B., 351

Mack, N. E., 448

Mackay, J. F., 355

MacKeUar, Thomas, 226

MacManus, George, 588

Macy, J. N., 127, 221

Macy, R. H., & Co., 326, 332, 456

Madison, Wise., Journal, 358, 385-6,

690; Times, 690

Magaw, William, 101

Mahin, Helen
, 639, 641, 758

Mailers, 143, 145-6, 150
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Major Market Newspapers, 356

Manistique Pulp & Paper Co ,
111

Mann, C. H., 547

Mann, R. S., 95, 374, 575, 664

Manning, G. H
, 407, 475, 519

Marconi Telegraph Co. of America, 557

Marsh, C. E., 220

Marshall, I. D., 640

Martin, F. L.
?
698

Masche, W. C., 182

Mason, J S., 651

Massachusetts Press Association, 460

Materials, newspaper and periodical,

cost of, 198-202, 750-1. See News-

print; Ink

Maury, Reuben, 658

Maverick, Augustus, 2
3 375, 518, 639-

40, 698, 760

McAllister, Ward, 587

McAuHff, Cornelius, 531

McCabe, L. R., 132

McCann, A. W., 330

McClatchy newspapers, radio stations

of, 368

McClure, S. S., 366, 585-6

McCook, Neb., Gazette, 312

McCormick, R. R., 62, 163, 249, 420-1,

423, 658

McCulloch, William, 56, 61, 758

McElrath, Thomas, 612

McHenry, James, 432

Mclntyre, E. F., 291

McKay, Windsor, 588

McLean, W. L., 283-4, 588

McManus, J. E., 236

McNitt, V. V., 593, 597, 602

McRae, M. A., 173, 213, 255, 264, 288,

374, 520, 590, 640, 760

McSwain, J. J., 424-6

Meadville, Pa., Messenger, 101

"Mechanical newsboys," 300

Mecom, Benjamin, 43

Medford, Ore., Mail-Tribune, 646
Media Records, 325

Medill, Joseph, 396

Mellett, D. R
, 646

Memphis, Term, Commercial Appeal,

646; News-Scimitar, 538; Press, 213

Merchandising services, 356-7

Merchants' exchanges. See Coffee-

houses

Mergenthaler, Ottmar, 122

Mergers. See Consolidations

Merz, Charles, 529

Metropolitan Newspaper Service, 591-2

Metropolitan Weekly, 403, 601

Miami, Fla
, Tab, 221

Michigan Editorial Association, 676-7

Mid-South Dailies, 356

Miller, C. G., 474

Miller, C. P., 662

Miller, F. J., 619

MiUer, Heinrich, 41

Miller, John, 376

Miller, Samuel, 15, 42, 709

Millme rate, 340-1, 364

Millis, Fred, 468

Millis, Walter, 419, 474, 529, 641, 764

Milton, G. F., 686

Milwaukee, Wise., Journal, 242, 245,

346, 620, 646, 682, 692; Kuryer Polski,

176; Leader, 191, 193-4, 691-2; News,

691-2, 694; Newspaper Guild, 691,

694; Newswriters' Union, 692; Senti-

nel, 351, 585, 628, 692; Telegram, 217

Ministers. See Preachers

Minneapolis, Minn., Journal, 127; Sat-

urday Press, 421; Star, 126, 193;

Tribune, 111; Twincity Reporter, 421

Minnesota Editors' and Publishers'

Association, 229

Missouri Press Association, 252, 661

Mitchell, John, 440

Mobile, Ala
, Press, 111

Monopoly, daily newspaper, 94, 106,

110, 112, 156, 162, 172-3, 299, 307,

408, 410, 491-2, 507-08, 567, 702

Montgomery, Ala., Advertiser, 266

Monthly Union, 227

Montreal, P. Q , Witness, 187

Moore, Herbert, 566

Morgan, E. B., 627

Morgue, 481, 596, 618-21; sale of a,

173

Morris, J. T., 418

Morrison, Frank, 753

Morrow, Marco, 239

Morse, J. W., 436

Morse, Sherman, 474

Morse, S. F. B., 491-3

Morton, William, 49-50

Mott, F. L., 758

Mowbray, A. A., 475

Muckraking, 163, 236, 290, 328, 359,

365, 437-8, 524, 652, 656, 764

Mulhern, T. F., 332
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Munday, E. H
, 95, 207, 374, 473, 601,

639-40, 760

Munsell, Joel, 639-40, 709, 743, 758, 762

Munsey, F. A., 221, 274, 405, 677, 759

Murdock, G. P., 14

Murphy, J. T., 251

Murray, H. G., 358-9

Muskogee, Okla., Republican, 177;

Searchlight, 177

N
Napier press, 116, 259
"
Nasby, Petroleum V.," 582

Nashville, Term., Banner, 564

Nason, H. B., Jr., 644

Nason, H. B., Sr., 588

Nation, 193, 256, 367, 647, 653, 759

National Associated Press Co., 510, 514

National Association of Accredited

Publicity Directors, 470

National Association of Broadcasters,

367

National Association of City Editors,

672

National Association of Daily News-

paper Advertising Managers, 360

National Association of Manufacturers,

149, 158, 248, 469

National Association of Newspaper
Circulation Managers, 266, 308, 402

National Better Business Commission,

331; Bureau, 333

National Broadcasting Co., 368, 561,

563-5, 569-70

National Child Labor Committee,

292-3, 296

National Committee on Wood Utiliza-

tion, 461

National Conference of Teachers of

Journalism, 663

National Convention of Advertising

Brokers, 229, 350

National Convention of Journeymen
Printers, 139

National Editorial Association, 225,

228-31, 243, 252, 256, 351, 701, 763

National Editorial Journalist, 228

National Electric Light Association,

465-6

National Federation of Advertising

Clubs, 359

National Industrial Recovery Act, 110,

240-2, 249, 411, 571, 678, 690

National Labor Relations Board, 247,

573, 689, 693-5

National News Association, 539, 592

National Newspapers, 235, 354

National Press Association of London,
580

National Press Club, 648, 669, 681

National Printer-Journalist, 228

National Recovery Administration, 35,

109, 150, 163, 241-2, 246-7, 249, 269.

286, 295-6, 298-300, 389, 423, 468.'

623, 678-9, 683, 687-90

National Republican Editorial Asso-

ciation, 653

National Typographical Association, 138

National Typographical Convention,
137

National Typographical Society, 137-9

National Typographical Union, 139-

40, 142, 147, 191, 225; collective bar-

gaining by, 139; formed, 139, 223;

hours, 147; membership, 140; organs,

226; stereotypers admitted, 142.

See International Typographical Un-

ion; Unions, printers'

National Vigilance Committee, 331, 359

NEA-Acme Telephoto, 535-6

"Near chains." See Chains, newspaper
"Near daily." See Newspapers, daily

Nearing, Scott, 290

NEA Service, Inc., 590. See Newspaper
Enterprise Association

Nelson, R. W., 511

Nelson, William, 639, 758

Nelson, W. R., 288, 386, 407, 630-1,

760; estate, 173, 422

Nennig, C. N., 186

Nesbit, Evelyn, 596-7

Nevins, Allan, 95, 373, 473, 639, 758,

761

Newark, N. J., Ledger, 389, 688-9;

Shoppers Guide, 389; Star-Eagle,

216

Newburgh-Beacon, N. Y., News, 127

"Newell Report," 346-7

New England Associated Press, 508-

09, 515, 517

New England Daily Newspaper Asso-

ciation, 240

New Haven, Conn., Journal-Courier,

223, 372; Register, 223, 372, 645,

674; Reporter, 674; Times-Leader,

372; Union, 372
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New Jersey Newspapers, 356

New Jersey Press Association, 202, 229

New Orleans, La., Bee, 174; Crescent

City, 497; Delta, 384; Franco-Amer-

ican, 393; Journal of Commerce,

276; VAleille, 174; La Tribune,

177; VIndependant, 391; Picayune,

599; Times-Picayune, 174

Newport, R. I., Mercury, 39

New Republic, 367, 529, 653, 673

News, 37-41, 44-8, 52, 55-7, 59, 62,

66, 94, 131, 141, 209, 261, 277-9, 322,

380, 476-7, 605-19, 624-38; district,

281; interviews, 616-17; property

rights in, 410, 500, 521, 538, 553-8;

running stories, 71, 546, 549-51

News boats, 47, 209, 282, 481-3, 488,

496, 504

Newsbooks, manuscript, 16, 44-7

Newsboys, 25-6, 43, 56, 119, 204, 237,

258-9, 261-6, 268-70, 272, 277-8,

287-300, 308, 702; beneficial associa-

tion, 263; control, 270, 287-9, 291-

5; girls as, 298; hours of, 295, 298;

"junior papers" for, 291; legislation

affecting, 270, 287, 292-3, 295

(See Child labor, Amendment, legis-

lation); "mechanical," 300; men as,

292, 298, 300; "newspaper boys,"

294, 451, 702; number of, 295, 298;
solicitation by, 286, 292; Sunday
papers and, 394; under N. R. A.,

242-3, 245-6, 295-300; unions of,

246, 300; wages of, 298; welfare of,

266, 270, 287-91, 295. See "Little

merchants"

News companies, 262-5, 267-9, 295-6,

304, 306, 400

Newsdealers, 262-5, 267-9, 338, 400
Newsdealers' National Association, 265

Newsgathering, 57, 82, 382, 571-3,

700; cable reports, 189 (See Cable,

transoceanic); exchanges, 28, 36,

38, 301, 303, 477, 479-81, 483, 486-

7, 511; foreign, 209, 481, 489-91,

501, 505, 529-30, 545, 573, 607, 625;
from official sources, 36, 181, 477-81,

483-4, 491-2, 500, 505, 510-11;

harbor, 47, 209, 282, 481-3, 488, 496,

499, 606, 624; interviews and, 616-

17; pigeon expresses in, 210, 489-91,
494, 498, 611, 701; pony expresses

in, 210, 282, 483-7, 490-2, 494, 496-

8; proof sheets or slips in, 486-7,

495, 502, 701; spectacular, 282, 284r-

5; suburban, 644-5; telegraphic (See

Telegraph). See Editorial staff;

Correspondents; etc.

Newsgathering agencies, 40, 43-8, 83,

94, 165, 206, 211, 231, 476-7, 488,

495-518, 546, 550, 553, 703, 765;

foreign, 505, 513, 517-18, 529-30,

537, 542, 545-6, 548-9; franchises,

131, 167-8, 170, 178, 221; local, 621-

3; plate news matter and, 141,

231, 250; propagandist, 435, 466;

supplemental, 540-4; telegraph re-

porters as, 494^6, 498-9. See Coffee-

houses; Associated Press and other

agencies by name
Newsletters. See Predecessors of

newspapers

Newsman, 312, 397, 407

Newspaper Advertising Executives' As-

sociation, 287

Newspaper & Magazine Paper Co., 219

Newspaper counties, map of, 79

Newspaperdom, 228, 234-5, 313, 323,

407, 640, 756

Newspaper Enterprise Association, 189,

219, 584, 589-90, 592

Newspaper Feature Syndicate, 592

Newspaper Industrial Board, N. R. A.,

156, 244-5, 689

Newspaper industry, daily, 700-04;
cost trends in, 151-2, 197-205;
horizontal expansion in, 162, 165,

206; integration of, 94-5, 113, 160-

1, 165, 206, 221-3, 249, 254-5; ver-

tical expansion of, 111, 162, 165, 206

Newspaper Information Service, 590-1

Newspaper Maker, 229

"Newspaper personality," 549, 596-7

Newspaper Promotion and Research

Managers' Association, 287

Newspaper Record, 234

Newspaper Representatives Associa-

tion of Chicago, 353, 355

Newspaper Representatives Associa-

tion of New York, 364

Newspapers, copy or subscription price

of, 25, 52, 58; defined, 13-14, 284,

706-09; defined by R. R. McCormick,
62; endowed, 188, 190; first American,
15-18; first triweekly, 43; frequency
of issue, 18, 25, 28-9, 43, 48-51,
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54-5, 58, 712-23; municipally owned,

190; Negro, 761-2; number of, 15-

16, 18, 21, 29-30, 51, 63-9, 307-08,

705, 707, 711-14, 718-23; predeces-
sors of, 16-17, 42; time of issue,

25,28

Newspapers, daily, 44-7; adless, 173,

184, 188-90, 373, 450; age of, 168-

70; big-city, 77-8, 81-6, 141, 600-01;

"blanket," 260-1, 263-4, 270-1,

274r-5, 303, 316, 318, 322, 611, 615;

copy or subscription price, 46, 56,

58, 63, 67, 167, 180, 189, 208-09,

258-61, 264, 270-3, 289-90, 361,

387; defined, 87, 647, 709, 714;

early, 42, 113; first U. S., 30, 43, 45,

51-8; labor, 175-6, 190-4, 300-01,

373, 541-2; large, 113, 131, 231,

307; miscellaneous types of, 86-7,

723; morning and evening, 63-74,

77, 82, 85, 134, 276-81, 719-20, 724,

730-2; "near," 30, 41, 48-51; Negro,

86, 165, 177-8, 300-01, 541; number

of, 15, 59-60, 63-8, 73, 75-8, 168-9,

707-08, 715-23, 730-2, 739-41; one-

cent or "penny," 12, 64, 67, 78, 82,

101-02, 116, 136, 138, 190, 259-64,

270-2, 277, 282, 316-18, 320, 339,

608-10, 615, 700; religious, 86,

184-8; subeditions of, 84, 180, 276,

304, 306, 380-8, 391-3, 396, 579,

707; suburban, 83, 141; tabloid,

82-3, 139, 187, 190, 221, 270-1,

274-6, 650-1; trade, 86-7, 181, 723.

See Periodicals, daily

Newspapers, foreign-language, 19-20,

705, 734-5, 761-2; daily, 19-20,

86-94, 165, 174-7, 300, 415, 736-7,

739-41; ownership of, 174H5; Sun-

day, 89-92, 391, 739-41

Newspapers, French and French-

English, 17, 19-20, 613, 733, 761;

daily, 19-20, 174, 186, 733

Newspapers, German and German-

EngHsh, 19, 41, 88, 613, 632, 733,

761-2; daily, 89-91, 174-5, 177,

186, 395; Sunday, 395

Newspapers, Italian, 613; daily, 90-1,

176

Newspapers, Polish, daily, 90-1, 176,

186

Newspapers, Saturday, 383, 391-3,

397, 406

Newspapers, Sunday, 376-80, 391-

406, 444, 586-9, 591-7, 630, 635,

643; afternoon, 405; as advertising

medium, 172; beginnings of, 376-80;

big-city, 78, 83-4, 92; business, 87;

circulation of, 63, 69-74, 83-6, 128,

306, 392, 395-6, 404, 725-32, 739-

41; consolidations of, 168-9; editions

of dailies, 68, 83-4, 121, 123-4, 270;

extras, 68; foreign-language, 89-92,

391, 739-41; London, 377, 379;

news reports for, 279; pages in, 121,

323, 397; price of, 270, 273, 397,

406. See Supplements

Newspaper Supply Co., 219

Newspapers, Yiddish, 762; daily, 90-1,

175-6, 187, 194, 542

News plates, 141-2, 511-12, 517

Newsprint, 20-4, 52-3, 63, 73, 77-8, 80,

97-106, 299, 315, 338, 580, 762; and

"power," 112, 194; A. N. P. A. and,

108-10, 113, 233-4, 237-8, 240, 247,

252, 272; big business in, 107-08;

Canadian, 105, 109; consumption in

U. S., 104-06, 112, 188, 197, 200,

202-03, 323, 742-5; contracts for,

167; English, 22; individual daily's

consumption of, 166; jobbers, 109;

manufacturers, 106-13, 162, 165, 194,

225; mills, 99, 103, 107; price, 101-05,

107-09, 112, 172, 200, 202, 250-2,

270, 273, 312, 323, 387, 742-5; pro-

duction in U. S., 103-06, 742-5; re-

search in, 106; standardization of,

106, 110, 118, 125; tariff on, 105, 108;

tonnage map, 80; trade associations,

107, 109; "trust," 108-09, 237; waste,

105; "webs" or rolls of, 99, 114, 118,

120. See Fourdrinier paper-making

machine; Holland beating machine;

Woodpulp
News-Print Manufacturers Association,

109

News slips. See Newgathering, proof
sheets in

News treatment. See Editorial policy
New York, N. Y., Abend Blatt, 175;

Advertiser, 46, 273, 315; Advertising

League, 359; Albion, 616; American,

95, 263, 268, 286, 418, 424, 448, 491,

557, 597, 650; Amsterdam News, 692;

Anglo-American, 616; Arbeiter Union,

191; Arbeiter Zeitung, 175; Associa-
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tion of Morning Papers of, 209, 482-4;
Automotive Daily News, 221; Bo-

hemian Club, 666; Bronx Home News,

281; Brother Jonathan, 578; Call,

191-2; Chronicle, 209, 277; Citizen,

541; Citizen of the World, 378; City
News Association, 622-3; Commer-

cial, 354; Commercial Advertiser, 120,
'

491, 578; Commercial Bulletin, 238;

Constellation, 260; Continent, 221,

274; Cozier, 259-60, 318, 482, 487;

Courier and Enquirer, 116, 180, 187,

259, 282, 318, 383-4, 391, 394, 484-5,

491, 497-8; Courrier des Etats-Unis,

174, 415; Day Book, 305; Delnicke

Listy, 191; Enquirer, 259, 318, 483-4,

577, 587; Enquirer (1926), 405; Eve-

ning Herald, 277; Evening Journal, 10,

215, 280-1, 420; Evening Sun, 528-9;

Evening World, 214, 633, 646; Express,

278, 491, 498, 505; Flash, 392; For-

ward (See Vorwarts below) ;
Franklin

Typographical Association, 133; Free-

man's Journal, 305; Gazette, 29, 32,

49-50, 60, 136, 209, 282, 481, 491;

Gazetteer, 48; Gazette of the United

States, 32, 180, 479; Gazettes combine,

50-1; Globe, 252, 269, 325, 330, 343,

354, 459, 593, 677; Graphic, 129, 167,

221, 274-5, 282, 285, 597, 652;
Hawk and Buzzard, 383; Herald, 83,

116-7, 121-4, 128-30, 138, 166, 181,

190, 197, 204, 210, 215, 250, 260-2,

264-5, 268, 273-4, 277, 282-3, 288,

317-22, 327, 329, 348, 381-4, 387,

391-2, 394-5, 397, 401, 414-16, 428,

431, 482-3, 487-8, 491-2, 496-8, 502,

505-06, 512, 554, 578, 588, 594, 609-

12, 614-17, 619, 624, 625, 631, 633,

643, 660, 666, 757; Herald Tribune,

95, 139, 242-4, 267, 358, 462, 467,

558, 621, 643, 651, 690; Herold, 175;

Investment News, 221, 276, 709;
Italo-Americano, 176; Jewish Daily

Bulletin, 187, 542, 687, 690; Journal,

39, 46, 123, 179, 265, 273, 281-3, 381,

401, 403, 425, 521, 529, 554, 588, 637,

655; Journal (German), 510; Journal

of Commerce, 10, 136, 175, 238, 253,

259-60, 264, 305, 316, 320, 382-3, 394,

415, 428, 482, 484-5, 487, 491, 496-8,

760; Judische Gazetten, 175; Judisches

Tageblatt, 175; Leader, 192, 677;

Ledger, 319-20; Little Times, 204;

Long Island City Star, 281; Long
Island Press, 281; Lotus Club, 666;

Mail, 167, 194, 459, 510, 660-1; Man,
190; Manhattan Elevated News Co.

of, 265; Manhattan News Co. of, 265;

Mechanic, 190; Mercantile Advertiser,

209, 282, 378, 491
;
Merchants' Coffee-

House, 44H5; Mercury, 25, 32, 49-50,

273; Metropolitan News Co. of, 268;

Mid-day Courier, 277; Minerva, 276,

381, 604; Mirror, 82, 95, 216, 275-6,

405, 535, 578, 651-2; Morgen Journal,

215; Morning Herald, 166, 277; Morn-

ing Journal, 215, 442, 636-7; Morning
Post, 46, 49-51, 260; Narodni List,

176; National Advocate, 382, 607;
National Zeitung, 175; News (1857),

67, 212, 221, 305, 340, 401, 415, 505,

510, 631; News (1919), 10, 82-3, 95,

111, 126, 131, 173, 175, 183, 204, 216,

242, 246, 267, 271, 275-6, 281, 286,

295, 299, 312, 403, 533, 561, 594, 597,

620, 650-1, 655, 657-8, 679, 681-2,

691, 696, 699, 702; Newsdealers' Asso-

ciation of, 264; Newspaper Guild, 571,

680-1, 687, 689, 691, 696-7; News
Writers' Union, 677; New World, 578;

Observer, 68, 378-9, 394, 730; Packet,

392; People, 191; Post, 28, 49, 81, 95,

128, 133, 166, 180, 258-9, 282-3, 316,

322, 373, 379, 382, 384, 428-9, 433,

473, 481, 483, 491, 572, 577-8, 604,

611, 618, 630, 660, 682, 691, 760-1;

Press, 273; Press Club, 434, 436,

666-7, 669; Printers' Union, 138;
Public Library, 102, 131, 754, 762;
Publishers' Association of, 159, 183,

239, 268; Rake, 392; Recorder, 123,

265, 273, 283, 401, 587; Royal Amer-
ican Gazette, 49-50; Royal Gazette, 32,

41, 49; Sabbath Committee, 394-5,

407; Sentinel, 190, 260; Signal, 262;

Sonntags-Nachrichten, 175; Sphinx
Club, 353, 359, 455-6; Staats-Zeitung,

102, 174^5, 253, 415, 448; Standard,

212; Star, 221, 397, 491, 510, 586;

Statesman, 483-4; Sun, 10, 56, 110,

116-18, 128-9, 136, 166, 181, 187-8,

190, 212, 261, 264-5, 274, 281-2, 317,

319-20, 322, 326, 373, 383-4, 391,

397, 406, 483, 487, 490, 494, 497-9,

518, 520-2, 525, 554, 579, 584, 587,
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601, 608-10, 615, 630, 634, 639, 649,

731, 757, 761; [Sunday] Courier, 378;

Sunday Courier, 378; Sunday Mer-

cury, 68, 392, 396-7; Sunday Morning
Atlas, 392, 395; Sunday Morning
News, 380, 391-2; Sunday Morning
Visitor, 392, [Sunday] Telegraph, 378;

Sunday Times, 392; Tages-Nachrich-

ten, 175, 212; Telegram, 215, 281, 373,

405, 445, 591, 619; Time-Piece, 413;

Times, 2, 10, 21, 32, 62, 67, 95, 106,

111, 113, 118, 126, 128, 166, 182, 197,

204, 210, 215, 242, 272, 282-5, 288,

312, 319-22, 332, 358, 384, 390, 395-6,

403-04, 406, 415, 432, 456, 458, 461-2,

467, 473, 501, 519, 529, 532, 535-6,

554, 557-8, 588, 615-16, 624-5, 627,

640, 643, 646-7, 650, 655, 660, 695,

698, 760; Times Service, 572; Tran-

script, 278, 391, 609; Tribune, 103-05,

118-19, 122, 130, 138, 166, 197-9,

204, 210-12, 262, 277, 283, 285, 320,

322, 324, 338, 384, 387, 395, 404, 433,

497-8, 500, 549, 553, 578, 594, 611-16,

629, 660, 743-4, 761; Typographical

Association, 135, 138; Typographical

Society, 133-5, 137; Typographical

Union, 147, 149, 163, 225, 763;

Typothetae, 225, 232; Union, 190;

Volkszeitung, 191; Vorwarts, 176, 187,

191; Wall Street Daily News, 542;

Wall Street Journal, 59, 709; Weekly

Journal, 24, 29, 32, 34, 38; Weekly

Post-Boy, 33; Weekly Tribune, 304;

Whip, 392; Witness, 187; Worker,

193-4, 301, 697; Workingman's Advo-

cate, 190; World, 102, 108, 121, 123,

187, 214, 236, 264-5, 272-4, 280,

282-5, 323, 327, 330, 373, 387, 395,

397, 399-401, 415, 445, 521, 532, 554,

561, 587-8, 591, 619, 621, 629, 632,

634-5, 638, 643-6, 657, 660, 677, 682;

World-Telegram, 10, 372, 646, 693;

Zeitung, 174

New-York and Washington Telegraph

Co., 493

New York Associated Dailies, 252-3

New York Associated Publishers, 253-4,

346

New York, Editors and Publishers'

Association of the State of, 223,

226

New York News Association, 510

New York Press Association, 223-4,

229, 253, 256, 763

New York Society of Newspaper
Editors, 253

New York State Circulation Managers'

Association, 291

New York State Editorial and Typo-

graphical Association, 223, 226, 349

New York State membership corpora-
tions law, 196, 234, 522

New York State Publishers' Association,

159, 253, 346

New York State Publishers' Conference,
253

Neylan, J. F ,
533-4

Niles, Hezekiah, 5, 178, 481, 577

Niles' Weekly Register, 5, 101, 178, 227,

481, 518, 577, 605, 618, 710, 730, 742,

756

Nippon Dempo Tsushin Sha, 537

Noah, M M., 180

Non-English-speaking. See Literacy

Norfolk, Va , Beacon, 484-5

Norris, G. W., 111-12

North American Newspaper Alliance,

251, 594

North American Press Syndicate, 251,

593

North, S. N D., 12, 87, 95, 207, 271,

313, 374, 473, 519, 628, 640, 706, 731,

734-7, 743, 758

Northwest Daily Press Association

240, 356, 363

Northwestern Associated Press, 509

Northwestern Newspaper Publishers'

Association, 153, 225

Noyes, F, B., 285, 525

O

Oakland, Cal
, Post-Inquirer, 183; Trib-

une, 183

O'Brien, F. M., 373, 518, 601, 639, 731,

761
"
Obscenity," 192,243,308

Ochs, A. S., 67, 167, 215, 284, 399, 588,

636, 760

Odegard, Peter, 374

Ogburn, W. F., 1, 701

Ogden, H. C., newspapers, 218

Ohio Select List of Daily Newspapers,

251, 355

Okemah, Okla., Leader, 131

Oklahoma Dailies, 356
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Olson, K. E., 357-8

Olzendam, Roderic, 248

Omaha, Neb., Bee-News, 217; News, 215

100,000 Group of American Cities, 356

One-newspaper cities, 66, 77, 273, 657

Ontario Paper Co., Ill

Open shop, promotion of, 146, 149,

154r-9, 162, 242, 678. See American

Newspaper Publishers' Association,

Open Shop Department
O'Rourke, C. A., 622

O'Shaughnessy, James, 361

O'Sullivan, J. F., 670

Oswald, Eleazer, 45, 411

Otis, H. G., 146-7

Our Organette, 227

Outcault, R. F., 123, 401-02

Outdoor Advertising Association of

America, 366

Overmyer, R. P., 207

Owen, Jennie S., 641

Ownership, newspaper, 29-31, 86, 131,

165-207; by charity foundation, 184,

195-6; by churches, 184-5; by cus-

tomers, 197, 205; by employees,

196-7, 204-05; by foreign govern-

ment, 194; by public utilities, 184;

^fey unions, 190-4; corporate, 197, 211;

news^S&f aApl "power" control of

111-12; press^agentry and, 195;

special interests and, 178-84; stability

of, 165-9, 174-8. See Chains, newspa-
per; Chains, "synthetic" newspaper

P
Pacific Association of Advertising

Agencies, 364

Pacific Northwest Newspaper Asso-

ciation, 240

Pacific Northwest School of Printing,
159

Pagenstecher brothers, 98, 101-02

Page size, 55, 105, 110, 177, 187-8, 259-

60, 270-1, 275, 323, 338

Pages, number of, 55, 120-2, 124-5, 177,

259-60, 271, 318, 322-3, 397

Paine, R. F., 328, 583, 589, 602

Paine, Thomas, 40

Palestine Telegraphic Agency, 542

Palmer, C. E
, newspapers, 218

Palmer, Frederick, 652

Palmer, L. B., 132, 236, 256, 374-5, 431,

444-5, 447, 745, 763

Palmer, V. B
,
338

Pamphlets, 16-17, 22, 37, 40, 44, 48

Panama-Pacific International Exposi-

tion, 235, 653

Pancoast, George, 123, 126, 540

Paper. See Newsprint

Paper Mill and Wood Pulp News, 107

Paper Reporter, 107

Paper Trade Journal, 107

Parent, Peter, 19

Paris, France, New York Herald, 2l5;
Petit Journal, 401; Presse, 117

Park, R. E., 7, 14, 96, 734-5, 740, 758,
762

Parker, G. B., 244

Parker, G. F., 439; & Lee, 439-41

Parker, Mac, 699

Parton, James, 312, 519, 616, 639,
761

Partridge, C. S
, 519, 601, 762

Paterson, N J , News, 647; Questione

Sociale, 308-09

Patman, Wright, 371,469

Patterson, Grove, 690

Patterson, J. M., 82, 246, 275, 594, 597,

630, 655, 657-8, 679

Patterson-McCormick newspapers, 216

Payne, G. H., 3, 640, 758

Payne, P. A., 651

Pearson, Earle, 362

Pegler, Westbrook, 656

Penn, I. G., 207, 762

Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers7

Association, 132, 159, 240, 252, 347,
374

Pennsylvania Press Association, 229

Pennsylvania Railroad, 307, 434, 441,
450

Peoria, 111., Register, 76

Pepper, G. W., 292-3

Periodical Publishers Association, 343

Periodicals, 718-23; advertising in,

351, 366-7, 369; and newspapers,
221, 354, 366-7, 406, 586-7, 591,

594-5, 598; and post office, 308;

cheap, 82, 145, 306-07, 366; circu-

lation of, 71, 152; daily, 64-5, 69-

70, 73, 87, 276, 719, 723; defined,

13-14; propaganda in, 444; trends

in, 151-2

Periodicals, foreign-language, 88, 734-

5, 739-41; daily, 89

Perkins, S. A., 215
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Perrin, D. S., 462

Perry, J. W., 164, 256, 313, 475, 573-

5, 602, 698-9

Pew, M. E., 164, 207, 473, 518, 573-4,
602

Philadelphia, Pa., Abend Post, 212;

Age, 385; American Daily Adver-

tiser, 58-9, 100, 166, 169, 185, 318,

478, 480; Aurora, 179, 190, 604;

Bulletin, 66, 267, 283-4, 510, 588,

593-4; Cent, 260; Central News Co.,

262-3; Christian Observer, 415; City
Editors' Association, 623; Company
of Printers of, 208-09; Courrier

Franqais, 19-20, 88; Daily Chronicle,

258-9; Day, 510; Evening Ledger,

644; Federal Gazette, 60, 410; Finan-

cial Journal, 709; Gazette of the

United States, 179-80, 259, 479-80,

604; General Advertiser, 179; Inde-

pendent Gazetteer, 45, 411, 480;

Inquirer, 100, 169-70, 173, 260, 269,

280, 335, 404, 588-9; London Coffee-

House, 44-5, 52, 55, 57; Mail, 58,

169; National Gazette, 479-80, 484;

News, 167, 276; News-Post, 189, 275;

New World, 276-7; North American,

169, 184-5, 262, 329, 578, 611;

Pennsylvania Chronicle, 22, 32-3, 39,

52, 60; Pennsylvania Evening Post,

28, 30, 41, 43, 51-7, 62-3, 179, 274;

Pennsylvania Gazette, 24, 26, 30, 718;

Pennsylvania Journal, 30, 35, 40,

44; Pennsylvania Ledger, 53
; Pennsyl-

vania Packet, 30-1, 41, 45, 55-9, 168-

70, 258-9, 301, 314-15; Pennsylva-
nische Gazette, 31, 39; Penny Post,

43; Presbyterian, 400; Press, 211-12,

585; Public Ledger, 101, 110, 114,

117, 128, 167, 169, 181, 204, 210,

261, 263, 269-70, 280, 285, 288, 317,

321, 414, 490, 497-8, 509, 557, 594,

608, 611, 614, 620-1, 644; Record,

110, 236, 242, 269, 271, 280, 657,

682, 690-1; Saturday Courier, 383;

Staatsbote, 30, 41; Star, 212, 271, 288;

Sunday Chronicle, 378-9; Sunday

Dispatch, 393, 396; Sunday Gazette,

378; Sunday Mercury, 396; Sunday

Transcript, 398; Tageblatt, 191; Tele-

graph, 579, 618-19; Times, 119-20,

167, 584; Typographical Society,

133-4; United States Gazette, 169,

489, 605, 607; Universal Gazette,

480; Universal Instructor, 38

Phillips, W. P., 514

Photo-engravers, -ing, 97, 128-31, 143,

150, 199, 274, 536, 624, 634r-5, 701;

"one-man" plants, 131

Photophone, 131, 540

Pictures, 24, 95, 97, 128-31, 274, 316,

323, 327, 530-1, 582, 589-90, 593-5,

597-8, 630; by wire, 531-6; color, 127

Pigeon express, 210, 489-91, 494, 498,

611, 701

Pittsburgh, Pa., American Srbobran,

176; Courier, 178; Dispatch, 168;

Gazette, 23, 319; Gazette-Times, 463;

Leader, 168, 288; Mercury, 393;

Newspaper Publishers' Association,

153, 168, 670; Newswriters Union,

670; Post-Gazette, 372; Press, 173,

269, 372; Press Club, 667, 669-70,

698; Sun-Telegraph, 217, 269, 372,

699; Tri-State News Bureau, 623;

Visitor, 393

Plants, newspaper, and stability, 167;

branch, 280-1; cost of, 131, 173;

crowded, 119; location of, 280;

scientific planning of, 125
; secondary,

85; similarity to other factories, 113,

165

Plummer, A. N., 464

Polish Newspaper Association of Amer-

ica, 176

Political parties, 11-12, 30, 165; Anar-

chist, 308; Anti-Federalist, 179; Bull

Moose, 547; Communist, 193, 301,

309, 695, 697; Democratic, 60, 181-2,

191, 211, 259, 381, 433, 439, 448-9,

480, 493, 547-9; Democratic-Repub-

lican, 179-80; Farmer-Labor, 541;

Federalist, 166, 179-80, 413, 479-80,

604; Independent Democratic, 182;

Independent Republican, 182; Jef-

fersonian, 190, 479-80; Labor, 541;

National Republican, 491; Non-
Partisan League, 541; Radical Negro

Republican, 177; Republican, 60, 177,

182, 187, 243, 285, 292, 433, 448-9,

453, 516, 532, 536, 547-9, 627;

Socialist, 147, 176, 191, 301, 309,

541; Socialist-Democratic, 193; So-

cialist Labor, 176, 182; Tammany,
267; Tory, 30, 39, 52; Whig, 30, 35,

39-40, 52, 54, 179, 181, 408
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Politicians, 29, 37, 39, 112, 156, 165,

211, 408, 600, 612, 617

Politics, 77, 165; and newspaper man-

agement, 178-84; change in terms

of, 182; publishers' associations in,

226. See Lobbies; etc.

Pony express, 210, 282, 483-7, 490-2,

494, 496-8

Port Huron, Mich
,
Times Herald, 665

Portland, Ore., Oregonian, 560, 616

Poster Advertising Association, 365

Post office, 25-8, 41, 45, 280, 301-12,

483, 485, 495, 763; advertising of,

318; air mail, 747; carrier delivery,

302, 305-06, 310, 745-6; express

mail, 485-6, 490; free-in-county,

303-04, 306, 310-12; money order

system, 326; number of, 28, 745-6;
Postal Act of Aug. 24, 1912, 194,

238-9, 309, 330, 342, 449; publishers'

bodies and, 226, 233, 237, 240, 303,

310; ruling on use of mail boxes, 390;
rural free delivery, 266, 307-08, 387,

745-6; second-class privileges, 192,

266, 305, 307-11, 331, 413-14, 422,

706; subsidy of newspapers by, 242,

301, 308, 311-12

Post riders, 26, 301

Post roads, mileage of, 28, 745-6

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Journal, 32

Poulson, Zachariah, Jr., 59, 100, 166,

169, 185

Powell, E. M., 454

Pray, I. C., 207, 312, 374, 406-07, 473,

518, 639-40, 730, 761

Preachers, 16-17, 37, 62, 378-80, 393-

5, 398-400, 405, 408-09, 612, 617

Predecessors of newspapers, 16-17, 42
Premier Syndicate, 592

Presbrey, Frank, 373-5, 764
Present State of New-English Affairs, 17

Press agent, 34, 36-40, 95, 427-71, 606,

620, 622-3, 648-9, 654, 659, 664,

764-5; American Newspaper Pub-
lishers' Association and, 233-4, 236,

431, 444-7, 459-60, 462, 668; anti-

union, 149; defined, 36; functions,

195, 409, 464-5, 587; policies, 439-44,
450, 454-5, 459, 461-2; "publicity
agent,

37

450; "public relations coun-

sel," 95

Press clubs, 434-6, 666-72, 679; pro-
fessional societies, 671-2

Press Congress of the World, 653

Press control, political, 34-7, 95, 110,

161, 249-50, 408-27, 649, 763; adver-

tising and, 233, 237, 247, 314rl5;

censorship, 410, 414-16, 421, 427,

451, 651-2; licensing, 410-11; Min-
nesota gag law, 421

; "public interest"

and, 414, 417, 419, 648; public
service status and, 268; suppression,

412, 415; through postal privileges,

192-3, 304-05, 308-09; through tax-

ation, 410-11; voluntary censorship

as, 419

Pressmen, 120, 130, 142-5, 150, 153,

158, 197

Pressmen's Trade District Union, 144

Press-Radio Bureau, 565, 567-70

Press Wireless, 557-8

Preston, England, Guardian, 119

Preston, "Jim," 519

Printer: A Monthly Newspaper, 226

Printers, master, 29, 31-9, 43, 53,

133-4, 165, 206, 603; periodicals for,

226-7

Printers' Circular, 226

Printer's Ink, 234, 330, 353

Printing, job, 29, 33, 44, 52, 117, 165-6;

official, 178, 181, 409

Printing Gazette, 226

Printing presses, 63, 73, 94, 97, 106,

113-29, 161, 315, 579, 700, 762;

color, 113, 121, 123-4, 126-7, 130;
color in run-of-paper, 126-7; deck

type, 119-22; efficiency of, 29, 76,

81, 97, 103, 106, 114-20, 124, 270,

276, 312, 366, 387; electric, 114, 119,

123; flat bed and cylinder, 114^16;

hand, 20-1, 29, 94, 97, 113-14, 116,

131; "perfecting," 118, 120; plate-

revolving, 117-18, 120; rotary, 119,

123, 318, 323, 326; rotogravure, 113,

128-9; steam, 114-15; type-revolving,

114, 116-17, 120; unit-type, 125,
web or roll-fed, 114, 118, 120-1, 123,

125, 130

Printing Trade News, 227

Promotional and Research Managers'
Association, 363

Proof-Sheet, 95, 207, 227-8, 374, 473,

601, 627, 639-40, 760

Proof sheets. See Newsgathering, proof
sheets in

Propaganda. See Publicity, "free"
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Proprietary Association, 334r-5

Providence Paper Mills, 110

Providence, R. I
, Bulletin, 278; Journal,

102, 278, 483, 760; Star, 510

Publicity, "free," 94, 109, 370-3, 427-

71, 620, 622-3, 655-6, 764r-5; Amer-

ican Newspaper Publishers' Associa-

tion and, 233-4, 236, 431, 444-7,

459-60, 462, 668; "business office

must," 236, 321, 470; departments
of advertising agencies, 364, 438,

444-5, 447-8, 454-5; opposition to,

331, 361; "puffery," 321, 371, 427-9,

432, 443, 445, 460

Public opinion, 4-5, 63, 94, 183, 418;

W. R. Hearst on, 195

Public Utilities Advertising Associa-

tion, 360

Publishers
7

associations, 113, 138, 149-

50, 152-63, 165, 202, 223-50; and

advertisers, 210, 250; and circulation

management, 210; and labor, 208;

and subscription prices, 208-09; co-

operative purchasing by, 231, 250-4;

early, 208-11, 250; state and sec-

tional, 237, 239-40, 253-4. See Amer-

ican Newspaper Publishers' Associa-

tion; Associated Press; United

Typothetae of America; etc.

Publishers
1

Auxiliary, 227, 601, 640,

765

Publishers' Buying Corp., 109, 113,

252

Publishers
1

Guide, 132, 228, 256, 374r-5
3

763

Publishers' National Radio Committee,

563-5, 568, 570

Publishers' Press Association, 520,

536

"Puffs." See Publicity, "free"

Pulitzer, Joseph, 66-8, 82-3, 108, 121,

191, 196, 214r-15, 264, 272-4, 283-4,

323, 327, 375, 399, 401, 403, 437, 528,

540, 550, 573, 587, 602, 609, 621,

627, 630-3, 635, 637-8, 640, 657, 661,

698, 761; prizes, 646-7

Pulitzer, Ralph, 682

Pulliam, E. C., 220

Purcell, G. W., 256, 374

Quill, 640, 662

Quincy, HI., Herald-Whig, 291

R

Radder, N. J., 574, 763

Radio, 82, 94, 556-71, 765; advertising,

367-9; facsimile transmission, 558,

570-1; micro-wave, 570; newscasting,

282, 390, 559-71; news transmission

(for newspapers), 76, 556-8; number
of messages, 747; number of receiv-

ing sets, 368; ownership of, 367-8

Radio Corporation of America, 557,

571

Radio News Association, 566

Radio News Service of America, 562,

565-6

Radiotypewriter, 540

Railroads, 24, 76, 107, 278, 302, 485,

491, 747; city passenger, 81, 322,

393, 608; electric, 81, 747; elevated,

81, 265, 322; press favors and sub-

sidy by, 211, 214, 224, 230, 307;

propaganda activities of, 442, 444,

446; subway, 81, 276

Raleigh, N. C., News & Observer, 297,

465

Randolph, Woodruff, 751-2

Raymond, Allen, 697

Raymond, H. J., 6, 166, 375, 415, 518,

615-16, 639-40, 698, 760

Reading, Pa., Times, 690

Reading rooms. See Coffee-houses

Ready-print, companies, 212, 386; de-

fined, 212; extent used, 212, 386,

593; start of, 212, 385-6, 578, 580

Ready-set. See
"
Boiler plate

"

"Red," "Reds," 149, 162, 183, 292-3,

455, 464r-5, 596, 600, 612, 658, 672,

674, 689

Reference library. See Morgue
Regier, C. C.

5 437, 764

Register & Tribune Syndicate, 594, 597

Reid, Whitelaw, 130
; 231, 324, 433,

549, 629, 660, 760

Reporters, 36-7, 40, 59, 143, 145, 197,

200, 202, 434^-5, 451, 462, 603, 607-

11, 613-17, 621-9, 633-4, 636-7,

647, 654r-5, 659, 666-97; district

system for, 608-09, 614r-15; "shot

in the arm," 603

Reporters' confidences, 417-19, 629,

634

Republican Press Association, 510

Resnick, David, 640
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Reuter, Julius, 505, 513

Reuter Telegram Co., 513, 517-18,

529-30, 545, 549, 566

Reynolds, S. M., 651

Rhinelander-Patterson case, 651

Rice, S. A., 95, 207, 574-5
3
759

Richard, Gabriel, 17

Richardson, J. S., 264^-5

Richardson, Leander, 228

Richmond, Ind., Item, 563; Palladium,
563

Richmond, Va., Colored American, 178;

Compiler, 5; Times Dispatch, 126;

Typothetae, 232

Rickard, Tex, 463

Ricketts, L. L., 290

Ridder brothers, 175; newspapers, 216,

253

Ridder, Herman, 448

Ripley, George, 578

Ritter, Charles, 611

Rives, J. C., 107

Rivington, James, 30, 32, 41, 48-51

Robb, A. T., 168, 255-6, 573-4, 699

Robert, N. L., 98-100

Roberts, R. A., 559

Robertson, Alexander, 49-50

Rockefeller, J. D., Jr., 441, 443

Rockford, 111 , Editorial Writers Asso-

ciation, 678; Register-Gazette, 310;

Republic, 527

Rogers & Fowle, 29, 40

Rogers, C. E., 690

Rogers, D. G., 621

Rogers, H. L., 354

Rogers, Jason, 252, 269, 325, 343, 354,

593-4, 759

Rogers, J. E., 407, 759

Rogers, J. Z., 474

Rogers, Will, 597

"Romantic profession," 603, 626-7,

636, 642, 669, 679

Roosevelt, F. D., 110, 243, 293, 295,

297, 449, 467-8, 562, 598-9, 652,

654, 697

Rorty, James, 332, 764

Rosewater, Victor, 495, 519, 524,
765

Rossiter, W. S., 163, 371, 759

Ross, T. J., 467-8

Rounds, S. P., 511, 581

Rowell, G. P., 167, 340, 348, 350, 353,

375, 764

Rowell, G. W., & Co., 66, 227-8, 234,

271, 339-41, 349, 375, 601, 707-09,

720-1, 731, 734-7, 739-40, 755, 764

Rublee, H. E., 386

Rumely, E. A., 194

Russell, Benjamin, 47, 478, 481

Russell, L. T., 688-9

Russell, R. W., 504

Sacramento, Cal, Bee, 460, 646; Union,
579

Sailer, Joseph, 611

St. Louis, Mo., Ad Men's League, 359;

Amerika, 186; Association of Jour-

nalists, 674, 676, 679; Chronicle, 213;

Democrat, 166, 627; Dispatch, 632;

Globe-Democrat, 351, 397; News, 505;

Post, 632; Post-Dispatch, 128, 214,

363, 532, 674r-5; Press, 191; Repub-
lican, 76, 324, 393, 585; Republic,

400, 492, 615, 675; Star, 620; Star-

Times, 299; Times, 674; Typothetae,

232; Westliche Post, 627, 633

St. Paul, Minn., Dispatch, 175; News,
215; Pioneer Press, 175

Salaries, newspaper and periodical, 198-

202, 750-1

Salem, Mass., Gazette, 51

Salter, L. G., 697

Salt Lake City, Utah, Deseret News, 185

San Antonio, Tex., Express, 642; Light,
217

San Diego, Cal., Sun, 213

Sandison, G. H., 514

San Francisco, Cal., Call-Bulletin, 183,

689; Chronicle, 183, 558, 579; Exam-

iner, 183, 215, 521, 633, 635; Herald,

275; Illustrated Herald, 221; News,
188; Newspaper Publishers

7

Council,

183; Shopping News, 389; Western

Worker, 193-4

San Jos6, Cal., Mercury-Herald, 389

Scharf, J. T., 60, 518

Schlesinger, A. M., 374, 640

Schreiner, G. A., 669

Schurz, Carl, 632

Schuyler, Philip, 574

Schwellenbach, Louis, 425

Science Service, 540, 542-4, 587

Scott, F. W., 76, 761

Scott, Walter, 119; & Co., 123-4, 126
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Scott, W. R
, 264, 313, 763

Scott, W. S., 177

Scranton, Pa., Newswriters' Union,
670-2

Scribner, B. W., 131, 762

Scripps-Canfield newspapers, 214

Scripps Editorial Board, 590

Scripps, Ellen B., 583-4, 589

Scripps, E. W., 10, 14, 67, 163, 173, 184,

188-9, 191, 205, 207, 212-15, 220,

255, 264, 313, 328, 373, 390, 399, 450,

474, 520-1, 536, 538, 543, 550, 573,

583, 589-90, 592, 602, 631, 633, 635,

696, 760; estate, 543

Scripps, G. H., 212-13

Scripps-Howard News, 204, 602, 640

Scripps-Howard Newspaper Alliance,

219, 590

Scripps-Howard newspapers, 9-10, 173,

214, 216, 219-20, 223, 242, 244, 269,

275, 372-3, 467-8, 533, 535, 538,

543-5, 565, 591, 647, 691, 693; in-

vestment companies, 205; National

Advertising Department, 356; num-
ber of employees, 205

Scripps, J. E , 212, 214, 271

Scripps, J. G ,
214

Scripps League of Newspapers, 173,

213, 242, 280, 631; new, 214

Scripps-McRae League, 173, 213-14,

219, 328, 520, 538; Investment Co.,

205

Scripps-McRae Press Association, 520,

536-7, 589

Scripps News Association, 520, 536-7

Scripps' Pacific coast group, 213-14,

520

Scripps Publishing Co., 213, 271, 584-5,
630

Scripps, R. P., 214

Scull, John, 23

Seaton, W. W., 480, 742

Seattle, Wash., Guild Daily, 696; News-

paper Guild, 694-5; Post-Intelli-

gencer, 193, 567, 694-6; Star, 193, 213;

Telegraph, 300; Times, 175, 567;

Union Record, 193, 696

Seitz, D. C., 108, 236, 375, 445-7, 573,

602, 640, 698, 761

Seldes, George, 468, 475, 655-6, 759

SeUer, H R., 695

Semagraph, 127-8, 157

Seminole, Okla., Producer, 131

Sensationalism. See Editorial policy,

sensational

Seward, Alexander 495-6

Shanks, W. F. G., 519, 586, 639

Sheboygan, Wise., Press, 619

Sheldon, C. M
,
187

Sholes, C. L., 628

Shoppell, R. W., 583

Shopping news publications, 367, 388-90

Siebert, F. S., 309, 472-3, 553, 574, 698,

763

Sigma Delta Chi, 662; Synoptic, 698

Simmons, A. H., 210

Simonton, J. W., 513, 519

Sinclair, Upton, 190, 438, 441, 468,

523-4, 652, 759

Singerly, W. M., 110

Six-Point League, 235, 354-5, 362

Slauson, A. B., 705, 715-18, 755

Slosson, E. E., 542, 544

Smith, C. J., 438

Smith, E. J., 371

Smith, F. O. J., 499, 501

Smith, John, 377

Smith, O. J., 511

Smith, S. H., 276, 480

Smith, W. H., 514

Social instrument, newspaper as a, 2, 4,

20, 62-3, 74, 131, 162, 700-04

Somerset County, England, Gazette,

123

Soundphoto or Soundfoto, 535-6

Southern Advertising Agents' Associa-

tion, 360

Southern Associated Press, 509-10, 517

Southern Association of Newspaper
Circulators, 266

Southern California Associated News-

papers, 218

Southern Newspaper Publishers' Asso-

ciation, 106, 240, 346-7, 362, 448,

470, 564, 596

Southern School of Printing, 159

Southwestern Associated Press, 509

Southwest School of Printing, 159

Sower (Saur), Christopher, Jr , 21, 24,

41, 49-50

Spartanburg, S. C., Heraid-Journal, 112

Special representatives, 222, 235, 253,

349-57, 363-4

Spencer, Samuel, 442, 446

Sports, 11, 68, 121, 186, 392, 396, 403,

463, 530, 593, 609, 611, 616, 629
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Springfield, Mass., Evening Union, 222;

Journal, 222; News, 222; Republican,

157, 222, 275, 502, 579, 760; Shopping
News, 222, 388; Union, 222

Springfield, Mo., Leader, 372; News,

372; Press, 372

"Square," 315, 340

Stahlman, J. G., 564

Stamp Act, British, 18, 27, 34-5, 39;

Massachusetts, 35; New York, 35

Standard Oil Co., 438, 442, 457

Stanhope press, 21, 115

Stanley, H. M., 627

Staten Island, N. Y., Staten Islander,

212; Sun, 212

Steen, C. P., 672

Stefani, Guglielmo, 505. See Agenzia
Stefani

Steffens, Lincoln, 188, 631, 652, 761

Stereotypers, 143-5, 150, 153, 158

Stereotyping, 97, 114, 117, 120-1, 124,

130, 135, 141, 198, 318, 323, 326,

579-80, 582, 701; firms, 117; flong in,

124-5; "mats" or matrices, 124-5,

141; thin, 130, 141, 338, 511

Stern, J. D., 242, 630, 657, 682, 691,

696

Sternbenz, E. H., 475

Stevens, G. A., 163, 763

Stevenson, W. H., 435-6

Stewart, Ethelbert, 163, 255, 763

Stewart, M. H., 475

Stimson, A. L., 518

Stodghffl, H. W., 295

Stokes, R. L., 675-6

Stoll, E. E.., 168

Stone, M. E., 47, 60, 271, 516-18, 529,
765

Stone, W. L., 491

Storey, W. F., 618, 631

Stout, Thomas, 621

Stretz, Vera, 655

Stuart, William, 75

Subeditions. See Newspapers, daily,
subeditions of

Subscribers, 44, 63, 70-2, 76, 78, 81, 83,

86, 92, 136, 368, 729-30, 742; and

copy price, 272-4; boycott, 146;
commercial value of, 167; influence

of, 181; mental equipment of, 275-6;

reading habits of, 277; representa-
tion of, 162-3, 165, 284, 603, 629-
30

"Subscribers' market," 59, 67, 71, 136,

270-1, 276, 318, 437, 610

Subsidy, newspaper, 30, 33, 41, 49,

178-81, 188, 211, 409, 448, 479-80,
492

Suburban area, 84^6, 92, 644-5

Sullivan, J S., 561

Sullivan, Lawrence, 698

Sullivan, Mark, 328, 467, 594

Sumner, W. G., 6, 14, 254, 472

Sunday observance, 68, 72, 83, 89, 259,

376-80, 391-400, 405

Sun News Service, 520

Superior, Wise., Telegram, 251

Supplements, comic, 72, 113, 123-4,

126-7, 145, 369-70, 401-03, 592-3,

630; comic, ready-print, 141, 212, 403;

comic, tabloid, 126; magazine, 72,

113, 124, 126-7, 129, 145, 231, 369-

70, 396-7, 403-06, 585, 593, 597, 635;

magazine, of chain, 213; magazine,

ready-print, 141, 212, 403-06; roto-

gravure, 127-9, 369-70, 404, 597

Suppression. See Press control, political

Supreme Court, U. S., 192, 238, 242,

247, 299, 308, 330, 335, 390, 410, 412,

420-2, 425, 467, 553, 555, 565, 567-8,

598, 690, 694

Sutherland, George, 412

Swain, W. J., 509

Swain, W. M ,
210

Sweeney, J. S., 212

"SXI," 622

Syndicates. See Feature syndicates

"Synthetic chains." See Chains, "syn-
thetic" newspaper

Syracuse, N. Y., Herald, 291; Post-

Standard, 310, 425

Tabloids. See Newspapers, daily,
tabloid

Tacoma, Wash., Ledger, 215; News, 215

Taft, Hulbert, 686

Tammen, H H., 456-7, 760

Tampa, Fla., Tribune, 111

Tanner, JV. V., 695

Tass, 545, 549

Tavel, R. A
,
483

Taverns. See Coffee-houses

Tea Pot Dome, 457-8

Teleautograph, 531

Telediagraph, 531-2
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Telegraphic Agency of the Soviet Union

(Tass), 545, 549

Telegraph, electric, 11, 64, 66-7, 76, 97,

166, 181, 189, 191, 198, 203, 209, 237,

250,264,281,385,423-5,481,489,491-

518, 608-09, 615-16, 621-2, 624, 643,

701, 765; automatic printers, 527;

leased wires, 513, 515, 521, 526-7, 530,

532, 537, 539, 548, 551, 569, 622-3;

pictures by, 531-6; statistics on, 494,

747; toll charges, 198

Telegraph, semaphoric, 482, 488-9

Telephone, 97, 202, 250, 280, 491, 512,

527, 609, 624, 628, 646, 747; tolls,

240

Telephoto, 131, 533, 540, 601

Telestereograph, 532

Teletypesetter, 127, 156-7

Teletypewriter, 97, 128, 527, 569, 622-3

Terre Haute, Ind., Post, 213

Texarkana, Ark., News Craft, 678

Texas Daily Press League, 356

Thain, R. S., 351

This Week, 129, 404-05

Thobbing, 477, 605, 612, 665, 700

Thomas, Isaiah, 31, 38, 40-1, 49, 53,

56, 60-1, 179, 181, 210, 381, 709, 730,

742, 758-9

Thomas, Lowell, 564

Thomas, Norman, 192, 677

Thomason, S. E., Ill

Thompson News Bureau, 541

Thompson, Stephen, 697

Three-I Circulation Managers' Asso-

ciation, 291

Tillinghast, H. M., 132

Tiilotson & Son, 580, 587

Time, 177, 313, 531, 597, 602, 654, 658,

698

Tinker, E. L., 733, 755

Toledo, O., Blade, 184, 582, 690; News-

Bee, 184

Topeka, Kan., Capital, 187

Topliff, Samuel, Jr., 47

Topliff's Reading Room, 263, 608

Toronto, Ont., Empire, 402; Globe, 355;

Mail, 402

Towne, Benjamin, 30, 41, 43, 51-8, 62,

113, 179, 258, 274, 314

Towse, J. R., 473

Trade associations, 155-6, 248, 703,

763; advertisers', 358-65; advertising

agents', 229; and house organs, 227;

defined, 210; master printers
7

,
149-

50, 225; paper and newsprint, 107,

109. See Publishers' associations;

American Newspaper Publishers'

Association; United Typothetae of

America

Trade journals, advertisers', 227-9;
master printers', 226-8; newspaper,

202, 226-9, 432, 447, 703, 755-6;

paper and newsprint, 107; union

printers', 226-7

Traffic Audit Bureau, 366

Transportation facilities, 67, 72, 78,

81-3, 85-6, 280, 301-12; airplane,

312; automobiles, 72, 81, 86, 284,

308, 310-11, 396, 403, 747; motor

buses, 81; steamships, 210, 302 See

Railroads

Transradio Press Service, 565-6, 568-9,

571

Treadwell, Daniel, 116

Trenton, N. J., Gazette, 49; Trite

American, 208

Trial by newspaper, 42, 419, 471, 606-

08, 610, 633, 645, 648-50, 654-5

"Truth in Advertising," 329, 331, 333,

764

Tucker, P. L., 434

Tucker, W. T., 518

Tugwell, R. G., 333-4, 336

Turnbull, Alexander, Jr., 379

Turnbull, George, 640

Turnbull, Laurence, 518

Tuttle, A. S., 263

Twin City Newspaper Guild, 680

Tyler, Silas, 302, 489

Type, 20-1, 24, 29, 117, 121, 315, 327,

338

Typecasting. See Typesetting

Type-founders, 143, 145

Typesetting, 20, 29, 67, 97, 114, 151;

and stereotyping, 198; costs, 117,

141, 151, 198-9; efficiency, 127, 277;

machines, 114, 120-1, 127, 141, 151.

See Linotype

Typewriter, 97, 128, 157-8, 515, 527,

624, 628

Typists, as a threat to compositors,
157

Typographic Advertiser, 226

Typographical Forum, 157

Typographical Journal, 142, 227, 255

Type-O-Writer, 157-8
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"Un-American;' 149, 635

Union News Co., 400

Union Pacific Railroad, 436, 441

Union Printer, 227

Unions, bookbinders', 143-5; general

notes on, 133, 135-7, 140, 155, 162,

183-4, 190-1, 204, 231, 302, 600,

639, 687; mailers', 143, 145-6; news-

boys', 246, 300; newswriters', 143,

145, 669-97, 705, 751-3; photo-

engravers', 143; pressmen's, 143-5,

192, 677; printers', 25, 133-64, 167,

208, 231, 700-01, 703-04, 762-3

(See National Typographical Union;
International Typographical Union);

proofreaders', 143; stereotypers and

electrotypers', 124, 143-5, 153; type-

founders', 143, 145

United Brotherhood of Newspaper
Carriers, etc., 300 v

United Feature Syndicate, 590-2, 598,

602

United Newspapers, 235, 354

United News Pictures, 591

United Press Associations, 83, 189, 219,

461, 526, 536-8, 541, 545, 572, 590-1,

595; and newscasting, 560-1, 563-5,

568-9; editorial unions and, 675;

hours covered by report of, 279;
local newsgathering agencies of, 623

United Press of Illinois (1887), 515-18,

520, 522, 528, 550, 589; leased wires

of, 545; "literary bureau," 587

United Press of New York (1882), 512-

15, 622

United States Associated Press, 503

United Typothetae of America, anti-

union activities of, 148-9, 153,

158-9, 231-2; Closed Shop Branch

of, 149; start, 225

Unit presses. See Printing press, unit

Universal Service, 539-40, 565, 572

Urban area, 84n5, 312, 730-1
Urban dwellers, 70-1, 81, 729-31, 742

Urbanization, 45, 63-7, 70, 72, 78, 81,

86, 93, 204, 270, 276-81, 644-5
Urban places, 63-6, 68, 70, 72, 75,

77-8, 92, 264, 275-6, 281, 718-19; and

invention, 161, 700; population, 725-

6; size and number of dailies, 76-7

Utica, N. Y
, Gazette, 495

Value of products See Income

Van Cleve, George, 445

Vandenberg, J. H., 251

Vanderbilt, Cornelius, Jr., 221? news-

papers, 221, 275

Variations. See Inventions; Adjust-
ment

Victoria, B. C., News, 300

Villard, 0. G., 3, 207, 256, 593, 632,
759

Voelter, Henry, 98, 101

Voluntary censorship. See Press con-

trol, political

von Bernstorff, J. H., 452

W
Waco, Tex., Observer, 177

Wages, newspaper and periodical, 198-

202, 750-1

Waldo, George, Jr., 674

Walker, Stanley, 690

Walker, Thomas, 114

Wallace, J. W., 60

Walsh, Robert, 484

Walter press, 118

Ward, Henshaw, 639

Wardman, Ervin, 401

Warren, Samuel, 416

Washington, D. C., Bureau of Corre-

spondence, 510; Chronicle, 211-12,

395; Colored American, 178; Colum-
bia Typographical Society of, 134,

137; Globe, 107, 110, 181, 492, 505,

710, 734-5; Madisonian, 181, 492-3;
National Intelligencer, 181, 480, 492;

News, 275-6, 510, 691; News Service,

623; Star, 285; Times, 194, 221, 405,

424; United Slates Telegraph, 137

Washington, George, 28, 41, 50, 59-

60, 301, 377, 381, 429, 477-8, 604

Watson, E. S., 601, 765

Watson, J. F., 60

Watson, Morris, 693-4

Watterson, Henry, 448, 579, 648, 657

WDAF, 559

WEAF, 367

Weaver, G. C., 518

Weaver, G. W., 123

Webb, J. W., 383

Webster, Noah, 276, 380, 604

Weed, Thurlow, 415
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Weeks, L. H
, 42, 99, 132, 742, 762

WeH, L. A., 665

Wellman, Walter, 285

Westchester County Publishers, 127,

218, 221, 253, 356

West Chester, Pa., Jeffersonian, 415

Westcott, Thompson, 60, 518

Westerly, R. I, Sun, 405

Western Advertising Agents' Associa-

tion, 343, 360

Western Associated Press, 232, 502,

507-09, 512-16, 546; and labor, 153,

225
'

Western Newspaper Union, 227, 386

Western New York Typographical

Association, 223-4, 349

Western Publisher, 227

Western Union Telegraph Co., 424,

426, 508-10, 512, 514, 516, 518, 520,

548, 551

Weston, S. P., 9-10

Wewoka, Okla., Times-Democrat, 131

Wheat, A. A., 426

Wheat, G. G., 80, 744

Wheeler, J. N., 594

Wheeler Syndicate, 588, 592

White House Correspondents' Associa-

tion, 547

White, Lee A, 417

White Plains, N. Y., Press, 127

White, W. A., 182, 205, 296, 425, 439,

630, 636, 653, 697, 703, 759

Wide World Photos, 535; Wired

Photos, 535-6

Wilcox, D. F., 272, 374

Wiley, Louis, 462

Wilkerson, M. M., 419, 641, 765

Wilkinson, J. A., 116

Willey, M. M., 95, 207, 574-5, 759

Williams, Cranston, 470

Williams, J. T., 424-5

Williams, Walter, 661-3, 676

Williamsburg, Va., Gazette, 33, 39

Willington, A. S., 481-3

Wilmer, L. A., 640, 759

Wingate, C. F
, 374, 473, 574, 601, 640,

698, 759

Winkler, J. K., 256, 641, 761

Winship, G. P., 30, 762

Wirephoto, 131

Wisan, J. E,, 637, 641, 765

Wisconsin Editorial Association, 223

Wisner, G. W., 320, 608

WLS, 566

Wolff, Bernhard, 505

Wolffs Telegraphisches Euro, 513, 518,

529-30, 537

Wood, Benjamin, 125, 175, 212

Woodcock's Printers' and Lithographers'

Weekly Gazette, 602, 755

Wood Dry Mat, 125

Wood, H. A. W., 124-6

Woodpulp, chemical, 101-03; ground,

98, 101-03

Woodward, J. L,, 63

Woonsocket, R. L, La Tribune, 186

Wooster, Lewis, 101

Worcester, Mass., Spy, 38, 381

World Almanac, 621

World Feature Service, 591

"World's Greatest Newspaper" (self-

styled). See Chicago, 111
,
Tribune

World Syndicate, 591, 594, 602

Wright, Fanny, 190

Writing Paper Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, 107

WWJ, 559

"Yellow" journalism. See Editorial

policy, "yellow"

Yonkers, N. Y., Statesman, 582

Yorkville, S. C., Enquirer, 386-7

Young, J. R, 212

Young, J. W., 363

Zabriskie, M. A., 503

Zenger, J. P., 29, 32, 34-5, 37-8, 423

Zotti, Frank, 176


















